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Preface

The 8th ERCIM Workshop “User Interfaces for All” was held in Vienna, Austria, on
28–29 June 2004, building upon the results of the seven previous workshops held in
Heraklion, Crete, Greece, 30–31 October 1995; Prague, Czech Republic, 7–8 Novem-
ber 1996; Obernai, France, 3–4 November 1997; Stockholm, Sweden, 19–21 October
1998; Dagstuhl, Germany, 28 November – 1 December 1999; Florence, Italy, 25–26
October 2000; and Paris (Chantilly), France, 24–25 October 2002.

The concept of “User Interfaces for All” targets a proactive realization of the “de-
sign for all” principle in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), and involves the
development of user interfaces to interactive applications and e-services, which provide
universal access and usability to potentially all users. In the tradition of its predecessors,
the 8th ERCIM Workshop “User Interfaces for All” aimed to consolidate recent work
and to stimulate further discussion on the state of the art in “User Interfaces for All”
and its increasing range of applications in the upcoming Information Society.

The emphasis of the 2004 event was on “User-Centered Interaction Paradigms for
Universal Access in the Information Society.” The requirement for user-centered uni-
versal access stems from the growing impact of the fusion of the emerging technolo-
gies and from the different dimensions of diversity that are intrinsic to the Information
Society. These dimensions become evident when considering the broad range of user
characteristics, the changing nature of human activities, the variety of contexts of use,
the increasing availability and diversification of information, knowledge sources and
e-services, the proliferation of technological platforms, etc. The 8th ERCIM Workshop
“User Interfaces for All” focused on the new HCI challenges arising from this evo-
lution, and on how these affect the continuing efforts towards universal access in the
Information Society.

Efforts towards universal access to Information Society technologies have met wide
appreciation by an increasing proportion of the international research community, lead-
ing to various European and international research and policy initiatives, and to the
establishment of forums for the diffusion and exchange of ideas and research results.
These initiatives contribute to appropriating the benefits of the increasing international
momentum and interest in the topics of universal design and universal access. Among
them, the ERCIM working group on “User Interfaces for All” plays a catalytic role in
bringing closer researchers and teams working in the different ERCIM organizations
(but also organizations beyond ERCIM or the European boundaries), and sharing com-
mon interests and aspirations to contribute towards making the emerging Information
Society equally accessible to all.

The 8th ERCIM Workshop “User Interfaces for All” attracted the strongest ever in-
terest worldwide, with over 140 submissions from all over the world, covering a wide
range of topics that include novel interaction paradigms and contexts of use, innova-
tive concepts of universal accessibility and sociability, new modalities and dialogue
styles, user-centered design in mobile application scenarios, late-breaking empirical
results with respect to assessing universally accessible applications, and standardiza-
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tion efforts. Contributions addressed not only technological solutions, but also design
paradigms and empirical methods for evaluation, as well as policy developments. Re-
flecting this essential variety of topics, the workshop featured the two keynote speeches
“Interface Design Strategies to Promote Learnability for All” by Prof. Ben Shneider-
man (University of Maryland, USA) and “Online Communities for All” by Prof. Jenny
Preece (University of Maryland Baltimore County, USA).

This volume is organized into five thematic sections:

I Implementing user diversity. Contributions in this section investigate several im-
portant issues related to the varying characteristics and requirements of users of
Information Society technologies, including cognitive assessment and personality
profiling, individual differences and behavioral aspects of Web navigation, auto-
mated assessment of clinical populations, information needs of older users, and
user requirements related to various types of cognitive impairments.

II Adaptation and personalization. Contributions in this section discuss issues related
to user interface and content adaptation for universal access. Addressed topics in-
clude adaptive user modeling, interaction monitoring and usage patterns extraction,
personalization based on cognitive styles, user interface adaptation for mobile com-
puting devices, and interrelationships between adaptation and accessibility.

III Accessibility and usability of interactive applications and e-services. Papers in this
section present methods, design guidelines and tools for accessibility and usability
in the context of Web-based applications and services, and in particular in applica-
tion domains such as education, health, and access to information.

IV Universal access and design for all: guidelines, standards and practice. This section
includes papers discussing issues of design inclusiveness, focusing on concrete
practice, and standards elaboration and impact.

Novel interaction techniques, devices and metaphors. This section proposes a vari-
ety of novel approaches to user interaction, discussing topics such as extended function-
ality devices, force feedback devices, input rate enhancement techniques, visualization
techniques in augmented reality, nomadic speech entry, haptic and audio-based interac-
tion, and multimodality.

We would like to thank all the contributors and participants who made this work-
shop one of the most successful international events held so far regarding user-centered
universal access. The atmosphere was characterized by in-depth and provoking presen-
tations as well as fruitful cross-disciplinary discourse in a socially rewarding environ-
ment. We also wish to thank the members of the Programme Committee and all the
reviewers for their dedicated efforts to maintain the high scientific quality of the event,
as well as the invited speakers Prof. Ben Shneiderman and Prof. Jenny Preece.

June 2004 Christian Stary and Constantine Stephanidis
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Universal Access Through Client-Centred Cognitive 
Assessment and Personality Profiling 

Ray Adams 

Middlesex University, School of Computing Science,  
Trent Park, Bramley Road, London N14 4YZ 
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Abstract. The demand for universal access to information in the evolving In-
formation Society produces an inexorable move towards complex, powerful and 
interlinked technological solutions. In this context, user requirements must be 
captured by more powerful user models, based upon more advanced user cen-
tred methods. Traditional HCI techniques may not work well in the new context 
of future and emerging technologies. Earlier work [1] observed significant dis-
sociations between observed task performance and self report, raising profound 
and serious problems for user modelling methods. This empirical paper evalu-
ates three different types of method used in user modelling; task performance, 
self-report and the personality inventory. Four case studies with individuals 
with acquired disabilities are reported here. The relationships between these 
three aspects of the user's profile (self report, task performance and the person-
ality inventory) are more complex than expected and provide different, some-
times contradictory, perspectives of user needs. A potential explanatory frame-
work is offered briefly to guide future user modelling work. More importantly, 
any code of practice for Universal Access must not rely on any one method 
alone but must combine methods to minimise conceptual and practical errors. 
User profiles for adaptive technology must also employ multiple methods, if 
such technology is to be reliable in practice. 

1   Introduction 

If we are to achieve universal access in the face of emerging technological power and 
complexity, then we need equally powerful and robust methods of evaluating user 
requirements and building better user models [3,4,5,6]. We face the challenge of 
moving beyond simple, desk top applications to more powerful technologies which 
are embedded in real world artefacts [8,9]. If so, we cannot assume that traditional 
HCI methods are still adequate [7]. Indeed, recent work [1] demonstrates that differ-
ent, but equally popular methods may produce different or even conflicting outcomes 
[10,11]. 

This empirical paper evaluates three types of method. In a series of case studies; 
task performance, self-report and personality were all deployed. Task performance 
was measured by the use of psychometric tests and cognitive tasks. Self report was 
based upon the use of structured interview methods and questionnaires. Personality 
was assessed by standard personality inventories (MBTI and 16PF). All procedures 
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were implemented by a qualified psychologist as part of a three day vocational as-
sessment for which the individual had volunteered. 

2   Case Study 1: Client AB 

Client AB received head injuries as a result of a road traffic accident, with resulting 
frontal lobe damage (right and left lobes). His performance, intelligence (IQ) and 
other cognitive functions were evaluated by controlled tasks. One was the Stroop test 
which requires the matching of different colour names in different colour inks accord-
ing to different rules. His self report, insights and awareness of his problems were 
evaluated by structured interviews. His personality was assessed by means of two 
personality inventories (MBTI and 16PF). 

2.1   Performance 

Pre and post traumatic cognitive aptitude were both measured. Pre-accident ability 
was measured (the NART test) and produced a pre-morbid IQ of 120. Post-morbid IQ 
(measured by Ravens Standard Progressive Matrices (RSPM),[2]) produced an IQ 
estimate of 107. Such an observed reduction is highly likely to be related to his acci-
dent. Perceptual speed and accuracy were also measured by means of a perceptual 
reaction time test. He had no problems with perceptual processes. He carried out the 
Stroop task as a measure of his higher (executive) cognitive processes. He required 
significantly much more time to learn each version of the task than is typical, but 
when he had acquired each task, he performed it well. It appears that he faces signifi-
cant problems with executive processes, in general and task acquisition / organisation 
in particular. Clearly, executive functions can be impaired in different ways. 

2.2   Self-report 

There were significant differences between his comments and his task performance. 
He reported a poor memory, yet performed well on a simple memory function task. 
He displayed poor meta-memory but showed no signs of being aware of that fact. He 
expected to perform poorly on the Stroop task but, after extended practice, did well. 
He showed no awareness that he had acquired the task slowly, nor that he needed 
additional practice to do so. Throughout the assessment, it was noticeable than he 
relied on external instructions from the psychologist to complete tasks adequately. He 
often remarked that he needed to be told exactly what to do, but could not initiate 
tasks himself. 

2.3   Personality 

A comparison was made of his behavior post head injury with his underlying person-
ality. His perceived personality was assessed with the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 
(MBTI) and a 16 Personality Factor Inventory (16PF), [3]. Both inventories provide 
very similar profiles. There were clear indications that his underlying personality and 
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his post injury behavior were sometimes contradictory. His personality profile 
pointed towards social correctness, with a very cautious approach to trusting other 
people. His frontal lobe injuries seem to be related to his passive approach to tasks; 
his executive function problems; his competent memory and basic attentional proc-
esses; lack of drive and observed lack of social inhibition.  

 

2.4   Discussion 

It is as if his self-reported personality profile corresponded to a great extent to his 
pre-morbid self and that his post-morbid personality style was not particularly well 
reflected. There were clear indications that his underlying personality and his post 
injury behavior were sometimes contradictory. His personality profile strongly indi-
cated social correctness, with a very cautious approach to trusting other people. His 
frontal lobe injuries seem to be more related to his passive approach to tasks; his 
executive function problems; his competent memory and basic attentional processes; 
lack of drive and observed lack of social inhibition. Both his personality style and his 
cognitive functioning seem to have changed dramatically as a result of his trauma, but 
his self report and his reported personality have not changed so much. If so, his abil-
ity to reflect on his own personality would appear to be related to his lack of cogni-
tive insight and awareness. 

 

3   Case Study 2: Client AD 

Client B is schizophrenic with his condition controlled by medication. When working 
under direct supervision, it was reported that he appeared to acquire new instructions 
well, he started the task satisfactorily but when left to work alone, his performance 
declined very significantly and he often stopped working completely when alone. His 
overall aptitude (IQ) was measured by Raven Standard Matrices, an allegedly culture- 
free measure. His self-report and insight were assessed by structured interview and by 
self report questionnaire. His personality was included by use of a personality ques-
tionnaire (16PF). A number of complaints have been reported at his work place, in-
cluding: brief periods ( 4 to 5 minutes) when he would sit and do nothing, persistent 
filing errors and omitting required tasks. These errors have tended to continue and 
there is now increasing reluctance to continue with his placement. He is, perhaps 
unsurprisingly, defensive about his performance, agrees that he does make mistakes, 
but believes that they are minor and can be resolved. However, his personality is now 
quite labile (see later) and he will often tend to agree with criticisms and comments, 
even when he himself would never have reached similar conclusions independently. 
He was able to describe the details of his job, even bringing along a detailed set of 
notes which set out the parameters of every task. (A employment advisor advised me 
that these notes, which were prepared for him, do provide sufficient detail). 
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3.1   Task Performance 

He was first given a measure of his overall aptitude (RSPM) [2] which produced a 
low score with reference to the general population (IQ 83). This suggests serious 
problems with cognitive skills, so he was given the Stroop test. This task requires the 
individual to organise and acquire new tasks and to attend and implement them well. 
He seemed to have no problems in learning and organising the tasks. However, he 
displayed difficulties carrying out the task and appeared to experience significant 
negative transfer from one task to another. This result was replicated with a different 
order of tasks. Whatever the order, he experienced negative transfer from the first to 
the second task. This suggests he learns better under error free conditions or he will 
retain errors after training. This hypothesis was tested and supported by a memory 
test. 

He carried out a simple sorting task (MLS), requiring the sorting of chips by col-
our, by number or letter or by combinations of these dimensions. He was willing to 
attempt this task as many times as requested. This task indicates the general level of 
employment that an individual can achieve. It indicates (a) if an individual is actively 
participating rather than trying to fake poor performance and (b) the individual can 
learn new work skills. 

He performed, without making errors, at a supported employment level on the 
first, second and third sessions, improving each time, and achieved an open employ-
ment level on the fourth session. Thus he shows the ability to acquire a new task of 
this kind, even though he took a number of trials to reach a satisfactory level. These 
sessions were relatively brief (by design) and cannot be generalised to much longer 
tasks. However, they do suggest that he was genuinely attempting to learn the task 
and was succeeding in so doing. Initial learning of a relatively simple, non-conflicting 
task does not seem to be the core of any major problem. 

3.2   Self-report 

There were at least three areas of mismatch between self-report and task performance 
i.e. self report questionnaire of typical errors, awareness and insight into task related 
problem and problems in the workplace. First, the Cognitive Failings Questionnaire 
(CFQ) [2] explores the frequency of everyday mistakes. It requires the individual to 
report on the perceived frequency of their errors. He reported a perceived low error 
rate 34 out of 100, indicating a lack of unawareness of mistakes. Second, his self-
reports did not correspond with his task performance. Third, he appeared to have no 
insights or awareness of his inability to maintain performance standards in the work 
place, suggesting lack of awareness and insight. He estimated that his error rates at 
work were low i.e. 2–3 %, though his managers estimated a much higher rate. 

3.3   Personality 

The 16PF contains measures of the extent to which the respondent is attempting to 
present himself in a favourable or unfavourable manner. His responses indicate that 
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he has answered most of the questions realistically. The following statements are 
based on his own responses. 

His interpersonal style has a tendency towards introversion. He may at times be 
happier occupied with a task, than dealing with people, and will generally avoid com-
ing forward in social situations, particularly if this places him at the centre of atten-
tion. Nevertheless, he can project quite a good-natured personality, putting forward a 
feeling of warmth when interacting with others. In personal exchanges, he maintains 
a balance by not being overbearing nor being too easily dominated. He will assert 
himself or give way as the situation demands.  

He has a relatively cynical and questioning nature, tending to often suspect the un-
derlying motives behind the things people say or do. Relatively unpretentious, genu-
ine and rather outspoken, when asked for an opinion, he will on occasion, uninten-
tionally (or otherwise) express himself in a direct and uncalculated manner. 

His profile is typical of those who strike a balance between controlling and being 
controlled by their environment. As such, he is likely to exercise as much initiative as 
most people. He is a quite self-reliant, non-suggestible individual who is generally 
quite capable of making decisions and initiating action without group support or ap-
proval. He describes himself as a sensitive and creatively oriented person who is 
usually inclined to feel his way through problems.  

3.4   Discussion 

There is again, evidence of a double dissociation between, on the one hand, perform-
ance and self-report and on the other hand, between performance and reported per-
sonality. He showed major problems with performance in both the laboratory and the 
workplace. He failed to sustain performance at work, but could (or would) offer no 
explanation. He showed massive negative transfer between tasks with conflicting 
demand, but showed neither insight nor awareness. In addition, he only learned effec-
tively under error free learning regimes.  

His self-reported personality profile contrasted with both his observed and re-
ported work performance, as shown below. These results cannot be explained by 
simple failure to report, though we cannot rule out cultural influences. His responses 
indicate that he has answered most of the questions realistically.  

In personal exchanges, he feels that he is not too easily dominated, though in prac-
tice he was very compliant. He says that he will assert himself or give way as the 
situation demands, though he never did. He reports but did not show a relatively 
cynical and questioning nature. Other traits reported but not observed included; 
overtly critical, dogmatic and opinionated, obstinate from time to time, resentful of 
being given instructions, doing just the opposite of what he is told, neither feeling 
bound to conform to societal demands and protocol nor ignoring it. In most situa-
tions, he should considers him self to be fairly self-disciplined, relatively unpreten-
tious, genuine and rather outspoken, when asked for an opinion, he will on occasion, 
unintentionally (or otherwise) express himself in a direct and uncalculated manner. 

As well as these observed personality report versus personality expression, there 
were also at least three areas of mismatch between self-report and task performance 
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Fig. 1. The relationship between 
task learning and task perform-
ance for two individuals tested 
with the Stroop assessment test. 

i.e. self report questionnaire of typical errors, awareness and insight into task related 
problem and problems in the workplace. Thus both case studies displayed a double 
dissociation between (a) task performance and self-report / self-awareness of per-
formance and (b) self-report of personality and observed expression of personality. 

3.5   Double Dissociation Between the First, Two Case Studies in Performance 

With specific reference to the Stroop task, Client AB had difficulty learning the task 
but his performance was then good. Client AN, however, showed good initial task 
learning but his subsequent performance was poor (mainly due to negative task trans-
fer). For example, he often made responses on the second task which were more re-
lated to the first task.  

 
 

This is a double dissociation and replicated earlier findings [1]. This is of theoreti-
cal importance, since the results cannot be explained in terms of the relative levels of 
task difficulty. We can be relatively confident that the two individuals are experienc-
ing different types of executive process problem, one task acquisition and two task 
organisation and implementation. 

4   Case Study 3: Client AC 

Client AC sustained a head injury as a result of a road traffic accident twelve months 
previously. The resulting closed head injury involved the left frontal lobe and left 
parietal lobe (contusions), producing right hemiparesis and mild left hemiparesis. In a 
structured interview, he suggested that his health was good, as was his concentration 
and memory. He initially had no insight into his deficits, combined with impaired 
memory and concentration. After two months, he showed slightly improved insight, 
better memory but with significant cognitive problems.  

4.1   Performance 

His overall aptitude was evaluated by means of Ravens Standard Progressive Matri-
ces(RSPM) and double checked by the Ravens Coloured Progressive Matrices 
(RCPM). They produced an IQ estimate of 69 and 75. The NART test was used to 
estimate his pre-morbid IQ (a test which is based upon prior knowledge of the pro-
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nunciation of irregular words) which turned out to be 105. Clearly his pre-morbid IQ 
was significantly higher than his currently estimated IQ.  

Further analysis explored his numeracy and literacy skills using the Foundation 
Skills Assessment (FSA) in decreasing order of aptitude as follows: vocabulary (32nd 
%), reading comprehension (20th %), numerical problem solving (17th %) and num-
ber operations (1st %).  

In view of his history of memory problems after the accident, his current memory 
performance was examined, using a simple free recall task for short digit sequences 
(four digits per sequence, 25 sequences per task). Three tasks were used in all, (i) 
auditory presentation, (ii) visual presentation and (iii) combined visual plus auditory. 
He managed 100 % recall in all three tasks for every sequence, so further evaluation 
of his memory was not undertaken. 

To assess his cognitive skills, his performance on a modernised version of the 
Stroop task was considered (Hartley and Adams, 1974).This task involves the match-
ing of colour names printed in different coloured inks according to predefined rules 
which vary in different versions of the task. His performance was very slow, complet-
ing approximately 25% of the number of items typically completed in the time al-
lowed.  

He learned to do each task, but his performance actually declined from the practice 
session to the main session in every This result is consistent with a difficulty with his 
ability to organise the demands of the tasks, even though he had been given ample 
opportunity to learn them i.e. a problem with executive functioning, a predominantly 
frontal lobe function. This conclusion is supported by the fact that his performance 
declined significantly across the different versions, suggesting that his ability to or-
ganise each task declined with exposure to different variations of the task.  

4.2   Self-report 

A structured interview was conducted to explore the key issues with him. He re-
sponded that his health was good, as was his concentration and memory. He added 
that he sometimes had problems “with his mind” and added that he sometimes did not 
think well enough for what he wanted to do, but that this was not a bad problem. 
Given his background profile of problems, these responses are all consistent with a 
lack of full insight into his cognitive problems. He also reported that he often experi-
enced only mild headaches, but after each assessment session he reported experienc-
ing significant headaches, requiring him to take rest. During the assessment, he ap-
peared incapable of organising his own timetable and actions without significant 
prompting and guidance. It was necessary to actively manage him to be sure that he 
would be in the right place at the right time. 

4.3   Personality 

He was asked to complete an unpaced personality questionnaire (16PF) which nor-
mally takes approximately 45 minutes to complete. Surprisingly, he took over 150 
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minutes to do it, with breaks, clear evidence of significantly slowed information proc-
essing skills. 

In his responses, he described himself as active, outgoing (moderate extraversion), 
independent, tough minded and able to take the initiative. He also reported a high 
level of self-control. The expression of his personality was markedly different. Dur-
ing the assessment, he appeared incapable of organising his own timetable and ac-
tions without significant prompting and guidance. It was necessary to actively man-
age him to be sure that he would be in the right place at the right time. He appeared to 
lack awareness of these problems. 

4.4   Discussion 

Again, there are major differences between his self-report and his task performance, 
as well as between his self-reported personality and the current expression of his 
personality through his observed behaviour. An interview or a discussion would not 
have provided an accurate picture of his strengths or weaknesses. In this case, he 
significantly underestimates the magnitude of his problems. 

Double dissociations are observed not only between his self-report and behaviour, 
but also between his relative performance on memory and cognition tasks. This indi-
vidual performed very well in the memory task but very badly on tasks which meas-
ure cognitive skills. In contrast, earlier cases described above, showed exactly the 
opposite profile performing relatively well on cognitive tasks but less well on the 
memory tasks. This is an important observation, since it means that differences be-
tween the two types of task cannot be explained simply in terms of their relative diffi-
culty, suggesting that they measure different sets of cognitive processes.  

5   Case Study4: Client JC A(1.4) 

This individual was involved in a road traffic accident, with resulting frontal lobe 
damage and surgical removal of portions from both frontal lobes. No long term 
physical injuries were sustained. He is reported to exhibit inappropriate social behav-
iour. He has concerns about his ability to concentrate, his memory and about his lack 
of career development. 

5.1   Performance 

His pre-morbid IQ (by the NART test) which produced an IQ of 118. His current 
overall aptitude was evaluated by means of Ravens Standard Progressive Matrices, in 
which is produced an IQ estimate of 109. This reduction of ten or more IQ points 
would only be expected in the normal population in ten percent of cases. The ob-
served reduction is highly likely to be related to his accident rather than being a 
chance result. 

His verbal skills were assessed (DAT test), where his score was at the 50th percen-
tile of the general population and the 78th percentile of the student population. His 
perceptual speed and accuracy were also measured by means of a DAT subtest. He 
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performed well on this task, completing all items without error. Clearly, he has no 
problems with perceptual processes. Next, he carried out the Stroop task, as described 
above, as a measure of his higher cognitive processes. It was observed that he re-
quired significantly more time to learn each version of the task, but when he had 
learned each task he performed them relatively well. This suggests that he faces prob-
lems with his executive processes (though not as extreme as earlier cases), whilst his 
basic information processing skills seem to be intact.  

He reported concerns with his memory and so this function was assessed using two 
versions of a simple word recall task, but no memory problems were found in these 
tasks (unlike for other individuals), effectively ruling out any significant memory 
problems. Any problems he experiences are more likely to be due to problems with 
his executive functioning rather than memory weakness per se. 

His metamemory was also tested twice by a simple procedure in which his recall 
for prior events was tested. In both cases, he was able to recall only one task out of 
eight that he had actually done. Whilst his basic memory processes seem to be func-
tioning well, his metamemory, a putative frontal lobe function, has been dramatically 
impaired. This is a striking contrast between working memory and metamemory. 

Frontal lobe injury can lead to a number of important dysfunctions, but they can 
vary from injury to injury, from person to person. In this case study, his basic, low 
level cognitive skills like simple memory, concentration and attention seem to func-
tion well, whilst his higher functions like IQ, executive functions, structuring new 
tasks and metamemory are significantly impaired. Other traditional consequences of 
frontal lobe damage were not found (these include; epilepsy, dementia, aphasia, ver-
bal reasoning, verbal performance, attention disorder, distractibility, and poor mem-
ory. This individual did not show a wide spread of deficits in this area but he did 
present problems of acquisition of a cognitive, attentional task (Stroop) as if his ex-
ecutive attention skills were impaired but low level attentional processes were not. As 
he remarked himself, he takes a very passive approach to work, simply following 
instructions. Is he relying on intact, low level attentional processes guided by external 
instruction? 

Other features of frontal lobe damage include reduced activity, lack of drive, in-
ability to plan ahead and lack of concern. Again, his passive approach to tasks dis-
cussed above, is consistent with these consequences of frontal lobe damage.  

Social and cognitive disinhibition is also reported as a major consequence of fron-
tal lobe damage. Whilst no socially inappropriate behaviour was observed here, with 
a male observer in a relatively formal environment, he has previously displayed so-
cially inappropriate language with a female observer in a less formal setting. If so, 
this may be explained by recent research evidence that suggests that people with 
frontal lobe damage, particularly right frontal lobe, will have problems understanding 
or modelling the mental processes of others. These regions can be critical for under-
standing the perspectives of other people, leading to a reduction in empathy and sym-
pathy, missing social skills which can lead to inappropriate judgements. For the same 
reasons, such people may also be poor at detecting deception in others. Interview 
evidence provided supportive evidence of both lack of understanding and inability to 
detect deception in this case. 
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5.2   Self-report 

He reports concerns with his memory and so this function was assessed in depth. 
Despite these claims of a poor memory, he performed well in both versions of the 
memory task, performing nearly 100% on both,  effectively ruling out any significant 
memory problems. Any problems he experiences are more likely to be due to prob-
lems with his executive functioning rather than memory weakness per se. He did not 
report metamemory problems (remembering what he is doing / has done / plans to 
do), but testing indicated serious problems in this area. This is a striking contrast 
between working memory and metamemory. 

Frontal lobe injury can lead to a number of important dysfunctions, but they can 
vary from injury to injury, from person to person. It would appear that the frontal 
lobes are responsible for a number of functions, perhaps at different locations in the 
frontal lobes and thus vulnerable to differently located injuries. In this case study, his 
basic, low level cognitive skills like simple memory, concentration and attention 
seem to function well, whilst his higher functions like IQ, executive functions, struc-
turing new tasks and metamemory are significantly impaired, though he was unable 
to report any of his problems in interview. 

5.3   Personality 

Compare his current behaviour post head injury with his underlying personality. His 
perceived personality was also assessed (MBTI and 16PF) and there were indications 
that his underlying personality tendencies and his post injury behaviour were some-
times contradictory (see below). His frontal lobe injuries seem to be implied in his 
passive approach to tasks, his executive function problems, his competent memory 
and basic attentional processes, lack of drive and social inhibition. 

The MBTI presents him as generally dependable, practical, realistic and with a 
healthy regard for the facts. He will like everything clearly stated. In such people, 
their private reactions, which seldom show in their faces, are often vivid and intense. 
Not until they know you very well do you discover their idiosyncratic view of issues. 
He would be expected to be hard working, systematic and careful with procedures 
and principals. He would not enter into things impulsively but once committed they 
are very hard to discourage. He would be expected to do well in executive roles re-
quiring organisation and control. 

In the 16PF, he tended to give socially acceptable answers, so his responses should 
be treated with some care. He is quite introverted and his marked inhibition with 
people will make him seem to lack self-confidence and expressiveness. In social 
interactions, he will be passive and mild mannered, inhibited and formal. He has a 
cynical and questioning nature, not easily fooled or taken in. He will maintain a care-
ful guard on his own behaviour and the expression of his emotions. This should guard 
him against taking impulsive action. When he knows people well, he is inclined to be 
more open and trusting. Conventional in outlook, he will support culturally correct 
standards and views. At the moment, he has a very high anxiety level and this may be 
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due to his current circumstances. This second measure broadly confirms and com-
plements the first. 

5.4   Discussion 

In summary, he presents a significant set of contrasts between (a) his performance 
and his self-report and (b) his behaviour as here assessed and his perceptions of his 
underlying personality as recorded by two independent personality inventories. 
Whilst the above statements are only a selection from a bigger corpus of such state-
ments, there is sufficient indication that his personality has been changed dramatically 
by his head injuries. He is now reported to produce socially unacceptable comments 
and behaviour, to tell people what he is thinking even when it is unwise to do so, to 
be impulsive and to let others tell him what to do, passively responding. Current and 
underlying personality seem to be at odds with each other. This individual present 
with significant executive function problems as shown by reduced IQ, an inability to 
organise new tasks, lack of drive, socially inappropriate behaviour, poor metamemory 
yet functional low level memory and attentional processes. 

In conclusion, there are significant differences between his comments and his task 
performance. He reported a poor memory yet performed well on a simple memory 
function task, yet displayed poor metamemory. He expected to perform poorly on the 
stroop task but, after extended practice, did well. His perceptions of his own personal-
ity contradicted his own behaviour as observed and reported by reliable others.  

6   Discussion 

All four case studies reported here, with individuals with acquired disabilities, dem-
onstrate complex inter-relationships between  

• task performance (in one case work performance too),  
• self report about task performance through structured interview / questionnaire,  
• the results of personality inventories and 
• personality expression through behaviour. 

Summarising the present data, it is clear that significant divergences emerged be-
tween the different methods, as follows. 

Comparing methods Observed results 

Performance & personality Divergent for all four cases 

Performance & self-report Divergent for all four cases 

Personality and self-report Weaker evidence of divergence 

Personality before & after Questionnaires reflected pre-injury behaviour 

There is considerable complexity in these data. This fact alone point to the need 
for powerful user modelling methods. Even as summarised above, these results have 
very important implications for user modelling, since it is clear that we cannot rely on 
one type of approach to the detriment of others, since they provide different perspec-
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tives. Our initial results [1] were explained, in part, by two apparently independent 
factors. Insight refers to long term knowledge of on-going cognitive problems, whilst 
we use the term awareness to indicate a shorter term perception of concurrent proc-
essing difficulties.  

Clearly, we need to now explain why there are striking differences between self-
reported and expressed personality as shown in current behaviour. There are several, 
possible types of dissociation between them. Despite the significant functional differ-
ences between our cases in the types of failure of executive functioning, they all seem 
to show a similar lack of updating of their knowledge of their own personality profile 
after their traumatic head injuries and frontal lobe damage. It is as if the normal proc-
ess of self-monitoring and construction of a model of self has been impaired. 

This finding can be explained in terms of our own theory of cognition (Simplex 
Two, see below). In this theory there are eight distinct, semi-autonomous cognitive 
functions mediated by an executive function which monitors and coordinates. The 
eight functions are:  

! input / perception 
! feedback management 
! working memory (includes short term memory) 
! emotions and emotional evaluation 
! cognitive modelling 
! long term memory 
! output buffer and 
! complex outputs system. 

by supposing that the inter-functionality of the executive module and the cognitive 
modelling module in Simplex has been disrupted. No doubt other theories will be 

Fig. 2. The relationships between awareness, insight and personality modelling. 
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able to offer alternative explanations, but, for now, it is sufficient to note that these 
findings have important implications for universal access, use modelling methods and 
the design of self-monitoring systems. 

Clearly, these data have made a significant impact upon our own user model, but it 
is also clear that they have equally important implications for codes of practice for 
Universal Access. These different methods have different strengths and weaknesses, 
so it will be essential that a code of practice should stipulate that developers deploy 
judicious combinations of methods, to minimise the effects of such weaknesses. 

Finally, user profiles are increasingly used as input to adaptable systems, so that 
the interface interaction reflect the requirements of the individual. Such user profiles 
must draw upon a suitable combination of methods if the high standards of universal 
access are to be achieved. 
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Abstract. Despite its high penetration rate of information technology among 
youngsters, most senior citizens in Singapore do not know how to use the Web. 
This study aims to determine the information needs of senior citizens in Singa-
pore, with particular focus on the use of the Web. It attempts to investigate sen-
ior citizens’ experience in using computers and the Web, and identify their lei-
sure activities and topics of interests that could be transferred to the Web. The 
study further explores Web-based services most used by senior citizens and 
their perceptions of using the Web. It also examined their willingness, as well 
as their reluctance in learning to use the Web. The paper concludes with a dis-
cussion on implications of findings on interface design of Web-based informa-
tion systems for senior citizens.  

1   Introduction 

The world population is greying rapidly. According to the United Nations (UN) pro-
jections [33], the number of persons aged 60 or older in the world is expected to in-
crease from 629 million in 2002 to over 1,100 million in 2025. By 2050, it is esti-
mated that the figure will grow to 2 billion, by which time the world population of 
older persons will surpass the population of children (0-14 years of age) for the first 
time in human history [33]. In fact, in more developed regions, the proportion of older 
persons had already surpassed that of children (19 percent versus 18 percent) in 2000 
[34]. In Singapore, it is projected that the proportion of senior citizens (defined as 
persons aged 65 and above) will increase from about 7% in 2001 to 19% in 2030, or 
one in every five persons, making Singapore one of the fastest ageing societies in 
Asia [17].  

In Singapore, although the penetration rate of Internet is high among the younger 
generation [20], the majority of the elderly do not seem to use the Internet. There 
appears to be an additional obstacle that may be attributed to the nation’s culture, 
“especially in a work-oriented society that equates retirees as old, unproductive, in-
competent, and expendable” [16], where retired people often become the group for-
gotten by society. Much emphasis is on the development of technology for the chil-
dren and working adults, but not for the elderly as they are often regarded as of no 
contribution to the society anymore. This is a serious misconception considering the 
precious (tacit) knowledge that resides with senior citizens. 
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2   Our Study 

Unlike some countries in North America and Europe, which have recognized infor-
mation needs of senior citizens and developed many Websites specifically for senior 
citizens, such Websites can hardly be found in Singapore. Not much research effort 
has been put into this area as well. There were little published studies in exploring 
computer/Web literacy of the senior citizens, their information needs and willingness 
to adopt Web technology; there were also no known Websites that cater to the needs 
of the local senior citizens. Senior citizens as reported in [4] face numerous Web 
accessibility and usability problems.  

Hence, the main aim of this study is to determine the information needs of senior 
citizens in Singapore, with particular focus on the use of the World Wide Web. To 
achieve this overall aim, several specific objectives of the study have been identified: 

• Objective 1: To identify the types of information and Web-based services that are 
of most interest to the senior citizens in Singapore;  

• Objective 2: To investigate senior citizens’ perceptions of using the Web; and  
• Objective 3: To investigate the willingness of the senior citizens to learn and to 

use the Web. 

Approach Taken 
The study was carried out in two phases. In the first phase, a general understanding of 
all aspects of ageing, information needs of the senior citizens, and their perceptions of 
the Web were obtained through reviewing existing literature of similar topic. With 
reference to some scientific publications, the second phase of the explorative study 
employed quantitative research method, namely questionnaire survey to reach a 
broader population. Information gathered from the two phases were analyzed and 
contrasted to determine the Web-based information needs of the senior citizens in 
Singapore. 

Terminology Used 
The research focuses on senior citizens in Singapore. Similar to most developed coun-
tries, Singapore accepts the chronological age of 65 years as the definition of “eld-
erly” or “older persons”. On the other hand, the United Nations (UN) criterion for 
older population is 60 and above.  

In the discussion of the literature from the Department of Statistics of Singapore 
and the UN, respective definitions used in different countries would be adopted. 
However, this study uses 50 years of age or older as the general definition of senior 
citizens. Although it was recognized that difficulties may emerge while comparing 
results with other studies using a different definition of senior citizens, it was deemed 
necessary to solicit opinions from people in their fifties to gain a wider perspective on 
both retirees as well as pre-retirees as they are approaching retirement soon and their 
responses will reflect future needs of senior citizens.  

In addition, although some scientific publications categorize the senior citizens into 
the “young-old” (aged 65 to 74), “old-old” (aged 75 to 84), and “oldest-old” (85 and 
over) [10], or “octogenarians” (aged 80-89), “nonagenarians” (aged 90-99), and “cen-
tenarians” (over 100) [13, 34], for the purpose of this study, such distinct classifica-
tion is not relevant. The terms senior citizens, elder(s), elderly, senior(s), aged, and 
older person(s) would be used interchangeably [32, 37]. 
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2.1   Questionnaire Design 

Self-administered questionnaire was used in the survey to investigate the information 
needs of the senior citizens in Singapore. The questionnaire comprises four sections, 
which are detailed as follows: 

• Section I: Demographic Information  
As noted by Vasoo, Ngiam and Cheung [36], when planning and developing pro-
grammes for older persons, it is crucial to know the socio-economic profiles of the 
older population because such information can enable people to shape and to de-
velop programmes appropriate and relevant to the community. The same is appli-
cable to the design of senior Websites. Hence, the demographic information of the 
senior citizens in Singapore is needed to facilitate the profiling of their informa-
tion needs. More specifically, the objective is to find out the profile of the general 
average elderly in Singapore and their corresponding information needs.  
This section consists of seven questions pertaining to the respondents’ background 
information. These demographic details include gender, ethnic group, age group, 
educational background, labour force participation, spoken and written languages.  

• Section II: Physical Health Condition  
This section comprises two questions aimed to understand the subjects’ physical 
health condition. Since age-related disability was identified as one of the main 
barriers to the adoption of computers and the Web [10, 14, 25, 27, 29, 30], the first 
question in this section intends to find out the age-related disabilities of the sub-
jects that may affect their abilities to use computer and the Web. These age-related 
disabilities include dexterity/mobility, vision, and hearing problems. Examples of 
the most common diseases in each disability category were also included as refer-
ences for the subjects to ease their understanding. Cognitive disability (such as 
bad memory or decreased learning ability) was not listed as one of the options be-
cause it is generally subjective and difficult to measure. An “others” option was 
included for the subjects to fill in any other disability.  
Since senior citizens’ perceptions of their own health conditions are critical to 
their willingness in social involvement [6], the second question in this section 
asked the senior citizens for their self-perception of physical health condition. The 
physical health rating scale used in this question was adapted from the Older 
American Resource and Service. To avoid “prestige bias” – a tendency for re-
spondents to answer in a way that put a better light on themselves [21] – the 
physical health rating scale was modified for this study to “Good”, “Satisfactory”, 
“Poor”, and “Very bad”, with the word “disabilities” in the description changed to 
“special needs”.  This was to avoid any possible negative connotation of the words 
“impaired” and “disabilities” that may inadvertently prompt the subjects to give 
invalid data or to skip answering this question. 

• Section III: Information Needs  
Questions in this section gather the information needs of the senior citizens. There 
are three questions identifying the subject’s leisure activities, topics of interest, 
and sources of information. For each question, an option was given to the subjects 
to specify answers not listed in the list of response choices.  
The off-line pastimes of the senior citizens may be translated into Web-based in-
formation needs. The list of response choices for leisure activities were derived 
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from the various studies conducted overseas [9, 10, 11, 24, 26, 27] and locally [6, 
12]. Similarly, the response choices for the topics of interest were based on the 
various studies [2, 15, 19], and all the information sources listed were the most 
widely used by the senior citizens as shown in previous studies [3, 7, 15, 29], ex-
cept the option on “World Wide Web”, which was actually identified as the most 
unlikely to be used by older people [3, 29]. The inclusion of this option could help 
to determine if Web-literate subjects would use the Web as one of their informa-
tion sources.  

• Section IV: Experience and Perception of Computer and the World Wide Web        
This section covers nine questions concerning the senior citizens’ experience of 
using computer and the Web, their willingness in learning computer and the Web, 
and their perceptions in using the Web.   
All subjects would answer the filter question on computer literacy. For subjects 
who did not know how to use computer, they would skip the next five questions. 
For subjects who had used computer before, they would proceed to the next ques-
tion to indicate their current frequency of computer usage, if at all. This would 
help to assess the subjects’ competency in using the computer.  
The following question would find out if the computer-literate subjects knew how 
to use the Web. This is another filter question where subjects who did not know 
how to use the Web would skip the next three questions. For those who were Web 
literate, their competencies were accessed through the years of knowledge and the 
usage frequency. The Web-based services that were most commonly used by these 
Web-literate elderly were also identified.   
For the subjects who did not know how to use computers or the Web, they would 
indicate their willingness to learn using computer and the Web. Subjects who were 
reluctant to learn were asked to further pin-point the reasons. Eight reasons were 
listed as response choices with an “others” option for subjects to specify reasons 
that may not have been included in the list. The reasons listed were based on the 
various findings on the main barriers of Web adoption by the senior citizens.  
The last two questions concern the senior citizens’ perception of the Web. The 
subjects were asked if they thought more elderly people should be encouraged to 
use the Web. The response would determine if the senior citizens had positive or 
negative feelings towards the Web. 

Refinement of Questionnaire 
The initial questionnaire contained 21 questions, and it was also translated to the 
Chinese language since a vast majority of senior citizens understand the Chinese lan-
guage better than the English language. Given the intended subjects of the study were 
persons who were 50 years and older, it was crucial that the questionnaire format and 
wordings were designed in ways that could be easily understood by the people of that 
age group. To ensure the questionnaire “speaks the user’s language”, a pilot survey 
was conducted before the actual questionnaire was administered.  

The pilot test was carried out on three test subjects of age range 50-59, 60-69, and 
70-79 respectively, using the questionnaire in Chinese version as chosen by them. 
Based on the feedback from the pre-test, several modifications were made. Sentences 
were rephrased to provide better understanding for the elderly, additional response 
choices were added, and format for the questions involving Likert scales were 
changed from circling to ticking boxes. 
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2.2   Sample Selection 

The sample for this pilot study consisted of persons aged 50 and above who lived in 
Singapore. The survey employed convenience sampling technique, whereby the sam-
ples were collected randomly from channels that were accessible by the researcher 
[21]. The samples were reached through two channels: 

• The first channel consisted of senior citizens from social organizations, namely: 
− Singapore Action Group of Elders (SAGE) – a non-profit and non-religious 

voluntary welfare organization for the senior citizens in Singapore. Established 
in 1977, it provides a variety of programmes, services and benefits to promote 
the continued growth and development of senior citizens in Singapore. 

− A local church with over 3000 church members. 
• The second channel was parents of the researcher’s acquaintances. 

It is acknowledged that the use of convenience sampling does not permit an objec-
tive evaluation of the adequacy of the sample as it is a non-probability sampling 
method, and as such it is hard to determine the probability that any population ele-
ment has been included in the sample [21]. Nevertheless, the data collected in this 
pilot study provided some useful insights to the variables of interest which we will 
highlight in this paper, and could serve as inputs for a bigger study. 

3   Findings and Analysis 

3.1   Method of Data Analysis 

Descriptive statistical analysis was carried out on the raw data using MS-Excel 
spreadsheet and statistical software Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 
for Windows version 11.0.0. The results of the questionnaire were mainly analyzed 
using frequency test and Pearson Chi-Square test for independence.  

Incomplete questionnaires were included in the analysis whereby missing data was 
ignored; questions with missing data were analyzed against smaller sample size ac-
cording to the total number of answers obtained for that particular question. This was 
because the omitted questions only comprised a small portion of the entire question-
naire and the available data could provide valuable information to the research ques-
tions. 

3.2   Profile of Sample 

In total, 70 questionnaires (52 in Chinese version and 18 in English version) were 
given out, and 41 responses were obtained, rendering a response rate of 58.6%. This 
response rate is considered satisfactory as it is comparable to the National Survey of 
Senior Citizens in Singapore conducted in 1995, which yielded a response rate of 
59.4% [18]. Of the 41 questionnaires returned, one was unusable due to omission in 
filling in the demographic data. For the remaining 40 responses, 31 were completed 
fully and 9 were completed partially, all of which are taken into consideration. There-
fore, an overall sample size of 40 was achieved. 

The sample comprised a mix of both genders, with 62.5% of males and 37.5% of 
females. The ethnicity of the sample resembled the racial distribution in Singapore, 
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with the majority being Chinese (87.5%), followed by Malay (10.0%) and Indian 
(2.5%). 

There was no person of age 80 and above in the sample group. Only three respon-
dents (7.5%) had lower than primary educational attainment, and 70% had achieved 
education level of secondary or above. There were equal number of respondents who 
were still working full-time or had already retired, making up 45% of the total sample 
respectively, while 10% were holding part-time jobs. 

On language proficiency, Mandarin was the most spoken language and its percent-
age corresponds to the 87.5% of the Chinese respondents. However, not all of these 
Mandarin-speaking respondents could read Chinese. Most respondents could also 
speak (72.5%) and read (70%) English. The high level of English literacy among the 
sample of such age may be attributed to higher educational attainment. In total, all 
respondents could speak two or more languages, and 35% could even speak up to four 
languages. However, only 57.5% of the respondents could read two or more lan-
guages. There was one respondent (2.5%) who could speak and read Japanese. 

65% of the respondents were in good health with no significant health problems 
and 22.5% of the respondents were suffering from vision problems, of which occur-
rence was higher than other types of physical problems. The respondents had also 
specified other health problems that were not in the response choices, such as diabe-
tes, hypertension, heart diseases and liver problem, which did not have direct effect 
on Web use by the senior citizens. When asked to rate their own physical health con-
dition, 95% of the respondents thought of themselves as having “good” or “satisfac-
tory” health. None of the respondents thought of their health conditions as “very bad”. 
This suggests that despite some physical disabilities, most elderly were still in good 
health conditions. 

3.3   Computer Literacy 

With regard to computer and Web literacy, there were 26 respondents (65%) who had 
used computer before, but only slightly more than half (53.8%) of these people were 
still using the computer daily or weekly, suggesting the rest were not proficient in 
computer. For those who knew how to use computer, 11 of them also knew how to 
use the Web. However, only 6 of these persons still used the Web daily or weekly, 
and all of them had at least 3 years of Web experience. This implies that only these 
six persons could be considered as skilled Web users. 

Computer literacy was higher for those aged 50-59 compared to those aged 60-69. 
However, computer literacy did not appear to decrease with age as the computer liter-
acy level for 70-79 age group (66.67%) was greater than that for 60-69 age group 
(44.44%). Pearson Chi-Square test also yielded a marginal result of χ2(2) = 6.429, p = 
.04. This may be attributed to the insufficient sample size for the 70-79 age group. 
Nevertheless, there was a strong indication that for the age groups 50-59 and 60-69, 
as the respondents’ age increased, their computer literacy decreased. This phenome-
non may not be due to biological age per se but the educational attainment of the two 
age groups. The 50-59 age group tended to have higher educational attainment than 
the 60-69 age group. 

There is a significant relationship between educational attainment and computer 
literacy, χ2(3) = 24.320, p < .01. The computer literacy of those with education level 
of primary or below was significantly lower than that of secondary and above. It 
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could be concluded that educational attainment, particularly the minimum of secon-
dary education, is a strong determinant of computer literacy among the senior citi-
zens. This finding was consistent with the various studies conducted in other countries 
[1, 30]. 

The ability of the respondents to speak and to read English was also found to be 
significantly associated with their computer literacy. Those who could speak and read 
English tended to know how to use computer. Again, these associations appeared to 
be due to educational attainment more than English literacy. Those who were English 
literate were more highly educated than those who were not. Most of the respondents 
who could speak (93.1%) or read (92.86%) English had education level of secondary 
or higher, while most respondents who could not speak (90.91%) or read (83.34%) 
English had educational attainment of primary or lower.  

Although the respondents’ computer or Web experiences were found to be signifi-
cantly associated with their age group and English literacy, the main determinant of 
computer or Web literacy was in fact educational attainment. In addition, unlike stud-
ies conducted in the US [1, 28, 30, 35], gender and force participation did not exert 
any influence on the senior citizens’ computer or Web experience. 

3.4   Types of Information and Web-Based Services 

To identify the Web-based information needs of senior citizens, four factors were 
examined based on the questionnaire responses: 

3.4.1. Leisure activities. This could help to assess the information that would be of 
most interest to the senior citizens in Singapore; 

3.4.2. Topics of interest. Things senior citizens would like to know more about; 
3.4.3. Information sources. Sources commonly used by the senior citizens; 
3.4.4. Web-based services. Services commonly used by Web literate respondents. 

3.4.1   Leisure Activities 
Based on the findings, it appeared that senior citizens engaged in a diversity of activi-
ties during their leisure times, encompassing sedentary pursuits to active pastimes. 
The leisure activities of the senior citizens, in the order of pervasiveness, were reading 
newspaper / books / magazines (92.5%), watching television (90%), listening to radio 
(65%), chat with family and friends (65%), exercise (52.5%), participation in social / 
volunteering / religious activities (45%), travelling (37.5%), play computer games / 
surf the Web (22.5%), and gardening / keeping pets (22.5%). These findings were 
similar to previous studies conducted in the US [10, 24, 26, 27], Canada [9], the UK 
[3], and Singapore [12]. 

Pearson Chi-Square test of independence indicated that senior citizens’ demo-
graphic profile and computer or Web experience had no significant effects on their 
overall preferences of leisure activities. However, as one might have expected, there 
were significant relationships found between the respondents’ computer or Web ex-
perience and the activity of playing computer games / surfing the Web. 

The respondents’ computer usage frequency determined if playing computer games 
/ surfing the Web was one of their pastimes, χ2(4) = 12.405, p = .015. The respondents 
who used computer daily or weekly selected playing computer games / surfing the 
Web as one of their pastimes, but those who used computer less frequently did not. 
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Further association was found between this activity and the respondents’ Web lit-
eracy, χ2(1) = 12.236, p < .01. Among those who had used computers before, it was 
more likely for those who were Web literate to play computer games or surf the Web 
during their leisure time; vice versa, for those who did not know how to use the Web, 
they were less likely to spend their leisure time on playing computer games or surfing 
the Web. 

3.4.2   Topics of Interest 
When asked about the information that they would like to know more about, the re-
sponses were diverse. The topics of interest of the senior citizens, in the order of 
popularity, were news (62.5%), health & fitness (60%), travelling (35%), philosophy / 
religion (32.5%), arts / music / opera (25%), language (17.5%), computer / Internet 
(17.5%), history / biography (15%), volunteering / community services (15%), and 
cooking (15%). None of the respondents were interested in getting more information 
about housing / nursing homes, which was in concord with earlier studies in Singa-
pore [15]. The findings in Singapore were inconsistent with that in UK [2, 19] and 
Australia [29] where information on social security benefits and accommodation / 
nursing homes were the most sought for information by the senior citizens. One pos-
sible reason for such disparity may be due to the different cultures between Western 
and Asian countries. In Asia, it is normally expected that children would provide for 
their elderly and older people tend to have distaste towards staying in nursing homes. 
Therefore, it would be likely that senior citizens in Singapore tended to hold less 
concerns in social security benefits and have no interest in the topics of housing and 
nursing homes. 

A few factors were found to affect some of the senior citizens’ topics of interest. 
Pearson Chi-Square test results showed that the respondents’ gender, age, education, 
and computer and Web experiences had significant effects on the topics that they 
would like to know more about. Other variables did not show significant associations 
with the senior citizens’ topics of interest. 

The senior citizens’ topics of interest appeared to be dependent on gender. Male re-
spondents were found to be significantly more interested in information on news, 
history / biography, and philosophy / religion than female respondents. In contrast, 
female respondents were interested in information on cooking while none of the male 
respondents would like to know more about the topic on cooking. No significant dif-
ferences were found between male and female for the other topic of interest. 

Interesting results were uncovered on the interaction between age and interest in 
information on pets, χ2(2) = 6.984, p = .03. Those in the age group of 60-69 tended to 
be more interested in the topic of pets than other age groups. This association was 
unexpected as there was no significant relationship found between age groups and 
rearing pets as leisure activity, indicating that the hobby of keeping pets was inde-
pendent of age. Logically, people who keep pets would normally be interested to 
know more information about pets; yet such logic did not seem to surface in the find-
ings. The findings did not offer any probable explanation for such phenomenon ex-
cept the possibility of insufficient sample size. Age group was not a determinant for 
other topics of interest. 

The senior citizens’ educational attainment was another factor that significantly af-
fected their interest in literary topics. The lower the education level, the less likely the 
respondents were interested in the topics of history / bibliography and languages. In 
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fact, none of the respondents with primary education or below were interested in these 
topics at all. 

Computer literacy also appeared to be significantly associated with the senior citi-
zens’ interest in information on languages, χ2(1) = 4.569, p = .033. As discussed pre-
viously, computer literacy was strongly dependent on the senior citizens’ educational 
attainment. Thus, the association of computer literacy and interest in languages was 
indirect; educational attainment, rather than computer literacy, was the determinant 
for the senior citizens’ interest in languages. 

Finally, not surprisingly, the senior citizens’ interest in knowing more about com-
puter / Internet significantly depended on their computer and Web literacy. None of 
those who were computer and Web illiterate were interested in the topic of computer / 
Internet. This lack of interest suggested that the computer and Web illiterate senior 
citizens were not keen in learning more about the computers and Web technology and 
this may inherently posed a problem in bringing the Web to these senior citizens. 

3.4.3   Information Sources 
The respondents obtained the information mostly from mass media and informal 
sources. The most widely-used information sources of the senior citizens were televi-
sion (90%), newspapers (85%), radio (60%), family and friends (57.5%), books / 
magazines / journals (45%), and societies / clubs (22.5%). Formal information 
sources such as the library (15%), the Web (15%) and professionals (10%) were the 
least used by the senior citizens. This finding was similar to previous studies [3, 7, 15, 
29]. 

The respondents’ profile did not show an effect on their use of mass media and ac-
quaintance as information sources. For more formal information sources such as the 
library, professionals and the Web, elderly of different genders and educational at-
tainment demonstrated differences in their preferences. Male tended to use these for-
mal channels to seek for information more than female. However, none of those with 
educational attainment of primary or below would use these formal channels to look 
for information, indicating that the senior citizens’ educational attainment was an 
important factor in determining their selection of formal channels as information 
sources. This suggests that the gender differences found in the use of formal informa-
tion sources may be attributed to the male respondents having higher education level 
compared to female respondents.  

With regard to the impact of the respondents’ computer and Web experience on 
their selection of information sources, the result showed that computer literacy was 
significantly associated with using books / magazines / journals as information 
sources, χ2(1) = 4.835, p = .028, whereas Web literacy affected the use of library as 
information source, χ2(1) = 8.442, p = .004. However, it was likely that these were 
indirect associations as educational attainment should be the main determinant, since 
computer and Web literacy was found to be highly dependent on the senior citizens’ 
education levels. 

As for the Web as an avenue for information seeking, computer literacy alone did 
not dictate its selection by the senior citizens; rather, using the Web as information 
source was found to be significantly associated with Web literacy, χ2(1) = 10.636, p = 
.001. This signifies that the Web could serve as a useful alternative source of informa-
tion for the Web-literate senior citizens. In spite of that, almost half of the Web liter-
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ate elderly were still not using the Web to look for information and the reasons for 
such situation required further investigation. 

3.4.4   Web-Based Services 
Figure 1 shows the Web-based services most used by the Web-literate respondents. 
As the number of Web-literate respondents was small (only 11 persons), the fre-
quency (that is, absolute number of respondents) was also shown. Overall, the re-
spondents’ main uses of the Web were to seek for information and to surf the net (for 
no particular purpose). They also made use of the email facility, and two persons 
joined newsgroup discussion as well. None of the Web-literate respondents used the 
Web for online shopping, chatting or other purposes (such as online banking or e-
learning). This was different from the previous findings in overseas where email was 
identified as the favourite of the senior citizens, whereas online shopping and banking 
were popular among the senior citizens too [27, 28]. 

The small sample size of Web-literate senior citizens did not permit an in-depth 
analysis of the dependencies between the various variables and the Web-based ser-
vices most used by the senior citizens. Nevertheless, the results seemed to suggest that 
there was no association between the respondents’ Web competency and the Web-
based services used. The senior citizens’ Web usage frequency or years of Web ex-
perience did not affect the choices of the Web-based services used. 
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Fig. 1. Web-based Services Used by the Respondents. 

3.5   Perceptions of Using the Web 

To understand senior citizens’ Web-based information needs and their willingness to 
learn and to use the Web, it is necessary to find out their perceptions of the Web. For 
the senior citizens who held negative feelings towards the Web, it would be helpful to 
identify the barriers that might have led to their negative perceptions and look into 
ways that could help to alleviate their negativity. On the other hand, for those who 
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regarded the Web positively, it would also be beneficial to understand the reasons for 
their willingness to learn and use the Web, and these positive sides of using the Web 
at old age could be reinforced to encourage more senior citizens to use the Web.  

The responses to the questions on the senior citizens’ perceptions of the Web were 
generally positive, with 75% of the respondents agreeing that older people should be 
encouraged to use the Web. 15% of the respondents did not agree and 10% did not 
respond to this question. The respondents’ demographic profile and experience of 
computer and the Web were found to have no influence on their views of encouraging 
more senior citizens to learn the computer and the Web. 

Tables 1 and 2 summarized the respondents’ opinions on the statements of the per-
ceptions of the Web. The positive views with regard to using the Web were state-
ments c, d, h, i, and j, while the negative perceptions were statements a, b, e, f, and g.  

Table 1. Responses on the Statements of Positive Perceptions of the Web, N=40. 

Statement 
Strongly 
Agree Agree 

Don’t  
Know Disagree

Strongly 
Disagree 

Missing  
data 

c) The Web enables me to 
keep in touch with my 
family and friends. 

7 
(17.5 %)

16  
(40.0 %)

6  
(15.0 %)

6  
(15.0 %)

0 
5  
(12.5 %) 

d) The Web provides a lot 
of useful information 
that I need. 

9 
(22.5 %)

12  
(30.0 %)

13  
(32.5 %)

4  
(10.0 %) 0 

2  
(5.0 %) 

h) Using the Web makes 
me feel that I am still 
an active member of 
the society. 

8 
(20.0 %)

14  
(35.0 %)

6  
(15.0 %)

7  
(17.5 %)

1  
(2.5 %) 

4  
(10.0 %) 

i) Using the Web keeps 
me mentally active. 

9 
(22.5 %)

10 
(25.0 %)

10  
(25.0 %)

3  
(7.5 %) 

1  
(2.5 %) 

7  
(17.5 %) 

j) The Web helps me to 
bridge the gap with the 
younger generation. 

6  
(15.0 %)

13 
(32.5 %)

10  
(25.0 %)

3  
(7.5 %) 

1  
(2.5 %) 

7  
(17.5 %) 

Table 2. Responses on the Statements of Negative Perceptions of the Web, N=40. 

Statement 
Strongly 
Agree Agree 

Don’t  
Know Disagree 

Strongly  
Disagree 

Missing  
data 

a) I have no idea what 
the Web is and what 
it can do for me. 

6  
(15.0 %) 

7  
(17.5 %) 

11  
(27.5 %) 

10  
(25.0 %) 

2  
(5.0 %) 

4  
(10.0 %) 

b) The Web is for the 
younger generation 
and not for elderly 
people like me. 

3  
(7.5 %) 

11  
(27.5 %) 

3  
(7.5 %) 

13  
(32.5 %) 

6  
(15.0 %) 

4  
(10.0 %) 

e) I am afraid of using 
the Web. 

4  
(10.0 %) 

3  
(7.5 %) 

13  
(32.5 %) 

13  
(32.5 %) 

5  
(12.5 %) 

2  
(5.0 %) 

f) I find the Web 
difficult to use. 

7 
(17.5 %) 

6 
(15.0 %) 

10  
(25.0 %) 

11  
(27.5 %) 

4  
(10.0 %) 

2  
(5.0 %) 

g) There aren’t many 
things on the  
Web that interest me. 

2 
(5.0 %) 

3  
(7.5 %) 

19  
(47.5 %) 

10  
(25.0 %) 

4  
(10.0 %) 

2  
(5.0 %) 
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Overall, the senior citizens’ perceptions of the Web were positive as most respon-
dents agreed to the positive views and disagreed to the negative views. The generally 
believed that the Web could serve as a good communication tool and information 
source, and they expected using the Web would promote active ageing and bridge the 
generation gap. Comparable to the Australia elderly, most senior citizens in Singapore 
were uninformed consumers of new technology rather than holding negative percep-
tions towards it [29]. They did not have techno-phobia as commonly believed al-
though perceived difficulties in using high-tech gadget could thwart their enthusiasm. 

3.6   Willingness to Learn and Use the Web 

The respondents who were computer and Web illiterate were asked to indicate their 
willingness in learning how to use computers and the Web. Figure 2 shows the possi-
ble reasons. 
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Fig. 2. Reasons for Disinclination in Learning to Use Computer and the Web. 

 
For the respondents who were unwilling to learn how to use computers and the 

Web, multiple reasons contributed to their disinclination. The major reason was found 
to be the absence of perceived needs due to infrequent use. Other reasons included no 
access to computers or the Internet, too busy to learn, lack of memory, concentration 
and energy needed for learning. Some of the respondents also thought that learning to 
use computers and the Web would be too difficult and they were already too old to 
absorb new knowledge. Strains on the eyes and muscles, and lack of interest were 
also reasons for having no desire to learn. These barriers to Web adoption were simi-
lar to that identified in previous studies [10, 14, 25, 27, 29, 30]. However, cost was 
also found in the previous studies as one of the main factors impeding the senior citi-
zens from embracing computers and the Web, but none of the respondent in this study 
had identified it as the reason for not willing to learn and to use computers and the 
Web. 
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The respondents’ physical health conditions were found to have no significant ef-
fect on their willingness to learn computer and the Web. Respondents with health 
problems or lower physical health ratings were not one of the factors for their reluc-
tance in learning. 

Perceptions of the Web could be used to identify the reasons for willingness in 
learning to use the Web. Two perceptions were identified to significantly contribute to 
the respondents’ willingness to learn. Those who thought of the Web as being a useful 
information source and had the benefit of keeping them mentally active were more 
willing to learn to use the Web. In addition, those who were reluctant to learn also did 
not think that older people should be encouraged to use the Web; yet, there were 
31.58% of those who were willing to learn did not think that more senior citizens 
should be encouraged to use the Web. The reasons behind these contradicting views 
were unclear and further study is needed to uncover the reasons. 

With the vast number of baby boomers entering old age in less than a decade, and 
the majority of these baby boomers are computer and Web literate, perhaps low web 
acceptance by the elderly population could be a self-regulating problem, as it might 
diminish as more and more “young elderly” with higher educational attainment and a 
more technology-oriented socialization are progressively aging.  

What is important is for the government to look into ways to encourage active ag-
ing, and invest resources to look into the synthesis between information technology 
and old age.  

4   Discussion and Implications for Interface Design 

“Design” of any system is seen as both a science and an art [31].  It is a science in that 
it realises an emphasis towards a principled, systematic approach to the creation and 
production of an artefact (or Web-based information systems for senior citizens, in 
this case).  It is an art in the creative conceptualisation, expression and communica-
tion of the design ideas with a touch of aestheticism for the intended community of 
audience or users [31].  

Carroll [5] stresses the importance of maintaining a continuous focus on situations 
of and consequences for human work and activity to promote learning about the struc-
ture and dynamics of problem domains, thus seeing usage situations from different 
perspectives, and managing tradeoffs to reach usable and effective design outcomes. 
Since designing systems is challenging and demands a more rigorous engineering 
approach, there is a growing emphasis in the emergent field of “usability engineering” 
on testing and re-testing with real users [8]. Hence, the study reported in this paper is 
an initial phase within an on-going project on the design and development of a Web-
based information system for senior citizens in Singapore, beginning with a study on 
understanding the information needs of senior citizens. 

We will attempt to discuss in this section implications of findings on interface de-
sign in terms of “usefulness” (see Section 4.1) and “usability” (see Section 4.2) of 
Web-based information systems for senior citizens, hereafter referred to as “systems” 
for conciseness. Though contentious, “usefulness” refers to the effectiveness of sys-
tems in helping users to carry out their tasks, and “usability” refers to the ease of use 
of systems in helping users to achieve their goals satisfactorily [8]. In Section 4.3, we 
will discuss pertinent issues that relate uniquely to senior citizens that may have sig-
nificant influence on “usefulness” and “usability”.  
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4.1   Usefulness 

“Usefulness” of systems largely rests on the user group being targeted, and the tasks 
they support with an understanding of models of task completion [23]. How informa-
tion is organized “behind the scenes” is just as important because it determines 
whether various target users do actually find the site both useful [31]. 

The findings of the study also showed some similarities as well as inconsistencies 
between the local and overseas senior citizens in terms of their Web-based informa-
tion needs. Similar to the senior citizens in Northern America, Europe and Australia, 
majority of the senior citizens in Singapore spent their leisure time engaging in seden-
tary pursuits such as watching television, reading newspapers and listening to radio. 
They also enjoyed chatting with family and friends, doing exercises and participating 
in social / religious activities. The topics of interest of the senior citizens in Singapore 
also showed some similarities with previous studies, with news and health care being 
the most sought for information, followed by information about travelling and phi-
losophy / religion. However, unlike those in Western countries, the senior citizens in 
Singapore did not have interest in the subject of social security benefits and housing / 
nursing homes. This seems to imply that the contents of the senior Websites that are 
currently available to the senior citizens on the Internet may not serve the local senior 
citizens’ needs since they were mostly designed for the senior citizens in the US. In 
designing a Website for the Singapore senior citizens, it might be advisable to gear 
the contents towards interests that cater to the information needs of the locals. 

The Web-literate senior citizens in Singapore used the Web to seek for informa-
tion, to surf, to communicate through email, and to participate in newsgroup discus-
sions. Among all, information seeking and surfing were the most identified online 
activities for the senior citizens using the Web. This calls for the attention on the 
accuracy of the information on the Web. As the senior citizens may search the Web 
for their favourite topics such as health matters, it is a concern that they must be able 
to distinguish truth from lies. Hence, in the effort of promoting Web literacy among 
the senior citizens in Singapore, the importance of information literacy should not be 
overlooked. As for other online activities such as online shopping and banking, these 
e-commerce transactions were not utilized by the senior citizens in Singapore and this 
differs greatly from the Western countries where e-commerce was popular among the 
senior citizens. The probable reason for such differences may be because Singapore is 
smaller compared to the Western countries, and grocery stores / markets and banks / 
ATM are usually more accessible by the residents. There is thus little need for using 
these services via the Internet. 

4.2   Usability 

“Usability” as defined in ISO 9241 (see http://www.iso.org/; retrieved April 30, 2004) 
refers to the “effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction with which specified users 
achieve specified goals in particular environments”. The following terms are further 
defined in ISO 9241 (see http://www.tau-web.de/hci/space/i7.html; retrieved April 30, 
2004): (i) effectiveness is “the accuracy and completeness with which specified users 
can achieve specified goals in particular environments”; (ii) efficiency as “the re-
sources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness of goals achieved”; 
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and (iii) satisfaction as “comfort and acceptability of the work system to its users and 
other people affected by its use”.  

To guide interface design, much work has been done to make explicit usability 
standards in design, simplifying them to design heuristics, such as well-referenced 
Nielsen’s design heuristics [22]. Imperative to system design is the need to ensure 
providence of good navigation support and taxonomy so users would not get “lost”. 
While good navigation supports way-finding, good taxonomy ensures user-friendly, 
intuitive structure of the site [31]. To address navigation problems, the best strategy is 
to consistently apply basic Web document design principles on every single page in 
the systems created such as having [31]. 

Although there was a significant portion of the senior citizens who had used com-
puter before, most of them was not proficient in using computer and even more did 
not have experience with the Web. This seems to signify that the Web literacy of the 
senior citizens in Singapore is low and the digital divide between the younger and 
older ages is apparent. On the other hand, educational attainment of the senior citizens 
was found to be a significant determinant of their Web literacy. It is highly likely that 
as the better educated baby boomers enter their old age, the number of senior surfers 
would increase in big numbers. Even though these future senior citizens may be more 
net-savvy than the current senior citizens, the age barriers to Web adoption are still 
present due to the deteriorated functional abilities accompanied by ageing. Therefore, 
it is necessary to put more emphasis on making the Web more usable for older people. 

In addition, unique to senior citizens are also age-related usability issues. The re-
sults of the study suggested that senior citizens in Singapore were generally in good 
health with no major physical disabilities. For those who had minor health impair-
ments, the most encountered age-related problems were the deterioration in eye func-
tioning. In developing Websites for the senior citizens, the designers should take into 
consideration these age-related disabilities and the associated difficulties for them 
when using the Web. Appropriate use of fonts, colour combinations, graphics, and 
page layout were essential in making the Web interface senior-friendly. 

4.3   Other Pertinent Issues 

The findings of the study seemed to reveal further that the senior citizens in Singapore 
generally have positive perceptions towards the Web and agreed that more people of 
their ages should be encouraged to use the Web. They believed that the Web could 
serve as a useful communication and information seeking tool, as well as an avenue to 
remain active in the society and to narrow the gap with the younger generations. 
However, despite their favourable attitudes, the Web illiterate senior citizens did not 
show overwhelming inclination in learning to use the Web. The reasons cited for their 
disinclination were mainly lack of needs due to infrequent use, no access to com-
puters and the Web, too busy, and cognitive limitations. From the senior citizens’ 
agreement to some negative views of the Web, it further suggested that other barriers 
to their Web adoption were unawareness (did not know what the Web was or could do 
for them), age concerns (perceiving the Web being a gadget for the younger genera-
tions only), and perceived difficulties in learning and using the Web.  

If more senior citizens were to be encouraged to embrace the Web, these barriers 
have to be overcome. They should be introduced to the online world through other 
avenues such as newspapers, word-of-mouth or social clubs. They should be informed 
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of the availability of Web access at public libraries and the benefits that could be 
gained through Web use. One good way is to have the senior citizens to teach the 
senior citizens to use the Web so that they can serve as role models to debunk the 
myth of the Web being a thing only for the young. Finally, it requires effort from the 
Web design community to make the Web a more senior-friendly place. By bearing in 
mind the age-related limitations in Web use and develop Websites that cater to the 
needs of the senior citizens, it is possible to make using the Web easier and an enjoy-
able experience for the senior citizens. 

5   Conclusion and On-Going Work 

This paper attempted to determine the information needs of senior citizens in Singa-
pore, with particular focus on the use of the Web. It investigated senior citizens’ ex-
perience using computers and the Web, and identified their leisure activities and top-
ics of interests that could be transferred to the Web. The study further explored Web-
based services most used by senior citizens and their perceptions of using the Web. It 
also examined their willingness, as well as their reluctance in learning to use the Web.  

Certainly, further studies could be done with wider sampling frame and bigger 
sampling size to achieve greater reliability and generalisability. Future studies could 
also look at hands-on experiments to identify usability problems encountered by sen-
ior citizens when using the Web. A guideline that is applicable to the Singapore con-
text should be made available to aid the Web designers in developing Websites for the 
local senior citizens. 

Nevertheless, the implications of the study were valuable. Firstly, this is a localised 
study that looked into the Web-based information needs of the senior citizens in Sin-
gapore and highlighted the differences from the overseas studies. Secondly, it pro-
vided the policy makers and Web designers/developers in Singapore a better under-
standing of the Web-based information needs of the local senior citizens for 
narrowing the digital divide in Singapore. Lastly, it could serve as a reference for 
future studies in Website design for the senior citizens in Singapore. 
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Abstract. Governments increasingly expect web technology to become their 
major way of exchanging information with citizens, replacing existing methods. 
They also give accessibility a high priority. Older people are a major user of 
government services. We describe a pilot study comparing attitudes of older 
people to e-government with other ways of obtaining information. We examine 
what individuals consider important in an information search strategy, and the 
relative effectiveness of each for achieving an individual’s personal aims. We 
do this in the light of research on the effects of aging on cognitive skills. 

1   Introduction 

All areas of government are being encouraged to put information on the web. It  pro-
vides important access to services for older people including information on what 
help is available, who is eligible, and forms to apply for services and support. It is not 
inconceivable that the internet will soon be used as the main, if not only, route for 
giving out and collecting information. Millions of pages of government information 
are now available online. Despite this they are little used. Pinder [6] argues that this is 
due to the poor usability and poor accessibility of the information.  

We start from the premise that improvements in information and communication 
technologies have the potential to give extra-added benefit to an increasingly aging 
western world population. Design philosophy often treats their needs as an add-on at 
the end of the design process or simply ignores issues pertaining to the elderly; they 
are not seen as part of the potential audience. By contrast, proactive design philoso-
phy stresses the need for ensuring that the broadest possible end-user population is  
incorporated from the outset [1]. The European Design for All e-Accessibility Net-
work[4] also stresses the need for a methodology which includes elderly people in all 
areas of research and design so that developed products are not simply catering for a 
mainstream audience. It is very important to have an inclusive design process to en-
sure, if universal functionality is at the core of a system’s design, that the needs of all 
clients are catered for.  This demands an early consideration at the beginning of the 
development process as to whether a central design will fit all potential users possibly 
with adaptations of the interface for different user groups. Development should there-
fore take account of research on aging. 

Rabbitt [8] gives a good overview of neurological and psychological research on 
aging. The first point of note is that whilst peak performance at a variety of physical 
and mental activities occurs at a relatively young age, people can retain extremely 
high levels of competence at a variety of skills throughout their lifetime. At well-
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practiced skills, whilst competence does drop with age, older people can still perform 
at levels much higher than unpracticed young individuals. Furthermore aging only 
accounts for a small proportion of cognitive variability (20% across cohorts between 
56 and 85 years of age). Research suggests further that the best model of the decline 
in cognitive ability is that the incidence of major cognitive impairment increases with 
age, rather than that of a model of a whole population increasingly being affected. 
Cognitive impairment does not affect everyone equally as they age. 

The second result of particular note is that aging affects some cognitive skills more 
severely than other skills. In particular, aging has little effect on problem solving 
skills that have been practiced over a lifetime, nor on skills dependent on knowledge 
about the world built up gradually. These are known as “crystallized” mental abilities. 
Older people are likely to be able to continue to perform such mental tasks at a high 
level if they have performed them throughout their lives and continue to practice 
them. On the other hand, “fluid” mental abilities are likely to degrade. In particular, 
where aging is having an effect, working memory capacity is likely to be reduced, 
information processing speed is slowed, ability to access previously learned informa-
tion is reduced, as is the ability to solve novel problems. An exception to this is that 
crystallized skills that depend on fluid skills are not affected by degradation even 
where the fluid skills do show degradation as part of other similar activities. Freuden-
thal’s [5] experiments suggest that elderly people have more trouble than their 
younger counterparts in internalizing and applying recently provided foreknowledge.  
He consequently promotes the incorporation of current knowledge into system devel-
opment.  

This has relevance to the agenda for achieving both accessibility of information for 
an aging population whilst also pushing forward an e-government agenda. It suggests 
that older people who have developed information-seeking strategies over a lifetime 
will continue to be extremely effective at finding information using them. On the 
other hand a proportion that increases with age will have problems learning and using 
new information seeking strategies based on electronic sources of information. This 
will be especially so if these new methods require fluid skills. Poor performance in 
fluid skills will not similarly degrade existing performance in previously developed 
information seeking skills. Older people may thus have difficulties accessing e-
government web sites in part due to the effect of aging. However the same people 
may be extremely effective at finding information in more traditional ways. It is this 
issue that we explore here in an exploratory pilot to locate the major issues. 

2   Methodology 

A qualitative research methodology was followed. People using e-government web-
sites are neither customers in the sense described in Contextual design [2] nor em-
ployees as described in Participatory design [9]. Currently they may have no great 
interest in accessing information in this way, although it may become an essential 
communication channel in the future. The requirements for a proactive design meth-
odology were met by starting from a Contextual design process, observing users in an 
environment that was as close to their natural setting as possible.  

A scenario-based approach was chosen [3]. Participants were asked to think-aloud 
performing a web-based e-government information-seeking task. They were asked to 
find information and an application form for a housing benefit claim. Thereafter they 
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could look for other information of interest. The observer took written notes of the 
major actions performed and statements made. No tape recording was done to main-
tain the relaxed nature of the observations. Follow-up questions explored how people 
would normally find information, their feelings about using a computer to do this, 
their criteria for choosing a strategy and their feelings about participating in the study. 
Participants were aged between 62-82. Table 1 gives summary details. 

Where possible the observations were carried out in the person’s own home using 
their computer, or in other cases at the home of someone they knew well (possibly the 
researcher). Lave [6] highlights the importance of natural settings to investigate cog-
nitive phenomena. The setting affects the cognitive processes involved. Indeed, one of 
our participants left the computer to find personal resources from another room.  

A major issue was the sensitivity of issues surrounding aging on the one hand and 
the use by novice users of possibly difficult to use technology.  Technology can fuel 
people’s feeling of inadequacy.  Participants may worry about breaking the computer 
or feel generally stupid.  It was therefore ethically important that a sympathetic ap-
proach be taken to such issues and the pilot study aimed to use subjects that were 
well-known to the researcher undertaking an interview.  The levels of trust already in 
existence possibly meant that even when subjects felt inadequate or disadvantaged 
they were willing to continue with the exercise and discuss their problems. It also 
ensured that participants were willing to allow the researcher into their own homes 
that in turn possibly made the participants more comfortable. However, this possibly 
extended the halo effect in so far as subjects seemed willing to persevere for longer 
periods than had been anticipated resulting in a successful outcome which possibly 
would not have occurred in a more natural setting.  However, this does not negate the 
usefulness of this research.  The next stage will include using subjects that do not 
have a personal relationship with the researchers. 

Table 1. Details of participants. 

Person Male/ 
female 

Age Computer 
user 

Ownership of PC  
used for test 

First Language 
English 

A M 75 Yes Family pc Yes 
B F 73 No Family pc Yes 
C M 67 Yes Researcher’s Yes 
D F 62 No Researcher’s Yes 
E F 70 No Researcher’s No 
F F 67 Yes Own Yes 
G F 82 No Researcher’s Yes 
H F 79 No Researcher’s Yes 

3   Use of Existing Strategies 

The reliance on existing strategies was shown both directly through activity and also 
anecdotally. For example, B, when asked about how she would search for such infor-
mation recounted the following 

“I would have given up in 2 minutes and gone to the phone book. We tried it 
[using the internet] with train times once and it took so long I went to the 
phone [leaving husband on the computer] and I found it all before he got 
anything on the computer”. 
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A similar position was adopted even more strongly by G who stated 
“I would never use this in a million years I would use the ‘phone!” 

C similarly suggested he would use a different approach. 
“I would have gone to the council offices and asked to see someone” 

Overall the participants could perceive no immediate advantage in using the web 
for their searches although they were generally keen to understand more about using 
the computer.  They felt their tried and tested methods for searching for information 
were often quicker and less frustrating or simply fitted in with their lifestyle and re-
quirements for reassurance.   

C noted that the internet would be really useful if he was physically incapacitated 
in some way, but as he was not he would be able to solve the problem by talking to 
someone: the inference being that this was a more desirable approach.  

“If I found it difficult to get about then yes but as its not a problem I wouldn’t 
have thought about it [the web]” 

He recounted an anecdote to support this: 

“It has arisen before with a planning application. I went in. ‘What do I have 
to do’. I was sent to a room. A woman sat me down and got the actual papers 
out of a series of filing cabinets” 

He also noted that he went to the local town several times a week, and given he was 
retired his pace of life was such that it would be an easy approach. This physical as-
pect was clearly important. Whilst being observed searching for family tree informa-
tion he came across the home page of the local records office: 

“The difference is I actually went there. I rang up and arranged to go and sit 
there and I went to [...] library. I went to the actual records office. I rang that 
office [looking at details online]. You book a seat. I’d do the same again as I 
actually got hold of the records. They’re probably on here [the website]. I 
wouldn’t know. I go to the cabinets and find the records myself.” 

A provided more direct evidence of the importance and effectiveness of existing 
search strategies. Having spent much time typing various versions of search terms 
into the search box of the web browser and finding no links considered worth follow-
ing, he turned from the computer and looked to his shelf: 

“No its downstairs” 

He left the room and returned with a telephone directory and in a few seconds found 
the relevant whole page advert giving all the details of numbers for different council 
departments. He quickly scanned down the page and found the entry “Housing Bene-
fit Enquiries”. He then turned back to the computer and typed in this term as a search 
term together with “London Borough of ...”. He was using the phone book, not to find 
the phone number or a web address (it did not contain one but he gave no indication 
that had been what he was looking for), but to find out what the council called its 
housing department. It was thus an elegant, fast and relatively successful method of 
finding out about the government view of how their services were structured and so 
find the appropriate search term.  

This information was found in minutes, including finding the relevant resource in 
the first place as part of a process taking far longer using the web to find equivalent 
information (the web address as opposed to a phone number). This fact is indicative 
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of how existing life-learnt skills can be much more effective than apparently better, 
more modern approaches. In fact the information was found faster than the time taken 
to switch on the computer. Of course having a phone number or address may then 
lead to a much slower phase in comparison to the web of finding the actual informa-
tion in that source. However, in this case had the phone book contained web addresses 
as well as phone numbers for businesses it is plausible that the whole process could 
have been much faster and less frustrating – using a paper local information resource 
to find the place to look on the web for the actual information. As a result of this ob-
servation, later participants were given a local paper telephone directory at the end of 
the interview and asked to show how they would find the same information using it. 
All found a telephone number within a few minutes, often searching in several places 
in this time before finding the appropriate place. All retained sophisticated search 
abilities with resources they normally used. 

A also appeared to attempt to transfer search strategies from the physical environ-
ment directly to the computer. When typing in search terms, he first typed the council 
name. Due to a spelling mistake that brought no results so he added, “housing bene-
fits” to the query. This gave no satisfactory results so he swapped the order of the 
search term to “Housing benefits” followed by the council name. In a paper local 
directory getting the correct ordering can be of vital importance and switching term 
orders is an effective thing to do. 

4   Measures of Information Seeking Effectiveness 

The most obvious measure of effectiveness of a search strategy is speed at obtaining 
the desired information. Indeed this is clearly the measure used by B. 

“I found it all [in parallel on the phone] before he got anything on the com-
puter”. 

However, by this measure the subjects seemed to rate the web poorly. This could of 
course perhaps be overcome with practice.  

However, speed is not always the most important criteria. C was happy to wait 
several days before next going into town. His personal measure of effectiveness was 
not speed. This was reinforced by a later anecdote. He would not use directory enquir-
ies to find a phone number but would wait until the next time he went into town when 
he would go to the library and find the number in a full set of telephone directories 
himself. Being able to do it directly by manipulating physical objects, and talking to 
actual people seems to be an important factor. C, claimed his main criteria for doing 
things the way he did was familiarity – he had a lifetime’s worth of experience using 
physical libraries, card catalogue systems etc and valued the option of asking a librar-
ian. He finally noted that using physical approaches you gained a confirmation that 
whatever you were trying to do had been done, citing the example of a bank where a 
cashier would actually tell you “That’s done”, reinforced presumably by the fact that 
you could actually see them do it. He used ATMs for obtaining cash and phone bank-
ing when convenient. However, with phone banking he always went straight to the 
option of speaking to someone for similar reasons. 

All subjects had a vague understanding that you could search on some criteria.  
Even G with no computer experience input a valid term as a search keyword having 
been presented with Google by the researcher.  A total lack of computer experience 
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rendered the use of the computer extremely difficult as they did not know the possi-
bilities provided such as what search engines were available, how to locate them, or 
the importance of the URL.  Beyond these conceptual entities are the problems of 
navigation.  The Windows environment offers its own means of moving backwards 
and forward through the search and scrolling up and down the page. Generally web 
pages offer their own navigational and hypertext facilities.  An extra layer of naviga-
tional complexity is added when long pages require the use of the scroll bar.  Without 
assistance for G the navigation would not have been possible. Not only was the ex-
perience of traversing a virtual space totally alien but the physical requirement of 
holding down say a mouse to manipulate the scroll-bar was a huge barrier.  G’s in-
stinct was to try to move the scroll bar on the screen as this appeared physically pos-
sible – a whole hand movement rather than a finger depress as well as a controlled 
hand movement. 

Furthermore physical inhibitions meant that though G recognized that an A-Z list-
ing would for instance require her to access “H” for housing she did not try to click 
the mouse on it despite understanding what she should do. G (as with others) was also 
deeply attracted and diverted by the adverts that successfully drew on her attention.   

Overall, if we are to provide information to elderly, novice computer users we 
would need to deal with the physical components and streamline the whole naviga-
tional process. The whole area of touch screen and clear navigational components 
requires serious research. The search concepts that link with users previous search 
activities, like a telephone directory’s A-Z listing aid the cognitive processes required. 
However, the physical barriers and the modern culture of multiple activity on screen 
(e.g. adverts) appears to work against the requirements of elderly people with decay-
ing physical abilities. For them it is potentially very demoralising. 

In direct contrast F, who frequently accesses the web, located the requested infor-
mation from an e-government information site in less than 5 minutes. 

5   Reasons for Choice of Information Seeking Strategies 

C who went to his local town to solve information seeking problems noted: 

“Some of this is I’m used to going to libraries. I’ve spent my life going to li-
braries. There must be 50 computers there now. I would not go to the com-
puter first. I would go to the catalogue index and see what they had on the 
shelves in the stacks, but that’s what I am used to. If I couldn’t find it I’d go 
to the librarian ‘I cant find this have you got it?’ ” 

This supports the conjecture that people with good information seeking strategies 
developed over their lifetime would naturally prefer to continue using those. 

One of the key strands of the government’s approach to accessibility is to make 
internet accessible computer’s available in public places such as libraries. Statements 
from subjects that touched on this suggested a certain amount of ambivalence. E, who 
had no little practical computing experience and no computer at home, on being told 
that internet connections were available at libraries grimaced and pointed out that she 
did not want to make a fool of herself in public and expressed concern about breaking 
the computer. Even C whose main information gathering processes revolved around 
libraries, whilst noting there were now lots of computers in the library, was not inter-
ested in using them as seen in the quote above. Those with computers at home such as 
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F do not generally require this facility but it is those without computer access or ex-
perience that seem immediately worthy of further investigation. How can we make 
information, which they may be required to access, more accessible to them. 

6   Losing Track of Location 

Frequently the subjects lost track of which site they were currently looking at. Re-
peatedly adverts were clicked on and comments made by the participants suggested 
they believed they were still in the original government sites. This led to wasted time 
and confusion. For example, D started to fill in a form for information about mobile 
phones until she realized it was not relevant. She had clicked on a phone advert 
“More information”. G who has no computer experience found navigation almost 
impossible.  If we are considering public provision of information sites, the problems 
of turning on the PC and possibly even linking to a search engine could be reduced 
but the navigation of virtual space and the conceptual underpinnings of the search 
need to be carefully researched.  

7   Conclusions 

Subjects had strong strategies for information seeking. Some of their current strate-
gies complimented their web searches, (e.g. the use of the telephone directory). Oth-
ers were misapplied (e.g. swapping the order of search terms). However there were 
clear indicators that users had a natural propensity towards using their crystallised 
problem solving skills. If proactive design is an aim then ways need to be found to 
support the use of existing search strategies and skills. This may mean supporting use 
of combinations of traditional information seeking approaches with web based ones, 
rather than seeing the latter as a replacement for the former. Novel interface design 
based on traditional search strategies may help. More research is needed in this area.  

All the participants showed a keen interest in learning to use computers to search 
for information, however, even with help, finding information about housing benefits 
was not trivial. The major obstacle was in finding an appropriate site in the first place. 
There were also both software and hardware related problems such as not knowing 
what a search engine was and not knowing how to use a mouse. Such skills are not 
easily gained even with help and require the use of more fluid and responsive mental 
capabilities. Suggestions that these problems are only with the current generation 
seem misguided. Several of the subjects had used computers as part of their jobs (e.g. 
BBC micros), including one who taught their use. The technologies had moved on, 
however, so that information searching was still problematic. The current generation 
of workers may be proficient with Google, but that may be of little use after retire-
ment when completely new information technologies and interfaces have replaced it. 
Future work should consider the incorporation of well used search strategies into 
interface design in order to reduce the burden on fluid mental resources that may be 
heavily overburdened in a spiral of technological advancement. 

The participant’s strategies for effective information searching were based on vari-
ous criteria for positive satisfaction.  Speed of access was often surpassed by other 
concepts of value as exemplified by the subject who was willing to wait until a next 
trip to town. Other aims are important such as getting out, socializing, and actually 
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talking to humans. Such issues are vitally important if social exclusion and isolation is 
to be avoided. E-government can provide a vital additional source of information to 
older people. However it appears from this study that it is best seen as complementary 
to other sources of information rather than as a replacement therefore e-government 
strategies should work to this end if an aim is truly to serve the interests of this group 
of society. This study was only a pilot and as such is best seen as raising important 
issues that now need more detailed investigation.  
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Abstract. Specific clinical populations often display behavioural characteristics 
which can seriously impair the ability to engage in a variety of activities taken 
for granted in other social groups. If the principle of universal access is to be 
rigorously pursued it is essential that assessment and understanding of the ca-
pabilities of the individuals concerned can be effectively and efficiently 
achieved. A typical example – and the one considered here – is the condition of 
dyspraxia in younger children. This paper develops a child-centred paradigm 
where assessment and individual profiling of dyspraxic children can be carried 
out within an automated computer-assisted scenario. It is argued that the ap-
proach described can both facilitate a characterisation and improved under-
standing of the condition itself and point to strategies for developing rehabilita-
tion programmes, both of which are crucial in achieving a genuine degree of 
inclusivity for this group which is a key feature of the principle of universal ac-
cess. 

1   Introduction and Background 

Writing and drawing tests play an important part in assessing a range of capabilities 
[1] which might underpin the development of appropriate interaction strategies for 
individuals with varying forms of neurological dysfunction. A good example of this is 
to consider the case of visuo-spatial neglect in patients who have suffered from CVA 
(cerebral-vascular accident) or stroke [2]. In fact, a novel way of assessing conditions 
such as this involves the on-line acquisition of writing/drawing data and subsequent 
analysis, and this has provided some important information to further our understand-
ing of this condition. Another typical example is that of dyspraxia in children, where 
very similar tests and assessment procedures can likewise illuminate our understand-
ing of the condition. Indeed, this is the specific example which will be the focus of 
this paper, as described below. 

However, the key point at issue here is to note that in implementing the evaluation 
procedures referred to above we require a specific interaction through a specific inter-
face where, by monitoring the interaction process itself, we are able both to generate 
diagnostically useful information and also point towards the possibility of eventually 
establishing subsequent effective therapeutic processes [3]. Thus, the automatic moni-
toring of information exchange at the user interface both directly provides data which 
subsequent analysis can exploit for clinical evaluation, and also helps to define proce-
dures which might underpin a more generic paradigm for understanding user access 
mechanisms in the longer term. 
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Thus, it is appropriate in the context of “User-centred interaction paradigms for 
universal access in the information society” to consider some of the important issues 
underlying this approach to testing and evaluation of particular skills, especially in the 
context of clinical populations, and to begin to analyse the data which can be ex-
tracted to support an appropriate profiling of performance of individuals. The primary 
aim of this paper is therefore to outline the general principles underlying this type of 
test and evaluation procedure, and to illustrate the potential value of such approaches 
in the universal access context by presenting preliminary results from a study of 
dyspraxic children in a typical established drawing test. 

The following sections will outline the procedure proposed, will present some ini-
tial experimental results to demonstrate the nature of the investigation which is facili-
tated by the procedure, and will then draw together the basic ideas which collectively 
identify the ability of this type of study to contribute to the ongoing development of 
the principles of universal access. 

2   Dyspraxia and the VMI Test 

Dyspraxia, or developmental coordination disorder, is a condition in children which is 
associated particularly with difficulty in planning and carrying out complex move-
ments. The condition is also linked to a variety of other possible symptoms, including 
problems with comprehension, generally slower response times, and a variety of emo-
tional and behavioural factors [4]. 

However, it is the specific feature of poor fine motor skills which is of particular 
interest here and, especially, performance in essentially “pencil-and-paper” tests as a 
means of evaluating the specific nature and severity of the condition. One of the stan-
dard tests commonly adopted is the Beery Test of Visual Motor Integration (the VMI 
test) [5]. In the VMI test the participant is presented with a series of geometrical 
shapes (24 in total) in an increasing order of complexity, which he/she is required to 
copy. Performance is generally not limited in time, though not all children will copy 
all shapes, and defined criteria for terminating the testing process are set out. Evalua-
tion of the outcome of testing requires the tester to compile a raw score which is then 
generally converted to standard scores and to age equivalent scores. The higher the 
scores according to the predefined criteria, the more competent the performance. 
Specific shape-based scoring criteria are defined and adopted universally by all test 
evaluators. 

The test is traditionally administered by trained Occupational Therapy staff using a 
standard test booklet. The child’s performance is assessed by applying the defined 
scoring procedure to the output generated, on the basis of which the performance 
indicators noted above can be established. 

Figure 1 shows some examples of the individual shapes which form the VMI test 
sequence, the numeric tag indicating in each case the position of the respective shape 
in the 24-element sequence. 

3   Data Collection and the User Interface 

The key to the performance assessment methods under consideration here is the cap-
ture on-line of information about the execution of the drawing on-line, so that subse-
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quent (automated) data analysis can extract appropriate diagnostic or profiling charac-
teristics. Specifically, the interface adopted for the collection of data during the figure 
copying process is a standard computer-linked graphics tablet. In this practical sce-
nario the paper-based test sheets can be placed on top of the tablet surface and posi-
tioned in front of the child on a table. The use of a cordless pen of conventional de-
sign allows the child to copy the shapes directly on to paper and gain the familiar 
visual feedback from the drawing process. Thus, the experimental set-up is made to 
parallel almost exactly the data collection conditions prevailing when entirely manual 
testing is undertaken. Thus, the interface for on-line data collection remains standard, 
but allows the capture and analysis of relevant data automatically. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the capture process, indicating further processing 
stages involving the extraction and possible selection of performance-related features 
which might contribute to diagnostic or therapeutic protocols post-capture. 

In adopting this testing environment the child is placed at the centre of a test – per-
formance profiling – performance analysis framework which is both transparent to the 

 

Fig. 1. Shapes from the Beery developmental test of visual-motor integration (VMI). 

 

Fig. 2. A schematic of the capture process. 
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child within the clinical setting, but also potentially a very powerful means of explor-
ing diagnostic aspects of performance and laying the foundations of appropriate sub-
sequent therapy and rehabilitation [6]. 

It is clear that a variety of fundamentally different types of performance data can 
be acquired within this framework. For example, performance features can be readily 
extracted from the captured drawing which relate directly to the features used in the 
non-automated form of testing and assessment. Such features are essentially assess-
able indicators of the quality and form of the finished drawing (generally denoted 
static features), examples of which might include particular quantitative measure-
ments of geometric properties, completeness of the drawing, relative positioning of 
drawing components, and similar indicators of the ultimate quality of the finished 
copied shape as executed by the child.  

More importantly, however, this novel on-line data capture approach offers the po-
tential also to extract a much richer set of features which could not readily be ex-
tracted through conventional testing, and which relate specifically to the characteris-
tics of the drawing execution pattern [7]. Such dynamic features would typically 
include measurements which relate to timing information, to pen velocity or accelera-
tion profiles, number of strokes, pen up/down times, and a variety of similar meas-
urements which can provide insights into the fundamental physical mechanisms of 
drawing execution. These dynamic features are an especially important aspect of our 
approach. Additionally, we might identify a third fundamental feature type (though 
strictly speaking a subset of the dynamic feature set already described) which could 
be characterised as strategy features, encompassing aspects of performance such as 
specific stroke sequencing, start/end points of drawing element construction, and so 
on, though such features are not considered separately here. 

It is also worth recording that many commercial graphics capture systems also al-
low the collection of other pen-dependent data relating, for example, to the pressure 
applied in the writing process and, in many cases, information about the angle and tilt 
of the pen as it moves across the writing surface. 

4   Performance Characterisation and Profiling 

Though a detailed clinical assessment is not the focus of this paper, it is instructive to 
indicate, at least in a preliminary way, some of the indicators of performance which 
are readily extractable directly from the data-capture process described. 

We will consider briefly three comparative populations. The first is a population of 
children with diagnosed dyspraxia referred to a local Paediatric Assessment Centre. 
The second population is a group of children (non-screened) with no known disability 
attending a local Primary School. Both these populations comprise children with a 
“biological” age of seven years. The third population consists of a group of diagnosed 
dyspraxic children of varying biological age, but for whom the VMI test (as assessed 
by a qualified occupational therapist) returns an indicative score corresponding to an 
age equivalent of seven years. 

It is possible by means of even a small number of examples to indicate very simply 
some immediate aspects of the children’s performance which are readily determinable 
from automated VMI testing, as follows. 

Figure 3 shows a plot which illustrates the pen movement time (i.e. total pen-down 
time) during the execution of two different shapes (Shapes 2 and 3 in the VMI se-
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quence) across each of the three populations. A number of interesting characteristics 
of performance immediately become apparent. First, in general, the drawing execu-
tion by the control subjects is largely characterised by the longer movement times (i.e. 
the slower execution of the drawings) compared with the dyspraxic children. This 
simple observation can both provide the sort of information which could contribute to 
a more complete later diagnostic analysis and performance characterisation, but can 
also clearly suggest an embryonic framework for a rehabilitation strategy (though, of 
course, a much more extensive clinical investigation would be essential, and the re-
sults presented here are intended only to be illustrative of broader issues).  

 

Fig. 3. Pen movement times (of shapes 2 and 3) for different categories of 7 year olds. 

Interestingly, however, this Figure also raises a further important issue. The age 
equivalent population – that is, those for whom the VMI conventional testing predicts 
an age equivalent comparable to the biological age of the controls tested here – seem 
to generate a performance profile with respect to the parameters measured here which 
does not align well with the control population. In other words, there is immediate 
evidence both that the age equivalent prediction is not applicable to this particular 
aspect of performance (itself a useful outcome of this type of testing), but also shows 
more generally that even this simple study can point to the value of adopting a testing 
framework which can extract the dynamic performance characteristics excluded from 
analysis based on conventional testing. 

This initial observation can be followed up with a second example. Figure 4 shows 
a plot of two extracted performance features – number of strokes plotted against 
movement time (pen down time) – in the execution of Shape 6 (Square) in the VMI 
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sequence. Here again there is a significant distinction between controls and patients, 
though in this case the age equivalent measure is less predictable than in the previous 
example, and greater dispersion of individual characterising features with respect to 
the 7-year old patient/control groupings is noted. 

 

Fig. 4. Pen movement times for shape 6 against number of strokes. 

Finally, Figure 5 shows mean pen velocity (measured only in the pen-down seg-
ment of the execution cycle) for all subjects tested across all biological age ranges 
available (5 to 11+ years) with respect to their copying of Shape 1 (Vertical line) and 
Shape 3 (Circle) in the VMI test sequence. The immediate characteristic of interest 
here is seen to be the development of a particular behavioural trait with increasing 
age.  

Specifically, this graph confirms the tendency of patients to draw faster than con-
trols of a similar age, and also shows that older patients tend to develop a strategy of 
slower execution, a tendency much less immediately apparent in the control popula-
tion. The implications of these simple results are self-evident in relation to an intuitive 
understanding of the clinical condition and of approaches to therapy, but the effects 
noted would not be discernible from a conventional application of the VMI test pro-
cedure. 

These results should be taken as illustrative of a general approach to testing and 
analysis of subject data (they are not, of course, intended to be interpreted in this form 
as a formal statistical analysis), and in this respect they usefully point to the potential 
value in the present context of a structured interaction through an appropriate inter-
face to extract and analyse information to characterise performance in a way which 
can provide important practical insights into the behaviour of specific clinical popula-
tions. 
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Fig. 5a. Examples of behavioural changes in strategies with age (for shape 1). 

 

Fig. 5b. Examples of behavioural changes in strategies with age (for shape 3). 

Most importantly, however, the nature of the clinical condition under consideration 
here (as in many other cases) is such that it has a direct impact of the ability of the 
specific group of affected children to integrate into and interact with their environ-
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ment. Increasing an understanding of the general nature and particular features of 
dyspraxia is an essential prerequisite to developing strategies to address the issues of 
rehabilitation and inclusivity which are the essential foundations of the principle of 
“universal access”. This is a fundamental justification for undertaking this type of 
study in the context of strategies to enhance the universal access principle. 

5   Conclusion 

This paper has introduced an approach to the assessment and performance profiling of 
children affected by the condition of dyspraxia. It is argued that the approach de-
scribed supports two important contributions to the principle of universal access. 
First, the technique proposed exploits the potential for structured child-centred inter-
action with an automated testing system in order to extract and analyse information to 
characterise aspects of performance relevant to diagnostic and therapeutic understand-
ing of this particular clinical condition. Second, the nature of the condition under 
investigation is such that it inherently impairs the ability of a sufferer to engage in 
many meaningful social and behavioural interactions, and this can only be addressed 
through the development or enhancement of skills and capabilities which are inher-
ently tested and identified in this type of testing framework. 

From both points of view, the approach outlined here has an important role to play 
in supporting the development of strategies to encourage and facilitate those aspects 
of integration and engagement which reflect the fundamental principles of the univer-
sal access paradigm. 
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Abstract. Augmentative and Alternative Communication Systems (AAC) are 
an emergent technology for improving the social integration of people with 
temporary or permanent communication difficulties. One problem which arises 
is the need to adapt these systems to the different users and situations by taking 
their capabilities, skills and progress into account. In this regard, we propose an 
adaptive architecture on a ubiquitous computation paradigm, which is being ap-
plied for children with autism. This paper proposes a two-tier architecture con-
sisting of a communicator and a context meta-model. It allows child communi-
cation to be represented and controlled using a PDA device by means of a 
wireless network. The main aim of the architecture is to facilitate communica-
tion, adapting to changes in user and scenario. 
 

Keywords: autism, PDAs, hypermedia, augmentative and alternative commu-
nication, adaptability. 

1   Introduction 

The focus on people with disabilities and in particular on people with communication 
difficulties is an area of growing social interest in the spirit of Universal design. In 
this sense, the new technologies prove extremely useful for the rehabilitation and 
social integration of such people. Augmentative and Alternative Communication 
Systems (AACs) [1] are a kind of technical aid for people with physical, psychologi-
cal or cognitive disabilities which hinder conventional conversation. Various AAC 
systems have been used among different communities in order to improve communi-
cation. Examples of these are sign language (used mainly by deaf people), pictorial 
languages [2], templates [3], and communicators. Communicators are devices with 
programmable software, based on an array of cells, to enable the creation of picture 
templates and programming voices by combining cell touches. Minspeak [4] is an 
example of a communicator-based language.  

Difficulty in communicating with others causes fear and anxiety. This often occurs 
when the situation/activity is new, frustrating, uncertain, or difficult. In this field, 
therapeutic researchers have focused on reducing behavioural symptoms, anticipating 
future events, and creating controllable situations.  

Taking this into account, each communicator should be programmed for each per-
son considering their user profile and the environment in which the communication 
and personal activity are performed. Consequently, communicators should be adapt-
able [5].  
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The engineers must provide mechanisms to allow the communicators to be 
changed and adapted, and their software to be developed in unanticipated way. In this 
sense, we can help detect the modifications that are necessary to adapt the communi-
cator, learning from the previous user’s interaction with it and from the user’s reac-
tions.  

The aim of our work, therefore, is to create a communicator which can be adapted 
to each person by considering their disabilities, user profile and the world around 
them. We have tested our communicator on a special group of individuals (i.e. chil-
dren with autism) who require the aid of the ACCs because of the special characteris-
tics which vary from child to child [6]:  

• Autistic children have difficulty with social relationships and with verbal and non-
verbal communication. A large percentage of them either do not speak or make 
meaningless sentences. In such cases, in order to know what the children need and 
to communicate with them, it is essential to use AACs since these enable children 
to be stimulated so that they may begin and continue a conversation.  

• Each autistic child is special and different from the others. As the autism pathol-
ogy and its manifestations vary from one child to another, each child therefore be-
haves differently and has different attributes and expectations. This is the main 
underlying reason for the creation of AACs which can be adapted to each child’s 
abilities and communication needs. 

• Autistic children are strongly influenced by their environment and dislike change. 
The children need to know their environment and the order in which the tasks will 
be performed. If the child’s environment or the order of the tasks changes, the 
child’s behaviour could change in an unpredictable way. The autistic child’s be-
haviour could also change for no apparent reason. The ACC represents a predict-
able world for the child. However, if changes arise during communication, the 
child needs the AAC to be adapted to the new behaviour or to environmental 
changes in real-time. 

• Autistic children do not learn by imitating others. Their educators must therefore 
teach new concepts or how to carry out specific tasks by means of constant repeti-
tion and the addition of emotional reinforcement. Teaching and learning must also 
be adapted to the child’s capabilities, abilities and feelings. Although autism 
symptoms have been studied, there is not enough information about how much an 
autistic child can learn and adapt. Educators attempt to establish learning objec-
tives, but if these are not reached as the educators hope, then the teaching level 
must be lowered to adapt to the child’s limitations. 

The following section explains the user model on which the communicator is 
based. Section 3 will present the architecture of the communicator. Section 4 will 
analyse adaptation and evolution processes. Section 5 will put forward a proposal for 
anticipation on the concept. Finally, conclusions and future lines of research will be 
described. 

2   The User Model 

Our approach for an adaptive and unanticipated AAC is called Sc@ut. This is based 
on adaptive hypermedia, which is an application and extension of our previous work 
in this area [7]. 
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The most useful tools which are suitable for communicating with people with cog-
nitive disabilities are pictorial templates (see Figure 1). While communicators are 
based on pictorial templates, they represent different levels of concepts and are static, 
user-dependent and not adaptable.  

 

Fig. 1. Template of activities for a particular case. 

A template can be represented by means of a hypermedia document. Pictures of the 
template represent concepts and are modelled by means of items in the hypermedia 
document. The hypermedia links model the relationships between templates and con-
cepts. The hypermedia may include items adapted to each person and these can be 
easily changed. Taking these ideas into account, we propose the Sc@ut communicator 
for autistic children with the following features [8, 9]:  

• A hypermedia model is used by an individual (the child with autism in our case) to 
express their desires by navigating through the templates and selecting items. The 
person creates phrases and is communicating while navigating. 

• The user profile and knowledge domain (communication scenario or context) are 
represented and considered in the hypermedia design. 

• Adaptation mechanisms are incorporated so that the communicator can be devel-
oped and adapted according to each person and to changes in scenarios. 

The user model provides knowledge about the person and his/her interaction abili-
ties and comprises the following components: user profile, knowledge domain, and 
user interaction. Each of these components is described in the subsections below. 

2.1   User Profile 

The user profile contains the particular characteristics of each person that will help 
with the adaptation of the hypermedia model. In the case of a child with autism, this 
information is collected by the child’s educators and relatives. Initially, it is presented 
informally using natural language. At a later stage, it will be used to model the 
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knowledge domain, and will be structured in behaviour rules on the hypermedia 
model. The user profile may change over time because of changes in the individual’s 
achievements, motivations and aptitude. There is a history of user profile versions for 
each person.  

By way of example, the information about the user profile of an autistic girl called 
Ana at a particular time is shown in Figure 2.  

(1) Communication habits 
• She is 8  years old and her name is Ana.  
• She does not talk much and does not read. She has previously used templates to commu-

nicate and she is able to create simple phrases with them.  
• She needs to express her emotions and feelings (love, sad, happy, angry and bored).  

(2) Nutrition scenario  
• She likes fried eggs and watermelon a lot.  
• She also likes chocolate but she should not eat it.  
• She drinks a lot of water and has a green cup to drink it with.  
• Sometimes she drinks milk and juice.  
• She needs a fork to begin to eat, otherwise she will be furious.  
• She likes the music of TV advertisements.  

(….. other scenarios)  
(3) Objectives of her educators 

• She should learn that her hands must be washed before eating.  
• Her parents want to gradually introduce new foods into her diet.  

(4) Interaction preferences 
• As she frequently goes to the WC, the item representing this must be accessible in each 

template. 
• An item to be returned to the initial template must be added in each template. 
• An item which allows Ana to indicate if she wants something new that is not in the tem-

plate must also be added. 
• If she has not washed her hands before eating, the item relative to this must appear in the 

nutrition template. 

Fig. 2. Ana’s user profile. 

It can be seen that the information used is heterogeneous. The success or failure of 
the communication depends on the selection of characteristics which identify and 
motivate the person. 

2.2   Knowledge Domain 

It is necessary to model the world perceived by the person in a way that is friendly 
and close to them. Consequently, in the case of autistic children, the active participa-
tion of educators in the representation of the knowledge domain is essential. The 
knowledge domain is built to be completely personalized to the user profile. It inte-
grates the different scenarios (and the activities that can be carried out in each) which 
will later be situated in the communicator. Once the knowledge domain has been 
built, the system will be able to automatically generate the interaction templates from 
it. These templates constitute the medium that is used to establish communication 
with the person and are represented in hypermedia format. 
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Fig. 3. Knowledge domain for Ana’s profile. 

The knowledge domain is represented by means of a semantic network. The net-
work clearly and visually represents the different concepts that are part of the person’s 
world and the relationships between them. Figure 3 shows the partial semantic net-
work built for Ana’s world. As can be seen, the network reflects an important part of 
the information about Ana collected in her user profile. 

The initial node represents Ana. There are always at least two nodes connected to 
it: activities and feelings. Depending on the user profile, different activities will be 
added. In Ana’s case, there are nodes for Learn, Nutrition, Hygiene, etc. At any mo-
ment, by using the system’s evolutionary capabilities, nodes and relationships can be 
added, removed or modified in the network. 

We can distinguish two kinds of concepts in the network: basic concepts (cb) (i.e. 
Water, Milk or Juice) and complex concepts (cc). A concept is complex, and repre-
sented by a circle, if it has a set of associated basic concepts (as in the case of Drinks) 
or if it can be divided into other complex concepts (as in the case of Nutrition). Each 
concept, whether basic or complex, has associated one or more representations, spe-
cially chosen for the person. We name these “item”, and they could be audio, video, 
text, etc. In addition, a complex concept has at least one relationship with other com-
plex concepts. These relationships, called conceptual relationships (rc), are repre-
sented with an arrow and must be semantically labelled. In Figure 3, there is a bi-
directional relationship, labelled “influences”, between the concepts Activities and 
Feelings. This relationship reflects the repercussion that an activity has on the per-
son’s feelings, and vice versa. There are two predefined conceptual relationships with 
a precise meaning: “kind_of” and “prerequisite”. The “kind_of” relationship is used 
to specify the division in parts of a complex concept. In Figure 3, there are two 
“kind_of” relationships with origin Nutrition and destination in Food and Drinks, 
which means Nutrition is divided into these two complex concepts. The “prerequisite” 
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relationship establishes a necessity relationship between two complex concepts. In 
Figure 3, a “prerequisite” relationship has been created from Hand Wash to Nutrition, 
indicating that it is necessary to wash hands before consuming food. This prerequisite 
will be inherited by the concepts Drinks and Food in which Nutrition is divided. The 
Hand Wash prerequisite could be that it immediately precedes Nutrition or it could be 
enough for it to happen at any previous moment. 

The goal of the basic concepts, shown as rectangles, is to describe, structure or in-
stantiate the complex concept to which they are associated. The association from the 
basic to the complex concept is carried out by means of a functional relationship (rf), 
represented by a line. In Figure 3, for example, the concept Feelings has a basic con-
cept for each considered mood: Angry, Happy, Sad, etc. Basic concepts are leaves in 
the semantic network. 

The decision about whether a concept is complex or basic will depend on the detail 
level which is represented by the knowledge domain and will differ according to the 
child. It is possible to develop the network by changing a complex concept into a 
basic concept, and vice versa.  

It is also possible to identify concepts in the semantic network that must be acces-
sible to the person at any moment and which are called permanent concepts. This is 
the case of the WC concept, which is surrounded by a double circle in Figure 3. In 
addition, the type of association between a complex concept and its basic concepts is 
specified, and there are three types: 

• Association (1). The person can only choose one of the basic concepts associated 
to the complex concept. This would be the case, for example, of a didactic unit 
where a child is asked to choose the correct option. 

• Association (1+). The person can choose one or more of the associated basic con-
cepts. This is the case of the Food concept, where the person is allowed to have 
more than one meal. 

• Association (*). The person must choose all the basic concepts and in a specific 
order. This is the case of the Hand Wash activity, in which the child’s educator 
must define a partial or total order among the basic concepts, for example, firstly 
Soap, then Tap, and finally Towel.  

2.3   User Interaction 

One important aspect is to determine how the person must interact with the communi-
cator in order to communicate. Because some people, and a large proportion of autis-
tic children, need alternative forms of speech, the way of expressing their intentions 
may depend on their ability to use different devices. The quantity and extension of the 
knowledge domains influence the use of more complex mechanisms to represent 
these.  

We use a formal approach to represent the person’s interaction. It is based on a di-
rect manipulation style in order to highlight relevant system features and properties 
[10,11]. This approach allows us to formally describe the system objects (interaction 
objects), their relationships and the interaction (the user’s manipulation process) with 
them. Our model also enables us to define and check usability properties, which are 
deduced from the formal representation of the model. We have designed a specifica-
tion method (MOORE) and a formal language (MORELES) to specify the manipula-
tion process of the user, the child in this case. 
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Continuing our example, using MORELES, the specification of the scenario Nutri-
tion (a subset of the semantic network), which includes the templates (complex con-
cepts) Food, Drink and Hand Wash,  is divided into several modules. There is  one 
module to specify each object domain (basic concepts and complex concepts in the 
semantic network) Hand Wash, Drink, Food, WC, Feelings, Back, Soap, Tap, Towel, 
Water, Milk, Juice, Vegetables, Egg, Watermelon and Fish. We also define a control 
object used by the person to interact with the hypermedia: in the example, the object 
domain Finger. There is another module to specify the system: in the example, the 
scenario Nutrition. This division into modules facilitates the specification of the com-
plex systems, provides independence during construction and adaptation and enables 
the reuse of the specification of an object domain in different systems. For each ob-
ject, the features, states, graphical representation, topological relationships, 
manipulative processes and actions are described. The control object is also an object 
of the system and it therefore has a set of features, states and images, relationships, 
manipulative processes and actions. Figure 4 shows the description of the object 
domain Soap. 

domain Soap; 
import Finger; 
features  position  (x,y), mode (normal, selected, ended), sound (active, desactive); 
states  state_normal = ( position (x,y), mode (normal), sound (desactive)), 
  state_selected = ( position (x,y), mode (selected), sound (active)), 
  state_ended = (position (x,y), mode(ended), sound(desactive)); 
graphical_representation  state_normal → image_normal(soap1.jpg), 
       state_selected →image_selected(soap2.jpg, musicS.wav), 
      state_ended → image_ended(soap3.jpg); 
actions         select: state_normal → state_selected; 
gesture_relationships  ℜselect(soap); 

topological_relationships (fingers on soap); 
manipulative_processes 
 ℜselect(soap):= ∃! s ∈ domain(Soap), ∃! f ∈ domain(Fingers):(f on s); 

Fig. 4. Specification of the interaction of the object domain Soap. 

The object domain Soap has three features which describe its relevant characteris-
tics: position, mode, and sound. Position gives the situation of the object inside the 
PDA device, represented by its coordinates; mode can have the values “normal”, 
“selected” or “ended”; and sound can be “active” or “deactive”. The values of these 
features determine the states of the soap object at a given time: “normal” (normal 
state of the object), “selected” (the soap has been selected by the person and some 
music is played) and “ended” (the person has finished by using the soap). Each state 
of the soap object is associated with a single image, a graphical representation of the 
object in each state. The person selects the soap object when they wash their hands. 
Therefore, the soap object has the action and gesture relationships “select”. The posi-
tion of the soap object before and after the action is carried out remains the same; 
only the mode and sound of the object change.  

When a gesture is produced in the system, an action is carried out. Therefore, the 
specification of a manipulation process means describing the objects, the relationships 
and their logic and temporal dependencies that intervene in the carrying out of an 
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action. In this example, we have defined the manipulative process “select”, carrying 
out the select action on the soap, which implies the control object (finger) is over the 
soap image (topological relationship on). 
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Fig. 5. The Sc@ut architecture. 

3   Architecture 

Sc@ut is not only a communicator. As Figure 5 shows, the S@ut architecture has two 
tiers: the communicator and the context meta-model. This division allows us to ana-
lyse the communication and the adaptation processes separately. In addition, it facili-
tates the development of a distributed architecture for the design of ubiquitous com-
putation spaces. The architecture comprises the following components: 

• user model (user profile, knowledge domain and user interaction)  
• hypermedia model 
• adaptation and evolution process 

The benefit of this architecture is that the concerns are separated. Firstly, there are 
two kinds of users who use it with different purposes and activities. The communica-
tor is used by people with disabilities, and in our experiment children with autism, 
and the meta-model is used by the therapist, the autistic child’s educators in our ex-
periment. Secondly, the cognitive, interactive design and adaptation aspects must be 
differentiated in order to avoid coupling. Consequently, evolution/adaptability can 
therefore be carried out more easily and safely as the architecture components are 
independent [9,12]. 

This architecture is implemented by connecting different devices. The context 
meta-model runs on a PC, and a PDA device has been selected for the communicator 
due to its portability, versatility and ease of use (by means of a tactile screen). Com-
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munication between both devices is performed using wireless technology. This im-
plementation is flexible and extensible, because new devices can be added to the user 
interface to help the child’s interaction (screens, switches, sound and voice devices, 
etc.) independently of the representation model. In addition, devices adapted for other 
disabilities with a smaller capability of movement (for example, brain paralysis) can 
be used.  

3.1   Hypermedia Model 

The hypermedia model is created by taking the user model into account. The knowl-
edge domain and the specification of the interaction are translated to the hypermedia. 
The hypermedia comprises templates and links. The templates include the items (im-
ages, text or sounds) associated with each of the concepts which appear in the knowl-
edge domain. The hypermedia navigation order, given by the links associated to cer-
tain items, depends on the kinds of associations established in the knowledge model. 
There are navigation order constraints to restrict the navigation depending on the 
previous user’s interaction. New items can be added to allow the person to go to the 
previous template, to a main template, or to represent “What I want is not here”.  

In the communicator, touching an icon is considered equivalent to writing a word 
as part of a sentence [13]. Other ACC projects, for example [14], have tested whether 
a sentence is syntactically valid by considering the order in which the words have 
been selected, but we can also test the semantic validity of the sentences due to the 
semantic relationships established in the semantic network and propagated to the 
hypermedia. 

The interaction with the hypermedia system is specified using the same formal lan-
guage as that used for the objects. The module which specifies the system imports the 
object domains, including information about the container object (templates) and 
actions of the system. Topological and property relationships and manipulative proc-
esses are also specified. The specification for our example is shown in Figure 6. 

The specification of the system “Nutrition” (scenario “Nutrition”) defines the ob-
ject domains of the system (hand_wash,  food, drink, wc, feelings, back, soap, tap, 
towel, egg, vegetables, watermelon ,fish, water, milk, juice, fingers) which represent 
the concepts (basic and complex) that appear in the knowledge domain. The templates 
describe the complex concept in the knowledge domain. Each template defines the 
objects with their initial state and position. In this example, all the templates contain 
the objects wc, feelings and back, because the concept wc is a permanent concept and 
feelings is a conceptual relation (influences) in the knowledge domain. The back ob-
ject links to the initial template. 

The specification describes all the actions (s_ hand_wash,do_ hand_wash, 
s_food,s_drink, have_watermelon, have_egg, have_fish, have_vegetables, have_wa-
ter, have_juice, have_milk, s_wc, s_feelings, s_back) that the person can carry out in 
the system. Each action changes the object states that it affects, implying a change in 
the state of the system. Moreover, the specification defines the gestures of the system 
(ℜs_hand_wash(hand wash), ℜdo_hand_wash(soap, tap, towel), ℜs_food(food), ℜs_drink(drink), 
ℜhave_watermelon(watemelon), ℜhave_egg(egg), ℜhave_fish(fish), ℜhave_vegetables(vegetables), 
ℜhave_water(water), ℜhave_juice(juice), ℜhave_milk(milk), ℜs_wc(wc), ℜs_feelings(feelings), 
ℜs_back(back)), because each of the defined actions in the system must have at least one 
associated gesture which allows the person to carry out the action.  
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//Specification of the scenario Nutrition� 
 

system Nutrition; 
 

import_domain  hand_wash,  food, drink, wc, feelings, back, soap, tap, towel, egg, vegeta-
bles, watermelon ,fish, water, milk, juice, fingers; 
 

templates  
• template_nutrition { hand_wash (hw(state_normal(x:10, y:10))), 

food(f(state_normal(x:10, y:50))), drink(d(state_normal(x:80, 50))), 
wc(w(state_normal(x:10, y:80))), feelings(fe(state_normal(x:50, y:80))), 
back(bc(state_normal(x:100, y:80)))}; 

 

• template_ hand_wash { soap(s(state_normal(x:10, y:10))), 
tap(t(state_normal(x:10,y:50))}, towel(tw(state_normal(x:50,y:10))), 
wc(w(state_normal(x:10, y:80))), feelings(fe(state_normal(x:50, y:80))), 
back(bc(state_normal(x:100, y:80)))}; 

 

• template_activities  {food (f(state_normal(x:10, y:10))), 
drink(d(state_normal(x:10,y:50))), wc(w(state_normal(x:10, y:80))),  
feelings(fe(state_normal(x:50, y:80))), back(bc(state_normal(x:100, y:80)))}; 

 

• template_food {watermelon (wm(state_normal(x:10, y:10))),  
egg(e(state_normal(x:10, 50))), 
fish(fh(state_normal(x:50,y:10))),vegetables(v(state_normal(x:50, y:50))), 
wc(w(state_normal(x:10, y:80))), feelings(fe(state_normal(x:50, y:80))), 
back(bc(state_normal(x:100, y:80)))}; 

 

• template_ drink {water(d(state_normal(x:10, y:10))),  
juice(j(state_normal(x:10, y:50))), milk(m(state_normal(x:50, y:50))), 
wc(w(state_normal(x:10, y:80))), feelings(fe(state_normal(x:50, y:80))), 
back(bc(state_normal(x:100, y:80)))}; 

 

actions_system      
• s_ hand_wash:(hand_wash( state_normal) → hand_wash(state_selected)), 
• do_ hand_wash:(soap( state_normal), tap(state_normal), towel(state_normal)  

→ soap(state_ended), tap(state_ended), towel(state_ended)), 
• s_food:( food( state_normal) → food(state_selected)),   
• s_drink:(drink( state_normal) → drink(state_selected)), 
• have_watermelon:(watermelon( state_normal) → watermelon(state_selected)), 
• have_egg:(egg( state_normal) → egg(state_selected)), 
• have_fish:(fish( state_normal) → fish(state_selected)), 
• have_vegetables:(vegetables( state_normal) → vegetables(state_selected)), 
• have_water:(water( state_normal) → water(state_selected)), 
• have_juice:(juice( state_normal) → juice(state_selected)), 
• have_milk:(milk( state_normal) → milk(state_selected)), 
• s_wc:(wc( state_normal) → wc(state_selected)), 
• s_feelings:(feelings( state_normal) → feelings(state_selected)), 
• s_back:(back( state_normal) → back(state_selected)); 
gesture_relationships_system  
ℜs_hand_wash(hand wash), ℜdo_hand_wash(soap, tap, towel),  ℜs_food(food), ℜs_drink(drink), 
ℜhave_watermelon(watemelon),,ℜhave_egg(egg), ℜhave_fish(fish), ℜhave_vegetables(vegetables), 
ℜhave_water(water), ℜhave_juice(juice), ℜhave_milk(milk), ℜs_wc(wc), ℜs_feelings(feelings), 
ℜs_back(back); 

Fig. 6. Specification of the system, scenario “Nutrition” of Ana. 
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manipulative_processes 
• //Manipulative process: select  wash hand  
ℜs_hand_wash(hand wash):= ∃! hw ∈ domain(hand wash): ℜselect(hw) ∧ 
link(template_hand_wash), 
 

• //Manipulative process: select food 
ℜs_food(food):= ∃! f ∈ domain(food): (ℜdo_hand_wash(hand wash) S  ℜselect(f )) ∧ 
link(template_food),   

• //Manipulative process: select drink 
ℜs_drink(drink):= ∃! d ∈ domain(drink):(ℜdo_hand_wash(hand wash) S  ℜselect(d)) ∧ 
link(template_drink),  
 

• //Manipulative process: wash hand 
ℜdo_hand_wash(soap, tap, towel):= ∃! s ∈ domain(soap), ∃! t ∈ domain(tap), ∃! tw ∈  
domain(towel): (( ℜselect(s) θ ℜselect(t)) θ ℜselect(tw)) ∧ link(template_activities), 
…….. 
 

• //Manipulative process: select back 
ℜs_back(back):= ∃! bc ∈ domain(back): ℜselect(bc ) ∧ link(template_nutrition);  

Fig. 6. (continued) 

In this example, the manipulative process “s_hand_wash” implies that the person 
selects the object hand_wash (gesture relationships ℜselect(hw) of the hand_wash ob-
ject) and the system links to the hand wash template (link(template_hand_wash)), 
which describes how the person must wash their hands.  

The manipulative process “do_hand_wash”, describes the pre-established naviga-
tion order for the do-hand_wash action. Firstly, the person selects the soap object 
(gesture relationships ℜselect(s) of the soap object). They then select the tap object 
(gesture relationships ℜselect(t) of the tap object). Finally, they select the towel object 
(gesture relationships ℜselect(tw) of the towel object). This navigation order ((ℜselect(s) θ 
ℜselect(t)) θ ℜselect(tw)) is specified with the operator θ, which means “only previous”. 
The system then links the activity templates (link (template_activities)).  

The manipulative process “s_food” (select a food) means that before the food obje-
ct is selected, the person has washed their hands ((ℜdo_hand_wash(hand wash) S  ℜselect(f )). 
Operator  S  means “only since and not now”. This prerequisite is defined in the 
knowledge domain. Afterwards, the system then shows the food template (link(tem-
plate_food)). 

Figure 7 shows a possible interaction of Ana with the communicator that could be 
obtained from the formal specification of the interaction. It shows the involved hy-
permedia templates. 

In the building process of the hypermedia, an interaction template is generated for 
each complex concept according to the following guidelines: 

• If basic concepts are associated with the concept, its template shows the corre-
sponding item for each of these. In 7.5 we can see the created template for Food. 
When the association is of the type “(*)”, as in Hand Wash (Template 7.3), the 
items are shown in the pre-established order. 

• If the concept is divided into other complex concepts, as in the case of Activities, 
its template in 7.1 shows the item corresponding to each of these concepts. 
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Fig. 7. Hypermedia templates. 

If it is contemplated in the person’s profile: 

• The template of a concept that has not satisfied the prerequisites shows the items 
of the concepts needed. We can see that when choosing Nutrition in Template 7.1, 
the new Template 7.2 shows in its upper part the item associated to Hand Wash. 

• A concept’s template can show the item associated to every related concept by a 
conceptual relationship different to “kind_of” and “prerequisite”. Consequently, 
the concept Feelings is included in the lower part of every activity template (Fig-
ure 7). 

In addition, in every template there is: 

• An item for every permanent concept. We can see how in Figure 7 the concept 
WC appears in each template. 

• A Back item to return to the initial template. 
• A “What I want is not here” item, which is selected by the person when the de-

sired option cannot be found. 

 
 

Initially, the communicator shows Ana’s photo or a symbol that is nice for her in 
order to make the communicator a familiar object. The first template corresponds to 
the initial node and shows the items associated to the first level concepts: Activities 
and Feelings. When the person touches a complex concept’s item, the generated tem-
plate for the selected concept is obtained. In the example, the first template (7.1) is 
obtained when selecting Activities. The Back item links to the previous template or to 
the initial template depending on what has been specified in the person’s profile. If a 
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concept’s prerequisites are not satisfied, its selection has no effect. For example, when 
pushing Food in Template 7.2 nothing happens. 

In a basic concept template, navigation will vary according to the kind of associa-
tion: if it is “(1)” only one item in the template can be selected, if it is “(1+)” one or 
more items can be selected in any order, and if it is “(*)” all the items must be se-
lected in a pre-established order (this kind of navigation is called scanning). 

In addition to this use, the therapists are interested in using the communicator to 
define agendas for the person. An agenda consists of a list of activities and an order in 
which these are to be performed. In this case, the initial template shows an item for 
each programmed activity, of course in the indicated order (for example Template 8.1 
in Figure 8). Every time the person finishes a task, the communicator goes back to the 
initial template, where the performed task will be crossed out (Template 8.4). In this 
way, the person knows what he/she has done and what is left to do, which is very 
important for children with autism or people who have lost part of their memory. In 
the example, the child solves the second task in the agenda (Learn), by performing a 
didactic unit about shapes (Template 8.3). 

SC@UT v1.2SC@UT v1.2

WC Feelings

Play

Learn

WC Feelings

Drink

Teeth Sleep

Cut out Draw Puzzle

Shapes

A b c
Alphabet

3
Numbers

8.1) 8.2)   

SC@UT v1.2

WC Feelings

Play

LearnDrink

Theet Sleep

SC@UT v1.2

WC Feelings

Circle ?

8.3) 8.4)
 

Fig. 8. A possible agenda for Ana. 

The following table shows the correspondence between the different models used 
to represent the knowledge and helps to understand the construction of the communi-
cator. 

Table 1. Correspondence between models. 

Autism Semantic net Interaction Hypermedia 

Scenario Subset of the semantic  
network 

System One or more related  
templates or pages 

Template Complex concept  Container-object Document or page 

Concept Concept (complex or  
basic) 

Interaction-object Concept 

Relationship 
Relationship (functional or  
conceptual) Relationship and action Link 

Pictogram Item Object representation Item 
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4   Adaptation and Evolution 

The context meta-model tool is in charge of monitoring and learning from user inter-
action, anticipating system changes in order to adapt the hypermedia model used by 
the user. During interaction, it collects measurable information about the person’s 
navigation through the hypermedia. All of this information will be used to improve 
the communicator, evolving the user profile and the knowledge domain with the pro-
posal of new tasks and educative strategies. These modifications are propagated to the 
hypermedia model, guaranteeing its consistency and integrity. Figure 9 shows the 
adaptation and evolution processes. 

hypermedia

user interaction

measures
rules

learning

adding
deleging

�.

user profile

knowledge domain

change propagation
interaction
specification

evolving

therapists

hypermedia

user interaction

measures
rules

learning

adding
deleging

�.

user profile

knowledge domain

change propagation
interaction
specification

evolving

therapists

 

Fig. 9. Adaptation and evolution process. 

 

.....

34140Bath

475Food

217Drinks

1210Learn

.....FoodDrinksLearn

 

Fig. 10. Transition matrix. 

In order to perform the adaptation process, it is necessary to represent and update 
the user model with meaningful information about the person and their learning. Both 
the user profile and knowledge domain (examined in previous sections) are part of the 
user model. The elements used for adaptation are described as follows: 
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• Feelings history: This stores the succession of moods selected by the person over 
time. This history is divided into days, and for each annotated mood, the system 
stores the time at which it was selected and the task the person was performing. 
This information can be analysed by educators and therapists in order to find out 
which tasks the person does not like, the times of the day they prefer, etc. 

• Activities history: This stores the succession of performed and finished tasks by 
the person through time. If the task corresponds to a “(1+)” association, the system 
saves all the selections performed during the task. If the task is “(*)”, the system 
stores information about whether the person has finished the task properly or 
whether it was left unfinished. If the task is a didactic unit “(1)”, the system stores 
information about whether the person chooses the correct option or not. This his-
tory is used to check if the person has satisfied the prerequisites of a certain task. 
In addition, it permits the deduction of information such as didactic units with a 
high level of failure, tasks that are rarely performed, tasks that are frequently left 
undone, options in a task that are never selected, etc. From this information, the 
educator can develop the semantic network and consequently add, delete, modify, 
or rearrange the items in the templates. 

• Transition matrix: This captures the conceptual relationships followed by the per-
son during navigation. The matrix has a row and a column for every complex con-
cept represented in the knowledge domain. The cell MT[cc

1, cc
2] counts the num-

ber of times that after performing task cc
1, the person has chosen task cc

2. For 
example, taking the matrix in Figure 10 into account, it is possible to deduce that 
after a meal a child usually drinks something, and that after having a bath the child 
is not very willing to learn. Based on this analysis, the child’s educator can iden-
tify conceptual relationships that are needed or not in the knowledge domain. For 
example, if Food and Drinks are related in the semantic network in Figure 3, the 
child will be able to access the template Food from the template Drinks faster, and 
vice versa. 

• In addition, for each template the number of times the person has pushed the What 
I want is not here button is stored. Comparing this information with the frequency 
of access to the template, the need to modify the item associated to a concept or to 
incorporate new concepts (basic or complex) can be detected. 

The children’s educators or the person’s therapists who use the communicator can 
also observe (and sometimes quantify) the person’s reactions while they are using the 
hypermedia, and the causes of these reactions. All of this information can also be used 
to improve the communicator. For example, if an autistic child is furious when an 
item is presented, the educators must make a decision to avoid that feeling. They can 
choose whether the item must be deleted, changed for another, or if the concept repre-
sented by that item must be eliminated. In this case, item and concept are part of the 
user profile and of the scenario because the child accepts and recognises them. Be-
cause the child changes his/her behaviour, his/her profile and/or scenario must be 
modified, and again, the changes propagated up to the hypermedia. The child can 
observe the changes in the hypermedia and modify their attitude, changing from furi-
ous to calm, or at least, the next time that the child uses the communicator, they will 
not find the item that made them feel furious. In the same sense, backing techniques 
could be used when the child carries out a correct action (adding sounds such as clap-
ping, music of their favourite song, their mother’s voice, etc.) taking the resources and 
preferences included in the user model into account. 
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The following are evolution operations on the knowledge domain:  

• Adding an item 
• Adding a simple or complex concept 
• Deleting an item 
• Deleting a simple or complex concept 
• Modifying the associations and relationships 

Similar changes are carried out to evolve the user interaction and the hypermedia 
modifying templates, items and order navigation. Modifications may be propagated 
and consistency must be verified during the adaptation process. In previous work [15] 
we have used mechanisms and tools (Petri nets and temporal logic) to verify and 
update the rules used in the adaptation of hypermedia systems.  

5   Anticipation on the Context 

Another adaptation technique is anticipation based on the context. We can help the 
communication process if we anticipate the kind of conversation that is most probable 
according to the person’s location (see Figure 11).  

The way of determining the context or scenario is to recognise the person’s loca-
tion using their PDA and wireless technologies. The person can interact with their 
environment (lights, electrical appliances, instruments, devices, etc.) in a predictable 
context. In this case, the communicator recognises in what scenario the person is at 
each moment. New temporal and spatial concepts and relationships can be captured, 
recognizing the person’s gestures as inputs to the communicator, and responding to 
them. For example, if the person goes to the kitchen and signals or looks at the fridge, 
the communicator knows that the person has selected the Nutrition template and rec-
ognises that the person wants to eat or to drink. 

Sitting-room

Kitchen

Bath-roomSitting-room

Kitchen

Bath-room

 

Fig. 11. Anticipation based on the context. 

6   Conclusions and Future Lines of Research 

In this paper, we have reviewed Augmentative and Alternative Communication Sys-
tems (AAC) as a promising technology to enhance the communicative ability of peo-
ple with speech impediments. From our experience of dealing with children with 
autism, we know that potential AAC users are a heterogeneous population with nota-
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ble differences in sensorial, physical or psychical skills. Anticipation of child re-
quirements might not always be possible or even required. There are two main rea-
sons for this: the child’s requirements are defined by their parents and educators, and 
the autistic child’s behaviour could be unpredictable or variable depending on their 
environment. Therefore, an efficient approach to designing an AAC system should be 
based on an adaptive approach, allowing the system to be adjusted to each user’s 
needs in order to fit in with the best treatment for each person. Another advantage of 
our approach is that the person’s evolution can be monitored and it is possible to con-
trol whether they are learning, and communication with their educators or therapists is 
being improved. 

Although the universal design principle has been applied to this work in a particu-
lar context (users with communication and learning problems), this can be extended to 
other user models and situations. Adaptability, evolution, context awareness and user 
changes in preference have been considered. The same model may be applied to other 
groups with minor constraints, other educative systems [16] or those which imply 
memory schedules, based on images to obtain knowledge and rules to predict correct 
paths or selections. 
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Abstract. We present the results of an exploratory study investigating the fea-
sibility of using multimedia software to teach life skills to adults with learning 
difficulties. As a precursor to determining whether the clients would benefit 
from the software, we needed to address the issue of realism in visual displays, 
to discover if photorealistic images of a familiar kitchen and utensils were es-
sential, or if the clients would be able to abstract and apply information from 
generic cartoon-like representations. The level of realism was varied in two sets 
of tasks: object recognition exercises and problem-solving scenarios. Realistic 
versions of each task contained photorealistic images, and the problem-solving 
scenarios used images and speech of a support worker known to the participants 
to supply feedback and prompts. Unrealistic versions used clip art images and a 
cartoon-style character instead of the support worker. Contrary to expectations, 
measurements of errors and reaction times revealed the level of realism to have 
a negligible effect upon user performance in both sets of tasks. What has 
emerged is the overwhelming effect of individual differences on the design and 
evaluation of learning software.  

1   Introduction 

Gates [1] has argued that for adults with learning difficulties the nature of the repre-
sentation should reflect an adult approach, i.e. be age-appropriate. Indeed the received 
wisdom is that real-life materials and situations should be used whenever possible. 
Adults with learning difficulties learn more easily if learning is based on real-life (i.e. 
realistic) because transfer of learning from artificial teaching situations is limited [2]. 
This is the basis of the research question we address in the study reported here. There 
is, of course, a tension between the demands of the learning theorists and the role of 
realism. Observational learning [3] or learning by imitation – patterning behaviour 
after an observed model, is a salient feature of human behaviour and provides a very 
appropriate means of facilitating learning for people with learning difficulties. Atten-
tion to the learning materials has been shown to be improved by a display that is 
novel, interesting and includes a variety of human-based models which are seen as 
competent, powerful, high in status, and of the same sex and age as the observer. 
Models should also be seen to be rewarded for any appropriate behaviour they per-
form. Successful conditions for observational learning in children termed as ‘mentally 
retarded’ are highly structured settings in which attention can be directed easily, in-
corporating simplified displays so that important features are emphasised and the 
opportunity is given for rehearsal to aid retention [4]. However, this departs from 
real-life where the use of realistic photographic images or video footage might be 
considered more appropriate in order to facilitate the successful generalisation of 
learning into the real world. Similar conflicts are likely to occur when considering the 
use of other media elements (e.g. sound). In this study we investigated the importance 
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of realism in visual displays by examining adults with learning difficulties using 
complementary versions of software whose interfaces differed in the level of realism 
they exhibited. Below we outline the user-centred design (UCD) approach taken in 
the development of this software, present the experimental method and results, and 
discuss the considerable diversity found in the performance profiles of these ‘extraor-
dinary users’ [5]. 

2   Method 

This study was conducted in collaboration with the Edington Centre – a training cen-
tre in North West England for adults with varying degrees of learning difficulty and 
special educational needs. Liaison was through one of the senior support workers at 
the Centre. 

A strong emphasis on user-centred design in the software development process led 
to the adoption of the Star lifecycle [6]. We began with a semi-structured interview 
with a senior support worker and collected data on the available hardware and soft-
ware, any computer-assisted learning in current practice and so forth. The interview 
was conducted at the training centre and revealed that software was already being 
used to teach the trainees life skills, but was considered to be problematic as it was 
not age-appropriate. A competitive analysis of this software (“Safety Scavenger 
Hunt”, Softkey Multimedia Inc., 1995) following Nielsen [7] was then conducted. 
The major issues identified were: 

1. The content was not age-appropriate – the interface being presented as a cartoon 
targeted at 3 to 8 year-olds. 

2. The choice of characters for the user to interact with were North American ani-
mals that spoke quite quickly with American accents. 

3. The buttons were quite small and users with co-ordination problems might have 
difficulty using them. The functionality of the buttons was not consistent. 

4. On monitors larger than 14 inches a white border appeared around the screen 
which made it easy to lose the mouse cursor. 

5. Tokens were used as part of the rewards given to participants – this is unsuitable 
for people lacking numeracy. 

6. The use of American phrases in prompts and reward statements may not transfer 
well to British users.  

7. The wording of prompts was device-specific, always referring to the mouse. Con-
sequently confusion could arise if a (frequently preferred) trackerball was used 
with the software. 

However, what was considered useful by both researchers and the support worker 
was the narrative structure used to describe a particular home safety scenario, and the 
following verbal praise and reinforcement of a particular safety issue when the user 
had correctly identified it. From this evaluation, it was decided that the application to 
be developed to examine the role of realism should contain some problem-solving 
scenarios designed to educate in life skills.  

2.1   Envisionment 

The envisionment of the interface designs, object recognition tests and problem-
solving scenarios were arrived at through a series of highly iterative brainstorming 
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sessions involving a researcher and the support worker. Initially, pencil and paper 
storyboards were produced with annotations written on Post-it® notes. This was soon 
abandoned in favour of Microsoft PowerPoint, which in conjunction with various 
clip-art libraries and sound files, proved to be effective for generating high-fidelity 
interface designs. The design of the interface for the problem-solving exercises oc-
curred after the object recognition tests had been conducted and analysed. The soft-
ware was developed using the multimedia development environment Macromedia® 
Director™ and was designed to encourage trainees (the subjects of this study) to pro-
gress through the various tests with as much independence as possible. However, it 
was realised that assistance from either the researcher conducting the test, or the sup-
port worker may be required. The final software suite consisted of a familiarisation 
exercise, two object recognition tests and three problem-solving scenarios relating to 
kitchen safety. It was possible for subjects to pause between tests before continuing 
on to the next.  

2.2   Familiarisation 

The familiarisation exercise was the easiest, and its purpose was to determine the 
range of subject abilities in performing the action of pointing and clicking on an im-
age. All subjects had experience of using a computer at the training centre and famili-
arity with using a mouse as an input device. A mouse was therefore chosen as the 
input device for the present study. A picture of a common object was presented ran-
domly in one of six placeholder positions of an invisible 2x3 grid on the screen, and a 
computer-delivered spoken prompt was given to point and click on that object e.g. 
“Point and click on the ball”. Throughout the application, spoken prompts were pro-
grammed to repeat every 25s. On clicking the picture, the next prompt/picture combi-
nation was presented. The time taken between issuing the prompt and clicking the 
picture was logged by the software for pictures of five common objects (viz. house, 
tree, ball, dog, and bananas). The objects were presented in random order and position 
each time, and no object was repeated within a single trial. The size of the object 
pictures was the same as those shown in the subsequent exercises (140 x 140 pixels), 
and was large enough to minimise the problem of anyone with co-ordination prob-
lems having difficulty clicking on them. After the five objects had been clicked, posi-
tive reinforcement as verbal praise (“good!”) was given and the pause screen shown.  

2.3   First Object Recognition Test 

The first object recognition test designed to assess the importance of realism consisted 
of two pictures: one was the ‘target’ and the other the ‘distractor’. The user was ver-
bally requested to identify the target picture by pointing and clicking on it (e.g. “Point 
and click on the spoon”). If the choice was correct, the next two pictures were pre-
sented. If the distractor was clicked, the user was verbally requested to “try again”. 
Twelve pairs of pictures were presented randomly (both in order and left-to-right 
orientation). Six pairs had a realistically depicted kitchen object as the target, while 
the other six had an unrealistic kitchen object as the target. In both cases the sets of 
target objects were the same: fork, spoon, mug, pan, toaster and cooker. The corre-
sponding distractors were different kitchen objects that could be either realistic or 
unrealistic. The realistic target pictures were photographs of the objects taken from 
the adult training centre kitchen. While the unrealistic target objects were stylised 
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pieces of clip art. Distractors were drawn randomly from a pool of 40 images consist-
ing of roughly equal numbers of photographs and clip art of other kitchenware. The 
software logged which picture the user selected and the corresponding reaction time. 
After completing the twelve object-pairs, verbal reinforcement was given (“well 
done!”) and the pause screen shown as before.  

2.4   Second Object Recognition Test 

The second object recognition test consisted of a set of six different pictures: one was 
the target and the remaining 5 were distractors. The user was again prompted to iden-
tify the target by a verbal command to click on it. If the choice was correct, the next 
set of six pictures was presented. If a distractor picture was clicked, the user was ver-
bally requested to “try again”. A total of twelve sets of pictures were presented in 
random order, with each set of six pictures randomly assigned to six placeholders of a 
2x3 grid on the screen. Six of the 12 tasks had a realistically depicted kitchen object 
as the target, and six an unrealistic kitchen object as the target. The corresponding 
distractors were different kitchen objects that could be either realistic or unrealistic. 
The sets of realistic/unrealistic target objects and the distractors were the same as 
used in the previous test. Again, the software logged any image selected and the cor-
responding reaction time after issue of the prompt. After completing the 12 picture 
sets the user was given verbal praise as “well done, you’ve finished!” and taken to the 
concluding screen which featured pictures of subjects, sound and a simple animation 
sequence. 

2.5   Problem-Solving Scenarios 

In these scenarios, some of the domestic objects seen before were now part of the 
larger context of the kitchen and contributed to a series of scenarios where subjects 
were required to recognise several safety issues and rectify them. Three scenarios 
were developed: Tidying up the kitchen to make it safe, making the cooker safe and 
turning the cooker’s ring off. Realistic and unrealistic versions of each scenario were 
developed and added into the application taking advantage of existing functionality 
and the familiarity users had gained with the software during testing. The problem-
solving exercises were accessible from a hidden menu made available to the research-
ers and the support worker. Realistic versions of each problem-solving scenario con-
tained photographic images taken in the adult training centre kitchen with the model 
used to speak prompts being the senior support worker. Unrealistic versions contained 
corresponding clip-art images with a ‘gingerbread man’ model whose voice was un-
familiar to the subjects. The verbal content of prompts was identical in both versions 
of the problem-solving scenarios, which were always presented in the same order. For 
all scenarios, the software logged which images on the screen participants clicked and 
the time taken to solve the particular problem. Black and white depictions of screen 
shots for the first realistic and unrealistic problem-solving scenarios are shown in 
Fig. 1. The actual screens were developed in colour which considerably improved the 
visibility. Each scenario was presented along with the prompt “This kitchen is dirty 
and dangerous, point and click on what is wrong”. In order to complete this exercise 
successfully, subjects were required to identify two safety issues: On identifying the 
bottle of bleach left out on the table, the subject was informed “Good! Bottles of dan-
gerous chemicals should be put away in the cupboard”. The bottle was then animated 
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into the kitchen cupboard. On identifying the floor spillage, the subject was informed 
“Good! Anything spilled on the floor should be cleaned up, or someone might fall and 
hurt themselves”. If subjects were unable to identify the salient features and clicked 
on some other part of the interface they were encouraged to “try again”. When both 
tasks were accomplished the subject was praised further and prompted to try the next 
scenario when they were ready. It was recognised that some users might not complete 
every scenario, in which case either the researcher or support worker would abandon 
the scenario and proceed to the next at their discretion. In the second problem-solving 
scenario, subjects were required to recognise an unsafe pan on the cooker (Fig. 2); 
and in the third, to identify the knob controlling one of the cooker’s rings that had 
accidentally been left switched on (Fig. 3). The narrative patterns used were similar to 
that of the first scenario namely a description of the problem, followed by encour-
agement to try again if unsuccessful, or verbal praise and reinforcement of the safety 
issue if it was correctly identified. 

  
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1–3. Screen shots showing (a) the realistic interface and (b) the unrealistic interface for the 
first problem-solving scenario (Fig. 1), the second problem-solving scenario (Fig. 2) and the 
third problem-solving scenario (Fig. 3). Salient features are circled. Colour was used in the 
application. 

Originally, 15 adults with a range of learning difficulties volunteered to take part in 
the trials. However, some of the subjects who originally consented refused to partici-
pate in certain tests at the last minute. Consequently, nine participants (5 men and 4 
women) participated in the initial object recognition tests, while 12 people (the origi-
nal nine plus an additional man and two women) participated in the problem-solving 
scenarios. The 12 subjects were aged 22-50. All trials were conducted by the first 
author using a single desktop computer located in one of the training centre’s rooms. 
Individual trials started by the researcher introducing himself and trying to make the 
subject feel at ease. At the end of each trial, each participant was thanked and con-
gratulated on their performance. Any observations by the researcher were noted after 
the subject had left the computer room and the software log recovered for later analy-
sis. In the object recognition tests a subject would typically take less than 10 minutes 
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to complete a trial and all subjects were tested during the course of a morning. In the 
afternoon of the same day the opportunity was taken to repeat the trials with 7 of the 
subjects (5 men and 2 women). Due to the low number of available participants, the 
realistic and unrealistic scenarios were evaluated by within-user testing. People were 
divided into two groups, ensuring there was no bias of age or gender in either group. 
For purposes of comparison, object recognition tests were conducted with five age- 
and gender-matched expert users. 

3   Results 

All the participants successfully completed the point-and-click familiarisation exer-
cise, with a mean reaction time (RT) of 11.4s (range 1.5 to 54.6 seconds). This com-
pared with a mean RT of 1.6 (range of 1.2 to 2.6 seconds) for five age-matched, non-
learning-disabled, expert users performing the same exercise. All learning-impaired 
participants also completed both object recognition tests without requiring any assis-
tance. Histograms of reaction times for each recognition test revealed a complex mul-
timodal distribution with a large spread of reaction times (Fig.4). As the data were not 
normally distributed, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to test for differences in 
reaction times. No reliable differences were found (p=0.374). 
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Fig. 4. Histograms showing the frequency of subject reaction times for realistic (open bars) and 
unrealistic (closed bars) target images for (a) the one-from-two object recognition exercise, and 
(b) the one-from-six object recognition exercise. 

 
Analysing individual performances for these two tests revealed that 4 of the 9 par-

ticipants had RTs where the difference between realistic and unrealistic targets was 
one second or less. Three participants had reaction times around 4s faster for realistic 
target images; one participant had reaction times on average 4s faster for unrealistic 
targets; and one individual had faster reaction times for unrealistic images in the first 
object recognition test, but faster times for realistic targets in the second. When realis-
tic target images were used, there was no significant difference in reaction times when 
selecting one object from two compared with selecting one object from six (p=0.124). 
When unrealistic images were the targets, participants took on average 4s longer to 
recognise one target from six compared with one target from two, which was statisti-
cally significant (p<0.05).  
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Participants made varying numbers of errors in the object recognition tests. Three 
of the nine participants made no errors at all, whilst one user recorded 70+ erroneous 
clicks whilst performing the more difficult object recognition test. The nature of such 
errors was also highly variable. In some cases participants clicked on images that 
were closely related in some way to the target. Examples include, choosing a cup and 
saucer when the target was a mug, choosing a food mixer instead of a cooker, choos-
ing a fork instead of a spoon (or visa versa), or choosing a percolator or kettle when 
the target was a pan. In one trial, a participant appeared to behave deliberately mis-
chievously selecting all other objects before finally choosing the target. Consequently, 
statistical analysis revealed that the use of realistic versus unrealistic target images 
had no significant effect upon the numbers of errors produced by participants in either 
object recognition test (p=0.332). When trials were repeated with seven participants 
in the afternoon, reaction times were significantly faster than those recorded in the 
morning for the easier object recognition test (p<0.005). This was the case regardless 
of whether the target images were depicted realistically or unrealistically (p<0.05 for 
both image types). The improvement in individual reaction times ranged from 0.15s 
to 4.4s. In the more difficult object recognition test there was no significant improve-
ment in reaction times (p=0.353).  

As for the object recognition tests, considerable variation in participant perform-
ance was found in relation to the problem-solving scenarios. The data were not nor-
mally distributed, again necessitating the use of a non-parametric form of analysis; a 
summary of the participants’ performances is presented in Table 1.  

Table 1. Average reaction times and number of errors recorded for realistic and unrealistic 
versions of three problem-solving scenarios. 

Reaction Time (s) Errors*  
Scenario Realistic Unrealistic Realistic Unrealistic 

Tidying the kitchen 68.2 73.6 2.8 3.3 
Making the cooker safe 24.1 19.4 0.3 0.5 
Turning the cooker’s ring off 40.6 37.4 4.18 3.92 

* Errors: The number of clicks made on an incorrect object(s) during a trial. 

The first problem-solving scenario involved identifying the floor spillage and 
chemical bottle as safety issues in the kitchen. Ten of the twelve participants success-
fully completed this exercise. There was no statistically significant difference in par-
ticipant performance as measured by reaction time or number of errors between the 
realistic and unrealistic versions of this scenario (p=0.45).  

The second problem-solving scenario involved the correct identification of a pan 
positioned unsafely on the top of the cooker. All participants successfully completed 
this scenario, with the range of reaction times being around 54s. There were no statis-
tically significant differences between the realistic and unrealistic interfaces in terms 
of either reaction times (p=0.48) or the number of errors produced (p=0.41). Observa-
tions of the participants revealed that different errors were produced depending upon 
whether the interface was realistic or unrealistic: In the realistic interface most error 
clicks (75% of the total) were made on the other pan that was positioned safely on the 
cooker. Whilst in the unrealistic version, all error clicks were made on the back-
ground. The reason for this behaviour is unclear. One possibility may be differences 
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in visibility of the salient parts of the screen between the realistic and unrealistic ver-
sions. 

The third scenario required participants to correctly identify the cooker’s knob con-
trolling a ring that had accidentally been left switched on. Of the twelve participants, 
eleven successfully completed the unrealistic version and ten successfully completed 
the realistic version of this scenario. In both versions of this scenario over half of the 
erroneous clicks were made on the background. Of the remainder, 36% of errors were 
made clicking on the hot cooker ring and 11% from clicking on the incorrect control 
knobs in the realistic version. This was the reverse in the unrealistic version, with 
36% of error clicks being made on incorrect control knobs and 6% on the hot cooker 
ring. Participants found this mapping exercise significantly more difficult than the 
second problem-solving scenario, recording significantly more errors and producing 
longer reaction times (p<0.005). However, there were no statistically significant dif-
ferences in participants’ performances between the realistic and unrealistic versions of 
this scenario as determined by either reaction time (p=0.17) or number of errors pro-
duced (p=0.17). 

4   Discussion 

Unexpected results are always welcome. We set out to investigate the role of realism 
on learning and much to our surprise found little or no effect. What was surprising 
was the effects of individual differences between the participants in this study which 
were so large as to overwhelm any effects our manipulations might have had. This 
finding has potentially significant consequences for designing for those with learning 
difficulties. In this instance we had adopted a fairly conventional UCD approach, but 
UCD has a number of largely unspoken prerequisites which were dramatically fore-
grounded. One of these prerequisites is that of generalising from the requirements of 
the small group of user participants in a UCD intervention. Typically we invite a 
group of users / stakeholders to act as representatives of the larger group of intended 
end-users. Choosing such people requires a little care – avoiding self-selection while 
ensuring that their jobs and experience match our expectations of what is typical of 
the group. There is an underlying assumption that the intended end-users are homo-
geneous. This is demonstrably not the case with the people who participated in this 
study. Indeed the support workers on being introduced to new clients are given a one-
word assessment of their disability, namely, mild, moderate or severe. This, in itself, 
is a recognition that the population of those with learning disabilities is – at least – 
stratified or at the very least, heterogeneous. 

The problem has no easy solution and further work is required to articulate its ex-
tent and range. This being so, we then need to revisit the underlying principles of 
UCD to create a more appropriate approach for those with learning difficulties. 
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Abstract. This paper presents an empirical study aiming at investigating indi-
vidual differences and behavioral aspects involved in modeling web navigation. 
Factors that have an influence on web navigation behavior were identified with 
the aid of task analysis and their relevance in predicting task outcomes (per-
formance, satisfaction, disorientation) was tested with the aid of multiple re-
gression analysis. Several types of navigation metrics were calculated based on 
web logging data and used as indicators of user characteristics and task out-
comes. Results show that spatial-semantic cognitive mechanisms seem to be 
crucial in adequately performing web navigation tasks. The fact that user char-
acteristics and task outcomes can be estimated with reasonable accuracy based 
on navigation metrics suggests the possibility of building adaptive navigation 
support in web applications.  

1   Background 

Navigation is a major part of user experience on the web [1]. This particular type of 
behavior is triggered by a specific type of applications, which has become very com-
mon nowadays, namely web-based applications. The user interface of these applica-
tions (web interface – WI – as called in [2]) has some characteristics that differenti-
ates it from other types of interface as: common language interface (CLI), graphic 
user interface (GUI), direct manipulation interface (DMI), WIMP interface (windows, 
icons, menus and pointing devices), speech user interface (SUI), virtual reality (VR) 
etc. Unlike in GUI, DMI and WIMP interfaces, where mainly the functionality of an 
application is explored, WIs prompt the user to explore the domain knowledge. In 
fact, web users face two different interfaces: the browser interface, which remains 
consistent in daily use, and the site interface, which changes from site to site. While 
the browser interface is rather easy to learn, it is impossible to provide adequate train-
ing on how to navigate through the many thousands of websites that the user may visit 
[1].  

Web interfaces and the facility of navigation through large information spaces 
brought new problems for application designers and usability specialists; cognitive 
overload and disorientation are the main ones [3]. Interfaces have been traditionally 
designed with the function of providing users with information and means so that they 
can perform their tasks. In the case of WIs, this function has so much developed that 
has almost become a burden for the user. Therefore, adequate ways to filter the in-
formation that is offered to the user and to guide her/his navigation through the in-
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formation space are necessary. The user must also be assisted in deciding what infor-
mation is relevant, trustworthy, useful etc. In order to achieve these functions WIs 
must be aware of the user; in other words, they must incorporate a model of the user.  

There is a vast amount of literature showing and analyzing individual differences 
involved in web navigation. Thus, Eveland Jr. and Dunwoody [4] notice that novices 
tend to make use of a linear structure in hypermedia systems when it is made avail-
able, while experts tend to navigate non-linearly. MacGregor [5] demonstrated that 
students who had greater domain knowledge evidenced more purposeful navigation 
and allocated time more variably to different information nodes when they were 
studying using hypertext environments. And novices who possess less domain knowl-
edge do not benefit from menu choices as much as experts [6]. Spatial ability is an 
important determinant of hypermedia navigation performance, as reported in several 
studies [7]. It has also been shown that individuals with low spatial abilities have 
difficulties in constructing, or do not use, a visual mental model of the space [8] and 
they are more directed to the semantic content [9]. Students with an internal locus of 
control are better able to structure their navigation and take advantage of hypertext 
learning environments [5]. Aging is associated with decreases in working memory 
capacity [10] and computer confidence [11]. Women report higher levels of spatial 
anxiety, which is negatively related to the orientation way-finding strategy [10].  

Research attempting at modeling cognitive mechanisms involved in web-naviga-
tion gains increasing influence in the HCI community [12-16]. A cognitive model of 
Web navigation should be able to simulate the navigation behavior of real users. For 
instance, such a model, called CoLiDeS, is proposed in [16]. It explains how users 
parse and comprehend the content of a Web page and then select what action to pro-
ceed. This model uses Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [17] to estimate the semantic 
similarity between user goals and semantic objects on web pages (e.g. link anchors). 
CoLiDeS constitutes the theoretical base of a usability evaluation method, Cognitive 
Walkthrough for the Web (CWW) [18], which is used to identify and repair usability 
problems related to navigation in web sites.  

A relatively different line of research aims at modeling the user’s navigation be-
havior in order to provide adaptive navigation support in web applications [19]. A 
user model can include (relatively) stable characteristics as gender, age, education 
level, and dynamic (changing) characteristics as goals and preferences. Stable charac-
teristics do not pose any difficult problem for the designer of a personalized web ap-
plication. The dynamic navigator’s model is more challenging and more useful for the 
goals of personalization. A dynamic navigator’s model could include: 

− Syntactic information about navigation behavior (which links are followed, in 
which order, how does the navigation graph look (e.g. linear or nonlinear). 

− Semantic information (what is the meaning of the information that the user en-
countered during navigation, which of this information was processed/found rele-
vant by the user). 

− Pragmatic information (what is the user using that information for, what are the 
user’s goals and tasks). 

The distinction between syntactic/semantic/pragmatic information applied in the 
analysis of web navigation behavior is analogous with the same distinction in the field 
of linguistics. A related distinction in the field of psycho-linguistics is presented in 
[20] cited from [21]. Thus, three levels of representation are involved in text compre-
hension: surface, textbase and situation-model levels. The surface code reflects fea-
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tures of the surface text (e.g. noun, determiner, verb etc.), the textbase captures the 
meaning relations among elements within a text, and the situation model captures the 
referential meaning of the text, that is the situation in the world that the text describes. 
As we will use this distinction in the context of modeling web navigation, ‘syntactic’ 
means structural, topologic information, ‘semantic’ refers to the content of visited 
pages, and ‘pragmatic’ information indicates what are the reasons and gains of visit-
ing certain pages. 

1.1   Research Objectives and Questions 

The study presented in this paper is aiming at building a model of web navigation 
with applicability in web usability and design of personalized web applications.  

First, we intend to identify factors that are able to predict task outcomes such as 
performance, satisfaction and reliability. Some of these factors are person-related 
(user characteristics) and others are interface and context related.  

Then, navigation data will be used to estimate person-related factors (user charac-
teristics) and predict task outcomes. We focus on data that is automatically recorded 
as a byproduct of a navigation session (web logging data), because it is easy to collect 
in real time and unobtrusively. 

Fig. 1. Overview of objectives. 

An overview of the objectives is presented in figure 1. The following are research 
questions derived from those objectives:  

− Are the hypothesized factors indeed significant as predictors of task outcomes? 
Which ones are the best? 

− What is the relative importance of each factor in predicting task outcomes? 
− How well can each of the task outcomes be predicted? 
− Is it possible to predict user characteristics based on navigation behavior? For ex-

ample, how accurately can we predict spatial ability based on navigation metrics? 
− Is it possible to predict task outcomes based on navigation behavior? For example, 

how accurately can we predict user’s perceived disorientation based on navigation 
metrics? 

− How accurately can task outcomes be predicted based on both user characteristics 
and navigation metrics? 

 Factors 

User characteristics 
Interface 
Context 

Navigation data  

Pages visited 
View Time  

Performance Satisfaction Reliability 

Task outcomes  
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2   Methodology 

2.1   Task Analysis 

Published research shows that domain knowledge is a key factor in successful use of 
web applications [7] and other factors could also be domain dependent. Consequently, 
a task domain had to be defined in order to capture the influence of those factors that 
are domain specific.  

A valuable source of insight in what types of activities significantly impact peo-
ple’s decisions and actions was found to be [22]. Looking at the collection of inci-
dents mentioned in [22], one can notice that there are some activities that seem to be 
frequent and specific enough to constitute a domain and that this type of activities has 
received insufficient attention in research and application so far. The following is an 
example of such an incident: 

I accessed Netscape's financial site to check my credit card balance and how long 
it would take to pay it off. I'm now MUCH more fiscally aware of my spending habits 
and am trying to pay off my balance more actively.  

We will call this domain Web-assisted Personal Finance (WAPF). It includes using 
the web to setup personal financial goals, keep a personal budget, decide to save or 
invest, do financial transactions, finance life events as studying, etc. Three websites 
were used in this study; two of them are dedicated to WAPF, they provide users with 
advice and tools (such as planners, calculators, educators) to deal with their financial 
problems and the third one, an e-commerce website, was used as a reference, being 
known as a reasonably well-designed web application.  

An exploratory task analysis within this domain allowed us to understand which 
are the most relevant success factors and to build a hypothetical model. Some results 
of task analysis that determined the composition of the hypothetical model are:  

− Some subjects are capable of deploying a fast, elaborated and effective web navi-
gation behavior. Consequently, a factor concerning Internet expertise was consid-
ered. 

− Although tasks were conceived in such a way to require previous knowledge as 
little as possible, it was noticed that a certain familiarity of users with the financial 
domain was an advantage.  

− Spatial ability was included in the hypothetical model based on the high frequency 
of spatial terms used in subjects’ verbalizations even when they were dealing with 
completely nonspatial issues. Examples of verbalizations with spatial connotation: 
“where am I”, “let’s go in another place”, “I’m stuck in these analyzers“, “I saw it 
somewhere”. 

Another goal of task analysis was to collect realistic task instances. Real life tasks 
do not require only finding information but also problem solving and decision-making 
[23]. Tasks in WAPF include: 

− Information search (e.g. „What is the definition of financial goal?”); 
− Personal life planning (e.g. „Setup a personal budget”); 
− Problem solving (e.g. “How much do I need to save monthly in order to buy a car 

in 4 years?”); 
− Personal decision-making (e.g. „What kind of car can I afford?”). 
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2.2   Variables and Indicators 

2.2.1. Task Outcomes. Criteria for task outcomes were specified during task analysis. 
We wanted to find a small number of criteria to cover as many task outcomes as pos-
sible. Effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction were taken from [24] and effectiveness 
and efficiency were grouped under the label performance. Performance denotes task 
success (effectiveness) obtained with minimum resources (efficiency). Satisfaction 
refers to users affective experience toward task execution and task results.  

Besides performance and satisfaction, another criterion was considered necessary 
to cover the undesirable aspects of task outcomes. There is a vast literature showing 
that models of human performance are incomplete if they consider only correct per-
formance and neglect the human error or, more general, the human fallibility. For 
example, Reason [25] states that correct performance and error are like active and 
passive sides of a cognitive balance; each debit has a corresponding credit. For in-
stance, skills development increases performance but also the risk of error by turning 
off the conscious control mechanisms. In the field of human-computer interaction, 
van Oostendorp and Walbeehm [26] argue for the necessity of  (and propose some 
modeling techniques for) considering errors, inefficiency and problem-solving proc-
esses in modeling human behavior in interaction with direct manipulation interfaces. 
Since not only errors are dealt with, but also other undesirable aspects of task execu-
tion as stress, cognitive workload, disorientation, frustration, violations of privacy 
etc., a more generic term was chosen, namely reliability, which is the antonym of 
‘fallibility’. In this context, reliability refers to avoiding or minimizing negative out-
comes of task execution.  

2.2.2. Predictors. As already announced in section 1, among potential predictors we 
considered navigation metrics, user characteristics, and interface and context factors. 
They will be described in more detail in this section.  

2.2.2.1. Navigation Metrics. An important amount of behavioral data about web navi-
gation is available in web logs. Besides its availability, using this data in modeling 
web navigation is justified when one has the aim of personalization in mind: web 
logging data is collected unobtrusively and in real time; analysis of this data can be 
automated; and adaptive reactions of the application can be based on analysis results.  

Interaction events that can be logged during a navigation session are quite numer-
ous: page downloads, view time, use of buttons etc. Some data about the web struc-
ture being navigated is also available: page title/URL, number of words per page, 
number of outgoing/incoming links etc. This constitutes the raw data of web naviga-
tion, which progresses toward information and knowledge via analytic and interpreta-
tional undertakings during the modeling process. 

A number of analyses can be performed on the raw data in order to extract some 
useful information out of this data. We will refer to the results of these analyses as 
navigation metrics. Extracting information out of navigation data by the aid of various 
navigation metrics is the way toward acquiring knowledge about the user. 

Different types of information can be derived from navigation data: syntactic, se-
mantic and pragmatic (see section 1 for a description of these types). Within this 
study, we calculated, based on raw web-logging data, two types of syntactic metrics 
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(first-order and second-order metrics) and one semantic metric (path adequacy) as it 
will be presented below. These metrics will be used as predictors in the analyses pre-
sented in section 3.  

The raw data consisted of:  

− Interaction events. For each navigation session, the following data was collected: 
Page visited and link followed; Time of visit; Page load time and length of visit; 
Navigation action (e.g. link, address bar, refresh, back button). 

− Site structure data. For each page the following data was collected: URL and host; 
Size in bytes; Number of words and images; Number of outgoing links; Title and 
author; Source code. For each link the following data was collected: Source and 
target page; Text associated with the link; Type of link (internal, external). 

First-Order Metrics. A first set of navigation metrics was labeled first-order metrics, 
because they were derived directly from the raw data, without taking into considera-
tion any usage matter. For example, Average Connected Distance (ACD) is calculated 
independent of Back Button Use (BBU), and does not take into consideration the fact 
that usually low values on ACD are associated with high values on BBU and vice-
versa (r=-0.49). This latter information was used in calculating second-order metrics.  

After successive trials a number of 19 metrics were selected to be used in further 
analyses. They will be shortly described below (short labels in brackets). For a more 
detailed discussion about these metrics see [27]. 

• Path length (pathleng) is the number of pages that the user has viewed during the 
navigation session.  

• Relative amount of revisits (revisits) is calculated as the probability that any URL 
visited is a repeat of a previous visit.  

• Return rate (return) indicates the average number of times that a page will be re-
visited. The return rate is calculated by averaging the number of visits to all pages 
that have been visited at least twice. 

• Back button usage (backbutton) indicates the percentage of back button clicks 
among the navigation actions, including backtracking multiple pages at once using 
the back button.  

• Relative amount of visits to the homepage (homepage) is a self-descriptive label. 
“Relative” refers to a correction of home page visits based on path length.  

• Average view time (meanview) is calculated by dividing the total time spent on 
viewing pages by the number of pages visited.  

• Median view time (medview) is the median of the view times spent on each page, 
calculated like this: with a list of n page accesses and corresponding view time in 
increasing order, the median is the view time of page n/2. 

• Difference between the average and the median view time (difview) indicates the 
extent at which the average view time is overly influenced by a minority of pages 
that are viewed carefully.  

• Deviation in view time (devview) indicates how much the view time varies be-
tween pages.  

• Other view times: 

o time spent on larger pages (viewlarg): number of words is larger than the aver-
age plus the standard deviation 
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o time spent on smaller pages (viewsmall): number of words is smaller than the 
average minus the standard deviation 

o time spent on index pages (viewindx): pages with a large number of outgoing 
links 

o time spent on reference pages (viewref): pages with a small number of outgo-
ing links. 

• Relative Structural Complexity (‘fan degree’) (fandeg) represents the ratio be-
tween the number of links followed and the number of distinct pages visited. A 
large fan degree indicates that users tend to follow more than one link from each 
page. 

• Number of Cycles (cycles) is the difference between the number of pages and the 
number of links, corrected with a constant of 1. It indicates the number of non-
linear navigation steps. 

• Path Density (density) measures at what extent users make use of the links of the 
site structure. A high path density indicates that a user makes use of short naviga-
tion sequences and regularly returns to pages visited before. 

• Compactness (compact) is a measure similar to path density except that it takes 
into account the actual site structure (density was relative to all possible links in 
the site).  

• Stratum (stratum) is a metric designed to capture the linear ordering of user navi-
gation [28]. Calculation is based on the following idea: pages that are hard to 
reach, but can easily reach other pages, receive a high 'status'; pages that are easy 
to reach, but from where it is hard to reach other pages, receive a high 'contra-
status'. A page prestige is calculated as the difference between status and contra-
status. The stratum is formally defined as the sum of absolute prestiges divided by 
the highest possible form of linear ordering. A lower stratum indicates less linear 
navigation, as the ‘hierarchical’ distance between any two nodes is quite low. 

• Average Connected Distance (ACD) indicates the average length of a path be-
tween any two connected pages. A higher ACD indicates that users do not return 
to a page very soon, but only after having browsed for a while. They also return 
using a link rather than using the back button. 

Second-Order Metrics. As it is most likely that patterns in the first-order metrics oc-
cur quite often simultaneously, second-order navigation metrics – linear combinations 
of the first order metrics – were calculated. They will be described in section 3.2.  

Path Adequacy. A semantic metric, called Path adequacy, was calculated based on 
navigation data and the task descriptions that subjects were provided with at the be-
ginning of the navigation session. This metric will also be described in section 3.2.  

2.2.2.2. User Characteristics. Some user characteristics were hypothesized (based on 
task analysis and previous research) to have an influence on task outcomes. They 
were grouped on a conceptual basis in: cognitive, affective, conative and demographic 
factors.  

The distinction between cognition, affection and conation is well-founded in psy-
chology; all human behavior involves some mixture of all three aspects [29-32]. Cog-
nition refers to the process of coming to know and understand; the process of encod-
ing, storing, processing, and retrieving information. It is generally associated with the 
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question of "what" (e.g., what happened, what is going on now, what is the meaning 
of that information). Affect refers to the emotional interpretation of perceptions, in-
formation, or knowledge. It is generally associated with one’s attachment (positive or 
negative) to people, objects, ideas, etc. and asks the question "How do I feel about 
this knowledge or information?” Conation comes from the Latin verb conare meaning 
to strive. It refers to the connection of knowledge and affect to behavior and is associ-
ated with the issue of "why". It is the personal, intentional, deliberate, goal-oriented, 
or striving component of motivation, the proactive (as opposed to reactive or habitual) 
aspect of behavior [33]. It is closely associated with the concept of volition, defined 
as the use of will, or the freedom to make choices about what to do [34]. Some of the 
conative issues one faces daily are: what are my intentions and goals; what am I going 
to do; what are my plans and commitments? Conation is absolutely critical when an 
individual is successfully engaged in self-direction and self-regulation [35].  

2.2.2.3. Interface and Context Factors. Given the scope of this study, only a few of 
the interface and context factors that could have an influence on task outcomes were 
possible to be investigated. Others were randomized or kept constant. By choosing 
three different websites to be used as research material, we attempted at randomizing 
factors pertaining to site structure or interface design. Sites’ usability was explicitly 
measured as an interface factor.  

With regard to different usage contexts that could have an influence on task out-
comes, we kept constant as much as possible the room, the type of computer and all 
the other contextual factors that could influence users’ navigation behavior, except 
Time constraints that was experimentally manipulated. By trying to induce the feeling 
of time pressure in a half of our subjects we attempted at simulating part of the ‘mo-
bile context’ of web navigation.  

2.3   Operationalization 

The operationalization of the hypothetical model consisted in expressing each factor 
in measurable variables and indicators. 

Thus, the cognitive factor expertise was first divided in Internet expertise and Fi-
nance expertise. An Internet expertise measure was constructed based on users self 
reported frequency of Internet use and their self-assessed level of knowledge and 
skills in web navigation. Finance expertise was measured with items such as: “Have 
you ever used a personal finance website (Yahoo Finance, MSN Money etc.)?”. 

The variables spatial ability, episodic memory, and working memory were meas-
ured with computerized cognitive tests provided by TNO – Human Factors Institute. 
The ‘Spatial ability test’ uses the classical mental rotation task, and the spatial ability 
score is the number of correct solutions obtained by rotating three-dimensional ob-
jects. The ‘Episodic memory test’ presents 3 lists of 60 images each; subjects must 
loudly name the images in the first 2 lists; between lists 2 and 3 there is a distraction 
task (we used the ‘spatial ability test’ as a distraction task, to efficiently use the test-
ing time); list 3 contains images that were presented before in lists 1 and 2 together 
with new images; the subjects have to recognize the images that were presented in 
list 1. The ‘Working memory test’ uses a reading span task [36]: subjects are pre-
sented with series of phrases, the size of series increasing progressively from 2 to 7 
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phrases; the subjects are asked to loudly read the phrases and try to understand their 
content; after each series, the subjects are asked to recall the last word of each phrase 
in that particular series; for one random phrase in the series subjects are asked to fill 
in 2 missing words, to ensure that they really treat the whole content and not only the 
last words. The working memory score is calculated based on correctness of recalls. 
This test is more complete and more adequate than digit span tests for working mem-
ory capacity, since it takes into consideration not only information storage but also 
information processing that is normally associated with working memory capacity. 

Locus of control refers to the individual’s belief regarding the causes of his or her 
experiences, and those factors to which an individual attributes his or her successes 
and failures. Research shows that users with an internal locus of control are better 
able to structure their navigation and take advantage of hyperspace features [5]. Locus 
of control was measured with a 20-item scale [37]. The sequential-holistic cognitive 
style was measured with items such as: “I like to break down large problems into 
smaller steps” and “I like to look at the big picture” [38]. 

A measure of users’ affective disposition at the beginning of the navigation session 
was built based on users ratings of different affective states that they considered ap-
propriate to describe their current disposition. Subsequently, users ratings were factor 
analyzed and grouped in three basic moods. Thus, active mood is composed by the 
following affective states: Determined, Calm, Alert/vigilant, Sluggish/lethargic/lazy 
(negative sign), and Blue/Depressed (negative sign); Enthusiastic mood is mainly 
composed of Enthusiastic, Excited, and Strong states; and irritable mood contains 
mainly the states: Irritable, Sluggish (lethargic, lazy), Nervous, Sleepy, and Relaxed 
(negative sign). 

Subjects’ propensity toward trust [39] was measured with items such as: “People 
always can be trusted” and “People always take care only of themselves”.  

The factor called ‘Motivation’ was included in the model based on observations 
during the experiment and inspections of students’ answers to some questionnaires 
items. A dichotomous variable that differentiates between participants from Utrecht 
University and Twente University is a strong predictor of user satisfaction in task 
completion. Besides, the students in the two universities reported consistently differ-
ent types of interests, e.g. students from Utrecht University declare higher levels of 
interests in entertainment and personal development, whereas students from Twente 
University declare higher levels of interests in personal and professional businesses. 
This variable was hypothesized to pertain to students’ motivation and goal orienta-
tion. The differences between the two groups of students (Utrecht vs. Twente) seem 
similar to the difference between mastery and performance goal orientation. Mastery 
oriented students perceive new tasks as an opportunity to learn or to acquire new 
skills, whereas performance oriented students perceive tasks as opportunities to dem-
onstrate already existing competence and skills [40]. This hypothesis must be checked 
in further research, but, for the moment, the new dichotomous variable is used with 
the temporary label “Motivation”.  

Self-efficacy was measured with a questionnaire, adapted from [41], containing 
items such as: “I could perform better using these websites if I had a lot of time to 
complete the job for which the sites were provided”. 

The interests factor of the hypothetical model was operationalised based on princi-
pal component analysis. Participants were asked to indicate what do they use the 
Internet for. Answers were factor analyzed and the 2 components that resulted were 
called respectively ‘Interest entertainment and personal development’ (for brevity, 
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interest entertainment) and ‘Interest personal and professional business’ (for brevity, 
interest business).  

Perceived usability of the three sites used in the study was measured with a selec-
tion of items from questionnaires [42] and [43], consisting of items such as: “It was 
easy to use this website” and “I could effectively complete my tasks using this web-
site”. 

The factor time constraints was experimentally manipulated. Half of the subjects 
(15) were instructed that only 30 minutes are available to complete the navigation 
tasks, while the other half did not receive any time indication. In fact, all subjects 
were given a maximum of 40 minutes to execute the navigation tasks. No clock or 
other time indication was available. 

The criterion performance was operationalised only in ‘effectiveness’ (attaining of 
task goal). The degree of success for each task was rated from 0 to 4 based on cor-
rectness and completeness of answers. The ‘Efficiency’ side of performance was not 
directly considered because the time of the navigation sessions was kept constant for 
all subjects. In this case, ‘efficiency’ of task execution is implicitly considered in 
‘effectiveness’. Other non-temporal metrics of efficiency (e.g. number of steps taken 
in solving a task) are more or less captured by some of the navigation metrics (e.g. 
path length); including them as criteria would have artificially inflated the predictive 
power of the model.  

Satisfaction as a criterion was measured by items such as: “It was an interesting 
experience to perform these tasks” and “Overall, working to accomplish these tasks 
was satisfying”. It refers not to the satisfaction of users toward the websites used; the 
latter is captured by the usability factor. By separating satisfaction toward the tools 
used (web sites) from satisfaction toward task execution and results we aimed at 
avoiding the ‘common measure bias’.  

Reliability as a criterion was operationalised in this study by variables perceived 
disorientation and frustration. Perceived disorientation was measured with items 
adapted from [44] such as: “It was difficult to find the information I needed on this 
site” and “It was difficult to find my position after navigating for a while”. Frustra-
tion was measured with items such as: “I felt frustrated when I encountered difficul-
ties in completing the tasks” and “I felt angry when I couldn’t find what I needed to 
complete the tasks”. 

2.4   Subjects and Procedure 

The study was run with 30 participants in a single session lasting approximately 2½ 
hours. 15 participants (7 females and 8 males) were registered as students in the In-
formation Management Department at Twente University, and the other 15 partici-
pants (8 females and 7 males) were students in the Information Science Department at 
Utrecht University. Participants were selected randomly out of students’ catalogues of 
both universities. Half of the participants were randomly assigned to the ‘Time con-
straints’ condition in which the participants were instructed to finish the navigation 
tasks in 30 minutes.  

The first part of the sessions was dedicated to questionnaires and cognitive tests 
aimed at measuring user characteristics. The second part consisted in execution of 
web navigation tasks. This part lasted maximum 40 minutes for all participants (in-
cluding those in the ‘time constraints’ condition). No clock was available, participants 
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were asked to put away their wristwatches, and the computer clock was disabled. 
During the navigation task, navigation behavior and task performance were recorded. 
Subjects were informed that their navigation behavior was recorded. Task perform-
ance was recorded by the participants on a dedicated form and coded afterwards by 
the experimenter. The third part of the sessions consisted of administration of usabil-
ity and satisfaction questionnaires. Each participant received a compensation of Euro 
20 at the end of the session.  

3   Results 

Results will be presented in the same order as suggested in the overview of objectives 
(fig. 1). Multiple linear regression analysis was used to investigate the significance of 
hypothetic factors in predicting task outcomes as well as the possibility of using navi-
gation metrics as estimates of user characteristics and predictors of task outcomes. 
Including predictors in regression models was based on the stepwise method, thus the 
predictive power must be seen as the best one can get with the minimum number of 
predictors. Only significant predictions are presented here. 

3.1   Predicting Task Outcomes Based on Hypothesized Factors 

All task outcomes can be predicted based on a limited number of predictors with vari-
ous effect sizes1 (table 1). However, even the smaller R squared (0.22) corresponds to 
a medium-large effect size according to Cohen [45]. 

Table 1. Predictions of task outcomes based on the hypothetic factors. 

Task outcome R square Predictors Beta 
Spatial ability 0,496 Performance 0,39 

Finance expertise 0,385 
Motivation 0,612 
Usability 0,506 Satisfaction 0,67 

Interest business -0,319 
Usability -0,505 Disorientation 0,42 

Working Memory -0,344 
Frustration 0,22 Time constraints 0,471 

Task performance is best predicted by spatial ability and finance expertise. In other 
words, the user ability to represent the structure of the sites and their domain knowl-
edge are the most important determinants of task success. Satisfaction is best pre-
dicted by motivation, usability and interest in business. Users who are motivated, not 
interested in business and perceiving the websites as usable are more likely to be 
satisfied with task completion. Interest business negatively correlates with satisfac-
tion (r = –0.38). A possible interpretation is that subjects with interests in personal 
and professional business have higher expectations and they are more vulnerable to be 

                                                           
1  The effect size for regression is calculated with the following formula ES2 = R2/(1-R2). 0.02 is 

considered a small effect, 0.15 a medium one, and 0.35 a large effect size. 
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dissatisfied when task execution and results do not meet their expectations. Disorien-
tation is best predicted by usability and working memory. Low working memory ca-
pacity and low perceived usability are associated with increased probability of users 
perceived disorientation. Frustration is predicted by time constraints. Users in the 
‘time constraints’ condition reported a higher level of frustration than users in the 
control condition.  

3.2   Predicting User Characteristics Based on Navigation Metrics 

As presented in section 2.2.2.1, several types of navigation metrics were calculated: 
first-order,  second-order (navigation styles and reading time) and a semantic metric 
called path adequacy. Few details about how second order and semantic metrics were 
calculated are presented below. 

Two different data analysis approaches were employed in deriving second-order 
navigation metrics: unsupervised learning (principal component analysis) and super-
vised learning (regression). In the unsupervised learning approach, only patterns of 
covariance in the first-order metrics are considered, regardless any outside criteria. 
The second-order metrics resulted in this way were called navigation styles. They are 
completely specified (numerically) by first-order metrics. However, interpreting their 
meaning and labeling them was based on their correlations with user characteristics 
and task outcomes. In the supervised learning approach, the task outcomes defined in 
sections 2.2.1 and 2.3 were used as outside criteria in the attempt to combine the first-
order metrics. A second-order metric was derived in this way and it was called read-
ing time. It is a combination of several view time metrics weighted in such a way to 
ensure a significant correlation with task performance. 

Navigation Styles. A principal component analysis with equamax rotation was run on 
the 19 first-order metrics presented above. A 4-components solution that accounts for 
85.95% of the initial variance has been selected. Each component accounts for 27.3, 
23.8, 22.8, and 12.0 % of variance, respectively. Component loadings in first-order 
metrics and the correlations between factors and user characteristics and task out-
comes were used to interpret the content of each factor in terms of navigation styles as 
follows: 

Component 1. Flimsy Navigation. High scores on this component are associated with 
small number of pages visited, high density, high view time per page, low average 
connected distance, low number of cycles, high rate of home page visiting, and high 
frequency of back button use. It appears to be a parsimonious navigation style. The 
navigation path is not very elaborated, most of it happens around the homepage. Time 
is wasted by processing content instead of figuring out the hyperstructure that shows 
where the relevant information is. A high score on the flimsy navigation style is asso-
ciated with low Internet expertise (r=-0.5), low active mood (r=0.48), low working 
memory (r=-0.38), external locus of control (r=-0.37), and high perceived disorienta-
tion (r=0.46). 

Component 2. Content Focus. This component groups together all the view-time met-
rics, which basically indicates that there is a general consistency in users’ view-time 
allocation. In other words, users are consistently ‘slow’ or ‘fast’. High values on this 
component indicate high view time on a rather small set of pages. Within this style, 
navigation is a means for reading. Users goal is to find those pages that ought to be 
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read and then read them. This style is not associated with any user characteristics or 
task outcomes. 

Component 3. Laborious Navigation. High scores on this component are associated 
with high number of links followed per page, high revisitation rate, high number of 
cycles, high returning rate, high use of back button, high density, high number of 
pages visited, low average connected distance (short returns). This style involves 
intensive use of navigational infrastructure provided by the site. Users seem to em-
ploy a trial and error strategy. They follow links just to see if they are useful or not. 
They figure out quite fast when paths are not leading towards their goal and return. 
Revisits are quite numerous but they are not redundant: once a page is revisited a 
different link if followed than before, it’s just another trial. This navigation style is 
associated with high episodic memory (r=0.49), low spatial ability (r=-0.40), and low 
interest in entertainment (r=-0.38). This style indicates the type of revisitation that 
does not relate to disorientation. The user needs to look around for a while until s/he 
has a good representation of the site structure, because s/he has a weak spatial ability. 
Her/his memory though prevents her/him of making redundant revisits. This compo-
nent shows how people compensate the lack of spatial ability by effort and memory, 
and do not necessarily decrease performance (no correlations with task performance, 
although spatial ability and task performance are positively correlated). It also shows 
why revisitation is not always associated with disorientation.  

Component 4. Divergent Navigation. High scores on this component are associated 
with low compactness, high stratum, low homepage use, high connected distance 
(long returns). This navigation style is rather explorative. Users are not that eager to 
revisit pages but rather to explore new directions. This navigation style is only associ-
ated with a high propensity to trust (r=0.43).  

Reading Time. Another second order-metric was constructed by trying to get mean-
ingful combinations of first-order metrics that would significantly correlate with task 
outcomes. One such trial that proved to be successful is the following: 

readtime = 230.1 + 4.2 * viewlarg + 1.56 * viewref - 3.73 * viewsmal - 4.77 * 
viewindx + 2.04 * devview . (1) 

It was labeled reading time since it positively weighs view time on large and refer-
ence pages (presumed to be content pages) and negatively weighs view time on small 
and index pages (1). High reading time is significantly associated with low flimsy 
navigation (r=-0.5), low divergent navigation (r=-0.36), high Internet expertise 
(r=0.35), high performance (r=0,43), and low disorientation (r=-0.39). These correla-
tions show that reading time is a more relevant combination of various first-order 
view times than the navigation style content focus.  
Path Adequacy. This semantic metric was calculated as a measure of semantic simi-
larity between a navigation path and a task description. A navigation path is a con-
catenation of semantic objects that the user has encountered in her/his way toward a 
specific location. As semantic objects, one can consider, link anchors, page titles, 
page contents, URLs, clickable icons, banners and images etc. We have used naviga-
tion paths composed of page titles.  

For example, if the user visited the pages titled 'Should I finance or pay cash for a 
vehicle? Calculators', 'How much will my vehicle payments be? Calculators', 'Glos-
sary', and 'What vehicle can I afford? Calculators', then his/her navigation path is 
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represented as a string of all words in these titles: <should, I, finance, or, pay, cash, 
for, a, vehicle, calculators, how, much, will, my, vehicle, payments, be, calculators, 
glossary, what, vehicle, can, I, afford, calculators>. 

Navigation paths were compared with task descriptions. The following is an exam-
ple of task description: 

Suppose you want to buy a car in 2 years. You have already saved $ 500. How 
much do you need to save on a monthly basis in order to make a down payment of $ 
8000 for the car? Assume that the savings and tax rates are as listed. What is the most 
expensive car you can afford if you will be able to pay 40 monthly payments of at 
most $ 150 after the down payment? 

In order to measure the semantic similarity between navigation paths and task de-
scriptions we have used the technique called Latent Semantic Analysis [17]. High 
path adequacy significantly correlates with low return rate (r=-0.48), high spatial 
ability (r=0.36), high self efficacy (r=0.40), and high performance (r=0.47).  

Table 2 shows that a considerable number of user characteristics can be predicted 
with reasonable accuracy based on navigation metrics. For example, 25% of the vari-
ance in Internet expertise can be predicted based on flimsy navigation style. This re-
sult has a direct implication for providing adaptive support in web navigation. As 
Internet expertise is virtually impossible to be measured in real-time use of a web 
application, it can be estimated based on user’s navigation path. 

 

Table 2. Predictions of user characteristics based on navigation metrics. 

Characteristic R square Predictors Beta 
Internet expertise 0,25 Flimsy navigation -0,50 

Spatial ability 0,195 Revisits -0,442 
Episodic memory 0,245 Laborious navigation 0,495 

Flimsy navigation -0,83 Working memory 0,28 
Median view time 0,58 
Flimsy navigation,  -0,704 

View reference  0,874 Locus of control 0,398 
Deviation view -0,553 

Active mood 0,258 Path density -0,508 
Trust propensity 0,233 Average connected distance 0,483 

Interest entertainment 0,147 Revisits -0,383 
Compactness 1,500 Interest business 0,254 

Divergent navigation 1,189 
 

3.3   Predicting Task Outcomes Based on Navigation Metrics 

Two of the task outcomes, performance and disorientation, were significantly pre-
dicted based on second-order and semantic metrics (table 3). These results show that 
second-order and semantic navigation metrics are better predictors of task outcomes 
than first-order metrics. There are no significant predictions for satisfaction and 
frustration, which means that searching for navigation metrics is not finished.  
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Table 3. Predictions of task outcomes based on navigation metrics. 

Task outcome R square Predictors Beta 
Path adequacy 0,385 Performance 0,299 
Reading time 0,298 

Disorientation 0,213 Flimsy navigation 0,462 

3.4   Predicting Task Outcomes Based on Hypothetic Factors   
and Navigation Metrics 

When both factors and metrics are entered in the regression analysis, the selection of 
the most significant predictors generates slightly different results (table 4). This is due 
to correlations among predictors. For example, number of cycles appears among the 
significant predictors of disorientation instead of flimsy navigation. This is because 
the amount of variance in disorientation explicable by flimsy navigation is explained 
better by cycles and working memory, which are correlated with flimsy navigation. 
Two first-order metrics appear as significant predictors of satisfaction which can be 
interpreted as follows: the amount of variance in satisfaction left unexplained by 
motivation, usability and interest for business can be explained by view time per large 
pages and view time per small pages. Note that the beta coefficients have opposite 
signs: users were more satisfied when they spent relatively long time on large pages 
and relatively short time on small pages than vice versa. In other words, spending 
relatively long time on large pages (presumed to be content pages) leads to that part of 
satisfaction in task completion that is not determined by motivation, interest for busi-
ness and sites usability. 

Table 4. Predictions of task outcomes based on hypothetic factors and navigation metrics. 

Task outcome R square Predictors Beta 
Spatial ability 0,399 

Finance expertise 0,340 
Path adequacy 0,216 

Performance 0,515 

Reading time 0,318 
Motivation 0,754 
Usability 0,619 

Interest business -0,277 
View large 0,491 

Satisfaction 0,793 

View small -0,302 
Usability -0,496 
Cycles -0,388 Disorientation 0,57 

Working Memory -0,305 
 

Another effect of considering factors and metrics together as predictors of task out-
comes is a considerable increase in predictive power: R square is higher than 0.50 for 
all criteria except frustration. This result shows that user characteristics, interface and 
context factors, on one hand, and navigation metrics, on the other hand, are rather 
complementary in predicting task outcomes. In other words, navigation metrics can-
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not completely explain task outcomes by themselves, but they are able to indicate 
facets of task outcomes that are not explained by the hypothesized factors.  

4   Conclusions, Discussion and Further Research 

We have shown in this paper that user characteristics such as domain expertise, spa-
tial ability, working memory, motivation, and interest are important determinants of 
task outcomes. Interface and context factors such as sites’ usability and time con-
straints have also an influence on some of the task outcomes.  

However, user characteristics as determinants of task outcomes are only possible to 
be measured in experimental settings. We have also shown that some of the user char-
acteristics such as Internet expertise, spatial ability, working memory, episodic mem-
ory, trust propensity, and interests can be estimated with a reasonable level of accu-
racy based on web logging data that can unobtrusively be collected in a real-world 
navigation session. 

Our attempt to calculate different types of metrics based on navigation data was 
proved to be profitable. We have seen that different types of knowledge about the user 
can be inferred based on the kind of information that is extracted from this data: syn-
tactic (structural) information indicates mainly users’ navigation styles, for example, 
if they rather revisit pages than viewing new pages, if they return using the back but-
ton or just by following links, etc.; semantic information indicates if users are effec-
tive in pursuing their goals, somehow regardless their navigation styles; and prag-
matic information will probably be indicative for users needs, interests, goals and 
tasks. Only syntactic and semantic metrics were used in this study; extracting prag-
matic information from navigation data is one of our intentions for further research.  

The predictions of task outcomes based on user characteristics, interface and con-
text factors appeared to be more accurate than those based on navigation metrics. This 
difference suggests that there is still enough work to be done in searching for accurate 
and relevant indicators of navigation behavior. However, both categories of predictors 
are important, one from a more theoretical perspective and the other from an applied 
one.  

From a theoretical perspective, it appears that spatial-semantic cognitive mecha-
nisms are crucial in adequately performing web navigation tasks. In this study we 
have only identified some individual differences that are consistently associated with 
specific task outcomes. It is our intention for further research to investigate cognitive 
mechanisms that are responsible for these individual differences and for their influ-
ence of task outcomes. 

The results of this study have important practical implications. A web application 
can be designed in such a way that it takes into consideration (or compensates for) 
those factors that proved to be significant in predicting task outcomes. For example, 
since spatial ability is one of the determinants of task performance, some interface 
features (e.g. maps) should be designed to compensate for low spatial ability. The 
indicators of navigation behavior that are automatically calculated during a navigation 
session and are able to predict relevant user characteristics and also task outcomes can 
be used to model the user in real time by a personalized application. For example, the 
application can be programmed to provide additional navigation aid when users are 
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diagnosed ‘at risk of disorientation’ and to hide useless hints when users are assessed 
as ‘doing well’.  

Obviously, there are not yet strong grounds for a large generalization of our results. 
They apply to situations when goal-directed and performance-oriented tasks are per-
formed. Moreover, our results are valid in the Desktop paradigm. Under a Mobile 
paradigm with different site structures and navigation support available, Flimsy navi-
gation style, for instance, might not necessarily be associated with disorientation. The 
navigation sessions were restricted to 40 minutes, which could have prevented some 
of the users to form an adequate mental model of the web sites used. The number of 
subjects (30) was rather limited and relatively homogenous, as they were students. 
This might have had an impact especially on factor analysis results. Despite these 
limitations, there are enough confirmations of previous research [5, 7, 11, 44, 46, 47] 
to support the reliability of our results. 
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Abstract. Access to information and communication using the Internet is still 
very limited for people with poor reading skills. Current mainstream web-
applications such as email or web-shops are designed for people that have good 
reading skills. In our research we investigated the use of a web based email sys-
tem by people with poor reading and writing skills. As literacy is not an abso-
lute concept and people’s abilities differ by a great extent. Recent reports sug-
gest that even in developed countries up to a quarter of the population have only 
elementary reading skills. In our research we investigate how web applications 
can be designed to be usable by this group of people. In this paper we report an 
analysis of a password based logon procedure and suggest an alternative. The 
development method use is based on the idea of participatory design, includes 
investigations and studies and lasted over about 4 months. In a study we could 
show that the login time can be significantly reduced for those users using an 
image based authentication method. Furthermore it showed that this method can 
be used by the users without help. For our experience with working with users 
we suggest general design guidelines for building UIs for people with a low 
level of literacy. 

1   Introduction 

Information access appears to become ubiquitous. Access to Internet and email com-
munication is available to everyone. Infrastructure is in place to allow people to use 
these technologies virtually everywhere. Looking closer it becomes apparent that the 
usage of information and communication technology is ubiquitous but mainly for the 
well educated ones, see [Cps00] for figures in the US; similar figures can be found 
for other countries. For many people with lower education or less intellectual abilities 
access to communication and information is often still very difficult. The research 
described in this paper investigates how the user interface design can help to create 
universal access for all and how to include people with lower education and less intel-
lectual abilities.  

In our work we looked especially at people with poor reading and writing skills. In 
our case these people also have a lower overall educational level. To our knowledge it 
is fairly common that reading skills and educational level are linked. Our study con-
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centrates on young people but many of the conclusions we draw are also applicable to 
other groups that have difficulties with written language. 

1.1   Reading Skill and Computer Usage 

Literacy and the ability to write is not just a binary state. The ability of people differs 
to a great extent. Recent reports show that even in well developed industrial countries 
we can not assume that everyone is able to read and understand a book. As summa-
rized in a recent large scale study “this means that almost one-quarter of young peo-
ple in Germany can only read at an elementary level (OECD average: 18%)” [Pisa00, 
p8]; see also [Oecd03]. For the purpose of our work we discriminate groups of people 
with different levels of literacy: 

• Group A: people who can read and understand a whole book 
• Group B: people who are able to read a multi-page article in a magazine 
• Group C: people who can read a short article in a popular daily newspaper 
• Group D: people who can read a newspaper headline 
• Group E: people who can read their name 
• Group F: people who can not read at all 

The capacity to write is from our experience closely related to reading skills and 
therefore it is clear that many people also have problems creating written text. How-
ever in most cases people can not clearly be assigned to one group. The effort people 
have to put in to read must be also taken into account. Some people may be able to 
casually read an article or pick up a headline of a newspaper passing someone reading 
on the train; whereas others may need a significant amount of time and effort to read 
a heading or a single sentence. 

The group we are working with and for which we have designed the systems are 
young people in group C and D. For most of the users reading a headline or a short 
article will require that they concentrate and put in significant effort into the task. 
However all of them are very interested in the use of email and the WWW. 

Looking at recent figures [Cbs00] it shows that people with less education and 
lower personal budgets are the group of people which is least active with regard to 
using computers for information access and communication. This fact has to be taken 
into account when considering solutions. Options that are expensive and would re-
quire a special computer or specific hardware peripherals are at current not practical.  

1.2   Designing an E-Mail Client 

At the department of pedagogic and rehabilitation at the University of Munich a com-
puter course for young people from a school for children with special needs is of-
fered. The course is once a week two hours and runs over 4 months. In the course 
there is a one-to-one ration between students from university and young people from 
the school. The students explain the programs and help with doing the tasks. The 
objective is to give the young people a basic knowledge of text processing, Internet 
browsing, and email communication. Within this group of users email is one applica-
tion that is of great interest. Email allows communication with friends and family, is 
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used to coordinate leisure activities, and gives an opportunity for requesting informa-
tion. These issues are important reasons for the young people to take part in a com-
puter course. 

One of the initial aims of the course was to enable participants to use particular ap-
plications unsupervised after the course. During the course it became apparent that 
the most popular application – a web-based email program – was very hard to use by 
the participants if they had no help. Many of the problems seen are due to the poor 
reading and writing skills of the young people on the course. At first it seemed obvi-
ous that using a program of which the main function is to write and read texts is diffi-
cult to use for someone having little skills in this domain. However when observing 
the users and talking to them during the course it became clear, that the problems are 
very much related to the way these applications are designed and implemented. In 
many cases the actual texts in the emails were short enough to understand for the 
users but the process of getting to the point where they could read the email (login 
and navigation) involved a lot of reading. If people have little competence in reading 
they can not spot the right word to click on – they have to read over the screen to find 
it.  

The observation that web based email programs have on one hand a great appeal to 
people but are on the other hand hard to use prompted us to look into design options 
to improve such applications. We identified 4 areas: 

• User authentication 
• Navigation within the application 
• Reading text 
• Writing text 

In our research we followed a human centred iterative design process. Based on 
observation, brainstorming, and contextual enquires we sketched scenarios, devel-
oped paper prototypes, and implemented functional prototypes for user studies.  

When considering our design options we kept close watch on economic constraints 
for this user group. In most cases these people will not have their own specific com-
puter – they will rather use terminals in Internet cafés or at a friends place.  

In this paper we concentrate on user authentication in the context of a web-based 
email program. First we discuss the problems people with poor reading skill encoun-
ter when using traditional authentication methods. Based on this we will discuss op-
tions and alternatives. In the user study we report on a comparison of a traditional 
login as widely use in the WWW and an image based authentication (an adapted 
version of [Dha00]) in the context of our user group. Additionally to the findings 
reported in [Dha00] we can show that the time for authentication using the images is 
significantly faster and that users find it much easier. Finally we discuss some general 
issues and findings for the implementation of web based applications for people with 
a low level of literacy. 

2   Authentication for People with Poor Reading Skills 

Authentication is one of the basic requirements for many web applications ranging 
from access to restricted material to applications such as email. There are many dif-
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ferent ways how authentication can be implemented. In particular we discriminate in 
our analyses the following 

• Password based Systems (e.g. user name and password, PIN access) 
• Token based systems (e.g. access using a smart-card or RFID access systems) 
• Biometric systems (e.g. finger print scanner, face recognition) 
• Image based systems (e.g. Deja Vu [Dha00]) 

2.1   Analysing Authentication 

The obvious requirement of an authentication mechanism is to ensure the system the 
user is the one he tells he is. This is either done by sharing a secret between the sys-
tem and the user (e.g. password or sequence of images), by checking a unique bio-
metric feature, or by checking the presence of a physical device. In the following we 
analyse different methods with regard to users with poor reading skills. 

2.1.1   Password Based Systems 
During the course the participants used an account with a free web-based email pro-
vider [Web03]. This system uses a common authentication method with user name 
and password. The observation showed that the users had great difficulties to think of 
a password in the first place. In many cases they chose an obvious password (e.g. 
their own name or their pet). Furthermore we could observe that logging in to the 
system provided great difficulties as the password does not show on the screen and 
hence it is rather difficult for the users to check what they have typed. This resulted in 
many cases that they got lost within the word and misspelled the password. The frus-
tration when access failed was high, as they could not easily determine why it failed – 
as they did not see the password. In some cases they misspelled the password and in 
other cases they also misspelled their user name. Some found it frustrating to type the 
password again and asked the student helping them to log them in. 

It was interesting to observe that the problems with password login persisted over 
the time of the entire course. Even after 12 training sessions users had great difficul-
ties with logging on to the system. From the observations and the informal interviews 
we can conclude that typing in a password that is not readable on the screen is a gen-
eral problem to users with poor reading skills. Workarounds like writing the pass-
word in a text editor and pasting it into the entry box seem obvious solutions but are 
against the basic principle of a hidden password. 

2.1.2   Token Based Access and Biometric Systems 
An immediate and obvious solution to us was the use of smart cards, iButtons, or a 
USB-memory with extra software as physical tokens for authentication. A major 
advantage is that via the device user name as well as password is provided to the 
system without action by the user other than inserting the device or even just by prox-
imity [Con02]. 

In a university and school environment this solution seems easily feasible to do. 
Relying on extra hardware (e.g. card reader) or specific software (accessing a USB 
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memory device) that enables authentication however does limit the applicability. 
Many participants in the group of users we worked with are from a social background 
where money is rather limited. Few of them would be able to afford their own com-
puter and if they can there should be no specific requirements to the system.  

Token based access is hard to realise in scenarios where users use systems in an 
Internet café, a public terminal, or a computer at a friend’s place. Using physical 
tokens to authenticate is defiantly a very useful method if the context of usage is 
limited. For example for giving people with poor reading skills access to computers 
in their work environment this is a very efficient solution. 

Similarly to token based access biometric systems seem to be quite attractive at a 
first glance [Rat01]. However the problems are similar to the ones stated above. As 
most systems (in private use as well as for public access) do not have biometric ac-
cess devices this solution is limited to a specific environment. Again giving users 
with poor reading skills access to terminals in a school or work environment the use 
of a finger print scanner is certainly attractive and can make login much quicker. 
Similar to token based access here too the user name and password is provided in one 
step. 

Both of these solutions seem not practical at current for general use of applications 
such as a web-based email system. From our enquires and work with the users we can 
conclude that limiting access to specific machines for main stream applications such 
as web browsing and email is not desirable. 

2.1.3   Image Based Authentication 
In our investigations for potential authentication methods we came across an image 
based approach, called Déjà vu, described in detail at [Dha00]. Further examples are 
shown on at [Dha03]. The idea of the approach is that people select and remember 
images instead of a password. Dhamija and Perrig studied their system with computer 
science students and could show that these people could remember the images better 
than passwords. However as their user group was literate and well trained computer 
users the time difference for login was not significant. To us the idea of using images 
instead of words was compelling as our user group has much less difficulties han-
dling photos and graphical representations than writing. 

With our user group the idea on relying on recall rather than on remembering was 
a further issue that made the idea attractive to us. From our observations we saw that 
users had great difficulties in remembering abstract concepts in general and pass-
words in particular.  

An important aspect for us was that this method did not rely on any additional 
hard- or software to be installed on the client machine. The mechanism can be im-
plemented as a standard web page based on HTML and images. The security can be 
increased by providing a connection using HTTPS. 

2.1.4   Minimal or No Authentication 
One option that we discussed was to minimize authentication or to work without 
authentication at all. Here the idea is that a user name that can be typed in as text is 
enough to access the web based application. This may be an option in a trusted envi-
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ronment such as a small workplace or in a family but seems not applicable in a wider 
context. If the user is working always from the same machine it is possible to restrict 
access to a specific machine and have no authentication or only minimal authentica-
tion. 

We think however that telling people who can not read well that they need no au-
thentication and hence no private access to data violates the idea of universal accessi-
bility.  

Giving people means to access data without help from others and hence without 
supervision is certainly an important goal. From our informal interviews and observa-
tions we can see that people would like to have the opportunity to have private non-
supervised access to email and the WWW. Using current systems and mechanism this 
is however not possible for most of our users. Authentication is one major issue to 
this. The following study shows that there is real potential of achieving unsupervised 
access to information and communication given the tools are designed in the right 
way. 

3   Comparing Authentication Methods – An Empirical User Study 

Our experience with working with the users showed that the acceptance for systems 
or the ability of people for performing a certain task is very hard to predict. During 
the course some tasks in text processing that we regarded simple provided great diffi-
culties to the users whereas other – to us rather complex tasks – were done easily. A 
lot of assumptions that we make are targeted towards users with good reading skills 
and not easily transferable to users who can read poorly. 

To evaluate the potential of using image based authentication for users with poor 
reading skills and a general low educational level we decided to do an empirical user 
study. We decided to compare a password based authentication system with a system 
using images. The password based system was used by the users throughout the 
course. The new images based system was introduced in the experiment. 

3.1   The Participants in the Experiment and the Environment 

The participants in the experiments were children and young people between the age 
of 14 and 18. All of them visit a school in the centre of Munich (Germany) that is 
specialized on pupils with special needs. The central problem most of these young 
people have is poor reading skills and generally low educational level. Some of them 
are very slow when performing cognitive tasks; others are hyperactive (Attention-
Deficit/Hyperactive, ADHD). Some are from immigrant families and have never 
developed their German language skills properly. Besides these intellectual problems 
the users formed a lively group of young people interested in the use of computers 
and keen to go on the Internet and to communicate via email. It was particularly in-
teresting to see that they wanted to communicate via email as everyone else using 
written text and not audio attachments. Using the same communication channel as 
others they saw a chance to for communication without standing out. The overall 
group was 12 people, on average about 10 of them attended the course.  
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The computer course is run as cooperation between the University of Munich and 
the school. It provides a one-to-one teaching situation where one student (most of 
them study for a teacher degree) helps one pupil, see figure 3. It is held at the Univer-
sity in a standard computer lab, equipped with 12 PC that have Internet access and 
word processing programs installed. The course that runs over 15 weeks aims to teach 
the pupils’ basic skills for using a computer for text processing, Internet access and 
email communication. For email communication each pupil gets an account with a 
big German Web-Mail service [Web03]. The accounts are created by the people run-
ning the course.  

Two of the authors were supervising the course. They regularly observed the 
young people throughout the course and conducted informal interviews. Using these 
methods general problems with using computers by this user group are identified. 
The knowledge gained triggered the search for alternative solutions. In cooperation 
with the other authors and with students from Media Informatics and Pedagogic al-
ternatives have been developed and analysed. In particular the design of a Web-mail 
software for users with poor reading skills was at the centre of our interest. In this 
experiment we concentrate on the authentication process. Further issues with regard 
to an email client are discussed later.  

3.2   Experimental Setup 

In the experiment two authentication methods are compared. The overall process is of 
great interest to us, but we especially looked at the following parameters, considering 
them as dependent variables in the experiment: 

• time needed to log on to the system 
• number of retries needed to log on 
• the help needed for performing the authentication 
• performance in remembering how to log on 
• performance in remembering username and password 
• subjective level of frustration when authentication fails 

We compared two different systems. The first system is a password based login 
and the other is an image based login. Both are implemented as web applications and 
are linked from the browser homepage. This home page is already selected at the start 
of the experiment. 

3.2.1   Condition A: Password Based Login 
Condition A was the standard login procedure using a web form, see figure 1. The 
user name is the email address. The passwords selected by the users are generally 
short and are real words. Using more complicated words (and hence providing more 
security) would have made it impossible for many of the users to remember their 
password. Some of the browsers performed word completion for the user name input 
box.  

The accounts were initially created for the users. Authentication consisted of the 
following steps. Entering the user name, the password and then pressing the login 
button. 
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Fig. 1. Screen shot of the web mail login. 

3.2.2   Condition B:   
            Image Based Authentication 
Condition B was to login using an image 
based authentication mechanism, as de-
picted in figure 2. This method is imple-
mented as described in [Dah00] with 
minor modifications.  

Authentication is a process that in-
volves the following steps. First the user 
enters his or her user name. Inputting the 
name is checked against a database 
containing all user names. A list of names 
matching the already typed part of the 
name is displayed. This list contains the 
user name and a picture. If the part of the 
name is unique the user name is auto-completed. If the part already typed is not a 
sub-string of any user name the list is empty and users can recognize that there is a 
misspelling. 

 

Fig. 2. Screen shot of the image based authentication. 

In a second step the user is presented with a set of 24 images – he or she selects 
one of them by clicking on it. This is repeated two more times with two more sets of 
images. There is no overlap between the images in three sets. The images that the 
users select are their password and have been selected by the users themselves from 
the same sets. After all 3 images have been selected the user is authenticated or au-
thentication has failed. The security achieved by this system (13824 options) is simi-
lar to a 4 digit PIN, for details see [Dah01].  
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3.3   Experiment 

Over a period of 8 weeks before the experiment the users worked with the password 
based web mail system. By the beginning of the experiment they were familiar with 
this system and had practiced authentication for at least 8 times (most of them much 
more often). 

In the first week of the experiment we introduced the users to the image based au-
thentication system. They selected their pictures that serve them as password by them 
self. This took place at the beginning of that lecture. At the end of the lecture (about 
60 minutes later) they practiced again to log in using the pictures they had selected at 
the beginning. After this all pupils were asked to remember their pictures as they 
would need them for login in the following weeks. We also asked them to choose a 4 
digit PIN at the beginning of the lecture and repeated this PIN an hour later. They 
were also asked to remember the PIN. We did not follow up the PIN in the experi-
ment as nearly all users chose trivial PINs (e.g. 1234) and had even problems remem-
bering them over the time of the lecture. 

In the second week of the experiment the participants were asked to login to both 
systems. Half of the group did password based login first. The other half started with 
image based login. The groups were chosen at random. Additionally to authentication 
we also investigated further issues in using an email client that was specifically de-
signed with the target group in mind. In this session we recorded the time needed for 
authentication, whether or not help was needed, number of retries needed; further-
more we asked after the test a number of questions investigating further (subjective) 
parameters. 

In the fifth week (leaving intentionally a gap of 3 weeks) we asked the participants 
again to log on to both systems. They did not use image based log in the time be-
tween. Here we recorded similar parameters as before.  

As there was a one-to-one relationship between pupils and students we asked the 
students to record the parameters of interest. Each of them had a form that described 
the tasks to carry out in the experiment and also which parameters to record and 
which questions to be asked. Additionally we used a proxy server to log the user’s 
interaction with the web site of the web-mail provider. On the experimental email 
client that we prototyped on our server we used a user tracking mechanism (a click 
stream log) to see how long certain steps took. The data recorded on the server and on 
the proxy was also used to validate the manual recordings done by the students. 

Throughout the experiment we conducted informal interviews with the pupils and 
the supervising students on the issues they liked and on problems that have occurred. 
We asked the participants for suggestions what they feel could be made more suitable 
for them. Figure 3 depicts the one-to-one relationship during the experiment (pupils 
wear headphones). 

3.4   Results of the Experiment 

We made quantitative measurements after two weeks and after 5 weeks in the ex-
periments. The results from both measurements show that using image based authen-
tication is significantly faster and that the level of help required is much higher for 
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using traditional password based login. In the following we discuss the results for 
both sessions separately. 

 

    

Fig. 3. One-to-one relationship between students and pupils during the course and experiment. 

3.4.1   Experimental Results After 1 Week 
10 participants took part in the experiments; 2 were ill and did not attend the course 
on that day. All participants remembered the login procedure for both methods; even 
so they had practiced the image based method only in the previous lecture.  

In table 1 the figures are shown for the first login to both systems after one week. 
More pupils could login without help at the first try with the image based method 
compared to the well trained password based method. Under condition B it was inter-
esting to observe that pupils who did it wrong at the first try understood immediately 
what they did wrong (e.g. selected wrong picture, clicked to fast and selected by acci-
dent a picture on the next screen) and performed the second try mostly without help 
and succeeded. Under condition A many of the pupils were frustrated when authenti-
cation failed as they did not see what they typed wrong as the password text was 
hidden. 

Table 1. Comparing logins after 1 week. The figures show the number of occurrence under 
each condition. 

 Condition A 
password 

Condition B 
image-based 

Pupils could log in without help at the 
first try 

3 5 

Pupils needed help to login or required 
more than one try 

7 5 

 

Figure 4 shows the time needed for login by the participants. The overall time 
needed to login was recorded by the supervising students and validated against the 
log-files. 8 data pairs were gained and could be used, for 2 participants the data was 
incomplete (students did miss to record the time, the proxy was not set, or cached 
pages were accessed and hence no log entries were available).  
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Time required to login after 1 week
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Fig. 4. One-to-one relationship between students and pupils during the course and experiment. 

The average for Condition A (password login) is 121 seconds with a standard de-
viation of 56 and for condition B (image login) it is 57 seconds with a standard devia-
tion of 21. Comparing the average of the login time within the group using the stu-
dent’s t-test showed that image based login is significant faster than password based 
login (calculated value for p is 0.011). 

All of the pupils could remember the pictures they had selected the week before. 
Some of the pupils however even did not remember their password (used in Condi-
tion A) which they had practiced over 9 weeks by then. The subjective level of frus-
tration was much lower with the image based login as the effort for repeating the 
procedure (selecting images on three successive screens) was considered by the par-
ticipants as much less than retyping the password. 

Asking the pupils as well as the supervising students which of the methods they 
think the participants could perform on their own without help nearly all voted for the 
image based authentication scheme. 3 out of 10 pupils however said they would pre-
fer the password based system as they did not want to learn something new, even so 
the method they already know may be more complicated. Asking the pupils which 
authentication systems they would be comfortable using at home without help 8 voted 
for the image based method and only 2 for the trained password based system. 

3.4.2   Experimental Results After 5 Weeks 
9 participants took part in this session, 3 did not attend class at this day due to various 
reasons. Again all participants remembered both login procedures. All pupils remem-
bered their images and could log in without help. Using the password based system 
less than half of the pupils managed to login without help, see table 2 for details. 

The difference between the times needed for login between the two methods was 
similarly to the experiment after 1 week. All but one of the pupils could log on even 
faster than after one week – without training in between, see figure 5. The average 
time for authentication was reduced to 36 seconds, with a standard deviation of 22. 
This indicates that if people use the system more often they are likely to increase the 
speed. 
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Table 2. Comparing logins after 5 weeks. The figures show the number of occurrence under 
each condition. 

 Condition A 
password 

Condition B 
image-based 

Pupils could log in without help at the 
first try 

3 7 

Pupils could log in without help with two 
tries 

1 2 

Pupils needed help to login 3 0 
Data for pupils missed under the condi-
tion 

2 N.A. 
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Fig. 5. Time needed for image based login at different times. 

From the log files we could also observe that a second try did not cost a lot of 
time. This is similar to people with good reading and writing skills – for them retyp-
ing the password does not cost too much time either. This also reflected in the subjec-
tive frustration felt by the participants. Using the image based login they did not feel 
very much frustrated when they had to do a second try. Having to repeat the pass-
word login procedure they tended to ask the student working with them for help be-
cause they found it frustrating. 

The overall feedback we got in the interviews with the students and pupils was that 
they liked the image based system and preferred it over the password based system. 
Especially the pupils gained a good mental model of the image based authentication. 
To them it was clear how it worked, what could go wrong, and how they could cor-
rect their action. They indicated that this gave them the confidence that they would be 
able to use it by themselves. 

There was some discussion about the images we used in our prototype, see fig-
ure 2. We used natural images taken from our large collection of digital images. In 
the paper by Dhamija and Perrig they suggest additionally the use of random pictures 
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[Dah00]. We decided against random pictures as we assumed that the pupils will 
remember natural pictures easier. The pupils ask for more interesting pictures. We 
then asked how they felt about using product pictures, brand name symbols and com-
pany logos. To our surprise all of the pupils replied very positive and found it a great 
idea. They mentioned that this would be very “cool” and that they would like such 
pictures better than the ones we presented. The domain most often identified was 
pictures and logos of mobile phones, some also suggested symbols of well known fast 
food chains or logos from a major car manufacturer. This may be an interesting op-
tion for introducing advertising partners in such systems without losing the clarity of 
the user interface. 

4   Designing for People with Poor Reading Skills 

Authentication is only one issue in the redesign of a web mail client for people with 
poor reading skills. However as we saw with authentication it is important to study 
closely what issues are relevant for this group of users. For us the feedback from the 
pupils as well as from the students helping the pupils proved extremely valuable. 
Even so the intellectual capabilities of some of the pupils are limited their taking part 
in a user centred design process worked very well and the findings reflect their needs. 

In the following we introduce briefly the prototype of a web mail program and 
then conclude a set of general design rules for building applications for people with 
low levels of literacy. 

4.1   Towards a New Web-Mail Program 

Our observation showed that there are several areas that need to be addressed when 
designing a new web-mail client for our target group. These issues are introduced to 
give the reader an understanding how we carried out our investigations. 

4.1.1   States and Navigation Complexity 
Analysing the use of email programs for our target audience showed that those prod-
ucts offer a great number of functions that are hardly used and that on the other hand 
make it rather difficult to use the software. In particular the number of different states 
one can be in made the use more complex. In our approach we attempted to reduce 
the number of states and thereby minimize navigation. 

In our prototype we combined the two most important states of a standard email 
program into one. Reading an email and reply to an email is not separated. When 
reading an email there is always a field attached that allows to directly replying to the 
sender without further navigation, see figure 6 for a screen shot. The top part of the 
program indicates who is logged on and provides access to all functions. The middle 
part shows the email text and the bottom part offers a form for replying to the sender. 

The navigation (top part of the screen) does not change throughout the application. 
The upper frame always stays the same and offers access to the functions offered. 
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Fig. 6. Screen shot of the email prototype. 

4.1.2   Written Words Are Precious 
After having seen how slow the participants typed and how much effort they had to 
put in creating text we came to recognize how precious each word is that they have 
typed. For our design it became important that all written text is persistent – even 
when there is navigation in between.  

Conceptually we attached a reply data record to each email. Whenever someone 
would read an email this reply record would show too. Initially this is empty but as 
the user writes a reply it is kept in this record attached to the email. This record exists 
persistently; it is only cleared when the user sends the email or when the user chooses 
to delete the reply. For example when the user start answering an email, then navi-
gates to another email and comes back later to the first one the reply text is as it was 
before. We applied this approach to all text input fields in the application. All text 
that is entered is persistent. 

4.1.3 Avoid Making the User Read 
Again after having observed how much time and effort the users have to invest to 
read a single sentence we realized that we should avoid making them read if we can. 
Providing a warning or an error message is already annoying for standard computer 
users [Cop03] but makes applications extremely hard to use for people who have 
difficulties in reading.  

In our design we avoided the use of confirmation requests, warnings, and error 
messages by consequently designing the application in a way that actions are reversi-
ble. The previously mentioned approach of making text input persistent was one re-
sult of this design choice. Instead of asking the user whether or not to keep the started 
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email we just keep it. If the user wants to have it again she can go back and if it is not 
required there is no great expense in storing the data. 

4.1.4   Offer Output Alternative 
In a first design session – without the users – we anticipated a system that would read 
the text to users instead of making them read their emails. However when talking to 
the users we realized that they wanted to read their email.  

In our prototype we included both options, see figure 6. The text is displayed and 
each sentence can be read by clicking on the sentence or on the loudspeaker icon next 
to it. In our observation we saw that users combined both modalities in use.  

To ease reading we introduced a mechanism that highlights a sentence when the 
mouse is move over that sentence. For our target audience this helps to keep the focus 
on the current sentence they were reading. We also discussed a mechanism where 
when the text is read to the user the word that is read is highlighted. This could help 
users to improve their reading skills while using the program. This feature is not yet 
evaluated.  

4.1.5   Visually Design and Fonts 
One main criticism of standard web mail programs articulated by the users was that 
the interfaces are too packed with information and that they found it very hard to find 
the actual email without reading all the news and adverts around. People with good 
reading skills scan the page and find the area of interest – for users with poor reading 
skills this does not work in the same way. They have to read their way to the relevant 
part. 

In our design we chose a clear layout, a school font, and spacing between sen-
tences. This proved to help people reading and understanding.  

It is obvious that to run a free email system there has to be a way of getting the 
money for it – and advertisements are one of the most common ones. The users we 
work with do not object having adverts, in fact they are probably more receptive for 
advertising than many other user groups. However advertisement as it is used so far 
(e.g. pop ups on user actions, cluttered screens) does not reach them. It increases just 
the level of frustration when using the system. A design alternative for the inclusion 
of adverts would be a box at a fixed position in the design of the application or as 
earlier suggested pictures related to a brand in the image based login procedure. 

4.1.6   Results Form a First User Test 
At this moment we have not fully analysed the user study of the web mail prototype. 
From the interviews we conducted we conclude that users subjectively like the ap-
proach. More than two third of the users preferred the new application after one ses-
sion. They especially valued that they felt they would be able to use it independently. 
The measured productivity (reading email and replying) of the newly developed pro-
totype was at the first use similar to the productivity with the web mail program that 
users had practiced for 10 weeks.  
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4.2   Guidelines to Design for People with Low Competence in Literacy 

In this section we summarize the experience gained in our user centred design ex-
periment and the user studies conducted with people who had little competence in 
literacy. Some of the issues we could underline with quantitative results (in particular 
with respect to authentication), others are obvious rules in HCI but their application 
for this user group may be different, some further issues appeared from anecdotal 
evidence and may lead to discussion. 

4.2.1   Authentication 
Password based authentication is a source of frustration for people with little compe-
tence in literacy. The main problem is that they can not see what they type when 
typing the password and that spell-checking is not possible in this domain. If pass-
words are used and people are free to choose them – they will most likely select triv-
ial passwords. 

From our experiments we recommend to avoid password based authentication for 
this user group when possible. Furthermore it is advisable to check the spelling of the 
user name as the user types and give notification on misspelling of the user name as 
early as possible. This is hard to implement on a system with millions of users, on 
local systems this is fairly easy. If the number of people is fairly small images of the 
user’s can replace user names (as common in many operating systems available 
nowadays). 
Alternatives for Authentication: 
• Image based authentication as introduced in [Dah00]  

As we showed in our user study this method is highly appropriate for people with 
poor reading skills. It is generally applicable to applications on the WWW as well 
as for local applications.  

• Token based access  
In a controlled environment such as a workplace or school the use of tokens for 
authentication is a possible alternative. Depending on the technology there may be 
requirements for modifications of the computers (e.g. an additional card reader). 
Using USB-tokens avoids additional hardware however software modification is 
required on each system. A further problem, especially when considering the us-
ers we worked with, is the fact that users may lose or forget the token. 

• Biometric access  
Again in a controlled environment such the use of biometric systems provides an 
alternative. Here additional hard and software at each terminal is required. How-
ever not tokens can be lost. 

4.2.2   Messages, Warnings and Errors 
As a foremost goal in the design one should avoid creating extra text that has to be 
read by the user. This applies especially to confirmation boxes but also to warning 
and error messages. In many domains this requires a general redesign of the applica-
tions as these messages are included for a reason.  
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Our experience with the design of the email client showed that if actions are re-
versible and information is persistent the need for messages to the user can be signifi-
cantly reduced.  

4.2.3   Text and Visual Appearance 
There are plenty of rules and guidelines on how to optimize the layout for text on the 
WWW. However these findings do not necessarily apply to people with poor reading 
skills. Most recommendations assume users with a fairly high level of reading liter-
acy. We took inspiration from school books for children that start to learn to read and 
are designed accordingly. These design concepts have then been validated our ex-
periments with the users.  
In particular the following issues are of interest 

• School fonts  
In our prototypes we used fonts that are clearly readable and similar to fonts used 
in school books for the first years. We realize that there are significant differences 
between regions and countries so it is hard to give a general recommendation. For 
our users it proved valuable to have these easy to read fonts.  

• Screen layout  
In our observations we realized that users have great difficulties finding elements 
on the screen (e.g. where do I put in the user name). Therefore it is an important 
consideration to have a consistent and simple page layout that does not change 
throughout the application. 

• Proximity and distance, gestalt  
Similarly to the page layout it is important to design the text layout carefully. Es-
pecially it is important to ensure that users understand what belongs together. 
Keeping Gestalt perception in mind is very important. Having structured the lay-
out in effective groups makes orientation without reading easier. 

• Text and information  
Considering the difficulties users have with reading the choice of words and the 
structure of sentences is of great importance. Here it is important to write in clear 
and short sentences avoiding complicated and long words. 

• Pair images and text  
Where applicable we paired text and photos or images. This makes reading easier 
and at the same time provides an educational benefit. The users may learn to read 
new words by using the applications. 

• Combine audio and text  
If texts are longer it can be beneficial to provide text in written form as well as the 
option to play it. Here it is important that the junk size of the audio that can be 
played is appropriate. For our email program using sentences as chunked proved 
useful. Giving a visual feedback which word is read can also help to educate the 
users and improve their reading skills by using the system. 

• Never lose a written word  
As mentioned earlier users put great effort into writing therefore losing words is 
not acceptable. The design should be persistent. 
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• Help to create written words  
There are various options to help the user to write. One way we explored is to 
auto-complete their writing when only one option is left (e.g. we used this for user 
names). Other options are to provide the user with wizards that help to create text 
in a certain domain (e.g. creating an email text explaining that you are late by only 
providing the time). Here the advantage is that the result of the operation is text of 
good quality (the receiver will not notice the poor writing skills of the sender). 
However the effect may be that the ability to write will even more degrade. 

Besides the issues mentioned above it is important to look at the basic HCI guide-
lines [Shn97] with regard to users that have little competence in literacy. We had the 
experience that it is of great value for the users if the cost of failure is minimal and if 
system states are clear and visible.  

4.3   Expert Evaluation of UIs for People with Poor Reading Skills 

In the process of designing together with the participants we realized that our experi-
ence and expertise in user interfaces does not necessarily help us to predict how peo-
ple with poor reading skills will perform in the task. In many cases we just had diffi-
culties imagining what the problems could be. 

The obvious issues to look at when doing an expert evaluation [Nie90] is to care-
fully assess the reading and writing tasks involved in using the interfaces. For writing 
this is fairly easy however for reading this becomes more difficult. Experts usually 
have very good reading skills and have acquired a way of scanning web pages or 
texts without really reading them. It is therefore important to specify which reading 
task has to be performed in order to do an expert evaluation of a UI. 

One method that helped us to determine how hard or how easy to read a page is 
was to typeset the page in a font with symbols and also type out the word we are 
looking for in the same font. The effort we had to put in to find the word seemed very 
comparable to the tasks some of the users with very poor reading skills performed. 
This helps especially to structure the layout and to determine the amount of text ac-
ceptable. 

The following example is to illustrate the approach, see figure 7. In the clear text 
we will not feel much difference when asked to find the word “Subject” but when 
looking at the text in symbol font and we are asked to find “ ” (again 
Subject) we see that a clear structure does really help. 

5   Conclusions and Further Work 

In our research we realized that access to information and communication using com-
puters is very difficult for people with poor reading and writing skills. In a user cen-
tred design approach we investigated problems related to the domain and explored 
solutions that ease the path for people with a low level of literacy for using informa-
tion technology. 
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Text in a symbol font: 

 

Text in a symbol font (structured): 

 
In clear text 
 
Date: 21.12.2003 
From: Thorsten 
To: Albrecht 
Subject: Hello 
How are you doing? Still trying to get 
the prototype to work? 
 

In clear text (structured): 
 
Date:   21.12.2003 
From:   Thorsten 
To:   Albrecht 
Subject:   Hello 
 
How are you doing? Still trying to get 
the prototype to work? 

Fig. 7. Structured and unstructured text in symbol font an as clear text. 

To our user group email is an important and interesting application. Considering 
design issues an email application includes many concepts that can be generalized for 
other applications on the web. In the first stage of the project we were particularly 
interested in authentication. Here we looked especially for methods that would allow 
the user to access information systems without external help. 

Comparing different methods for authentication we could show that for people 
with a low educational level and difficulties in reading and writing image based au-
thentication is significantly faster than using passwords. In our study we found also 
that people could deal better with that system and did at large not require help. Addi-
tionally it was interesting to observe that all participants were able to remember their 
pictures, even after several weeks without problems. In comparison most of them had 
great difficulties to remember a password or a PIN. 

Based on our study with a prototypical email application we found several design 
issues. Such as that screen layout and fonts used are even more important than for 
people with good reading skills. Furthermore we realized that persistence of written 
text is a foremost goal as it is a great effort for this user group to create text – even if 
it is just a single word. Beyond that we could observe that there is a chance for educa-
tional benefit for the users if interfaces are designed multimodal (e.g. audio and writ-
ten text) or when pictures are used together with words. 

Working with people with poor reading and writing skills we realized how difficult 
it is to image how they perceive a layout. We used a method where we rendered 
pages with a symbol font and made ourselves search for a word (also rendered in the 
same symbol font) to evaluate how well structured pages are for people who have 
great difficulties reading. 
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Some of the users we worked with had a very low educational level; however this 
did not complicate the user centred design process. Observing them and there partici-
pation in the experiment shaped decisions from an early stage in the project. 

In future work we explore more issues related to the email client mentioned here 
only briefly. In particular we compare the impact of different decision on productivity 
and performance. Furthermore we started to implement a general library for image 
based authentication for web applications. 
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Abstract. Current accessibility guidelines are composed to allow users with 
special needs to more easily and comfortably access the Internet. However, 
most of the guidelines are written with both a ‘standard’ device and a ‘standard’ 
use context in mind, which is the user sitting in front of a desktop computer, in 
a non-mobile situation at home or at work. This approach does not take into ac-
count the likely possibility that an individual who happens to have a certain 
limitation may also have other personal needs, a certain type of behaviour or ac-
tivities that require a specific type of support. In this position paper, we plead 
for a more fundamental approach of dealing with Internet accessibility for peo-
ple with special needs. We claim that a person with a special need does not dif-
fer from a ‘regular’ individual, in the sense that they are both users who are try-
ing to accomplish a certain task in a certain use context using a certain device, 
who may have their own personal requirements for support. One could state 
that in this way accessibility and personalisation are intertwined to result in an 
optimal, individual user experience, thereby making optimal use of technolo-
gies that are currently available ((dedicated) devices, user interface technolo-
gies and assistive technologies). 

1   Introduction 

Current accessibility guidelines are composed to allow users with special needs to 
more easily and comfortably access the Internet. Users with special needs are gener-
ally divided into four groups, namely people with visual, auditory, motor and/or cog-
nitive limitations. Specific guidelines have been drafted to support each of these four 
groups. Most of the guidelines are written with both a ‘standard’ device and a ‘stan-
dard’ use context in mind, which is the user sitting in front of a desktop computer, in 
a stationary situation at home or at work. 

Indeed, the guidelines are suitable for most or at least many of the situations in 
which Internet use by people with special needs is currently being carried out. In 
general, if web sites adhere to accessibility guidelines, they can be accessed by people 
who belong to each of the four groups of limitations. It is, probably rightly, assumed 
that these people mainly use desktop computers that are placed at one specific loca-
tion, in particular when these computers are equipped with additional assistive de-
vices.  
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The possibility to access the Internet has provided people with special needs with a 
means to more actively participate in the information society, by allowing them to 
access information resources, communicate with others (for instance people with 
similar limitations) and carry out commercial transactions. Many of the users report 
that these possibilities have significantly improved the quality of their lives.  

Although the current situation is definitely a large improvement over the situation 
before, there are still fundamental improvements that could be made. In the current 
situation people with special needs are basically seen as people belonging to a special 
group that requires specific provisions. This approach does not take into account the 
likely possibility that an individual who happens to have a certain limitation may also 
have other personal needs, a certain type of behaviour or activities that require a spe-
cific type of support. Using a desktop computer to access the Internet may not always 
be the most optimal solution. 

In this position paper, we plead for a more fundamental approach of dealing with 
Internet accessibility for people with special needs. We claim that a person with a 
special need does not differ from a ‘regular’ individual, in the sense that they are both 
users who are trying to accomplish a certain task in a certain use context using a cer-
tain device, who may have their own personal requirements for support. Although 
many of the user needs may become satisfied by using the Internet, this does not 
necessarily mean that providing Internet access is a goal in itself. Instead, the starting 
point should be that users are offered electronic services (for instance information, 
communication or transaction services) that support them in meeting their needs in an 
effective, efficient and satisfactory manner. In this user-centred approach accessibility 
guidelines should be involved at an early stage in the user interface design process. 
One could state that in this way accessibility and personalisation are intertwined to 
result in an optimal, individual user experience, thereby making optimal use of tech-
nologies that are currently available ((dedicated) devices, user interface technologies 
and assistive technologies).  

This paper first provides a brief overview of existing accessibility guidelines. Sub-
sequently, issues with respect to personalisation of user interfaces are briefly dis-
cussed, in particular the role of user profiles. The next section provides a sketch of 
the proposed user-centred approach to attain individual accessibility of electronic 
services. Finally a brief scenario is provided, illustrating the possible application of 
the approach in a specific case (travel information for persons with cognitive limita-
tions). 

2   Current Accessibly Guidelines 

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) have drafted a set of guidelines for Internet 
accessibility, called Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 (version 2.0 is cur-
rently a working draft). The guidelines explain in detail how to make a web site ac-
cessible for people with a variety of disabilities. Also, a W3C working group has 
composed so-called User Agent Accessibility Guidelines (version 1.0). They are 
intended for software developers and explain how to make accessible browsers, mul-
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timedia players, and assistive technologies that interface with these. In addition, an 
expert committee of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 
have composed  ‘Design for All’ guidelines for ICT products and services (ETSI, 
2002). Although existing guidelines serve a clear goal in advocating Internet access 
for all, still a number of improvements can be distinguished. First, most of these 
guidelines have been composed with a desktop environment in mind or are specifi-
cally aimed at traditional (telecommunication) products and services. This illustrates 
a need for additional ‘User Agent Accessibility Guidelines’ for novel handheld de-
vices and (multimodal) user interfaces. Second, since these guidelines are aimed at 
people with a variety of limitations, they do not take additional personal needs and 
requirements into account. Also, in many cases accessibility guidelines are only ap-
plied after a web site has already been constructed and are consequently not inte-
grated with possible other personalisation and support concepts. Finally, most guide-
lines aim at Internet access in general and as such do not explicitly support the use of 
electronic services. 

3   Personalisation 

The term personalisation is used to indicate the process of online gathering user and 
context information, which is then used to deliver appropriate services and content, in 
a format tailor-made to the user’s needs. The aim is to offer the user a highly personal 
experience of the service (Bonett, 2001).  

User profiles play a central role in personalised systems. A user profile is a data-
record describing the user with his characteristics, abilities, needs and possibly his 
interaction history (Lauer et al., 2002). User profiles are usually composed and man-
aged at the start and/or in the course of using the system, either by the user or the 
system or both. They form the basis for presentation of content, choice of interaction 
modalities and styles that are optimally suited for the individual user. In addition, in 
the case of location-based services, content, presentation and interaction can be dy-
namically adapted to create user interface varieties that are optimally suited for the 
user, his momentaneous information needs, current location, use context and device. 
In a situation where multiple devices are used consecutively, the interaction history 
should be kept in order to ascertain continuity of use over different devices (Linden-
berg et al., 2003). 

Until now, the community working on personalisation of user interfaces has 
mainly aimed at serving the individual user, and no explicit attention has been paid to 
people with special needs. Also, the emphasis mainly lies on mobile use in different 
use contexts, in which access to different services is supported (location-based ser-
vices). In general, user-centred design has been widely adopted in this community. 
Even new methods of enhancing user involvement have been developed, such as 
‘body storming’, a method for collecting user requirements at the location where the 
system supposedly will be used, for instance in public areas (Oulasvirta et al., 2003). 
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4   Accessibility for All Individuals 

In addition to current user-centred design methods, a fundamental approach for de-
veloping accessible user interfaces is based on a generic technological framework 
enabling the application of adaptive techniques. That is, from the early development 
stages on, the requirements and design specifications should address the capability of 
a system to manifest the functional core in alternative interactive embodiments suit-
able for different users, usage patterns and contexts of use (Stephanidis, 2001). In this 
way, personalisation is “designed into the system”, establishing a large design space 
for adaptation instances (pluralism), reducing the risk for narrowing the focus to typi-
cal uses cases of classical desktop settings for Internet access, and supporting the 
development of Internet services accessible by diverse of users, at diverse times and 
diverse places.  

This approach takes characteristics of the user, the service and the use context into 
account. These characteristics should be stored in a personal user profile. A well-
designed user profiling system may form the key for intertwining personalisation and 
accessibility requirements. Several aspects of a service may be personalised based on 
information in the user profile (Cremers et al., 2002). This user profile may be partly 
generic, and partly service-specific. Which aspects are actually relevant for a certain 
service depends on the characteristics of the service and the specific goals of the ser-
vice provider. In addition, the user can indicate which aspects are relevant to him or 
her, or they may become clear from the way he uses the service (both at the content 
and the interaction level). Categories of relevant characteristics are:  

• personal details of the user (e.g., name, address, sex, year of birth, credit card 
number, social/cultural affiliations); 

• personal characteristics of the user (e.g., capabilities (e.g., memory, sight), per-
sonality (e.g., locus of control); 

• personal interests of the user (e.g., topics of interest, information sources of inter-
est or topicality of information);  

• interaction settings the user prefers (e.g., which devices are being used to access 
the service, the location at which certain information should be provided, contex-
tual aspects that should be taken into account (e.g., background noise, lighting), 
timing preferences of providing certain information).  

All categories of characteristics may include information related to accessibility. 
For instance, the personal details may include medical information of the user. The 
personal characteristics may include requirements for people with special needs, 
based on W3C guidelines or research on physical and/or cognitive (Neerincx et al., 
2001; Lindenberg & Neerincx, 2001) factors that influence performance in web envi-
ronments. Based on their personal needs, users should be allowed to accept these 
‘standard’ accessibility settings and/or support concepts, or make alterations or addi-
tions. Personal interests may also be related to accessibility. For instance, a user in a 
wheelchair may indicate that he always wants information on physical accessibility of 
public buildings he is planning to visit. The interaction settings may include informa-
tion on assistive devices the user may want to use. 
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5   A Case: Public Transport Information   
for Persons with Cognitive Limitations 

An example of a possible service in which accessibility and personalisation require-
ments are combined in one user profile is a system for public transport travel infor-
mation for people with cognitive limitations. The profile contains personal details of 
the user (for instance his address, which is used for planning the trip), personal char-
acteristics (including cognitive limitations, which are used to present the travel infor-
mation in a way the user can understand, for instance by using simple text, graphical 
symbols, images and speech support), personal interests (for instance, information on 
the location of the information desk at a railway station and contact details of a hu-
man travel guide), and interaction settings (both for the desktop application to prepare 
the trip and a handheld device to use during the trip). The profile may even contain a 
number of default travel descriptions for trips the user regularly takes. 

A person with a cognitive limitation who is making use of this service is supported 
in planning his trip at home using a desktop application. This desktop application 
adheres to Web Content Accessibility Guidelines that are specifically targeted at 
people with cognitive limitations (Pijl, 2002). In addition, the service offers personal 
support to organise the trip (for instance, to select a default travel description or to 
contact the travel guide). After having planned the trip, the user actually leaves the 
house, taking with him a handheld device that provides access to the travel informa-
tion, which adheres to User Agent Accessibility Guidelines for handheld devices. 
Using a location-based service (Knaap et al., 2003), the user receives up-to-date 
travel information as well as additional information, such as information on the loca-
tion of the information desk at the station where he is currently located and a possibil-
ity to directly contact the personal travel guide. 

6   Conclusion 

We propose a fundamental approach for developing user interfaces, in which person-
alisation meets accessibility. In this approach, accessibility is not a separate, addi-
tional aspect or objective of development processes, but integrated into the design and 
test of personalisation mechanisms for the user interfaces. For example, background 
noise in the work environment can provide similar constraints to the interaction as the 
auditory limitations of specific individuals. As another example, lack of experience 
and/or cultural differences might lead to similar support needs as the cognitive limita-
tions of some people. The objective is to establish individual user interface instances 
for a diversity of users and usage contexts. 
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Abstract. This paper addresses the modeling of user-centred interaction para-
digms at a fundamental level. Interfacing can be described as defining and 
specifying ‘connection’ points for communication. By providing interactive 
means of relating flows between these connection points, we can achieve a dia-
logue. A dialogue becomes a Dialog if a sufficient level of understanding both 
ways is achieved. We consider this to represent the level of accessibility an en-
vironment, whether virtual or real, requires. A well balanced design in any in-
formation system provides an architecture with built-in accessibility features. 
To this end, a high level of flexibility and accessibility can be achieved by sepa-
rating the various entities that are of importance in the communication process. 
This paper provides an explanation of this approach and an example of its im-
plementation.  

1   Introduction 

The history of the relationship between people and technology has always been 
somewhat problematic, which is perhaps unsurprising when one considers the ten-
sions inherent in any interface which seeks to provide a level of communication be-
tween the two. This paper suggests that many of these problems stem from poor 
communication, a situation which arises because technologists and system users often 
seem to use different languages while essentially working towards common goals. 
Nevertheless a common language actually does exist as the common elements in the 
analysis of computer programming and creative thinking are those of structure and 
form. At this point interfaces provide connection points for enhancing levels of com-
munication. 

The potential unleashed by developments in ICT [1, 2] for people with impair-
ments is remarkable, combining as it does the flexibility and power to meet complex 
needs and complex situations [3, 4]. In many ways this paradigmatic shift [5] can be 
considered to embody the modern equivalent of common sense. If a suitable level of 
abstraction is pursued, it can provide archetypes of implemented practical knowledge 
which can then be accessed by a user and specialised to their personal requirements. 
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The Design For All [6] approach is now familiar to most software designers but in 
many instances this approach is only followed at a relatively superficial level. There 
remains a need to communicate information to designers and innovators to enable 
them further to think about an inclusive world, with recent initiatives such as EDeAN 
[6] and EUAIN [6] pointing the way forward. Naturally, this activity cannot be per-
formed in isolation, as there is a parallel need to educate system users to make their 
demands more explicit. 

Following research into accessibility solutions for print impaired people [7] we 
have investigated many complex communication problems following the principles of 
universal design. Accessibility is a word which we are careful to use in its widest 
sense. The easiest way to understand this is to consider the requirements for accessi-
ble solutions as being the same as the requirements for extreme communication solu-
tions.  

2   Communication Through Interface Design 

2.1   Well-Balanced System Design 

A communication network can be described by the common process model shown 
below. Modelling information can be separated into three phases; information re-
trieval, information representation and information reproduction. Retrieval concerns 
the perception of the information: once perceived, this perception is represented in 
some manner and can then be reproduced for the consumer. This continuous loop is 
the same for any producer/consumer relationship, where all consumers are also pro-
ducers and vice versa. 

 

Fig. 1. Simplification of an information processing system. 

Different users of the same content necessarily have different perspectives on that 
content. For example, to academics a book (even a work of fiction) is a reference 
source for their field. To a layman, reading a book is a leisure activity. To an author, 
the same book represents a means to communicate concepts. To a publisher, this 
versatile object is a unit of production in a wider supply chain. Given these multiple 
perspectives on something as familiar as a book, it is clear that one person’s output 
medium is another’s input medium. 

When considering physical entity interfaces (tactile, aural or visual), how can we 
understand the ways in which someone uses sensory information to monitor the ex-
ternal world? How can we understand the techniques used to construct a strategy to 
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achieve their desired goals? If we were able to represent this behaviour (or at least 
build in some of these notions in ‘real world’ applications), would this then provide 
sufficient flexibility to enable different groups of users’ groups to use the same piece 
of software? When considering software user interfaces, we must consider both fixed 
characteristics (for example a button which cannot be changed, moved or linked to a 
different action target) and dynamic ones (for example the size, colours, location or 
semantics of GUI entities). In the latter case, the manifestation of a controller hints at 
its meaning but how do we parameterise these software controller entities to tie them 
into the software consistency? 

In short, if the design of an information system is well-balanced, it should provide 
an architecture with built-in accessibility features. By separating the information 
processing domains we can achieve greater unification by focusing on the points of 
interaction; that is, the interfaces between the common interface layers. 

2.2   Interfacing and Communicating 

By addressing the issue of opening up content and its structure for any user, we intro-
duce a fundamental question. How does one connect a computer application (which is 
a dynamic set of concepts with dynamic inter-relations) to the experience of an end 
user? If we are to design interfaces between the external world and the mental picture 
of that world which the end user handles to achieve his or her objectives, we go be-
yond the level of providing buttons and windows to a computing model. The same 
pattern of interactions1 that occur between the end-user’s goals and the means of 
achieving these goals through a computer application, also occur between the soft-
ware components of the computer application itself. 

If we were able to specify an interfacing paradigm which could be aggregated 
throughout all of the system design, the opportunity would arise to grant the end-user 
an intuitive level of interaction between themselves and the computer application at a 
fundamental level. In order to formulate the basics of such a design, and for us as 
developers, content providers and distributors to learn from such a design, we must 
build the notion of multiple perspectives into the design. This implies that all interac-
tions between the individual software components, as well as the messages to the end 
user, should facilitate personalisation. This very much resembles localisation of soft-
ware, where important user interface terms are available in various languages and 
where the preferred language can be selected ‘on the fly’. 

In order to manage such a design and convey the generic thoughts behind it, we 
need a metaphorical way of expressing these concepts. Whereas the interaction be-
tween an end user and a software application does not (yet) resemble the level of 
communication between humans, human communication provides the fulcrum for 
software design processes, the people involved in these processes and the end users. 
Both groups of users – and many more – can then relate to this set of symbols and 
concepts. If we build into the design an expression of the processes that can occur 

                                                           
1  Also known as Topic Maps, first fully described in ISO/IEC 13250:2000: various entities in 

any system that – from any user’s perspective - mean something.  
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(actions, reactions, events and so forth) which mimics communication, we provide a 
shared framework of concepts. This shared framework could mean more or less the 
same things to the different groups of participants. We would be able to explicate the 
communicated entities and, to a certain point, represent the communication process. 
As we would be able to represent communication, we could control and modify the 
configuration of this process from both sides of the communication line. We could 
build in consumer preferences alongside producer, distributor and provider prefer-
ences, all the time ensuring that all participants ‘talk’ by using the same fundamental 
building blocks. Real communication – as in a dialogue between the various interest 
groups - could manifest itself as emergent behaviour. Emergent behaviour, however, 
within a frame of reference. 

Naturally, there are numerous advantages to such an approach. The software 
would be able to rely on a framework of classes that include entities which represent 
Users, User behaviours and Providers actions, as well as entities that represent pro-
duction processes and so forth. As these backbone classes exist, the opportunity 
would arise to personalise the behaviour of these classes. In this way the end user, as 
well as the producer, would be able to set up the software as preferred. The social 
impact – for instance - could be the sense of respect that the end-user experiences 
because the producers have facilitated insight into the content and content provision 
procedures. For those user groups dependent on accessibility features, this would 
provide a very definite sense of inclusion, one which might invite many other types 
of users to participate in the market segment. 

3   Building Communication Partnerships 

A high level of flexibility and accessibility can be achieved by separating the various 
entities that are of importance in the communication process. Various groups of users 
and entities are involved in the dialog between an application and an application user. 
An application ideally should be seen as a communication partner. Categorising the 
constituent parts in such a communication process, can be based on three abstract 
levels of processing as discussed above: Information Retrieval, Information Repre-
sentation and Information Production. Each processing phase can be represented by 
its own processing model. Explicating relations between these models enables com-
munication. Rendering the explication of the relations between the three models dy-
namic facilitates a high level of flexibility in controlling, administrating and personal-
ising this communication. Ideally a well-balanced configuration of such a processing 
architecture provides accessibility from scratch [7]. 

3.1   Modelling User Interfaces : Separating Presentation, Content and the User 

Following the line of thought described above, we will describe an approach that 
captures this behavior in an abstract system design. One basis for such a stratification 
is the idea of separation. If separation occurs between the various elements, the dy-
namics of the system modules can be contained in such a way that altering or extend-
ing any element can take place without causing destruction or compromising the 
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design of another interface or module. An extended diagram of such a system model 
is provided in Figure 2. The user requirements are detached from the representation 
system modules. This not only means that the system can support extensibility to 
itself and to the user requirements, but also that multiple user requirements can be 
supported through harnessing the inherent dynamism of a well designed interface 
system. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Separation between layers of accessible information processing components and 
interfaces between the individual layers and the individual components. 
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3.2   Presentation: Domain Independent Interaction Models 

A further source of separation is through domain independence. This is one good 
outcome of an extensible system, where any aspect or interaction within the system 
can function in a different domain. This becomes a difficult task because while it is 
straightforward and intuitive to make some elements of a system domain independ-
ent, the system will be incomplete if time is not taken on making the more difficult 
elements domain independent. Thus far, the system being described is highly abstract. 
Such a system comes into fruition when specific behaviours are given to the various 
parts of the model upon which the system is based.  

3.3   Perception Seen as an Interactive Behaviour 

Much of the work in defining interaction protocols for all levels of such a system 
stems from perception. It is important to understand how the environments of the 
beholder affect the perception of the communication or interaction. Ultimately the 
system should support communication which allows users to add their own focus on 
the content. This moves some way towards the interactions being modelled by the 
users themselves, where the options are sufficiently implicit that a user can choose 
what to focus on at any given point or during any interaction. By explicating percep-
tion models, we provide explicit anchor points in the interaction model, that can func-
tion as a ‘virtual controller’ or ‘virtual information point’ for producers and providers 
of information. Modelling perception as an entity enables anticipation behaviour.  

3.4   Representing Interfaces for the Underlying Information Domain Model 

Application Programming Interfaces (API) that specify how software components 
talk to each other should cover more than just the ‘messages’ these API send to each 
other. Ideally, the messages the components send to each other also contain contex-
tual information. The collection of contextual information that is added to the mes-
sage as redundant information can be used to communicate this information as pa-
rameters that will influence the level of accessibility in the processing that specific 
information processing components perform. With modern IT solutions in Enterprise 
Modelling Environments like Application Servers and knowledge management envi-
onments these notions are already in use (Simple Object Access Protocol, SOAP). 
This is what we mean by design from scratch [7] [8]. 

In order to enhance accessible communication, we require trees of models starting 
at very abstract levels, but specialising through inheritance and transformational be-
haviour into particular domains. The most abstract level would have a built-in soft-
ware interface to facilitate non-destructive and cognition-based information retrieval. 
Through the definition of a growing and learning class tree representing metamodels, 
we can ensure a high level of interoperability between different information domains. 
We can also ensure uniform access to all the different information domain models. In 
this way we can ensure accessibility standards on the level of non-destructive infor-
mation pre-processing. As communication implies two different participants – the 
transmitter and the receiver  and the creation of a dialogue between them relies on 
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interaction between both participants, the pre-processing of information can be con-
sidered to be the interface to accessibility on the content representation side. 

3.5   Expandability 

The content provision and transformation model is not based on static entities that 
only represent the end-result. It also represents the way relations between these end-
result entities are treated, presented, transformed and so forth. In this manner we 
create a context for adding new functionalities and technologies at a later date. The 
design has a built-in notion of expandability, because the level of representation in-
cludes the notion of changes in the model. In addition to the newly added technology 
itself we have a description of the behaviour of that newly added technology. We 
connect the description of the existing technology and the description of the new 
technology to one another and in so doing achieve a high level of accessibility and 
flexibility. 

4   Implementation of Concepts 

Alongside the main requirement to provide software frameworks which capture the 
users’ requirements, four important aspects must be borne in mind: scalability,  inter-
operability, adaptability and maintainability. To achieve a harmonious balance, a 
sufficiently abstract framework is required which provides structures that can be used 
to group functional modules and the associated consumer and producer requirements. 
The notion of non-destructive filtering needs to be engrained into the system design.  

In a recent project to design a production tool for the automated creation of acces-
sible music formats, an abstract model for the representation for musical content was 
created. Specialised musical structures can be added through the addition of new 
subclasses. Each abstract class that describes musical structures, also contains acces-
sibility related methods and the implementation of these accessibility related methods 
are mandatory. The implementation of these feature happens on the level of use. Spe-
cialistic structures can override default (minimal) accessible behavior. This aggrega-
tion of accessibility related methods and accessors is distributed throughout the archi-
tecture; from content entities to GUI control entities. Accessibility related behavior on 
the level of content, is also applied on the level of GUI applications. Demonstrating 
interoperability, the same accessibility requirements were implemented in the devel-
opment of an accessible maths production tool.  

In these projects a clear separation was made between dynamic and static informa-
tion that models access to the content. Parameters that are used to adapt the behavior 
of both tools related to end user requirements, producers requirements and distributor 
requirements are stored in XSL files. These aspects of the software that explicitly 
require dynamic parameterisation provide associated XSL-(FO) files. This way the 
adaptability and maintainability of the tools – in their configuration, the storage of 
sets of preconfigured settings, is ensured. Because these concepts are software design 
methodology concepts, they can apply to all kinds of information modelling envi-
ronments. 
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5   Summary 

This paper has argued that the easiest way to approach complex accessibility prob-
lems is to consider the requirements for accessible solutions as being the same as the 
requirements for extreme communication solutions. By considering user centred 
interaction paradigms and describing these in a set of design patterns, it is possible to 
extrapolate notions of accessibility to the level of data structures. 
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Abstract. The World Wide Web is a vast repository of information, much of 
which is valuable but very often hidden to the user. Currently, Web personaliza-
tion is the most promising approach to remedy this problem, and Web usage 
mining, is considered a crucial component of any effective Web personalization 
system. Web usage mining techniques such as clustering and association rules, 
which rely on offline pattern discovery from user transactions, can be used to 
improve searching in the Web. We present the Profile Extractor, a personaliza-
tion component based on machine learning techniques, which allows for the 
discovery of preferences and interests of users that have access to a Web site. 
More specifically, we present the module that exploits unsupervised learning 
techniques for the creation of communities of users and usage patterns  applied 
to customers of an on-line bookshop. To support our work, we have performed 
several experiments and discussed the results. 

1   Introduction 

In 1999, Ray Oldenburg proposed in [12] three essential places in people's lives: the 
place we live, the place we work, and the place we gather for conviviality. Although 
the casual conversation that takes place in cafes, beauty shops, pubs, and town 
squares is universally considered to be trivial, idle talk, Oldenburg makes the case that 
such places are where communities can come into being and continue to hold to-
gether. These are the unacknowledged agorae of modern life. When the automobile-
centric, suburban, fast-food, shopping-mall way of life eliminated many of these 
"third places" from traditional towns and cities around the world, the social fabric of 
existing communities started shredding.  

The World Wide Web might not be the same kind of place that Oldenburg had in 
mind, but so many of his descriptions of third places could also describe it. Perhaps 
the Web is one of the informal public places where people can rebuild the aspects of 
community that were lost when the malt shop became a mall.  

No single metaphor completely conveys the nature of the Web. Virtual communi-
ties are places where people meet, and they also are tools; the place-like aspects and 
tool-like aspects only partially overlap. Some people come to the Web only for the 
community, some come only for the hard-core information, and some want both. If 
you need specific information or an expert opinion or a pointer to a resource, a virtual 
community is like a living encyclopedia. Virtual communities can help their mem-
bers, whether or not they are information-related workers, to cope with information 
overload. The problem with the information age, especially for students and knowl-
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edge workers who spend their time immersed in the info flow, is that there is too 
much information available and few effective filters for sifting the key data that are 
useful and interesting to us as individuals.  

Programmers are trying to design better and better software agents that can seek 
and sift, filter and find, and save us from the awful feeling one gets when it turns out 
that the specific knowledge one needs is buried in fifteen thousand pages of related 
information. On the Web the first software agents are available (e.g., Archie, Gopher, 
Knowbots, WAIS, and Rosebud are the names for different programs that search 
through the vast digital libraries of Internet and the real-time feed from the news ser-
vices and retrieve items of interest). 

The Web is used to find information and any product that the user needs. In par-
ticular, the e-commerce Web sites offer millions of products for sale and a user must 
choose among so many options. In this situation, the user can easily feel frustrated 
because he/she receives inaccurate recommendations. To solve this problem, in litera-
ture, there are three major categories of recommendation systems: manual decision 
rule systems, collaborative filtering systems, and content-based filtering agents. Man-
ual decision rule systems, such as Broadvision (www.broadvision.com), allow Web 
site administrators to specify rules based on  demographics or static profiles (collected 
through a registration process), or session history. Rules are used to affect the content 
served to a particular user. Collaborative filtering systems, such as Firefly [18], and 
Net Perceptions (www.netperceptions.com), typically take explicit information in the 
form of user ratings or preferences, and, through a correlation engine, return informa-
tion that is predicted to closely match the users’ preferences. Content-based filtering 
approaches such a those used by WebWatcher [9] rely on content similarity of Web 
documents to personal profiles obtained explicitly or implicitly from users. 

Recently, Web mining [21], a natural application of data-mining techniques to the 
Web as a very large and unstructured information source, had a great impact on Web 
personalization. Through Web mining techniques, such as the discovery of associa-
tion rules or sequential patterns, clustering, and classification, we are able to gain a 
better understanding of Web-user preferences, a knowledge that is crucial for mass 
customization. At this point in the process, the results of the pattern discovery can be 
tailored toward several different aspects of Web usage mining. For example, Spilio-
poulou et al. [16], Cooley et al. [5], and Buchner and Mulvenna [4] have applied data 
mining techniques to extract usage patterns from Web logs for the purpose of deriving 
marketing intelligence. Shahabi et al. [19] and Nasraoui et al. [11] have proposed 
clustering of user sessions to predict future user behaviour. Sarwar et al. [14] de-
scribed a method that partitions the users of a collaborative filtering system through a 
clustering algorithm, and the partitions are used to identify a set of neighbourhoods. 
Other recent studies have considered the use of association rule mining [2, 20] in 
recommender systems [8, 10]. For the most part, however, these studies have relied 
on discovering all association rules prior to generating recommendations (thus requir-
ing search among all rules during the recommendation phase) or on real-time genera-
tion of association rules from a subset of transactions within a current user’s 
neighborhood. 

In this paper we present a system, the Profile Extractor (PE), that uses information 
learned from users to construct accurate, comprehensive user profiles [15] and usage 
patterns. In particular, we present and evaluate the results of the Usage Pattern Ex-
tractor module that exploits unsupervised learning techniques for the creation of 
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communities of users and usage patterns (clusters and association rules respectively) 
that can be effectively applied to customers of an on-line media bookshop. 

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides analysis of the Profile Ex-
tractor system and in particular of the Usage Patterns Extractor module. Section 3 
describes how to extract usage patterns. Section 4 describes an experimental session 
carried out to evaluate the best clustering algorithms to integrate in the Usage Pattern 
Extractor submodule, and the best parameters to obtain useful association rules. Fi-
nally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2   The Profile Extractor System 

PE is a highly reusable module that allows to create user profiles to support one-to-
one marketing actions, and user communities to address clusters of users by means of 
mass-marketing campaigns. It employs both supervised and unsupervised learning 
techniques. The former are exploited to induce a set of rules, used by a classification 
module, while the latter are exploited to group users into communities (clusters) and 
discover association rules used to identify common trends underlying the dataset. The 
system is able to analyse data gathered from different sources, data-warehouse and 
transactional systems in order to infer rules describing the customer/user behaviour 
and more general usage patterns. The complete architecture of the module is shown in 
Figure 1. The Profile Rules Extractor and the Profile Manager are the modules 
mainly involved in the profile generation process, the Usage Patterns Extractor im-
plements both a clustering algorithm and a technique for extracting association rules. 
PE is built upon an intelligent component, called Learning Server, developed in the 
context of a digital library service [17]. The core of PE is WEKA [22], a machine 
learning tool developed at the University of Waikato. WEKA provides an implemen-
tation of state-of-the-art learning algorithms, which can be applied to a data set ex-
pressed in a tabular format called ARFF. 

In PE, we developed XWEKA, an XML compliant version of WEKA, that is able 
to represent input and output in XML format. The XML I/O Wrapper is responsible 
for the integration of the inner modules with external data sources (using the XML 
protocol) and for the extraction of data required for the learning process.  

2.1   The Usage Patterns Extractor Module 

The Usage Patterns Extractor is composed by three submodules: the Clustering sub-
module, the Association Rules Extractor submodule and the Validator submodule. 
The input of the Usage Patterns Extractor is an XML file containing the training 
examples. Notice that the data used to represent the examples are the transactions 
extracted from the analysis of the log files of an e-commerce Web site. Transactions 
contain few personal data about the users, due to privacy problems, and browsing and 
purchasing history of the users. In the area of e-business services, in particular in 
Business to Consumer (B2C) e-commerce, items are grouped in a fixed number of 
categories. For this reason the transactional data are related to specific categories in 
which the items are grouped. The complete set of attributes used to represent the ex-
amples (each one representing a single customer of a German virtual book shop) is 
listed in Table 1. 
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the Profile Extractor. 

Table 1. Description of the attributes used to represent examples. <CategoryName> denotes 
each one of the 10 book categories of a German virtual book shop: Belletristik (Fiction), Com-
puter_und_Internet (Computer and Internet), Kinderbucher (Children’s Book), Kultur_ 
und_Geschichte (Culture and History), Nachschlagewerke (Reference Books), Reise (Travel), 
Sachbuch_und_Ratgeber (Monographs and GuideBook), Schule_und_Bildung (School and 
Education), Wirtschaft_und_Soziales (Economics and Law), Wissenschaft_und_Technik (Sci-
ence and Technique). 

Attribute Description Type 
User_id Unique identifier of each user NUMERIC 
Access_date Identifies the date of the last access 

performed by the user 
NOMINAL 

Connections_num Total number of connections to the site 
performed by the user 

NUMERIC 

Search_num<CategoryName> Number of searches for a specific  
category 

NUMERIC 

Search_freq<CategoryName> Frequency of searches for a specific  
category 

NUMERIC 

Purchase_num<CategoryName> Number of purchases for a specific  
category 

NUMERIC 

Purchase_freq<CategoryName> Frequency of purchases for a specific  
category 

NUMERIC 
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The output of the Usage Patterns Extractor is translated in XML format and stored 
in a repository. The purpose of the Clustering submodule is to extract clusters repre-
senting the communities of users sharing the same interests within the Web site [13]. 
The complete clusters extraction process is depicted in Figure 2: data about users is 
arranged into a set of unclassified instances (each instance represents a user), vali-
dated according the Document Type Definition (DTD) shown in the Figure 3. The 
unclassified instances are processed by the Usage Patterns Extractor, which infers a 
set of clusters as depicted in Figure 4: each cluster is described by means of the num-
ber of instances covered and the mean and the standard deviation of the attributes. 

 

Fig. 2. The process for extracting clusters. 

<!ELEMENT DATASET_ARFF (USER_ID, ATTRIBUTES_LIST, DATA_INSTANCES_LIST)> 

 <!ELEMENT USER_ID (#PCDATA)> 

 <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES_LIST ((ATTRIBUTE)+, CLASS)> 

  <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTE (ATTRIBUTE_NAME, ATTRIBUTE_SPECIFICATION)>   

   <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTE_NAME (#PCDATA)> 

   <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTE_SPECIFICATION (NOMINAL_ATTRIBUTE | NUMERIC_ATTRIBUTE)> 

              <!ELEMENT NOMINAL_ATTRIBUTE (ATTRIBUTE_VALUE)+> 

                   <!ELEMENT ATTRIBUTE_VALUE (#PCDATA)> 

                   <!ELEMENT NUMERIC_ATTRIBUTE   (#PCDATA)>            

  <!ELEMENT CLASS (CLASS_NAME, NOMINAL_ATTRIBUTE)> 

         <!ELEMENT CLASS_NAME (#PCDATA)>               

 <!ELEMENT DATA_INSTANCES_LIST (DATA_INSTANCE)+> 

    <!ELEMENT DATA_INSTANCE ((ATTRIBUTE_VALUE)+, CLASS_VALUE)>  
              <!ELEMENT CLASS_VALUE (#PCDATA)> 

Fig. 3. The DTD for the input of the Clustering submodule. 

The second module of the Usage Patterns Extractor is the Association Rules Ex-
tractor. The main purpose of the submodule is to extract a set of rules for representing 
users behavior. The input contains transactional data extracted from the Web server 
log files, while the output is represented by an XML file containing the set of associa-
tion rules extracted. Figure 5 depicts a set of rules visualized using an XML style 
sheet. The figure shows information on large itemsets (see section 3 for itemset defi-
nition), and the set of association rules extracted. 
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Fig. 4. Example of the XML file representing clusters. 

 

Fig. 5. Example of association rules extracted by the Association Rules Extractor. 
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Due to the huge number of association rules that could be extracted, it is necessary to 
provide the domain expert with a tool to examine multiple rules at the same time and 
then separate “good” rules from “bad” ones. The Validator submodule is the module 
responsible for that. The expert may examine the association rules extracted and ac-
cept or reject them using template-based filtering operators.  

The input to the Validator submodule consists of an XML file representing a set of 
association rules. The output of the Validator submodule is a set of unvalidated rules 
(the complete set of rules discovered by Association Rules Extractor, not validated by 
an accept or reject operator) and a set of accepted and rejected set of rules. 

3   The Extraction of Usage Patterns 

The purpose of the Usage Patterns Extractor is to extract, from a set of training in-
stances, a set of common usage patterns. The main aim of usage patterns is to support 
marketing decisions in order to improve user’s satisfaction in purchasing products and 
using services of an e-commerce Web site. 

3.1   Clusters 

Clustering techniques apply when there is no class to be predicted but rather when 
instances are to be divided into natural groups. Clusters presumably reflect some 
mechanisms at work in the domain from which instances are drawn, a mechanism that 
causes some instances to bear a stronger resemblance to one another than they do to 
the remaining instances. The output of the clustering process is a description of all the 
clusters extracted. The cluster description is provided with the cluster centre, that in 
turn is represented as follows:  

− for each nominal attribute, by the list of all the values (for that attribute) of the 
instances which lie in that cluster;  

− for each numerical attribute, by the mean and the standard deviation. 

The algorithm used to cluster users on the basis of their interests is COBWEB [7]. 
It is an incremental clustering algorithm, because the type of run is instance by in-
stance. In each step of the process, the algorithm builds a tree where the leaves are the 
instances and the root is the entire dataset; at the beginning of the run the tree is com-
posed of just the root. Then, instances are added one by one and the tree is updated at 
every step. During the updating with a new instance, it can happen that the exact posi-
tion for the leaf, representing the new instance, is found or a re-engineering of the tree 
is needed in order to insert the new instance. The reason to decide how and when re-
engineering the tree depends on a feature called category utility that measures the 
total quality of a part of instances into the clusters.  

COBWEB manages the instances positioning into the tree by using one of the four 
following operators:  

− Putting the instance in an existing cluster 
− Creating a new cluster 
− Merging of two clusters 
− Splitting of a cluster 
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For each new instance, the algorithm runs the four operators and selects the one 
that maximises the category utility. 

3.2   Association Rules 

One of the most commonly used data mining technique for e-commerce is finding 
association rules among a set of co-purchased products. Essentially, these techniques 
are concerned with discovering association between two sets of products such that the 
presence of some products in a particular transaction implies that products from the 
other sets are also present in the same transaction. 

The quality of association rules is commonly evaluated by looking at their cover-
age and accuracy. The coverage is the number of instances for which it predicts cor-
rectly – this is often called its support. The accuracy – often called confidence – is the 
number of instances that it predicts correctly, expressed as a proportion of all in-
stances it applies to. It is usual to specify minimum coverage and accuracy values and 
to seek only those rules whose coverage and accuracy are both at least these specified 
minima. We are only interested in association rules with high coverage. We seek 
combinations of attribute-value pairs that have a prespecified minimum coverage. 
These are called item sets: an attribute-value pair is an item. 

The algorithm integrated into the Usage Pattern Extractor to extract association 
rules is APRIORI [2, 3].  

As shown in Figure 6, the first step of the algorithm simply counts item occur-
rences to determine the large 1-itemsets. A subsequent pass, say pass k, consists of 
two phases. First, the large itemsets Lk-1 found in the (k-1)-th pass are used to generate 
the candidate itemsets Ck, using the apriori-gen function (this function takes as an 
argument Lk-1, the set of all large (k-1)-itemsets and returns a superset of the set of all 
large k-itemsets). Next, the database is scanned and the support of candidates in Ck is 
counted. For fast counting, we need to efficiently determine the candidates in Ck that 
are contained in a given transaction t.  

1) L1 = {large 1-itemsets};   

2) for ( k = 2; Lk-1≠0; k++ ) do begin 

3)  Ck = apriori-gen(Lk-1); // New candidates 

4)  forall transactions t ∈ D(atabase) do begin 
5)   Ct = subset(Ck , t); // Candidates contained in t 

6)   forall candidates c ∈ Ct do 

7)    c.count++; 
8)   end 
9)   Lk = {c ∈ Ck | c.count ≥ minsup} 

10) end 
11) Answer = Uk Lk; 

Fig. 6. APRIORI algorithm. 
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The Apriori algorithm is able to find a very large number of association rules. Sev-
eral of the discovered rules are useless or redundant and they should be discarded. 
The validation operators [1] allow the expert to specify in general terms the types of 
rule that he/she wants to accept (using the accepting template) or reject (using the 
rejecting template). All rules discovered by Apriori are collected into one set and they 
are considered unvalidated (Runv). The human expert selects the validation operator 
and applies it successively to the set of unvalidated rules. Some rules get accepted and 
some rejected (sets Oacc and Orej in Figure 7) by the operator. Then, a further valida-
tion operation could be applied to the set of the remaining unvalidated rules. 

Input:     Set of all discovered rules Rall. 
Output:  Mutually disjoint sets of rules Racc, Rrej , Runv, such that  
              Rall = Racc ∪ Rrej ∪ Runv. 
1. Runv := Rall, Racc := ∅, Rrej := ∅. 
2. while (not TerminateValidationProcess()) begin 
3.           Expert selects a validation operator (say, O) from the set of available  
4.                 validation operators. 
5.           O is applied to Runv. Result: disjoint sets Oacc and Orej . 
6.           Runv := Runv - Oacc - Orej , Racc := Racc ∪ Oacc, Rrej := Rrej ∪ Orej  
     end 

Fig. 7. The algorithm for the rule validation process. 

When the validation process is stopped, the set of all the discovered rules (Rall) is 
split into three disjoint sets: accepted rules (Racc), rejected rules (Rrej), and possibly 
the remaining unvalidated rules (Runv). As shown in Figure 7, several validation 
operators are successively applied to the set of the unvalidated rules until the stopping 
criterion TerminateValidationProcess is reached. The stopping criterion of the valida-
tion process can be specified by the expert and may include conditions such as (a) 
only few rules remain unvalidated, (b) only few rules are validated at a time by one or 
several validation operators, and (c) the total elapsed validation time exceeds the 
predetermined validation time. 

4   Experimental Results 

In this section we propose some experiments performed in order to evaluate the most 
suitable learning system to integrate into the Usage Patterns Extractor. 

4.1   COBWEB vs. EM 

The first experiment concerns the comparison between COBWEB and EM, a prob-
ability-based clustering algorithm. 

The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [6] is a parameter estimation 
method which falls into the general framework of maximum-likelihood estimation, 
and is applied in cases where part of the data are incomplete or “hidden”. It is essen-
tially an iterative optimisation algorithm which, at least under certain conditions, will 
converge to a local maximum of the likelihood function.  
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The goal of clustering is to determine a set of clusters within which the inter-
cluster dissimilarity is maximized, while the intra-cluster one is minimized. The ex-
periment performed in order to compare the two algorithms consisted in measuring 
these dissimilarities. The dissimilarity measures have been computed on the output of 
the two clustering algorithms, using as input files containing 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 
instances, respectively.  

The total intra-cluster dissimilarity is the sum of the intra-cluster dissimilarities of 
each cluster extracted. For each cluster, intra-cluster dissimilarity is the sum of the 
distances of each instance belonging to the cluster from the cluster centre.  
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Fig. 8. Intra-cluster dissimilarity. 
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Comparing the intra-cluster dissimilarity (Figure 8) of the two algorithms, it can be 
noticed that COBWEB outperforms EM (with large sets of examples).  

The total inter-cluster dissimilarity is the sum of distances between the prototypes 
of the k clusters extracted. For each cluster, inter-cluster dissimilarity is the sum of 
distances between the cluster prototype and the other clusters prototypes: 
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where i is the number of clusters processed and j moves between the other clusters 
numbers.  

The distance between clusters prototypes is for nominal attributes, the sum of the 
differences of the frequency values of the prototypes distribution; for numeric attrib-
utes, the difference of the prototypes values, normalized to one; 
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Comparing the inter-cluster dissimilarity of the two algorithms, it can be noticed that 
COBWEB maximizes this value assuming a better performance than EM (Figure 9). 

 

Fig. 9. Inter-cluster dissimilarity. 

The total dissimilarity is the ratio between the intra-cluster dissimilarity and the in-
ter-cluster dissimilarity. Comparing the two algorithms on the total dissimilarity, it 
can be noticed that COBWEB has a better performance than EM. In fact, it minimises 
mainly the total dissimilarity measure, as shown in Figure 10.  

We can conclude that COBWEB outperforms EM. 
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Fig. 10. Total dissimilarity. 

4.2   Test on Association Rules 

We performed several experiments to define the best parameters to be used for in-
creasing the effectiveness of the discovered association rules. 

Table 2. An example of the rules extracted from the analysis of Users’ Preferences. 

Preferences (Support 0.2, Confidence 0.5) 
1. Sachbuch_und_Ratgeber=no 201 ==> Wirtschaft_und_Soziales=no 159 (0.79) 
2. Kultur_und_Geschichte=no 244 ==> Wirtschaft_und_Soziales=no 193 (0.79) 
3. Reise=yes 209 ==> Schule_und_Bildung=no 165 (0.79) 
4. Reise=no 291 ==> Wirtschaft_und_Soziales=no 227 (0.78) 
5. Computer_und_Internet=no 246 ==> Wirtschaft_und_Soziales=no 191 (0.78) 

Test on Preferences 
A first test has been performed on 500 instances, concerning the Preferences attribute 
classes. The rules found (see Table 2) in the course of the experiment provide good 
results: they are meaningful rules to describe the users behavior. 

Test on Clusters 
Another test has been performed on the clusters extracted from the COBWEB algo-
rithm, concerning the Preferences attribute classes as in the previous experiment. We 
have chosen 4 clusters containing respectively 22, 45, 133, 500 instances. 

The cluster with 45 instances provided the better result: it was the one containing 
the most meaningful rules (a subset of these is shown in Table 3), with a large number 
of items in the body containing attribute values = ‘yes’. The tests performed were a 
partial success. In fact, the problem of the large number of zeros into the rules has 
been solved and the association rules extracted appear in the following form “if at-
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tribute = value | category = (yes/no) then attribute = value | category = (yes/no)”, so 
they could supply useful information to a marketing expert.  

Table 3. An example of the rules extracted from the cluster containing 45 instances. 

Preferences (Support 0.2, Confidence 0.8) 
1. Kultur_und_Geschichte=yes Sachbuch_und_Ratgeber=yes 16 ==>  

Computer_und_Internet=yes 15 (0.94) 
2. Computer_und_Internet=yes Reise=no 24 ==> Wirtschaft_und_Soziales=no 22 (0.92) 
3. Reise=no Wissenschaft_und_Technik=yes 19 ==> Computer_und_Internet=yes 16 (0.84) 

Test on User Transactions 
The next step was to consider individual user logs on the Web site. To perform the 
test, 3125 transactions have been simulated. The attributes for each transaction are: 

Attribute Type Description 
date transaction Access date 
User_id transaction Id of the user 
product_category transaction Purchase category 
quantity transaction Purchase products quantity for a category 

In the following, some of the rules obtained are presented: 

1. category=Computer_und_Internet 360 ==> quantity=1 201 (0.56) 
2. category=Belletristik 384 ==> quantity=1 213 (0.55) 
3. category=Wissenschaft_und_Technik 332 ==> quantity=1 164 (0.49) 

Tests on transactions have generated good results (meaningful association rules 
with a low support value), although the large number of purchase quantities with 
value = ‘1’ influenced negatively the association rules extraction. 

Test on Single User Transaction 
Another test performed has been the extraction of association rules from transactions 
of a single user. The attributes used in this test are shown in the following table: 

Attribute Type Description 
date transaction Transaction data 
product_category transaction Purchase category 
dayOfWeek transaction Transaction day of week 
timeOfDay transaction Transaction time of day 
quantity transaction Purchased products quantity for a category  

In this experiment we used 8 users with different number of transactions (user with 
115, 39, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5 transactions), in order to provide a guideline for the selec-
tion of this value over/below whom the algorithm is not effective.  
It has been observed that with less than 20 transactions, the extracted rules reach the 
maximum confidence value. 
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Final Considerations 
Tests performed show that better results can be gathered starting from:  

− preferences attribute classes that supplies rules about behaviors for all users or 
user communities; 

− transactional data for the extraction of rules concerning each single user. 

The two processes are not exclusive but it will be interesting to discover a method 
to merge these two kinds of rules. 

4.3 Test on Validation Operators 

The last experiment concerns the use of validation operators (templates) to ac-
cept/reject the association rules discovered by the APRIORI algorithm. For this test 
we considered an XML file containing 1000 rules obtained by preferences attribute 
classes regarding 500 users, and we applied the accept/reject template to select a sub-
set of the validated rules.  

The template we used accepts all the rules with a Body containing the attribute 
“Computer_und_Internet” with value = “yes”. It can be noticed that the validated 
rules are 54 out of 1000 (Figure 11). Then we applied a template that rejects all rules 
whose Head part that contains the attribute “Reise”. It can be noticed that the rules 
validated (Figure 12) are 56 out of 946 remaining invalidated rules. 

 

Fig. 11. Accepted Rules. 
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Fig. 12. Rejected Rules. 

5   Conclusions 

The practicality of employing Web usage mining techniques in recommender system 
is directly related to the discovery of effective user profiles and usage patterns.  

In this paper we have presented a system that builds the usage patterns (user com-
munities and association rules). The construction of the user communities (clusters) 
was achieved by using unsupervised learning techniques. In particular, we used the 
COBWEB clustering algorithm because we examined the dissimilarity measure on 
COBWEB and EM algorithm and we observed that COBWEB results in better per-
formances as compared to EM. Moreover, we used the APRIORI algorithm to dis-
cover the association rules and we performed several experiments to define the best 
parameters to be used for increasing the effectiveness of the discovered association 
rules. This test showed that it is more interesting to use as attributes the categories of 
interests of the users and their transactional data. 
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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the adaptive User Model component of the 
AthosMail system, and describe especially the Cooperativity Model which pro-
duces recommendations for the appropriate explicitness of the system utter-
ances, depending on the user’s observed competence levels. The Cooperativity 
Model deals with the system’s dialogue control and explicitness of the given in-
formation: these two aspects affect the system’s interaction capabilities and thus 
naturalness of the dialogue as a whole. The model consists of an offline and an 
online version, which use somewhat different input parameters, due to their dif-
ferent functionality in the system. 

1   Introduction 

In recent years, the notion of adaptivity has become more important when building 
spoken interactive systems. The systems are to be used in mobile and versatile envi-
ronment, by various users with different skills, abilities, and requirements, and the 
system’s usefulness and usability are thus increased if its functionality can be tailored 
according to preferences of the various users. In interface design, adaptivity is often 
realised in a static way as a form of personalization whereby the users personalise 
their interfaces according to different colour or sound choices, and provide a list of 
preferences for their personal profiles so as to enable preferred filtering and rating of 
incoming information. Online, dynamic adaptation can be realised in the system’s 
ability to classify users into appropriate categories, e.g. on the basis of their naviga-
tion choices or a list of specific keywords, so as to produce personalised access to 
information sources (e.g. InfoQuest), filtering of interesting news e.g. [1, 11] and 
recommendations for web-browsing [13] or TV programs [4]. Recommendation sys-
tems [5] track preference information of a group by comparing the selected items of 
one user to similar items selected by the other users.  

In the dialogue management research, the focus has been on dialogue strategies, 
and the system’s capability to adapt its initiativeness according to the dialogue situa-
tion seems to result in more successful dialogue systems. For instance, [10] compared 
a user-adaptable and non-adaptable version of an information retrieval system, and 
concluded that the former outperformed the latter. [3] compared an adaptive dialogue 
system to two non-adaptive versions of the same system (one with a system initiative 
and the other with a mixed-initiative dialogue strategy), and found that the adaptive 
system performed better than the others in terms of user satisfaction, dialogue effi-
ciency (number of utterances), and dialogue quality (ASR performance).  

The user may be given an explicit option to change system properties, e.g. the sys-
tem-initiative dialogue strategy to the user-initiative one, depending on the situation 
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[10]. This increases the system’s transparency, and the user’s feeling of being in con-
trol of the system adds to user satisfaction. However, from the point of view of inter-
action, it is important that the systems also exhibit capability to adapt and adjust their 
behavioral patters automatically according to various types of users, various situa-
tions, and various user actions. For instance, [17] observes that it is safer for begin-
ners to be closely guided by the system, while experienced users like to take the ini-
tiative which results in more efficient dialogues in terms of decreased average 
completion time and a decreased average number of utterances. People also tend to 
adapt their behaviour to the speech partner, which suggests that a system that adapts 
itself to the user’s behaviour could make human-computer interaction more natural, 
too. [13] investigated adaptivity and adaptability in a spreadsheet application, and 
ended up proposing a system that suggests adaptations to the user: he observed that 
the users wanted to influence the timing and content of adaptations, but the control-
ling of adaptivity was too demanding a task for the user alone, so the system should 
provide assistance and be helpful in cases where adaptation is possible. In the small 
experiment conducted by [7], the users’ interaction patterns were visualized using a 
reinforcement-based learning strategy for the action chains that have occurred in the 
previous dialogues. Although the corpus was not large enough for statistical conclu-
sions, there were a few examples which can be considered as indications of the pat-
terns that can vary across individual users, and which could be learnt by the system in 
its attempts to adapt and anticipate the user’s behaviour.  

In spoken dialogue systems, the User Model (UM) component takes care of this 
kind of adaptation: it records the user characteristics and allows the system to tailor its 
responses so that expectations about natural and enjoyable interaction could be ful-
filled. From early on, the UM research focused on providing information that would 
be appropriate to the user’s level of expertise, i.e. the new information is presented in 
the form that the user is most likely to understand correctly [2, 14]. 

The main goal of the EU-project DUMAS is to develop a prototype interactive 
email system, AthosMail, with components that would make the user’s interaction 
with the system more flexible and natural. The purpose of the User Model component 
in AthosMail is three-fold: 

1) to provide flexibility and variation in the system utterances, 
2) to allow the users to interact with the system in a more natural way, 
3) to allow developers to implement and test machine learning techniques. 

These goals are exemplified by the User Model design which takes into account: 

1) Flexible representation for encoding the system utterances and using this for utter-
ance generation, 

2) System functionality that records the user’s actions and behaviour, and estimates 
the user’s competence levels that will be further used to give recommendations on 
the appropriate way of responding, 

3) Machine-learning module that provides views to the user’s mailbox by classifying 
messages on the basis of their content and the user’s interest.  

In this paper we focus on the goals (1) and (2): the system’s ability to support natu-
ral interaction according to the user’s perceived competence levels. Section 2 dis-
cusses User Modelling in the AthosMail system, and Section 3 describes the adapta-
tion in the Cooperativity Model in detail. We will conclude with a summary of the 
first expertise evaluation in Section 4, and views for future research in Section 5. 
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2   User Modelling in AthosMail 

The following sub-components have been considered relevant to the AthosMail sys-
tem: 

1) Message Prioritization. This allows the system to sort out incoming messages so 
that the messages that the user most likely finds interesting and important are in 
the beginning of the list. The importance of a message is a function of user ac-
tions: what the user has done earlier with the same kind of messages. For instance, 
if the user has always deleted messages from ‘Frank’ without reading or listening 
those messages first, it is pretty obvious that the messages from ‘Frank’ are not 
very important for the user. The message priority component analyses message 
features such as the sender, received group, subject, keywords and topics, and 
gives a score from -1 to +1 to each of these pieces of information separately. The 
importance of the whole message is a weighted sum of the scores of message fea-
tures. 

2) Goal Guessing. This allows the system to make educated guesses about the user’s 
goals and behavioural patterns in the interaction situation. The main benefit of the 
suggestions is to help dialogue management to decide what to do when there is 
uncertainty of the user action because of bad speech recognition. The goal sugges-
tions can also be used to help e.g. online tutoring system to give more relevant 
guidance to the user. 

3) Cooperativity Model. This component allows the system to give recommendations 
on the explicitness level of the system utterances depending on the user’s compe-
tence level, and the level of dialogue control exerted by the system depending on 
ASR success. If there seems to be a dialogue problem which originates from lim-
ited user expertise, the user will be given more explicit guidance, and if the fault is 
in speech recognizer or in language understanding, the system assumes a more ac-
tive role and takes more initiative. The two variables involved are dialogue act 
specific explicitness (DASEX) and initiative (INIT). The component consists of 
an online and offline parts. 

4) Message Categorization. This component allows the system to compare the in-
coming messages to the existing ones, and to cluster messages according to their 
topical similarity with the existing messages. The content-based categorization is 
based on the Random Indexing vector space methodology [15], which accumu-
lates semantic representations of words based on co-occurrence statistics. 

5) User Preferences. These are fixed properties of the user dealing with aspects like 
the preferred speaking style, speed, and voice, or the preferred message senders 
and topics.  

Figure 1 gives an overview of the various User Model components in AthosMail. 
The components produce recommendations for the Dialogue Manager Module which 
uses the recommendations in its own planning and generator components to decide on 
the next action. The recommendations concern the appropriate level of explicitness in 
the responses (DASEX), whether the system should assume dialogue control (INIT), 
and how the message list is best presented to the user when she logs in (ViewList). 
The recommendations are combined in the system’s response planner that produces 
an utterance plan which can be realised in different languages using the system’s 
presentation components. For instance, when the user is a novice, the Cooperativity 
component recommends the system to produce longer and more explicit utterances 
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than when the user is familiar with the system and its functionality. The UM recom-
mendations can also be used in the interpretation of the user utterances in order to 
propose expectations of the user’s vocabulary and likely next actions. In the begin-
ning of the interaction, the default user preferences are loaded into the system from 
the UM. 

 

Fig. 1. The AthosMail User Model Component Architecture. 

The system monitors and records the user’s actions in general, but also specifically 
on each possible system act. Thus the system can provide help tailored with respect to 
the user’s familiarity with individual acts. For instance, the user may need more help 
with commands that she does not use so often like CONFIRM or REPEAT. The users 
may, of course, be familiar with similar commands, but unless the users have tried the 
commands as part of the current system’s functionality, it is controversial whether 
their skill with respect to the whole system can be said to be comprehensive, or 
whether part of it is extrapolated via adaptation from some earlier experience. The 
current UM model does not take into account the user’s earlier experience with 
speech-based systems, but only their experience with AthosMail.  

Explicitness in the system replies goes down when the user is more familiar with 
the commands, i.e. the replies become more implicit concerning the information the 
user needs to know at each dialogue point.  However, explicit confirmation is always 
given whenever the user attempts to perform some of the destructive actions like 
cancelling the previous command or deleting a message, regardless of the user’s fa-
miliarity with the system. It should be noticed that some users might want to opt out 
from this choice, but the choice was motivated by practical consideration of the pre-
sent-day speech recognizers: to make sure that the user command was correctly inter-
preted, an explicit confirmation is the safest option for irreversible actions. 
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3   Examples of the Cooperativity Model 

The User Model component is based on the existing views of what a user model 
should contain and on project specific requirements of how the user model can be 
used in the system. For instance, the Cooperativity Model is seen as a continuation of 
the refinement and filtering mechanism where the system’s communicative goal is 
filtered through communicative obligations [7]. While the obligations are expressed 
as rules according to which the system’s utterance is generated, the Cooperativity 
Model uses two parameters, explicitness and control, based on the system’s knowl-
edge of the current dialogue situation and user expertise.  

The support for adaptive performance is motivated by the fact that the users vary in 
their knowledge and experience with speech-based interactive systems; they need 
help in learning to use a new system, and often need additional information about the 
various commands of the system. The two variables involved in specifying recom-
mendations to the Dialogue Manager are dialogue act specific explicitness (DASEX) 
and dialogue control or initiative (INIT). The higher the explicitness value, the more 
explicitly the system dialogue act will be presented. The value range is: 1 = taciturn, 2 
= normal, 3 = explicit. The higher the initiative value, the more the system controls 
the dialogue; the value range is: 1 = passive, 2 = declarative, 3 = guiding, 4 = direc-
tive. Since the effects of explicitness and initiative on the surface generation of utter-
ances often overlap, the effect of the two variables is integrated into a unified Coop-
erativity Model. Table 1 gives a summary of utterance level integration. 

Table 1. The effect of Initiative and Explicitness value combinations on the surface generation 
of utterances. 

PROMPTS    

INIT/DASEX (1) TACITURN (2) NORMAL (3) EXPLICIT 
(1) PASSIVE options: none 

extra options: no 
prompts: none 

options: short 
extra options: no 
prompts: none 

INIT =+1 

(2) 
DECLARATIVE 

options: short 
extra options: no 
prompts: none 

options: medium 
extra options: no 
prompts: open 

options: long 
extra options: no  
prompts: open 

(3) GUIDING DASEX  =+1 options: medium 
extra options: no 
prompts: question 

options: long 
extra options: yes 
prompt: question 

(4) DIRECTIVE DASEX  =+1 options: medium 
extra options: no 
prompt: 
chunk by chunk 

options: long 
extra options: yes 
prompt: 
chunk by chunk 

The division of the dialogue control levels is partly based on that of [16], who es-
tablished a categorization of four initiative modes: a) directive, where the computer 
has full control and recommends the next subgoal needed to proceed with the task, b) 
suggestive, where the system still holds the initiative and makes suggestions about 
subgoals but is willing to change the course of the dialogue according to stated user 
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preferences, c) declarative, where the user is in control, but the system may provide 
relevant unsolicited information, and d) passive, where the user has complete dialogue 
control and the system does not recommend subgoals. The parameters that contribute 
to the initiative value, as well as the respective weights of the parameters, are in part 
based on those introduced in [18] and [9]. 

The User Model consists of two modules: the online and offline modules. They use 
somewhat different input parameters due to their different roles in the system func-
tionality. The offline module keeps track of relevant dialogue history and, based on 
that, calculates default values for explicitness and control. The offline parameters 
include the number of help requests (OHLP), timeouts (OTIM), and speech recogni-
tion problems (misunderstandings, OMIS), and the module weighs them according to 
their frequency and recency. In addition, the module tracks the number of sessions the 
user has had with the system (NSES), and then calculates the user’s general expertise 
level (GEX), default initiative and dialogue act specific explicitness (DDASEX). At 
the beginning of each session, the default values are passed from the offline module to 
the online module, and placed as the values of the active explicitness and initiative 
parameters. The online module modifies the default values according to the changing 
circumstances in the current dialogue. The online component calculates the explicit-
ness and initiative values, based on parameters that deal with the number of help re-
quests, timeouts, interruptions, ASR Confidence (ASRC), utterance length (UTTL), 
number of cancels (NUMC), etc. The dialogue events that take place during a session 
are recorded and relayed to the offline component at the end of the session. This way, 
the offline module tracks long-term developments, whereas the online module reacts 
to specific situations at runtime. Accordingly, the offline parameters change more 
slowly in order to round off coincidental fluctuation, while the online module reacts 
rather quickly to the user’s actions, so that the user’s adaptation to the system func-
tionality can be addressed runtime immediately. The parameters and their values are 
described in more detail in [8]. 

Each system utterance type has three different surface realizations corresponding to 
the DASEX values. The higher the DASEX value, the more additional information 
the surface realization will include. The value is used for choosing between the sur-
face realizations. The following two examples have been translated from their original 
Finnish forms. 

Example 1: A speech recognition error message. 
DASEX = 1: I didn't understand. 
DASEX = 2: I'm sorry, I didn't understand. Please speak clearly, but do not over-

articulate, and speak only after the beep. 
DASEX = 3: I'm sorry, I didn't understand, I may have misheard what you said. 

Please speak clearly, but do not over-articulate, and speak only after the beep. To hear 
examples of what you can say to the system, say 'what now'. 

Example 2: Basic information about a message chosen from a listing of messages 
from a particular sender. 

DASEX = 1: First message, about "reply: sample file". 
DASEX = 2: First message, about "reply: sample file". Say 'tell me more', if you 

want more details. 
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DASEX = 3: First message, about "reply: sample file". Say 'read', if you want to 
hear the messages, or 'tell me more', if you want to hear a summary and the send date 
and length of the message. 

The examples show the basic idea behind the DASEX effect on surface generation. 
In the first example, the novice user is given additional information about how to try 
and avoid ASR problems. In both examples, some possible commands are hinted at.  

The effect of dialogue control or initiative (INIT) to the surface realizations is de-
scribed by way of an example depicted in Table 2. Detailed parameter calculations 
have been substituted by verbal descriptions. 

Table 2. An example dialogue demonstrating the effect of control and explicitness values on 
utterance generation. 

utterances (U = user, S = system) relevant parameter values, notes 
  

U: Read Tim's message. ASR output = "read John's message" 

S: There are no messages from John. 
You have messages from Abdul, Tim,  
Jaana, and Horst. 
 

The system misheard the sender's  
name. Since there are no messages  
from John in the current mail  
folder, the system suspects an ASR  
error and raises the INIT value by  
one (to two). 

U: Read Tim's message. ASR output = "read John's message" 

S: Sorry, I didn't understand. The senders  
in the current folder Inbox are Abdul, Tim,  
Jaana, and Horst. Whose message would  
you like to read? 
 

The system hears the same thing  
again, which is a further clue  
(although tiny) that the ASR con- 
ditions are poor. The speech rec- 
ognizer also reports a low confi- 
dence value. Since a problem was  
suspected in the previous round as  
well, there is enough evidence for  
the system to raise the dialogue  
control (INIT) level again, to  
three. The system starts to guide  
the dialogue more closely. 

U: Tim's message please. ASR output = "John's message  
first" 

S: Sorry, I didn't understand. You can refer 
to a message by its number, its sender's  
names, and its relative position in the  
message list. Do you want to choose the  
message by sender or by number? 
 

The system can't make sense of the  
ASR output. INIT is raised to the  
highest level, and the system  
walks the user forwards stage by  
stage. 
 

U: Sender. ASR output = "sender" 

S: The senders in the current folder Inbox  
are Abdul, Tim, Jaana, and Horst. Please  
say the sender's name whose message you  
would like to hear. 

 

U: Tim. ASR output = "tim" 

S: A message from Tim about What 
where.  
Hi Bat, did you tape the Beckett yester-
day?  
I missed it, darn. Tim. End of message. 

The message is played out to the  
user. The command is completed  
successfully. If no further ASR  
problems are detected, the INIT  
value starts to drop. 
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4   Expert Evaluations 

Prior to usability tests, we have conducted a preliminary qualitative expert evaluation, 
which has provided some important insights into the design of system utterances in 
relation to user expertise. We interviewed a group of 5 experts of interactive systems 
(two women and three men) who had earlier experience in interactive systems and 
interface design but who were unfamiliar with the current system and with interactive 
email systems in general. Each interview included three walkthroughs of our system. 

All interviewees agreed on one major theme, namely that the system should be as 
friendly and reassuring as possible towards novices. Dialogue systems can be intimi-
dating to new users, and many people are so afraid of making mistakes that they give 
up after the first communication failure, regardless of what caused it. Four of the five 
experts agreed that in an error situation the system should signal the user that the 
machine is to blame, but that there are things that the user can do in case she wants to 
help the system in the task. The system should apologize for being imperfect but also 
ensure that the user doesn't get feelings of guilt of not being able to act in the correct 
way. For instance, the responses in Example 1 were considered too much accusing the 
user in this way. 

What novice users also need are error messages that do not bother the user with 
technical matters that concern only the designers. For instance, when ASR errors 
occur, a novice user doesn't need information about error codes or characteristics of 
the speech recognizer; but the system can simply talk about not hearing correctly. A 
reference to a piece of equipment that does the job is unnecessary and the user should 
not be burdened with it. 

Experienced users, on the other hand, wish to hear only the essentials. All our in-
terviewees agreed that at the highest skill level the system prompts should be as terse 
as possible, to the point of being blunt. Politeness words like I'm sorry are not neces-
sary at this level, because the expert's attitude towards the system is very pragmatic: 
they see it as a tool, know its limitations, and "rudeness" on the part of the system 
doesn't scare or annoy them anymore. However, it is not clear how this change in 
politeness when migrating from novice to expert levels actually affects the user’s 
perception of the system; at least the transition should be gradual and not too fast. 
There may also be cultural differences regarding politeness rules. 

Usability issues are easy to overlook when investigating and developing adaptive 
systems. Badly designed adaptivity decreases usability as it may confuse the user; and 
it is thus essential that the system is consistent in its use of concepts, and manner of 
speech. 

5   Conclusions 

Previous studies concerning user modelling in various interactive applications and 
dialogue systems have shown the importance of UM in making the interaction with 
the system more efficient and more enjoyable. In this paper we have focused on the 
design of an adaptive User Model component and its realization in the AthosMail 
system. The User Model consists of several components that are meant to support 
adaptation in interaction, presentation, and search. We provided a more detailed view 
of the Cooperativity Model which integrates initiative handling and explicitness by 
combining various parameters and their values in order to provide recommendations 
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to the system about appropriate ways to convey information and control the dialogue. 
The model is language independent, and it is being integrated into the multilingual 
AthosMail system. 

We have conducted the first user studies to test the Cooperativity model as part of 
the complete AthosMail system. However, more extensive user studies are needed to 
evaluate the model’s validity and usability in spoken language interfaces. The com-
bined effect of dialogue control and explicitness is complex, and requires careful 
testing. We also plan to evaluate the system at three different sites using English, 
Finnish and Swedish users. User tests with the visually impaired are under prepara-
tion, too.  
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Abstract. Implementing personalisation in Web Directories depends not only 
on developing appropriate architectures and equipping Web Directories with 
adaptation techniques, but also on incorporating human factors considerations 
at an early design stage. Among a range of human factors this paper explores 
cognitive styles and their influence on users’ preferences. Preferences with re-
spect to the organisation and presentation of the content, and the navigation 
paths are identified through a small-scale study. The findings are analysed and 
used to implement a prototype Web Directory Browser, gearing interface fea-
tures to cognitive style-related preferences. 

Keywords: Personalisation, User Interfaces, Web-based Information Retrieval, 
Cognitive Styles. 

1   Introduction 

The importance of personalisation has been demonstrated by research works in sev-
eral areas, where human factors, such as level of knowledge, cognitive characteristics, 
purpose and goals have been shown playing import role in providing successful per-
sonalisation [1, 10]. In the context of Web-based Information Retrieval (IR), a num-
ber of previous works [2,6,7,8] have indicated that personalisation can support users 
performance in information seeking. Nevertheless, users of Web-based IR systems 
still encounter a number of challenging situations: (a) search results are not clearly 
interpretable and relevant to users’ individual preferences; (b) there is a lack of ap-
propriate navigation support for users with different needs; and (c) search options and 
format presentations are not flexible enough to align with different users’ tasks, be-
haviours, and experience. One possible explanation is that most current search en-
gines do not take into account human factors and serve all users in the same manner 
using an index of “global” importance based on the linkage structure of the web, such 
as in Google’s PageRank algorithm. In addition, browsing information organised in 
structured hierarchies, such as those offered by the Web Directories of search en-
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gines, also does not help many users: browsing is an inherently interactive activity, 
and relies on users constructing both a mental model of the information structure and 
the knowledge to be assimilated [3]. Some users face difficulties in forming a cogni-
tive model or map of the structure and consequently they become lost in the informa-
tion space [9]. Therefore, it is important to “learn” the underlying cognitive processes 
of the mental model in order to obtain a holistic view about the user’s behaviour 
[11,12].  

Along these lines, this paper focuses on cognitive styles which are particularly in-
fluential in forming a mental model, as they relate to an individual’s preferred and 
habitual approach to organising and representing information [12]. The paper starts 
with a theoretical discussion on cognitive styles and then develops a new model of 
users’ profiling in Web Directories based on relationships identified between cogni-
tive styles and content, structure and presentation aspects of Web Directories. Lastly, 
a prototype personalised interface is implemented. 

2   Exploring the Preferences of the Cognitive Style Groups 

Cognitive styles are described as general tendencies of individuals to process infor-
mation in particular ways. Within the area of cognitive styles, Witkin’s Field Depend-
ence has been extensively studied, because it reflects the degree to which a user’s 
perception or comprehension of information is affected by the surrounding perceptual 
or contextual field: Field Dependent (FD) individuals tend to perceive objects as a 
whole, whereas Field Independent (FI) individuals focus on each part of the object 
[14]. 

Previous research has revealed that users’ cognitive styles significantly influence 
their reaction to the user interface in terms of formats [5], accessibility [4,12], and 
structure [3]. Results from these studies suggest that different cognitive style groups 
favour different interface features provided by web-based applications. Therefore, 
one may hypothesize: 

• FI users are less affected by external format/structure, whereas FD user are easily 
influenced by external format/structure; 

• FI users adopt an active approach in locating information, whereas FD users adopt 
a passive approach in locating information; 

• FI users tend to focus on detailed aspects of information space, whereas FD users 
tend to see a global picture of information space. 

A small-scale study was conducted with a sample of 57 computer science students 
to investigate the above hypotheses. All participants had the basic computing and 
Internet skills. The research instruments included three Web Directories with differ-
ent interface features, Cognitive Style Analysis to measure participants’ cognitive 
styles, and an Exit Questionnaire to identify users’ perceptions and attitudes towards 
the interface features of the examined Web Directories. Despite the fact that partici-
pants volunteered to take part in the experiment, they were extremely evenly distrib-
uted in terms of cognitive styles: 17 were FD (7 female/10 male), 21 were FI (10 
female/11 male), and 19 were Intermediate (9 female/10 male).  
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The experiment used a with-in subject design. Each participant used three specific 
Web Directories, namely Google, AltaVista and Lycos, in order to cover different 
types of Web Directories (see Fig. 1a-c). Indeed, these three directories differ in the 
interface features, content organisation, search results presentation and structure. 
Google was chosen for its simplicity in terms of interface design, whereas Lycos was 
chosen for its complexity. Furthermore, AltaVista adopts a design that comes in-
between the other two designs.  

In order to identify users’ real perceptions, participants were allocated one hour to 
perform a practical task, designed to focus on users’ browsing through the content of 
each Web Directory and on content presentation. The content presented in each Di-
rectory varies, and this is reflected in the task activities shown in Fig. 1d; nevertheless 
all the activities are of the same nature, putting emphasis on analysis and synthesis. 
For example, analysis of the activity “[find] bingo software to play with friends”, 
may lead a participant to identify the keyword “bingo” and synthesise this keyword 
with the term “software” and with the requirement the software should allow multi 
players at the same time.  

The Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) by Riding was selected as the instrument to 
measure the cognitive style dimension investigated in this study because it allows 
Field Dependent competence to be positively measured rather than inferred from poor 
Field Independent capability. In addition, the CSA offers computerized administra-
tion and scoring. It measures what the authors refer to as a Wholist/Analytic (WA) 
dimension, considering it equivalent to Field Dependence [13].  

A paper-based questionnaire was applied to collect participants’ perceptions and 
attitudes towards the Web Directories. Three open-ended questions were related to 
users’ opinions about strengths and weaknesses of each Web Directory as well as 
problems encountered. Thirty closed questions with a range of predetermined replies 
attempted to identify perceptions towards interface features; questionnaires were 
filled in in 15 minutes. 

Data collected from closed statements of the questionnaire were coded for analysis 
using SPSS 10.0. The participants’ cognitive style was the independent variable and 
their choices from a range of options were the dependent variable. The analysis used 
frequency tables in order to find differences among the three cognitive style groups. 
Data obtained from the Exit Questionnaire were used to identify participants’ most 
relevant preferences with respect to features of Web Directories. Among 30 closed 
statements, 10 items have shown significant meaning in our context and used for 
further processing. The preferences identified are explained in more detail in the 
statistical analysis presented in the following section.  

3   Identifying Preferences and Relations to Interface Features 

The analysis of the user responses identified similarities in preferences of contents 
organisation, search results presentation, and navigation structure. In terms of the 
organisation of the information space, FD and FI users showed different preferences 
as far as the number of main categories and sub-categories are concerned. 11 FD 
users (65%) prefer contents organised in many main categories and fewer sub-
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categories, while FI users (N=15, 71%) favour a small number of main categories 
with many more sub-categories. This may be interpreted as a tendency of FD users to 
obtain a global view of the information space; in direct matching with the holistic 
strategies they use. Conversely, FI users take a serialistic approach concentrating on 
procedural details. In addition, FI and FD users also favoured different ways for the 
directories’ categories organisation. FI users (N=13, 62%) consider alphabetical order 
as the most effective way, whilst FD users (N=11, 65%) appreciate an organisation 
on the basis of relevance. This behaviour of FI users maybe indicate preference to 
active strategies for information seeking; deciding on their own path [14]. FD users’ 
behaviour, in contrast, tend to be more passive, as they rely on the level of relevance 
to guide them in finding out the meaningful information [14]. 

 
(a) Google Interface Design (b) Lycos Interface Design 

Directory Activities 

- Web sites on chinese music. 
- Bingo software to play with  
friends. 

- Instructions on writing CVs 
- Description of Manchester  
Library and its Information  
Services 

- Personal data of Van Gogh. 
- Glossary of theological terms  

(c) Lycos Interface Design (d) Task Activities  

Fig. 1. Web directories and information seeking activities used in the experiments. 

With respect to the presentation of search results, FI users prefer an alphabetical 
arrangement (N=12, 57%), considering understandable headings and sub-headings as 
the most important thing in finding information quickly (N=11, 52%). They are very 
goal-oriented, and seem to exhibit strong ability in performing perceptual and con-
ceptual tasks and actively segmenting information into relevant parts. By contrary, 
FD users (N=10, 59%) prefer the extra support offered when results are presented on 
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the basis of their relevance. It was revealed that the holistic/serialistic strategies 
adopted by FD/FI users also influence their preferences of results presentation with 
respect to the sub-categories. Listing the sub-categories first, followed by the corre-
sponding search results can help a FD user to get an overview of the relevant infor-
mation space and available resources (N=11, 65%). On the contrary FI users adopt a 
serialistic strategy: seeing the results first followed by the sub-categories allows them 
to access their targets directly (N=15, 71%). 

In terms of navigation, the findings show that FI users prefer a depth-first naviga-
tion path, while FD users outperform in a breadth-first path. 11 FD users (65%) pre-
fer main categories and their relevant sub-categories on different pages. Conversely, 
16 FI users (76%) would appreciate the main categories and sub-categories to be 
presented on the same page, and 10 FI users (48%) prefer the sub-categories to be 
placed under the main categories. Furthermore, 15 FI users (71%) would like the 
subject categories are arranged vertically (from top to bottom), whilst 11 FD users 
(65%) favour that the subject categories are arranged horizontally (from left to right). 
These results imply that a FD user needs clear, planned structure and reinforcement 
in the use of Web Directories. Thus the system should provide them with authorita-
tive guidance to restructure their personal information space, as the presence of mas-
sive information and the absence of external structure may delay FD users’ informa-
tion seeking. However, the structure of the Web Directories does not interfere with FI 
users, whose cognitive skill is good in restructuring. 

4   A Personalised Interface for Web Directories 

It has been made clear from the above analysis that FD/|FI groups’ preferences differ 
with regards to contents organisation. Fig. 2a presents an implementation example 
based on our Prototype Web Directory Browser (PWDB). Most populated second-
level sub-categories are placed under the main subject categories (FI users’ prefer-
ence), whilst an overview of the sub-categories space is also provided through the 
sub-categories menu (FD users’ preference).  

As far as search results presentation is concerned, one of the solutions to accom-
modate different cognitive style groups’ preferences is to allow the users to see both 
the results and sub-categories at the same time by using multiple frames. Multiple 
frames can provide navigation controls in one frame that always stay visible, even if 
the contents of another frame change. Fig.2b shows how the PWDB accommodates 
the needs of FI and FD users. Two frames are used to present information. The left 
frame lists the sub-categories for FD users to see all of the available resources, and 
the right frame allows FI users to examine the results directly. When the users click 
on a relevant result from the right frame, the corresponding web page is presented; 
the left frame remains unaltered in order to let users see all of the available resources. 
The resources shown in the right frame of Fig. 2b are arranged in order of relevance. 
Clicking on “View in alphabetical order” allows FI users to see the resources in al-
phabetical order. 
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In terms of personalising the navigation structure, FD and FI users favour different 
paths to navigate through the space. In the PWDB, the pop-up window in Fig. 3 al-
lows users’ access to the content through a sub-category’s hyperlink (this aligns with 
the preferences of FD users), whilst at the same time the top three resources-rich sub-
categories are shown under the main categories. 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Contents organisation for FI/FD users using multiple menus. (b) Presentation of 
results in terms of relevance to Field Independent/Dependent users using multiple frames. 

 

Fig. 3. Presentation of sub-categories to Field Dependent users using pop-up. 

Our study also indicates that FI and FD users favour different ways to organise the 
subject categories. Fig. 4a shows an example of interface design that adopts alpha-
betical order (FI users preference). Moreover, FD users can get additional support by 
first right-clicking on the main category of interest and then on the “Show relevance” 
menu item. Subsequently, the relevant subject categories, such as for example 
“Games”, “Recreation” and “Sports”, are highlighted with the same colours (see 
Fig. 4b). 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Providing additional support to FD users using the “Show relevance” menu item. 

5   Conclusions 

Web Directories let users decide their searching and browsing strategies by them-
selves. In this context, the user interface becomes the major channel to convey infor-
mation: a well designed and friendly enough interface is thus the key element in help-
ing users to get the best results quickly. This paper identified the interface preferences 
of three cognitive style groups by means of a small-scale study, and implemented a 
prototype Web Directory browser that accommodates their needs in terms of person-
alising the content, structure, and presentation.  
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Abstract. This paper presents research efforts targeted at the development of a 
generic framework providing support for automated user interface (UI) adapta-
tion. We have developed a generic java-based adaptation framework that com-
bines the advantages of manual and automated adaptation. This framework sup-
ports the addition and removal of modular adaptation mechanisms. The 
framework is based on a generic UI markup language (XUL) allowing the man-
ual addition of semantic meta-information at design time. Users may add vari-
ous adaptive transformations as well as making use of various built-in modules. 
The framework supports transformation in both SAX and DOM. In addition a 
supplied fragmentation mechanism automates the decomposition of UIs into UI 
pages that fit device specific resource limits. The framework has been evaluated 
on simple case studies doing various experiments, for example, cost of 
fragmentation and speed comparison of SAX and DOM transformations. 

1   Introduction 

With the advent of the mobile computing paradigm, a wide range of mobile comput-
ing devices has emerged (e.g. PDAs, smart phones, handheld computers etc). It has 
been predicted that within two years there will be over one billion mobile devices 
with access to services and information through the Internet. Due to the proliferation 
of new classes of device accessing services on the web, the design of the UI has be-
come one of the major challenges for these devices. The main reason for restricting 
UIs that are to be implemented for these mobile devices is that they share some com-
mon constraints: small display, limited input devices, low bandwidth, slow proces-
sors, small memories, limited power. Even as mobile devices improve (e.g. with ex-
panded memory and faster processors), the process of developing an application 
targeting wireless devices will be substantially decelerated if the UI must be com-
pletely redesigned and re-implemented from scratch for each device. 

This paper presents generic software architecture for an adaptive UI development 
system. This system is based on a standard abstract UI description language, XUL, 
which is shared among different platforms. The main functionality of this system is 
the tailoring and transforming of UIs. 

2   Overview of Related Work  

Various approaches have been proposed and developed to allow different devices 
access a single server-side implementation. A specialized gateway can automatically 
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translate HTML content to WML content for WAP devices [3, 7]. This approach 
allows developers to ignore the device the interface will be rendered on and instead 
focus on producing high quality UIs. The W3C consortium has also been looking at 
different means of characterizing diverse display devices, for instance CC/PP descrip-
tions using RDF [13] and DIA [14]. These approaches intend to support accurate and 
appropriate dynamic UI adaptation. 

Traditional UI languages were mostly designed with a specific environment in 
mind. The design of a UI in an abstract language and the explicit mapping to a con-
crete UI language is more flexible and provides a more future-proof solution. There 
are several existing or developing XML-based UI specification languages, for exam-
ple, UIML [4, 2] is a high-level representation for presentation and dialog data. But it 
is not capable of describing the design rationale of a UI. XForms [11] is the next gen-
eration of HTML forms and provides some level of separation between the actual data 
and its presentation. However, it is not powerful enough to serve as a universal inter-
change representation.  

XUL [12, 6] is an XML-compliant presentation specification for creating light 
weight, cross-platform, device-independent UIs. It uses templates in combination with 
RDF data sources to generate dynamic UIs. The main attractiveness of XUL lies in 
the fact that one language can serve a multitude of target languages. The layout and 
look-and-feel of XUL applications can be altered independently of the XUL applica-
tion definition and logic due to the fact that it provides a clear separation between the 
client application definition and programming logic, presentation and language spe-
cific widgets. The limitation of using XUL is that it is more limited in scope than 
XIML or UIML. It is an XML based grammar for specifying static GUIs. It lacks a 
way of describing UIs not defined by distinct graphical objects (e.g. voice, speech).  

We choose to use XUL, a standard descriptive language for UI design, instead of 
inventing a new kind of description language because this description language offers 
us re-usability, portability and extensibility properties. 

3   Software Architecture for Adaptation 

Figure 1 shows the main architectural components of this framework. The general 
philosophy in this model is to form a generic architecture for providing thin client 
interfaces (that run in the client devices, not the server). Furthermore, this framework 
makes use of the Xalan-XSLT-processor [1] by the Apache group and the JAXP [9] 
package from Sun. 

3.1   Client Inputs 

The XUL, XML and the associated XSL specifications, are created by the clients at 
design time with a normal text editor, and are the required inputs to this system:  

UI Specication: developers specify UIs using XUL based on the logical structure of 
the UI. It is prudent for developers to explicitly specify whether each XUL element 
can be split or not by giving a yes/no value to the 'breakable’ attribute of each ele-
ment. 

Device Specication: all physical constraints on the target device (i.e. memory capac-
ity, screen size, resolution etc) on which the UI will be displayed are specified in 
standard XML format. 
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Fig. 1. Generic Architecture for adaptive Uis. 

Transformation Style Sheet: all generic XUL interface elements in the UI specifica-
tion can be transformed to a device-specific default format by applying the trans-
formation rules that are specified in XSL. Each type of device possesses its own 
style sheet. Currently we have implemented default style sheets for HTML and 
XHTML for experimental purposes. The selection of a style sheet is based on the 
client's preferences.  

3.2   Fragmentation Engine 

The fragmentation engine (fig.1) manages the fragmentation process which paginates 
a single UI into a set of coherent UIs, each of which is capable of being displayed on 
the target device. The UI specification is forwarded to a cache that manages the cach-
ing of UI fragments. The fragmentation decision-making machine compares the size 
of a UI that is specified in the UI specification with the display size of the target de-
vice, which is specified in the device specification via SAX filters. If the size of the 
UI exceeds the display size of the target device, the fragmentation processor will be 
triggered to decide how many fragments need to be formed. Once the number of 
fragments is determined, each UI fragment can be formed by using the split processor, 
which fetches the device properties from the fragmentation decision making machine 
and employs the SAX parser or SAXWriter to write the UI elements into the corre-
sponding files in terms of XUL element tags. Finally, each written fragment is stored 
in the cache until the completion of the fragmentation process. Further details of the 
new fragmentation approach that has been adopted by this component is covered 
in [5]. 
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3.3   Transformation Engine 

The transformation engine (fig.1) takes responsibility for transforming either each 
fragmented page or the UI specification to a device-specific one. Our transformation 
engine encompasses both the DOM transformation engine and SAX transformation 
engine, with the DOM transformation engine being set as the default engine. Inter-
nally, this component comprises four possible different architectures:  

1. Using a DOM transformation engine to transform each fragmented page. In this 
case, the following constituents are obtained:  
DOM Builder: It is responsible for constructing a DOM tree for each page in 

memory.  
DOM Navigation Processor: It takes responsibility for adding navigation links as 

nodes on the DOM tree of each page.  
DOM Parallel Transformation Engine: Each page can be transformed to the 

device-specific format in parallel by DOM transformers. 
2. Using a SAX transformation engine to transform each fragmented page. In this 

case, two subcomponents are supplied: 
SAX Navigation Processor: It takes responsibility for adding navigation links by 

means of using SAXWriter or SAX parser to write additional <link> ele-
ments to each page. Each <link> element contains a “src” attribute that 
points to the destination page.  

SAX Parallel Transformation Processor: Each page can be transformed to the 
device-specific format in parallel by SAX transformers. 

3. Using a DOM transformation engine to transform the UI specification explicitly. 
In this scenario, the UI specification is parsed by the DOM parser, which con-
structs the corresponding DOM tree in memory. Subsequently, the result of the 
DOM parser will be transformed by the DOM transformer with supplied transfor-
mation style sheet to a device-specific UI specification. 

4. Using a SAX transformation engine to transform the UI specification explicitly. 
The SAX transformation engine exploits filter pipelined architecture. The UI 
specification and a reader are encapsulated as a Source object. The transformer 
sets up an internal object as the content handler for filter2, and tells it to parse the 
input source; filter2, in turns, sets up as the content handler for filter1, and tells it 
to parse the input source; filter1, in turns, tells the SAX parser to parse the input 
source. The SAX parser does so, generating SAX events which it passes to filter1; 
filter1, acting in its capacity as a content handler, processes the events and does its 
transformations. Then, acting in its capacity as a SAX reader (XMLReader), it 
sends SAX events to filter2; filter2 does the same, sending its events to the trans-
former's content handler, which generates the output stream. 

4   Evaluation 

A simple college book online ordering demo has been developed to demonstrate the 
adaptation capabilities of our generic framework. A small Mozilla application for this 
demo rendered on a PDA and a desktop computer (HTML) is shown in the appendix. 
A one-page PC presentation is paginated into a 6-page PDA presentation. The entry 
point to the dialog flow of the PDA is the main index page after transforming those 
fragmented pages into HTML. Navigation to the main index page is done by using the 
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“main index page” link inserted by the framework for each fragment. A user can 
navigate between the fragments by means of “previous page” and “next page” links 
inserted by the adaptation system. In addition, this generic architecture offers several 
conveniences to UI developers: 

1. The ability to use component-reuse techniques to update or create a new UI for a 
new application on the fly. Users can just paginate a single UI into a set of frag-
ments, and then each newly formed fragmentation specification can be regarded as 
a single standalone component. 

2. It offers a great deal of flexibility to the users during the transcoding process. Us-
ers can either transcode the un-paginated UI explicitly or render each fragmented 
page for wireless devices. It also meets the needs of different users. For advanced 
users, they can select a DOM transformation engine or a SAX one, or create their 
own transformation engine without too much difficulty. For novices, who have no 
knowledge of UI development, the default engine can simply be used. 

3. In addition to the added flexibilities, this system allows great extensibility as well. 
Additional functionality can be easily added by pipelining extra engines with the 
required functionality. For instance, users can customize those UIs (e.g. remove 
images for target devices that have low resolution or apply reduction-transforma-
tions to reduce the resolution of images so that they are displayable on the target 
device) by supplying additional filter chains with suitable XSL style sheets before 
the transformation process.  

4. Users can learn XUL easily and quickly since it is a declarative language with a 
simple syntax and semantics. The low learning curve allows a wide range of peo-
ple to start writing UIs without intensive study. 

4.1   Evaluation of the SAX and DOM Transformation Engines 

The evaluation of the architecture has consisted of measuring the performance for 
processing the college book ordering application. The following notations will be 
used for evaluating the performance of this framework: 

SAX-SAX: Using the SAX engine to transform each fragmented page. 
SAX-DOM: Using the DOM engine to transform each fragmented page. 
Single DOM: Using the DOM engine to transform the UI specification explicitly.  
Single SAX: Using the SAX engine to transform the UI specification explicitly.  

The simulation for this simple case study was conducted under the following con-
ditions:  

− A 2.4GHz Pentium 4 processor DELL PC running SUSE 8.0  
− Using the Xalan-XSLT-Processor to perform the transcoding process  
− Compiled with the J2SE1.4.2 compiler  
− used the JAXP1.2.4 package  
− used the Mozilla 1.6 web browser to illustrate the results of this simulation  

The total processing time for each possible process is:  

SAX-SAX: 0.6618 second  
SAX-DOM: 0.6567 second  
Single SAX: 0.1431 second  
Single DOM: 0.1165 second  
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These results are the average of 1000 simulations. The above experimental results 
have shown that: 

1. Even though SAX-DOM is faster than SAX-SAX by 0.0051 second, using a stan-
dard method of estimating statistical significance, the t-test [10] value(t=0.511) 
indicates that the difference between them is not statistically significant. After 
fragmentation, users can choose either DOM transformation or SAX transforma-
tion. SAX-DOM spent 88.58% of its time in the transformation out of total proc-
essing time. and SAX-SAX spent 88.82% of its time in the transformation out of 
total processing time. These figures have shown that SAX-SAX and SAX-DOM 
have spent most of the time on the transformation. Further optimization of the 
transcoding will lead to a significant speed-up while preserving the advantages of 
flexibility. 

2. Comparing transformation without fragmentation and transforming with fragmen-
tation shows that there is a significant difference between them. This indicates that 
fragmentation slows down the entire process of adaptation. How to avoid 
fragmentation during the process of adapting the UI and how to shrink a UI for 
wireless devices efficiently is a topic that needs further exploration. 

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we presented a generic adaptation framework for building thin client UIs 
that adapt to multiple display devices. This framework processes XUL descriptions to 
generate device specific UIs. Furthermore, we introduced a new fragmentation meth-
odology using the SAX API. This framework will reduce memory consumption dur-
ing the pagination process due to the nature of the SAX parser which means that it 
does not need to build the whole logical tree structure of the UI in memory in ad-
vance. Using DOM to fragment a very sophisticated UI, the size of whose tree ex-
ceeds the amount of free memory, will not succeed. This case is unlikely to occur in 
this framework. The evaluation of this framework has revealed that there is no sig-
nificant speed difference between the SAX and DOM transformation engines after 
pagination. Inevitably, the speed of transforming a single page without fragmentation 
is much faster than with fragmentation. 

Ongoing developments include a “dynamic UI validation” and “UI migration” 
mechanisms. Integrating additional mechanism into the existing architecture can be 
done easily by introducing new engines due to the extensibility of this architecture.  
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Fig. 3. College Book Ordering Application Rendered On a PDA. 
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Abstract. One of the major challenges in user interface (UI) development is 
device heterogeneity. Currently, devices such as smart phones, PDAs, and PCs 
are already capable of providing ubiquitous access to the Internet. In the near 
future, we are expecting other devices to support the same capabilities. As the 
number of these devices proliferates, the conventional approach of developing a 
UI for each device results in too much redundant effort. To meet this challenge, 
we propose a new fragmentation methodology using a general indexing tech-
nique. It allows users to fragment a UI into a number of fragments for the target 
device. This innovative fragmentation methodology has been evaluated in terms 
of processing time, and a comprehensive comparison made between the proc-
essing time of adaptation with fragmentation and the processing time of adapta-
tion without fragmentation. 

1   Introduction 

The market for mobile computing devices is growing two times faster than the market 
for traditional PCs. As mobile devices have become more and more popular and their 
physical capabilities have considerably improved, there is a huge demand for adapting 
UIs rapidly. The new variety of devices available has had a profound influence on the 
way UIs are built. The aim of UI adaptation is to reduce the effort needed by UI de-
velopers to develop similar UIs for different devices. One feasible solution is to split a 
single UI into a set of manageable UIs that satisfy the constraints of target devices, for 
example, small display size, low bandwidth network, slow processors and so on. 

This paper presents a novel UI fragmentation technique that is embedded in the UI 
adaptation process. The UI adaptation process contains two sub-processes, one is a UI 
fragmentation process, and the other is a UI transformation process. The entire UI 
adaptation process is based on an abstract, generic UI description, XUL, which is an 
essential component for the fragmentation engine that was proposed in [4]. This 
newly developed UI fragmentation technique paginates the UI to minimize the mis-
match between its presentation and the device’s capability to present it. 

2   Overview of Related Work 

Several techniques and tools have been developed for constructing usable UIs for 
multiple devices. One approach is design by graceful degradation. This approach 
employs a priority ordering to preserve a maximal continuity between the platform 
specific versions of the UI, and is based on an original set of rules, which are de-
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scribed and classified in a model-based framework [2]. Another approach is the 
model-based transformational approach – the scalable web technique [9]. This tech-
nique addresses the problem of device heterogeneity in web development by building 
a presentation model at design time. This model is submitted to two adaptation proc-
esses: a pagination process and a control transformation. This approach offers a guar-
antee of continuity between the system versions and the adaptation of the UI to the 
specific targets. However, only a limited set of transformation rules has been pro-
vided. Other approaches include Covigo [5] that has developed a system for paginat-
ing the content of web pages by pattern or by size, and XWeb [6], which needs to be 
operated on a specific XWEB server and using a browser tuned to how the particular 
interactive platform communicates with the XTP protocol. 

Besides these techniques there are two additional approaches fro paginating a UI 
that is to be presented in other devices: a heuristic fragmentation algorithm for web-
based dialogs [7] and a hybrid approach that re-models the widgets of a window into a 
new composition of “small” windows with a reasonable flow of transition between 
them [3]. In the heuristic fragmentation algorithm, a dialog is considered to be a tree 
with container parts as inner nodes and non-container parts as leaves. This approach 
can be implemented using standard DOM APIs, which means that the entire tree 
structure of a dialog resides in memory. The drawback of this approach is that con-
structing such a tree is time-consuming and so will likely run out of memory (i.e. 
requiring larger and larger consumption of memory as the tree grows in size). The 
latter approach is based on a strategy that links two hierarchies of graphs. This adapta-
tion process dynamically re-models a presentation model to better fit into the current 
platform model. The shortcoming of this approach is that it is not straightforward 
enough for the users to easily comprehend. 

The analysis of existing approaches to fragmentation algorithms for adaptive UIs 
has led to a new method for tailoring the UI that is described in the following section. 
Beyond the basic fragmentation functions, the motivation of the fragmentation meth-
ods is to minimize the use of computing resources. Therefore comprehensive evalua-
tion of the new fragmentation method is carried out. 

3   User Interface Fragmentation Method 

The main difficulty in presenting UIs on multiple heterogeneous devices is the pres-
ence of a wide variation in display and memory sizes. A conventional desktop PC can 
usually display a sophisticated UI in high resolution immediately, but a PDA or smart 
phone may require the fragmentation of the UI due to its small screen size, limited 
memory size and low resolution. Fragmentation must not be performed arbitrarily and 
also must not break the logical structure of the UI. For instance, a text field must not 
be separated from its description label. In order to preserve this property during the 
fragmentation process, every generic XUL interface element must have an additional 
“breakable” attribute to clarify whether it can be split or not. 

3.1   Atomic Units of Fragmentation Process 

UI compounds are atomic units of the fragmentation process. Figure 1 shows the 
structure of a UI compound consists of four constituent parts: 
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indentation
level index

key element details

parent

children
 

Fig. 1. A UI compound structure. 

Keys: This is the unique identifier of each UI compound, and each key has two parts: 
Indentation Level: By the nature of the XML-compliant UI specification, the par-

ent-child relationship between two compounds has to be reflected in terms of 
the indentation level of each generic XUL interface element specified in the 
UI specification. 

Index: Two sibling compounds can be distinguished by their indexes. In other 
words, when two compounds share the same indentation level, they can be 
distinguished by their indexes. 

Parent: This refers to a group of UI compounds that are the parents of a specific UI 
compound. 

Child: This refers to a collection of UI compounds that are children of this one. 

Element Details: This refers to the corresponding generic XUL interface element in 
the UI specification. 

3.2   Fragmentation Process 

The process of tailoring a UI has been divided into the following phases (the notations 
are summarized in table 1): 

Indexing Phase: Proper keys and element details are assigned for each UI compound 
while each generic XUL interface element specified in the UI specification has 
been read by the SAX parser. In general, a UI can only have one top-level con-
tainer, in XUL terms this top-level container is a <window> element. The indenta-
tion level and index for the root container of a UI are always 1. After all the UI 
compounds have been allocated with proper keys and element details, each one of 
them is cached into the UI compound store. A simple “Hello World” example is 
shown in the Appendix. 

Classifying Phase: Starts by retrieving an individual UI compound stored in the com-
pound store and classifies it according to the following criteria: 

A UI compound is a breakable UI compound if its “breakable” attribute has 
a yes value. If the value of the “breakable” attribute for a UI compound is 
no, then two different scenarios can arise: it is an atomic UI compound 
group if it shares the same indentation level with other unbreakable UI 
compounds, otherwise, it will be a standalone unbreakable UI compound. 

Redundant Breakable Compounds Removal Phase: When BCs (i.e. containers) are 
nested within each other, those redundant containers can be eliminated by applying 
the following redundancy rule: 
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Assume that there are two BCs X and Y, X is redundant if and only if lx < 
ly and ix = prefix(iy). 

After those redundant BCs are identified by applying the above rule, each one of 
them has to be removed from the group of breakable compounds. 

Table 1. Summary of notations. 

Linking Phase: After the removal of redundant BCs, the parent-child relationship can 
be established properly by applying the following mapping rule: 

Assume there is one UBC X, one BC Y, and one ACG Z, if prefix(iz) = ix, 
then children(X) → Z and parent(Z) → X; if prefix(iy) = ix, then chil-
dren(X) → Y and parent(Y) → X. 

X

Y Z
 

Fig. 2. Outcome of the mapping rule 

The established relationship can be illustrated in figure 2. In order to clarify the 
meaning of this rule, this rule can be interpreted into simple pseudocode as fol-
lows: 
if prefix(iz) equals ix then  

the children of UI compound X are the elements of the ACG Z;  
the parent of each element in the ACG Z is X; 

if prefix(iy) equals ix then  
the children of UI compound X is the UBC Y;  
the parent of UBC Y is X; 

Notations 
lx indentation level for UI compound X 

ix index for UI compound X 

prefix(ix) prefix of index of UI compound X 

(lx , ix) key of UI compound X 

children(x) children of UI compound X 
parent(x) parent of UI compound X 
UBC unbreakable UI compound 
ACG atomic UI compound groups 
BC breakable UI compound 
num(UBC) number of unbreakable UI compounds 
num(ACG) number of atomic UI compound groups 
num(frag) number of fragments 
SAX-SAX Using the SAX transformation engine to transform each fragmented page 
SAX-DOM Using the DOM transformation engine to transform each fragmented page 
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We step through each UI compound in the BC group, and for each one, compare 
the current prefix of the index of BC with each UBC and then with each ACG by 
applying the mapping rule. 

Number of Fragments Determination Phase: To determine the number of frag-
ments that needs to be formed. The number of fragments is calculated using the 
equation: 

num(frag) → num(UBC) + num(ACG) (1) 

This means that the number of fragments equals the sum of the number of UBCs 
and the number of ACGs. 

Writing Phase: While walking through the UBCs and ACGs, the elements details 
each of these, including the referencing parents and children of each, are written to 
the file corresponding to that particular fragment in XUL by the SAX writer. The 
formed file is called the fragmentation specification. 

To sum up, properly indexing each UI compound is a vital step in the fragmenta-
tion process, because the subsequent steps mainly rely on the index of each UI com-
pound. The index of a UI compound plays an important role in the process. Due to the 
importance of the index of each UI compound, he fragmentation process has adopted 
a general indexing technique. 

4   Evaluation 

In order to evaluate our newly developed fragmentation process we have measured 
the performance of this process via the following experiment: 

Conditions: 
− This experiment is performed on a DELL PC with 2.4 GHz Pentium IV processor, 

256MB DDR RAM and 40GB Hard drive running SUSE 8.0. 
− We used the architecture that we have built previously [4], which is built with the 

JAXPv1.2.4 package [8] and with Xalan-XSLT-Processor [1], to run our experi-
ment. 

− This simulation is executed with the standard J2SE1.4.2 java compiler. 

Methods: 
1. Design small elements: each small element contains a various number of generic 

XUL interface components (i.e. XUL UI element tags), the number being in the 
range from 1 to 70. In this experiment, 26 small elements have been designed for 
the purpose of this experiment. 

2. Design basic components: this experiment makes use of 26 small elements, some 
of them arre randomly combined together to form a single basic component ac-
cording to the number of fragments needed. 

3. Fragment: the basic component is fragmented, and then each fragment is trans-
formed by the DOM or SAX transformation engine. The number of fragments is 
increased in increments of 5 (i.e. 5 fragments, 10 fragments, 15 fragments and so 
on) until the computer stops the process automatically. 
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4. Establish a control group: the basic elements under identical experimental condi-
tions (e.g. with the same increments in the number of fragments) are not frag-
mented, but are transformed with DOM and SAX transformation engines sepa-
rately. 

Results: 
1. Figure 3 demonstrates that the processing time of pagination increases as the 

number of fragments grows. The processing time of fragmentation and the number 
of fragments have a direct proportional relationship. 

2. Figure 4 shows that the time consumed on the fragmentation process is roughly 
10% of the entire adaptation process time. 

3. In this experiment, SAX-DOM (using the DOM transformation engine to trans-
form each fragment) has successfully sliced a UI into 160 fragments and each 
fragment is transformed into a concrete UI. Likewise, SAX-SAX (using the SAX 
transformation engine to transform each fragment) has fragmented a UI into 170 
fragments and each one is transformed into a concrete UI. By way of comparison, 
a UI containing 600 fragments (non-sliced) can still be transformed into a concrete 
UI for the desktop PC. This indicates that the adaptation process with fragmenta-
tion consumes 3.5 times more space than the one without fragmentation. 

4. Figure 5 shows that the time spent on the adaptation process with fragmentation is 
much longer than the time spent on the adaptation process without fragmentation. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparing the fragmentation time between SAX-DOM and SAX-SAX. 

 

Fig. 4. Comparing the fragmentation time over total processing time. 
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Fig. 5. Total processing time comparison. 

5   Discussion and Conclusion 

We have developed a new fragmentation method that fragments a sophisticated UI by 
using SAX APIs to index each abstract XUL interface component so that it can be 
displayed on the wireless devices. This fragmentation process provides UI developers 
with the convenience of UI development for multiple-devices. By the nature of the 
SAX API, this technique can save memory consumption during the UI adaptation 
process. Clearly there are costs involved in fragmentation and our experiments have 
quantified these costs. The evaluation has shown that the fragmentation process con-
sumes a certain amount of time and memory resources, slowing down the UI adapta-
tion process. The new fragmentation method and its assessment is complementary to 
other research on avoiding fragmentation during the UI adaptation process and effi-
ciently shrinking a UI for wireless devices. 
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A Indexing Phase for “Hello World” Example 

Program A.1 shows how to assign keys for each generic XUL interface component in 
the “Hello World” UI Specification. Symbol (x,y) represents a key, in which x is the 
indentation level of the key and y is the index of the key. 

Program A.1 “Hello World” XUL UI Specification 
<?xml version=”1.0”?> 
<?xml-stylesheet href=”skin/morden/global/global.cs” type=”text/css”?> 
<?xml-stylesheet href=”skin/morden/global/samplel.cs” type=”text/css”?> 
<window  xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/keymaster/gatekeeper/there.is.only.xul” 
 xmlns:html=”http://www.w3.org/1999/html” 
  title=”hello” width=”300” height=”215”>   (1, 1) 
 <box breakable=”yes”>    (2, 1.1) 
 <vbox breakable=”yes”>   (3, 1.1.1) 
 <label value=”hello” breakable=”no”>  (4, 1.1.1.1) 
 <label value=”world” breakable=”no”>  (4, 1.1.1.2) 
 </vbox> 
 <label value=”hello world” breakable=”no”> (3, 1.1.2) 
 </box> 
</window> 
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Abstract. One present goal of researchers and developers is to design software 
tools that make learning materials available online in an educationally effective 
manner. We face the twofold challenge of implementing advanced e-learning 
functionalities, though designing their interface so as to provide an easy interac-
tion grasping the students’ interest. A poorly designed interface makes students 
spend more time in learning it than in mastering the provided knowledge, so 
becoming a barrier to effective learning. In this context, both User-Centered 
Design (UCD) and Learner-Centered Design (LCD) guidelines are needed; it is 
also important to devise suited evaluation tools, able to help in identifying us-
ability, and, more in general, accessibility flaws. Such tools must be designed 
bearing in mind the specific characteristics of e-learning applications. Tradi-
tional heuristic evaluation appears too general and subjective. In this paper, we 
propose a set of guidelines and criteria for e-learning platforms (containers) and 
for educational modules (contents), to be used within the SUE (Systematic Us-
ability Evaluation) inspection. We point out that human factors experts can 
primarily evaluate “syntactic” aspects of applications. Experts of education sci-
ence and domain experts are to be involved for a more comprehensive evalua-
tion. 

1   Introduction 

In the age of the new Information and Communication Technology, it should be pos-
sible to learn not only by a locally available electronic support, i.e. an interactive CD-
Rom, but even “far away” from the teaching source. One challenge for designers and 
HCI researchers is to develop software tools able to engage novice learners and to 
support their learning even at distance. Aside from User-Centered Design (UCD) 
methods [7] for developing usable and accessible tools, we need Learner-Centered 
Design (LCD) methods [17] in order to make new learning domains accessible in an 
educationally effective manner. Because of the specific context in which an e-learning 
application is used, it is necessary to evaluate the application usability, but also the 
didactic effectiveness of the courseware.  

This kind of evaluation must be related to all aspects of didactic design of the 
courseware such as the analysis and definition of learning needs, the definition of 
learning goals, the methodology used for didactic content organization, and last but 
not least the selection and implementation of the learning assessment strategies. 
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Thus, in the evaluation of an e-learning application it is important to involve both 
education science and domain experts with their own professional skills.  

More questions arise depending on the new “vehicle” exploited in the learning 
process. Both content and teaching strategies must undergo re-purposing, in order to 
fully exploit the new technologies, adapting to each learner profile. We face a twofold 
challenge. Effective e-learning applications should include advanced functions, yet 
their interface should hide their complexity to learners, providing an easy, flexible 
and satisfying interaction grasping the students’ interest. Despite of this, what we 
often find is a mere electronic transposition of traditional material, provided through 
rigid interaction schemes and awkward interfaces.  

The interaction between learners and computers is a neglected topic in the field of 
Web-based training. When learners complain about Web-based training or express a 
preference for classroom-based instruction, it's often not the training, but rather the 
confusing menus, unclear buttons, or illogical links that scare them off. The success 
of any training program is largely dependent on the student's motivation and attitude. 
If a poorly designed interface makes them feeling lost, confused, or frustrated, it will 
become a barrier to effective learning and information retention [10].  

Accessibility is another neglected topic in the e-learning context. Accessibility im-
plies the requirement for access to information by individuals with different abilities, 
background and preferences, in a variety of contexts of use [23]. To deliver accessible 
e-learning material, an opportunity worth exploring is personalization of digital mate-
rial presentation in accordance with users' needs or preferences. Most of the existing 
efforts for supporting the preparation and delivery of accessible e-learning material 
[4, 6, 11] propose guidelines directed to technical accessibility aspects, such as the 
format and navigation of learning materials. Nevertheless, this approach does not take 
into account the didactic effectiveness of innovative e-learning methods for users with 
different abilities.  

In this work, we argue that ensuring usability should be one of the main challenges 
of e-learning application developers, as well as a prerequisite that should allow learn-
ers to profitably exploit such applications. We also point out that computer scientists 
can primarily evaluate “syntactic” aspects of applications. Experts of education sci-
ence and domain experts are to be involved for a more comprehensive evaluation. A 
cost-effective technique to evaluate usability is the heuristic evaluation originally 
proposed by Nielsen [14, 15]. It prescribes to have a small set of experts inspecting 
the system, and evaluating its interface against a list of recognised usability principles 
– the heuristics. Experts can be usability specialists, experts of the specific domain of 
the application to be evaluated, or (preferably) double experts, with both usability and 
domain experience.  

Heuristic evaluation has however a number of drawbacks. As highlighted in [5, 8, 
9], the major one is its high dependence upon the skills and experiences of the evalua-
tors. Moreover heuristics, as formulated by Nielsen, are basically generic and unable 
to appropriately drive the evaluator’s activity. This problem is pointed out by various 
researchers who have therefore developed more specific guidelines for particular 
system classes [1, 12, 23]. In order to provide a more robust evaluation method, SUE 
(Systematic Usability Evaluation) inspection has been introduced [13]. It uses evalua-
tion patterns, called Abstract Tasks (ATs), describing how to estimate compliance of 
application components with a set of attributes and guidelines, which are preliminar-
ily identified for a particular system class. ATs guide the inspector’s activity, pre-
cisely describing which objects of the application to look for, and which actions to 
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perform in order to analyse such objects. In this way, even less experienced evaluators 
are able to come out with more complete and precise results. 

In this paper, we first dwell upon the difference between attributes for platforms 
(containers) and for educational modules (contents), provided by a platform or apart. 
We then propose a preliminary set of guidelines and criteria to be exploited for de-
signing usable e-learning applications. More specifically, the paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 describes the current scenario of usability of e-learning systems. 
Section 3 outlines the SUE inspection. In Section 4 we define usability guidelines for 
e-learning platforms and e-learning modules. E-learning usability evaluation is re-
fined in Section 5 by giving a list of abstract Tasks to verify compliance with identi-
fied guidelines. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and highlights future works 
that will take into account the didactic effectiveness of e-learning applications. 

2   Usability Issues in e-Learning 

In any system, all the more if it is remote such as an e-learning system, usability plays 
a vital role for its success. If an e-learning system is not much usable, it obstructs the 
student’s learning. So s/he is forced to spend much more time to understand software 
functionality, rather than to understand learning content. Moreover, if the e-learning 
interface is rigid, slow and unpleasant, people are just as like to go away and forget 
about it. As a matter of fact, one of the main goals of a learning system is to avoid any 
distraction to keep all the content fresh in learners’ minds as they accommodate new 
and foreign concepts.  

In the specific case of e-learning, designing a “usable” interface means to put to-
gether interaction metaphors, images and concepts used to address functions and 
concepts on the screen in only one design, to create an interactive system that doesn’t 
confuse learners.  

A formative product should represent a rewarding experience for the learner. Nor-
man [16] asserts that this kind of product should: 

− be interactive and provide feedback 
− have specific goals  
− motivate, communicating a continuous sensation of challenge 
− provide suitable tools 
− avoid distractions and factors of nuisance interrupting the learning stream. 

Moreover, it should be pedagogically suitable, though attractive and engaging. Us-
ing new technologies does not mean to reject traditional and successful teaching 
strategies, e.g. simulation systems, problem-based learning, and direct manipulation. 
So, a learning system should allow integrating such strategies.  

As already stated, a system providing new and flexible functionalities, supporting 
new strategies and allowing the integration with successful traditional techniques, 
could still suffer for poor usability. The need arises for a clear and coherent interface, 
able to involve the user in the learning process without overwhelming her/him. Forc-
ing students to spend longer time understanding poorly usable interfaces than under-
standing learning content, is disruptive: distraction disturbs accommodation of new 
concepts and overall retention of what is being learnt. Learning interfaces have to 
give a comprehensive idea of content organization and of system functionalities, sim-
ple and efficient navigation, advanced personalization of contents and learning, clear 
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exit. In other words, an efficient and motivating educational strategy must be devised 
and then suitably mapped onto an interface, concentrating on the needs and goals of 
the learners.  

The key to develop a system conforming to the above usability criteria is to adopt a 
Learner-Centered (LC) methodology. Whereas User-Centered Design (UCD) assumes 
users’ common culture and similar experiences in the application domain, in LCD a 
variety of learners’ categories must be considered, because of personal learning 
strategies, different experience in the learning domain, different motivations in afford-
ing the learning task. In general, learners are not particularly experienced in the learn-
ing domain. In particular, they could not even know the learning domain they are 
approaching, or know it only partially, or even have a wrong idea of it. Moreover, 
students are not all stimulated by the same motivation in affording a task, rather, a 
student’s motivation can be greatly influenced by the success rate experienced in 
learning; it will then be necessary to pay particular attention to aids that are provided 
(i.e. to the way scaffolding is managed) and to the acknowledgement of the improve-
ments attained. 

While for UCD the user’s effort only concerns the comprehension of a new tool to 
perform a well known task, in LCD the gulf of expertise between the learner and the 
learning domain must be considered [17]. The goal of LCD can be defined as to fill 
up this gulf, making the learner acquire all the knowledge and tools connected to a 
given subject. In the case of LCD, then, we have to take the learner, through a tool 
s/he doesn’t know how to use, to learn something s/he doesn’t know: the problem 
doubles. Think for example of teaching a child to write using Microsoft Word. 

Besides considering technological issues, it is necessary to rely on an educational 
theory somehow driving the designer in developing suitable tools. At present, con-
structivist theory is almost universally adopted. Learning is recognized as an active 
process, where “learning by doing” strategy takes the learner to cognitively manipu-
late the new learning material, to create cognitive links between it and prior knowl-
edge. For this approach to be effective, a task must be always included in an actual 
and collaborative context, to make the learner understand the motivation and the final 
goal of the task itself, also by facing other learners’ opinions (socio-constructivist 
principle) [22]. 

From all the previous considerations, it comes out that heuristics defined for UC 
(User-Centered) applications are not well suited to evaluate LC applications. The 
specific features required from e-learning tools highlight the need to evaluate the 
usability of this kind of systems in a specific way. In fact, ensuring usability of e-
learning systems is an ongoing challenge for software developers. Various usability 
evaluation techniques exist, choosing among them is a trade-off between cost and 
effectiveness. Some methods, like heuristic evaluation, are easier to administer and 
less costly, but there are problems with using such method. These problems come 
from applying a small set of principles, the heuristics, to a wide range of systems. 
Indeed, generic guidelines are not readily applicable to all systems. This is pointed out 
by various researchers, who have then developed more specific guidelines for particu-
lar system classes [1, 12, 23]. For example, heuristics for the usability evaluation of 
groupware systems [1], and for systems with large display, as those used for fairs or 
other expositions [23], have been identified. It would be suitable to provide specific 
guidelines in order to evaluate usability of e-learning systems as well. In the next 
section, we describe our approach to the evaluation of usability through a technique 
that solves the drawbacks of heuristic evaluation, and systematizes the work of in-
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spectors. We then present in the successive section a set of usability guidelines spe-
cifically defined for e-learning applications. 

3   The SUE Inspection 

Usability inspection refers to a set of methods through which evaluators examine 
usability-related aspects of an application and provide judgements based on their 
knowledge. With respect to other usability evaluation methods, such as user-based 
evaluation, usability inspection methods are more subjective. They are strongly de-
pendent upon the inspector skills, and therefore it may happen that different inspec-
tors produce non comparable outcomes. However, usability inspection methods “save 
users” [8], and do not require special equipment, nor lab facilities. 

Examples of usability inspection methods are heuristic evaluation, cognitive walk-
through, guideline review, and formal usability inspection [15]. The most commonly 
used is heuristic evaluation [14, 15]. However, as highlighted in [5, 8, 9], its major 
drawback is again its high dependence upon the skills and experiences of the evalua-
tors. In order to overcome this problem, the SUE (Systematic Usability Evaluation) 
inspection technique has been introduced [13]. It uses evaluation patterns, called Ab-
stract Tasks (ATs), for guiding the inspector’s activity. ATs precisely describe which 
objects of the application to look for, and which actions the evaluators must perform 
in order to analyse such objects. In this way, also less experienced evaluators, with 
lack of expertise in usability and/or application domain, are able to come out whit 
more complete and precise results. 

SUE inspection framework also provides a solution to the specialization of usabil-
ity evaluation, mentioned in the previous section. To this aim, the framework provides 
a list of detailed heuristics that are specific for a class of applications. In the first place 
general usability principles are decomposed into finer-grained criteria, that can be 
better analysed. Then heuristics are obtained by specialising such criteria through 
usability attributes specific for the particular domain. In accordance with the sugges-
tion given in [15], namely to develop category-specific heuristics, we have therefore 
defined a set of usability attributes, able to capture the peculiar features of e-learning 
systems.  

As stated above, ATs include a detailed description of the activities to be per-
formed by evaluators during inspection [13], in order to detect possible violations of 
the identified heuristics. They are formulated precisely by means of a template 
providing a consistent format, that includes the following items:  

− AT Classification Code and Title: univocally identify the AT, and succinctly con-
vey its essence. 

− Focus of Action: shortly describes the context, or focus, of the AT, by listing the 
application components that are the evaluation entities. 

− Intent: describes the problem addressed by the AT and its rationale, trying to make 
clear which is the specific goal to be achieved through the AT application.  

− Activity Description: describes in detail the activities to be performed during the 
AT application. 

− Output: describes the output of the fragment of the inspection the AT refers to. 

During the inspection, evaluators analyse the application. During this activity, the 
different application components, i.e., the objects on which the evaluation must focus 
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on, are identified. Then, having in mind the usability criteria, evaluators apply ATs 
and produce a report in which the discovered problems are described. The list of ATs 
provides a systematic guidance to the evaluator on how to inspect an application. 
Most evaluators are very good in analysing only certain features of interactive appli-
cations; however, they often neglect some other features, strictly dependent on the 
specific application category. Exploiting a set of ATs ready for use allows evaluators 
with no experience in a particular domain to perform a more accurate evaluation.  

We have identified a set of usability attributes and guidelines, able to capture the 
peculiar features of e-learning applications. According to the SUE inspection, from 
these usability attributes and guidelines we have derived the ATs for evaluating such 
applications. 

4   Usability Evaluation of e-Learning Applications 

While defining usability attributes for e-learning, it is first of all necessary to dwell 
upon the difference between an e-learning platform (container) and educational mod-
ules provided by a platform or even apart (content). In particular, an e-learning plat-
form is a more or less complex environment with a number of integrated tools and 
services for teaching, learning, communicating and for learning material management. 
Usability attributes for this environment generally differ from those that can be identi-
fied for a specific e-learning product considered as an educational module. These two 
classes of software artefacts must be approached in parallel and independently, since 
different features must be considered. However, as we will see later, it is true that 
some characteristics of the e-learning module provided through a platform are bound 
to functionalities of the platform itself.  

In identifying criteria and attributes for evaluating e-learning tools, we must con-
sider the peculiarity of e-learning, whose primary goal is to allow students to learn the 
didactic material by devoting the minimum effort to the interaction with the system. 
The work reported in this paper is grounded on our experience in developing e-
learning applications targeted to different types of users [2, 3, 19, 20, 21]. Moreover, 
we have performed various studies. We have considered recent literature (for sake of 
space we cannot quote all the interesting material, but see for example ACM E-Learn 
Magazine, http://www.elearnmag.org/), and performed cognitive walk-through for a 
number of distance courses available in currently used platforms. Nevertheless, as for 
other classes of applications, users' feedback is the most valuable tool to find out 
problems. For this reason we have also adopted the thinking aloud technique in an 
experimental study that involved ten post-graduated students of a Master course at the 
University of Bari, Italy. It is worth summarizing the obtained results. Students were 
asked to interact with a DL (Distance Learning) system. Their objective was to learn 
some new topics by using only the system via Internet. A number of communication 
tools allowed to exchange information, to ask help and to suggest solutions. Then, 
interviews were carried out for gathering further information from these students. The 
basic questions concerned the kind of difficulties met, best ways to organize educa-
tional material and services, opinions about the communication tools used (forum, 
chat, mail).  

Both thinking aloud and interviews highlighted a number of problems. A major 
number of participants experienced disorientation and often reported bewilderment 
and difficulty to proceed, particularly when following a new learning path or using a 
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service for the first time. Moreover, a number of users complained about the lack of 
mechanisms to highlight both lesson structure and high priority topics, in particular 
those scheduled for a particular learning session. Actually, a lot of participants linked 
to a wrong didactic unit. It comes out that learning material presentation, providing a 
consistent visual conceptual map for easy navigation, is a relevant aspect for e-
learning system usability. It would also be suitable to allow a personalized access to 
the content. Participants also reported problems searching the educational material to 
study. Search for documents should instead be facilitated, e.g. by a clear specification 
of key-words for each subject.  

A number of participants showed frustration when they had to start from the be-
ginning due to network temporary disconnection. Therefore, a number of comments 
stated that it should be possible to use the platform even offline, preserving the 
reached educational context. 

Self-assessment allowed the participants to control their progresses, and this was 
found very motivating. Participants also expressed a positive opinion on the commu-
nication tools, allowing collaborative learning: these tools permit managing of the 
teaching process for one or more learners, through synchronous and asynchronous 
interactions.  

The overall study confirmed that e-learning usability is a very complex issue. We 
have to consider presentation aspects, in particular cues helping learning. Moreover, 
the presence of hypermedia tools requires the possibility to personalize the reading 
path and the communication through different channels, still permitting orientation. 
Finally, user’s initiative should be encouraged: the participants preferred self-
assessment tests to evaluate their progress. The above aspects are related not only to 
the e-learning environment, but also to the structure of the educational material.  

Following our preliminary studies, we have identified four dimensions for our 
analysis: 

A. Presentation encompasses exterior features of the interface, highlighting possibili-
ties and tools provided by the platform or by the educational module. 

B. Hypermediality considers aspects bound to the communication through different 
channels and following a possibly non-sequential structure, stressing the analysis 
and the personalization of reading paths. 

C. Application proactivity takes into account mechanisms and modalities through 
which the system supports the learner’s training, and activities proposed. 

D. User’s activity is focused on learner’s rising needs, i.e. on unplanned activities 
s/he would want to perform, and on how the system copes with them.  

We will refer to effectiveness and efficiency as general principles to evaluate each 
dimension. We relay on ISO definition for such principles. According to [ISO98], 
usability is defined as the "extent to which a product can be used by specified users to 
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified 
context of use". Effectiveness is defined as the "accuracy and completeness with 
which users achieve specified goals". In our case, we consider goals related to learn-
ing tasks. Efficiency is defined as the "resources expended in relation to the accuracy 
and completeness with which users achieve goals". We are especially interested in 
user's efforts required to achieve learning goals. The aim of an e-learning application 
should be to facilitate the user in grasping new concepts, by not overwhelming 
her/him with usage difficulties of the application itself while highlighting the concep-
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tual structure and links of the subject at hand. General principles are further divided in 
criteria, how we shall describe in the following. 

In Sections 4.1 and 4.3 we further discuss the four analysis dimensions, consider-
ing respectively e-learning platforms and modules, while in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 we 
propose the corresponding evaluation criteria along the four dimensions.  

4.1   Usability Dimensions for e-Learning Platforms 

In the following, we detail elements referred by each dimension for evaluating an e-
learning platform. 

Presentation Dimension 
This dimension concerns all aspects bound to the visual design of tools and elements 
that set up the e-learning platform. To avoid confusion in interpreting the meaning of 
this dimension, it is necessary to consider that in this context we only analyze mere 
visualization. Actually, we ought not to confuse visualization of platform elements, 
discussed in this dimension, with their structuring and modelling, which pertain to 
other dimensions. In particular, as regards progress tracking, its clear and understand-
able visualization is an Efficiency parameter in this dimension, as the actions of the 
student wanting to verify her/his learning state are simplified; on the other hand, the 
presence of this element in itself, is an Effectiveness parameter in the Application 
Proactivity dimension, because learning could result less effective without an over-
view of student’s results and gaps. The same holds for the state of the system. On the 
one end, its constant visualization is an Efficiency parameter in this dimension, facili-
tating student’s movements; on the other end the presence of this element in itself is 
an Effectiveness parameter in Hypermediality dimension, as orienting oneself in the 
context of course subjects helps creating a mental map of the discourse and facilitates 
understanding and memorization. 

It is in the Presentation dimension that we consider the issue of the clarity of pres-
entation of platform tools. It is necessary that the possibilities they provide to users be 
clear and that errors made using them be highlighted, when not avoided. 

It is also important that the student can easily identify in which part of the course 
s/he is at present, and how to reach a different one. To this aim, course structure 
should be visualized in a way allowing orientation and easy move among subjects (i.e. 
through a map or a representation based on the folder metaphor). 

As it concerns access technology, this is an issue common with Application Proac-
tivity dimension, and is here considered only from the graphical aspect point of view. 
For example, it would be necessary to consider that if one wants to access the plat-
form from a palmtop computer, layout of elements on the screen must adapt to its 
reduced size. 

Hypermediality Dimension 
If we consider hypermediality from the point of a view of a platform, the presence of 
hypermedia tools surely appears as a further possibility provided to lecturers and 
students. As it will be discussed later, this could not be true when evaluating how 
contents are structured inside single educational modules. 

Hypermediality allows to communicate through different channels (audio, video, 
textual) but even to organize lessons in a not necessarily sequential way, also allow-
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ing a student to choose a personalized logical path different from the one suggested 
by the lecturer. It is just in connection with hypermediality that the student should 
have no difficulty in orienting herself/himself in the course organization, as discussed 
with regard to Presentation dimension. 

Hypermediality contribute is significant to the achievement of learning. Moreover, 
it is desirable the possibility to insert one’s own links (bookmarks) allowing to further 
increase flexibility of content organization. To this respect, it is important to notice 
the poor learning value of non-contextual links, which save references to target pages 
and documents without reference to the source point, i.e. to the point from which the 
link conceptually starts. After a small amount of time the student would forget her/his 
aim when creating such a link: in an educational context, information acquires and 
maintains meaning just from its framework. Such framework should be maintained 
even in off-line access: it is not desirable the student be forced to be connected to the 
network along all her/his learning time. 

Application Proactivity Dimension 
In defining attributes for this dimension, we tried to follow principles of the socio-
constructivistic approach, the educational theory most reliable nowadays. This ap-
proach, for example, takes to require from the platform spaces for inserting tools of 
the learning domain. Such tools should be embedded as much as possible in an actual 
context of use. 

In this dimension we consider platform tools related to learning activities, in par-
ticular planned ones. Ease of use of such tools is an aspect to consider in all UCD 
systems. Nevertheless, it gains an even greater importance in LCD systems, where the 
user just makes an effort consisting in learning, which is the primary goal. The same 
considerations take to require that student’s errors in using the platform tools should 
be prevented as much as possible. However, we have not to confuse simplification in 
the interface with oversimplification in the proposed contents and tasks. Ease of use 
and error prevention do not apply to the activities performed through the tools strictly 
bound to learning, in particular the learning domain tools, and to students’ assessment 
tests. Rather, the latter category of errors provides a further learning occasion if they 
are highlighted by the platform, e.g using graphics (as discussed with regard to Pres-
entation dimension), if places for explanations are provided, and if links to scarcely 
mastered parts of the course are automatically suggested.  

In the case of complex tasks, novice learners should be rather supported in their 
first approach. Specific tools provided to this aim set up scaffolding activities. An 
effective scaffolding should be gradually attenuated as student proceeds in learning. 
We have to consider how such attenuation has to be managed: the lecturer should be 
able to delegate this task to specific platform automatic mechanisms. 

As any other multi-user system, an e-learning platform must allow access to differ-
ent users’ classes. Each of them will hold a specific role inside the educational proc-
ess: lecturer, student, tutor, and administrator. The platform should then allow to 
define different typologies of profiles and correspondently provide different views 
and capabilities. These considerations apply specifically to the repository: lecturers 
and students are two actors bearing different characteristics and needs, and so differ-
ent access modes to the repository. Moreover, we have to consider the different lan-
guages used by the two figures, which is more appropriate for the lecturer and less 
precise for the student; the platform should so provide different searching modalities. 
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User’s Activity Dimension 
In this dimension we consider all needs of a student/lecturer choosing to learn/teach at 
a distance and platform tools (e.g. communication tools) not strictly related to planned 
learning activities. Student’s needs are to be able to make assessment tests and to 
check her/his progress at any time, even when not proposed by the platform, and to 
annotate and integrate the learning material provided with her/his own documents, 
autonomously collected. Moreover, the possibility to personalize scaffolding attenua-
tion must be provided, in order to efficiently cope with the two symmetrical situations 
of a student needing supplementary scaffolding, or needing less of it.  

Lecturer’s needs must also be considered: for example, even if not possible to 
evaluate student’s engagement merely from observation of her/his activities, it is 
anyway very useful for the lecturer to have a detailed report from which to verify how 
much and how her/his course is exploited by students. This could help to understand 
if the organization chosen needs some update or change, if it is appreciated or not and 
which problems the students encounter. 

4.2   Usability Criteria and Guidelines for e-Learning Platforms 

For each dimension we considered the general principles of effectiveness and effi-
ciency that contribute to characterize usability [7], dividing them in criteria: 

Effectiveness: 
Supportiveness for learning/authoring: how the tools provided by the platform al-

low to learn and prepare lessons in an effective way. 
Supportiveness for communication, personalization and access: how the provided 

tools satisfy these needs greatly influences the learning effectiveness. 
Efficiency: 

Structure adequacy: how efficiently the activities the user usually performs are 
structured and visualized. 

Facilities and technology adequacy: efficiency of scaffolding and supplementary 
supports provided to the user; how the platform adapts to the technology used 
by the learner to access it. 

From the above criteria, a first set of guidelines are derived, as reported in Table 1. 

4.3   Usability Dimensions for e-Learning Modules 

In the following, we specialize each dimension for evaluating an e-learning module. 

Presentation Dimension 
This dimension regards the way the lecturer decides to make visualized both lessons 
and supports to the students (scaffolding) s/he has prepared. A new lesson or an up-
dated one, belonging to the same subject or course, should have the same layout, both 
for the graphical aspect and content organization. 

As reading appears to be more tiring during prolonged interaction with the e-
learning system through video, it is opportune to concentrate more important contents 
at the beginning, eventually highlighting their priority through graphical cues. Even 
the hierarchical structure of subjects must be highlighted: this is very effective both 
from the conceptual point of view and to exploit and stimulate student’s visual  
memory. 
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Hypermediality Dimension 
Hypermedia tools are one of the major differences among in-presence (classical 
model) and on-line education. On the one hand, such tools can be surely considered 
an advantage. Nevertheless, if misused, they burden the student, instead of facilitating 
her/him. This happens if sensory channels (sight, hearing, hands) are overloaded, also 
considering that the student is not expert of the learning domain. For example, audi-
tory and textual channels should not be overlapped: this would take to a symbolic 
memory overload, unless audio and text are strictly related, as in the case of a sound 
attracting attention on a particular text message. 

 

Table 1. Usability Criteria and Guidelines for e-Learning Platforms. 

Dimensions General  
principles 

Criteria Guidelines 

For interface graphical aspects, the same  
UCD attributes hold Supportiveness for 

Learning/Authoring Errors and cues to avoidance are high 
lighted  Effectiveness 

Supportiveness for 
communication,  

personalization and 
access 

It is possible to personalize interface  
graphics  

System state is clearly and constantly  
Indicated 
Progress tracking is clearly visualized 
Possibilities and commands available are 
clearly visualized 

Structure adequacy

Course structure is clearly visualized 

Presentation 

Efficiency 

Facilities and tech-
nology adequacy 

Adaptation of the graphical aspect to the 
context of use is provided 
The lecturer is supported in preparing 
multimedia material Supportiveness for 

Learning/Authoring Easy movement among subjects is  
allowed by highlighting cross-references  
through state and course maps 
Communication is possible through  
different media channels 

Effectiveness 
Supportiveness for 

communication,  
personalization and 

access 
A personalized access to learning con-
tents is possible 

Structure adequacy
Both lecturer and student can access the  
repository  
It is possible to create contextualized  
Bookmarks 

Hypermediality 

Efficiency 
Facilities and  

technology adequacy The platform can be used off-line,  
maintaining tools and learning context  
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Table 1. (continued) 

Dimensions General  
principles 

Criteria Guidelines 

It is possible to insert assessment  
tests in various forms 
Platform automatically updates  
students' progress tracking 

Supportiveness for  
Learning/Authoring 

Platform allows to insert learning  
domain tools 

Effective-
ness 

Supportiveness for  
communication,  
personalization  

and access 

Users profiles are managed 

Mechanisms exist to prevent usage  
errors 
Mechanisms exist for teaching- 
through-errors  
Lecturer and students access the  
repository in different modes 

Structure adequacy 

Platform tools are easy to use 
Adaptation of technology to the  
context of use is provided 

Application 
Proactivity 

Efficiency 

Facilities and technology  
adequacy The date of last modification of  

documents is registered in order to 
facilitate updating 
Easy-to-use authoring tools are  
provided 
Assessment tests to check one’s  
progress at any time are provided 
Reports are managed about atten- 
dance and usage of a course 

Supportiveness for  
Learning/Authoring 

It is possible to use learning tools  
even when not scheduled 
Both synchronous and asynchro-
nous communication tools are 
provided 
It is possible to communicate with  
both students and lecturers 
It is possible to make annotations 

Effective-
ness 

Supportiveness for  
communication,  
personalization  

and access 
It is possible to integrate the  
provided material  

Structure adequacy 
Mechanisms are provided for 
search by indexing, key or natural 
language  
Authoring tools allow to create 
standard-compliant documents and  
tests (AICC, IMS, SCORM) 

User’s  
Activity 

 

Efficiency 
Facilities and technology  

adequacy Authoring tools facilitate docu-
ments update and assessment tests 
editing 
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Moreover, it is good practice not to overuse hypertextual and/or hypermedial links, 
as a link causes a change in what the student visualizes. Such changes could bewilder 
the student, taking to a problem which is common on the web, i.e. to be “lost in 
hyperspace”. 

Even if multiple communication and presentation media are provided, one has to 
carefully choose those more suited to the learning goal, or even to the particular learn-
ing domain. 

Finally, in order to facilitate both lecture editing and in-depth study, it is necessary 
that the learning materials be reusable even in contexts different from those for which 
they have initially been conceived (i.e., they might be used as a deeper insight for one 
course or as a base subject for a different course). 

Application Proactivity Dimension 
In this dimension, value of teaching is found in the ability to propose activities, as the 
use of learning domain tools, capable to form in an effective and efficacious way. One 
of the principles of socio-constructivistic theory is that learning mainly occurs in an 
environment where tools reflect the actual context of use: the learning domain must 
be introduced without oversimplifications since the beginning, eventually providing 
scaffolding; the student will “learn by doing”, and making errors, in order to also 
awake her/his hidden knowledge. To this aim, it is important that assessment tests be 
organized in such a way to represent deep-insight occasions for the student. A good 
tool does not limit itself to make the student realize the error, but explains the cause 
and helps to focus on key-issues of the subject at hand.  

A further evaluation parameter is represented by scaffolding organization. In defin-
ing scaffolding, presence and attenuation must be carefully considered. As regards 
presence, we are in the LCD context: differently from UCD, and regarding learning 
content, the aim is not to minimize the cognitive effort (for example, through a mas-
sive use of scaffolding). On the contrary, this must be stimulated, such that learner’s 
activity is not flattened and oversimplified, with the consequence of diminishing 
learning persistence. As regards scaffolding attenuation, there are still a number of 
open questions: Who should attenuate scaffolding? The student, based on her/his 
needs, or the lecturer, based on the provided learning plan? Is it appropriate to assign 
this task to the system, which will perform it in an automatic way? Which is the speed 
at which scaffolding must attenuate? For the time being, each specific situation should 
be analysed in itself. It would not be significant to define general rules encompassing 
all cases. 

User’s Activity Dimension 
Here we analyse activities which the student could need to perform, even when not 
suggested by the module according to the lecturer provided plan. Examples of such 
needs are customizing media channels, searching from the repository through a care-
ful identification of key-words of each subject, creating personal paths or performing 
assessment tests when needed. 

Moreover, the student could “miss” the traditional in-presence lesson. Choosing to 
teach through e-learning does not mean to reject in toto traditional teaching, rather it 
seems better to merge on-line learning with “actually” shared moments. If logistic 
reasons make this unfeasible, it will be necessary to try to reproduce such situations at 
one’s best, e.g. by a video/audio synchronous communication and shared boards. 
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4.4   Usability Criteria and Guidelines for e-Learning Modules 

In this context, for each dimension we have considered the criteria of effectiveness of 
teaching/authoring and of efficiency of supports and teaching modalities. Criteria and 
guidelines referring to them are reported in Table 2. 

5   SUE Inspection for e-Learning Applications 

As we said in Section 3, SUE inspection is based on the use of Abstract Tasks to drive 
the evaluators’ activities. By taking into account the usability attributes and the guide-
lines reported in Tables 1 and 2, we have derived some ATs that support the inspector 
in the evaluation of specific components of e-learning applications. 

Table 2. Usability Criteria and Guidelines for e-Learning Modules. 

Dimensions Criteria Guidelines 
Content update is consistent 

High priority subjects are highlighted 
Graphic layout does not distract the learner but  

helps him/her in learning  
Effectiveness of  

teaching/authoring 
Hierarchical structure of course subjects is  

highlighted 
Presentation 

Efficiency of supports 
and teaching  
modalities 

Scaffolding are assigned a non-invasive space  
to not distract the learner  

Used tools are able to plunge the learner in  
the learning domain context  Effectiveness of  

teaching/authoring Specific communication media are used for  
each subject and learning goal  

Communication channels are used in an  
optimal way  

Hypertextual and hypermedial links are carefully 
used  

Hypermediality 
Efficiency of supports 

and teaching  
modalities 

Learning material can be reused and integrated 
Specific learning domain tools are provided 

The help and number of scaffolding are carefully 
chosen  

Effectiveness of  
teaching/authoring 

Testing tools are reliable 
Scaffolding is correctly attenuated (if attenuation 

is driven by the lecturer) 

Application 
Proactivity 

Efficiency of supports 
and teaching  
modalities The document formats used do not require  

specific plug-ins 
It is possible to limit or choose the media  

channels 
Effectiveness of  

teaching/authoring 
Blended-learning simulations are provided User’s Activity 

Efficiency of supports 
and teaching  
modalities 

Search for documents is facilitated by a  
correct and clear specification of key-words  
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Specifically, these ATs are grouped in the following categories (see also Table 3): 

(1) Content insertion and content access: this category includes ATs to evaluate 
tools that permit and facilitate authoring and permit content search. 

(2) Scaffolding: this category includes ATs to evaluate mechanisms that support the 
user in harder tasks. 

(3) Learning window: this category includes ATs to evaluate the features of the vir-
tual environment for learning, i.e. where the student works, studies, and verifies 
her/his learning level. 

ATs are distinguished in basic and advanced (AT TYPE column in Table 3); the 
former are took into consideration during a less specific evaluation: their aim is to 
give the evaluator a first insight of the system functionalities. Advanced ATs, instead, 
are used for a more detailed analysis of the characteristics to evaluate. In the last col-
umn in Table 3, we indicate P if the AT is defined to evaluate features of the Plat-
form, M if it addresses features of the e-learning Modules.  

Table 3. Some ATs for Inspecting e-Learning Applications. 

AT CATEGORY AT TYPE AT CODE AND TITLE  
C_1: check of authoring tools  P 

basic C_2: check of the window for requests to  
repository 

P 

C_3: reuse verification M 
C_4: check of the different access modalities P 

Content inser-
tion and content 

access 
advanced 

C_5: check for support to authoring P 
S_1: help verification M basic 
S_2: graphic layout M 
S_3: check of attenuation P/M 

Scaffolding 
advanced 

S_4: check of presence M 
LW_1: organization of a course document M basic 
LW_2: fruition of a course document P/M 
LW_3: check of assessment testing  P/M 
LW_4: check of communication tools P 
LW_5: usage of communication tools M 
LW_6: check of learning domain tools P 
LW_7: adequacy of learning domain tools M 

Learning  
Window 

advanced 

LW_8: advanced personalization verification P 

In the following, we report two examples of ATs to evaluate the fruition of a 
course document: the first refers to the platform aspects (P), the latter to modules (M). 
The ATs are defined according to the template indicated in Section 3. 

LW_2 (P): Fruition of a Course Document  
Focus of Action: learning window 
Intent: to evaluate modalities, commands, and any mechanisms to access course 
documents. 

Activity Description: given a learning window: 
• execute commands to move among the course documents  
• execute commands to move among the topics of different courses 
• access offline to the document 
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Output: a description reporting if: 

• a personalized content fruition is possible (e.g. modifying a predefined path, 
through a course map, etc.) 

• an interdisciplinary content fruition is possible  
• the system status and the student position in the course are always indicated 
• it is possible to use the commands to move among courses and topics without 

leaving the learning environment 
• the offline access to document is possible without loosing the learning context. 

LW_2 (M): Fruition of a Course Document 
Focus of Action: learning window 
Intent: to evaluate modalities, commands, and tools to access to course documents. 
Activity Description: given a learning window: 

• explore a document following different logic learning paths  
• open some documents to identify the required plug-ins 

Output: a list reporting if: 

• the documents structure permits different personalized learning paths  
• specific plug-ins are necessary 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

We have discussed issues related to the evaluation of e-learning systems. We have 
defined a set of usability criteria that capture some features of this kind of applica-
tions. We have also proposed how to adapt to the e-learning domain the SUE inspec-
tion technique, which uses evaluation patterns (Abstract Tasks), to drive the inspec-
tors' activities. We have not performed yet an experimental comparison with 
traditional heuristics, even because we are still refining the set of ATs, but we expect 
results similar to those presented in [Mat02]. 

It is worth mentioning that, as human factor experts, we can only evaluate “syntac-
tic” aspects of e-learning applications. In order to go deeply into aspects concerning 
pedagogical approach and content semantics, experts of education science and domain 
experts are to be involved. The evaluation from a pedagogical point of view concerns, 
for instance, the coherence and the congruence of the learning path design. More 
specifically, the following must be evaluated: 

A. the analysis of learning needs: in designing the courseware, has a detailed analysis 
of the learning needs been performed? 

B. definition of learning goals: are the learning goals well-organized in terms of cog-
nitive and metacognitive abilities that the learners have to acquire? 

C. selection of the teaching methodologies: is the teaching methodology selected 
during the design phase appropriately implemented? 

D. didactic content organization: is the organization of didactic resources consistent 
with the organization of defined learning goals? 

E. learning assessment: are the assessment methods and tools suited for the course-
ware? 
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These are the issues we are currently exploring in order to perform a more compre-
hensive evaluation. We are aware of the difficulties of this objective. However, we 
hope that the synergy with education experts will allow us to possibly identify spe-
cific guidelines for didactic effectiveness to be included in our general evaluation 
framework.  

Finally, another important objective is to evaluate accessibility. Guidelines in lit-
erature usually provide high-level/generic indications on alternative forms of didactic 
content to enable access to it by people with different abilities. Further research is 
necessary in order to identify techniques and tools to evaluate if the application is not 
only accessible but usable and didactically effective for the learners. 
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Abstract. A set of reliable usability metrics was determined to evaluate touch-
screen-based information kiosk systems used by computer-illiterate, low-
income, African users. Usability techniques that rely on communication be-
tween evaluator and user suffer from a language barrier if the evaluator is not 
fluent in the language of the typical users. Empirical metrics can be adminis-
tered so that the effect of the language barrier is minimized. Candidate metrics 
were identified to measure the usability of a system with regard to learnability, 
productivity achieved and retention of interface knowledge over time. Three of 
the candidate metrics for learnability and five metrics for productivity proved to 
be applicable and reliable. Three of these metrics could also predict the degree 
to which users retain interface knowledge over time. The reliable metrics were 
consolidated into a survey form and a methodology is proposed for usability 
testing. 

1   Introduction 

In the current study an information kiosk system was developed for a large public 
transporting company in a third-world community and placed in the foyer of the ticket 
box complex (Figure 1). The company operates several hundred trips daily in a me-
tropolitan area while transporting people between their homes and workplaces. De-
pending on the exact area where a person is living and working, it may happen that he 
or she has to take more than one bus for a one-way trip. Commuters need to be infor-
med about routes, schedules and ticket prices. To date, this information was commu-
nicated by means of pamphlets and posters at the terminal building. A touchscreen 
information kiosk was identified as a way to supplement this medium of communica-
tion while also serving to improve the company's  image amongst commuters. 

Information kiosk systems are computer-based information systems in a publicly 
accessible place, offering access to information or transactions for an anonymous, 
constantly varying group of users with typically short dialogue times and a simple 
user interface [5]. The success of such systems depends largely on the attractiveness 
of their user interfaces, how easily they allow access to information, and how clearly 
the information is presented [2]. 

The system used for this study was developed according to established principles 
for design of information kiosks [2, 4, 8]. Commuters can obtain information on ticket 
prices, routes, time tables, etc. from the information kiosk. General company informa-
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tion and promotions, as well as advertisements from shops in the centre are displayed 
on a continuous basis whenever no user activity is registered for 60 seconds. Passers-
by or people queuing in front of a ticket box can then follow the presentations which 
are accompanied by attractive graphical animations, sound, or video clips. 

 

Fig. 1. Touch screen information kiosk at ticket office of large public transporting company. 

The goal of this paper is to determine a set of reliable usability metrics to evaluate 
touchscreen-based information kiosk systems that are used by mainly computer-
illiterate, low-income, African users. Often this user-group is excluded from access to 
computer technology because of geographical, financial or educational reasons. 
Touchscreen-based information kiosks could bring technology to the people but it is 
important to determine if the system succeeds in bringing the information to the peo-
ple. Research has previously been done on the usability of information kiosks [16, 17, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23] but to date no research results could be found for this user group. 

Many of the trusted techniques that are currently used to do usability analysis have 
limited value to assess applications that are intended for African users if the evalua-
tors are not familiar with the cultural background and/or language of the user popula-
tion. For example, cognitive walkthroughs [3, 10, 15, 24] expects a usability expert to 
simulate a user's problem solving process – something which is extremely difficult if 
the expert has a different cultural frame of reference and a level of general literacy 
that is far higher than the average user. With heuristic evaluations [9, 10, 13, 24] some 
of the most obvious and common usability problems can be identified, but the culture 
and language-specific aspects will be difficult to pick up. Pluralistic walkthroughs 
[10] (scheduled meetings between users, developers and human factor specialists) will 
be difficult because of the language barrier. Consistency inspection [10, 24] is hardly 
possible due to the limited applications that are available for the specific African 
culture. Review-based evaluation [3] is extremely difficult due to the limited avail-
ability of literature on systems for African users. Observational techniques such as 
think-aloud [3, 18] also suffer from the same language barrier, but video recordings 
[18] can afterwards be analyzed with the aid of an interpreter. 
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Empirical methods are less dependent on interaction between user and evaluator 
and can therefore be more applicable to assess user interfaces where evaluators and 
users have different cultural backgrounds. Data acquired from computer logging [3, 
24] can afterwards be analyzed carefully. Questionnaires [3, 24] can be translated into 
the target language beforehand and administered either personally by a surveyor, or 
by means of a self-administered on-screen questionnaire [14]. 

In this study a combination of empirical techniques was used to determine a series 
of metrics that are reliable and consistent enough to be used for quantifying the us-
ability of a touchscreen-based information system for the intended user population. 
The IEEE defines a software metric as “a function whose inputs are software data and 
whose output is a single numerical value that can be interpreted as the degree to 
which the software possesses a given attribute that affects its quality” [6]. 

Performance metrics consist of duration measures, count measures, percentage of 
tasks completed successfully, and quality of output [18]. Duration metrics measure 
how much time is spent to complete a particular task. Count measures count how 
many times an event occurs, e.g. how many errors are made. The percentage of tasks 
that users complete correctly can be measured by carefully setting target goals. This 
metric is coined by Nielsen [12] as the simplest usability metric since "user success is 
the bottom line of usability". Subjective measures include oral and written data col-
lected from users regarding their perceptions, opinions, judgments, preferences, and 
satisfaction regarding the system and their own performance [9]. 

2   Methodology 

Several sources [1, 3, 11, 12, 25, 26, 27] list examples of metrics that can be used to 
measure the usability of a system. A set of candidate metrics was identified according 
to which the usability of the touchscreen system was evaluated. The ISO 9241-11 
definition of usability [7] and the measurable criteria for usability as identified by 
Shneiderman [24] were used to categorize the candidate metrics. Usability data was 
captured by means of surveys as well as real-time observations. This data was ana-
lyzed statistically and the results of related metrics were compared to assess the valid-
ity and reliability of the metrics for each one of the criteria and types of measures. 
The proven metrics were consolidated into a survey form and then utilized in a meth-
odology for usability testing of a touchscreen information kiosk. 

Two paper-based surveys were conducted over a period of one month six months 
after the system was implemented. For the first survey users were allowed to use the 
system spontaneously and perform their own tasks. The surveyors were of the same 
culture and language group as the user population and mostly succeeded in behaving 
as a casual onlooker while ensuring that they were near enough to follow the user’s 
actions. A user was only approached with a questionnaire about general user satisfac-
tion when he/she left the kiosk. In this paper these users are referred to as casual us-
ers. 

The second paper-based survey differed from the first in that users (referred to as 
selected users) were recruited from the passers-by so that the sample is representative 
of the population profile with regard to gender, age and level of education. They were 
asked to perform a predefined and representative set of information search tasks. They 
were given specific scenarios and asked to find information such as schedules, ticket 
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prices, etc. while the duration of the sessions was recorded. It was accepted that cas-
ual users and selected users were different samples of the same population. 

During times of surveyor absence, users could complete an on-screen user-
satisfaction questionnaire (Figure 2) voluntarily and by own initiative after they had 
used the system. The nature of the survey was, therefore, the same as that of the pa-
per-based survey for casual users but with the difference that it was not supervised. 
Results were recorded into an underlying database and analyzed afterwards. The sur-
vey screen was specifically designed to accommodate computer-illiterate users. They 
only had to select from the available alternatives and no navigation or scrolling was 
expected. 

 

Fig. 2. On-screen survey form. 

It was accepted that the paper-based and on-screen surveys were different method-
ologies to test the same aspects with different samples of the same population. It was, 
however, possible that extrinsic factors could bias the results of either the paper-based 
or on-screen surveys. For example, users could be more honest in their responses with 
the on-screen survey than when confronted by a surveyor. In order to test this possi-
bility, the results obtained with the paper-based survey and those obtained with the 
on-screen survey were separated and compared statistically.  

For the purposes of this paper, users who indicated that they used the system for 
the first time are referred to as first-time users. Users who indicated that they had used 
the system at least once before are referred to as follow-up users. It is possible that 
users can maintain the know-how for a task from a previous session and therefore 
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first-time users and follow-up users could be different populations. In order to test this 
hypothesis, a Student's t-test or chi-square analysis was done whenever applicable to 
determine the significance of the observed differences between first-time and follow-
up users. 

The number of users in each sample is indicated in Table 1. The samples are mutu-
ally exclusive, i.e. no user contributed in more than one sample. 

Table 1. Number of users per sample group. 

 No users 
First-time casual users 48 
Follow-up casual users 56 
First-time selected users 26 
Follow-up selected users 42 
On-screen surveys first-time users 51 
On-screen surveys follow-up users 39 
Total 262 

3   Candidate Metrics 

According to the definition of usability of the International Standards Organization 
[7], usability is "the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified 
users achieve specified goals in particular environments", where 

• effectiveness is "the accuracy and completeness with which specified users can 
achieve specified goals in particular environments." 

• efficiency pertains to "the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and com-
pleteness of goals achieved." 

• satisfaction pertains to "the comfort and acceptability of the system to its users and 
other people affected by its use." 

Effectiveness can be expressed in terms of metrics that indicate whether a user 
could do what he/she wanted to do or was expected of him/her and whether he/she 
was able to complete a task successfully. Efficiency is expressed in terms of metrics 
that relate to the time it took a user to achieve a task, how much stress he/she had to 
overcome, how many errors were made while completing the task, or how many pos-
sibilities needed to be explored before the required facility was found. Satisfaction 
can be quantified by means of a subjective response relating to how the user feels 
about the outcome of a task achieved. 

Shneiderman [24] identified some measurable criteria for usability of a computer-
ized information system: learnability, productivity, rate of errors, retention over time, 
and users' satisfaction. 

Candidate metrics for the usability of the touchscreen system were categorized in 
terms of their applicability to Shneiderman's usability criteria and the ISO types of 
measure (Table 2). Metrics that apply to the same usability criterion can serve as 
checks for one another, thereby proving reliability. For example, a user who indicated 
that the system was easy to use (metric 3) would most probably not express a need for 
individual assistance (metric 1). 
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Table 2. Candidate metrics (× indicate potential applicability and reliability). 

Usability
criterion

Type of 
measure 
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1. Need expressed for individual assistance ×  × ×   
2. Searching for information in a structured way ×  ×  ×  
3. Users' subjective response regarding ease of use ×  ×   × 
4. User's emotions ×  ×   × 
5. Users found what they have been looking for  × × ×   
6. Percentage of users giving up searches before desired in-

formation is obtained 
 × × ×   

7. Percentage of items found correctly  × × ×   
8. Subjective comparison of time spent to obtain information 

with time spent by an average user 
 ×   ×  

9. User's subjective responses on the usefulness of the infor-
mation obtained 

 ×    × 

10. Time to find information  × ×  ×  
11. Percentage of users who are confident that they will be 

able to cope with the system without assistance at a subse-
quent session. 

  ×   × 

4   Metrics for Learnability 

Initially four candidate metrics were identified to measure the learnability of the sys-
tem. The details of these metrics are discussed below, followed by an analysis of their 
reliability. 

Metric 1:  The percentage of first-time users who indicate that they need individual 
assistance can give an indication of the effectiveness with which a system can be 
learned. The number of users who did not receive any assistance, but indicated that 
they would have liked assistance was recorded with both the paper-based as well as 
the on-screen survey forms. 

Metric 2:  A measure of efficiency with regard to learnability of a system is the learn-
ing time thereof. Shneiderman [24] asserts that learning time can be regarded as the 
time it takes for a typical member of the user community to learn how to use the 
commands relevant to a set of tasks. In this study it was accepted that a user knew 
how the system worked and had thus completed the learning process when he/she 
could manage to search for a specific piece of information in a structured way without 
fiddling around randomly. Users were carefully observed and usage patterns were 
recorded. 

Metric 3:  Satisfaction with regard to learnability of a system can be expressed in 
terms of users' subjective responses for ease of use. In this study, the questionnaire for 
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selected users as well as the on-screen questionnaire prompted respondents to choose 
between alternatives "Easy to use", "Moderately easy to use" and "Difficult to use". 

Metric 4: Another possible satisfaction metric for learnability is an analysis of users' 
feelings while working on the system. The questionnaire for casual users expected of 
the surveyors to subjectively indicate the most appropriate emotion(s) that a user 
experiences by observing his or her body language. Surveyors could select one or 
more of the following possibilities:  Anxiety, satisfaction, enjoyment, frustration and 
boredom. Users could also report on their feelings themselves with the on-screen 
survey. 

Users' feedback on each of these metrics for learnability could be categorized as ei-
ther negative or positive (Table 3). 

Table 3. Possible feedbacks on metrics for learnability. 

Metric Positive Negative 
1 User did not need assistance User needed assistance 
2 User could use the system efficiently User only fiddled around in unstruc-

tured way 
3 User found system easy or moderately easy User found system difficult 
4 User's body language conveyed positive emotion User's body language conveyed 

negative emotion 

A chi-square analysis of the contingency table containing the number of first-time 
users per category for each of the learnability metrics has been done to test the follow-
ing two null-hypotheses: 

• The metric used has no effect on the measure of learnability of the system. 
• There is no difference between the results obtained with a paper-based survey and 

those obtained with an on-screen survey. 

The results are shown in Table 4. The overall χ2 is 23.231 (df=6, p = 0.001). This 
indicates that the first null-hypothesis above can be rejected on the level of signifi-
cance of α=0.01. The individual cells' contributions to the overall χ2 value indicate 
that metric 1 is mainly responsible for this effect. If metric 1 is ignored, the χ2 value 
for the remaining table is 5.081 (df=4, p=0.279). This means that if metric 1 is ex-
cluded, the first null-hypothesis cannot be rejected. 

Table 4. Contingency table for learnability metrics obtained from first-time users with contrib-
uting χ2 values. 

Number of first-time users (with χ2)  
Metric Positive Negative Total 

1 (Paper-based) 4 (3.358) 10 (7.599) 14 (10.957) 
1 (On-screen) 14 (1.512) 14 (3.423) 28 (4.935) 
2 (Paper-based) 25 (0.000) 11 (0.000) 36 (0.000) 
3 (Paper-based) 22 (0.873) 4 (1.976) 26 (2.849) 
3 (On-screen) 32 (0.020) 13 (0.045) 45 (0.065) 
4 (Paper-based) 40 (1.352) 8 (3.061) 48 (4.413) 
4 (On-screen) 35 (0.004) 16 (0.009) 51 (0.013) 
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The results for follow-up users confirm the above findings. The χ2 value for the 
contingency table with metric 1 included is 36.550 (df=6, p = 0.000). If metric 1 is 
excluded, the χ2 value for the table is 5.119 (df=4, p = 0.275). Therefore, there is no 
evidence for either of the populations to prove that metrics 2, 3, and 4 do not test 
essentially the same thing. It can therefore be concluded that metrics 2, 3, and 4 may 
be regarded as reliable indicators of system learnability. Also, there is not enough 
evidence to reject the second null-hypothesis above since the contingency table above 
contains the results for both paper-based and on-screen surveys. 

A possible reason for the fact that metric 1 seems to be unreliable could be related 
to the often-observed phenomenon that people prefer to be told how to do something 
whenever possible rather than to explore and discover or even read the manual. This 
phenomenon has been observed to be even more so true for African people. It is, 
therefore, possible that there is a difference between the preference for assistance as 
subjectively expressed by the user and the real need for assistance in order to com-
plete a task. A change in the wording of the metric from "Would you have liked to 
have assistance?" to "Did you need any assistance?" could have solved the problem, 
but it should be tested in another study. 

5   Metrics for Productivity Achieved 

Initially six candidate metrics were identified to measure the productivity that users 
can achieve with the system. 

Metric 5: After they used the system, casual users were expected to indicate whether 
they found the information that they were looking for. These results could be used to 
evaluate a user's productivity in terms of the effectiveness of search. 

Metric 6: An item on the questionnaire for casual users expected of surveyors to indi-
cate subjectively whether they got the impression that users gave up a search before 
the desired information was obtained. 

Metric 7: A more quantitative effectiveness measure of productivity is the number of 
users who find all items correctly when asked to find a specific set of information. 
Selected users were asked to search for information on 6 specific items that were 
representative of the available information. 

Metric 8: The surveyors had to make a subjective observation regarding the time it 
took the user to obtain the information he/she wanted in comparison with an average 
user. It was thought that these results could be used as an efficiency measure of the 
productivity that users achieve with the system. The benchmark of the time it would 
take an average user to complete the same task is not exact, nor is it stable. As the 
system becomes better known by users, their capabilities will improve, resulting in a 
moving average. Because the average user is the benchmark, the number of users who 
perform better than the average user and the number of those who perform worse 
should always be more or less the same. 

Metric 9: Casual users were asked to respond in general on the usefulness of the in-
formation that they obtained with the system. Users' subjective responses in this re-
spect were regarded as a satisfaction metric for the productivity that users can achieve 
with the system overall. 
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Metric 10: A more quantitative efficiency measure of productivity is the average time 
in seconds that it takes users to complete a specific set of tasks. With metric 7 users 
were requested to search for information on 6 specific items that were representative 
of the available information. The surveyors also timed the users with a stop watch 
while they were doing so. This metric can give a good indication of users' productiv-
ity, provided a previously defined benchmark and acceptable boundaries. 

Users' feedback on metrics 5 through 10 could be categorized as either negative or 
positive with regard to the productivity that they achieved with the system (Table 5). 

Table 5. Possible feedbacks on metrics for productivity. 

Metric Positive Negative 
5 User indicated that he found what he 

was looking for 
User indicated that he did not find what he 
was looking for 

6 User was observed to continue search 
until he found what he was looking for 

User was observed to give up search before 
he found what he was looking for 

7 User found all requested items correctly User did not find all requested items cor-
rectly 

8 User spent less or equal time than aver-
age user to find information 

User spent more time than average user to 
find information 

9 User found information useful or very 
useful 

User found information to be not useful or 
only moderately useful 

10 User spent less or equal time to find 
information than is accepted as bench-
mark 

User spent more time to find information 
than is accepted as benchmark 

A chi-square analysis of the contingency table containing the number of first-time 
users per category for each of the metrics for productivity has been done to test the 
following two null-hypotheses: 

• The metric used has no effect on the measure of productivity that a user can 
achieve with the system. 

• There is no difference between the results obtained with a paper-based survey and 
those obtained with an on-screen survey. 

For metric 10, a benchmark had to be chosen that represents an acceptable upper 
limit. The choice of this benchmark is largely arbitrary and can have an influence on 
the results. Therefore, this metric was disregarded in the analysis. 

The results are shown in Table 6. The overall χ2 is 17.34 (df=6, p = 0.008). This 
indicates that the first null-hypothesis above can be rejected on the level of signifi-
cance of α=0.01. The individual cells' contributions to the overall χ2 value indicate 
that the on-screen version of metric 5 is mainly responsible for this effect. If this met-
ric is ignored the χ2 value for the remaining table is 3.697 (df=5, p=0.594). This 
means that if metric 5 is excluded, the first null-hypothesis cannot be rejected. Also, 
there is not enough evidence to reject the second null-hypothesis above since the 
contingency table contains the results for both paper-based and on-screen surveys. 

The results for follow-up users confirm the above findings to a large extent. The χ2 
value for the entire contingency table for follow-up users (including the on-screen 
version of metric 5) is 7.873 (df=6, p = 0.248). 
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Table 6. Contingency table for productivity metrics obtained from first-time users with con-
tributing χ2 values. 

Number of first-time users (with χ2)  
Metric Positive Negative Total 
5 (Paper-based) 24 (0.675) 7 (1.281) 31 (1.956) 
5 (On-screen) 17 (4.009) 25 (7.603) 42 (11.612) 
6 (Paper-based) 25 (0.025) 12 (0.047) 37 (0.072) 
7 (Paper-based) 17 (0.026) 10 (0.049) 27 (0.075) 
8 (Paper-based) 24 (0.002) 13 (0.004) 37 (0.006) 
9 (Paper-based) 28 (1.128) 7 (2.139) 35 (3.267) 
9 (On-screen) 30 (0.121) 13 (0.229) 43 (0.350) 

A possible reason for the perceived difference between the results for paper-based 
and on-screen surveys for first-time users on metric 5 could be because users were 
ignorant about the intentions of the system. Some users commented that they would 
have liked to buy their tickets from the machine rather than to stand in the queues. 
This was not the intention of the system and was explained to them while they com-
pleted the paper-based questionnaires. Users who completed the on-screen survey 
only realized this during follow-up sessions.  

To conclude, metrics 5 – 9 may be regarded as reliable indicators of the overall 
productivity that users achieve with the system, provided that users are thoroughly 
aware of the intentions of the system. 

6   Metrics for Retention over Time 

Several of the metrics discussed thus far are also applicable to the usability criterion 
for a system's ability to allow users to retain the interface knowledge that they have 
gained from a previous session. One metric that is not applicable to any of the other 
usability criteria is described here, followed by a discussion on the reliability of each 
of the candidate metrics for this criterion. 

Metric 11: Both the questionnaires for casual users and selected users, as well as the 
on-screen survey, included an item where users had to give a subjective indication of 
whether they thought that they would be able to manage with the system without 
assistance during a next session. Respondents had to select from the possibilities 
"Yes", "No", and "Not sure". This metric was regarded as satisfaction metric to de-
termine the amount to which the system allows users to retain the interface knowledge 
acquired. 

With the paper-based survey 63.5% of first-time users and 82.8% follow-up users 
were confident that they would be able to manage without assistance in a next session. 
Similar results were obtained with the on-screen survey where the figures were 64.4% 
and 86.5% respectively. 

To determine a system's ability to allow users to retain interface knowledge from 
one session to another, first-time users and follow-up users were regarded as separate 
populations for each one of the candidate metrics for this usability criterion. A Stu-
dent's t-test or chi-square analysis was done to test this null-hypothesis for each met-
ric: 
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• There is no difference in usability between the first-time users and follow-up us-
ers. 

If a non-significant difference between the two user groups was observed with a 
specific metric, it can either mean that the system is inadequate in so far it allows 
users to retain interface know-how, or the metric is unable to pick up the difference. 

The results of the respective t-tests or chi-square tests are summarized in Table 7 
for each of the applicable metrics. The fact that there are at least some of the metrics 
that indicated a significant difference between the user groups suggests that the sys-
tem did allow users to retain what they have learnt from previous sessions. 

The candidate metrics in Table 7 for which no significant difference between the 
user groups was found can be regarded as inadequate to pick up the system's ability to 
allow users to retain interface knowledge over time. In some cases this result is due to 
inherent problems with the metric itself. Examples are the probable biased answering 
of metric 1 and the moving average problem of metric 8. 

In other cases, first-time users performed very well from scratch and there was not 
much room for improvement, e.g. metrics 4 and 9 and the paper-based versions of 
metrics 3 and 5. It is possible that these metrics could show a significant difference 
between the user groups if they were applied on a system with usability problems that 
users could only overcome after some experience. This possibility will have to be 
confirmed in another study. 

The on-screen version of metric 5 has to be disqualified as metric for retention, de-
spite the perceived significant difference between the user groups. This difference 
was probably due to another effect, namely users' ignorance regarding the intended 
capabilities of the system. 

Metrics 2, 6 and 11 can be regarded as reliable indicators of the system's ability to 
allow users to retain interface knowledge over time. 

7   Proposed Methodology for Usability Study 

The initial questionnaires for casual users and selected users were consolidated into a 
single survey form to include only those items that were found reliable in the analyses 
above (Appendix A). The specific metric to which an item in the survey is applicable, 
is indicated in brackets in the right margin with every item. Specific instructions or 
notes to the researchers or surveyors are included in italics and preceded by ∗. These 
may be omitted on the forms that are distributed to the users. 

Passers-by must be allowed to use the system spontaneously. A user's body lan-
guage must be observed for satisfaction indicators (Section A on Appendix A). When 
the user shows an intention of leaving the kiosk, he/she must be presented with a 
survey form. The surveyor should then ask the general feedback questions in section 
B. The user must then be requested to spend another few minutes to search for a set of 
representative items while he/she is timed (Section C). 

The usability of a system can then be calculated by tabulating the number of users 
for each of the metrics and proceed as indicated in the "Notes" column in Table 8. 
Users' feedback is categorized into "Positive" and "Negative" in the same way as was 
done earlier (Tables 3 and 5). Since an information kiosk system must be usable by 
occasional users, the outcome for learnability and productivity criteria are determined 
by dividing the number of positive feedbacks by the total number of feedbacks from 
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first-time users only. The criteria for retention of interface knowledge over time are 
calculated by dividing the improvement from first-time users to follow-up users by 
the available room for improvement. The overall usability of the system is calculated 
by getting the average of all the individual metrics. 

A calculation of system usability like this will, of course, be of most value when 
the same method is used for several versions of a system or for several systems. An 
isolated value does not tell much of the system's usability, but should be seen in per-
spective after some experience. 

8   Summary 

The goal of this study was to determine a set of reliable usability metrics to evaluate 
touchscreen-based information kiosk systems that are used by mainly computer-
illiterate, low-income, African users. Techniques such as cognitive walkthroughs, 
heuristic evaluations, usability inspections and live observations suffer from a lan-
guage barrier if the analyst is not fluent in the language of the typical users. Empirical 
metrics utilize data acquired from computer logging as well as paper-based and on-
screen surveys, which can be administered in such a way that the effect of the lan-
guage barrier is minimized. 

Several candidate metrics were identified to measure the learnability of a system, 
the productivity that a user can achieve with a system and the degree to which a sys-
tem allows a user to utilize the interface knowledge he has gained on first-use at fol-
low-up sessions. It was found that some of the candidate metrics were not applicable 

Table 7. Summary of metrics and their ability to indicate that users retain commands over time. 

Candidate metric χ2 t p Significant improvement from first-
time to follow-up use (α=0.05)? 

1 (Paper-based) 0.903  0.342 No 
1 (On-screen) 0.031  0.859 No 

2 5.29  0.021 Yes 
3 (Paper-based) 3.85  0.050 No 
3 (On-screen) 1.83  0.176 No 

4 (Paper-based) 1.36  0.244 No 
4 (On-screen) 0.04  0.848 No 

5 (Paper-based) 2.38  0.123 No 
5 (On-screen) 8.03  0.005 Yes (Disqualify) 

6 5.88  0.015 Yes 
7 3.72  0.054 No 
8 2.22  0.136 No 

9 (Paper-based) 0.16  0.688 No 
9 (On-screen) 3.76  0.052 No 

10  0.414 0.682 No 
11 (Paper-based) 6.04  0.014 Yes 
11 (On-screen) 5.18  0.023 Yes 
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due to problems with the metrics themselves, while others presented problems that 
originated probably from cultural characteristics of the typical user profile. Three of 
the candidate metrics for learnability and five metrics for productivity proved to be 
applicable and reliable. When these metrics were applied separately for first-time 
users and follow-up users, it was found that three of them could also predict the de-
gree to which users retain interface knowledge over time. 

The paper concludes with a proposed methodology for the analysis of a touch-
screen information kiosk for African users with low levels of computer literacy, utiliz-
ing a consolidated survey form. 

9   Future Research 

The methodology proposed in this paper was proven to be reliable for touchscreen-
based systems used by African users with relative low computer literacy levels. It is 
possible; however, that this methodology and the resulting survey form can be appli-

Table 8. Calculation of system usability. 

# of  
users 

 
Notes 

 First-time  
/ 

Follow-up Pos Neg

Percentage 
(pos*100/ 
(pos+neg))  

M21 1st 25 11 69.4 Metric 2, first-time users 
M3 1st 22 4 84.6  
M4 1st 40 8 83.3  
Learnability    79.1 Average for learnability 

(M21, M3 & M4) 
M5 1st 24 7 77.4  
M61 1st 25 12 67.6 Metric 6, first-time users 
M7 1st 17 10 63.0  
M8 1st 24 13 64.9  
M9 1st 28 7 80.0  
Productivity    70.6 Average for productivity 

(M5, M61, M7, M8, M9) 
M22 f/u 37 4 90.2 Metric 2, follow-up users 
R2    68.0 Improvement on metric 2 

(M22-M21)*100/(100-M21) 
M62 f/u 36 4 90.0 Metric 6, follow-up users 
R6    69.1 Improvement on metric 6 

(M62-M61)*100/(100-M61) 
M111 1st 40 23 63.5 Metric 11, first-time users 
M112 f/u 53 11 82.8 Metric 11, follow-up users 
R11    52.9 Improvement on metric 11 

(M112-M111)*100/(100-M111) 
Retention    63.3 Average for retention over time 

(R2, R6 & R11) 
Total    71.0 Average of Learnability, Produc- 

tivity & Retention over time 
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cable to other types of systems intended for a similar or even different user profile. 
This has to be tested in another study. 

Metric 1 was found not to be a reliable measure of learnability of a system. A gen-
eral human preference for assistance above exploring and discovering and/or the way 
in which the metric was worded, were offered as possible reasons for this result. An-
other study with a different wording could be undertaken to clarify this issue. 

It was mentioned above that metrics 4 and 9, and the paper-based versions of met-
rics 3 and 5 could serve as indicator to highlight usability problems. This possibility 
must be explored in another study. 
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Appendix A: Consolidated Questionnaire for Usability Testing 
of Touchscreen Based Information Kiosks for African Users 
with Low Levels of Computer Literacy 

Section A 
∗Surveyor: Observe silently 

A1. Did the user find the use of the system intuitive? (M2) 
 Select one of the following: 
 !  The user only fiddled around with the system in an unstructured way. 
 !  The user fiddled around at first and then carried on in a structured way. 
 ! The user found the system intuitive enough so that he/she could work in a 

structured way from the start. 

A2. The user's body language conveyed: (M4) 
 (You may select more than one option) 

 !  Anxiety   !  Satisfaction   !  Enjoyment   !  Frustration    !  Boredom 

A3. Did you get the impression that the user searched for something but gave up the 
search before the desired information was obtained? (M6) 
 ! Yes          ! No 

A4. How long did the user take to obtain the information he/she wanted? (M8) 
 !  Longer than the average user 
 !  The same as an average user 

! Less than the average user 
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Section B: General 
∗Surveyor: Approach user and request him/her to assist with this research. Discuss 
the following questions with the user 

B1. Is this the first time that you use this system? 
 ! Yes          ! No 

B2. Did you find the system (M3) 
 !  Easy to use           !  Moderately easy to use          !  Difficult to use 

B3. Did you find the information that you were looking for? (M5) 
 ! Yes                ! No 

B4. How useful did you find the information? (M9) 
 ! Very useful     ! Useful        ! Moderately useful        ! Not useful 

B5. Do you think you will be able to use the system on your own next time? (M11) 
 ! Yes          ! No         !  Not sure 

Section C: Search for Specific Items 
∗Surveyor: Ask user to search for the listed items. Item C1 may be used to get the user 
familiar with the system if necessary. 

C1. Comprehension / Knowledge gained (with assistance) 
 (*Researcher: Select a number of representative items that the user must search 

for. The following is an example taken from the system used in this study.) 
  
 How many trips does IBL undertake daily, Monday to Friday? 
  
 ! 203      ! 422       ! 691        ! 702      ! 845 
  
 (*Researcher: Add representative items so that a novice user will know what is 

expected from him/her) 

C2. Comprehension / Knowledge gained (without assistance) (M7 & M10) 
 (∗ Surveyor: Start stopwatch. You may explain the questions, but you you may 

not provide any help with the system) 
 (*Researcher: Select a number of representative items that the user must search 

for. The following is an example taken from the system used in this study.) 
  
 How many buses does IBL have? 
  
 ! 95    ! 152     ! 190      ! 201 
  
 (*Researcher: Add representative items so that a conversant user will take 

approximately 3 minutes to find the information) 
 (∗Surveyor:  Stop stopwatch.) 
 ______ (mm:ss) 
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Abstract. The paper claims that processes for monitoring, assessing and ensur-
ing appropriate levels of accessibility and usability have to be adopted by web 
development and maintenance teams. Secondarily it argues that automatic tools 
for accessibility and usability are a necessary component of these processes. 
The paper presents first an analysis of web development and maintenance ac-
tivities that highlights the reasons why accessibility and usability are so poorly 
achieved. It then suggests which processes, borrowed from the domain of soft-
ware quality assurance, should be established to improve production and main-
tenance of web sites. The paper finally shows how automatic tools could fit in 
those processes and actually improve them, while being cost-effective. 

1   Introduction 

There are many books and other published material that present a wealth of informa-
tion on what to do, and what to avoid, when designing, developing or maintaining a 
web site, like for example [Lynch and Horton, 02]. They discuss typography on the 
web, dealing with issues like alignment, capitalization, typefaces, etc. Although ex-
tremely educational and useful, this written knowledge is obviously not sufficient, 
considering the low quality level of existing web sites. In order to improve the quality 
of sites a web developer has to study this material, has to extract useful guidelines 
from it and has to decide which principles to apply to the specific case, how to apply 
them, and when.  

A better start is by looking at compiled lists of web usability guidelines [Nielsen, 
04; Nielsen, 99; NCI, 02]. But also in this case the web developer has to study this 
material to figure out which guideline is relevant for the specific situation at hand, 
and to apply it.  

A crucial decision is which principles to apply, as different situations and contexts 
call for different choices. In order to determine which principles are relevant to a 
specific situation a web developer has to (i) detect failures of the site, (ii) diagnose 
them and identify their causes, (iii) prioritize them in terms of importance, (iv) deter-
mine how to repair them, and (v) estimate benefits and costs of these changes.  

The rapid pace and tight deadlines at which development and maintenance of web 
sites proceed severely hinder the ability to perform processes (i) to (v) in an effective, 
reliable and cost-effective manner.  
                                                           
*  Scientific advisor for UsableNet Inc., manufacturer of LIFT tools that are mentioned in the 

paper. 
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On the other hand, processes (i) to (v) are necessary if the site is bound to match a 
certain level of quality since accessibility and usability are playing an increasingly 
important role in the game of achieving and maintaining a successful web site.  

The claim of the paper is twofold. First, in order to improve accessibility and us-
ability levels of web sites developers and maintainers have to establish assurance 
processes that are similar to those currently adopted for ensuring software quality. 
Second, due to the nature of accessibility and usability failures, the adoption of auto-
matic tools supporting these assurance processes appears to be inevitable. 

2   Low Accessibility and Usability Levels 

The current demand for accessible and usable web sites (as witnessed also by the 
large number of books published on the subject in the last years: [Nielsen, 93; 
Mayhew, 99; Nielsen, 99; Nielsen and Tahir, 01; Thatcher et al., 02; Holzschlag and 
Lawson, 02; Rosson and Carrol, 02; Slatin and Rush, 03] to name a few) stems from 
the fact that the vast majority of existing web sites suffer from chronically low acces-
sibility and/or usability levels. The trend is improving, thanks to legislation [USDOJ, 
01], public awareness and market pressure [Ramasastry, 02]. 

2.1   Reasons 

Even simple changes to web sites like adding a couple of new pages may lead to 
reduced accessibility and/or usability (A&U). The most relevant reasons are:  

• Lack of resources. Lack of time, money or skilled persons hinder any effort aim-
ing at improving quality of the web site. Of the three, by far the biggest problem 
is lack of skills because if A&U are thought of during design phases (rather than 
being retrofitted once the web site has already been produced) then their cost be-
comes much smaller.  

• Release cycles of web sites are extremely fast. Changes to a web site may be con-
ceived, designed, implemented and released in a matter of hours. This is due to 
the informative nature common to many web sites. It is also supported by the 
flexibility of the medium (changing something in HTML is in general much easier 
than in any programming language) and by the low distribution barrier (once the 
modified pages are published then their message is automatically delivered to web 
visitors).  

• Detailed, accurate and complete specifications are missing. When a web site has 
to be changed, unless the change is a significant redefinition or revamp of the site, 
often no analysis and specification steps have been carried out. At least not in full 
detail and accuracy. This implies that the change is implemented sooner than it 
should, with a number of uninformed decisions being taken.  

• Web browsing technologies are quickly evolving. The change to the web site may 
occur well after the web site has been designed for the first time, and since then 
the technologies and standards may have evolved. For example, assistive tech-
nologies may have evolved in such a way that the choices which were made when 
the web site had been designed are now obsolete. This means that changing the 
web site without considering this evolution is likely to worsen its A&U.  
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• Not all web architects, web designers, web masters and web programmers (in 
short the persons that are required to design and implement the change) are A&U 
savvy. Certain apparently trivial design or implementation decisions (f.e. typo-
graphic choices like font face and size and their implementation in HTML) may 
lead to solutions that violate accessibility standards or usability guidelines.  

3   Usability and Accessibility Assurance Processes 

3.1   Web Site Development Processes 

In general a site development and maintenance team includes at least the following 
roles (potentially carried out by the same persons): web architects, web programmers, 
web designers, web content producers, accessibility and usability engineers, web 
masters, project managers.  

These job roles are involved in a number of processes, covering the following ac-
tivities: elicitation of clients' and users' goals, definition of sites' purposes, analysis of 
users jobs and work flows, definition of task models, choice of technologies, defini-
tion of the information architecture and of the look and feel of the site, definition of 
web site style guides, of page layout, of the site launching activities, and of the site 
maintenance processes; implementation of the site, graphical design, page debugging, 
multimedia production, site launch, bug fixing [Hackos and Redish, 98; Lynch and 
Horton, 02; Goto and Cotler, 02; Holzschlag and Lawson, 02].  

3.2   Developing Web Sites vs. Packaged Software 

Developing a web site is, in many ways, like developing an interactive software sys-
tem, as in the latter case the processes being involved are very similar to the one 
listed above.   

However, the specific nature of web sites leads to the following major differences , 
each one requiring more specific and demanding A&U assurance processes.  

• Broader user audience: thus there are more user goals, user tasks and user con-
texts to cope with, which makes the design of effective sites more difficult.  

• Less control on technologies used by web visitors and potential conflicts between 
standards, browsers, plug-ins, assistive technologies, web site implementations. 
Which further complicate the user interface of the web site.  

• Less experienced users: in few cases a web designer can assume that the users of 
the site are already experienced in using it. In most of the cases visitors have to 
learn how to use a web site while trying to get a job done.  

• More emphasis on user interface issues, as most of the decisions concern the con-
tent, information architecture, interaction structure or look and feel aspects, that 
are all components of the user interface of the web site. 

For these reasons it is important that every design and implementation decision 
that may affect the user interface (i.e. anything that manifests in DHTML coding of 
the pages) is validated as soon as possible. Validation means to make sure that the 
adopted design or implementation is indeed something that solves the right problem.  
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3.3   Difficult Decisions 

Achievement of appropriate A&U levels should not be seen as a target, but as a proc-
ess. A&U assurance is just like cleaning a house: one has to decide which rooms 
should be cleaned at which level of hygiene (which depends on who will be using the 
rooms, and why), how to determine if they are clean, how frequently they have to be 
cleaned, who and with what kind of tools will be cleaning them. 

When carrying out these processes, and especially assurance ones, a number of 
difficult managerial and technical decisions have to be taken (see the glossary in the 
appendix for some of the more technical terms). 

1. Determining the goal of the assurance process. 
2. Determining which guidelines to adopt. 
3. Determining how to resolve conflicts between competing guidelines.  

Discussion. Determining the goal of the assurance process requires that somebody 
decides which part of the site has to be assessed, and against which level of A&U. 
One has to decide if this level should be based on existing guidelines (official ones 
[USDOJ, 01; W3C/WAI, 99] or unofficial but well known ones [Nielsen, 04; NCI, 
02; NNG, 01; Nielsen, 99] or if in-house guidelines should be developed for use 
within the organization. The advantage of adopting existing guidelines stems from the 
fact that guidelines embody the results of investigations carried out by others which 
may be relevant also to the specific case. However it may happen that guidelines need 
to be adapted to fit to specific situations.  
For example, putting navigation bars to the right of the page improves accessibility 
(even though they are repeated in many pages, a screen reader user does not have to 
hear them over and over before getting the page content). However, sighted visitors 
might be required to horizontally scroll the page to see the navigation bar, which is a 
known usability hindrance. 

4. Choosing the assessment methods.  
5. Determining how to detect failures.  

Discussion. Choosing the methods affects the effectiveness of the process and its ef-
ficiency. One has to decide when to run user testing sessions, comparative usability 
investigations, expert reviews or walkthroughs for accessibility or usability, or when 
to use automatic tools. And in any case general principles stated in the guidelines 
have to be made operational so that it is possible to determine if a web site satisfies 
the guideline or not.  
For example even an apparently simple principle like “provide equivalent alternative 
textual descriptions for images” requires an ad-hoc standard to be defined regarding 
different kinds of images (spacers, decorative images, buttons, technical diagrams, 
etc.), regarding the actual phrasing of alternative texts (are they to be the same as 
captions, when figure captions exists? are they to be used solely for detecting exis-
tence of an image, or should they attempt to provide a concise description of the im-
age?), regarding the way in which the image is embedded in the page (what should 
the alternative text be for images that are appropriately described by the text already 
shown in the page?) and regarding the implementation of the solution (should the 
IMG/ALT tag and attribute be used or would it be better to use the OBJECT tag, 
perhaps because it supports multilingual alternative text to be attached to the image?). 
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6. Deciding which guidelines to apply at which stage of the development process.  
7. Determining how to prevent errors.  

Discussion. Certain methods and guidelines should be applied to early deliverables of 
the development process. For example, some accessibility failures are due to bad 
design decisions: the use of frames, putting navigation bars to the left of the page, 
laying out the page content with fixed-size tables, or implementing menus with roll-
overs. These decisions are taken when the page layout is designed, at a stage that 
occurs earlier than production of content. But, unless a careful assessment of the page 
template has been carried out when the template is produced, the consequences of 
these choices show up only when content is produced. Leading, for example, to pages 
where skip-to-contents links have to be added, navigation bars have to be moved to 
the right, a new implementation of the table layout has to be done in order to yield the 
correct reading order, and navigation options implemented through rollovers have to 
be made redundant with other mechanisms. The problem is that fixing a seemingly 
simple defect requires a reassessment of page design, and it is likely that a change in 
many of the pages is needed. The later this is done, the more costly it is.  
On the other hand, violation of other guidelines can be spotted at later times (say, 
after content is produced) without incurring in significantly larger costs. For example, 
figuring out that images are not labeled (with the ALT attribute) is a problem which 
requires a localized fix that does not impact on other parts of the site. However, doing 
it afterward still requires a systematic, tedious activity of locating all image occur-
rences, labeling them and then making sure that labels are all consistent. 

8. Determining how to estimate the cost, and the Return on Investment of the entire 
assurance process.  

Discussion. A quality cost model used for software quality [Black, 02] could be ap-
plied to web development as well.  
According to the model the cost of quality (Cq) is the sum of the cost of conformance 
(Cc) and the cost of non-conformance (Cnc). Cq includes any expenditure for prevent-
ing defects (e.g. training, tools, process establishment and tuning) (Cp) and the cost of 
appraising the current quality level through planning and running verifications (per-
sonnel, setting the test environment, running the verifications, reporting results) (Ca). 
Cp is basically a fixed cost incurred initially, while Ca is a cost that depends on the 
number of defects that are found (and fixed, which requires repeated verifications). 
Cnc includes the economic effects of bugs discovered by the development team or by 
users after release. At the very least, Cnc includes the costs for the infrastructure, time 
and effort needed for reporting, replicating, isolating, fixing, verifying each of the 
bugs reported by web visitors (Cdirect). In addition it includes also less tangible costs 
like delays, slowdowns, customer alienation, uncompleted transactions, reduced traf-
fic, reduced sales, reduced customers acquisition, conversion, retention (Cindirect). 

This leads to 

Cq =  Cc +  Cnc =  Cp +  Ca(N) +  Cdirect(M) +  Cindirect(M+K) 

where N and M are the number of defects found and fixed prior to (and respectively 
after the) release; K is the number of defects experienced by web visitors but not re-
ported to the technical support team. 
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This cost model, imported from software engineering, could be applied also to web 
site development and maintenance. However, for web sites the proportion of defects 
that are reported by visitors is smaller than for software. Most visitors will not com-
plain and simply will move away from the site after facing one or more A&U fail-
ures. Therefore  Cdirect will be small, because of the small number of reported bugs. 
However Cindirect is likely to soar. Only when it reaches certain levels, management 
might be willing to launch some investigations to determine why the web site is not 
yielding the expected business results (in terms of visitor reach, acquisition, conver-
sion, retention). These investigations increase Cdirect. When a number of defects have 
been found (usability and accessibility ones, perhaps dealing with a poor information 
architecture, poor task support or poor presentation) they have to be fixed, yielding 
another increase in Cdirect. 

Little expenditures on Cc will apparently lower the overall cost, but Cdirect and es-
pecially Cindirect will increase. The latter will happen without explicit warnings since 
no monitoring is in place. Only effective assurance processes can avoid this hidden 
increase in non conformance costs. 

The return on investment has to be viewed as a reduction of non-conformance 
costs, and especially for the intangible costs. Since these costs are affected by many 
other factors (like usefulness of the web site, popularity of the web site and the or-
ganization owning it, their credibility), this explains why it is difficult to accurately 
characterize the ROI of A&U efforts and why they are often perceived mainly as a 
cost source. 

3.4   GQM: A General Framework for Assessments 

The Goal, Questions and Metrics (GQM) approach [Basili and Weiss, 84] can be 
helpful to frame many of the decisions discussed above. It is very likely that each 
organization has to develop and establish its own means for answering those ques-
tions. Generality of guidelines and principles, and specificity of the organization and 
its work processes are the primary reasons for this state of affairs. Therefore appro-
priate methods have to be deployed to investigate those questions. The GQM ap-
proach supports this. It is based on the following steps, described here in the context 
of web site analysis:  

Establish the goals of the analysis. Possible goals include: to detect and remove us-
ability obstacles that hinder an online sale procedure; to learn whether the site con-
veys trust to the intended user population; to compare two designs of a site to deter-
mine which one is more usable; to determine performance bottlenecks in the web site 
and its back-end implementation.  
Goals can be normally defined by understanding the situation of concern, which is the 
reason for performing the analysis. Which actions will be taken as a result of the 
quality assessment? What do we need to know in order to take these actions?  

Develop questions of interest whose answers would be sufficient to decide on the 
appropriate course of actions. For example, a question related to the online sale ob-
stacles goal mentioned above could be “how many users are able to buy product X in 
less than 3 minutes and with no mistakes?”. Another question related to the same goal 
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might be “are we using too many font faces on those forms?”. Questions of interest 
constitute a bridge between goals of the analysis and measurable properties that are 
used for data collection. Questions also lead to sharper definition of the goals. They 
can be used to filter out inappropriate goals: goals for which questions cannot be 
formulated and goals for which there are no measurable properties. Questions can 
also be evaluated to determine if they completely cover their goal and if they refer to 
measurable properties. In addition certain questions will be more important than oth-
ers in fulfilling a goal.  

Published guidelines are useful since they suggest relevant questions. For example 
a guideline requiring to use white space to separate links in navbars suggests ques-
tions like “are links too close to each other?”, “how will the space between links 
change if font size is increased?”, “how many visitors will be affected by violations 
of this guideline?”, “what are the possible consequences on visitors' tasks if this vio-
lation occurs?”.  

Establish measurement methods (i.e. metrics) to be used to collect and organize 
data to answer the questions of interest. A measurement method (see [Fenton and 
Lawrence Pfleeger, 97] for additional details) should include at least:  

1. a description of how the data have to be elicited. For example via user testing with 
a given task description; or by automatically inspecting HTML sources of online 
pages to learn how links are organized.  

2. a description of how data are identified. For example, what does “successfully 
completed task” mean in a user testing session?; how is “time to complete the 
task” going to be measured?; what constitutes a link in a web page (i.e. which 
HTML tags should be considered: A, AREA, IMG, BLOCKQUOTE, ...)?; what 
constitutes a local link to a web site (e.g. same server, same sub-domain, or same 
path)?  

3. a description of how data are going to be categorized. For example, what are the 
different kinds of mistakes that users might get involved in, how can the “comple-
tion time” be broken down into different phases, if there are different categories 
of local links: links to images, videos, HTML files, etc. Measurement methods 
sharpen and refine the questions of interest.  
Even though some A&U guideline is sufficiently precise and specific to suggest 
the appropriate measurement method, it is often the case that in order to be opera-
tional guidelines need to be specialized yielding an internally defined standard. 

Accessibility metrics may include the number of violations of a certain guide-
line/checkpoint, once the guideline or checkpoint have been made sufficiently spe-
cific and operational. 

3.5   Defect Flow Model 

A fundamental assumption of any quality assurance activity is that the artifact being 
evaluated is rarely free of defects. The purpose of the quality assurance activity is to 
understand which defects and how many of them are included in the artifact. 

Now consider how defects flow in and out of the web site. Defects are inserted 
into and removed from the web site as an effect of the overall development and main-
tenance process (see figure 1). More specifically, the following subprocesses can be 
identified:  
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Defect insertion: this occurs during web site development and maintenance, at any 
stage. Defects may be due to errors in implementation decisions (like forgetting to 
label correctly controls of a form) or in design decisions (like relying on colors to 
convey information) or during analysis (like not providing the appropriate navigation 
path to support a given information task). In the majority of the cases this happens 
implicitly, without notice. Sometimes errors simply occur because somebody has 
thought of doing something, but then it's been forgotten. Other times they occur be-
cause of misjudgment (f.e. deciding that a certain accessibility requirement is not so 
important) or because of ignorance. Finally there are situations where defects are 
known to be included in the design, because alternative correct solutions are too ex-
pensive to be developed. 

Defect removal: this happens after defects have been discovered, have been analyzed 
and their removal has been planned. Web developers design one or more solutions, 
rank them, plan their execution, and finally implement them. Usually, after executing 
a solution, a subsequent verification step takes place making sure that the defect has 
been removed, and that applied changes do not perturb the rest of the site (regression 
testing). 
Defect removal is a process informed by defect triage, since the latter provides priori-
ties and schedules for defect removals.  

Defect elicitation: this occurs when A&U failures are detected and traced back to 
their causes: the defects. This may happen when web site visitors complain about the 
site or when explicit verification activities are carried out and they identify the de-
fects. 
During this process several elicitation techniques may be used: user testing, heuristic 
evaluations, accessibility inspections, accessibility “sniff tests”, automated analysis, 
analysis of web server logs, code inspections.  
Defect elicitation is guided by A&U monitoring and by A&U assurance plan defini-
tion: the former triggers elicitation, the latter determines which part of the site has to 
be tested, why, how and when.  

Defect triage: is the process of determining if observed defects have been already 
dealt with in the past, which defects should be removed, to schedule their removal 
and to track their evolution in the site. Defect triage evaluates reported defects so that 
most critical ones are treated first [McCarthy, 95]. A complex step, especially with 
highly changing web sites, is to determine if a defect just being reported has been 
already managed in the past (for example, it was decided that it was not a violation of 
some guideline, or that its solution should be deferred).  
“Failure Mode and Effects Analysis” [Black, 02] is a way for computing criticality of 
a defect within a formal approach. In any case, criticality of a defect depends on the 
following factors, whose importance depends on the specific organization running the 
assurance processes: 

Violation on required standards: for example a failure by a U.S. federal web 
site that does not satisfy Section 508 accessibility requirements is a good candi-
date for a high level of criticality.  
Individual impact: (or severity) the impact of the failure with respect to an indi-
vidual user who has to face it. This estimation may be formulated in terms of user 
inability to successfully complete the task that s/he intended to do, in terms of the 
importance of the task and importance of that kind of user. 
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Affected audience: (or likelihood) the fraction of the intended user population of 
the web site that is affected by the failure. The likelihood of a failure in turns de-
pends on (i) how frequently the pages causing it are shown to visitors and (ii) 
which proportion of those visitors will actually experience the failure.  
A defect located on the home page will be more critical than the same defect lo-
cated on a secondary page, which will be visited by a smaller proportion of visi-
tors. Web server logs can also be used to determine the frequency of display of 
given pages. On the other hand, determining the proportion of visitors that will 
experience the failure depends on assumptions, like knowing how many visitors 
use the page in the contexts leading to the failure. For example, only visually im-
paired visitors using JAWS on Windows 98 clicking on a certain link might ex-
perience the failure.  
Symbolic impact: the failure might be perceived by the audience as a symbolic 
quality problem; it could be an embarrassing bug that requires a prompt treatment, 
even though its impact and likelihood are low. 
Removal costs: in order to remove a bug a number of activities have to per-
formed: (i) to diagnose the failures and determining their causes (i.e. the defect), 
(ii) to determine one or more possible solutions (i.e. alternative treatments), (iii) to 
estimate their requirements in terms of persons, skills, and infrastructure, (iv) to 
implement one solution, (v) to verify that the defect has disappeared, and finally 
(vi) to estimate time and money needed for all these activities. Fixing a defect like 
a missing ALT is a relatively easy task (easy to spot, to plan, to implement, and to 
verify), whereas changing a page layout that is based on fixed size tables so that it 
becomes CSS based with floating elements is much more complex. More complex 
to plan and to devise a solution, to implement, and especially to verify on all the 
pages with all the possible dynamic content that is available on the web site.  
Instability of the site: fixing a defect requires changing some part of the web 
site, and these changes may propagate to other pages across the site. For example, 
fixing a usability defect by replacing a label of a link appears to be an easy and 
localized change of a page. But a deeper analysis may indicate that the same label 
was used in a global navigation bar, in the heading of an entire sub site and also in 
the URLs of the pages. What appeared to be an easy change has become a very 
destabilizing activity on a large fraction of the site.  

A&U assurance plan definition: the plan should describe:  

• what parts of the web site should be evaluated. For example, all the pages at a 
depth up to 2 from the home page; or all the pages that have a request rate, as 
gathered from web server logs, higher than 10% of the total.  

• which criteria should be used to evaluate them and what levels of A&U should be 
reached. For example aiming at AA conformance level for accessibility as speci-
fied by the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines [W3C/WAI, 99].  

• when these evaluations should take place. For example, a global accessibility 
evaluation should take place whenever any page template is changed. Or a link 
checking evaluation should be run every day to identify dead links pointing to 
web resources that have disappeared.  
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A&U monitoring: it is the process of managing methods, tools and roles for alerting 
when a failure has occurred and therefore triggering the defect elicitation process. 

 

Fig. 1. The defect flow model: the web site is seen as a container of defects. Monitoring, 
elicitation, triage processes, guided by an assurance plan definition, can lead to effective defect 
removal. 

4   Impact of Automatic Tools on Assurance Processes 

In software engineering the deployment of several kinds of tools has been functional 
to the advance of the discipline. Tools are used to develop code and documentation, 
to define test cases, to run tests, to categorize and manage defects. Without these 
kinds of tools, software quality processes would be more demanding in resources 
than they are now, and would yield lower levels of quality. The same thing is to be 
expected for web development. 

4.1   Automatic Tools 

There are several flavors of  web testing tools [Brink and Hofer, 02; Brajnik, 00]:  

• tools for accessibility testing and repair, like Bobby, A-Prompt, 508Accessibility 
Suite, Site Valet, AccVerify, LIFT, etc. The metrics implemented by these tools 
correspond (more or less accurately) to official (W3C or Section 508) accessibil-
ity criteria.  

• tools for usability testing (e.g. WebXM, LIFT, WebCriteria) that are based on 
usability guidelines.  

• tools for performance testing (e.g. TOPAZ)  
• tools for security testing (e.g. WebCPO)  
• tools for analyzing web servers logs;  
• tools for classifying a web site after learning the classification criteria from other 

web sites (e.g. WebTango [Sinha et al., 01]);  
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• tools for analyzing the content structure in a site (e.g. Information Foraging theo-
ries and models [Chi et al., 00]).  

These tools cover a large set of tests for A&U. For example, usability tests can be 
grouped under the following factors (for more details see [Brajnik, 00]):  

• consistency of presentation and controls (e.g. link labels, email labels, color con-
sistency, navbar consistency, link colors)  

• adequate feedback (e.g. freshness of information, authorship of pages)  
• contextual navigation (e.g. NOFRAMES with equivalent content, links to home, 

breadcrumbs, skip-links, self-referential pages, frame titles, table summary)  
• efficient navigation (e.g. table cells sizes, image sizes, download time, hidden 

elements, recycled graphics)  
• clear and meaningful labels (e.g. page titles, link labels and titles, form labels)  
• robustness (e.g. browser compatibility, safe colors, appropriate color contrast, 

standard font faces, no color-coding of information)  
• flexibility (e.g. image ALT, auto refresh and redirect, font and page resizing, op-

tional form fields)  
• maintainability (e.g. relative URLs, use of CSS).  

Obviously, automatic tools cannot assess all sorts of properties. In particular, any-
thing that requires interpretation (e.g. usage of natural and concise language) or that 
requires assessment of relevance (e.g. ALT text of an image is equivalent to the im-
age itself) is out of reach. Nevertheless these tools can highlight a number of issues 
that have to be later inspected by humans and can avoid highlighting them when there 
is reasonably certainty that the issue is not a problem. For example, a non-empty ALT 
can contain placeholder text (like the filename of the image); it is possible to write 
heuristic programs that can detect such a pattern and flag such an issue only when 
appropriate - and be able not to flag it if the ALT contains other text.  

4.2   How Tools Support Assurance Processes 

No tool can be expected to directly provide answers to the questions discussed in 
section 3.1. However tools can support those decisions, by better informing the deci-
sion maker and by providing functionalities that can foster certain processes and 
decisions. 

Similarly no tool can be expected to do all the work by itself. To effectively deploy 
a tool, persons have to be trained on A&U methods and issues, on how to use effec-
tively the tools, on how to establish appropriate processes that fit or improve the ex-
isting work flows. 

A quick analysis of tools like LIFT (produced by UsableNet Inc., see 
www.usablenet.com) can highlight its impact on the A&U assurance processes. 
LIFT is in fact a family of tools including:  

• LIFT for Dreamweaver - Nielsen Norman edition (LFD): a plug-in for the Mac-
romedia Dreamweaver authoring environment that does evaluation and repairs 
with respect to accessibility guidelines (W3C/WCAG priority 1 and 2 
[W3C/WAI, 99], and Section 508 [USDOJ, 01]) and with respect to usability 
guidelines for disabled persons developed by Nielsen Norman Group [NNG, 01];  
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• LIFT Machine (LM): a multi-user server-based tool for quality assurance that 
does evaluation of public web pages with respect to standard accessibility guide-
lines and usability guidelines related to some of the usability factors mentioned 
above.  

Impact on Defect Insertion 
Automatic tools can affect the Defect insertion process.  

LFD and LM, for example, come with a rich description of what an accessibility 
problem is (i.e. the failure and the possible defect), why it is important to fix it (i.e. 
the consequences of the failure), where you can learn more about it, and how you 
could fix it (i.e. how to remove the defect). This description can be used to recall a 
specific guideline to an experienced developer or to train novices, an important re-
quirement as many U.S. federal agencies hire external contractors to retrofit accessi-
bility on their web sites, as required by Section 508; these contractors are not always 
selected on the basis of their experience in accessibility.  

In addition, being LFD embedded in the authoring environment, this information is 
readily available while developing the site. And actually through the familiar user 
interface of the development environment.  

Thirdly, LFD has a monitoring function that continuously evaluates the page as it 
is developed, highlighting the potential defects. This can therefore alert the developer 
as soon as the defect is inserted in the site so that it can be removed as early as possi-
ble.  

Finally, both LFD and LM offer page previewers that help to debug a page, right 
when it is being developed or when it is being assessed. Previewers display the page 
with colors turned off (to discover if there is information that is color coded) or with 
linearized content (to check reading order) or in text mode.  

Impact on Defect Elicitation 
Automatic tools can improve the effectiveness of the defect elicitation process. They 
are systematic, do not get tired or bored, and are fast.  

LFD and especially LM can scan a large number of local or live pages (up to sev-
eral thousands) and apply a large (140+) set of tests on them.  

Obviously, only certain kinds of properties can be tested in an automatic way. Us-
ability and accessibility are external properties [Fenton and Lawrence Pfleeger, 97], 
since they can be evaluated only when a web site is being used by somebody. On the 
other hand, tools mainly look at static properties of the web site (their coding) to see 
if certain violation patterns arise. In general everything that has to do with human 
interpretation and context of use is likely to be poorly machine testable.  

If heuristic tests are adopted (which often is the case since accessibility and usabil-
ity are properties that seldom can be reduced to easy clear-cut decisions), the tools 
may produce false positives (i.e. they report potential failures in cases where there is 
no defect). LFD and LM reduce the number of false positives by guessing the role 
that images and tables play in a page. On the basis of image size and type, and its 
location in the page, LFD and LM are able to guess with good accuracy if the image 
is a spacer, a decoration, a banner, a button, or something else. And therefore they 
can offer a more specific diagnosis of the problem and suggestions for a solution. See 
[Brajnik, 04] for a description of an assessment method of tools and some preliminary 
results about effectiveness of LM with respect to accessibility. 
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[Lang, 03] discusses criteria to be used to compare different A&U evaluation 
methods. The same criteria can be used to compare the ability of different tools to 
elicit defects: ability to detect problems (called completeness in [Brajnik, 04]); accu-
racy and quality of results (called correctness in [Brajnik, 04]); time, effort and cost 
effectiveness; usefulness of results and who can use the results; generality of results. 

Impact of Defect Triage 
Tools like defect tracking systems are fundamental in this area. These tools have to 
support the development team in (i) entering defect descriptions, making sure that 
there are no duplicates, (ii) document possible interactions among defects (for exam-
ple one defect may mask a different one; a defect may show up only when a different 
one occurs), (iii) track their evolution over time, and (iv) support triage processes. 
Bugzilla [Bugzilla.org, 04] is an example of such a tool, used for tracking software 
bugs.  

Tracking defects on web sites is different, and more complex, than for software. In 
fact it is not easy, in general, to determine if a defect that has just shown up is exactly 
the same as the one that was seen one week ago. Consider for example that a single 
web page may show several hundreds of accessibility guidelines violations. And if 
the content of the page has changed, in principle no two violations are the same. 

Secondly, especially for web pages that are dynamic, it is not easy to determine 
which files or components have to be fixed in order to remove a defect. The wrong 
code may be part of a template, of an included piece of code processed at compile-
time, of content that is pulled out of a database or back-end application. If it is part of 
a template, or of content that is re-used elsewhere, then the same defect will cause 
several failures.  

LM offers several different views of the list of failures that it detected on a web 
site, but it does not support defect triage.  

Impact on Defect Removal 
Tools can improve also the removal process, at least for certain kinds of defects.  

LFD and LM offer, whenever possible, examples of good solutions (like fragments 
of Javascript code for correctly handling events causing new browser windows to be 
opened) that can be copied into the page being developed.  

In addition, LFD offers Fix Wizards that allow a user to fix a problem without hav-
ing to manually edit DHTML code. Which again is convenient for users who are not 
experienced or not used to work with HTML or Javascript. For example, fix wizards 
for data tables (i.e. TABLE tags used to display tabular information) that allow to 
markup correctly table cells so that they refer to table headers.  

Finally, the ALT Editor of LFD supports a global analysis and fix of the ALT at-
tributes of all the images found in the site. This is useful to ensure consistency among 
these image labels.  

Impact on Monitoring 
Tools can support the monitoring process.  

For example, LM can schedule evaluations on a live site over time; they are run in 
an unsupervised mode and when ready an email is sent to the person that requested 
them. 

While LM provides means for getting an overview of the status of a web site, this 
is limited to pages that have been tested within a single run of the LM. It does not 
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directly support integration of results regarding different runs. For example, users 
cannot practically see the status of large web sites (10000+ pages) unless they first 
attempt to run a test on all of them. 

[NCAM, 03] describes STEP508, a free tool that uses data produced by accessibil-
ity evaluation tools and identifies the defects that are most critical to fix and tracks 
the progress of the accessibility repair processes. STEP508 support the monitoring 
process since it can be used to integrate and compare different evaluations. It also 
supports other processes: by prioritizing defects it supports Defect triage; by tracking 
the progress it supports monitoring the assurance processes themselves rather than 
monitoring the A&U of the web site.  

Impact on Plan Definition 
Tools can support the definition of the test plan.  

For example, LFD and especially LM allow the user to enable/disable individual 
tests, groups of tests and to define and use named guidelines profiles. In this way the 
user has a fine control on which tests are applied.  

Secondly, the behavior of many tests is affected by parameters whose value can be 
changed by the user. For example, to determine if a site has a "text only" version, 
LFD and LM look for links containing words like "text only", "text version", etc. By 
changing the value of this parameter the user can customize the behavior of the test.  

Impact on ROI 
Tools affect the cost of A&U assurance in two ways. They contribute to increase 
fixed costs for the infrastructure and training: cost of the tool itself, of training and of 
tuning of work processes (Cp). However, if appropriately deployed they are likely to 
reduce the running costs of appraisal (Ca), to reduce the number of defects that are 
uncaught by the development team and the direct costs (Cdirect(M)), and to reduce the 
indirect costs because fewer defects will be experienced by users.  

5   Conclusion 

While there are differences between development and maintenance of web sites and 
of software, it is likely that the same assurance processes adopted for software can be 
deployed for web sites. And, as a consequence, also automated tools for supporting 
A&U assurance can play a significant and positive role.  

They can address the issues raised in section 2.1:  

• lack of resources: appropriately deployed tools lead to a positive ROI and save 
time. Tools are likely to improve effectiveness and productivity of the team and, 
at the same time, increase the quality level that can be achieved.   

• Fast release cycles: tools are systematic, fast and reliable. They can be routinely 
used also within short cycles. In certain cases only automatic testing is viable.  

• Lack of specifications: a tool may be used to define in-house guidelines, to make 
them practical and be easily enforced. Tools can also help in the prevention of er-
rors.  

• Evolving technologies: tools can be updated and can reflect the state of the art of 
the available technology.  
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• Ignorance: tools are powerful training and reminding vehicles. They can deliver 
guidelines at the fingertips of those needing them.  

At the moment adoption of tools is still limited. In my view this is due to several 
factors, including a limited awareness of the benefits of a high-quality (high accessi-
bility and usability, to be more precise) web site and absence of established methods 
for comparing tools and their results. [Brajnik, 2004] is a preliminary step towards 
such a direction. 

6   Glossary 

The following terminology has been used in the paper:  

bug: a generic term for referring to a misbehavior of the system and its causes.  

failure: the manifestation of a misbehavior of the system. For example, when a web 
visitor using a screen reader gets the content of the page read in an incorrect order. 
Notice that in case of a usability and accessibility failure of a web site, misbehavior 
has to encompass the behavior of: the site, the web server, the browser, browser's 
plug-ins, any assistive technology, and the operating system used by the visitor.  

failure mode: the category of failures that share the same kind of misbehavior. A 
failure mode is the set of symptoms; these symptoms may show up during a specific 
failure, and are caused by one or more defects (i.e. the disease).  

defect: or fault, the reason why a failure may show up. Typically, for web usability 
and accessibility, a defect is rooted in some fragment of code implementing the site 
(HTML, Javascript, CSS). In the previous example, the defect associated with the 
incorrect reading order might be a bad use of the TABLE tag to layout the page.  

error: is the misbehavior of the developer causing a defect that is inserted into the 
site.  
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Abstract. Accessibility of documents in electronic format is an important ele-
ment of the e-inclusion process. An aspect that needs further investigation is the 
connection between the general problem of accessibility and the specific appli-
cation domains. An interesting example is represented by Education, because an 
intense use of the ICT is foreseen in it. By means of the use of scenarios, a de-
scription of the relationships between technologies for Education and Accessi-
bility is analyzed in three different situations: a current class with typically em-
ployed technologies, a class where all existing technologies are used and a third 
scenario in which the learning environment is an intelligent environment. The 
comparison highlights in particular the differences between technologies, acces-
sibility problems and approaches for their solution.   

1   Introduction 

The accessibility of documents in electronic format is an important element of the e-
inclusion process stated by the most important political organizations, such as the 
American Congress and the European Union Commission.   

During the first phase of study of this problem, a large number of aspects had to be 
identified, such as the specific barriers introduced for disabled persons, the variety of 
possible solutions, and the connection between accessibility, programming languages 
and communication protocols. At the end of this first phase, at present, basic rules of 
accessibility have been created and the WCAG [1], as technical rules, the 508 Reha-
bilitation Act[2], and the recent Italian law on accessibility [3], as legal rules, are 
some of the more meaningful results.   

However, this great effort to identify, create and apply the rules has not produced 
an impact at the same level of importance, because a large percentage of web sites 
and electronic applications still present serious accessibility problems. This implies 
that a set of relevant elements has been overlooked and will have to be considered in 
this second phase of study.  

The aforementioned set of rules, which are both technical and legal, are effective 
for all types of electronic documents. Their general character implies the lack of any 
reference to specific domains of application. 

Therefore, an aspect that needs further investigation is the connection between the 
general problem of accessibility and the specific application domain. The analysis of 
the problem in different domains, such as the Public Administration, Health Care, 
etc., leads to the discovery that the presence of specific elements in a particular sector 
requires a different approach to the problem. In other words, the context becomes an 
essential component for an effective application of accessibility. 
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2   A Specific Domain: Education 

At the moment, a domain of particular interest is Education, because intense use of 
the ICT is foreseen here within. Therefore, the presence of accessibility barriers can 
damage the process of learning for a large number of persons and for a long period (at 
least 10 years), while this process represents a key element in the life of each person.  
A specific experiment has been developed for this domain within the framework of 
the IST SEN-IST-NET project [4]. It addressed the problem of certain groups of 
learners who are at risk of not being fully involved in new ways of learning, either 
because of their social disadvantages or their disability. Problems may arise because 
of both current instruments and future instruments.   

The analysis is complex, because the term "Education" embraces many different 
experiences, from primary school to "Adult education" or "long-life education", 
which comprises, for example, all the activities related to professional updating.   

Differences can also be found in instruments, which may vary from a common 
computer such as a school aid, or a book in electronic format, instead of a book in 
paper format, up to the most sophisticated instruments for e-learning.  

3   Use of Scenarios 

The intricacy of this domain has required the adoption of a flexible instrument that 
makes possible a correct and concise overview. The scenario seems appropriate for 
this purpose, because it can synthesize an effective and exhaustive description of this 
variety of contexts.  This methodology can generally be defined as a description of 
one or more persons who interact with a system. Within the framework of the SEN-
IST-NET project, this methodology has also been considered to be a useful tool for 
eliciting discussions, since the description of a possible context in which the different 
components of the multidisciplinary group (teachers involved in special-needs educa-
tion, assistive technology developers, students and their parents) can have a compre-
hensible picture of possible developments and express their ideas. This description 
does not only consider the individual needs for a disable student , but also how the 
entire educational environment will probably change due to the introduction of tech-
nology. It places the problems of the new educational environment within the frame-
work of the development of the Information Society, with its emphasis on the acces-
sibility of the system within a community of users, such as a classroom.  

In the framework of the IST SEN-IST-NET project, our activity has led to the writ-
ing of three different scenarios: a first scenario is related to the current situation, a 
second scenario describes the possibilities of available technologies; and a third sce-
nario, for 2010, produced by ISTAG, introduces a  different concept of school, learn-
ing, and teaching.  

A history lesson constitutes the common reference. 
In each of these scenarios, a set of parameters can describe the accessibility that is 

related not only to the device or to the document, but also, for example, to different 
learning paths. The following is the list of parameters: 

• Electronic devices and equipments used by disabled people and by classes. 
• Accessibility barriers.  
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• The identification of solutions by means of the adoption of assistive technology or 
a customized setting of the common applications. 

• Additional problems faced by the class and the teacher.  

4   First Scenario: Today Situation 

The first scenario describes the event of a blind girl who attends to Secondary School.  
She has already acquired the skills necessary in order to use her PC confidently, first 
of all in the DOS environment and afterwards with the GUI interfaces, such as Win-
dows. She uses her PC in the classroom essentially as an aid for reading and writing 
and at home for communicating with many able and disabled friends. From a certain 
point of view, the computer represents for her a technological interface between her 
alternative way of reading/writing and the class environment. For example, she writes 
homework by controlling the word processor by means of the Braille display, and 
then produces printed materials for the teachers. Unfortunately, this is not possible for 
all subjects. Mathematics and scientific subjects present difficulties with the com-
puter. For this reason, she also needs traditional tools such as a Perkins Braille writer. 

She has discovered interesting new utilisations for her PC, in addition to the educa-
tional support, and now, with the Internet connection, her computer has become an 
aid for communicating worldwide. She discovered this enormous possibility: a way of 
finding new friends and acquiring a new cultural overview. 

Electronic devices: the equipment is represented by the set of assistive technology 
devices : computer, screen reader, scanner. A more general instrument is the connec-
tion to Internet.   

Computers are not frequently used in the classroom and her classmates spend only 
a few hours a week in a special room equipped with PCs for  computer science les-
sons (this is the current situation in the Italian secondary school).  

Accessibility barriers: in this scenario, the accessibility landscape is well defined, 
because problems can be introduced only by the electronic formats of the texts used 
by the girl and in the applications for the Internet connection.  

The identification of solutions by means of assistive technology or a customized set-
ting of the common applications.  

If the electronic applications, such as the history book, have been written by following 
the aforementioned accessibility rules published by WAI, most problems are elimi-
nated. Nowadays this kind of problems can be easily resolved from a technical point 
of view, because a correct application of accessibility guidelines allows authors to 
write accessible documents. Incidentally, we could observe that, in reality, the elec-
tronic versions of books are not generally available in accessible format. For example, 
in Italy at times, some publishers provide such a version on request, but it is usually in 
the form of files for the publishing software of the printing house, which are neither 
accessible nor compatible with a common word processor or a browser. Alternatively, 
the electronic version of a book has to be produced by means of a scanner and an 
OCR program, starting from the printed version. In both cases, an usable and accessi-
ble electronic book must be produced by converting and editing one of the aforemen-
tioned sources. In any case, since the original book is conceived for sighted students, 
this process involves an accurate analysis of the contents. This means that, if the book 
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contains just text, the accessible version can easily be produced; however, if it con-
tains formulas and/or graphical representations, the alternative electronic version 
requires a complete re-writing which involves a specific interpretation of accessibility 
guidelines for the subject. Also a history book, even if most of it is represented by 
text, can contain images, drawings and tables, which require suitable alternative rep-
resentations. This means that a general purpose set of accessibility guidelines is not 
sufficient to ensure a good result. 

Additional problems, faced by the class and the teacher 
Since the PC is used only by one person and with a sound rendering (speech synthe-
sizer), two main problems arise for the class: the noise introduced by this device, 
which can disturb classmates, and the difference from the educational instruments 
used by the other students. The first problem is overcome with the use of a Braille 
display, which is even more expensive than a voice synthesizer, or by means of the 
use of headphones, which can exclude the student from the activities of the class. 
Moreover, the teacher(s) must be able to use these technologies and support the stu-
dent, and this is not a common condition. 

5   Second Scenario: Possible Evolution 

The second scenario describes a classroom of a secondary school, with the presence 
of a blind student.  

The scenario is divided into two parts: the first considers homework assignments, 
and the second considers the school activities.  

The assignment: a group of student is given the task of preparing a report on sev-
eral Roman emperors, which is to be presented and harmonised with the work of the 
other groups at school. During this first phase, a group of students is connected in a 
virtual environment for their home-based study activities. The blind student collabo-
rates with a sighted student: he writes the text, while a classmate inserts the images 
with a textual comment, using a tool for collaborative work.   

The activity at school is completely different, because it involves activities, such as 
downloading multimedia presentations to the class. Additional activities are imple-
mented such as a virtual museum visit using a videoconference system, or access to 
the museum information system. The activities also include a virtual reality trip to 
sites of ancient Rome. 

Here, the use of Information and Communication Technologies for the history les-
son is not considered as a support for disabled students only, but is a current instru-
ment for the work of the entire class.   

Electronic devices: 
The use of technologies is now completely different, because the students use inter-
personal communications, access to information, such as a school library or the web. 
The school is also connected with broadband services (e.g. video conferences), and is 
equipped with information technology (e.g. virtual reality equipment). 

Accessibility barriers: 
In this situation, accessibility assumes a more important role and the presence of ac-
cessibility barriers implies an exclusion of the disabled student from the current ac-
tivities of the class. Barriers come not only from specific documents, but also from 
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different applications, such as electronic mail. Moreover, particular activities, such as 
virtual trips, require specific abilities, that are not possessed by every one.  

The identification of solutions by means of assistive technology or a customized set-
ting of the common applications: 
In this situation the accessibility of documents in electronic format is not sufficient, 
and services such as electronic mail must also be considered. Some solutions are very 
easy, such as the use of messages in plain text, rather than in HTML text, but other 
groups of solutions must be studied. In this situation of cooperative activities, acces-
sibility must be introduced at the level of the application and networking environment 
adaptations have to be considered since the creation of the network system.  

However, a scenario like this one provides the teacher with different choices: for 
example the virtual tour of ancient Rome, or the teleconference with a museum site. 
The different choices could contain problems of accessibility, because some of them 
require specific abilities. The different perspective shows that alternatives could be 
followed. This implies a severe impact on the teaching methodologies, because they 
require personalizing. It involves social dynamics in both the classroom and the ex-
ternal environments. Many abilities need to be integrated, with obvious advantages 
and disadvantages. The use of common educational materials in multimedia format 
means that such materials have to be produced by taking into account a different set 
of guidelines, depending on the technologies utilized for their production (for exam-
ple, Web contents, interactive software, audio and video records).  

Additional problems, faced by the class and the teacher: 
This perspective involves a strong impact on the teaching methodologies. The most 
meaningful example is the need for a personalisation activity. This requires the 
teacher to acquire knowledge of both the electronic system and the specific abilities of 
their students. S/he has to prepare different learning paths for the same subject, de-
pending on abilities, preferences and context situation. At this level, accessibility 
becomes a basic aspect of the educational process. However, this personalization 
process does not concern only disabled students, but represents a possibility for every 
student to better utilize his/her resources. 

6   Third Scenario: ISTAG Scenario 

The third scenario comes from an IST Advisory Group (ISTAG) document. The role 
of this group is to provide the European Commission with independent advice con-
cerning the strategy, content and direction of research work to be carried out under the 
IST Programme. 

The selected scenario is called "Annette and Salomon – Ambient for social learn-
ing" and a complete description of it can be found at the address: 
http://www.cordis.lu/ist/istag-reports.htm. 

It describes the learning environment as an intelligent environment, integrated 
within a network of intelligent environments, and presents a restructuring of the learn-
ing space. 

Some key elements are:  
− A definition of the general topic of discussion and main lines;  
− A free aggregation of groups for examining different aspects of the problem; 
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− A free aggregation in the space – the environment is reconfigured in order to ob-
tain the required facilities (communications and access to information); 

− The role of the teacher as moderator of group activities and of integration within a 
coherent scheme; 

− An environment which can be reconfigured for purposes of general discussion and 
integration. 

The scenario is complex and does not consider the specific presence of a disable 
member in the group. Application of the previous analysis structures, (consisting of a 
definition of the electronic devices and equipment used by disabled persons and by 
the class, the accessibility barriers; an identification of solutions by means of the 
adoption of assistive technology or a customized setting of common applications; and 
the additional problems, for the class and for the teacher) does not find a correspon-
dence here, because a set of innovative circumstances is present.  

For example, the official document, states the specific technologies needed: 

− Recognition (tracing and identification) of individuals, groups and objects; 
− Interactive commitment aids for negotiating targets and challenges (goal synchro-

nisation); 
− Natural language and speech interfaces and dialogue modelling; 
− Projection facilities for light and soundfields (visualisation, virtual reality and 

holographic representation), including perception-based technologies such as 
psychoacoustics; 

− Tangible/tactile and sensorial interfacing (including direct brain interfaces); 
− Reflexive learning systems (adaptable, customisable) to build aids for reviewing 

experiences; 
− Content design facilities, simulation and visualisation aids; 
− Knowledge management tools to build community memory. 

In this list, many new technologies have been introduced and these need an in-
depth analysis in order to discover new potential barriers. The vast majority have not 
yet reached product level, but are still in the prototypal stage. This type of integrated 
system could offer a whole new perspective for the disabled, but its study is only at 
the beginning.  

Different input and output interaction systems are considered, for example brain in-
terfaces or perceptual interfaces, which must still be considered from an accessibility 
point of view.  

Within this framework, Design for All can constitute a good approach, as, in ac-
cordance with its principles, it embraces user needs and preferences, devices and 
contexts of use in a common operative platform. 

7   Conclusions 

Application of the accessibility principles in the specific domain of Education leads to 
a consideration of different environments, for both now and the future. From the 
analysis of the previous three scenarios, important differences appear in the approach 
to accessibility between the current situation and the situation foreseen for the future.  
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For the current scenario it is quite sufficient to consider some kinds of adaptations 
to the technologies normally used by disable students. The process can include differ-
ent levels of complexity, but most of the problems are at least in principle solvable. 

On the contrary, the last scenario shows a completely different situation, for both 
the technologies and the methodologies. The education environment will be redes-
igned, and this process will also involve its accessibility. In this sense vast research 
will prove necessary. The scenario shows a lot of new applications, some of which are 
still closer to an idea rather than to a product. In this sense it is important that the 
properties of any new kind of interfaces are studied, with the aim of defining both 
barriers and opportunities.  

But this phase of study concerning applications is not sufficient. A second level of 
research is equally necessary and regards new methodologies of education. It is no 
longer true that the same learning path will be adopted for all students. This condition 
can also lead to the creation of a customized path for disable people, which must 
satisfy all special needs and personal preferences. At this level a specific approach for 
accessibility has to be set up. And again in this case in depth research proves to be 
essential.  

This paper has considered the evolution of accessibility concept in the specific 
field of Education. However, some conclusions can be generalized, because the tech-
nological development concerns any application field. This development involves a 
different organization of activities in which the personalization assumes a key role. 
New problems arise, so that it is required a new approach for accessibility guidelines, 
which could interpret a more flexible and personalized interaction between human 
and ICT merged in the environment.   
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to provide designers and developers of Web 
applications with support to obtain systems that are usable for vision-impaired 
users. To this end, we have defined a number of design criteria to improve Web 
site navigation through screen readers or other similar devices. A test of naviga-
tion by blind and vision-impaired subjects showed that our criteria improved 
Web site usability both qualitatively and quantitatively. Subsequently, an in-
spection-based tool was developed to ease application of such criteria. Its main 
features are presented along with a discussion of some of the first application 
results.  

1   Introduction 

In recent years there has been increasing interest in accessibility and usability issues, 
since it is more and more important that the information on the Internet be easily 
reached by all categories of users. However, these issues are often addressed by two 
separate communities with two different focuses, one on usability and the other on 
accessibility. Indeed, the W3C consortium has developed guidelines only for accessi-
bility, whereas in the human-computer interaction area many methods aim to evaluate 
only usability aspects. Vision-impaired users need to have both accessible and usable 
applications. Recently, designers and developers are becoming aware that there is a 
need for integrating these two aspects in order to obtain Web sites for a wide variety 
of users, including those with disabilities. Indeed, if such integration is lacking then it 
is possible to obtain usable sites with low accessibility (sites easy to use but not ac-
cessible for users with disabilities) or vice versa accessible sites but with low usability 
(where even users with disabilities can perform their tasks but with difficulty or at 
least not easily as it could be).  

When only accessibility guidelines are applied a number of navigational problems 
can be found when using a screen reader or magnifier: 

• Lack of context – reading through the screen reader or a magnifier the user may 
lose the overall context of the current page and read only small portions of texts. 
For example, when skipping from link to link with the tab key, a blind user reads 
the link text on the braille display or hears it from the synthesizer (e.g. “.pdf”, 
“more details”, etc.), but not what is written before and after.  

• Information overloading – The static portions of the page (links, frames with ban-
ners, etc.) may overload the reading through a screen reader, because the user has 
to read every thing almost every time, thus slowing down the navigation.  
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• Excessive sequencing in reading the information – the command for navigating 
and reading can constrain the user to follow the page content sequentially. Thus, it 
is important to introduce mechanisms to ease the identification of precise parts in 
the page. An example of this is the result page generated by a search engine. Usu-
ally, in the top of such pages, there are several links, advertisements, the search 
fields and buttons, and so on, and then the search results begin.  

To overcome these problems, we have developed a number of criteria [5] aiming at 
identifying the meaning of usability when Web sites are accessed by users with dis-
abilities through screen readers. In this paper we present a tool that provides support 
for designers and developers interested in applying such criteria.  

In the following sections, after discussing related work we present the proposed 
criteria, then we introduce the tool developed to support designers and developers 
interested in applying such criteria. Lastly, some concluding remarks are drawn along 
with indications for future work. 

2   Background 

2.1   Related Work 

Well-defined criteria and guidelines must be provided to guide designers in the devel-
opment process of more usable and accessible Web sites. Up to now, usability and 
accessibility guidelines have usually been proposed separately, whereas we propose 
an integrated approach. Many detailed usability guidelines have been formulated for 
both general user interfaces and Web page design. Most accessibility issues are taken 
into account especially by W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) in the Web Accessi-
bility Initiative (WAI), in which a set of specific guidelines and recommendations has 
been defined: "Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0" (WCAG 1.0) [15]. Cur-
rently, a new version 2.0 of Web Content Accessibility Guidelines as a Recommenda-
tion is in progress [16]. A number of tools (for example, BOBBY [3], LIFT [13], and 
WebSat [8]) have been proposed to identify accessibility problems mostly following 
the guidelines of Section 508 and W3C. LIFT and WebSat also support usability 
criteria for users without disabilities but do not support specific usability criteria for 
users accessing through screen readers.  

There are various international projects involving accessibility and usability of user 
interfaces for people with special needs [7]. Stephanidis' group has long been working 
on user interfaces for all, elaborating methods and tools allowing the development of 
unified user interfaces [10]. In the AVANTI project, a "Unified Web Browser" has 
been developed: it employs adaptability and adaptivity techniques, in order to provide 
accessibility and high-quality interaction to users with different abilities and needs 
(e.g., blind users or those with other disabilities). In particular, for vision-impaired 
people, it incorporates techniques for the generation of a list of large push buttons 
containing the links of a page. However, apart from this feature, which is similar to 
some checkpoints of the criteria proposed in our work, the AVANTI browser focuses 
on accessibility issues, but does not specifically address navigation usability through 
screen readers. The analysis of Web site accessibility and usability by means of 
guidelines, similarly to other inspection methods used in usability/accessibility as-
sessment, requires observing, analysing and interpreting the Web site characteristics 
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themselves. Since those activities involve high costs in terms of time and effort, there 
is a great interest in developing tools that automate the process of registration, analy-
sis and interpretation of these accessibility data. Ivory & Hearts [4] distinguish be-
tween automatic capture, analysis and critique tools. Automatic capture tools assist 
the process of collecting relevant user and system information. Examples of such 
tools are Web server logging tools and client-side logging tools (e.g. WebRemUsine 
[9]), and so on.  

Many automatic evaluation tools were developed to assist evaluators with guide-
lines review by automatically detecting and reporting violations and in some cases 
making suggestions for fixing them. EvalIris [1] is an example of tool that allows 
designers and evaluators to easily incorporate new additional accessibility guidelines. 
The tool proposed herein aims at working on the basis of the checkpoints associated 
with the criteria, in order to evaluate and repair Web sites through an interactive proc-
ess with the evaluator/developer. 

Regarding usability of Web site navigation from the perspective of users with dis-
abilities, Barnicle [2] reports on some first usability testing of GUI applications for 
blind and vision-impaired users interacting through screen readers. However, despite 
progress in screen reader development, blind users of GUI applications still face many 
obstacles when using these applications. In [12] a study about usability of Web site 
navigation through screen readers is discussed. In particular, this work addresses 
accessibility supported in the 508 standard [11]. Indeed, through a user testing con-
ducted with 16 blind users, they showed the lack of support of usability criteria ac-
cording to the 508 standard guidelines. From the empirical evaluation, they suggested 
32 guidelines aimed at improving usability for blind users. Some of those guidelines 
are furnished for Web site developers and others for screen reader developers. As a 
result, an unstructured and unorganised list of guidelines was proposed. Such list 
appears difficult to use as reference by developers because of the lack of a clear struc-
ture and organization of the guidelines. In contrast to their approach, we have sought 
to formulate general principles according to the three main properties of usability of 
its standard definition. In addition, we have classified the criteria on the basis of their 
impact on the Web user interface. Furthermore, although further investigations are in 
progress, at the moment the guidelines proposed in [12] refer only to blind users and 
do not consider low vision users. Besides, some important aspects for blind users are 
not considered, such as “messages and dynamic data management”, “sound usage”, 
“appropriate names for frames or tables”, etc. Considering how their guidelines are 
expressed, it is likely to be difficult to perform automatic evaluation of them. More-
over, no indication is given about the development of a tool for their automatic sup-
port. 

2.2   The Proposed Criteria 

The usability of a Web site depends on many aspects. In order to improve the naviga-
bility through a screen reader, we propose 19 criteria [5] that we have divided into 
three subsets according to different aspects of usability indicated by the standard 
usability definition (ISO 9241): "effectiveness" criteria (5) ensure the accomplishment 
of the task, for example using a logical partition of interface elements or ensuring a 
proper link content, "efficiency" criteria (10) shorten the time required to complete 
that task, for example using proper names for frames, tables and images or providing 
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importance levels for the elements or identifying the main page content; "satisfaction" 
criteria (4) provide Web pages with minor additional characteristics (addressed to 
improve the navigation) without the need to use specific commands.  

The other parameter that we have used to classify the criteria is the user interface 
aspect involved: presentation criteria are indicated by an “a” and those related to the 
user interface dialogue by a “b”. Table 1 shows the list of the proposed 19 criteria. To 
identify each criterion we used the format I.J.L where: I denotes the usability aspect 
addressed, that is 1 for effectiveness, 2 for efficiency, or 3 for satisfaction; J is a pro-
gressive index number to enumerate the criteria (j=1..Ni=5|10|4); L can be a (presenta-
tion) or b (dialogue) to indicate the aspect type on which the criterion has an effect.  

Table 1. List of the proposed criteria. 

Effectiveness 1.1.b Logical partition of interface elements  
1.2.a Proper link content  
1.3.b Messages and dynamic data management  
1.4.a Proper style sheets 
1.5.b Layout and Terminological Consistency 

Efficiency 2.1.b Number of links and frames 
2.2.b Proper name for frames, tables and images  
2.3.a Location of the navigation bar 
2.4.b Importance levels of elements  
2.5.b Keyboard shortcuts  
2.6.a Proper form use 
2.7.b Specific sections 
2.8.b Indexing of contents  
2.9.b Navigation links 
2.10.b Identifying the main page content 

Satisfaction 3.1.b Addition of short sounds  
3.2.a Colour of text and background  
3.3.a Magnifying at passing by mouse 
3.4.a Page information 

The 19 formulated criteria address usability issues of Web interfaces when a screen 
reader is used. The criteria intend to be general principles that should be considered 
by Web designers/developers during the development phases of a Web site. Such 
principles are aimed at structuring user interface elements and content of the page, as 
well as providing additional features, which can help users to move about better in the 
Web site through a screen reader. Some possible examples of criteria application are: 
appropriately marking the navigation bar and side-menu; logically spreading out the 
content in the page; using meaningful names and labels for textual/graphical links and 
buttons; keeping consistency among pages. Many criteria affect visually the Web 
interface (e.g. coloured areas or element magnifications), whereas others are detected 
only by the screen reader (e.g. hidden labels or names of frames).  

To facilitate their application by Web site developers, we have suggested 54 tech-
nical checkpoints. A checkpoint is a specific construct in a language for Web page 
development that, when provided, it supports the application of a given criterion. For 
each criterion, we provide a number of different technical solutions to support it, 
taking into account developers' choices in building the Web site (e.g., frames, 
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JavaScripts, etc.). Thus, usability aspects are addressed in terms of associated criteria, 
while the technical solutions in terms of checkpoints. For instance, the criterion 
"proper form usage" has four checkpoints related to: (1) button labels, (2) groups of 
control elements, (3) Onchange event  (to be avoided), (4)  matching labels and input 
elements; whereas, the criterion "Loading suitable style sheets" has three checkpoints 
referring to different devices: (1) voice synthesizer, (2) display and (3) printer Braille 
device. 

In spite of the effort of providing an objective classification of the criteria, the in-
clusion of some of them in one group rather than in another may be somewhat open to 
personal interpretation although this is rarely significant. 

2.3   Empirical Testing of the Criteria 

In order to estimate the impact of our proposed criteria on the user interface for visu-
ally-impaired users, a user testing was conducted [6]. Usability testing provides an 
evaluator with direct information regarding the way people use applications and the 
problems they encounter when they use the tested interface. In our case, the test was 
conducted with two groups of users: twenty blind and visual impaired people were 
recruited for the testing. All the participants had been using Windows 98/ME and 
Jaws (as screen reading application) for at least one year at the moment of the testing. 
Thus, it could safely be assumed that they were adept at using the combination of a 
screen reader and Windows with the Internet Explorer browser. 

Half of the participants were blind and the other half had a partial vision deficit: in 
any case, no-one could spot elements on the screen without an auxiliary support. The 
experience with the screen reader was extremely different within the group of partici-
pants, their level ranging from beginner to expert. The testing procedure adopted was 
based on two remote evaluation techniques (remote logging complemented with a 
remote questionnaire) and was performed by using two Web site prototypes and two 
tests, each one composed of 7 assigned tasks. The remote evaluation was used for 
capturing objective data: participants used the system to complete a pre-determined 
set of tasks while the system recorded (via log files) the results of participants' inter-
action (i.e. time spent), whereas through the questionnaire subjective information on 
navigation quality were collected from users (e.g. opinions about sound usage, colour 
contrast, shortcut preference, tasks more difficult, and other personal considerations), 
and other qualitative data not obtainable by the logging tool were collected. 

For our testing, we considered a Web site containing specific information about the 
“The Tuscan Association for the Blind” (Unione Italiana Ciechi – Regione Toscana). 
This testing site was chosen with the intent of putting blind people in a comfortable 
situation by providing them with familiar information, thus reducing navigation diffi-
culties.  

Two versions of the same Web site prototype were considered: a "control version" 
implemented without applying our criteria (used as control in our testing protocol) 
and an "implemented version" created according to our 19 criteria. Practically, in the 
“implemented version” we applied all the proposed criteria analysing how to apply 
one checkpoint instead of another (e.g. heading levels rather than frames for logical 
partition). However, we tried to cover most checkpoints by applying various solutions 
for different pages (remember that one criterion can be applied through several 
checkpoints). Half of the participants were asked to start from the “control version” 
and the other half from the “implemented version”. The testing procedure was con-
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ducted through two sessions driven automatically: “test0” (control version) and 
“test1” (implemented version). A Wizard was implemented with the purpose of indi-
cating the assigned sequence of tasks to perform (necessary for the subsequent 
evaluation) to the users without constraining participants’ behaviour. Each participant 
was asked to carry out a set of seven tasks per test (from easier to more difficult), in 
the two Web sites. The time required for performing the tasks was recorded in both 
cases. The tasks included common navigation operations, such as page opening, con-
tent reading, and information search. Test0 and test1 included the same types of tasks, 
which differed only in some minor aspects (e.g. the file to download, the information 
to find, etc.).   

During both testing procedures, the main interaction activities performed by each 
user were captured and logged. The log files contained a wide variety of user actions 
(such as mouse clicks, text typing, link selections…) as well as browsing behaviour, 
such as page loading start and end. In particular, the tool logged the time when each 
specific interaction was performed. Consequently, it was possible to compute the time 
spent for carrying out each task as the difference between the times corresponding to 
the beginning and the end of the task. Thus, all data gathered through the testing pro-
cedure were analysed in order to evaluate the overall improvement of the Web site 
after the application of our criteria. Such improvement was measured in terms of 
navigation time saved by users in accomplishing given tasks. 

At the end of the testing procedures, two log files per users were available. Each 
log file contained a set of couple <event type / performing time>, which allowed to 
compute the time spent per task. The difference between the time spent performing 
each task in test0 and test1 (“control site” and “implemented site” respectively) was 
used to verify if and to what extent the application of our criteria had improved navi-
gability. So, the time saved by users was taken as an indicator of Web site improve-
ment.  

In order to assess the statistical significance of the data analysed, non-parametric 
statistic tests were applied to raw data: α was fixed at 0.05 (significance) and 0.01 
(high significance). We found a significant difference between the total time spent by 
all users performing each task in test0 and test1 (Wilcoxon matched pairs test). For 
each task, the total time was calculated by summing the time spent by each user 
(twenty users). We also found a highly significant difference between the total time 
spent by each user performing all the given tasks in test0 and test1 (Wilcoxon 
matched pairs test). For each user, the total time required in test0 and test1 was com-
puted by summing the time required for each task. The time analysis revealed a wide 
range of differences for tasks and users, possibly due to the different ability of us-
ers/difficulty of tasks. However, on average, application of our criteria to the Web site 
has led to a significant time saving for all users and tasks. 

Among the seven tasks, the task "looking for information in a long page" turned 
out to be the most influenced by our criteria. This is likely due the fact that low vision 
users could considerably reduce their navigation time by using the side submenus 
(e.g. local links or list boxes) to move quickly to a specific section of the page, while 
blind users cut navigation time thanks to the list of heading levels generated by the 
screen reader commands.  

In conclusion, our results showed that both blind and low vision users benefited 
from application of our criteria, which saved them around 40% in terms of navigation 
time. 
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3   NAUTICUS: A Tool Supporting Usability Criteria 

Basing on the encouraging feedback from the testing, we decided to create automatic 
support for our criteria, especially addressed to developers who want to make their 
Web sites usable for vision-impaired users. Current tools only support accessibility 
(e.g. Bobby) or usability evaluation (e.g. WebSAT) but not both of them when users 
access through a screen reader.  

3.1   The Tool Goals 

The NAUTICUS tool (New Accessibility and Usability Tool for Interactive Control 
in Universal Sites) has been developed with the intent of checking whether a Web site 
is usable for users interacting through screen readers. To this end, the tool checks how 
satisfactorily our criteria are applied to the code of Web pages. This is obtained 
through automatic identification of the checkpoints associated with each criterion and 
analysis of the associated constructs and attributes to check whether they provide the 
necessary information. 

The tool is not limited to checking whether the criteria are supported but, in case of 
failure, it also provides support in modifying the code in order to make the resulting 
Web site more usable and accessible.  Thus, it points out what parts of the code are 
problematic and provides support for corrections indicating what elements have to be 
modified or added. The process is not completely automatic because in some cases 
the tool requires designers to provide some information that cannot be generated 
automatically. Examples of criteria that require the designer’s intervention are: 

1.2.a Proper link content, in this case the tools asks the designer to provide mean-
ingful text for the link; 

1.4.a Proper style sheets, in this case the tool requires an indication of the file con-
taining the external style sheets: 

2.2.b Proper names for frames, tables and images; here the designer may have to 
provide the value for the summary attribute for tables or for the alt attribute associated 
with images. This can also happen for frame titles and names. In the event the two 
values are different, then the tool makes them consistent and provides the designer 
with the possibility of modifying the resulting value.  

3.2   The Tool User Interface 

The main layout of the tool user interface is structured into three main areas: 

(1) Criteria, which provides access to the supported criteria; 
(2) Report, with the results of the selected page analysis;  
(3) Source Code, which shows the source code of the loaded page;  

Supported criteria are grouped depending on the main usability aspect to which 
they refer and they are visualized using a tabbed pane providing access to the various 
groups. The designer can select the application of all or only part of them through 
check-boxes. 

In the report, blue labels are used to indicate the criteria analysed, while the ele-
ments that do not satisfy the criteria are highlighted in red, and the black parts are 
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considered to satisfy the criteria. In the case of Figure 1, the criterion regarding proper 
name for frames, tables and images has been selected and the report with the corre-
sponding list of issues is displayed. 

 

Fig. 2. Tool output related to a criteria-based evaluation. 

 

Fig. 1. Tool-support identification and repair of problematic parts through the DOM. 
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For each issue, the number of occurrences is indicated as well. The code can be 
corrected either through the DOM (Document Object Model) [14] or by editing the 
page. The Document Object Model is a platform- and language-neutral interface that 
allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure 
and style of Web documents. The document can be further processed and the results 
of that processing can be incorporated back into the presented page. Our tool supports 
direct access to the DOM: the designer has to select a criterion and then activate the 
analysis and ask for correction. At this point, the tool shows the corresponding inter-
face (see an example in Figure 2). In the left part there is a tree representing the DOM 
elements of the current page, where it is possible to distinguish the elements from the 
attributes and texts.   

The right part displays useful information to identify and repair the problematic 
parts of the tags currently under analysis. It shows the error type, the affected element 
and its associated attributes and values. 

Through the “Correct Next Error” button it is possible to access the next tag that 
raises an error according to the current criterion. The left part displays the hierarchical 
structure of the DOM with the possibility of folding/unfolding elements. In addition, 
through the controls, it is possible to scroll and modify the attributes of the selected 
element or create new ones. The modifications made can be saved in order to imme-
diately apply them to the DOM. It is also possible to automatically search for the next 
error. In Figure 2 we can see how the tool immediately identifies the first element that 
does not satisfy the selected criterion (proper use of frames, tables and images). In the 
example it is a table. Then, the designer can edit it, for example by adding a summary 
attribute. 

In order to perform an evaluation about the names of frames, appropriate links, 
adequate summaries for tables and so on, a complete objective evaluation can not be 
done. So, for this purpose we defined a set of dictionary files in which a list of “wrong 
terms” or “appropriate potential terms” are stored. For example, terms such as “click 
here”, “here”, “pdf”, “more information”, and so on, are stored as inappropriate text 
for links; or names such as “left”, “central”, “sx”, etc., are listed as frame names to be 
avoided.  

All these files can be updated and modified, so that evaluators can customize them. 
In addition, the use of such dictionaries allows designers to change languages. There-
fore, changing a language implies changing the dictionary used for evaluating / repair-
ing. 

3.3   The Tool Architecture 

The tool has been implemented in Java. It first checks through the Tidy library 
whether the page is well-formed and then corrects any syntactical errors. Then, for 
each evaluation criterion there is a class implementing the associated algorithm to 
check its application. It mainly analyses the DOM to see whether the associated con-
structs are provided along with the necessary attributes. 

The architecture is structured in a number of modules implemented through the 
Java packages: 

• Effectiveness: this package contains all the classes implementing the effectiveness 
criteria;  
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• Efficiency: this package contains all the classes implementing the efficiency crite-
ria; 

• Satisfaction: this package contains all the classes implementing the satisfaction 
criteria; 

• Gui: this package contains all the classes implementing the graphical user inter-
face of the tool;   

• Utility: this package contains frequently used classes  such as text analyzers, 
DOM manipulation, …  

• Configuration: this package contains classes that handle the files that are loaded at 
the beginning of the application, such as dictionaries and images.  

• Exception: this package contains the classes handling the exceptions of Tidy, the 
HTML parser.  

• Org: this package contains the DOM and Tidy classes. 

4   Example of Tool Application 

The tool has been applied to the University of Pisa Web site (see Figure 3) and a 
number of problems were immediately detected: no style sheets specific for vocal 
synthesizers, lack of alt attributes for images used as background and in the layout, 
lack of summary attributes to comment the many tables used in the document. There 
was no use of tabindex and accessKey, which are very useful for blind users to 
quickly go through the Web pages.  

 

Fig. 2. The Web site considered for the tool application. 
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One of the most serious problems was that the access to some university services 
can be achieved only through the use of a <select> tag with a Javascript associated 
with the OnChange attribute. If the link were accessible through a text or an image, 
there would be no problem, but the OnChange attribute creates many difficulties. A 
blind user often uses the keyboard for navigation and the TAB key to move from one 
element to the next. When they reach the <select> element, since an onChange attrib-
ute has been defined, then the first associated link is automatically selected. In order 
to avoid this problem it would have been sufficient to consider the OnClick event 
instead of the OnChange, thus the link would have been selected only after an explicit 
link selection from the user. This aspect is checked through the criterion 2.6.a (proper 
form use). 

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we have discussed a set of usability criteria to improve Web navigation 
for vision impaired people. Then, we have presented an automatic tool supporting 
such criteria and report on its application to a case study. 

The tool provides interactive support for checking the application of our criteria 
and help designers to improve their Web sites in case it detects problems. We are 
extending the tool in order to support evaluation of Web sites obtained through dy-
namic pages. 

Future work will be dedicated to further extending the evaluation tool in order to 
integrate it with assessment performed through other methods (such as automatic log 
analysis) and to support designers even in the development phase.  
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Abstract. Dyslexia accounts for the largest proportion of UK higher education 
students identifying themselves as disabled, and recent widening participation 
initiatives mean that numbers are likely to rise. Static media (slides, books, 
handouts) cannot express the temporal aspects of computer programming con-
cepts, and require narratives, which are difficult to follow, especially for dys-
lexic students. 
Code-memory diagrams show changes to memory that individual instructions 
make over time, and can facilitate deeper and quicker understanding. However, 
they are error prone and time consuming. An animation software tool could ad-
dress this. Furthermore, inclusive design would be essential to ensure accessi-
bility to the widest range of students. 
This paper focuses on inclusive design aspects of such a tool. The software 
helped enhance learning for all students, but dyslexic students to a greater de-
gree. It showed that disabled people can identify subtle hidden aspects of hu-
man activity, that the target user population is unable to articulate. 

1   Introduction 

1.1   Dyslexia in Higher Education 

According to the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) during the 2001-2002 
academic year, dyslexia accounted for just over 31% of UK higher education (HE) 
first year students identifying themselves as disabled [5]. It seems likely that this is 
also the case internationally (especially in the USA and Australia). 

Also, recent changes aimed at widening participation in HE mean that the number 
of disabled students entering higher education is likely to rise at a higher rate that 
other student groups. The most recent of these changes was the special educational 
needs and disabilities act 2001 [12], which introduced the right for disabled students 
not to be discriminated against in education (with effect from 1 September 2002). 

1.2   Nature and Difficulty of Teaching Stage One Computer Programming 

Computer programming concepts are complex, have both practical and conceptual 
elements, and are highly inter-related with many critical dependencies. Individual 
concepts cannot be taught in isolation, and the sequence in which topics are covered is 
critical. Also, a selection of concepts are recognised as being particularly difficult. For 
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example, in a recent study [9] recursion, pointers, and passing parameters by refer-
ence were rated the three most difficult, stage one, procedural programming concepts 
– more difficult than some, stage two concepts. 

Undergraduate computing degrees differ from other disciplines (such as biology) in 
that they admit students with no prior experience of computing directly into stage one. 
Hence, the students exhibit an unusually diverse range of subject specific prior ex-
perience. This situation has been complicated by the recent move across all UK HE 
disciplines toward increasingly larger (especially first stage) class sizes [1]. 

These factors combine to put very high demands on the lecturer’s time during tuto-
rials, which reduces the time spent with individual students. This is especially prob-
lematic for dyslexic students, who greatly benefit from smaller group sizes [2]. 

The effectiveness of narrative explanation of diagrams in computer programming 
text books and lecture slides is limited. This failure may be due to an incompatibility 
between a key characteristic of books/slides (where the information displayed is 
fixed) and a key characteristic of programming, which involves concepts relating to 
things changing over time. It is very difficult to explain these dynamic concepts using 
a static medium. To demonstrate these concepts adequately requires animation. 

1.3   Code-Memory Diagrams 

The author has used code-memory diagrams (CMD) in tutorials (drawn on paper or 
white boards) to display a simulation of the program code being executed in context 
with a diagram representing the storage of variables in computer memory. Figure 1 
shows a code memory diagram used to explain passing parameters by reference. Spe-
cifically, it shows the formal parameter (x) being created at the same memory address 
(1139) as the actual parameter (y). 

 

Fig. 1. Code-memory diagram to explain passing parameters by reference. 

Personal experience provided anecdotal evidence suggesting that this can allow 
rapid understanding of programming concepts and techniques beyond the capabilities 
of static media. However, drawing the diagrams was difficult, time consuming, and 
error prone. Therefore, a purpose built CMD animation software tool could have sig-
nificant potential to assist the lecturer enhance student learning. 

2   Method 

The work is in line with work done over the last 10 years that uses social science 
methodology in the software development process [6, 13]. A mixed methods approach 
was taken: integrating qualitative and quantitative methods to triangulate one another. 
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The software was not targeted specifically at dyslexic students. However, they rep-
resented a significant proportion of the target population, and their inclusion in the 
design process was therefore regarded as critical. There was no attempt to deliberately 
identify dyslexic students, consequently the exact number of dyslexic participants 
involved was unknown (other participants may have been dyslexic, but either were 
unaware of it or preferred not to disclose it). However, 2 participants voluntarily dis-
closed their dyslexia.  In general these students were treated no differently to the other 
participants, although their dyslexia was discussed where relevant. 

Keates et al [7] describes a 5-level inclusive design approach. Although this was 
not deliberately adhered to, the activities undertaken corresponded to all levels except 
level 4 (user motor function) as physical disability was not applicable. 

Phase 1 of this project was completed during the last academic year (2002-2003), 
and constituted an initial formal evaluation in revision sessions [4]. Phase 2 is cur-
rently in progress and involves the modification and use of the software in initial 
teaching sessions, as an integral part of an entire year-long module. It uses continuous 
participant observation, and occasional informal interviews with students. 

2.1   Phase 1 

Development of Initial Solution: Software was developed using Microsoft Visual 
BASIC (a programming language specially suited to rapid application development). 

Solution Review and Modification: A series of formative trial sessions were then con-
ducted, to prepare the software for the summative evaluation. The software was dem-
onstrated individually to students and staff. During the sessions, participants were 
asked to ‘think-aloud’ [10], to yield feedback which inspired modifications to the 
software. 

Evaluation: Once the software tool had reached an acceptable standard, a summative 
evaluation was conducted. A stage one computer programming module delivered by 
the author was selected for use in the evaluation on the basis of availability and it 
typifying stage one computer programming modules in general. The evaluation was 
undertaken during revision sessions conducted the week before the examination. Four 
sessions were conducted (one per tutorial group) each lasting one hour. The software 
was used by the lecturer to present material to the class, and by the students to view 
the demonstration at their own pace with lecturer support. 

A single animation for each of the following revision topics was presented to the 
students: variables, arrays, passing parameters by reference in procedures, functions, 
and structures. The following data collection methods were used: 

• A questionnaire to elicit perceptions of software use from a larger number of stu-
dents. The questions were worded to avoid common problems (guided by [11]), 
such as ambiguity, prestige bias, variation in meaning, complexity, and double-
barrelled. 

• Participant observation (the lecturer reflecting on the tutorial) to elicit perceptions 
of software use from the lecturer, without bringing in another observer, which 
could have changed student/lecturer behaviour (hawthorn effect). 

• Video recording of a small number of students using the software, to elicit details 
of student-software-lecturer interaction, and the impact on student understanding. 
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Analysis of Results: The analysis followed the principal of conclusions being 
grounded in the data, which is common across many quantitative studies and espe-
cially in line with grounded theory. Simple statistical analysis of quantitative closed 
questionnaire questions was performed. The video recording was transcribed, and 
recurrent themes identified from this and the responses to the qualitative questions 
(often referred to as coding or classification). This approach to the analysis of qualita-
tive data derives from the field of qualitative data analysis [8]. The themes were 
emergent from the data rather than being pre-determined, hence this process was 
exploratory rather than confirmatory. The themes were explicitly linked back to the 
data via paragraph number (a method used in [3]). 

3   Code-Memory Diagram Animation Software Tool 

3.1   Modes of Operation 

Potentially, the software tool could be used in three situations: 

1. during lectures by the lecturer as a presentation aid to demonstrate a concept or 
algorithm to a large group of students, 

2. during tutorials by students to allow them to view the demonstration at their own 
pace, but with the opportunity of immediate assistance from the lecturer, or 

3. outside formal contact hours, possibly away from the university (for example at 
home) as a remote learning tool, without the support of a lecturer. 

This project focused on the first two situations. The software was designed to en-
hance the lecturer’s teaching process, rather than eliminate lecturer involvement. The 
last situation would require a far more sophisticated system that would operate with-
out lecturer supervision. 

3.2   Functionality 

Figure 2 shows animation 1 (used to explain variable declaration and assignment). 
The dropdown list box (A) shows the names of all animations in the database.  

Once an animation is selected, its code is displayed on the left hand side of the 
window. The run button (B) can then be clicked to start simulated execution of the 
code. A small arrow, representing the program counter (C), appears above the line of 
code that will be executed next. The next button (D) can then be clicked to execute a 
single line at a time. Every time a line of code is executed: 

1. the changes that it makes to variables in memory are shown in the memory dia-
gram to the left of the code text (M), 

2. a grey arrow is drawn between it and the memory location that it changed (only 
one grey arrow is shown at a time to avoid making the diagram too complex), 

3. a small tick is added to the left of the code to explicitly show that it has been exe-
cuted (these ticks persist for the duration of the execution cycle, so that it is easy 
to see which lines have been executed), and  

4. the program counter arrow is moved to the next line to be executed. 
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Fig. 2. Example 1, which was used to explain variable declaration and assignment. 

At the point in time shown by figure 2, the ‘x := 6;’ line has just been executed as a 
result of the user clicking the next button. This placed a tick to the left of that line, 
drew a grey arrow between that line and variable x’s value (which was changed to 6), 
and moved the program counter (C) on 1 line to sit above the line ‘y := 12;’. 

The software is language independent, because it displays the code and follows a 
set of instructions supplied by the lecturer (it does not interpret the code in any way). 

3.3   Dyslexia Related Design Considerations 

Several suggestions were implemented specifically to provide access to dyslexic stu-
dents (such as increased font size, and the colour scheme avoiding black on white). 
Probably the most significant modification was the inclusion of the tick, which came 
about as a direct result of  interaction between a dyslexic student and the software 
developer/researcher. 

4   Results 

The revision sessions were attended by a total of 26 students (sessions 1, 2, 3, and 4 
by 11, 1, 12 , and 2 students respectively). A total of 25 students completed the ques-
tionnaire. One student expressed a desire not to complete the questionnaire (although 
they still participated fully in the revision session). Two students gave permission for 
their individual use of the software to be video recorded. 

Questionnaire: No drop in understanding was reported for any topic by any student. 
Across all topics and all students, 47.54% of responses indicated that understanding 
remained the same, 41.80% of responses indicated that understanding increased by 1 
category, 10.66% of responses indicated that understanding increased by 2 categories, 
and no students for any topic reported an increase in understanding of 3 categories or 
more. Twenty three students indicated that the software helped their understanding. 
The two who did not, said that they already understood the material. The students 
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indicated that they thought of the concepts in terms of the end result – ‘most people 
think the computer just does it’, and that the ‘step by step’, ‘visual’ nature of the 
software showed the ‘hidden … internal workings’ of ‘how the computer’ did it, 
which made the concepts ‘clearer’. One student indicated that this may be of particu-
lar benefit to students with dyslexia. 

Video observation: The following sequence was observed: 

• Students described what they expected to happen (‘that should add 23 in there’, ‘I 
would expect 23 to go in there’, and ‘you think 4, 5, and 6’). 

• At times this was different from what actually happened (‘Oh, of course it incre-
ments [the variable] i to 2’, ‘Oh, hang on, it’s 6’, and ‘I was surprised by it going 
to 6’). Sometimes, the student was able to explain this. At other times the lecturer 
offered an explanatory narrative. 

• Following this, the students reported gaining a better understanding (‘I see, it does 
make sense now’) or articulated something indicative of better understanding 
(‘Occupy the same space. OK, then that would set both x and y to zero’). 

The students indicated that the use of the software helped their understanding (‘it 
puts it into perspective more, you sort of take it in better’), because it made details of 
how the code works visible (‘you know what happens, you don’t think about it actu-
ally happening, because it’s invisible’, ‘when you think about loops … you don’t 
really think about how it works … it [the software] helps, you can actually see it in-
crementing’) and provides an explicit visual model (‘this is how I remember it now, 
and it’s more visual’). 

Participant observation: From the lecturer’s perspective the software was very useful. 
It made the concepts much easier to explain, and the students seemed to understand 
them better. It relieved the lecturer of the mundane mechanistic drawing tasks re-
quired to produce code-memory diagrams. These tasks take the lecturer’s attention 
away from the students and the concept being explained, and increase the chances of 
the lecturer making small errors. This allowed the lecturer to work at a more con-
trolled pace, and made more time available for oral explanation, answering student 
questions, and maintaining student eye contact. Hence, the sessions were more inter-
active, with a greater number of gaps in student understanding being identified and 
resolved. It was easier to discuss what was going on, as the diagram gave a common 
concrete visual point of reference. 

The software provided a level of drawing that was not possible manually (such as 
the program counter, code line execution ticks, and arrow showing element in mem-
ory last affected by previous line), which aided understanding. 

Informal interview with dyslexic student: The student identified several areas where 
dyslexia impacted on learning. They described the following problems: 

• losing position when jumping around in blocks of text (program code), as very 
common and ‘much easier [more common] for dyslexics’ especially when work-
ing from a white board, as there was no way to mark position. 

• the speed of delivery (‘if you [the lecturer] just slowed down ever so slightly – its 
just so much easier to take it all in’). 

• suffering from information overload to a greater degree and sooner than others. 
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They also described two solutions: 

• working on a one to one basis (also described by another student during phase 2 
participant observation) allowed them to control the flow of information, and 

• high levels of repetition. 

Finally, they described how the software helped: 

• the diagram being linked explicitly ‘shows what it actually does’, this was easier 
to follow than describing the code orally ‘much much much easier – no end eas-
ier’. 

• the ticks and program counter helping to maintain position, 
• reducing the volume of and slowing the narrative given by the lecturer 
• making it easier to repeat the process 
• being able to predict what happens next, gives very interactive formative feedback 

(this ‘works like flash cards – builds confidence’). 

Overall the software had the same type of impact as per other students, just to a 
much greater degree, thereby helping them to ‘close the gap’. 

5   Conclusions 

There was no evidence of the tool inhibiting student learning. There was evidence that 
the tool moderately enhanced student learning (questionnaire data and the qualitative 
comments). During the video observation students reported that the software made 
things clearer, and there was direct evidence of student understanding improving. The 
lecturer indicated that the software made the explanation of programming concepts 
easier and more effective. 

The code-memory diagrams provided students with an explicit detailed visual 
model of how the concepts and the code underpinning them work. Without this stu-
dents generate their own model, which may be vague, incomplete, and inaccurate. 
Also, the software provided a common point of reference that supported the interac-
tive ‘scaffolding’ process between the student and the lecturer. 

The software had the same effect for dyslexic students as for other students. How-
ever, this effect was to a greater degree. Hence the software acted as an equaliser – 
raising the performance of both students, but dyslexic students to a greater degree, 
thus closing the gap. 

Disability as a vehicle for identifying hidden aspects of human activity: Dyslexic 
students (one in particular) seemed to be far more consciously aware of difficulties 
and subtle aspects of human learning activity, aspects that others took for granted. 
This suggests that user testing with dyslexic (and possibly disabled people in general) 
when they do not constitute part or all of the target group, may be a means of identify-
ing and understanding significant yet hidden usability issues that apply to non-
disabled target-users. This contrasts with other inclusive design work which focuses 
on the inclusion of disabled users for their own benefit. 

Further Work: This study has shown the potential for the use of a code-memory dia-
gram animation software tool to enhance student understanding. However, the soft-
ware needs to be evaluated by more lecturers. Further improvements to the animation 
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editing facilities are required to facilitate this. It has also shown the potential for dis-
abled users to yield detailed insights into hidden aspects of human activity. Further 
work could consider the deliberate realisation of this potential. 
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Abstract. Designing Web-applications is considerably different for handhelds 
than for desktop computers. Screen size is limited, browsers further limit the 
visible content area and users interact differently. Detecting handheld-browsers 
on the server side and delivering pages optimized for a small client form factor 
is inevitable. The authors discuss their experiences during the design and devel-
opment of an application for medical research which was designed for both 
handhelds and desktops. It is important to include mobile computing design 
considerations  into “User Interfaces for All” [1], [2]. 

Keywords: Information Interfaces and Representation, Life and Medical Sci-
ences, Internet Applications, Mobile Computing 

“The old computing is about what computers can do,  
the new computing is about what people can do” Shneiderman (2002), [3]. 

Introduction 

Mobile computers, also known as Handheld computers (also referred to as Personal 
Digital Assistants or PDAs) presents a number of challenges in Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI) including the tension between the appropriate user interface design 
and the device and the social context of the device’s use [4]. Handhelds are used often 
together with desktops (PCs) [5] and subsequently support nomadic and ubiquitous 
computing. This is of tremendous interest for physicians and healthcare professionals 
who are generally highly mobile within a hospital moving frequently between clinics, 
diagnostic departments, operating theatres and their offices [6], [7].  

As it is difficult to make devices with small displays usable, there is also the fun-
damental challenge of making them useful. To achieve both goals particularly for 
these new devices it is strongly recommended to apply a User-Centered Design 
(UCD) approach [8]. UCD evolved in the field of HCI and was first articulated as 
such in User Centered System Design [9] and focuses strongly on the intended End-
Users [10]. 

Some key principles of UCD methods include understanding the users and analyz-
ing their tasks; setting measurable goals and involving the users from the very begin-
ning. Based on the experiences within this project and on previous work [11], [12], 
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[13] we found again that UCD is of particular importance to realize usable and useful 
software, especially for mobile devices and in an application area such as Medicine. 
According to Stephanidis & Savidis (2001) simple, cheap and easy-to-use solutions in 
information technology (IT) can be a step further to the information society for all 
where all people can have access to relevant information [2]. Exactly the accessibility 
is considered to be of paramount importance for the success of the emerging informa-
tion society [14]. 

The Medical Problem to Be Solved: Randomized Clinical Trials 

In medical research, the randomized clinical trial is the preferred scientific standard 
for assessing treatment effects (see for example [15]). Randomization, in this context, 
means that patients are allocated to treatments by chance. For example, in a trial of a 
new treatment versus an existing treatment, random treatment allocation ensures that 
each patient has the same chance of receiving either the new or the existing treatment. 

There are two main reasons why randomization is used with our devices. Firstly, 
we want to reduce bias, that is, we want to be able to conclude that observed differ-
ences between the treatment groups are due to differences in the treatments alone. 
Without randomization, the comparison of treatments may be prejudiced by selection 
of participants of a particular kind to receive a particular treatment. Random alloca-
tion does not guarantee that the groups will be identical apart from the treatment 
given, but it does ensure that differences between them are due to chance alone. Sec-
ondly, randomization leads to treatment groups that are random samples of the popu-
lation and thus statistical tests based on probability theory can be used. 

In most clinical trials randomization is performed using pre-printed randomization 
lists, sealed envelopes, or in large and multi-center clinical trials (i.e. trials where 
multiple centers are contributing patients) a commercial third party, the trial coordina-
tion center, is responsible for patient registration, data collection and randomization. 
These tasks are traditionally accomplished using faxes and forms filled out by hand or 
via telephone. 

Our WEB-Based Solution 

Performing randomization and trial data collection via the Internet using Web-based 
applications has several advantages over the traditional telephone-based services, 
particularly in multi-center trials. Using the web reduces communication delays and 
expenses, provides a worldwide 24-hour-service, reduces transcription errors, sup-
ports better auditing due to comprehensive logging of each transaction, and saves the 
researchers time.  

Finally, yet most importantly, a web-based solution also facilitates communication 
between the trial users (investigators, statisticians, trial coordinators, etc.). For exam-
ple, the latest version of the trial handbook or a directory of trial users’ email ad-
dresses can be stored on the central website used for randomization and downloaded 
by trial users on demand. 
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Fig. 1. The randomization software offers patient randomization and trial management features 
using a standard web-interface designed for desktops. Core functionality (i.e. randomization) is 
also available via web pages optimized for PDAs. 

Our Web-Based Mobile Solution 

We have now implemented such a web-based solution for randomization in multi-
center clinical trials, the so called Randomizer. To make the core functionality of this 
software – i.e. randomization of new patients – available in places without a com-
puter- or network infrastructure, we considered using handheld equipped with cell 
phone (GSM) or WLAN modules. This offers a rapid solution for physicians who 
work with existing healthcare practice habits and flows with the healthcare profes-
sionals’ daily routine (see figure 1).  

Lessons Learned: Designing Web-Applications for Handhelds 

Developing Web-applications for handhelds is considerably different than for desktop 
computers [16], [17], [18], [19] Screen size is limited, for example a typical handheld, 
including the Hewlett Packard iPAQ, comes with a 240 x 320 pixel display. With 
Microsoft’s Pocket Internet Explorer (Pocket IE), browser decoration (scroll bars, 
address line, title bar, etc.) further limits the visible content area to 229 x 255 pixels. 
Our first experiment – using the standard web-interface designed for desktop ma-
chines – did not lead to useful results. Users simply got lost whilst scrolling horizon-
tally and vertically through the pages. Pocket IE’s “Fit to Screen” feature did not help 
since our page layout is too complex for reformatting to such a small screen resolu-
tion. Moreover, our page design depends on cascading stylesheets (CSS) and Pocket 
IE is basically a HTML 3.2 browser (Pocket IE identifies itself as MSIE 3.02) and has 
no CSS-support built in (XSL stylesheets can be used, however). Therefore, detecting 
PDA-browsers on the server side and delivering pages optimized for a small client 
form factor is inevitable.  

Moreover, users interact differently with handheld devices than with PCs (see for 
example [20], [21], [16], [22], [8], [23], [24]). For example, where it is acceptable to 
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require keyboard input on desktop machines, typing on a PDA’s soft-keyboard be-
comes getting burdensome. With handheld devices it is much easier to select values 
from a list rather than enter text in an input field. During the design of this interface 
and according to our experiments (methodological based on task analysis, video 
analysis, cognitive walkthroughs and thinking aloud sessions, N = 12) we were able to 
learn the following lessons which we present here in the form of condensed guide-
lines: 

• Keep things simple. Handheld devices have limited resources in terms of memory, 
screen size, and bandwidth. A simple, mainly text-based interface with few small 
images not only saves resources, but makes the browser’s reformatting algorithm 
more likely to succeed. For low bandwidth connections (e.g. via cell phone mod-
ules), consider using online compression on the server side (for example using 
mod_gzip for the Apache web server). 

• Preferably use a single-column layout. Pages should be designed to allow dynamic 
resizing, fixed-size designs (e.g. using tables and transparent images for sizing ta-
ble columns). Pages that need horizontal scrolling should be avoided. We realized 
that most of the users simply overlook the fact that there is more to view in hori-
zontal direction. Scrolling can simplest be reduced by strictly focusing on the con-
tent task. 

• Preferably use selection over direct keyboard input. 

• Use narrative texts sparingly. Introductory texts, instructions or other narrative 
texts, when placed near the top of the web page, push relevant content (e.g. input 
forms) out of the visible area so users are more likely to miss it.  

Involving the End-Users! 

Involving the end-users in our design process was also in this “mobile project” a pri-
mary concern, to understand how our users work (and in what context) and to provide 
a system, which is easy and pleasant to operate, with no or at least little learning ef-
fort. Our aims were in close compliance with the research agenda of the European 
sixth framework programme wherein the topic Human-Computer Interaction gains a 
steadily increasing importance [14]. 

Conclusion 

Applications for mobile computers are mostly the "mobile part" of a larger non mo-
bile Web application. However, the mobile solution must be particularly designed for 
a quick and short interaction "on the way". This was of particular importance for our 
highly mobile group of end-users including medical doctors and healthcare profes-
sionals within an University Hospital setting. We noticed that the availability of a 
mobile solution raised the acceptance for the main system in the sense of “ubiquitous 
usability”. Concerning such "mobile interfaces" it is important to consider the highly 
restricted resources of Input and Output when using mobile computers. With respect 
to the interface design the structure of the whole Web application, the kind of the data 
input as well as the amount of output information is to consider. Mainly "flat menu 
hierarchies" and simple "single column" layouts proved to be appropriate. Quick and 
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easy navigation for frequent functionalities are an absolute necessity. Our experimen-
tal results emphasized again that extensive text entry is to avoid as well as the priority 
of shortlists opposite of direct input is important. User Centered Design (UCD) 
proved to be an appropriate design technique also for this kind of mobile computer 
interface design and finally led to a simple and easy to use interface, according to the 
proverb: less is more.  
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Abstract. Beyond the computer networking, the wired Internet and mobile 
Internet penetrate deeply in various applications based on the ubiquitous com-
puting and networking. We need to consider the Web-based information ser-
vices with ubiquitous information portal and client devices for convenient ac-
cessibility without any gap of the Digital Divide. Web accessibility for unified 
and ubiquitous information portal becomes important for real-time ubiquitous 
information networking in the milieu of ubiquitous computing. We studied the 
empirical performance analysis of Web accessibility in ubiquitous information 
network based on wired and mobile Internet. 

1   Introduction 

Web server is the appropriate as a role center for unified information service, and the 
client mobile devices become very important for Web accessibility in ubiquitous 
computing environment. For the objective of user interface for unified information 
portal in the ubiquitous information network, we considered several aspects about the 
Web accessibility, as follows. 

Uskela [1] discussed the mobility management in mobile Internet, and introduced 
two different approaches for technical realization, personal mobility and device mo-
bility. The personal mobility is the ubiquitous reach-ability for user, irrespective of 
the wired or mobile devices. We should consider some unified concept for personal 
mobility in business model independent from the devices, e.g. PC, PDA, other hand-
held mobile devices operated by many different telecommunication operators as well 
as by many different mobile phone manufacturers. 

The real-time mobile applications with mobile devices have been proliferating 
world-widely. The performance of the unified and ubiquitous portal, for all users in 
the wired Internet and mobile Internet, is important to provide services in unified way, 
in ubiquitous way and in cost-effective way. For small sized file or web page, the 
sever load for the information processing is the major factor for performance, there-
fore the server should be dedicated for single purpose Web server, i.e. information 
Web server in our case. This concept is important to design applications running in 
the unified information portal and in the mobile client devices, while considering the 
performance of user interface for Web accessibility with various mobile phones. 

Universal access implies the accessibility and usability of Information Society 
Technologies (IST) by anyone, anywhere, anytime. It is important that we should take 
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into account the needs of the broadest possible end-user population in the early design 
phases of new products and services. Universal Design in the Information Society has 
been defined as the conscious and systematic effort to proactively apply principles, 
methods and tools, in order to develop IST products and services that are accessible 
and usable by all, thus avoiding the need for a posteriori adaptations or specialized 
design [2]. Donnelly and Magennis [3] introduced their research for making accessi-
bility guidelines usable. Moreover, Leporini and Paterno [4] studied the criteria for 
usability of accessible Web sites, beyond the accessibility. 

We considered the performance of Web server and mobile devices for information 
processing in wired and mobile Internet environment, especially in terms of the acces-
sibility and usability. We studied new performance analysis of Web accessibility for 
unified and ubiquitous information portal, at the user’s perspective, i.e. at the cus-
tomer’s viewpoint about the services for information access in this ubiquitous com-
puting environment. We introduce the empirical performance analysis of Web acces-
sibility in ubiquitous information network, for worldwide information network. We 
will discuss the user interface with the results from real implementation of a unified 
and ubiquitous portal for real-time ubiquitous information network, e.g. Korean in-
formation network as an example of a ubiquitous information network using PCs as 
well as hand-held phones. 

2   Mobile User Interface for Web Accessibility 

In many countries, a better access to Web services and Web administration is becom-
ing an important issue; and a few action lines of improvement for the Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines are suggested [5]. New approaches and related instruments 
are necessary for capturing human requirements in the new reality. Appropriate archi-
tectural framework and development tools will need to be elaborate in the age of 
disappearing computer [6]. The development of highly efficient and effective user 
interfaces, which matched to the user needs and abilities, was discussed for the suc-
cessful application of Assistive Technology [7]. 

The unified Web server for information processing should have the capability of 
showing the appropriate contents, i.e. the HTML contents for wired Internet as well as 
the mobile contents for many different kinds of mobile devices, e.g. WML, mHTML, 
etc. We implemented the unified and ubiquitous information portal for Korean infor-
mation networking with wired Internet for PC as well as with wireless Internet for 
mobile devices. We used single Web server as a unified and ubiquitous portal for the 
simplicity of management and the cost-effectiveness of information access. This 
method gives the effectiveness and efficiency for the notification of information and 
utilization of resources, in terms of the bandwidth for communication and the size of 
required disk storage for information DB. 

For information access, the text entry with PC or mobile phone is an important ba-
sic-step to consider the user interface. Soukoreff and MacKenzie [8] studied and in-
troduced metrics for text entry, i.e. evaluation of MSD (Minimum String Distance) 
and KSPC (Keystrokes per Character), and a new unified error metric. This study was 
focusing only on the QWERT keyboard. With the mobile phone, the error rate for text 
entry becomes more serious, and we should keep in mind for the following discus-
sion. 
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To access the unified portal pervasively in the real-time ubiquitous information 
network, the user interface for all users should be as convenient as possible even for 
typing-in the domain names or URL. Because the first step for Web service with 
wired/mobile Internet (especially, mobile case) is typing-in the URL of the Web site 
offering the requested information. Based on the assumption of using single-
character; the performance of keystroke number is analyzed at the user’s point of 
view. For writing of notification information in real-time way, the user’s typing speed 
of character is one of important performance factors, especially for Web accessibility 
with mobile phones. 

The English domain name is at least consisted of several alphabet characters; that 
means the averaged keypad-stroke number for English domain names, being com-
posed of several alphabets, will be the multiple of the single keypad-stroke number, 
whose average is around 2.15. For example, to type-in our unified portal site 
‘ktrip.net’, the actual keypad-stroke number with the LG-i1500 model is around 20 
including the mode change from Korean mode to the English mode; in the case of the 
portal site ‘yahoo.com’, the keypad-stroke number is around 22. The number of key-
pad-stroke for ‘.net’ itself is 6 and the keypad-stroke number for ‘.com’ itself is 8 for 
both models by LG, a Korean major manufacturer of mobile phones. 

For user interface in the real-time information network, even the input of charac-
ters becomes important for retrieval of information or registration of information, 
especially with keypads in the mobile phone for the disabled and elderly people. To 
access the unified portal ubiquitously, the user interface even for the elderly people in 
the Silver Society should be as convenient as possible even for typing-in the domain 
names or URLs, or information with mobile phones. For writing the information in 
real-time way, the user’s typing speed of characters, e.g. Korean characters, is one of 
important performance factors, especially with the mobile phone. Over 4 keypad-
stroke numbers, even for typing-in simplest Korean character composed of one con-
sonant and one vowel, is required, that means inconvenient keypad-stroke is unneces-
sarily required to the mobile phone users. Therefore, we need to consider the conven-
ient mobile user interface for Web accessibility in the milieu of ubiquitous computing 
and networking. 

3   Performance Analysis of Web Accessibility 

The performance analysis at the user’s viewpoint may be different from the conven-
tional analysis methodology. We need this type of new approach, because the envi-
ronment has changed quite a lot, especially in terms of the interactivity of customers 
with mobile devices in the milieu of ubiquitous computing. In this paper, we studied 
the new performance analysis at the user’s viewpoint; and this approach might give 
rather realistic insight for Web accessibility. We will consider the real-time applica-
tion, getting required information as well as writing information in the wired Internet 
and mobile Internet environment, for all users. 

We studied the important performance metric, delay, for Web accessibility at the 
user’s perspective, to shorten the gap of the Digital Divide. We studied the perform-
ance metric, not only with the time in the network and server but also with the spent 
time by user, e.g. input time with keypads for URL or information for notification. 

For example, referring to the Fig. 1 for the mobile user, we assume that the random 
variables, the round-trip response time for user’s single interaction in a session, from 
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user to the contents in DB through wired/mobile Internet before next interaction with 
mobile phone is R. That is composed of the preparation time for any users to get mo-
bile device (e.g. hand-held phone, etc) in his hand is U. The time spent by the user 
with mobile phone to do appropriate action for service is D. The aggregate time to the 
Web server after the mobile device through wired/mobile Internet for mobile service 
is S (the conventional network time is embedded here). The time depending upon 
mobile contents is C. 

 

Fig. 1. Aggregate Performance Metrics in Ubiquitous Information Network. 

The session time may be dependent on this content retrieval or registration, and 
there may be several back and forth iterations. The returning round trip time, from the 
content retrieval time to the requesting user through Web server and wired/mobile 
Internet using mobile device, is R2. 

Among the above random variables, i.e. the performance metrics, (U, D, S, C) for 
mobile user and PC user, the most dominating factor, i.e. the random variable, may be 
different from person to person. At first, for the fair comparison, we assume that the 
same person is using the same content in the same server with the same device. Then, 
we can order the dominating random variables, after estimation with an implementa-
tion for information network with the unified server, http://ktrip.net [9].  

The previous works for computer networking have been mainly focused on the 
analysis of the time, S , but we suggest the overall performance metric, delay, i.e. the 
response time R, instead of the partial and minor delay S, for all users in the real-time 
ubiquitous information network beyond the computer networking. The user’s prepara-
tion time or ubiquity metric, U will be decreasing depending upon the proliferation of 
ubiquitous computing and networking environment. 

We should consider the average of the keypad-stroke number for the case of Ko-
rean handheld phone model, discussed before, and it affects the device time, D. For 
writing the information in real-time way, the user’s typing speed of Korean character 
is one of important performance factors in any mobile Internet services for any user 
with mobile phone. For example with the simplest Korean character composed of one 
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consonant and one vowel, several Korean hand-phone models showed that the aver-
age number of keypad-stroke is around 4~5 for the mentioned single Korean character 
and around 2~3 for single English alphabet, including shift key for next character. 
Because the device time D is proportional to the number of keypad-stroke for any 
applications. This is also serious dominating factor related to the device time D, espe-
cially for writing contents of information with mobile phone. 

4   Empirical Results and Discussion 

The real-time information network for the ubiquitous information services, here Ko-
rean information network, as an example, is based on wired or mobile Internet, many 
single Korean character domains for fast access of the required Korean domain name 
with simple single character. The required information or advertisement can be regis-
tered in any time and any place using wired or mobile Internet in the unified Web 
server for ubiquitous information service, i.e. the ‘ktrip.net’ [9]. As we discussed 
already, we considered the size of web page for unified service below 1.5Kbyte, i.e. 
between 500Bytes and 1.5Kbytes of compiled WAP binary, to minimize the depend-
ency of the overall performance to the shared and stochastically varying network 
traffic. The Web server is dedicated to minimize the server load, and dedicated for the 
unified portal of Korean information network as an example. For the cost-effective-
ness, we chose the most common and inexpensive server available, and the E1 line as 
one of most common communication channels for Web service in Korea. 

The speed of real-time registration of any advertisement as well as the speed of ac-
cess of special information for various communities is fast enough for real application 
for ubiquitous information services. Moreover, we can expect the effectiveness and 
efficiency of storage for advertisement and information, if we consider rather efficient 
way instead of inefficient applications, e.g. various community sites, home pages for 
small companies, or inconvenient notification bulletin boards, as far as the consumed 
disk storage, operation and administration are concerned. 

Considering the performance of the unified portal, we can make the processing 
time deterministic in the web server for contents, where the deterministic time is pos-
sible with the deterministic size of packet, below around 1.5Kbytes, i.e. below one 
WML deck size for the old models of mobile phone. 

With the statistical analysis for the mean and standard deviation of 100 samples, 
we can observe that the response time at wired PC is fastest and stable with little 
deviation. The averaged response time with mobile phone Internet is around 12 sec-
onds with about 2 second standard deviation, the other two cases with wired PC via 
the intermediate server in domain registrar office show that depending upon the in-
termediate server the mean and deviation of the response time become very different. 
The size of one web page for wired Internet is around 25Kbytes. The size of web page 
for the wired Internet accessed by the domain name ktrip.net is about 5 Kbytes, and 
the size of the mobile web page about 1Kbytes after converted to WAP binary file. 

We could observe that the network and server response time for Ping command is 
much shorter than the content retrieval time in the server. The mobile 1.5Kbyte con-
tent retrieval time with mobile Internet is about 10 seconds longer than the wired (PC) 
5Kbyte content retrieval time because of the elapsed time with the gateway, and this 
time is related to the network time (in WAP gateway and in mobile system) instead of 
time in server. 
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With the PC using wired Internet, the time S may be considered rather short period 
(around 5~30 msec with Ping, which is related to S; but with 5Kbytes web page for 
PC the response time is around 2~3 seconds, which is related to the S and C, here C is 
much larger than S). With PC, for larger contents (over 20Kbytes, in our case), the 
server time is longer than the shorter packet (below 5Kbytes). 

With recent mobile phone using mobile Internet (for short packets below 
1.5Kbytes and even around 5Kbytes), the response time is around 12 seconds with 
little deviation through the WAP gateway; therefore the time S is longer than C, 
where S includes the elapsed time at the gateway in the mobile Internet.  

We may order the dominating factors in the overall performance at the user’s per-
spective as follows. In general, in the previous Fig.1, the relationship for wired Inter-
net with PC could be U>D>C>S; and the relationship for mobile Internet with mobile 
phone could be U>D>S>C. Here, we need to decrease the major times, U and D, as 
well as the network and server (minor) time S (or C). 

Empirical performance with various mobile phones by 50 students, the average of 
D (the typing time of a URL, i.e. ktrip.net) is about 30 seconds with Standard Devia-
tion (14.3 seconds). The average of S(ktrip.net) is about 9 seconds with Standard Devia-
tion (6.4 seconds), the average of S(operator’s portal) is about 7.9 seconds with Standard 
Deviation (5.8 seconds). The average time of reading-content is about 6.8 seconds 
with Standard Deviation (7.3 seconds). 

We need to try continuously to decrease the times U and D; as Internet URLs for 
the unified and ubiquitous portal in the ubiquitous information network, we used 
around 1000 single Korean character.net as URLs to find information as well as to 
notify information in real-time way and ubiquitously. We can also consider speech 
technology to decrease the time D. The Pen Phone introduced by Siemens during 
CeBit 2004 can also reduce the device time D. Standardization for UI (User Interface) 
of mobile phone is important, and service providers and manufacturers of mobile 
phones are doing the effort for standardization in Korea. UIs for standardization are 
about positioning of keypads and menus, etc. This will be also helpful to reduce the 
device time D. 

There are some other examples using speech applications as follow. The maturity 
of speech technologies represents a great opportunity for people working with other 
or/and with a piece of information through Interactive Voice Systems; and the re-
search with the VoiceXML technology was considered for the universal access para-
digm by speech for the new generation of interactive systems [10]. Raynal and Serru-
rier [11] studied an HTML browser for visually impaired people with the comparison 
between VoiceXML approach and structural approach. 

5   Conclusions and Future Works 

We studied the empirical performance analysis for Web accessibility, considering the 
effective response time with efficient investment, for unified and ubiquitous informa-
tion portal in the milieu of ubiquitous computing and networking. We studied espe-
cially the overall performance analysis for Web accessibility in real-time ubiquitous 
information network at the customer’s perspective for assuring the real-time require-
ment with the unified portal, including the statistical analysis based on the empirical 
results. With more ubiquitous network environment (i.e. the decrease of the ubiquity 
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time, U), the time in the device, D will become more critical, thus we need more effi-
cient user interface for all users, especially using mobile Internet with mobile devices 
like handheld phones. For future works, we will include the voice application in the 
ubiquitous information network for the real-time retrieval of information as well as 
for real-time registration of information or advertisement to reduce the dominating 
times, i.e. the discussed user time and device time, as the aggregate performance met-
ric, round-trip delay in session time. In the milieu of pervasive and ubiquitous com-
puting, e.g. even in the driving car as well as during overseas-travel, the disabled can 
retrieve information as well as notifying information in real-time way with the sug-
gested unified and ubiquitous information portal in the ubiquitous information net-
work. We will study also the guidelines for standardization of mobile phones and 
services. 
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Abstract. Since 2000, the Hellenic American Union (Greece) and the Academy 
of Electronic Media at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (USA) have been in-
volved in the development of Hellas Alive©, an on-line language and culture 
learning program for Greek as a Foreign or Second Language. Users of Hellas 
Alive© work in a virtual environment, which supports autonomous exploration, 
simulation, representation and collaboration, and are provided with multiple 
learning opportunities in the form of an immersive 3D world, rich multimedia 
content, synchronous and asynchronous learning tools, and interactive cultural 
playspaces. The aim of these playspaces is two-fold: On the one hand, they 
promote language learning in a variety of realistic contexts and in a way conso-
nant with current educational communicative methodology. On the other hand, 
they raise the user’s cultural awareness. Thus, the playspaces address a broad 
audience that encompasses not only ordinary language learners, but also those 
who are intrigued by the idea of cultural information, contact and awareness. 
Both objectives are implemented with a very high degree of interactivity. Eight 
types of playspaces have been developed so far: How To, Art Exploration, 
Documentary, Maps and Directions, Meet the Parea, Word Games, Let’s Talk 
Greek, and Scavenger Hunt. 

1   Introduction 

1.1   Background Information 

The Hellas Alive© project is the result of ongoing cooperation between two teams 
from the Hellenic American Union (HAU) in Greece and the Academy of Electronic 
Media at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) in the U.S.A. Working towards its 
design and implementation since 2000, there is a team of five programmers and media 
experts from RPI and another team of six content developers and language experts 
from the HAU.  
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Hellas Alive© comprises the “Workspace” component1, the “3D World”2  compo-
nent, and the playspaces component. At its present phase, the project aims at teaching 
Modern Greek as a second or foreign language within its associated cultural context, 
in 15 units, each including 4 lessons. The targeted audience of this stage (level one) is 
one of beginners to intermediate learners.  

It should be noted though that the project is language-free by nature; all its compo-
nents have been designed with a view to be adaptable to other languages as well. 

1.2   The Purpose of the Playspaces 

No natural language can be separated from the culture that has created it. Therefore, 
be it on-line or on-site, when language is taught, relevant culture must be presented as 
well. In the Hellas Alive© project, language teaching is mostly handled by the Work-
space.  Immersion of Hellas Alive© users into the culture of the language taught is 
mainly handled by the project’s eight playspaces. The playspaces serve their cultural 
purpose in three ways: they create understanding for the target culture and build on-
line user communities; they adhere to the communicative educational methodology; 
they are attractive to users due to their high degree of interactivity and multimedia 
usage.    

2   The Communicative Approach 

2.1   Definition 

According to contemporary teaching methodology, learners should be able to “trans-
fer knowledge and skills developed in the rather artificial environment of the class-
room [in the particular case of Hellas Alive©, the digital on-line environment can be 
considered a ‘classroom’] to new contexts and situations in the world outside” 
(Nunan, 1988, p. 78). Labeled as “communicative”, such methodology indicates a 
cluster of approaches, “all of which characterize language learning as the develop-
ment of communication skills” (Nunan, 1988, p. 78). To this end, truly communica-
tive activities focus on tasks rather than on plain exercises. These tasks are authentic, 
set within a realistic context and situated in discourse. Furthermore, communicative 
activities center on the learners’ needs and are explicitly designed to promote learn-
ing. Finally, they follow course objectives and are sources of comprehensible input in 
a recursive and sequential manner.  

The playspaces developed within the framework of the Hellas Alive© project – 
even though they are not considered language-teaching tools per se and are by their 

                                                           
1  The “Workspace” simulates a complete learning environment with students and tutor. Its 

interface provides users with a clickable list of its contents; it allows them to watch a video, 
slideshow or image; to record, type and submit material to their designated tutor; to chat with 
other users; to perform 18 different types of interactive, self-corrected language exercises; to 
access links with text and media information on related grammar and vocabulary; to access 
the 3D World.    

2  The “3D World” is accessed through the Workspace and represents a virtual cityscape. Users 
can navigate around it and, through various hotspots, hear and read in Greek names of stores 
and businesses and enter the playspaces. 
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generic nature language-free – adhere to the principles of the communicative ap-
proach. 

2.2   The Communicative Approach and the Playspaces 

The playspaces are: 

Task-oriented: Users are exposed to and are encouraged to use language with a real 
world outcome. To this end, they focus not on specific linguistic phenomena but on 
the use of these phenomena to communicate in real situations. 

Needs-based: The playspaces have been designed and implemented only after exten-
sive research had profiled potential users and identified their needs.  

Learning-centered: Language is exploited to the fullest and users are exposed to all 
major language levels3. 

Contextualized and aligned with instructional objectives: The playspaces relate to 
the users’ experience or to situations that may become part of such an experience. 
Also, activities within each playspace interact with each other either through the 
achievement of the common playspace objectives or by having all activities in the 
same context. 

Authentic: Language is presented as it naturally appears in discourse and in various 
types of communicative events, suitable for a variety of user learning styles and 
strategies. 

Situated in discourse: Language is presented without being isolated from the behav-
iors, conventions, roles, and practices that accompany it.  

Sources of comprehensible input: No playspace “talks about language” and all lan-
guage-oriented activities are structured to encourage active language use. 

Recursive: Linguistic input is reintroduced in and throughout each playspace. 

Sequenced: Materials are organized to move from discovery (induction) to explana-
tion and application (deduction). The scenarios involve activities that shift from ac-
quisition activities to learning activities, either in the case of language structures or of 
cultural practices. 

3   Cultural Awareness 

3.1   Levels 

As all contemporary learning tools do, the Hellas Alive© project attempts to raise the 
cultural awareness of its users. The playspaces are the project’s most powerful in-
strument to do this.   

Hanvey (1976) recognizes four levels of cross-cultural awareness: The first level 
involves using information about the “other” culture (in this case, contemporary 

                                                           
3  Beginner, lower intermediate, intermediate, upper intermediate and advanced. 
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Greek culture) to create superficial stereotypes about it. The second level involves 
having a better knowledge of the “other” culture, focusing on its differences and the 
difficulties this presents. In the third level there is acceptance of the “other” culture at 
an intellectual level and an attempt to understand it. At the fourth level, there is empa-
thy of the “other” culture through direct experience with it. 

3.2   Cultural Awareness Through the Playspaces 

The playspaces aim at meeting levels three and four in a variety of ways: 

a. Contemporary language usage is made in a variety of areas, such as the Arts, geo-
politics, everyday activities, popular culture, the media, politics, youth, education, 
language, family, employment, and, in general, every aspect of  social behavior. 

b. The high degrees of interactivity, in combination with the attractive and multiple 
interfaces, enhance users’ interest in actively engaging with the scenarios pre-
sented and realistically experiencing contemporary culture. 

c. Certain playspaces encourage direct communication with an assigned Hellas 
Alive© administrator, responsible for the playspaces, thus providing users with 
immediate feedback to their input. 

d. All playspaces strengthen users’ cultural characteristics by transforming them into 
a community of learners and enabling them to communicate with one another and 
engage in sociolinguistic activities. This is achieved by allowing users to contrib-
ute their own material (media and/or text), which can be inserted into any of the 
playspace types and shared by other users. 

4   Interactivity 

4.1   Definition 

Current literature does not provide one standard definition of interactivity. 
Campbell (1999) identifies various levels of interactivity in interactive programs, 

the simplest being a point-and-click operation. Selnow (in: Sims, 1998) argues that an 
interactive activity involves two-way communication and, therefore, messages have to 
be receiver-specific, message exchanges have to be response-contingent and the 
channel of communication should accommodate feedback through a two-way infor-
mation flow. According to Villiers (1999), communication in interactive programs 
needs to be “individualized, adaptive, and remedial”. Borsook and Higginbotham-
Wheat (in: Sims, 1998) propose a set of interactivity elements which would not only 
classify a program as interactive but also help the learner: responses should be imme-
diate; access to information should be non-sequential; programs should be adaptable, 
provide feedback and options to the end-user; programs should allow for bi-
directional communication and should be characterized by a short presentation se-
quence, thus enhancing interactivity. Also, according to Weller (in: Sims, 1998), 
laborious instructional design adds to the degree of interactivity. Fenrich (in: Sims, 
1998) suggests that interactive programs should involve operations that enhance us-
ers’ interaction with technology. Allen adds that users should also risk and “suffer the 
consequences”, should they make a mistake. Lastly, Sims (in: Villiers 1999) claims 
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that the degree of interactivity is proportional to “the extent to which the learner is 
working with the content” and to the availability of options for “accessing and navi-
gating through the content structure”. 

4.2   Interactivity and the Playspaces 

The playspaces in Hellas Alive© meet the following interactivity criteria: 

Responses: All playspaces provide immediate response to users’ actions, with clues 
and prompts that help learners use the material and answer questions. Where needed, 
prompts are provided with explanation of “errors”, and interactive buttons provide 
users with the results of their actions. 

Feedback: Users do not have access to answers until they produce their own. Correct 
answers are provided and reinforced with positive comments. Where needed, answers 
are evaluated and explained by the software itself, and interactive buttons provide 
users with the results of their actions. 

Adaptability: The generic nature of the playspaces allows for easy and fast adapta-
tion by the administrator to users’ individual needs and styles. This enables users to 
contribute their own material (media and/or text), which can be inserted in any of the 
playspaces. A core of instructional design principles has been consistently applied 
throughout all the playspaces and users have a wide choice among various types of 
presentation (with the exception of animation). Users cannot modify any of the inter-
face aesthetic features, but can opt for one working language (e.g. in prompts, feed-
back, comments, instructions) or the other (in the case of the particular eight play-
spaces, Modern Greek and English). 

Bi-directional communication: All playspaces encourage “dialoguing” between 
users and program. 

Length of presentation sequence: In all playspaces, the length of presentation is 
kept to a minimum. 

Active learning: All playspaces allow users to “discover” their content and encour-
age them to contribute with their experiences and skills. Different input types are 
requested, only where necessary. Users can opt among various paths (read or watch or 
listen) and length of media is kept to the minimum required.  Where needed, users 
risk and “suffer the consequences”, should they make a mistake. Through the play-
spaces themselves, there is no direct access to Internet resources or on-line areas (cha-
trooms, discussion forums, networks); nonetheless, users can access such paths indi-
rectly, through the Hellas Alive© main interface of which the playspaces are a 
component.  

Content engagement and users’ control: Interface and overall program design en-
courage users’ involvement with playspace content and provide them with control of 
activities. 
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5   Description of Playspaces 

5.1   How To 

This playspace presents users with instructions to make or do something which is 
culturally relevant (e.g. a traditional recipe, the building of a kite, etc.) 

In the opening screen with general instructions, users select one of the available 
scenarios and enter the relevant area. Users may watch a video with information on 
the content of the scenario, look at images with ingredients (for the making of food), 
objects (for the making of an object), or activities (for a custom). Then, they read and 
listen to the instructions and the items or processes involved, perform the same proc-
ess virtually and, in general, become familiar with it.  

At the end, users are prompted to actively re-enact the process observed and send a 
media and/or text file with this information to the Hellas Alive© administrator who is 
responsible for the playspaces. The playspace combines bilingual text and media. 

To the present, one scenario has been implemented; it demonstrates how to make a 
traditional Greek kite. 

5.2   Art Exploration 

The aim of this playspace is to introduce users to different forms of Art (architecture, 
sculpture, painting, literature, theater, and cinema). The opening screen offers an 
overview of the various forms of Art. Users select one and receive information about 
an artist or a specific work of Art, through a combination of media and bilingual text. 
At the end, users are prompted to play a “trivia” game with multiple-choice questions 
on what they have explored. 

To the present, one scenario has been implemented; it presents the life of the Greek 
writer and philosopher Nikos Kazantzakis and his novel Zorba the Greek.  

5.3   Dialogue: Interaction with Software 

This playspace offers users the chance to familiarize themselves with particular lan-
guage structures used in respective communicative contexts. Therefore, this playspace 
can serve as a miniature survival-language guide for foreigners who visit the country 
for the first time. The opening screen provides users with a set of various social situa-
tions (to select from) in which they may find themselves in the new environment. 
From there, users can choose to actively engage in a dialogue, which is accompanied 
by media and text.  Explanations are provided for wrong answers and correct answers 
are praised. At the end, users can visualize the complete dialogue through an auto-
matic, system-generated presentation. The playspace combines bilingual text and 
media. 

To the present, one scenario has been implemented; users assume the role of taxi-
passenger and engage in a typical dialogue with a Greek taxi driver.  

5.4   Word Games 

This playspace acquaints users with forms and structures of the language and tests 
their knowledge of this material in the form of a language game. Varieties of games 
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like scrabble, crossword, hangman, find-the- hidden-word, trivial pursuit, write-the-
word, and match-the-words are included in the multiple scenarios of this playspace. 

To the present, one scenario has been implemented: using drag-and-drop, users are 
asked to unscramble letters or syllables of words which form the ingredients of ba-
klava, a traditional Greek sweet; with each word forming correctly, is formed the 
category of sweets to which baklava belongs.   

5.5   Documentary 

This playspace aims to familiarize users with culturally relevant topics such as his-
tory, folklore, archaeological sites, and tourist destinations. In the opening screen, 
users may select among the following categories: People, Places, Events, Culture, and 
Social Life. Users receive information through a combination of media and bilingual 
text. At the end, users are prompted to play a “trivia” game with multiple-choice 
questions on the content they have explored. 

To the present, under the category “People”, one scenario with four sub-scenarios 
has been implemented; it presents the lives and work of four Greeks who have ex-
celled in the U.S.A., namely Stamatios M. “Tom” Krimigis, Dimitris Mitropoulos, 
George Papanikolaou, and Katina Paxinou. 

5.6   Meet the Parea 

This entirely anthropocentric playspace involves users in realistic daily situations by 
presenting the life of a group of young friends (in Modern Greek, this group is called 
a parea) who meet and discuss their daily program and general plans. In the opening 
screen, users receive a complete personal profile of each of these young persons. 
Automatically, users enter subsequent sub-scenarios where they try to match those 
persons’ needs with the available resources and make decisions based on the profiles 
and the information provided. The playspace combines bilingual text and media.  

To the present, one scenario with three sub-scenarios has been implemented; it pre-
sents five members of a parea who have to decide what film to watch at the cinema, 
what food to order, and where to go during the weekend. 

5.7   Maps and Directions 

This playspace engages users in discovering information about various geographical 
locations. The opening screen provides an initial clue for locating an imaginary per-
son. Automatically generated subsequent screens provide clues as to this person’s 
whereabouts, and users have to follow and eventually learn about the locations and 
their characteristics, until they finally locate the person. An interactive map is used to 
enhance the navigation process and make the trip more intriguing. Image, video, and 
bilingual text are provided as clues. 

To the present, one scenario has been implemented; it presents a Greek-American 
who is visiting Greece; users have to locate him by following clues given in cards that 
he sends them; an interactive map of Greece provides image/text descriptions of the 
locations (Santorini, Mykonos, Thessaloniki, Aegina, Olympia, Rhodes, Zakynthos).   
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5.8   Scavenger Hunt 

This playspace immerses users in the social and language-specific context of purchas-
ing. Users enter a virtual shopping area with different types of shops and see/read 
instructions as to what products are needed for a specific occasion. Given an allotted 
time and/or budget (which they risk losing), users are prompted to visit the appropri-
ate shops and buy the necessary items which are priced. Items are accompanied by 
image, audio, and bilingual text. Scenarios vary in level of difficulty. 

To the present, the shopping area includes 28 stores fully operational with audio, 
image and text. One scenario has been implemented, whereby users have to buy the 
indicated items necessary for a friend’s birthday celebration at an allotted time and 
budget. 

6   Conclusion 

With its present phase fully developed, the Hellas Alive© project will comprise the 
following:  

• Five levels of teaching Modern Greek 
• The above described eight playspace types enriched with more scenarios 
• At least eight more different playspace types 

At a later phase, the project and its components will be modified so as to accom-
modate for other languages, as well.  

The project is estimated to be available on line upon completion of the user testing 
that is currently taking place.  
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Appendix 

Images from Playspaces  

How To 

  

Fig. 1. Opening Screen. 

 

Fig. 2. Activity Screen on How to Make a  
Greek Kite. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Activities Screens on How to Make a Greek Kite. 

 

Art Exploration 

 
Fig. 4. Opening Screen. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Information about Nikos Kazantzakis 
and Zorba the Greek. 
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Fig. 6. Trivia Game Screen. 

 
Dialogue: Interaction with Software 

 
Fig. 7. Opening Screen. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Activity Screen with Dialogue in a  
Taxi. 

 
Word Games 

 
Fig. 9. Unscrambling the Ingredients of a Greek Sweet. 
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Documentary 

Fig. 10. Opening Screen. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Information about Four Famous  
Greeks. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Trivia Game Screen. 

 
Meet the Parea 

Fig. 13. Opening Screen. 

 
Fig. 14. Activity Screen. 
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Maps and Directions 

Fig. 15. Opening Screen. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Activity Screen. 

 

Scavenger Hunt 

 

Fig. 17. Opening Screen. 

 

 

Fig. 18. Activity Screen. 
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Abstract. Governments in many countries require that government Web con-
tent adhere to international accessibility standards, in addition to specific na-
tional standards. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) version 
2.0 will set a new standard for Web accessibility. The implications of WCAG 
2.0 for eGovernment sites in two nations, the United States of America and 
Australia, are considered. While the needs of all users are important when de-
termining accessibility and usability requirements of sites, the particular needs 
of people with cognitive impairments are considered in greater detail, as an ex-
ample to designers that people with disabilities are a heterogeneous group, 
where one solution does not fit all.  
 

Keywords: Accessibility, W3C, Web, disability, guidelines. 

1   Introduction 
Universal usability recognizes that people with disabilities account for a significant 
proportion of the general population. In Australia 19% of the population have some 
form of disability [14]. Kaye [8] reported on longitudinal research following the Web 
practices of people in 48,070 US households. Of these 21.8% (10,480) households 
had at least one member of the household who was “work disabled.” He says that the 
most common reasons cited by people with disabilities for using the Internet were 
virtually identical to the reasons given by people without disabilities.  

Governments around the world have created legislation to ensure equity of access 
to participation in the information society. In many countries the legislation is limited 
in terms of the types of organizations that are required to comply. Most countries with 
Web accessibility laws require that government Web sites be made accessible, but 
compliance requirements vary from one country to another and even within some 
countries. The level of enforcement of standards also varies.  

Designing for inclusion requires a commitment to involve users from the intended 
audience. In the case of eGovernment Web sites, rather than alienate people with 
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disabilities, various co-operative design methodologies have been proposed, for ex-
ample Buhler [2]. However, the focus of this paper is not on the design aspects per se, 
but rather on compliance issues and changes to those with the introduction of the soon 
to be released Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) version 2.0. Using 
these, Web developers can better work towards ensuring an inclusive design process. 

Yet there is more to accessibility of government than just complying with legisla-
tion. Sites need to incorporate into issues of usability, those of accessibility; referred 
to as universal usability by the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community [15]. 
Developing for accessibility means ensuring that the information or functionality 
present is available to all user groups, regardless of how the information is accessed. 
Often people with disabilities access information via different methods, for example, 
by over-riding style sheets, enlarging text, changing font, and/or by using a screen-
reader, on-screen keyboard, a pointer, a magnifier, or other assistive technologies. 
Accessibility for the different user groups of a particular Web site should be ensured 
through the design process. However, it is important to remember that designing for 
accessibility does not mean sacrificing dynamic sites in favor of text only sites. In-
stead it involves the creation of accessible dynamic Web sites.  

This paper begins with a review of the needs of people with various types of 
disabilities, and cognitive disabilities in particular. This focus on cognitive disabilities 
was chosen partly because it is so often neglected in Web accessibility literature, and 
partly because of an increased focus on cognitive disabilities in the forthcoming Web 
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0. This second generation of Web acces-
sibility guidelines is discussed in detail, in terms of philosophical and practical differ-
ences compared to WCAG 1.0. The paper finishes with an examination of the legal 
situation in Australia and the United States, including case studies of selected eGov-
ernment sites in Australia and the United States. The implications for Web site design 
are then drawn together. 

2   User Needs 
The authors of WCAG 1.0 state that: “The primary goal of these guidelines is to pro-
mote accessibility. However, following them will also make Web content more avail-
able to all users, whatever user agent they are using (e.g., desktop browser, voice 
browser, mobile phone, automobile-based personal computer, etc.) or constraints they 
may be operating under (e.g., noisy surroundings, under- or over-illuminated rooms, 
in a hands-free environment, etc.).” [19, p 1] 

The aim is to promote inclusiveness. Inherent in these guidelines is the fact that not 
all people with disabilities are the same. They are a diverse, heterogeneous group. For 
example, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines users with access difficul-
ties as follows [19, p 4]:  

• “They may not be able to see, hear, move, or may not be able to process some 
types of information easily or at all.  

• They may have difficulty reading or comprehending text.  
• They may not have or be able to use a keyboard or mouse.  
• They may have a text-only screen, a small screen, or a slow Internet connection.  
• They may not speak or understand fluently the language in which the document is 

written.  
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• They may be in a situation where their eyes, ears, or hands are busy or interfered 
with (e.g., driving to work, working in a loud environment, etc.).  

• They may have an early version of a browser, a different browser entirely, a voice 
browser, or a different operating system.” 

Similarly, in describing the needs of users for WCAG 2.0, the W3C have used the 
following scenarios to show access difficulties experienced by different users [20, 
p 9]:  

• “Someone who cannot hear will want to see the information normally presented 
via sound. 

• Someone who cannot see will want to hear or read through Braille information 
that is usually presented visually. 

• Someone who does not have the strength to move quickly or easily will want to 
use as little movement as possible and have as much time as they need when oper-
ating Web interfaces. 

• Someone who does not read well may want to hear the information read aloud.” 

The above lists show the heterogeneity of the population of people with access dif-
ficulties. As Powlik and Karshmer [12] put it, there is not one accessibility audience, 
but rather there are multiple audiences. However, it is also inadequate to simply group 
disabilities into categories and then to treat people within such a category as belong-
ing to a homogeneous group. Thus categories like hearing impaired, visually im-
paired, and cognitively impaired are inadequate. For a start, many older adults experi-
ence functional disabilities that arise with aging. They might suffer hearing loss, as 
well as a physical impairment, such as arthritis in the hand, making mouse usage 
difficult. But aside from combinations of functional disabilities, there is also the prob-
lem of sub-groups within a category. For example, in visual impairment, that could be 
total blindness, color blindness or any of a great number of partial vision problems. 

2.1   Cognitive Disabilities 

Though all types of disabilities are considered in this paper, special attention is given 
to the oft-neglected category of cognitive disabilities (also described as intellectual 
impairment in the literature; see for example [18]). Doing so illustrates that, even 
within a disability category, the people involved can be very different in terms of their 
functional capabilities. 

The IMS guidelines [6] say that the category of cognitive disability is one of the 
most diverse. “It includes individuals with general processing difficulties (mental 
retardation, brain injury, etc), people with specific types of deficits (short term mem-
ory, inability to remember proper names, etc.) learning disabilities, language delays, 
and more” [6, p 11]. In addition, as with other disabilities, severity differs amongst 
people.  

Cognitive disabilities can stem from a variety of causes, such as Down’s syndrome 
or cerebral palsy, which means it is at times also accompanied by physical impair-
ments. One advantage for designers is that because cognitive disabilities frequently 
involve print disabilities, accessibility increases where screen reading software func-
tions well. So design for visual impairment can also assist with cognitive disabilities. 

To some the diversity of access difficulties amongst users with various types of 
cognitive disabilities may appear daunting. But it is worth remembering that “A de-
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gree in cognitive psychology is not required to be effective; rather, the process begins 
with attentive understanding” [12, p 219]. 

3   Implications of Adopting WCAG 2.0 for e-Government 
With WCAG 1.0, the goal was to create content accessible to people with disabilities. 
The creation of this document by an international committee in 1999 was a significant 
step toward making the Internet more accessible to people with disabilities. However, 
there are significant weaknesses in WCAG 1.0 that are in the process of being ad-
dressed by the WCAG Working Group [17]. These weaknesses necessitated funda-
mental changes in the document. For the purposes of this paper, these changes have 
been categorized as 1) conceptual differences, 2) the requirement that conformance be 
verifiable, 3) differences in conformance criteria, 4) an increased focus on usability, 
and 5) an increased recognition of non-(X)HTML technologies. 

Although WCAG 1.0 is still the current official document of the WAI, designers 
should be aware of the changes that WCAG 2.0 will bring in the future. WCAG 2.0 is 
still a document under development, so it is still subject to future revisions, but it has 
remained steady in the major areas, despite changes that have been introduced since 
the work began. The comments in this paper reflect the status of the latest internal 
draft of WCAG 2.0 at the time of this writing, dated February 14, 2004.  

3.1   Conceptual Differences 

On a practical level, some of the changes in WCAG 2.0 are subtle. For example, im-
ages will still require alternative text. Web developers who currently design accessible 
Web sites will not have to change their habits much. On the other hand, WCAG 2.0 
represents a substantial shift in philosophy. Rather than focus exclusively on the spe-
cific do’s and don’ts of (X)HTML techniques, as WCAG 1.0 does, WCAG 2.0 is 
written on the conceptual level, so that it can be applied to multiple technologies, and 
not just to (X)HTML. This makes WCAG 2.0 more relevant to developers who create 
content in PDF format, Flash, Java, Video, and other forms of non-(X)HTML media. 
Whereas WCAG 1.0 implores developers to avoid non-(X)HTML technologies, 
WCAG 2.0 allows the use of any technology, as long as developers can make the 
content accessible to people with disabilities.  

The HTML-centric design of WCAG 1.0 is evident in such concepts as accessible 
tables. In WCAG 1.0, the overarching guideline specifically mentions tables: “Create 
tables that transform gracefully.” The checkpoints beneath this guideline include such 
phrases as “use TD to identify data cells and TH to identify headers” and “use 
THEAD, TFOOT, and TBODY to group rows, COL and COLGROUP to group col-
umns, and the ‘axis’, ‘scope’, and ‘headers’ attributes, to describe more complex 
relationships among data.” In contrast, the corresponding overarching principle in 
WCAG 2.0 is “Content must be perceivable.” Beneath this principle, the guideline 
states that developers should “ensure that information, functionality, and structure are 
separable from presentation.” The word “table” is not used at all until one level 
deeper (the success criteria), which states that “associations between table cells and 
their headers” should be able to “be derived programmatically…through a markup or 
data model.” Nothing else is said about tables at all in the document. The specific 
techniques (using TH, THEAD, TFOOT, etc.) will be included in a separate “tech-
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niques” document. Other techniques documents will explain how to accomplish the 
same success criteria within other technologies. The emphasis has unmistakably 
shifted away from technology-specific language within the guidelines, in order to 
ensure that the guidelines can be applied in a wide range of current and future tech-
nologies. The techniques documents will expand as new techniques become available 
and entirely new techniques documents will be created when new Web technologies 
are created. The hope is that the guidelines will be robust enough to be useful and 
applicable on a long-term basis, rather than suffer obsolescence in the face of the 
rapidly-changing Internet technology landscape. 

The shift from technique-driven guidelines to concept-driven guidelines resulted in 
a reduced number of top level ideas, or principles. WCAG 1.0 had fourteen principles 
at the top level. WCAG 2.0 places only four principles at the top level under which 
more specific guidelines are organized. These four principles can each be referred to 
by a single keyword: 

• Perceivable,  
• Operable, 
• Understandable, and  
• Robust.  

Content must be made available to users in a format that they can perceive with at 
least one of their senses (i.e. sight, hearing, touch). It must be presented in a way that 
they can interact with or operate it with either standard or adaptive devices. It must be 
presented in a way that the user can understand or comprehend. Finally, content must 
be presented using technologies and interfaces that are robust enough to allow for 
disability access, whether natively or in alternative technologies and interfaces. To-
gether these principles address all areas of accessibility, at least in broad conceptual 
strokes. 

3.2   The Requirement That Conformance Be Verifiable 

One of the key areas of weakness in WCAG 1.0 is that some of the requirements are 
somewhat ambiguous, leaving them open to interpretation. In terms of implementing 
WCAG 1.0, this means that one developer’s method of complying with a particular 
checkpoint could be quite different from that of another developer. WCAG 2.0 does 
much to fix this problem, by requiring that all minimum checkpoints be normative. 
The Working Group defines normative as meaning that compliance with a checkpoint 
can be unambiguously verified. This verification can be performed either through an 
automated, algorithm-based process or through human testing. Automated processes 
can verify the existence or absence of certain required elements, such as the “alt” 
attribute for images. Human testing requires a process that can be performed with 
high inter-rater reliability, for example by having 9 out of 10 trained individuals 
reaching the same conclusion about the element in question.  

WCAG 2.0 contains a paradigm shift that relates to the underlying philosophy of 
minimum compliance. In WCAG 1.0, minimum compliance is on what is required by 
the user in order to access the information in the site. WCAG 1.0 defines minimum 
compliance (Level A) by saying: “A Web content developer must satisfy this check-
point. Otherwise, one or more groups will find it impossible to access information in 
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the document. Satisfying this checkpoint is a basic requirement for some groups to be 
able to use Web documents” [19].  

In contrast, WCAG 2.0 [20] requires that checkpoints in the minimum compliance 
area: 

• Achieve a minimum level of accessibility through markup, scripting, or other 
technologies that interact with user agents, including assistive technologies, 

• Are reasonably applicable to all Web sites. 
• Are testable (machine or reliably human). 

The requirement of minimum accessibility is similar to the WCAG 1.0 approach, 
but the addition of applicability across Web sites and testability are a reflection of the 
needs of designers and policy makers. WCAG Working Group decided upon this 
change in philosophy hoping that it would ensure more sites would attempt accessibil-
ity compliance by overcoming the myths of “accessible sites must be text only,” 
which is narrowly applicable and subjective.  

3.3   Difference in Conformance Criteria 

One of the most obvious differences between WCAG 1.0 and WCAG 2.0 is the 
method of claiming conformance. One problem with WCAG 1.0 has been that if a site 
was unable to comply to a particular checkpoint, there was no incentive to attempt 
other checkpoints in the same conformance level. WCAG 2.0 allows for sites to spec-
ify the exact criteria they have met in a particular priority level, however exactly how 
this will be achieved is still to be decided. 

Every checkpoint in WCAG 2.0 has a minimum requirement, without which it is 
impossible to claim conformance to the guidelines. This minimum requirement is 
equivalent to the definition of WCAG 1.0 Level A; implementing this checkpoint will 
offer substantial benefit to people with disabilities by removing barriers that would 
otherwise make it difficult or impossible to access the content. 

In WCAG 1.0, conformance was broken into three levels: A, AA and AAA. In 
WCAG 2.0, conformance had been broken down differently in recent drafts, but there 
is disagreement as to what the new breakdown ought to be. This is reflected in the 
current internal draft: “As we publish this Working Draft of WCAG 2.0, the WCAG 
WG is in the midst of significantly changing the conformance scheme from previous 
drafts.” [20, p 6] 

It is anticipated that changing conformance criteria will encourage sites to comply 
with more checkpoints. Current discussion in the Working Group has focused on how 
a site can identify exactly which checkpoints it has complied with. One suggestion 
has been to provide this information in the metadata of each page. This would allow a 
specific search engine to search for sites that conform to particular accessibility crite-
ria and this may also encourage sites to increase the number of checkpoints they com-
ply with. 

3.4   An Increased Focus on Usability 

Another major difference is that WCAG 2.0 focuses more on the usability aspects of 
Web accessibility. All users, with or without disabilities, benefit from this increased 
focus on usability. Perhaps those that will benefit most are users with cognitive dis-
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abilities. One of the major criticisms of WCAG 1.0 is that it did not include many 
guidelines that specifically benefited users with cognitive disabilities, and those 
guidelines that were specific to cognitive disabilities were relegated to Level Triple-
A. Some may still argue that WCAG 2.0 does not focus sufficiently on this group, but 
it does represent a step forward in that direction. One of the guidelines under the key-
word “operable,” for example, instructs developers to “Make it easy for users to 
browse the resource, to know their place in it, and to find information they need.” 
This guideline is solidly aligned with general usability principles that cut across all 
abilities. As another example, the principle about understandability explains that 
“content and controls should be understandable to as many users as possible.” This 
means that it is not sufficient to make sure that the site is merely available, or that the 
controls are merely functional. Users must be able to understand both the content and 
the controls that are necessary to interact with that content. In other words, the site 
must be intuitive.  

3.5   Increased Recognition of Non-(X)HTML Technologies 

Due to the evolving nature of the WCAG 2.0 document, it is difficult at this point to 
identify a list of all of the specific techniques that Web developers will have to follow 
in order to comply with the WCAG 2.0 recommendations. Nevertheless, it is possible 
to look forward and anticipate the general nature of these techniques.  

First of all, developers will not be limited to (X)HTML alone when writing Web 
content. The wording of WCAG 2.0 allows them to use any technology that satisfies 
the criteria set forth in the document. Of course, this does not imply that (X)HTML 
should be abandoned or that developers should seek out new and untested technolo-
gies. On the contrary, WCAG 2.0 requires that developers be very selective in terms 
of the technologies used and the way in which they are used. Since the list of accessi-
ble Web technologies is currently a short list, (X)HTML will still figure prominently 
in future accessible Web development.  

Lastly, developers will need to pay closer attention to the human-computer interac-
tion implications of their Web content. They will need to test their site for usability 
and understandability. They will need to consider the ways in which people with vari-
ous types of disabilities interact with the computer. Users with cognitive disabilities, 
visual disabilities, hearing loss, and motor disabilities all have specific needs and 
methods of interacting with Web content. Some of these needs and methods are 
common among all of these groups. Others are specific to certain types of disabilities. 
It will no longer be enough to follow checklists. Rather, developers will need to con-
sider the human side of disability access to the Web. Thinking optimistically, this 
focus gives users with disabilities reason to hope that developers will include users 
with disabilities in their planning process, thus leading to a more universal user-
centered design paradigm. 

4   Accessibility in e-Government 

e-Government Accessibility in Australia 
Thirty-two Commonwealth departments and agencies have created Disability Actions 
Plans (DAPs) with the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission; thirty-
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seven state government agencies and one hundred and three local governments have 
also created DAPs. All Commonwealth Government agencies are also required to 
address accessibility in their online action plans developed to meet the Common-
wealth Government’s commitment to eGovernment. These online action plans can 
usually be located on the individual Commonwealth agency’s Web site. 

Senior Ministers from State, Territory and local governments meet twice a year to 
discuss policy issues related to the information economy. In June 2000 they adopted 
the W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines as the common best practice standard 
for Australian government Web sites to “promote the confidence of users in online 
services, and the accessibility of online government information and services” [10]. 

The Victorian state government was the first to produce best practice guidelines in 
1999 to mandating the use of the W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 
when developing Victorian Government sites [16]. The Victorian state Government 
also has extensive information on accessibility, including an accessibility toolkit and 
FAQs. However, other states have their own state level guidelines. 

In Australia the legislation says government sites must comply with world best 
practice [13], which for several years has been interpreted as compliance with WCAG 
1.0. That means that eGovernment practice will soon undergo changes in regards to 
accessibility, as the W3C move their draft second version (WCAG 2.0) to the status 
of stable reference document, as is the case with their first version (WCAG 1.0). 

e-Government Accessibility in the United States 
The United States federal government is required to make Web content accessible to 
people with disabilities by virtue of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act [1]. Though 
there are other laws regarding disability rights, Section 508 is the only place anywhere 
in US law that provides a checklist of accessibility requirements for Web accessibil-
ity. The scope of Section 508 is actually broad enough to encompass all electronic 
information technologies, such as telephones, fax machines and copiers. All federal 
government entities are required to abide by the guidelines in Section 508. Interest-
ingly, though Section 508 technically only applies to the federal government, some 
states have chosen to adopt Section 508 guidelines as their standard for Web accessi-
bility. Even states that have not adopted the Section 508 are required to provide equal 
access to individuals with disabilities, though, without the Section 508 guidelines as a 
standard, the actual definition of accessibility is a bit vaguer in these states. 

Section 508 itself was patterned after WCAG 1.0. The main difference is that Sec-
tion 508 is much more limited in scope. It does not contain any guidelines that spe-
cifically benefit people with disabilities, for example, and the amount of support for 
all types of disabilities is more limited than in WCAG 1.0. Another difference is that 
Section 508 was written to more easily testable than WCAG 1.0. The testability of 
this law makes compliance easier to verify and easier to codify into law. The testabil-
ity of Section 508 will provide a relatively smooth transition into the guidelines of 
WCAG 2.0, except for the fact that Section 508 is a small subset of the WCAG guide-
lines.  

Other laws that play an important role in the United States are the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. Both of these are 
anti-discrimination laws. Among other things, the ADA requires that public buildings 
and other public spaces be made accessible to people with disabilities, with elevators, 
access ramps, and so on. It can be argued that the Web is a public place as well, even 
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if it is in a virtual space rather than a physical space. Still, neither the ADA nor Sec-
tion 504 provides developers with a specific set of checklist items as does Section 
508. 

It will be interesting to see how the US Access Board, the organization that created 
the Section 508 guidelines, reacts to WCAG 2.0 when it is released. Since the Web 
requirements of Section 508 were so heavily based on WCAG 1.0, the Section 508 
guidelines will need to adapt to the changes in WCAG 2.0 in order to not fall badly 
behind. If the Access Board does not respond to the changes in the field of Web ac-
cessibility, the end result may be that Web developers continue to abide by out-of-
date standards even as the Web continues to evolve. People with disabilities will be 
the ones to suffer as a result.  

5   Cases 

These cases have been chosen because they represent current practice in regards to 
accessibility compliance. They also serve to illustrate the similarities and differences 
between Australia and the US in regards to accessibility. In these cases the needs of 
users with disabilities have been considered and provided for. However, as the above 
discussion on WCAG 2.0 illustrates, the needs of users with disabilities can be more 
comprehensively met. World’s best practice needs to change. The implications of 
those changes for eGovernment generally are explored in these cases. 

5.1   Australian Cases 

www.gov.au 
The www.gov.au Web site is a small site that provides summary information on the 
state and territory Governments in Australia. It has been ‘developed with usability and 
accessibility principles as the main drivers for design’ [5], although the site does not 
claim any particular accessibility conformance. The site boasts a text-only version, 
however this appears where the accessibility of the site begins and ends, which is 
unfortunate as people with cognitive disabilities often have greatest difficulties with 
reams of text. On first glance, the site appears to be consistent with a number of visual 
cues that could assist people with disabilities, especially cognitive disabilities. How-
ever, noting that some people with cognitive disabilities use screen readers to assist in 
reading a site, the inappropriate use of alt tags is problematic. There are a number of 
images in the site without alt tags, however there are eleven instances on the home-
page alone where the alt tag is “spacer”, and a further eight instances where the alt tag 
is “#”. All these images are spacer images which could all be removed if the site were 
designed with style sheets instead of images. 

Another concerning aspect of the site is the provision of information available only 
via mouseover. When hovering over a state or territory in the left hand menu, the 
southern cross image in the top left hand corner changes to an image of that state or 
territory’s official emblem. This information is not provided elsewhere on the site.  

Each state and territory page is set out in a similar fashion – including a map of 
Australia indicating the position of the state or territory and a screenshot of the appro-
priate site. Unfortunately, the location of the state or territory is indicated by a change 
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in color (the state or territory is colored magenta whereas all other areas are blue), and 
this information is not indicated in the alt tags or elsewhere. This is a clear violation 
of WCAG 1.0 Checkpoint 2.1 – ensure that all information is provided without reli-
ance on color. Interestingly this would be a violation of the WCAG 2.0 Checkpoint 
1.3: “any emphasis can be derived programmatically from the content without requir-
ing interpretation of presentation” [20]. Thus, providing an indicative alt tag would 
mean compliance with the WCAG 2.0 Checkpoint 1.3, but not with WCAG 1.0 
Checkpoint 2.1. 

www.companioncard.org.au 
The Companion Card [3] site is a Disability Services Division initiative aimed at 
people with significant disabilities and their companions to provide information on 
the ‘Companion Card’ initiative, which allows people who require a companion to 
accompany them, to have this companion admitted without charge to a range of ven-
ues and events in Victoria. The site is run and funded by the Victorian State Depart-
ment of Human Services. 

The site complies with WCAG 1.0 Level Triple-A, although full testing will not be 
completed until mid-May. The site offers a number of features specific to people with 
cognitive disabilities, such as visual cues, anchor links and nested headings. 

Companion Card uses icons in conjunction with style sheet manipulated text to 
identify major navigational items. These icons are specific to a particular navigational 
section, for example, the Home section icon is a house, and the icon for Sitemap is a 
flowchart. When in a particular section of the site, the relevant navigation section is 
colored orange (instead of blue) and sub-navigation items are provided directly un-
derneath the relevant item. Further use of icons in the site includes downward arrows 
next to anchors, indicating links that link further down the same page, and double 
browser windows to indicate links which open in a new window. 

Another feature of the Companion Card is the range of documents available for 
downloading. Taking into account that tagged PDFs are often larger than their non-
tagged counterparts, Companion Card provides two versions of each PDF: an 
untagged version purely for printing purposes, and a tagged version for people using 
screen readers or requiring additional accessibility features. Documents are also avail-
able as Word and RTF documents for people that do not have access to Adobe Acro-
bat or would prefer these versions. The Companion Card documents are also available 
in Easy English and a variety of languages and formats can be sent out at no charge 
by contacting the Companion Card Information Line. Recorded information is also 
available in a variety of languages. 

The Companion Card Web site is a best-practice example of how a site can be 
visually attractive and comply with the highest accessibility requirements. The site 
complies with Triple-A checkpoints of WCAG 1.0, but has also included a variety of 
other accessibility features. 

5.2   US Cases 

www.firstgov.gov 
Firstgov.gov [4] is the US government’s main portal for all information within the US 
government. As such, it has been highly publicized and marketed to US citizens as the 
place to go for government information. The high profile of this site underscores the 
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importance of making it accessible to all US citizens, including to those with disabili-
ties.  

An initial analysis of the Web site reveals that the developers of this site have paid 
attention to issues of Web accessibility. All of the images have alt text, for example, 
and there are links at the top of the page which allow users to skip to the main content 
or to other important areas of the page.  

Upon closer examination, however, it is apparent that the developers are not Web 
accessibility experts, though they may have had good intentions. For example, the 
form elements have labels, as they should, but none of the labels are coded correctly. 
The developers clearly did not understand the basic technique, and have applied it in a 
way that is useless to users with disabilities. Similarly, the “skip to content” link is 
completely non-functional. When users select the link, nothing happens. This is an 
error that is easy to correct, but which has been left neglected, probably due to a lack 
of careful coding and quality control. In fact, the site’s (X)HTML is woefully out of 
compliance with standardized (X)HTML markup protocols.  

The designers of the firstgov.gov site face a daunting task in terms of usability. 
They must organize hundreds, if not thousands, of different government agencies, 
offices, and Web sites into understandable categories that are easy to navigate. Con-
sidering the enormity of the task, the designers are to be commended for the way in 
which they have organized all of the content. They provide four top level categories 
based on user characteristics: “for citizens,” “for businesses and nonprofits,” “for 
federal employees,” and “government-to-government.” In addition to these main tabs, 
other lists offer “information by topic,” “by audience,” “consumer help,” “contact 
your government,” and others. This scheme for organizing information seems intui-
tive enough, though some users will undoubtedly still have to search through these 
categories in order to find the specific information that they are searching for.  

One limitation to their overall organization scheme is that it is geared mostly to-
ward visual users. The bold colors of the main tabs in the design suggest to users that 
these are the principle divisions of the site. Users who cannot see the colors are not 
given any indication that these are the main tabs. The links are there, and the links are 
accessible, but the links are stripped of their context, and are likely to blend in with all 
of the other 70+ links on the page. In order to provide more of an understandable 
interface to people using screen readers – in the spirit of WCAG 2.0 – the developers 
would need to provide textual cues that convey the importance of the links in the main 
tabs. The text could say “start main site navigation” before the tabs begin, and then 
“end main site navigation” after the last tab. Another technique that could benefit 
firstgov.gov would be to use headings and other semantic markup. These are simple 
techniques, but they would position the site more in line with the recommendations in 
WCAG 2.0.  

www.irs.gov 
Like firstgov.gov, the irs.gov Web site [7] is another huge undertaking that demands a 
high level of user-centered design and information categorization. This is the Web site 
of the Internal Revenue Service, which is the office in charge of collecting taxes from 
US citizens. With such a distasteful topic, it is apparent that the irs.gov designers 
attempted to make the site as friendly and non-threatening as possible.  

The site features a clean design, with photographs of people smiling as if they ac-
tually enjoyed paying taxes. The home page features links that are focused on user 
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wants and needs, rather than those of the government agency. For example, the most 
prominent link tells users to “start here for free online filing [of taxes].” Other links 
include “find what you need, fast,” and “where’s my refund?” All of these links are 
intuitive from the perspective of the American tax payer, and seem to follow the phi-
losophy of putting the customer first, even if it is a bit of a stretch to call taxpayers 
“customers.” Though outside of the scope of disability access, another evidence of the 
focus on user needs is the existence of a Spanish version of the site.  

In contrast to the firstgov.gov site, the main navigation of the irs.gov site is easily 
interpreted by screen reader users as the main navigation. The number of links on the 
home page are much fewer, and the main navigation appears right after the govern-
ment agency’s title and logo, which is a logical place for the main navigation to ap-
pear. One criticism is that the main navigation text is small and the contrast with the 
background is not as good as it could be.  

The irs.gov Web site features hundreds of forms. Nearly all of these forms are in 
PDF format, which is usually problematic for screen reader users. However, the de-
signers of irs.gov have gone to great lengths to provide many ways of accessing these 
forms. The forms are available in tagged PDF format (which is compatible with some 
screen readers), in PDF forms that can be filled out directly using a screen reader, and 
in alternative text versions. In light of WCAG 2.0, the use of accessible PDF files 
would not be a problem, as long as they truly are accessible. Still, even WCAG 2.0 
advocates for the robustness of Web content, which often means providing a text 
alternative to non-(X)HTML technologies. The designers of irs.gov have done well in 
this regard. 

There is still room for improvement on the site. For example, the developers could 
validate their (X)HTML markup against the accepted standard. Like firstgov.gov, the 
code behind irs.gov is sloppy and haphazard. The site could also benefit from more 
semantic markup, such as the use of headings.  

In terms of cognitive disabilities, the site could use more graphics and illustrations. 
The site may be a clean design, but it is definitely text-centric, and could be intimidat-
ing to some users.  

www.mbda.gov 
The mbda.gov Web site [9] is where US citizens can find information about the Mi-
nority Business Development Agency, though it’s hard to tell what the acronym 
stands for, because the expanded version is not featured prominently on the site. A 
graphic at the top of the page simply says “MBDA,” without offering any kind of 
explanation. In this regard, screen reader users actually have a slight advantage over 
visual users, because they can hear the screen reader read the title of the page to them, 
which says “Minority Business Development.” However, that is where the screen 
reader advantages end. In all other ways, this site is an accessibility nightmare to 
screen reader users.  

The main navigation of the site is a group of five tabs, none of which have alterna-
tive text. In an ironic twist, the site is overrun by alt text for unimportant images, 
which serve only to confuse screen reader users. Image after image has such meaning-
less alt text as “spacer,” “space,” “clear space,” and “arrow.” The lists on this site are 
all pseudo lists. None of them were created using the standard (X)HTML tags for 
bulleted or numbered lists. These lists are not recognized as such by screen readers, 
leaving users to guess as to the semantic structure of the content.  
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Users with cognitive disabilities do not fare much better on this site. Upon clicking 
on the “who we are” link, for example, it appears that nothing at all has changed on 
the page. All of the content that was on the home page is still there. The one differ-
ence is that a new submenu option has appeared under the “who we are” link, but 
users may not notice this change at all. It is a subtle change, and the text is small, with 
poor contrast against the background. Users with or without cognitive disabilities are 
likely to feel disoriented on this site. 

One further consideration is the lack of usability for people with access difficulties, 
cognitive and other. Powlik and Karshmer [12, p 218] ask “does simply getting one 
inside the door really make the resource usable?” They argue that simply complying 
with accessibility guidelines does not make a site usable. The designers of sites such 
as the mbda.gov site need to consider not only meeting the minimal accessibility 
standards, but also how well it works for those needing to use it. 

Perhaps the most serious and cruel form of irony is that people with disabilities are 
part of the target audience of the site: minorities. From a political perspective in the 
United States, people with disabilities are often a forgotten minority. Much emphasis 
has been placed on minority races, and on gender disparities, but a proportionally 
small amount of emphasis has been placed on people with disabilities. That people 
with disabilities would be unable to access a Web site intended to serve minorities is a 
travesty, and makes a mockery of the reason for the Web site’s very existence.  

http://nihseniorhealth.gov 
The Senior Health Web site of the US National Institutes of Health is one of the few 
US government Web sites designed specifically to accommodate people with disabili-
ties. The main reason for this focus is that the target audience is senior citizens, many 
of whom have one or more disabilities due to age-related processes.  

The disability features on this site are prominent and intuitive. In fact, the first four 
links are disability-related. These are “skip navigation,” “enlarge text,” “high con-
trast,” and “turn speech on.” The “skip navigation” link takes the user to the begin-
ning of the main content. The “Enlarge text” link increases the font size substantially 
for the benefit of people with low vision. The “high contrast” option turns the back-
ground black and the text white, also for the benefit of people with low vision. The 
“turn speech on” button provides an uncommon, but useful, feature that can benefit 
users with cognitive disabilities as well as those with low vision. When this button is 
activated, a java applet is activated in a popup window in the background which be-
gins to read the Web page out loud. The Web site designers use this applet to stream 
the sound of a voice synthesizer reading the page’s contents. Users are able to control 
what is read by clicking on the content they want to hear. The reader reads one para-
graph at a time.  

The use of a site-specific synthesized reader is not a technique that should be ap-
plied across all Web sites, because most users who need voiced output will need this 
output for their entire computer, not just for certain Web sites. They need full-featured 
screen readers. The NIH Senior Health Web site is a bit different though. Most elderly 
individuals do not have extensive experience on the computer, and most feel at least 
somewhat intimidated by the prospect of using a computer at all. Chances are low that 
these individuals would have full-featured screen readers at their disposal, even if 
they would find this functionality useful. It makes sense then to include this function-
ality in the Web site itself for this specific audience and on this specific site. The 
designers have made a special effort to accommodate their target audience. 
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The designers have also made a concerted effort to construct a site that is very sim-
ple and well-organized for the benefit of those with cognitive disabilities or memory 
loss. The amount of text on each page is minimal, with plenty of white space, result-
ing in content that is easy to read. Longer passages of text are split up across multiple 
pages, and the “next page” buttons are clearly marked, in both text and graphic for-
mat, with a large arrow pointing to the right. All of these techniques facilitate naviga-
tion and increase comprehension for people with cognitive disabilities and reduce 
cognitive load for all users.  

The site also features several video clips, used to explain concepts. This is also in 
line with the idea of providing assistance to users with cognitive disabilities. In order 
to accommodate users with hearing loss, the videos are captioned and text transcripts 
are provided.  

In many ways, this is a model site in terms of accessibility. Not only have the de-
signers made sure to “obey the rules” of Web accessibility by conforming to the exist-
ing standards, but they have extended the accessibility of the site by catering specifi-
cally to those with disabilities. The site is not only accessible to people with 
disabilities, but usable to them as well. This site is well positioned for the changes 
that WCAG 2.0 will bring. 

6   Conclusion 

All people, with or without disabilities, have a right to access government information 
on the Web. In many countries, such as in Australia and in the United States, this right 
is written into law. Though the specifics of these laws differ, they all have the same 
goal in mind: to make government information accessible to all citizens.  

Though separate national standards exist in the US and although there are some 
additional requirements in Australia in the form of commonwealth and state based 
guidelines, the dominant standards in the area of eGovernment accessibility for people 
with disabilities has been and continues to be set by the W3C. In Australia, additional 
commonwealth and state-based guidelines are effectively attempts to deal with these 
standards within the confines of the Australian legal system. Similarly Section 508 in 
the US is in large part a reinterpretation of WCAG 1.0, in terms of legislative re-
quirements in that country. 

As WCAG 2.0 moves closer to being the official document of the W3C on Web 
content accessibility, governments should take the opportunity to anticipate the 
changes that this document will bring. With a greater focus on usability for people 
with disabilities, WCAG 2.0 can serve as a catalyst to cause developers to consider 
the user’s perspective more seriously. It is not enough to merely provide access. The 
information must also be useful and usable. With WCAG 2.0 allowing the use of 
accessible non-(X)HTML technologies, this opens up a realm of possibilities that 
many in the Web accessibility community previously shunned. This is an exciting 
development in terms of the possibilities for multi-modal engagement that can benefit 
all users, especially those with cognitive disabilities. The caveat, of course, is that 
these non-(X)HTML technologies must be accessible to a broad range of users, and 
not just to those with specific abilities or disabilities, unless equivalent alternatives are 
provided. Also, with impending changes in the verifiability of conformance, WCAG 
guidelines and changes in conformance criteria, Web developers will need to adapt 
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their processes for testing the accessibility of their creations. This requires new proto-
cols in the quality control process. 

The review of the six sites above reveals some common areas that designers need 
to address. There is the general principle of user-centered design, that the users need 
to be considered. Not all people with disabilities have the same needs. Even within a 
disability sub-group, such as cognitive disabilities, the type and severity of disability 
can vary and the functional capabilities of users can therefore vary. The best approach 
then is to include representatives from the target user populations in the design proc-
ess. Where this has been done from the start, the additional cost of accessibility con-
siderations in site designs has been shown to be minimal [11]. 

All these sites have some implementation of accessibility guidelines, with the bet-
ter ones showing that, in many areas, a great deal of effort was made to conform to 
the guidelines. Nonetheless, those better sites are still inconsistent in the way in which 
they implement the guidelines. Aside from implementing the guidelines per se, there 
is also the inconsistent use of standard (X)HTML. These types of inconsistencies 
should be picked up through a quality control process. One form such a quality con-
trol process could take is that of an accessibility audit. The W3C provides extensive 
instructions on how to evaluate a site for accessibility compliance [19, 20]. It is im-
portant to consider universal usability throughout the Web development life cycle. 
Leaving such considerations until the last phase of development can result in the need 
for significant redesign and a much greater increase in cost, than if universal usability 
had been considered from the concept phase.  

When all things are considered, making Web content – especially government Web 
content – accessible to people with disabilities is a matter of basic human rights. This 
is the answer to the question of why this important. It is not enough to merely be 
aware of what to do or how to do it. With this in mind, the most important thing for 
developers to remember when designing accessible Web content is that they are de-
signing it for real people with real needs, and not just to satisfy a checklist of guide-
lines. 
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Abstract. Despite increasing discussion in academia, genuinely ‘inclusive’ de-
sign in industry remains the exception rather than the rule. Based on literature 
reviews and industry surveys, this paper explores the barriers faced by manu-
facturers, retailers and design consultancies in adopting inclusive design. Driv-
ers for practising inclusive design are also investigated. Using information 
about such barriers and drivers and linking them to business objectives, a basic 
framework for the business case for inclusive design is proposed. The paper 
contributes to the in-depth understanding of industry barriers and motivations 
for inclusive design and forms the basis for further research into the business 
case in an inclusive design context. The paper provides an insight into industry 
practice that is applicable to the design of User Interfaces for All. 

1   Introduction 

Despite the apparent need, the years of research, the efforts of special interest and 
lobby groups, the conferences and the recourses available to designers, truly inclusive 
design products and services remain the exception, not the norm [1]. It seems that 
barriers to inclusive design come from various parts of the supply chain, for example, 
design consultancies, manufacturers and retailers. Identifying such barriers is impor-
tant in developing strategies for implementing inclusive design in industry. 

The Universal Design Research Project (funded by the American National Institute 
on Disability and Rehabilitation Research of the Department of Education) has identi-
fied a number of barriers from consumer product manufacturers [2]. These barriers 
were classified into four categories, namely:  

− fears and concerns; 
− inadequate training or resources; 
− lack of interest; and, 
− structural barriers. 

The Kyoyo-hin (Universal Design) survey under the Japanese Ministry of Interna-
tional Trade and Industry [3] investigated the motivations/drivers and prob-
lems/barriers facing the uptake of Universal Design in companies in Japan. A number 
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of drivers and barriers were identified. For example, major drivers for Japanese com-
panies to be involved in Universal Design included: 

− high demand from consumer and society needs; 
− quality improvement/more consumer satisfaction; 
− development of a new and expanding market;  
− differentiation of own products; and  
− drivers from Government such as regulations. 

Major barriers to the adoption of Universal Design included:  

− technical complexity and lack of cost-effectiveness; 
− lack of knowledge and techniques; and 
− lack of guidelines. 

The UDRP project involved 26 US manufacturers, while the Kyoyo-hin project 
targeted 1,000 business in Japan, which included five different industry categories 
(i.e. clothing, domestic appliances, household goods, electric appliances and vehicles, 
refer to the report available from the Helen Hamlyn Research Centre, Royal College 
of Art). Although the relevance of these research findings to the UK was unclear, 
they provided a useful reference to the survey of industry barriers and drivers to in-
clusive design in the UK. The instructions of the UDRP survey questionnaire [4] 
were referred when designing the questionnaire for UK industry. Inspired by the 
Kyoyo-hin project, a rating scale was employed to the UK survey. 

2   Methodology 

To facilitate comparisons with the US data, this study also involved consumer prod-
uct manufacturers in the UK. 

Early studies helped the researchers form the following hypothesis: 

The perceptions of barriers may be related to the type of business, i.e. perceptions 
of manufacturers may differ from perceptions of retailers or design consultancies. 

In order to test the hypothesis, consumer product retailers and design consultancies 
with consumer product design specialists were also selected. 

2.1   Sampling 

The selection of companies was based on a simple random sample strategy [5]. Five 
widely used industry directories, i.e. Kompass, Applegate, Kelley, Yellow Pages and 
the DTI Company Index were searched for the selection of manufacturers and retail-
ers. The selection of design consultancies was based on a web search of UK Design 
Consultancy directories.  

Sampling depends on the type of measurements, the nature of the population being 
studied, the complexity of the survey design and the resources available [5]. For this 
research, it was hard to determine a truly representative sample because the classifica-
tion of industry directories various and information often overlaps. In addition, miss-
ing data and out-of-date information also presented challenges. However, the re-
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searchers managed to select a total of 87 manufacturers, 68 retailers and 177 design 
consultancies during a two-week period. The common criteria used for sampling were 
the accuracy of the company addresses (cross-checked using different directories) and 
the potential availability for the research (making phone calls to confirm this in ad-
vance). The numbers of each type of business were determined by the manageable 
size for a two-week intensive web search. 

2.2   Questionnaire Design 

Two sets of questionnaires were designed based on the researchers’ knowledge of 
manufacturers and design consultancies. The one for manufacturers and retailers 
followed the instructions of the UDRP survey, and the other (for design consultan-
cies) was based on the initial findings of the potential barriers from interviews with 
nine UK design consultancies, which were presented at the 7th ERCIM workshop [6]. 

Manufacturers and retailers shared the same questionnaire as they both can be de-
sign commissioners. The fact that a different set of questionnaire was used for design 
consultancies might make it difficult for cross-business comparisons, but this was 
regarded as less important than getting an insight into design consultancies regarding 
their detailed requirements for the development of a practical support for inclusive 
design. In addition, the researchers tried to keep the questionnaire as brief as possible 
to encourage responses, any choices listed in the questionnaire to manufactur-
ers/retailers that was thought as irrelevant to design consultancies were deleted, thus 
saving places for more useful questions.  

The draft questionnaire to manufacturers and retailers was initially reviewed by 
two acknowledged experts of inclusive design and revised. Prior to distribution, the 
revised questionnaires were pilot–tested with ten people familiar with inclusive de-
sign concept and further revised. This provided a reference to the draft questionnaire 
for design consultancies, which was pilot-tested with four colleagues of the research-
ers before distribution.  

In both sets of questionnaires, the same introduction was used, as follows:  

Inclusive design is a relatively new concept, also known as ‘Universal Design,’ 
and ‘Design for All.’ It describes a process whereby designers, manufacturers and 
service providers ensure that their products and services address the needs of the 
widest possible audience, irrespective of age or ability. 

This preamble aimed to make sure that all respondents were aware of the defini-
tion of inclusive design used in the questionnaire and avoided any ambiguity resulting 
from different interpretations of each respondent.  

For manufactures and retailers, the definition of inclusive design was followed 
with a sentence like “However, in spite of the motivations for more inclusive design 
practices, industry in general has been slow to adopt them…”  

What do you think would be effective to encourage companies like yours to adopt 
an inclusive design approach?  

(A list of seven motivations with a 1-7 Likert-type scale, followed by a space for 
open comments) 
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What do you think would be effective to support companies like yours to adopt an 
inclusive design approach?  

(A list of 10 incentives with a 1-7 Likert-type scale, followed by a space for open 
comments) 

Note: The contents of the motivations (from inside), and incentives (from outside), 
later mixed as drivers, are presented in Table 6 and 7. 

To what extent do the following issues present a barrier to companies like yours to 
adopting an inclusive design approach? 

(A list of 26 barriers with a 1-7 Likert-type scale, followed by a space for open 
comments, refer to Table 1,2,3) 

For design consultancies, the definition of inclusive design was followed with the 
following sentence: “A successful inclusive design example could be the OXO ‘Good 
Grips’. However, in spite of the motivations for more inclusive design practices, it 
has been difficult to find many good inclusive design examples in the market…” 

What do you think would be effective incentives for encouraging companies like 
yours to adopt an inclusive design approach?  

Please write down the first couple you immediately think of below:  

(a space for comments) 

Please rate how effective you consider the following incentives to be.  

(a list of seven incentives with a 1-7 Likert-type scale, refer to Table 8)  

What do you think are he barriers to companies like yours in adopting an inclusive 
design approach? 

Please describe two or three major barriers briefly: 

(a space for comments) 

Please rate how significant you consider the following barriers to be.  

(a list of 14 barriers with a 1-7 Likert-type scale, refer to Table 4) 

Both sets of questionnaire included requests for basic information of the company 
in question and a space for open comments.  

The questionnaires were sent to people in middle or high management level, for 
example, managing directors, marketing directors or design directors. Reminders 
were sent to non-respondents within six weeks after the initial distribution of the 
questionnaire. In total, 18 useful responses were received from manufacturers, 15 
from retailers and 35 from design consultancies. The findings are presented in the 
next section.  

3   The Analysis of Barriers 

Closed questions were designed to get quantitative information and open questions 
qualitative information. The barriers were identified and their importance rated. For 
the analysis of the questionnaire to manufacturers and retailers, the barriers (26 in 
total) were grouped into three categories, namely: 
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Table 1. ‘Perception barriers’ of manufacturers and retailers to inclusive design. 

Perception barriers  Manufacturer Retailer 
  Mean SD Mean SD 

a Lack of awareness of inclusive design 4.2 2.0 4.9 1.9 

b Lack of interest in inclusive design 4.3 2.1 4.4 2.1 

c Lack of motivation for tackling inclusive design 4.1 2.1 3.9 2.0 

d Perception that inclusive design is more expensive  4.1 1.7 5.2 1.8 

e Perception that it can be complex to design inclu-
sively  3.8 1.6 5.2 1.8 

f Perception that inclusive design represents a niche 
market  4.3 2.0 4.7 1.9 

g Lack of business case 5.0 1.7 4.3 1.9 

h Perception that inclusive design is an unachievable 
goal 3.9 2.0 4.2 2.1 

i Perceived problems of brand association with dis-
abled/older people 2.9 1.7 3.0 1.2 

j Perceived �sacrifice� of the aesthetics of the brand 4.6 1.4 3.7 2.0 

k Perceived longer development time to market 3.9 1.7 4.8 1.6 

l Perception that there is no need to practise inclusive 
design  3.7 2.0 3.7 1.7 

m Perception that inclusive design is contradictory to 
the diversity of the market 3.8 1.7 4.4 1.9 

n Perception that the social context for inclusive 
design has not been set  3.4 1.5 4.3 1.9 

o Perception that inclusive design is a passing trend 2.8 1.6 3.5 1.9 

‘Perception barriers’ (barriers that are due to assumptions – can be true or not in 
reality, e.g. perception that inclusive design is more expensive);  

‘Technical barriers’ (barriers relating to practical difficulties or hindrance of im-
plementation, e.g. lack of time to learn); and 

‘Organisational barriers’ (barriers relating to the nature or culture of the organisa-
tion, e.g. lack of risk-taking).  

The subjectivity of the grouping was tested by asking a colleague to classify the 
barriers independently; the consensus rate was 96%.  

Compared with the barriers identified in the UPRD project (refer to Section 1), 
‘perception barriers’ involve ‘fears and concerns’, and ‘lack of interest;’ ‘technical 
barriers’ include ‘inadequate training or resources,’ and ‘organisation barriers’ are 
similar to ‘structural barriers.’ 

3.1   Barriers from Manufacturers and Retailers 

‘Perception barriers’ rated on the 1-7 Likert-type scale (1: least negative/no barrier 
effect; 7: most negative/much barrier effect) by the 18 manufacturers and the 15 re-
tailers, together with their standard deviation (SD), are shown in Table 1. Note that 
only for three of the 15 barriers (c, g and j) do the manufacturers have more negative 
perceptions than the retailers. 
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Table 2. ‘Technical barriers’ of manufacturers and retailers to inclusive design. 

Technical barriers Manufacturer Retailer 

  Mean SD Mean SD 

p Lack of resources/guidance on inclusive design 4.3 1.9 4.8 1.6 

q Time taken to learn the approach 3.9 2.0 4.1 1.7 

r Lack of availability of good design examples 4.3 1.8 4.5 2.0 

s Lack of government regulations 3.7 2.2 3.3 2.0 

t Lack of methods/tools for practicing inclusive design 3.8 1.6 4.3 1.9 

Table 3. ‘Organisational barriers’ of manufacturers and retailers to inclusive design. 

Organisational barriers Manufacturer Retailer 

  Mean SD Mean SD 

u Difficulty in changing the culture of a business 3.8 1.9 4.1 2.0 

v Lack of company policy on inclusive design  3.7 2.1 3.9 2.2 

w Business is sales-led rather than design-led 4.4 1.9 4.6 2.2 

x Lack of willingness to change 3.7 1.8 2.9 1.8 

y Lack of risk-taking / unwillingness to invest money in 
a new practice 3.7 2.3 4.1 2.0 

z Working for short-term financial objectives 3.7 2.0 2.9 1.7 

‘Technical barriers’ from both manufacturers and retailers are shown in Table 2. In 
this case, only for one of the five barriers do the manufacturers have more negative 
perceptions than the retailers. 

Table 3 shows the ‘Organisational barriers’ rated by the manufacturers and retail-
ers. The table shows that manufacturers have more negative perceptions (reflected by 
higher scores) for two out of the six barriers. 

The respondents were provided with an opportunity to write down additional bar-
riers. None were added by the manufacturers, while retailers suggested two more, 
namely:  

“perception that market place is too small;” and “lack of vision.” 
The mean scores to individual barriers assigned by manufacturers were compared 

with those assigned by retailers. It was found that retailers tend to assign a higher 
level of significance than manufacturers to most of the barriers (19 out of 26). The 
average rating score regarding the barriers was 4.1 for the retailers and 3.9 for the 
manufacturers. 

The most significant barriers to manufacturers were “lack of business case” (score: 
5.0) and “perceived sacrifice of aesthetics” (score: 4.6), while for retailers they were 
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“perception that inclusive design is more expensive” (score: 5.2) and “perception that 
it can be complex to design inclusively” (score: 5.2). Interestingly, those are barriers 
that one would normally have expected to be greater concerns for manufacturers 
rather than retailers. From a psychological standpoint, the retailers surveyed were 
effectively saying that “we are not doing it, because it is too complex for our suppli-
ers [the manufacturers]”.  

However, the manufacturers themselves do not share the same concerns. Instead 
they are focused on how well the inclusively designed products will sell, which one 
would have expected to have been the retailers’ prime concern. So both retailers and 
manufacturers perceive the most significant barriers to be within the domain of the 
other party, rather than their own. This naturally leads to the open question as to 
whether the manufacturers and retailers are actually communicating their concerns 
with each other. 

In general, ‘perception barriers’ form the majority of the barriers and are rated as 
most significant, followed by ‘technical barriers’ and then ‘Organisational barriers.’ 
This implies that efforts should be put on raising awareness to overcome perception 
barriers, and providing supportive tools to overcome technical barriers. 

3.2   Barriers from Design Consultancies 

The questionnaire to design consultancies was based on a pilot study, i.e. interviews 
with nine design consultancies. A detailed report of the interviews is available [7]. 
The results of the survey with design consultancies are summarised in Table 4: 

Table 4. Barriers to inclusive design from design consultancies. 

Barriers  Average    score Standard       
deviation 

Lack of inclusivity requirements from design commissioners 5.6 1.9 

Lack of budget for user research 5.4 1.7 

Lack of time for involving users in testing 5.0 1.5 

Lack of information on inclusive design 4.6 1.8 

Lack of support from company culture 4.6 1.9 

Lack of good design examples 4.4 2.0 

Lack of time to learn how to design inclusively 4.1 1.8 

Lack of methods/skills to design inclusively 3.9 1.8 

Manufacturers �not-invented-here� syndrome 3.7 1.8 

Perceived �sacrifice� of aesthetics 3.6 2.1 

Lack of users for testing concepts and prototypes 3.4 1.5 
Difficult in changing design process to accommodate inclusive 
design 2.8 1.8 

Perception that inclusive design will not be a lasting trend 2.7 1.4 

Perception that inclusive design is a specific skill 2.4 1.1 
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Table 5. Additional barriers identified by design consultancies. 

Types of barriers Frequency   
of mentions 

  Example-of-comments (quotation) 

Barriers from clients  16 • [Inclusivity] not in the brief from the client 
 

Time and budget  7 • No funds/time to test design 
 

Lack of knowledge 
/methods 7 • Lack of experience 

Lack of legislation 2 • Lack of legislation  
 

Miscellaneous 

1 

(for each) 

• The market power of the dominant players 
• Conflicting commercial requirements 
• Lack of priority � i.e. ongoing things have precedence 
• Consumers are slow to articulate what they want 
• Design (only) for representative �average� user sample  
• No clear immediate commercial benefits 
• Some products sell based on their exclusivity  
• Perception that aesthetics become clumsy 
• Mere importance 
• Lack of market intelligence  
• Definition of �inclusive� is woolly 

Additional barriers added by the respondents are grouped and summarised in Ta-
ble 5. 

Designers’ open comments relating to barriers are as follows:  

“All good design consultancies will apply inclusive design to some degree. Inclu-
sive design will include all age/user groups and will apply more to ergonomic/user 
interface products. Assessment on the effectiveness of these designs become more 
difficult.” 

“Manufacturers are slow to recognise the shift in demographics. The flower power 
generation are now pensioners!” 

“Do not forget the core needs, aims and objectives of the business and the rela-
tionship of this to its currently available resources. Media sources and academic 
sources have an intrinsic bias and self-justification that is not relevant in the com-
mercial world.” 

“Inclusive design is a highly academic approach to design practice that will 
probably find most failure in large organisations seeking to reduce perceived risks. It 
is likely to result in banal products that wouldn't find favour in design-led organisa-
tions.” 

“Many manufacturers still view inclusive products as excluding the market/trends 
they wish to pursue - best example - mobile phones as much a bonus to lifestyles for 
the less able and elderly as us all - but increasingly they are excluded by size, inter-
face and complexity.” 

“As a consultancy we can raise awareness of inclusive design, but industry does 
not always recognise design benefits - be it inclusive or not. Companies still largely 
regard design as spend and not investment. I fear that many regard inclusive design 
as further spend rather than appropriate investment.” 
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An inspection of the perceptions and comments reveals an interesting fact: the ma-
jor barriers from design consultancies are concerned with the ‘design commission-
ers,’ not the ‘design consultancies themselves.’ 

Ironically, it seems that manufacturers, retailers and design consultancies all con-
sider the major problems are from the other parties. Having discussed the major bar-
riers in general, the next section explores the drivers for inclusive design.  

4   Analysis of Drivers for Inclusive Design 

Drivers in this paper refer to motivations, incentives and other favourable factors for 
inclusive design.  In the questionnaire, motivations (from inside) and incentives (from 
outside) for inclusive design were differentiated, as mentioned in section 2.2. This 
made the flow of questions natural. However, it was found that the differentiation of 
motivations and incentives was not important for data analyses. It was then decided to 
integrate the motivations and incentives into ‘drivers’ and re-group them into ‘finan-
cial drivers’ and ‘non-financial drivers.’ The subjectivity of the grouping was also 
tested by asking a colleague to classify the drivers independently. The consensus rate 
was 87%. 

4.1   Drivers for Inclusive Design from Manufacturers and Retailers 

The perceptions of drivers from the 18 manufacturers and 15 retailers, computed as 
the means of the responses on the 1-7 Likert-type scale (1: lest positive/no driver 
effect; 7: most positive/much driver effect), are shown in Table 6 (‘Financial drivers’) 
and Table 7 (‘Non-financial drivers’). 

‘Financial drivers’ refer to drivers that projects the likely financial results, while 
‘non-financial drivers’ refer to drivers that relates to other business consequences 
rather than monetary results. Standard deviations were also compared in the tables.  

Table 6. Manufacturers and retailers’ perceptions of ‘financial drivers’ for inclusive design. 

Financial drivers  Manufacturer Retailer 

  Mean SD Mean SD 

A Successful business studies ( i.e. those showing 
commercial success) 4.2 1.6 4.8 1.5 

B Potential market for those currently excluded 6.0 1.1 5.5 1.6 

C* New market opportunities by practising inclusive 
design 5.9 1.2 5.1 2.0 

D Assessment of how many people are excluded 5.2 1.5 5.5 1.5 

* The questionnaire was modified once during the process of distribution, C in Table 6 was 
combined with B in the modified version. 
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Table 7. Manufacturers and retailers’ perceptions of ‘non-financial drivers’ for inclusive de-
sign. 

Non-financial drivers  Manufacturer Retailer 

  Mean SD Mean SD 

E Consumer dissatisfaction with current products 5.7 1.7 5.5 1.6 

F Chances of innovation by practising inclusive design 5.4 1.0 5.4 1.2 

G Analysis of why people are excluded 5.2 1.0 5.0 1.6 

H Public/consumer awareness of inclusive design 3.8 1.7 4.9 1.2 

I Availability of expert consultation on inclusive design  3.9 1.6 4.3 1.9 

J Availability of tools/methods to help the practice of 
inclusive design  4.0 1.4 4.7 1.5 

K Government regulation/legislation on inclusive 
design 4.4 2.1 3.1 2.2 

L Users available for testing prototypes during the 
design process 4.1 1.4 4.8 1.7 

M Availability of training on inclusive design to 
staff/designers 3.8 1.6 4.6 1.8 

N Chances of improving brand image by practising 
inclusive design 5.1 1.7 5.3 1.4 

O Champion for inclusive design on company boards 4.1 1.7 4.7 1.9 

P Corporate strategy incorporating inclusive design 4.5 1.7 4.6 1.7 

Q Availability of standards/guidelines on inclusive 
design  4.0 1.8 4.6 1.5 

R* Major competitor�s adoption of inclusive design _ _ 4.4 1.5 

* R in Table 7 was added in the modified questionnaire and few responses were received from 
the manufacturers. 

The respondents were provided with an opportunity to write down additional driv-
ers, however none were added. 

It was found that the top drivers (B+C: potential market, D: the measure of current 
exclusion, E: consumer dissatisfaction, F: innovation) were similar between those 
perceived by manufacturers and retailers. Key drivers for industry (including design 
consultancies, refer to Section 4.2) involves both financial ones and non-financial 
ones. 

4.2   Drivers for Inclusive Design from Design Consultancies 

Designers’ perceptions on drivers for inclusive design are summarised in Table 8. In 
addition to the provided multiple options, designers suggested more drivers (Table 9). 
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Table 8. Designers’ perceptions of ‘non-financial drivers’ for inclusive design. 

Drivers Average score Standard       
deviation 

Consumer demand 6.1 1.0 

Successful business studies (i.e. those showing commercial 
success) 5.4 1.5 

Chances of innovation 5.2 1.6 

Potential market for those currently excluded 5.1 1.3 

Legislation requirements / regulation 5.1 1.8 

Chances of improving company image 4.5 1.5 

Competitor�s adoption of inclusive design practice  3.8 1.8 

Table 9. Additional drivers identified by design consultancies. 

Types of drivers  Frequency   
of mentions 

Example of comments (quotation) 

Clients-related motiva-
tions 

14 • Clients� requirement for inclusive design  

Market-related motiva-
tions 

9 • Larger markets 

Awareness and better 
understanding  

7 • The fact that the market is getting older 

External support 6 • Easy access to up-to-date data 

Examples or case studies  6 • Successful examples 

Legal incentives 5 • Legislation requirements are effective but   �unneces-
sary� 

Financial incentives 5 • Provide grant incentives for inclusive design projects 

Customer demand 2 • More consumer awareness/demands 

Miscellaneous 1 

(for each) 

• Some sort of product approval 

• Ease of implementation 

• Moral incentive 

• Point of difference/design registration/patent ability 

Designers’ general comments relating to drivers for inclusive design are as fol-
lows: 

“I expect that consumer demand will drive this forward - demographic trends are 
that way. However, product manufacturers are not very likely to move until pushed! 
Perhaps some Third Age organisation should team up with the [UK] Consumer Asso-
ciation! They could add inclusive design in the [Consumer Association] ‘Which?’ 
magazine.” 
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“Increasing manufacturers’ awareness of the benefits of inclusive design is neces-
sary and is probably best achieved by illustrating the financial benefits rather than 
the human ones - sad, but gearing education along fiscal lines is the way to make 
them change.” 

“If we had data/consultants available we would be adapting a more inclusive ap-
proach. Market data would facilitate persuasion of customers of the benefits, which is 
key. At the end of the day, the client supplies a brief and the client pays the bills, so 
the designer will often be wary of introducing extra requirements, unless market gain 
can be demonstrated.” 

“I believe inspiration is a key requirement for designers to understand how to de-
velop inclusive design standards in a highly creative way, subtly and effectively. I 
imagine the industry standards and legislation need to develop and exemplify better 
methods of inspiring companies.” 

5   The Business Case for Inclusive Design 

Making a good business case is key for industry. Business case may be defined as a 
decision support and planning tool that projects the likely financial results and other 
business consequences of an action [8].   

The exploration of industry barriers to inclusive design and drivers for inclusive 
design has formed a basis for investigating the business case in an inclusive design 
context. As one of the designers commented “do not forget the core needs, aims and 
objectives of the business and the relationship of this to its currently available re-
sources” (refer to Section 3.2). Thus the investigation of the business case should 
identify the business objectives and link them to currently available resources.  

Based on literature reviews [8], [9], [10], the business objectives relating to inclu-
sive design could be:  

Product/service-focused objectives: 

− to improve performance 
− to improve safety 
− to achieve greater desirability 
− to introduce more competitive products  
− to enter new product markets 
− to achieve technology leadership  
− to improve customer satisfaction ratings  
− to provide better quality customer service 
− to provide new service offerings 
− to permit more customized customer service 

Market-focused objectives:  

− to increase market share  
− to take market leadership  
− to improve market position 
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− to increase repeat business 
− to win first-time customers 
− to counter competitive threats  
− to increase competitive strengths 
− to differentiate own products from the competition 

Revenue-focused objectives:  

− to increase sales revenues  
− to increase margins or profits  
− to improve earnings per share 
− to increase unit sales 

Image-focused objectives:   

− to be recognised as a technology leader  
− to be recognised as a contributor to industry standards or industry cooperation  
− to be recognised as a producer of quality products or reliable products  
− to be recognised for outstanding customer service 
− to be recognised as the performance leader 

The measurable indicators or tangible evidence of these objectives of business play 
an important role in building the business case for inclusive design. For instance, the 
improved customer satisfaction might appear as fewer complaints, or more repeat 
business, or even the results of customer satisfaction surveys. Such ‘soft benefits’ are 
often the hardest to quantify, but they could be the highest priority objectives of busi-
ness.  

When building the business case, design and process are everything (Schmidt, 
2002). An initial structure of building the business case for inclusive design is pro-
posed (see Figure 1), which includes the analysis of barriers and drivers, the identifi-
cation of indicators of business objectives and the exploration of available resources.  

It remains important to be able to address these elements and explain how they 
were chosen and how they were valued in order to develop strategies for promoting 
inclusive design in the real world. 

6   Conclusions 

The focus of this research is inclusive design in industry. Major barriers and drivers 
relating to the industry practice of inclusive design have been identified based on the 
survey with consumer product manufacturers, retailers and design consultancies in 
the UK.  

It was found that the perception of barriers is related to the type of business. The 
top two barriers from manufacturers are ‘lack of business case’ and ‘perceived sacri-
fice of aesthetics.’ The most significant barriers from retailers are ‘perception that 
inclusive design is more expensive’ and ‘perception that it can be complex to design 
inclusively.’ The most important barriers from design consultancies are ‘lack of in-
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clusivity requirements from design commissioners’ and ‘lack of budget for user re-
search.’ The research hypothesis has been proved. More interestingly, it appears that 
manufacturers, retailers and design consultancies all consider the major barriers are 
from the other parties rather than from themselves.   

 

Fig. 1. The framework of the business case for inclusive design. 

Both financial drivers and non-financial drivers were found critical to manufactur-
ers, retailers and design consultancies, among which ‘potential market,’ ‘consumer 
demand,’ and ‘chances of innovation’ were highly rated by all.  

The basic framework for building the business case requires analyses of barriers, 
drivers and the objectives of business, and relating these to the available resources. 
Future work involves the revision and application of the framework to further case 
studies and development of convincing business cases for industry. 
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Abstract. Important tasks performed in hypertext such as information retrieval 
or comprehension of texts are strongly related to memory process functioning, 
more exactly, to working memory and long term memory functioning. These 
two processes work in a peculiar way for deaf users. In this document, we dis-
cuss the validity of the existing web accessibility guidelines for people with 
deafness in contrast to our own empirical work in the web environment with 
these kinds of users, and according to literature reviews concerning memory 
process in the deaf and in hypertext interaction. 

1   Introduction 

On certain occasions, deafness is exclusively considered a sensorial problem, that is, a 
deficiency characterized by the lack of auditory stimuli processing of the sense of 
hearing. Consequently, the accessibility guidelines for deaf users are focused on over-
coming this sensorial problem, for instance, providing visual information instead of 
acoustic [1]. However, deafness also influences the functioning of cognitive processes 
and the representation and organization of knowledge affecting complex tasks such as 
problem solving or decision making [2]. Nevertheless, these cognitive peculiarities 
are not always negative and could be exploited by web designers [3].  

Almost all web interaction tasks involve cognitive processing [4]. Memory process 
is one of the most studied processes in this context, mainly the working memory 
process. Curiously, this process in deaf people has also been intensively studied by 
Cognitive Psychology. Therefore, we now know that people who are deaf have prob-
lems maintaining a set of verbal items in short term memory [5] or reading and under-
standing a written text [6]. This theoretical background makes formulating predictions 
about the behaviour of deaf users in the Internet possible and to make a critical review 
of representative web accessibility guidelines for these users.  

Therefore, the question we must consider is if the existing accessibility guidelines 
for the deaf and hard of hearing are usable and moreover enough. Furthermore, if we 
consider that deafness affects cognitive processing are the guidelines for cognitively 
disabled people also applicable to deaf people. Finally, taking that both deafness and 
usage of sign language can involve certain cognitive advantages for deaf signer peo-
ple into account, how these particularities could be exploited by web designers. 
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2   Review of Web Accessibility Guidelines  
for Deaf Users Considering the Characteristics   
of Working Memory and Long Term Memory 

The specific accessibility recommendations for deaf users are usually focused on the 
substitution of sounds for other non-acoustic elements. For example, the guideline 1 
of the Web Contents Accessibility Guidelines  (WCAG) [7] recommends providing 
texts equivalent to auditory contents, and authors as [1], propose to substitute envi-
ronmental sound with visual presentation1.  

On the other hand, as Seeman [8] shows, the WCAG 1 [7] promotes the following 
checkpoints that benefit the Cognitively Disabled: 

• Use simple language to form a high interest/low vocabulary semantic content  
• Enable the enlargement and reading of textual content  
• Use a clear and correct document structure  
• Provide a well illustrated text  
• Use consistent navigational techniques  
• Keep to commonly used conventions  

However, as Seeman [8] admits, these guidelines are too general and, therefore, 
valid for a wide range of disabilities: “There is a lack, however, of specific check-
points or techniques that could increase accessibility for specific cognitive impair-
ment.” [8] 

Therefore, we will then attempt to clear up this gap by answering the questions 
formulated in the previous section considering the following aspects related to mem-
ory process in deaf users as well as  web interaction tasks.  

With regard to Working Memory in deaf people, the storage and processing of 
visuospatial information is more efficient than the storage and processing of verbal 
information (both, written and oral). It seems that this efficiency is mainly related to 
the use of sign language, the mother language of the majority of  people who are born 
deaf.  

The main difference between oral and sign language is the modality of linguistic 
inputs and outputs, which in sign language is visuo-manual instead of audio-oral. 
However, in spite of its visuospatial modality, sign language would be processed in 
the same working memory store as oral language, the Phonological Loop (PL), and 
not in the visual working memory store, the Visuospatial Sketchpad (VS). The signers 
PL would have certain special characteristics which would allow them  to store and 
maintain linguistic visuospatial inputs instead of verbal [9]. This means that the VS 
abilities of deaf people would not be necessarily better than VS abilities of hearing 
people.  

Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that the use of a visuospatial language im-
proves a number of aspects of other visuospatial tasks directly related to VS, such as 
the memory for spatial places, the discrimination of faces and the processing of facial 
characteristics. In spite of this, other visuospatial aspects such as the memory for 
visual images or the visuo-constructive abilities are not affected by sign language use. 
                                                           
1  It is important to point out that Emiliani cites this adaptation for deaf as a possible solution 

not exclusively for web environment but for computer-based products and telematic services 
in general. 
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Emmorey [9] hypothesizes that these results could mean that there is only an im-
provement in those aspects of the visuospatial cognition which are important for the 
comprehension and production of sign language. That is, not all dominions of visu-
ospatial cognition are specially developed in deaf signers.  

With regard to Long Term Memory (LTM), there are other findings which induce 
us to think that differences could exist between deaf and hearing people in the amount 
and organization of knowledge [2]. For example, deaf people do not perform a top-
down process while reading, they do not use the context (that is, they read word for 
word) and, for this reason, working memory is overloaded. This overload could inter-
fere with comprehension. Along with short term storage, Marschark [2] proposes that 
the problem could be due to the organization and connection of words or concepts in 
LTM, where item details are stored, more than the relations among these items. In 
fact, it has been proved that, in some contexts, deaf people are do not perform as well 
as their hearing peers in attending and recognizing relational information while read-
ing and in activating the categories related to the exemplars [2]. 

All things considered, we can say that deaf people are not efficient in verbal task. 
However, they are especially competent with certain visuo-spatial tasks, both linguis-
tic and non-linguistic. In this case, if memory processes are involved in these tasks 
implicated in hypertext navigation. 

World Wide Web (WWW) is a set of hypertexts with a net structure and could be 
considered as one of the most extensively hypertext forms used. Within this net, each 
hypertext consists of a series of information chunks (nodes) connected by links (arcs), 
offering the user different pathways for navigation. User interaction with hypertext 
involves, at least, two tasks related to memory process: 

A) An Information Retrieval task: the user tries to find text (words, sentences, 
paragraphs…) and/or images (e.g. pictures, icons...) within or between hypertext 
nodes. For instances, a user can retrieve information by means of a query engine, a 
menu bar, a map or, simply, by clicking on node links2. Furthermore, during the ma-
jority of information retrieval tasks, users have to be orientated, that is, users have to 
familiarize themselves with the hypertext structure, remember the path followed, 
know where they are regarding the global hypertext structure and how to arrive to 
other nodes. For instance, the orientation process could be activated when a user 
wants to return from a low level node of hypertext to the homepage.  

B) A Learning task acquires a profound understanding of the subject matter [11]. 
The objective of the users is "to carry out meaningful learning by semantically inte-
grating accessible pieces of information" (p.p 388, [12]). For instance, in an instruc-
tional context, not only has the user to retrieve information, but also learn this infor-
mation. According to Rouet [13], there are three relevant verbal components (related 
to the PL of Working Memory), pre-requisites of the text comprehension processes, 
which could be involved in information retrieval task of verbal targets: phonological 
or grapheme representation, representation of words meaning and functions, represen-
tation of logical and grammatical structure.  

                                                           
2  Although we have focused on user actions in this document, it is important to distinguish 

between the retrieval process performed by systems (e.g. a query engine as Google) and by 
users[10], as the actions of both may be interacting in certain occasions. To characterize both 
the users´ action and the system actions, terms such as seeking, browsing, searching, etc. 
have been used. 
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With regard to the information retrieval task, a recent review of empirical studies 
concerning this task and its relation with working memory [14], has driven us to the 
conclusion that information retrieval task is dependant on both, verbal and visuo-
spatial resources of users. If deaf and hearing people differ in their process of memory 
(both, working memory and representations in long term memory), then information 
retrieval task in hypertext would be enhanced for different characteristics in each kind 
of user.  

On the one hand, as previously explained, deaf people obtain poorer results than 
hearing people do when working with verbal information; in contrast to that, they 
obtain better results when working with certain kinds of visuo-spatial information. 
We must then ask ourselves if the substitution of textual information by visual con-
tents would improve web information retrieval tasks of deaf users. We have empirical 
data that would support this guideline; however, only partially [15]. Deaf signer users 
only improve the web searching with visual targets when the search does not imply 
having a categorical decision, that is, when there are no involved semantic factors in 
the information retrieval task and the search is based on visual factors as visuo-
perceptual speed (related to the visuo-spatial store of working memory). 

On the other hand, connected to cited finding, several semantic aspects related to 
LTM seem fundamental in order to perform information search tasks in a Web Site. 
Whether users are not able to or, have difficulties in generating the category they are 
searching for (for instance, a sports category, where users want to find out the news 
concerning football matches in a digital newspaper), their performance would proba-
bly drop. This fact might be applicable to both, verbal and graphical interfaces. In the 
case of icons, different ways of organizing the knowledge in memory may affect the 
users´ judgment of semantic distance (or judgment of the relation icon-referent) and, 
in this manner, the efficiency in the selection of the icon which would open the de-
sired site or would activate the desired function. Currently, [15] deaf signers were 
found to have more problems than hearing non-signers in finding visual targets in a 
newspaper website when the targets were in a deeper layer of the web structure and 
therefore necessary in order to make more categorical decisions for finding them. The 
authors concluded that the qualitative difference in knowledge organization between 
deaf and hearing people, found in a previous normative study on semantic distance of 
icon-targets used in the experiment may be determining the difference in the web 
information retrieval task.  

That is, if we have to use icons, images or pictures for information retrieval task, 
we have to take into account that all the users do not extract the same meaning from 
them. This might mediate the applicability of accessibility guidelines for the deaf  and 
cognitively disabled, such as, provide well illustrated texts [7], provide content-
related images in pages full of text [7] or provide visual information instead of acous-
tic3 [1]. Clark [16] has criticized these guidelines arguing that certain abstract con-
cepts cannot be illustrated by pictures and icons; or that the increasing of download-
ing times, due to the sizes of images files, would damage usability. In addition, as a 
conclusion of the revision of theory and several new empirical facts about deaf people 
                                                           
3  It is important here to distinguish between visual stimuli used as targets in a search task, and 

visual stimuli used as redundant information of text. In the second case, the visual stimuli are 
generally used to improve the comprehension of texts and users’ abilities such as visual 
memory o visual perceptive speed could not be as relevant as in search task. Anyway, spatial 
clues could also improve the comprehension of the contents [18]. 
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and web interaction, it is possible to say that the user memory process mediates the 
efficiency of these guidelines. For this reason, when a search task involves not only 
visuospatial factors but also semantic ones, the mere substitution of words and sen-
tences by pictures and icons is not recommended without a previous study of aspects 
related to user memory, especially of the organization of knowledge in LTM such as 
the semantic distance of icons and the familiarity of users with such visual representa-
tions (e.g. [17]).  

Finally, let us comment the second most important hypertext task. The learning 
task is mainly related to the reading comprehension in the web as nowadays, the es-
sence of the Web is text [16]. Although deaf people are able to read, the reading proc-
ess would consume a large amount of cognitive resources that are unnecessary for 
hearing as reading is an automatic process. However, deaf people could overcome 
their verbal deficit in other kinds of hypertext structures such as deep structures, 
where the verbal information could be distributed and it would become more depend-
ent on visuo-spatial abilities. Users with more visuo-spatial abilities (e.g. deaf signer 
users) could be more orientated in complex visuo-spatial hypertext structures. They 
could even take advantage of the spatial clues to improve their comprehension of the 
contents [18].  

In this sense, the checkpoints of the WCAG 1 [7] directed to Cognitively Disabled 
users (Use simple language to form a high interest/low vocabulary semantic content, 
Enable the enlargement and reading of textual content and Use a clear and correct 
document structure) would be perfectly applicable also to deaf people with reading 
problems. One way of fitting the third cited guideline would be to distribute verbal 
contents along more layers of nodes along hypertext structures or provide several 
spatial clues [14]. Although this solution is especially effective for people with high 
spatial skills, like Deaf Signers, there is empirical evidence showing a beneficial ef-
fect of this kind of help in the general population, for instance, by means of colour 
usage for grouping spatially similar items of verbal information [19]. 

3   Conclusions 

By means of this revision of the cognitive characteristics of deaf users and hypertext 
environment, we wished to carry out a critical analysis of the existing guidelines for 
these kinds of users.  

It is clear that deafness is not a simple sensorial deficit as it affects cognitive proc-
esses, such as memory and language, implicated in web interaction task. In addition, 
this deficiency does not always affect people in a negative way (e.g. lower memory 
for verbal items) if not in a positive way (for instance, improving the visuo-spatial 
abilities in sign language speakers). For this reason, supported by theory and empiri-
cal data, we have argued about the validity of certain web accessibility guidelines for 
deaf users, and about the necessity of also applying accessibility guidelines for the 
cognitively disabled to deaf users. 

The conclusion was that the most developed visuo-spatial abilities of deaf users 
could be exploited by website designers distributing verbal contents in spatial de-
manding web structure (with more layers of nodes), which in addition could serve as 
semantic spatial clues for comprehension. Besides, due to the different organization of 
knowledge in deaf people LTM, the substitution of verbal information by visual one 
in web information search task is only recommended with some precautions. It is 
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necessary to consider that icons and words do not necessarily mean the same thing for 
the deaf as it does for the hearing. Thus a previous study of semantic distance of the 
potential users of the website would be needed.  
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Abstract. The evolution of the Internet encourages us to think that universal 
and pervasive access is going to be possible in the near future, from the techno-
logical point of view. However there are many other problems that we have to 
address before, in order to bring the Internet to the desired state of an Informa-
tion and Knowledge Society for all. The incredible widening of possible users 
is also determining problems for personalization of services. Adaptive inter-
faces represent one of the solutions, but they need to backed-up by an adequate 
network architecture. This paper describes and analyses this conceptual archi-
tecture. 

1   Introduction 

In the Information and Knowledge Society ubiquitous and pervasive access to tech-
nology and its possibilities becomes a desired goal for everyday activities. Informa-
tion and Communication Technology (ICT) is expected to be embedded in everyday 
objects, hopefully connected together within a “Global Network”. At present such 
changes in available technologies and applications are beginning to pervade everyday 
life, and provoke relevant changes.  

If, on one hand, network services are becoming ever more available and globally 
accessible, on the other hand the number of users and their heterogeneity is growing 
so fast that targeting them is getting an ever more difficult task to be performed.  

This apparently determines a crisis in users-providers relationships as regards the 
actual access a person can have to the opportunities of technology. Because the same 
content, navigation or presentation cannot suite everybody’s needs, it is hard to imag-
ine an interface that satisfies all users and their requirements. This is why adaptable 
interfaces seem to be a solution in this context. However, in order to be able to pro-
vide such interfaces, structural changes of Network architecture are needed.  

In [1] the authors analyze the role of the intermediaries in the Internet, naming 
them infomediaries and state that they have a key role in the network relationship, 
especially in the one business-to-consumer, because they make a bridge among in-
formation demand and offer, where the information to be valued are the consumer 
profiles collected by the Internet. At present there is no network actor that offer this 
kind of service through the Internet. 
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The problems underlying the introduction of infomediaries as they are called in [1] 
or of the trust intermediaries, as we prefer to name them, are those privacy-related, 
derived by the unbalanced relationship among the final user (the consumer or prod-
ucts and services) and the provider.  

Information and Communication technologies must serve to the user to increase 
his control and mastery on his information (or integrated profile), give awareness and 
offer transparent choices; trust intermediaries can support users offering services to 
this purpose. 

This paper presents a proposal of a conceptually-designed network system that is 
able to provide the type of interfaces needed in order to reach the point of universal 
access in the wider framework of instrumental and knowledge-based intermediation 
of network relation and interaction.  

2   Dealing with Individual and Social Factors   
by Fiduciary Intermediation 

Many studies have pointed out a series of problems located at the individual and 
social level regarding both the fruition of the Internet and the aspects of building 
relationships in the Internet environments. Currently, some of the most debated issues 
are privacy and security; negotiability of goals of relation and interaction and how to 
accomplish them; personalisation of services at an individual level; symmetry of 
actors from the point of view of availability, control and use of instruments and proc-
esses of relation and interaction [1] [2]. These characteristics are to be considered 
primary requirements of a social-cultural context that is what the Internet is expected 
to evolve to, the Global Network, conceived as a global and qualitative extension of 
the traditional environment in all its senses, a social-technical environment. But cur-
rent Internet architecture poses inherent constraints. It becomes more and more evi-
dent that a new approach is needed, an approach that presupposes wider analysis and 
evaluation of the impact that new technology has on human subjectivity in a specified 
social and cultural context, not only restricted to the economical context. It is impor-
tant to correctly identify the requirements corresponding to these factors, and use 
them to drive the Network evolution, as for applications, organisation and services. 
We propose a theoretical framework to guide and support future developments and 
evolutions in the Network environment.  

As it is impossible to have one representation of the content that suites all prospec-
tive users (having in mind the fact that they are very different from each other not 
only in terms of age, gender, experience and knowledge of technology, but even in 
regards to wider aspects like language and culture), the solution of multiple represen-
tations seems at hand in a flexible medium like Internet. Until now the tendency was 
that providers and other enterprises using the Internet develop user representations 
(profiles) and use them during the interaction with clients and potential clients so as 
to personalise contents, navigation and presentation. But in order to build a trustful 
relationship there is the need of a representation of both parts involved in the relation-
ship and the possibility to negotiate services on the basis of reciprocal knowledge. 
Thus a profile of all actors using the network has to be accomplished, as integrated in 
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a common framework providing fiduciary intermediation and support to negotiation 
therefore acting proactively for the weakest part – the final user - but also providing 
reputational benefits for providers accepting the proposed negotiation-based ap-
proach. At present the relationships developed through Internet are not equilibrated 
because owners of user information (profiles) could use it for their interest, the prob-
lem of trust is nowadays felt as the fundamental requisite. A solution to this problem 
can be devised: the use of an trust intermediary between the two parts involved. Simi-
lar solutions can be found also in literature [1] [2] [3]. In this work, the proposed 
mediator system is indicated as the Instrumental Environment of Trust Intermediary 
(IETI), as its instrumental functions allow to mediate the relationships between users 
and between user and technology, in order to improve the process and bring user 
satisfaction in the wider sense. 

The current marketing approach, which is centred on a certain segment of the 
population, is contemporarily excluding entire social layers and even nations (i.e. 
digital divide). As opposite, the Information and Knowledge Society is expected to 
provide access to everybody. This is why a new approach is needed, an approach that 
addresses Universal Access. In order to overcome the current shortcomings, a strong 
role is required from Public Administration, as a reference trust subject, for the pro-
posed intermediation framework, the IETI. The management of the IETI also requires 
the presence of a technologically competent subject in order to provide and guarantee 
the environment itself. Therefore we may conceive the Trust Intermediary – the trust 
subject providing the IETI – as a collective subject, which could result from the par-
ticipation of Public Administration and a private ASP (Application Service Provider). 

3   Steps Towards an Information and Knowledge Society 

The evolution toward an Information and Knowledge Society involves important 
changes, especially at the individual and community level. New spaces for interaction 
and relation between subjects (individuals, communities, public and private organisa-
tional contexts), ubiquitous and facilitating new ways of communication and new 
opportunities and modalities of knowledge transfer and sharing are created. The main 
changes that will affect the every-day life of individuals and communities should be 
considered in strict relation to the new open global social-technical system that is 
based on human subjectivity. 

The gap in Internet usage is narrowing between man and women, old and young, 
but widening between rich and poor and between well and poorly educated. Less 
documented is the continuing separation between cultural and racial groups, and the 
low rates of usage by disadvantaged users whose unemployment, homelessness, poor 
health, or cognitive limitations raise further barriers. 

Breakdown of community social systems, alienation of individuals, loss of pri-
vacy, expansion of bureaucracies and inadequate attention to potential failures are 
some of the subjects that necessitate further studies [4].  

Prior research has shown that, having free access to technology, users encounter 
trouble even with the easiest-to-use computer and applications [5].  
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There is a continuous search for solutions regarding these issues. It is clear that 
supporting a broad range of hardware, software, and network [4] access is desired. As 
well as accommodating users with different skills, knowledge, age, gender, disabili-
ties, disabling conditions (mobility, sunlight, noise), literacy, culture, income, and so 
forth. Bridging the gap between what users know and what they need to know is also 
one of the main objectives [4]. 

Some of these goals can be addressed with the help of an adaptive interface [6], 
that could increase usability (realisation of tasks with more efficacy), satisfaction 
(subjective reaction towards the interaction) and positive subjective experience (un-
derstood as the subjective mirroring of external events at an individual level). 

4   The Trust Intermediary Model and Functions 

One of the first functions provided by the Trust Intermediary regards the activation of 
a basic logical infrastructure of the network to be integrated with the physical struc-
ture to facilitate service offers and fruition. Such an organisation would bring to a 
macroarchitecture of the network and would increase contractual and operational 
power of final users. 

The Trust Intermediary is entitled of realising individual and inter-individual 
knowledge basis composed not only from final users profiles, but also from profiles 
of providers and form community shared knowledge representation. The shared 
knowledge spaces fundamentally enable the automation of its intermediation func-
tions and can be also used in order to support and encourage local communities, and 
communication between users/communities with different backgrounds and charac-
teristics that would have encountered problems communicating otherwise. (ex. Lan-
guage, cultural differences, etc.) 

The main role of the Trust Intermediary is the activation of an instrumental envi-
ronment located between final users and providers. This environment aims at giving 
the needed support for interactions and relations realised with the help of the network, 
from an individual and social point of view; such a development could encourage the 
evolution of the network towards a global social-technical system. The environment 
IETI is expected to be widely adopted for the fiduciary value of Trust Intermediary 
and it is devised to satisfy subjective and social user requisites, thus helping the wide-
spread of technology usage in everyday life. In particular, the instrumental environ-
ment  provided by the Trust Intermediary promotes the personalization of interaction 
and relation among individual users, communities/groups of users and service pro-
viders. 

5   Scenarios for the Trust Intermediary 

In the following, the characteristics of the mediator as well as its conceptually-
designed network architecture is described through possible scenarios. The aim of 
this proposal is prospecting a solution – although still at a conceptual level - to over-
come the present shortcomings and to offer a possible reference for future studies 
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about the expected network evolution towards an Information and Knowledge Soci-
ety accessible to all.  

The final user, which is also a potential client, should have access to the profile of 
the service-provider, but this access should be focused on the information relevant to 
him and to the context of use. In expected new scenarios also a user should have 
access and be able to manage the information representing himself, limiting possible 
data violation, for example. The Trust Intermediary not only represents the users but 
can match the user profile and the service provider profile, so that a personalization of 
the offer takes place, and this process is determined balanced and equal.  

Another activity that the Trust Intermediary can provide is the instrumental sup-
port for matching individual user requirements (i.e. intelligent discovery of well -
reputed services matching user requirements both from his profile and his direct re-
quest to the intermedation system or content-based search for information). During 
the negotiation between a final user and a service-provider, the Trust Intermediary 
acts as a moderator allowing the choice of the relation and interaction modalities. The 
moderator guarantees to respect the privacy of users data, and helps in building a 
trustful relationship by offering information about the service provider necessary for 
constructing a “reputation”. 

Final users can be treated, in certain situations, as communities or groups of users. 
This approach could give the necessary basis for helping them in their interaction 
with the network and relations developed. For example, the Trust Intermediary is 
devised to receive and collect in knowledge bases the opinions of users about experi-
enced services. This provides a basis for constructing a reputation on services and 
service providers, differently shared within groups of users nonetheless giving to the 
intermediation system that contractual power enabling a true negotiation process. The 
decision making process should be thus supported.  

As a conclusion, the trust intermediary is an independent actor of the network that 
facilitates interactions and relations, assuring by this the enlargement of accessibility 
to the network. 

6   Conclusion 

The approach described here devises a possible solution for the evolution and devel-
opment of the network through the introduction of a new network actor: the trust 
intermerdiary. From this point of view, the requirements of universal usability formu-
lated by [7] could be helpful in evaluating the proposal. Although these requirements 
target only usability aspects, they can be generalised also to other elements of univer-
sal access interfaces. 

The first requirement regards the applicability to any target and delivery context 
aspect. The structure described above is adaptable to any service and context of use, 
of course some environments are better suited in comparison with others. For exam-
ple, the e-commerce field would particularly benefit from implementing the Trust 
Intermediary because it allows users to take advantage of the information about the 
other party while building the necessary relationship in order to get the desired ser-
vice. Because it supports a wide knowledge base about users, communities/groups of 
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users and service providers providing them a proper contractual power for negotiation 
- the personalization of contents, interaction and presentation is therefore enabled and 
enhanced. On the side of providers the Trust Intermediary can offer them some im-
portant targeting information – adequately anonymous – in change of their collabora-
tion in respecting the negotiation terms regarding personalisation and other user re-
quirements. Personalisation is another criterion of [7] satisfied by our proposal.  

The Trust Intermediary is flexible and extensible. The “help” it offers to all the ac-
tors of the interaction will help its spread and acceptance. Terwin, Zimmermann and 
Vanderheiden in [7] recommend a simple solution to all this problems. In our opin-
ion, when possible a simple solution is to be preferred. However, understanding indi-
viduals and society is undoubtedly an extremely complex problem, and it is our opin-
ion that oversimplifying approaches to the Information and Knowledge Society 
evolution may not be very effective in dealing with the large context.   

Many issues are still open research fields and our proposal must be regarded as an 
attempt to deal with both social and technological aspects in an interdisciplinary fash-
ion and give some contributions, in the opinion that simplification will only follow 
the achieved level of understanding on human beings.  
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Abstract. Companies are increasingly finding themselves having to ensure that 
their products and services are accessible and inclusive, or else be exposed to 
the possibility of litigation and damage to their brand reputation. However, the 
adoption of inclusive design within industry has been patchy at best. While 
there are undoubtedly companies that have yet to be persuaded of the merits of 
inclusive design, there is a growing number that want to design inclusively, but 
do not know how to set about doing so. In response to this need, a new techni-
cal guidance Standard is currently being prepared by the British Standards Insti-
tute (BSI). The new document, BS 7000-6: 2004 – Guide to managing inclusive 
design, will form part of the BS 7000 Design Management Systems series. The 
aim of this paper is to explain the rationale behind the development of the new 
Standard and an overview of its contents. Due to copyright restrictions, this pa-
per does not attempt to provide a summary of the contents of the new Standard. 

1   Introduction 

Disability is not a simple consequence of a person’s impaired capability, but results 
from a failure to take proper account of the needs and capabilities of all potential 
users when designing products and services. Internationally there is a move towards 
creating a more inclusive society. This move is being encouraged through a mixture 
of legislation, regulation, incentives and also by changing attitudes within society. 

Research has shown that despite the various incentives for adopting inclusive de-
sign, many companies have not done so [6]. Prevalent among the barriers cited by 
those companies are the perception that inclusive design is primarily a niche activity 
that does not apply to them and also concerns about the knowledge and skills re-
quirements involved [5].  

In an attempt to provide guidance on the importance for companies of adopting in-
clusive design and also on how methods for implementing the adoption, the MS4/10 
panel of the British Standards Institute approved a new addition to the BS7000 De-
sign Management System series of technical guidance standards. To date, BS7000 
consists of five parts and a glossary of design management terms. The new addition, 
Part 6: Guide to managing inclusive design [1] forms the sixth part of the series. At 
the time of writing, it is being sent out for external review by recognised experts in 
the fields of design, management and accessibility, prior to a final edit. The final 
publication date is expected before the end of 2004. 
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1.1   The Aims of BS7000-6 

The new Standard aims to help companies not only adopt inclusive design, but to do 
so in a manner that actively helps their commercial prospects. In particular the five 
key goals of the Standard are to help companies: 

1. to adapt to market changes, such as those due to population ageing, new legisla-
tion, technological change and the adoption of inclusive design by competitors; 

2. to understand changing consumer expectations and lifestyles; 
3. to maintain workforce loyalty, particularly in the context of a longer working life 

for employees, an ageing population and changing expectations with regard to re-
tirement; 

4. to realise user-centred design, through the implementation of ergonomics and 
human factors principles (and so guard against dissatisfaction due to lack of us-
ability and accessibility); and, 

5. to build and sustain corporate reputation in an era of social and technological 
change. 

The emphasis in the management of inclusive design makes this new Standard 
unique among the many standards that address universal access issues, which typi-
cally focus on specific topics such as: 

• buildings access – e.g. BS 8300:2001 - Design of buildings and their approaches 
to meet the needs of disabled people. Code of practice [2];  

• assistive technology – e.g. ISO 9999:2002 - Technical aids for persons with dis-
abilities - Classification and terminology [7]; 

• anthropometric measures – e.g. BS 4467:1997 - Guide to dimensions in designing 
for elderly people [3]; and even 

• standards development – e.g. PD ISO/IEC Guide 71 - Guidelines for standards 
developers to address the needs of older persons and persons with disabilities [8]. 

2   The Rationale Behind BS7000-6 

The new Standard takes its ideological basis from the argument that inclusive design 
is not simply a moral duty, but can be highly beneficial for a company if implemented 
correctly [4]. On the other hand, companies that do not adopt inclusive design when 
developing new products will find themselves at risk of punitive legal actions and 
also losing ground to more inclusive products and services from competitors.  

Note that BS7000-6 uses the term ‘product’ in accordance with terminology used 
in Quality Management Standards (ISO 9000:2000 series), to refer to products, ser-
vices, processes (including business processes), environments and interfaces. 

Inclusive design is defined within BS7000-6 as: 

“[The] design of mainstream products … that are accessible to, and usable by, as 
many people as reasonably possible on a global basis, in a wide variety of situations 
and to the greatest extent possible without the need for special adaptation or special-
ized design.” [1] 
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This definition recognises that it is not always possible or economically viable to 
design one product for all. Thus the rationale adopted by the document is that of 
countering design exclusion [9]. This rationale advocates the systematic identification 
of the capability demands placed upon a user by a product or service. Where those 
demands exceed the capabilities of the target users, then the feature responsible for 
the demands should be re-designed, wherever possible, to remove the cause of the 
exclusion. 

For example, consider a newspaper that is printed using a very small font. A pro-
portion of the potential readership will be unable to read the newspaper because the 
vision capability demanded of them by the small font is greater than they posses. In 
other words, their eyesight is simply not good enough to read such a small font. So 
the choice of font size has excluded them. The solution is therefore straightforward – 
to increase the font size. Doing so would remove the source of exclusion and include 
many more users. The newspaper will have become more inclusive.  

However, if the font size is continually increased, then the newspaper will eventu-
ally become bigger and bulkier, thus making it more expensive to produce (more 
paper needed) and also potentially more exclusionary as the readers require greater 
dexterity skills to manipulate the larger and more numerous pages. This leads to the 
inclusion of the caveat “as reasonably possible” in the definition used in BS7000-6. 

Companies are encouraged to consider solutions across the entire brand and not 
just on a product-by-product basis. For example, companies could try to develop all 
of their products to be as inclusive as possible (along the lines of one product for all). 
Alternatively, they could consider adding more inclusive products to their existing 
ranges, design add-ons to improvement the accessibility of their current products or 
develop completely new ranges of products. 

3   The Structure of BS7000-6  

Following the approaches taken with the other five parts of BS7000, Part 6 recognises 
that there are three distinct levels of hierarchy within companies and that each has a 
different role to play in the adoption of inclusive design.  

3.1   Organisational Level 

At the top of the organisational tree are the ‘Principals’, here defined as owner-
managers, partners, board directors and other top executives in private sector, as well 
as executive officers in public sector and not-for-profit organizations.  

The Standard places the ultimate responsibility for the adoption of inclusive design 
squarely on the principals of the company. They are obligated to ensure that an ap-
propriate culture of inclusivity is adopted throughout the company. 

Specific activities for the company senior management are divided into four main 
groupings: 

1. Explore potential / assess demands and commitment / finalise proposition 
2. Establish foundation / get into gear 
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3. Implement changes / determine impact 
4. Consolidate expertise and benefits / Refine approach 

Each of these activity groupings have explicit supporting activities associated with 
them. For example, the first grouping, “Explore potential, etc.” has the can be broken 
down into: 

• Acknowledge and assign inclusive design responsibilities 
• Research opportunities, key issues; augment knowledge and seek guidance on 

inclusive design 
• Undertake audit of what is and what could be regarding inclusive design 
• Finalise and communicate business case for change 

Similarly, “Establish foundation, etc.” comprises: 

• Craft mission statement relating to inclusive design 
• Formulate inclusive design philosophy, objectives and strategies 
• Plan corporate campaign to introduce new orientation to inclusive design 
• Communicate essence of philosophy, objectives and change programme 
• Promote nurturing culture for inclusive design 

The third grouping, “Implement changes / determine impact” consists of: 

• Introduce infrastructure to manage inclusive design 
• Draw up master programme of inclusive design work 
• Bring together and develop inclusive design expertise 
• Implement programme and support new orientation to inclusive design 
• Evaluate progress and contribution of programme 

Finally, “Consolidate expertise, etc.” entails: 

• Build distinctive competencies and competitive advantage through inclusive de-
sign 

• Document, share, publicise and celebrate inclusive design achievements 
• Enhance corporate reputation through inclusive design 
• Review and refine inclusive design approach 

3.2   Project Management Level 

Below the principals, but above the designers involved in the day-to-day design proc-
ess are the middle level executives who typically commission and administer the 
product development projects. The Standard aims to provide them with the material 
to establish more inclusive briefs and also provide mechanisms for reviewing the 
progress of the product inclusivity and keeping the design teams focused and moti-
vated. 

4   The Design Process 

The BS7000 design process, common across each to the six parts, is split into five 
phases, each with between one and four component stages, as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The BS7000 design process. 

Define problem and plan project PRE-PROJECT  
PHASE • Stage 1: First awareness and understanding of opportunity 

• Stage 2: Feasibility / Clarify opportunity and prepare context 
Design and development PROJECT  

PHASE • Stage 3: Design origination – Identify/generate options to solve 
set problems 

• Stage 4: Design origination – Develop preferred solution(s) 
• Stage 5: Design development – Detail design 
• Stage 6: Design implementation – Realise complete product for 

delivery 
Deliver to market and support PROJECT  

PHASE • Stage 7: Launch product 
• Stage 8: Sustain product in market through periodic augmenta-

tion, improvements and updates 
Extract maximum value from market PROJECT  

PHASE • Stage 9: Create range / develop integrated system of products to 
extend market reach 

• Stage 10: Withdraw product/service from market(s) 
Build effectively on whole experience POST-PROJECT 

PHASE • Stage 11: ‘Lifetime’ review of project and product experience 

An important feature of this approach is the enforced use of strict gateways at the 
end of each stage. The gateways are effectively review stages with a number of po-
tential outcomes, ranging from approval to proceed to the next stage through to refer-
ring back to an earlier stage for re-working or even stopping the project completely.  

The decision whether to proceed or not is based on a review of the work in that 
stage, and earlier stages where appropriate, confirmation that the inclusivity proper-
ties have not been compromised and that the business context is still intact. 

4.1   Putting Inclusive Design into the Design Process 

So far the design process described is generic and could be applied to all product 
development. To help companies implement inclusive design, the Standard decon-
structs each of the stages into distinct components. These are shown in Table 2 which 
shows the breakdown of Stage 1. 

5   Summary 

The development of BS7000-6 represents a first UK attempt at standardising an ap-
proach not only to the adoption of inclusive design by companies, but also to the 
recognition that management has a key role to play in ensuring that inclusive design 
becomes the norm rather than the exception [4].  

Central to the approach advocated by the new Standard is the concept that inclu-
sive design is not simply a bolt-on activity that is the responsibility of the designers. 
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Instead, it needs to become a corporate ethos, with a company-wide culture of the 
promotion of inclusive design practice. 

Table 2. An illustration of the component breakdown of Stage 1. 

STAGE NAME STAGE 1 - FIRST AWARENESS / TRIGGER(S) 
• Preliminary groundwork to understand problems, needs 

issues and context 
OVERVIEW 
(the purpose of the stage) 

• Getting to grips with the opportunity presented 
• Gaining greater understanding of target customers, users 

and other stakeholders, their needs and aspirations 
GENERIC TASKS 
(the tasks relevant to  
any design activity at  
this stage) 

• First stab at defining problem(s) to be addressed 
• Distil critical aims, priority targets and distinctive factors 

presented by opportunity 
• Build preliminary vision of experienced reality of imple-

mented solution (when problems are solved) 
• Formulate outline brief (‘design the problem’) 
• Formulate preliminary business case 

INCLUSIVE DESIGN 
TASKS 
(additions to the generic  
tasks to facilitate  
inclusive design) 

• Undertake background research 
• Collate comprehensive information on ‘inclusive design 

dimension’ of problem (identified research, user tests, case 
studies, data, etc.) 

• Determine legislation, regulations and standards to comply 
with 

• Identify, hold exploratory discussions with, and recom-
mend appointment of inclusive design specialists and ‘ex-
pert’ users 

• Identify and estimate excluded markets, as well as resource 
requirements of a more inclusive approach 

• Re-define new market priorities and opportunities, then 
develop clearer profiles of target users 

• Check against company’s inclusive design mission, objec-
tives and master programme 

• Assess project life-span and start date 
TOOLS AND 
TECHNIQUES 
(specific tools and  
techniques that could  
be applied to generate  
an inclusive design) 

• Market surveys, product range reviews, competitor analy-
ses, user observations, focus groups, risk-opportunity 
analyses and brainstorming 

KEY OUTPUTS 
(what the stage should  
generate) 

• Body of knowledge / reference material on market 
• Preliminary grasp of problem to be addressed 

STAGE GATEWAY 
(the decision process  
for deciding whether  
to proceed or not) 

• Authorisation of further groundwork leading to the formu-
lation of a comprehensive project proposal with the alloca-
tion of appropriate resources 
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This is achieved as much top-down through the company hierarchy as it is bottom-
up. Companies adhering to the Standard are encouraged to take steps such as 
developing corporate inclusive design mission statements and appointing a principal 
as the inclusive design champion.  

The Standard also promotes keeping written records of all decisions made that af-
fect the final inclusivity of the product. The aim is to develop a paper trail so that in 
the case that a company is subject to litigation, documentary evidence of the ration-
ales behind the decisions is easy to obtain. The presence of the paper trail also en-
courages companies to ensure that users are only excluded where there is a real, sub-
stantive and justifiable reason that they could defend in court, otherwise their own 
paper trail could condemn them as easily as it could exonerate them. It is in their 
interests to be as inclusive as possible. 

As discussed earlier, at the time of writing the latest draft is about to be sent out for 
review, before final amendments are made. The deadline for feedback is April, 2004. 
This will then be followed by a process of finalising the text for submission to 
MS4/10 in September, 2004. It is anticipated that the final version of the Standard 
will be published in December, 2004. 

Once the Standard has been published, it is intended to perform follow-up research 
to examine the impact that the Standard has when companies adopt it. This will in-
volve ‘before and after’ comparisons of product developed without the Standard 
(most likely an existing model) and one developed using the new recommendations.  

The follow-up activities will also examine the paper trails generated to identify 
which inclusive design features found favour with the management, and which did 
not. This information could then be used to build more compelling business case 
arguments to use with companies that have not adopted inclusive design. 
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Abstract. The aim of this study was to investigate the accessibility of digital 
television (DTV) technology available in the UK, focusing on the current gen-
eration of set-top boxes (STBs) which provide ‘free to view’ services. Specifi-
cally, the objective of the study was to identify specific causes of concern with 
regard to user interaction with DTV that might lead to exclusion, i.e. situations 
where users may be unable to use the new technology. In particular interest was 
the identification of new challenges presented to users by DTV that are not 
found when using the current analogue equivalent. The number of STBs is in-
creasing rapidly. Hence, for the purposes of this study, efforts were focused on 
looking at three set-top boxes (STB1, 2 and 3). STB1 was selected because it 
was being marketed as ‘easy to use’; STB2 because it was the market leader at 
the time; and STB3 was a satellite-based television service. 

1   Introduction 

The objective of this study was to identify specific causes of potential user exclusion 
with regard to current DTV services. The STB, satellite or cable box and its remote 
form only a part of a larger system, which also includes the TV and service provider. 

In assessing DTV it is important to understand the contribution of each of the ele-
ments to the potential for exclusion. The system must therefore be tested as a whole 
and in a way that represents ‘normal’ use. It is also important to remember that ‘use’ 
starts with the purchasing and commissioning of the system. As a result, a number of 
use scenarios were used to investigate the accessibility of DTV focusing on the pur-
chasing, installation and use of STBs. These included: 

Scenario 1 System selection – deciding which STB to buy 
Scenario 2 System set-up requirements – e.g. which aerial to buy? 
Scenario 3 Installation instructions – how easy to read and understand 
Scenario 4 System installation – e.g. how easy to plug in the cables? 
Scenario 5 System tuning – how easy to understand and to physically perform 
Scenario 6 Setting ‘favourites’ – programming the STB 
Scenario 7 Channel selection (on/off) – changing channels 
Scenario 8 Subtitles – switching subtitles (closed captioning) on and off 
Scenario 9 Teletext operation (on/surf/off) 
Scenario 10 Interactive operation (on/surf/off) 
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The investigation focused on identifying the broad steps involved in the interaction 
between the user and the STBs. The aim was to identify the potential causes of exclu-
sion that may prevent users from interacting with the STBs effectively. Typical ap-
proaches to such accessibility studies include expert assessment (using systematic 
analyses), simulation, user observations and user trials [9, 11].  

It was decided that the best approach for this study was to use a combination of 
methods to ensure adequate identification of potential sources of difficulty. There was 
also a need for both quantitative and qualitative investigation, where generally the 
latter is necessary before attempting the former. 

It was appropriate to use a human-computer interaction (HCI) type model as a ba-
sis for assessment as this allows a focus on the key elements of user interaction. For 
example, the Model Human Processor approach identifies perception, cognition and 
motor functions as the building blocks for any interaction [1]. These may be further 
decomposed into basic elements: 

• Perception (sensory) – vision and hearing; 
• Cognition – communication and intellectual functioning; 
• Motion – locomotion, reach and stretch, and dexterity. 

The advantage of this approach was that it also facilitated quantitative and qualita-
tive investigation. The basic elements of interaction could be observed and data 
would become available for the identification of the prevalence of such characteristics 
in the general population. Three key techniques were identified as core to the assess-
ment of DTV: 

1. Expert assessment – the analysis of the accessibility of DTV systems by research-
ers with experience of other such assessments; 

2. Exclusion analysis – the estimation of the levels of exclusion when using DTV; 
3. User observations – the observation of individual users undertaking a range of 

specified tasks using DTV. 

The use of these three methods of assessment maximised the chances of identify-
ing the principal areas of difficulty when interacting with an STB and, where possi-
ble, of providing estimates of the levels of exclusion to be expected. The purpose here 
was not to ensure complete coverage of all scenarios by each method of assessment, 
rather to assess those scenarios most suited to the methods of assessment. For exam-
ple, whilst ‘channel selection’ was evaluated using each approach, ‘setting favourites’ 
was found to be too difficult for the participants in the user observation sessions.  

Wherever appropriate, comparative assessments with analogue televisions were 
performed, to provide a baseline comparison for the levels of exclusion associated 
with the STBs. The assertion made was that any additional exclusion over and above 
that of the analogue televisions represented existing users who would be disadvan-
taged, and perhaps denied access to the new digital television services, by the design 
of the DTV systems. 

Note:  the assessments were performed over the period April to June, 2003, and 
thus all comments expressed within this paper are derived from the services available 
during that time period. With the continually evolving nature of DTV, some of the 
interaction details will have changed by the time that this paper is published. 
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2   Expert Assessment 

The accessibility of DTV systems was analysed by researchers with experience of 
other such assessments. The purpose was to provide an indication of where users may 
have difficulty interacting with a typical DTV system. The qualitative assessment 
involved a simulation of the activities involved in installing and operating the STBs. 
Purchasing the STBs was not simulated in detail, however, supporting purchases, 
such as a new aerial, were included.  

Four users participated in mock user observation sessions. Two were experienced 
usability practitioners with extensive DTV knowledge and the other two were experi-
enced usability engineers, but digital television novices. 

2.1   Results from Expert Assessment 

In terms of summarising what was learnt, the following summary points provide a list 
of key challenges encountered when assessing the three DTV systems. Particular 
attention has been given to identifying general problems that will limit accessibility to 
DTV, rather than problems specific to an individual system. Following analysis of the 
expert assessment, a list of points of comment or concern was prepared: 

Installation and Set-Up 

1. Set-up requirements – retailers appear to have inadequate knowledge of installa-
tion requirements (signal coverage/strength, need for aerial etc.) and the neces-
sary additional equipment is not always available at the point of purchase of the 
STB. There is also then an additional cost required to complete installation. This 
is not a problem for equipment which is ‘installed’ for the user as part of the 
purchased package (e.g. with STB3). 

2. Set-up instructions – these are critically important for the users who attempt to 
self-install their STB. The instructions need to be clear and up to date (e.g. not 
referring to an earlier model of remote control as was the case with STB2). 
Graphical instructions, if done well, can be particularly helpful if they identify 
buttons on the remote control and elements on the display that the user has to in-
teract with. A complementary combination of graphical and written instructions 
minimises the potential for exclusion. 

3. Tuning – the initiation of the tuning of the STB must be straightforward, both in 
terms of when it must be done and how it must be done. Clear instructions must 
be provided on both these points.  

4. Battery replacement – remote controls use batteries, therefore it is important that 
access to the battery compartment is straightforward without compromising the 
safety of small children. The need to reactivate the remote after replacing batter-
ies should also be avoided since this is unnecessary and uncommon practice. 

Operation 

5. Operating modes – there is potential for confusion regarding STB and TV modes 
and the buttons required to switch between them. Simpler operation and clearer 
instructions are required.  
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6. Volume controls – the presence of direct TV volume controls on the remote con-
trol is ambiguous. On only one of the remotes used did this feature actually 
work. In practice, this would be a very useful feature, allowing channel selection 
and volume adjustment from the same remote control. 

7. Response times – the delay between pressing buttons on the remote and seeing a 
response on the TV screen is unacceptably long and is likely to lead to much 
confusion. Unless the user is familiar with the system and has the confidence 
that it will respond, many actions are interrupted by the user because no feed-
back has been provided that the user request has been received. Good practice is 
to ensure that the user is provided with direct and immediate feedback in re-
sponse to an action (e.g. by using an hour-glass symbol). 

8. On-screen menus – the use of on-screen menus must be done in such a way as to 
be intuitive for inexperienced users. The selection of highlighted options pro-
vides a particular cause of confusion since it is not immediately clear if the de-
fault selected item (usually at the top of the list) is a heading or a member of the 
list of options. This is particularly ambiguous for novice users and those unfa-
miliar with menu-driven systems. 

9. Subtitles – the accessibility of subtitles is important. Expecting users to navigate 
multiple menu layers with ambiguous names (e.g. ‘language’) is not acceptable. 
A single button press is better. 

Remote Controls 

10. Nomenclature – there is a lack of consistency in the use of nomenclature by the 
various providers of digital television. This, coupled to the use of different on-
screen navigation paradigms, leads to unnecessary confusion. Some menu sys-
tems require navigation using cursor keys and a SELECT/OK button, others rely 
on selection by number. The latter is preferable for those without experience of 
menu-driven systems. 

11. Labelling – appropriate fonts of appropriate sizes in appropriate colours should 
be used for labelling on the remote control. There is much guidance available in 
this area from a number of sources, e.g. the Royal National Institute for the 
Blind. 

12. Layout – care needs to be taken that commonly used keys on the remote are not 
so close together as to invite the user to inadvertently select the wrong function. 
In addition, the legends used need to be informative to those without general ex-
perience of such devices. Confusion can arise between cursor control keys that 
are often unmarked and the keys used for programme selection that are often 
marked with ‘up’ and ‘down’ arrows. 

13. Sourcing – the use of ‘off-the-shelf’ remotes can provide buttons that are not 
used and layouts that are not suited to the system they should control. A remote 
designed in conjunction with the system it controls is likely to be better suited to 
the task. 
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3   Exclusion Analysis 

Unlike the qualitative assessment, which focused on expert opinions and user obser-
vations to identify possible sources of difficulty when interacting with the STBs, the 
quantitative assessment focused on evaluating the number of people who are likely to 
experience those difficulties. 

3.1   Introduction to the Analysis Process 

The first step in examining any interaction is to expand the use scenario into its com-
ponent steps to enable a systematic assessment to be performed. As with all studies of 
this type, there are many possible interaction paths, so assumptions have to be made 
about the context of the use. For example, it was assumed for this study that the STB 
was to be used in conjunction with a TV and a video recorder (VCR) that were al-
ready mounted on some kind of storage/display cabinet. 

In general, it is helpful to split the interaction into high-, medium- and low-level 
activities. Each of these can be assessed individually to build up an overall picture of 
the interaction process. The demands made by the product on the user for each inter-
action step are estimated. The number of people unable to meet such demands is then 
evaluated, where the demands are expressed in terms of the user capability required 
to interact with the product. The total number of people excluded from the interaction 
can be estimated by taking the maximum demands made by the product during the 
complete interaction. 

Note that in this paper, the focus is primarily on the user capabilities demanded by 
the product for successful interaction. In other words, the user must have this level of 
capability to accomplish that task. Reduced levels of capability can arise from many 
causes. These include congenital medical conditions such as Cerebral Palsy, acquired 
medical conditions such as strokes and Parkinson’s Disease, trauma (accidents) and 
the process of ageing. No attempt is made to distinguish between any of these causes, 
as it is the effects of the symptoms, i.e. the reduced capabilities of the user, that are of 
principal importance when interacting with the STBs.  

The levels of exclusion are calculated from the 1997 Disability Follow-up Survey 
[5] to the 1996/7 Family Resources Survey [10] available from the UK Office of 
National Statistics (ONS). Table 1 summarises the number of adults in Great Britain 
with a loss of capability, as defined by the ONS. 

Each of the motion, sensory and cognitive scales represents the total level of ex-
clusion from the relevant capability scales used in the ONS data set [8]. The scales 
are comprised as follows: 

• Motion: consists of Locomotion, Reach & Stretch, Dexterity 
• Sensory: consists of Vision, Hearing 
• Cognitive: consists of Intellectual Functioning, Communication 

The levels of exclusion have been calculated by identifying the bottlenecks in the 
interaction associated with each of the ONS scales (Locomotion, Reach & Stretch, 
etc.). These levels of exclusion are summed to produce a total level of exclusion for 
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each of the motion, sensory and cognitive scales, after correcting for multiple count-
ing (because some people will have multiple capability losses).  

Table 1. Estimate of number of people in Great Britain with some loss of capability. 

Motion Sensory Cognitive Total Age  
bands ,000s % 000s % 000s % 000s % 
16-49 1484 5.4 617 2.3 862 3.2 1975 7.2 
50-64 1940 20.9 968 10.4 752 8.1 2234 24.0 
65-74 1317 27.0 792 16.2 393 8.0 1475 30.2 
75+ 1970 47.2 1603 38.4 615 14.7 2442 58.5 
16+ 6710 14.7 3979 8.7 2622 5.7 8126 17.8 

3.2   Interpreting the Results 

It is important to note that the levels of exclusion calculated for each of the use sce-
narios are based solely on users with functional impairments. It does not include users 
with learning difficulties, as they are not typically classified as disabled under the 
ONS definitions.  

As such, the estimated levels of exclusion for this study can be considered to be 
significantly conservative since the ONS data is based on self-reporting (which is 
most often conservative) and represents only those living in private homes and with 
functional impairments. It does not include users who may be excluded through sim-
ple lack of experience or familiarity with the interaction paradigms, or the technical 
knowledge to differentiate one cable from another, for example.  

It is obviously difficult to provide accurate estimates of how the exclusion will in-
crease beyond the members of the population included in the ONS database. How-
ever, the best estimate is that the exclusion associated with the cognitive demand may 
need to be scaled up by perhaps as much as an order of magnitude.  

One of the principal causes for this increase in exclusion associated with the cogni-
tive demand is that the user is unlikely to have a clear mental model of how to inter-
act with the STB.  

For example, as noted in the qualitative analyses, there are inconsistencies between 
the on-screen display (OSD) and the remote controls. There appears to be a merging 
of both web-browsing and traditional analogue television interaction paradigms, and 
it is not always clear which one is being used at any particular point in the interaction. 
What is needed is a clear ‘cause and effect’ relationship that ideally matches the 
user’s preconceptions of what the STB should be doing. 

3.3   The Levels of Exclusion 

For brevity the full systematic breakdowns of the interactions are not provided, as 
these would be very lengthy per task. A summary of the exclusion analysis results is 
given in Figure 1a for all users over 16 years of age. The black column represents the 
base reference of all those people with some form of functional impairment and, for 
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comparison between analogue and DTV, the cross-hatched column shows the level of 
exclusion expected for channel-hopping by an expert user with an analogue TV. Fig-
ure 1b shows a similar graph for those over 75. Note the different scales at the right 
hand edge of the graphs, the absolute level of exclusion for those over 75 is less than 
a third of the level of those over 16. However, the percentage exclusion for those over 
75 is more than three times higher than for those over 16. Hence, although the abso-
lute numbers for those over 75 are lower than for those over 16, the relative numbers 
(proportions) are higher. 

Each of the scenarios begins to highlight the many possible sources of difficulty 
with interaction that users of all capabilities and experience levels may encounter. Of 
course, users with functional impairments or reduced capabilities are almost certain to 
experience either increased frequency or increased severity of difficulty than their 
able-bodied counterparts.  

In terms of summarising what has been learned, the following provides a list of 
key observations made when analysing the three DTV systems. First, it is interesting 
to note which of the users’ capabilities have most impact on user interaction: 

• Locomotion – only an issue during purchasing, installation and ‘re-tuning’ if this 
required access to a button on the STB; 

• Reach and stretch – only an issue during purchasing, installation and ‘re-tuning’ 
if this required access to a button on the STB; 

• Dexterity – an issue at almost all stages – exclusion greatly influenced by small 
changes to size and layout of the remote control; 

• Seeing – an issue at all stages, including when having to look for buttons, having 
to read on-screen text and shifting focus between the screen and the remote con-
trol – exclusion greatly influenced by small changes to labelling, size and layout 
of the remote control; 

• Hearing – primarily an issue during purchasing and installation of the STB; 
• Communication – primarily an issue during purchasing of the STB, and also 

whenever seeking help, such as from a call centre; 
• Intellectual functioning – exclusion greatly influenced by the experience of the 

user and the complexity of the interaction. 

Note that the sources of difficulty for each capability are for first-order effects 
only. In other words, they relate to those stages of interaction that are dependent upon 
those capabilities. However, it must be borne in mind that many users with any of 
these individual capability losses may also have associated second-order difficulties. 
For example, the exclusion predicted for ‘intellectual functioning’ is restricted to the 
capabilities measured by the ONS and does not account for the experience of the 
user.  

The differences shown in Figure 1 for the ‘novice’ and ‘expert’ relate only to those 
users recorded by the ONS as having some disability. The effect of different levels of 
experience in the able-bodied population will be much greater. Another example is 
that while loss of hearing does not appear to be a major concern for most of the sce-
narios considered, many people with hearing loss from birth also have an associated 
increase in difficulty with communication.  
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The exclusion analysis performed was therefore conservative in terms of the esti-
mates generated.  

 

Fig. 1a. The levels of exclusion in the 16+ GB population. 

 

Fig. 1b. The levels of exclusion in the 75+ GB population. 
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With regard to the specific scenarios investigated, the following may be observed: 

• Purchasing – users may not be physically excluded any more than for other simi-
lar products, however, they are unlikely to be fully ‘informed’ purchasers; 

• Installation – results in the highest levels of exclusion with nearly 15% of all 
users predicted to be excluded (nearly 50% over 75) – the ability to purchase an 
‘installed’ system is attractive; 

• Set-up/tuning – is easier to do via a remote control when the on-screen instruc-
tions are clear and the process is straightforward; 

• Channel selection – using an on-screen electronic programme guide (EPG) can 
add a considerable load to novice users, here experience makes a difference; a tra-
ditional search may be easier; 

• Interactive TV – adds a significant cognitive load and can add to the sensory 
load even for the expert users – a greater need for understanding of the underlying 
interaction paradigm and a need to use more buttons contributes to this load. 

In comparing the different STBs it is clear that small changes can have a large im-
pact on the levels of exclusion predicted. Larger, better-spaced buttons reduce the 
load on the user’s dexterity; fonts and colours affect the load on seeing; and the inter-
action design greatly affects cognitive load. The STB3 remote control, specifically 
designed for purpose, excluded fewer users than the other two devices. 

4   User Observations 

To verify the results of the earlier assessments, a series of user observation sessions 
were conducted. User observations are an invaluable tool when assessing both the 
usability and accessibility of a product. 

4.1   User Selection 

A total of thirteen users were recruited and the observation took place over a period 
of six days in two locations. These were the offices of Scientific Generics in Harston 
(just outside Cambridge) and the Hester Adrian Centre in Cambridge – a day-care 
centre for both older adults and younger adults with severe functional impairments. 

The users were identified based on a number of criteria, primarily focused around 
whether they were strong candidates for being edge-cases in terms of their ability to 
interact with STBs. Based on the results of the earlier assessments, it was decided to 
focus on recruiting older adults not living in residential care. More extreme users 
could have been selected for the user group, however, the level of information that 
can be obtained is then limited. 

Older adults typically exhibit a range of different kinds of capability loss and are 
more likely to show multiple minor impairments. This is important because most 
assistive technology is predominantly aimed at single major impairments and thus 
users with multiple minor impairments are less likely to be able to find assistive tech-
nology to aid them should they encounter severe difficulty interacting with a product.  
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Older adults as a whole are also more numerous than younger disabled ones [8, 3]. 
Thus if it was shown that older users generally experienced difficulty interacting with 
the STBs, irrespective of their capability losses, then this equates to a much higher 
level of exclusion within the general population. 

The decision to select users still living in private homes, rather than residential 
care was based on the desire to have users who still have enough functional capability 
to support independent living to some degree [2]. They should therefore be able to 
perform tasks such as operating a television on their own. If they experienced signifi-
cant difficulty, then it could be argued that the STBs are causing undue exclusion. As 
a comparison, a younger user with a more severe impairment was also recruited to 
highlight whether a more extreme user would also encounter the difficulties experi-
enced by the older adults. 

During the recruitment process efforts were made to ensure that the users exhibited 
a range of capabilities. For example, it was known that those with arthritis would 
exhibit a loss of dexterity, that many older users would exhibit macular degeneration 
or loss of hearing, and that it would be very likely that a range of intellectual func-
tioning capability would be observed. Care was taken not to skew the sample towards 
any particular capability loss, rather to provide a balanced representation of motion, 
sensory and cognitive losses. 

User 1 was a retired academic. He had limited locomotion capability, and walked 
with frequent, short steps, using a walking stick for support. This user also had a 
slight, but constant tremor in his hands, making activities involving hand-eye co-
ordination difficult. He also wore spectacles and a hearing aid on one ear.  

User 2 was a retired civil servant. She self-reported only a mild hearing impair-
ment, but had difficulty following many of the instructions during the course of the 
observation session. She also exhibited a tendency to forget things and occasionally 
lost track during conversations. Otherwise she exhibited no signs of capability loss, 
beyond being slightly slower in her physical movements than would be expected for a 
younger person. 

User 3 had a range of minor impairments, covering all of the motion, sensory and 
cognitive capabilities. This user led an active life, including cooking lunch for other 
members of her day-care group. She appeared to be nervous around high-technology. 
She had tried to learn to use a computer in the past, but gave up on it because, in her 
own words, her “memory isn’t very good.” 

User 4 was a retired nurse and a wheelchair user. Her only other noticeable im-
pairment was a need to wear reading glasses to read small print. She regarded many 
high-technology products with disdain, proudly declaring her house to be “a com-
puter-free zone.” 

User 5 was a retired member of the clergy, who exhibited a strong affinity for 
high-technology products. This user exhibited mild capability loss in all three catego-
ries, i.e. sensory, motion and cognitive. As with many of the other users, there was no 
apparent medical cause for these losses and so were attributed to the ageing process. 

User 6 was a retired deputy-head teacher, who only exhibited a mild loss of cogni-
tive capability. She also displayed a fear of high-technology products, often relying 
on her husband or children to operate the STB that she had at home. 
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User 7 was also a retired deputy-head teacher, who was a self-professed fan of 
high-technology products. He did not appear to exhibit any capability loss, beyond a 
mild hearing impairment. 

User 8, despite being a computer manager during his working life, did not consider 
himself to be very adept with high-technology products. However, he showed himself 
to be willing to try and learn new things, even though he did not rate his chances of 
success as terribly high. He exhibited no obvious capability loss. 

User 9 was a wheelchair user who exhibited moderate to severe loss of motion ca-
pability, including the inability to use one hand through arthritis. This user needed to 
use distance glasses to read on-screen text, but reading glasses to read button legends 
on the remote control. Thus, she had to keep changing between two remote controls 
and two pairs of glasses, while having the use of only one hand. Although she did not 
self-report any, she appeared to exhibit a degree of loss of cognitive capability as well 
and had difficulty understanding sections of the user observation sessions.  

User 10 had no discernible impairment beyond having an artificial eye, although 
she had a number of severe illnesses in the year or so before participating in these 
user observation sessions. She was very dismissive of high-technology and frequently 
repeated that she was too old to be learning new things and that she probably “would 
not be around” when analogue television was switched off. 

User 11 exhibited a range of mild sensory and moderate motion capability losses. 
However, she was a very active individual and along with user 3, frequently prepared 
lunch for the other members of the day-care group. 

User 12 was a wheelchair user with moderate cognitive and mild vision capability 
loss. However, on the day of the user observation session, she forgot to bring her 
distance glasses, and so had to use her reading glasses throughout. This resulted in 
difficulty read the on-screen text, and so all such text had to be read aloud to her. 

User 13 was the youngest participant in the trials by approximately 35 years. He 
exhibited the most severe sensory loss, being registered as having a severe and per-
manent loss of sight, and being eligible for legal classification as blind. His particular 
visual condition was congenital, and primarily involved loss of central field of view. 
Otherwise he was fully able. He was also a PhD student in Computer Science and 
thus had a strong affinity for high-technology products. 

It is worth noting that a range of user capabilities was observed. Two users showed 
no obvious impairment on the ONS data scales, four showed single impairments and 
the remaining seven exhibited multiple impairments. Three of the users reported a 
loss of dexterity at levels likely to cause difficulties using DTV. Five of the users 
reported a loss of intellectual functioning, where three were at levels that might also 
be likely to cause difficulties.  

Table 2 summarises the users selected to participate in the user observation ses-
sions. To maintain consistency with the earlier STB assessments the users were asked 
to self-report their own assessments of their capabilities, from which their scale points 
were deduced. This is the same approach as the ONS adopted in the collection of the 
data used in the exclusion analyses. However research has shown that older adults 
find it difficult to assess their own levels of capability [6]. A number of PC-literate 
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and DTV users were recruited to investigate the effect of prior experience of DTV 
and PC-based menu systems on the use of otherwise unfamiliar STBs.  

Table 2. The user observation participants. 

User Age Gender DTV owner? No. of hours TV 
watched per day 

PC user? 

1 85 Male No <1 Yes 
2 82 Female No 1 to 2 No 
3 65-69 Female No 2 to 4 No 
4 80-84 Female No – analogue cable >4 No 
5 69 Male Yes – STB 1 to 2 Yes 
6 62 Female Yes – STB 1 to 2 Yes 
7 65-69 Male Yes – satellite >4 Yes 
8 65-69 Male Yes – integrated DTV 

(iDTV) 
1 to 2 Yes 

9 60 Female No – analogue cable 2 to 4+ Yes 
10 70-74 Female No 2 to 4 No 
11 70-74 Female No >4 No 
12 70-74 Female No >4 No 
13 24 Male No <1 Yes 

4.2   Methodology 

The user observation sessions were organised to be a subset of the usage scenarios 
used in the earlier assessments. Each user session was limited to 2 hours to ensure 
that user fatigue was kept to a minimum. Thus the user activities were restricted to 
those operations that could be considered fundamental to watching television, such as 
the ability to change channels, and also to those advanced features that could be ex-
plored within the available timeframe. 2 STBs were assessed (STB1 and STB2). The 
STBs selected for the trial reflected different design approaches, with one focused on 
ease-of-use and the other on functionality. 

Initially the users were interviewed for 30 minutes to find out their capability pro-
files and also background information on their attitudes towards television use and 
exposure to DTV. Two or three observers attended each interview, each recording the 
user responses. Following the interview, the users began an equipment trial. This 
began with a familiarisation exercise with the analogue television set being used. All 
users used the same television and remote control. The users were asked to perform 
basic operations, such as changing channel and volume. They were also asked to use 
teletext services and to call up subtitles. 

The users were then asked to choose which of the two STBs being assessed they 
would prefer to buy. This involved showing them the external packaging and then the 
STBs themselves. Again, the same STBs were used for all of the observation sessions 
[Scenario 1 – Purchasing]. The next stage was to provide the users with the installa-
tion instructions for their chosen STB and to ask whether they would install the box 
themselves. Those users who felt up to doing so were encouraged to connect up the 
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STB to the television. For those users who declined to do so, the STB was connected 
for them [Scenario 2 – Installation]. This was followed by simple television opera-
tions such as changing channels and channel-hopping. Users were encouraged to use 
the on-screen electronic programme guide (EPG) for one of the channel hops [Sce-
nario 5 – Finding out what’s on and selecting]. The more advanced interaction activi-
ties included finding weather and television programme guide information from both 
Teletext and BBCi (the BBC’s new interactive digital service) [Scenario 7 – Interac-
tive elements], as well as calling up subtitles [Scenario 6 – Using subtitles/altering 
settings]. 

The equipment trial took an average of one hour to complete. Finally, a closing de-
brief session was held, that lasted approximately 15 minutes. During this session, the 
users were asked what they thought of their experience with the STBs. Table 3 pro-
vides a summary of the incidence of difficulties experienced by the users. The follow-
ing text reiterates these numbers and provides further explanation as to the likely 
cause of the difficulties. In many cases there are a number of reasons why problems 
arie, sometimes more than one for any particular user. 

Table 3. The distribution of causes of difficulty. 

Types of problems 
encountered 

 Activity No. of 
users   

having      
difficulty 

Motion Sensory Cognitive 

No. of 
unique 

problems 

Switching on 8 1 - 1 2 
Changing to a speci-
fied channel 

1 1 - - 1 

Channel-hopping - - - - - 
Changing volume - - - - - 
Using teletext 6 1 3 3 7 A

na
lo

gu
e 

T
V

 

Using subtitles - - - - - 
Connecting up the 
STBs 

4  
(out of 6) 

1 - 1 2 

Switching on the 
television 

1 1 - - 1 

Switching on STB 6 - 1 2 3 
Changing DTV 
channels 

3 - 1 2 3 

Changing volume 7 - - 1 1 
Changing to a high 
channel number 

10 2 2 2 6 

Changing channel 
via the EPG 

13 3 4 6 13 

Teletext 13 2 4 12 18 
Subtitles – button 
(STB1) 

6 - 1 1 2 

Subtitles – menu 
(STB2) 

13 - 1 4 5 

BBCi 13 2 6 6 9 

D
ig

ita
l T

V
 S

T
B

 

Switching off 5 - - 2 2 
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4.3   Results from User Observations 

The difficulties recorded during the user observation sessions correspond closely to 
those predicted during the earlier assessments. The most notable additions identified 
through the user sessions were problems such as: 

• time-outs (using the EPG and channel-hopping) – dexterity; 
• arrow button overshooting (e.g. on menus) – dexterity; 
• switching between distant and close reading (different spectacles) – vision. 

As predicted in the earlier assessments, the majority of difficulties encountered 
were cognitive in origin, unlike for the analogue television, where the sources of 
difficulties were evenly distributed. Table 4 shows the spread of causes of difficulty. 

Table 4. The distribution of causes of difficulty. 

 Vision Dexterity Cognitive 
Analogue (out of 10) 3/10 (30%) 3/10 (30%) 4/10 (40%) 
STBs (out of 65) 15/65 (23%) 11/65 (17%) 39/65 (60%) 

Many of the cognitive difficulties experienced were not directly attributable to any 
kind of ‘medical model’ impairment. Instead, lack of experience with, and mental 
model of, the interaction paradigms used in digital television was the principal cause 
of the difficulties encountered. 

5   Countering User Exclusion 

For the case of STBs, a number of key areas for re-design can be identified. Several 
of these are shown in Table 5. This is not a complete list; it is intended to highlight 
the origins of some of the common problems and how they may be countered.  

Table 5. Key areas for re-design. 

Category Problem 
High-level understanding: 1: Poor user mental model of interaction 
 2: Inconsistent language/labelling 

Performing interaction: 3: Poor accessibility of remote control 
 4: Multiple modes 
 5: Use of OK/SELECT button (on remote control) 
 6: STB times out on user input 
 7: Delay in responding to user input 
 8: Switching on subtitles via menus 

Instructions: 9: Unclear set-up instructions 
 10: Unclear instructions for use 
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Having identified the most prominent problems encountered by the users, the next 
step is to propose potential solutions in a format that designers can readily use and 
interpret [7]. Tables 6 and 7 show examples of how information about the problems 
and their potential solutions could be presented to designers. 

Table 6. Problem 6: STB times out on user input. 

Symptoms: 
• STB only responds to part of the input from the user 

Encountered: 
• When changing channel, ending up on channel 04 instead of channel 40 

Result: 
Channel changing 

• Impairment of ability to change channels 
• Tendency to end up on wrong channel 
• Reinforces concept of DTV ‘being difficult’ 

Causes: 
Principal cause 

• Time-outs almost certainly based on model of young, able-bodied user 
Exacerbated by  

• Checking the screen to see that the previous input has been recognised (e.g. showing  
“4-” when trying to go to channel 40) – even further exacerbated if this involves a 
change in spectacles from reading to distance pairs 

• Finding the next button to press (e.g. the ‘0’ on the STB1 remote is not in the stan-
dard position) 

• Deciding on the next button to press (e.g. the OK/SELECT button 
Possible fixes: 

• Extend time-out periods to allow for ‘slower’ users 
• Use of warning-style dialogue boxes before dropping a user out back at the start of a 

process (“You have not selected an option – do you wish to do so or leave the 
menu?” – then press appropriate button) – problem: this may get annoying if you 
keep encountering it 

• Use of buttons such as the “-/--” button on Sony remote controls for specifying “I 
am doing a two-digit input now” – problem with this: not many users understand 
what this button does 

• Reducing the ‘exacerbating’ features – e.g. having an LCD display on the remote 
control show the user the input created (saves having to swap between the TV and 
the remote control) – ensuring ‘standardised’ layout of remote controls to reduce 
hunting for buttons – fixing the OK/SELECT problem  

A study of the possible fixes (e.g. those in Tables 6 and 7) show that many are 
complementary and that some solutions may benefit more than one problem. For 
example, the use of appropriate affordances [4] could aid the user’s mental model of 
the interaction, at the same time as providing reminders to use the OK/SELECT but-
ton. 
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Table 7. Problem 7: Delay in responding to user input. 

Symptoms: 
User presses a button and either nothing seems to happen or the screen goes blank 
Encountered: 
• Changing channel (initial black screen from inherent DTV lag on channel 

change, no indication of which channel moved to) 
• Calling up interactive elements (e.g. BBCi) 
• Calling up subtitles 
Result: 
• User believing that certain functionality is not available 
• User repeatedly pressing button (potential for ending up somewhere unexpected, 

damaging user mental model of interaction) 
• User frustration 
Causes: 
• Download time for system to update screen 
Possible fixes: 
• Clear, unambiguous feedback from the STB that the input has been recognised – 

e.g. Teletext page “loading” legend  

6   Overall Summary 

This paper has presented the results of 3 assessments – expert assessment, exclusion 
analysis and user observation sessions – of the accessibility and usability of 3 digital 
television set-top boxes. It has shown that the use of complementary methods of as-
sessing accessibility can provide a comprehensive overview of the problems encoun-
tered by a diverse range of users. 

1 – Expert assessment: The expert (systematic) assessment provided rapid identifi-
cation of the expected areas of difficulty, allowing subsequent assessment methods to 
be targeted efficiently. It involved a qualitative assessment through simulation of the 
activities involved in installing and operating three typical STBs by two experienced 
assessors.  

2 – Exclusion analysis: The exclusion analysis focused on quantitatively evaluating 
the number of people who are likely to experience difficulties when interacting with 
the STBs. It provided the basis of a line of argument for the DTI to take to STB 
manufacturers to show that their boxes were excluding too many people and needed 
to be re-designed. 

3 – User observation: Finally, the user observation sessions involved studying 13 
users interacting with two of the STBs and provided validation of the difficulties 
observed/predicted by the other assessment methods, along with highlighting new 
additional difficulties, especially regarding the users’ mental models of the inter-
action.  
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6.1   Common Problems Seen 

Throughout this paper, interaction has been considered in terms of the sensory, cogni-
tive and motor demands placed on the users. Common sensory problems included 
finding/reading buttons on the remote controls, reading on-screen text, and swapping 
between the two (especially for users with distance and reading glasses). These prob-
lems are made worse in comparison to analogue television because of the increased 
functionality leading to the need for more (and hence smaller) buttons and also in-
creased use of on-screen text displays. Users with hearing impairments would find 
the dedicated subtitle button on the remote control approach of STB1 very useful, but 
would be disadvantaged by the on-screen menu approaches of STB2 and STB3.  

The most common source of motor difficulties was pressing the buttons on the re-
mote control. Again, while this is a common task for both analogue television and the 
STBs, it is made more difficult for the latter by the need for more (and hence smaller) 
buttons and also increased levels of user interaction. 

However, while there was an increase in both the vision and dexterity demands 
made upon the users, by far the biggest cause of exclusion noted during the user ob-
servation sessions was the cognitive demands. The inherent increase in user cognitive 
effort associated with having to use two remote controls (or a single remote control 
with multiple modes) rather than a single remote control is further exacerbated by the 
mismatch between the users’ mental models of the interaction and the interaction 
paradigms adopted.  

For example, users are familiar with the concept that pressing a button on a televi-
sion remote control has an immediate effect on what they see on the screen. For ex-
ample, pressing a channel number button causes the television to immediately tune to 
that channel. Thus a strong link between cause and effect is observed, and a solid user 
mental model of the interaction is developed. The STBs, though, present the users 
with numerous new interaction paradigms, such as pop-up menus, combined with 
weakened cause and effect.  

For example, nothing happens when an item is highlighted on a pop-up menu until 
the OK/SELECT button is pressed (another new concept). The situation is worsened 
further by the seemingly arbitrary inconsistencies in language and interaction be-
tween similar purpose entities of the interface. For example, in BBCi the ‘menu’ 
option is called ‘menu’, whereas in Teletext it is called ‘control’. On one remote con-
trol the SELECT button was called just that, whereas on the other it was denoted OK. 
To enter BBCi, the user has to press the RED button, while for Teletext it is the 
TEXT button. These inconsistencies present unnecessary usability hurdles to the 
users. These differences breach one of the central tenets of usability theory, namely 
that of the need for consistency.  

The prevalence of the cognitive difficulties encountered by users with no discerni-
ble loss of cognitive capability reinforces the estimation made during the exclusion 
analyses, that the levels of population exclusion predicted using the ONS data alone 
are demonstrably conservative.  
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6.2   Comparing STBs to Analogue Television 

One of the aims of this study was to examine whether the users found STBs to be 
more difficult to use than traditional analogue television sets. All three of the assess-
ments performed showed that interacting with the STBs was indeed more difficult 
than interacting with traditional analogue television services. In fact, the typical digi-
tal system is likely to exclude at least twice as many users as the typical analogue 
system for basic operations such as channel selection. Thus the STBs are excluding 
potential users who at the moment are able to access and use the available television 
services. 

The additional exclusion arose from two principal causes. First, the basic opera-
tions, such as changing channel or volume, are all made fundamentally more complex 
by the presence of either two remote controls, or a single remote control with multiple 
modes of operation. Second, digital television offers increased functionality and thus 
places additional burdens on the user who attempts to access this. 

Looking at the basic operations, e.g. changing channel, on an analogue television, 
the user only has the option of using a single remote control. This limits the amount 
of cognitive effort required by the user, as no decision as to which remote control to 
use is required.  

However, when an STB is present, the user is faced with the additional decision of 
which remote control to use. This presents a fundamental additional cognitive load on 
the user, as well as an additional motion requirement to keep swapping between the 
two remote controls. Some STB manufacturers have responded to this difficulty by 
supporting both television and STB operation into a single remote control that oper-
ates in dual modes. Unless some kind of affordance is provided indicating which 
mode the remote control is in (STB or television), the user can only find out by press-
ing a button and then seeing and interpreting the response. If the response was not the 
desired one, then the user needs to undo the action, change the mode and then per-
form the desired action a second time.  

Consequently, STBs will only cease to exclude more people than analogue televi-
sions when their operation is completely transparent from the user’s point of view. 
Integrated digital televisions, for example, appear to manage to achieve this level of 
transparency for basic functions by using only a single remote control with minimal 
need for mode changes.  

However, even iDTVs exclude more people than analogue televisions when con-
sidering the full range of operation. Put simply, digital television offers more func-
tionality, and thus requires more cognitive effort to learn and operate.  

For example, if a user wishes to use the full functionality of DTV, then there is a 
greater need to be able to read the on-screen display and to swap to reading the re-
mote control (vision demand). Similarly, the users need to be able to operate the ar-
row buttons and SELECT/OK, rather than just the channel numbers. The increase in 
number of channels means that users have to enter more double-figure channel num-
bers, with the inherent time-out limitations increasing the dexterity demand still  
further. 
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Only if all of the additional functionality is as accessible and usable as interacting 
with an analogue television, will digital television not be more excluding than ana-
logue. This is a tough target to aim for, but a necessary one unless it is to be accepted 
that not all users will have access to all of the digital services. 

6.3   Further Work 

The predominance of exclusion arising from the differences between the users’ men-
tal models and the interaction paradigms within the interface affects far more users 
than those that would typically be classed as a stereotypical ‘special needs user’. This 
is well illustrated by the comparative lack of difficulty with the interaction experi-
enced by the youngest participant who had the most severe vision impairment of any 
of the users, but who nonetheless experienced little difficulty completing the tasks, 
most probably because of his wide experience with high-technology products. Con-
sequently, manufacturers should be encouraged to look beyond the stereotypes of 
young, severely, impaired people when considering who may have difficulty using 
their STBs and to also consider the needs of older adults and those who may not be 
familiar with the interaction paradigms used. There is also a clear need to standardise 
within those paradigms to minimise the cognitive demand placed on the users and to 
make interaction with the STBs as transparent as possible. Ultimately, what is being 
advocated is not special purpose design for a small market sector, but rather good 
‘design for all’. 
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Abstract. In the European Year of People with Disabilities 2003 the major 
German social organisation “Aktion Mensch” (German Association for the Care 
of the Disabled) and the “Stiftung Digitale Chancen” (Digital Opportunities 
Foundation) have for the first time jointly initiated a competition for the design 
of barrier-free websites. The so-called BIENE-Award is meant to honour the 
best barrier-free web sites in the German language and to present them as best 
practice examples. BIENE1 stressing the objectives of promoting communica-
tion, joint action and productive cooperation. This article refers upon the meth-
odological approach underlying the evaluation of competitive award contribu-
tions. 

1   Germany’s BIENE Award for German Language Websites 

The BIENE Award has the objective of acknowledging best practice, therefore con-
tributing to increase the winner designers’ reputation. Only for operators of non-
commercial websites of public interest, such as public associations or self-help 
groups, several promotion prizes up to � 2,500 have been assigned. 

The application time period lasted from the 5th of May 2003, which was the Euro-
pean protest day of equal opportunities for People with Disabilities, until the 1st of 
September 2003. The award ceremony took place in Berlin on the 3rd of December 
2003. Announcement documents and further information have previously been made 
publicly available on the website www.biene-award.de. 
                                                           
1  In this context, the acronym BIENE (in its original German language meaning the insect 

“bee”) stands for “Barrierefreies Internet eröffnet neue Einsichten” (“barrier-free internet re-
veals new insights“). 
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The initiators of the competition, “Aktion Mensch” (German Association for the 
Care of the Disabled) and “Stiftung Digitale Chancen” (Digital Opportunities Founda-
tion) pursued three aims of equivalent importance: 

1. Increase of the amount of barrier-free Internet sites and accordingly increase of 
usability and usefulness of the World Wide Web for people with disabilities. 

2. Create public consciousness for the topic of barrier-free communication and in-
formation technology.  

3. Exemplify a collection of best-practice-examples. 

Since its foundation in 1964 “Aktion Mensch”2 (www.aktion-mensch.de, www. 
einfach-fuer-alle.de) has been one of the most successful social organizations in Ger-
man society. It is orientated towards the ideas of humanity and solidarity and the 
strive for social equality, as well as the right of self-determination and equal participa-
tion in social life. 

It pursues this mission essentially in a twofold way: Firstly by sponsoring projects 
and institutions which support and help handicapped people, thereby favoring espe-
cially self-help organizations in which handicapped people help themselves. Since 
2003 Aktion Mensch has also been sponsoring projects and institutions for children 
and the help for young people. Secondly “Aktion Mensch” temporarily organizes 
extensive information campaigns aiming at creating awareness and a positive atmos-
phere for these social issues in society. 

The “Stiftung Digitale Chancen” (Digital Opportunities Foundation, www.digitale-
chancen.de) emerged from the project network “Digital opportunities“, under the 
leadership of the University of Bremen, and was established on behalf of the German 
Federal Department of Economics and Labour as a public private partnership in Janu-
ary 2002. Original founders were the University of Bremen and AOL Germany. This 
public private partnership could lately be extended to the consulting enterprise Accen-
ture and the “Burda Academy for the 3rd Century” as co-founders3. The foundation’s 
basic mission is to set up an information system to provide instruments for overcom-
ing the Digital Divide in Germany, in accordance with the demands of the “Barriere-
freie Informationstechnik Verordnung - BITV” (Barrier-free Information Technology 
regulation) as part of the most recent general Federal Equal Opportunities Legislation 
in Germany4. 

1.1   Professional Advisory Board, Jury, and Representatives of End-Users 

A professional advisory board supervised the selection of competitive comparison 
criteria for submitted contest contributions, and the corresponding evaluation process. 
The board consisted of about 25 representatives of organizations of handicapped peo-
ple in Germany and other experts in the field of web-accessibility. The board agreed 
upon a tentative rank ordered proposal list for award assignments. For the irrevocable 
                                                           
2  Formerly “Aktion Sorgenkind”. 
3  The Burda academy to the 3rd millennium (www.akademie3000.de/index.htm) is an 

institution of the Hubert Burda foundation (www.hubert-burda-stiftung is). It is a forum for 
researchers, philosophers and visionaries of most diverse scientific disciplines and social ar-
eas. In international conferences, discussions, presentations and publications it unites experts 
dealing with central questions of present and  future societal developments. 

4  English version at: www.einfach-fuer-alle.de/artikel/bitv_english/ 
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final selection of prize winners5, this list was presented to a jury consisting of impor-
tant representatives from private and public media, education media, media design 
agencies, and commercial internet providers. 

1.2   Competition Categories 

Since contents, size, target user groups and design requirements vary in different 
application domains, and the evaluation procedure also varies accordingly , the 
BIENE–Award for best barrier-free web sites in the German language was announced 
for different categories of web services, ranging from e-Commerce, e-Government 
(federal -, state -, and community services), culture and society, science and research, 
and media (print and broadcast media). 

Special prizes have been dedicated to exceptional and innovative solutions address-
ing the needs of single user groups, e.g., web sites for children, web sites for deaf 
people who use sign language, and web sites for people with learning disabilities. 

1.3   Participation Prerequisites 

Contributions to the competition had to be in the German language, and publicly 
available on the World Wide Web at the time of submission. It was requested that 
contest submissions, besides pure information transfer, provided some support for 
elementary interaction with targeted end-users, e.g., e-mail inquiries for requesting 
additional content-related services. The submitters had to specify in which of the 
contest categories mentioned above they wanted their submissions to be evaluated. It 
was also possible to submit only a subsection of a more comprehensive website in one 
of the dedicated competition categories. 

Competition applicants had to fill in an application form and a short description 
(approx. two to three pages) of the basic concepts and instruments underlying the 
development of their barrier free website. 

2   Evaluation Procedure 

The evaluation process was developed and carried out by the “Institut für Informa-
tionsmanagement Bremen” (ifib). The team has been working in the field of accessi-
bility for several years now and is well known in Germany. During the whole process 
the above-mentioned professional advisory board accompanied the ifib team. This 
very constructive co-operation helped to overcome lots of problems and questions that 
came up during the contest. Especially because representatives of concerned end-user 
groups were requested to actively participate in the advisory board, the acceptance of 
the BIENE competition in the public grew notably.  

In total, 173 contributions have been submitted for the competition. Because four 
contributions out of this total number of 173 either presented contents in non-German 
language or were not any longer available in the web at the time of the contest’s 
evaluation period, finally only 169 entitled for the competition. 

                                                           
5  Winners in the 5 categories and exceptional prizes are available at: 

http://www.einfach-fuer-alle.de/award/gewinner 
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Fig. 1. The test crew. 

Table 1. Entitled and qualified Contributions. 

 
Categories  

Entitled  
Contributions 

 

qualified 
contributions 

qualified 
contributions for 
the practice test  

E-Commerce 26 10 3 
E-Government 42 12 6 
Culture and Society 81 34 4 
Science and Research 15 4 2 
Media 5 1 1 
total 169 61 16 

According to the overall evaluation procedure first of all inappropriate contribu-
tions could be sorted out from the competition by a so-called exclusion-test. Subse-
quently 61 remaining contributions, which sufficiently passed the exclusion proce-
dure, had to undergo a so-called fine test. Out of this fine-test 16 best contributions, 
which were identified under additional consideration of their different complexity, 
qualified for final practice tests with concerned end-users with different disabilities. 

Out of this practice tests, the advisory board nominated 12 candidates to the jury. It 
was their task to check the candidates on the quality of content. They also had an eye 
on attractive web design. Finally the jury devoted the BIENE Award to 11 candidates. 

2.1   Legislative Frameworks 

The evaluation of competitive award contributions took into account the regulatory 
demands of the “Barrierefreie Informationstechnik Verordnung - BITV” (Barrier-free 
Information Technology regulation). As part of the most recent Federal Equal Oppor-
tunities Legislation in Germany this ordinance was issued by the Federal Ministry of 
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the Interior, in agreement with the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs as 
being effective of July 17, 2002. It is based on section 11(1) sentence 2 of the German 
Federal Act on Equal Opportunities for Disabled Persons of April 27. 20026. 

2.2   Ergonomic Frameworks 

The five principles for accessibility from WCAG 2.0 (Web Content Aceesibility 
Guidelines) Working Draft 24 april 20037 served as a basis for the BIENE evaluation. 
These principles have been verified by the results of a survey amongst 180 associa-
tions out of the community of the disabled in Germany with the request to estimate on 
a scale of 1–5 the importance of respective ergonomic principles for the special needs 
of the special reference groups of disabled people represented by each of them. Based 
on this survey it should be determined whether the criteria of the five general ergo-
nomic principles should be weighted differently. The result of the inquiry however 
revealed no significant variance but a more or less even distribution. Thus five 
equally important basic ergonomic principles for improved accessibility served as a 
conceptual framework for the overall evaluation procedure: 

! Perceptibility 
All website information and functions must be presented in such a way that they 
can be perceived by each user regardless of certain impairments or handicaps, e.g., 
pictures for blind - and sounds for hearing-impaired end-users have to be supple-
mented by circumscribing texts (Alt-Text). Individually adjustable font sizes and 
colour, as well as contrast, facilitate perception for visually impaired persons. 

! Operability  
All elements that are required to access website contents, e.g., buttons, menu bars 
and input fields, must be controllable by each user. End-users with certain motor 
impairments may have problems to adequately operate and position a computer 
mouse. They might be dependent on navigating websites completely by (special) 
keyboards.  
Moreover, websites should allow for individually different utilization speeds 
without time restrictions that may invoke automatic discontinuance of usage proc-
esses. 

! Orientation  
To be able to navigate efficiently within large websites, end users should be able 
to orient themselves quickly and simply. A prerequisite for that is a strict separa-
tion of content and function (e.g., navigation tools), as well as a meaningful and 
consistent user interface design which satisfies users’ expectations derived from 
previous experiences. 

! Understandability  
Textual information and textual descriptions should be short and simple. This is 
not only of advantage for end-users with a learning disability, but also for deaf 
people who frequently have to communicate textual information by sign language. 
Intelligible graphic elements can add meaning to written information. 

                                                           
6  Federal Law Gazette I p. 1467 
7  See http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-WCAG20-20030429/ 
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! Robustness  
Quite often disabled end-users use alternative browsers and special needs access 
technologies, e.g., enlargement software, screenreader software or speech recogni-
tion. In this respect, websites have to be compatible with current and future special 
needs technologies and alternative browsers. 

2.2.1   Checkpoint Operationalization 
Both the exclusion-test was as well as the fine test were operationalized in terms of 
checkpoint-criteria relating to these basic ergonomic principles for improved accessi-
bility. 

A further demand was that the checkpoint-criteria should comprehensively cover 
special needs requirements from the entirety of impairments to be taken into account. 
Moreover the single checkpoints had to be easily examinable. 

2.2.1.1   Exclusion Criteria 
The exclusion procedure was based on 16 criteria with 29 single test steps which were 
especially operationalized to serve as a first rough filter to identify contributions with 
serious shortcomings.  

Nearly none of the contributions fulfilled all criteria of the exclusion test. Thus the 
evaluation team decided in agreement with the advisory board to accept contributions 
for the fine-test in spite of minor defects. Nevertheless, a contribution was not ac-
cepted for the fine-test if the defects all emerged in one of the five testing areas, cir-
cumscribed by the five basic accessibility principles mentioned above.  

Certain test criteria revealed most common accessibility flaws in the evaluation of 
each of the five accessibility principles by, e.g. links did not have consistent and 
meaningful names, especially within listings (deficient orientation), sometimes ALT-
tags were empty or were far from giving the information of the associated pictures 
(deficient perceptibility). The HTML-source code on the home pages was very often 
much better and closer to WCAG-conformity then it was on the following pages (de-
ficient robustness). 

2.2.1.2   Fine Test Rank-Order Criteria 
In the end, 61 competition contributions were identified for the fine-testing. The fine-
test consisted of 80 criteria with 205 steps.  

While the criteria for the exclusion test were based on the common accessibility 
guidelines, the fine-test criteria covered a broader spectrum. They have additionally 
been derived from international standards concerning software ergonomics (DIN/ EN/ 
ISO 9241-10/11 and ISO TS 16071) from guidelines dealing with data security, pro-
tection of data privacy, e-Government and e-Commerce. As the criteria about under-
standability and easy language are defined only roughly in the common accessibility 
guidelines, we added the guidelines for dyslexia and for use of easy language (“Plain 
German”). 

2.2.2   Evaluation Methodologies 
Methodologically the overall evaluation procedure combined different forms of expert 
validation with participative end user involvement. Expert validation comprised 
classical guideline oriented approaches based on the exclusion and rank order criteria 
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circumscribed above, the application of software supported validation and repair tools 
for accessibility checking and an inspection whether competitive website contribu-
tions were compatible with widespread used assistive technologies. 

2.2.2.1   Guideline-Oriented Expert Evaluation 
In the exclusion test, only two pages, which previously had been selected as being 
representative for the submitted overall website were validated by experts. In general 
this was the homepage and a page that offered complex interaction functionality, 
which might be at least a form or a questionnaire. The exclusion test procedure served 
as a first rough filter to identify contributions with serious shortcomings. It took about 
60 to 80 minutes to do one test. To guarantee reliability of the results each test was 
done twice by different experts. According to this expert validation approach all 
contributions were tested based on 16 exclusion criteria, in 29 single test steps.  

Table 2. Examples from the lists of exclusion criteria with testing steps. 

Criterion: Every part of the site can also be reached in a logical order by exclusively using 
the keyboard. 
Step 1: 
Check in the browser if all functions can be reached with thxe tab. 
Step 2: 
Assess, if there is a logical tab order through links, form controls, and objects. 

Criterion: Several navigation mechanisms are available. 
Step 1: 
Check in the browser, if navigation bars are provided  
Step 2: 
Check in the browser, if a sitemap is provided. (This step is not applicable with low 
complexity). 

Two different task-oriented scenarios were defined for fine testing each contribu-
tion, to make sufficiently sure that a broad as possible view of the whole site was 
considered. During scenario based task accomplishment, all five accessibility princi-
ples had similarly to the exclusion test to be checked by 80 fine-test criteria in 205 
single test steps at previously selected checkpoints. Additionally, one test-run was re-
checked. A single test-run took 4 to 6 hours depending on the complexity of the site. 
This meant that a complete test for a single site took about 12 hours. 

The basic test environment for both the exclusion test and the fine test consisted of 
operating system Windows 2000 and standardbrowser MS Explorer 5.5. 

2.2.2.2   Assistive Technologies Compatibility Check 
Additionally certain test programs had to be available to check for “robustness”, i.e. 
checking whether websites are compatible with current and future special needs 
technologies (e.g. enlargement software, screenreader software or speech ycognition) 
and alternative special needs browsers. Thus the basic test environment was extended 
by auxiliary special needs technology including Webformator 1.31, IBM HPR, JAWS 
4.5, Opera 7.0, and Lynx. The Webformator was for example used to examine 
whether sites, which contain frames or tables can be converted into a linearized read 
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sequence representing a logically meaningful arrangement of frame – or table based 
contents, i.e. to what degree logical linear read sequences support “perceptibility”. 

2.2.2.3   Software Tools for Accessibility Checking 
Carrying out the exclusion test required some technical preconditions, amongst them 
the application of software supported validation and repair tools for accessibility 
checking. In this context amongst other tools the self-developed BIENE tool was 
used, e.g. to confirm proper use of ALT-text, frame- and table-tags for improved 
perceptibility. Additionally conventional public domain accessibility checkers like 
Vischeck and Adobe plug-in were applied. 

2.2.2.4   Participative End User Evaluation 
The 16 contributions with the best results in the fine-tests went into participative end 
user evaluation The Internet competence of involved end users varied from beginners 
to experts. 

The tests were done with 8 women and 8 men, aged 16 to 55. The test persons had 
different kinds of disabilities; several suffer from more than one impairment. The tests 
were carried out at the working places or homes of the test persons and took about 4 
hours.  

User tests relied on scenario based task accomplishment. Statements and impres-
sions during task completion were recorded in writing. When a task was successfully 
concluded or aborted, the test person had to answer a standardized questionnaire. 
When the test person had done all tests within one competition category (e.g. e-
Government, media etc.) s/he was asked to decorate the most favoured contributions 
amongst the tested websites with medals (gold, silver, bronze). 

 

Fig. 2. Test person working with Braille. 
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One evident result of the tests was that accessibility cannot be reduced to technical 
issues. This is just the first step: All test persons regardless of their disabilities 
stranded on sites with an inadequate structure or with too much complexity. Further-
more it became very obvious that also the degree of Internet competence was a very 
crucial aspect whether a task could be completed or not.  

 
Fig. 3. Test person using her feed for navigation. 

2.3   Exceptional Awards 

Next to the awards for the regular competition categories (e-Commerce, e-
Government, culture and society, science and research, and print and broadcast me-
dia) three additional competition categories were awarded special prices for out-
standing website contributions focussing on the special needs of deaf end users accus-
tomed to using sign language, end users with learning disabilities and children. 
Whereas for the regular competition categories conceptually the contest explicitly 
avoided to focus on needs of particular groups these exceptional prices in contrast 
explicitly aimed at drawing attention on disabled end user groups that are almost 
unidentified with regard to their special IT accessibility needs in public. 

Four contributions offered special services for deaf people, e.g. sign language vid-
eos. Four more contributions offered especially designed contents and service for 
people with learning disabilities. Unfortunately all website contributions focussing on 
children lacked appropriately designed accessibility for that special target group.  

The evaluation of the contributions for the three special prices was carried out by 
human factors experts with particular awareness for the special needs of the con-
cerned target groups. This expert evaluation was complemented- by participatory end 
user evaluation (see above) with concerned end users and concluding interviews, 
partially supported by sign language interpreters. 

3   Conclusion and Outlook 

Concluding remarks about results and experiences from the exclusion-, fine- and 
finally the participatory end user evaluation aim at showing how to improve the over-
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all evaluation procedure, so that it will be easier to identify best practice examples in 
the upcoming 2nd BIENE-competition 2004. 

3.1   Variation in Number of Applicable Testing Steps 

The tests showed that many test criteria could only be applied on sites with enhanced 
diversity and complex transactions. Thus some tests were much more voluminous 
than tests that were done on sites which simply offered plain information. The number 
of testing steps that could be used varied between 90 and 190.  

Number of test-steps used per contribution
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Fig. 4. Number of test-steps used per contribution. 

These enormous variations made it difficult to compare the results. As a conse-
quence the criteria catalogue will be restructured for the next BIENE-contest in 2004. 
Furthermore the complexity of a site with regard to functionality and amount of in-
formation will be included in the general concept. 

3.2   Subjective Evaluation 

Although trying hard to operationalize the criteria for objective testing, the fine-tests 
showed that the competition contributions were of such a wide range and variety that 
in many cases the evaluation experts had to decide subjectively. This was necessary 
for questions concerning the adequacy of a function or the means of realization (e.g. 
should there be a sitemap or a glossary on the page or not).  

These kinds of questions were discussed by the whole testing crew for each indi-
vidual case. 

3.3   Weighting 

When the evaluation process was defined, the ifib methodology development team 
explicitly did not differently weigh certain testing areas or criteria. This decision was 
the result of the above mentioned survey amongst 180 associations out of the commu-
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nity of the disabled in Germany and organizations of handicapped people. As already 
mentioned the results of that survey revealed that the planned testing areas percepti-
bility, operability, orientation, understandability and robustness had almost the same 
relevance.  

One more reason is to be found within the concept of accessibility itself: Each sin-
gle barrier may prevent a handicapped person from reaching his or her individual goal 
within a website with equal relevance.  

Certain test results and the need of ranking the contributions anyway showed that 
one cannot abandon weighting. It is for example difficult to compare a criterion con-
cerning the accessibility of navigation mechanisms to a criterion concerning the ac-
cessibility of mechanisms to protect data privacy.  

As a consequence a weighting system will be introduced for the next BIENE con-
test 2004. 

3.4   Use of Future Technologies 

When the criteria catalogue for the overall evaluation was developed there was a 
strong interest not only to take into account well-known HTML-techniques, but also 
technologies that are recommended by W3C and not common yet. Most recent “lead-
ing edge technologies” cannot per se be recommended from the perspective of acces-
sibility, but there may be reasons that are worth thinking about, e.g. the need for high-
risk security standards. A very high number of contest contributions was based on 
plain HTML. Hopefully this picture will change in the next BIENE 2004 award, as 
there are lots of web sites around that make use of other technologies. 

3.5   Feedback to Contest Presenters 

All the contest participants received a review of their results in the weeks after the 
prize awarding. As the results of the evaluations were extremely voluminous, the 
results were summarized: The report contained every criterion, which was not or only 
partly ok. This feedback was meant as a motivation to continue the work on accessi-
bility and to understand accessibility as an integral quality criterion of a website. 
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Abstract. This paper explores how multimodality and robotics can aid us to 
support users in their homes. We describe how our work attempts to tackle is-
sues such as privacy, control of personal space and fun within the home. In an 
ever increasingly ageing society, we realize that certain information gathering 
or support may be required by users in their homes. However, we strongly be-
lieve that we should preserve a user’s privacy in their home and ensure that any 
artifact we propose is seen as fun, aesthetically pleasing and most importantly 
non-stigmatizing. We describe in this paper how a multimodal mobile robot can 
assist in the monitoring of a home in a fun and unobtrusive way.  

1   Introduction 

At ftw. we develop and investigate multimodal interfaces for mobile devices for next 
generation telecommunications. The solution we are offering for low-level home 
monitoring1, i.e. the multimodal mobile robot, we feel, brings together a combination 
of experience and knowledge of people in their homes. We believe (in the same vein 
as Norman, [16]) that any proposal should be part polemic, part science, part serious 
and part fun. In this paper we outline some previous pertinent studies of users in their 
homes and the issues these studies raised such as control, privacy and our relationship 
with artifacts. We introduce our multimodal mobile robot as a possible fun solution to 
some of these issues, in this arena, in the multimodal robot section. We are not sug-
gesting that the robot becomes a pet (for information on the benefits or problems with 
this see: Arkin et al [2]; Friedman, et al., [10]), what we are suggesting is that the 
multimodal robot is a way of making very light home monitoring non-stigmatizing 
and less obvious. Nor do we foresee this application being useful to people who have 
medium or high care needs this can be done much better with a system of the type 
suggested by Dewsbury [8].We conclude the paper with a short discussion and an 
outline of our future work.  

2   Background 

In this section we discuss some of the relevant research which has been carried out in 
the home in the areas of Telemonitoring, Ambient Intelligence, and home technology. 

                                                           
1  Low level-monitoring: a system that provides information such as, whether the lights are on 

or off, what the temperature  is in certain rooms.  
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We conclude the section by highlighting some of the issues we think are important to 
consider when designing a technology for the home.  

2.1   Telemonitoring 

Telemonitoring2 is an area of growing interest because of the western worlds ageing 
society. We will talk about the telemonitoring area only briefly as we feel the work is 
of great value, but not directly relevant to this paper. The reason for this is that the 
raison d’etre of most telemonitoring projects has been to support patients and care 
workers in the monitoring of life threatening (Benatar, et al., [5]) or chronic illness 
(Giraldo, et al., [11]). We did not design the multimodal robot application for telemo-
nitoring purposes but as a useful and fun device to have in the home that sprung from 
suggestions made to us by our home study participants (see Section 3). One of the 
main issues in telemonitoring, related to this work is that telemonitoring systems 
require multiple devices, monitors, and complex database set-ups (Lukowicz et al, 
[14]; Sachpazidis, [19]). A benefit can clearly be seen for this complex set-up when 
the purpose is to monitor patients who have chronic diseases. However, a device 
along the lines of the multimodal mobile robot may be more appropriate when very 
low level monitoring is required.  

2.2   Ambient Intelligence 

The concept of ambient intelligence is of growing importance in the home sphere. 
Ambient intelligence refers to a world in which people are surrounded with electronic 
environments that are sensitive and responsive to people (Aarts, et al. [1]). The cen-
tral issue here is to remember that surrounding should not mean swamping people. 
People can become anxious and worried at the thought of technology surrounding 
them and invading their home environment. We should be aware that, in the main, a 
technology is meant to merge harmoniously into the background of the home and 
support the user in undertaking tasks. The technology should not cause conflicts over 
the control of the home space.  

2.3   Technology and the Home 

We believe that we should think carefully about the artifacts we introduce into the 
home space. This is because our background research has led us to believe that there 
are two main issues that designers should consider when designing artifacts for the 
home:   

1. That any artifacts provided, along with all the usual usability goals, should be 
aesthetically pleasing and fun to interact with.  

                                                           
2  Telemonitoring is when a patient’s chronic condition is monitored in the home via a specifi-

cally set up system. The results can then be sent via a mobile phone, fax or to another remote 
system.  
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2. The user should feel a sense of privacy and control over any artifacts proposed for 
their home space. 

We, therefore, discuss aesthetics, privacy and control in the following subsections.  

2.3.1   Aesthetics 
The attachment we have to artifacts in our homes, and how this can affect use, has 
been highlighted by Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton [7]. They found that 
three modes mediate the relationship between an artifact and a person: aesthetics, 
attention and goal. The importance of aesthetics has also been found in other studies 
of the home, for example, Hirsch et al [12] conducted a study of the elderly and their 
use of artifacts in a retirement village in the United States. They found that artifacts 
such as rails to help elderly users in their bathrooms were being used as towel racks, 
as the users did not want to be viewed in a certain way. They also found that motor-
ized wheelchairs were being shunned in favor of motorized buggies. Why, because 
buggies were associated with ‘golf and leisure pursuits’ and wheelchairs with creep-
ing old age. We would, therefore, submit that having something fun like a robot un-
dertaking surveillance of the home may be seen as more fun, aesthetically pleasing 
and less obtrusive than other artifacts, such as: video cameras, monitors and sensors 
on the walls. 

2.3.2   Control 
The issue of privacy and control of space is of importance in the home, indeed, it has 
been commented that architects often forget the importance of spaces in the home and 
the roles they play. Rosselin [18] gives the example of the apartment of a young stu-
dent that had no hallway. The student placed a carpet of one square meter on the 
floor, to suggest a hallway, where guests had to leave their shoes, therefore, making 
what was one space, the living room, into two spaces, the hallway and living room. 
How can this ownership and control of space impact on our use of our artifacts? 
Silverstone and Hirsch [21] thought that artifacts in the home posed a whole set of 
control problems for households, such as regulation and control of space. In another 
study, feelings of control or lack-of control, were found to be an important indicator 
of the participants' feelings towards certain spaces in their homes and the artifacts 
they contained (Baillie, [4]). This issue of control can present itself in surprising 
ways, for example, an elderly lady commented that she was unhappy with the way in 
which the housing association, which owned her home, decided, without consultation, 
to place sockets in her kitchen. The resulting inappropriate placement of sockets 
meant that she had to change the layout of her kitchen space.  

2.3.3   Privacy 
Do the assitive technologies and devices that are being proposed for people with 
disabilities or elders, take into account feelings of loss of control?  Also, how do they 
tackle the issue of privacy? It would seem that people may be willing to give up some 
of their privacy, in order to gain tangible benefits. We were aware, as designers, that 
by putting intelligent devices into peoples’ homes, we are opening up the possibility 
for people to be monitored remotely. Rather than hide this information gathering 
from the users we would propose that it would seem a much more reasonable step to 
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take to be open about this aspect of the device and let the user control it. The reason 
for this is that it has been found that people are aware that these devices collect in-
formation about them (O'Brien et al., [17]; Baillie, [4]) and are happy to let them do 
so in certain circumstances e.g. to summon help in an emergency. 

3   Homes Studies 

Five households in central Scotland agreed to take part in a series of home-based 
workshop sessions (a full description of the study and its results can be seen in Bail-
lie, [4]). The households that volunteered for the study ranged from a family with two 
young children to a single woman of eighty-four (see Table 1 for a full list of the 
participants). The families represented a good cross-section of society, with some of 
the participants living in affluent areas while others occupied modest public-sector 
accommodation. The educational attainment was varied with some still at school, 
some having left school at sixteen and some with a higher degree. All the families 
gave permission for the data collected as a result of the workshops to be published. 
To preserve anonymity, pseudonyms have been used. 

Table 1. The families who took part in the Home Workshop Sessions (Baillie, [4], p85). 

Identifier Who Age Occupation 
Robert  Father 50 Lecturer 
Sue Mother 45 Housewife 
Dianne Daughter 10 School Pupil 

Cook 

Tarquin Son 7 School Pupil 
Catherine Partner 25 Recruitment Consultant Petric & Naysmith 
Gordon Partner 29 Admin. Officer 
Emily Wife 70 Retired teacher Suttons 
Peter Husband 72 Semi-retired builder  
Mike Father 46 Joiner 

Barbara Mother 44 Catering Assistant 

Smiths 

Simon Son 15 School Pupil 
Reilly Agnes Widow 84 Retired Cook 

The study focused on what technology the households currently used but also went 
further and tried to discover what they wanted for the future. The format of the work-
shop can be seen in Table 2.  

In session two the participants were asked to envision a future device in the form 
of a sketch. A very small selection of the sketches and comments made by the par-
ticipants are presented in this section. We hope to show from this that it was not just 
our ideas, as designers and technologists, that led us to make the suggestions that we 
do, but that the concepts and ideas actually came from people who were sketching 
and explaining these ideas in the context of their own homes.  

In the sketches the privacy issue seemed to be elucidated by the participants want-
ing to know more about what was going on in their home and who was in them when 
they weren't there. The concept of security and privacy spanned further than the secu-
rity of the home from burglars, but also encompassed the well being of family mem-
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bers and the ability to contact the emergency services. For example, Agnes wanted 
her device to be used in the event of a fire or an emergency she anticipated that the 
system could be accessed by the emergency services to let them know who, if any-
one, is in the building (see Fig. 1).  

Table 2. The methods and focus for each of the Home Workshop Sessions (Baillie, [4], p88). 

 Focus  Methods 

Session One Investigate current problems and  
Future Possibilities 

1. Technology Tour 
2. Representations of emerging 

technologies 
3. Scenarios 

Inter- 
session 
activities 

Collecting  data in-between sessions EU(exploring use) notes 

Session  
Two 

Contextualising ideas for the home  
in the future and daily life 

1.  Informal interview 
2. Materializing ideas for future 

technologies 
Session  
Three 

1. Sharing ideas across families 
2. Modifying and elaborating de-

signs 

1. Critique 
2. Redesign 

 

Fig. 1. Agnes Reilly's Remote Home Monitoring Device. 

Agnes also wanted her device to be able to see and monitor her home when she 
was not present. The idea of the device came to her because of her frustration about 
just this issue, when she went on a holiday to the United States. She had to ask a 
neighbor to regularly go into her home and check that all was well. She thought that 
this could be made much simpler if she could check for herself from her mobile 
phone. Additionally, she thought that checking herself would be less intrusive as she 
did not have to give a set of keys to her home to someone else. Another participant 
wanted a device that would alert him if he had left devices on in a room e.g. televi-
sion, cooker or lights. He mentioned that he was becoming forgetful and that he 
would find a device of this type very useful. He felt very strongly that he did not want 
an artifact taking up space and dominating his home. Peter also remarked that if the 
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other houses in his street were wired up to this system, they could have a communal 
warning and message system to aid communication. Some researchers have also 
suggested that people may benefit in unanticipated ways from linking up homes and 
private spaces in this way. For example, Blythe et al., [6] suggested that social con-
nections, which have been lost over time, could be reactivated by using local on-line 
street maps that would help householders to keep in touch with their local surround-
ings, and chat with neighbors. The fact that a senior citizen designed a device, which 
would help him as he grows more infirm and forgetful is of interest, as many re-
searchers at the moment are looking at building 'smart homes' and trying to under-
stand what senior citizens would want from this type of home.  

The conclusions we drew from our studies led us to believe that a device which 
would provide some level of home monitoring would be more welcomed by users if it 
had the following attributes:  

• It could be accessed and controlled remotely, either via a mobile device or via the 
internet;  

• It was unobtrusive and did not take up space in their home or affect it’s fixtures or 
fittings;  

• And, finally, privacy and control should rest with the householder. The house-
holder should be the only one to relinquish this privacy and control, should they 
wish to do so.  

We thought of many devices and concepts, however, none could be said to offer 
all of the wishes expressed by the householders. Ultimately, and quite surprisingly, 
we found that an intelligent multi-modal robot that could be controlled via a web 
browser (this would enable someone to access the robot interface either via a PC, 
Digital Television, or a web enabled mobile device e.g. a Pocket PC or a Smart 
Phone) could provide a way in which to monitor a home remotely in an unobtrusive 
manner. By enabling the user to access the robot from many different devices we 
would avoid the situation highlighted by Deswbury [8]. He found that if an elderly 
person is offered a communication aid that they cannot fit into a pocket then, they 
may choose not to carry it. The second point was that the device should be unobtru-
sive, we discovered from previous research (Friedman [10]) that people felt comfort-
able ignoring robots and similar devices. The device suggested should also not affect 
the fixtures or fittings: our robot can be easily picked up and put in a cupboard. Fi-
nally, control of the multimodal robot would, of course, rest with the householder or 
whomever they decide to give access to. We hoped that householders would view the 
robot as being aesthetically pleasing, fun and protective of their privacy, while at the 
same time providing unobtrusive support.  

4   Multimodal Robot 

Multimodality promises natural user interaction with devices and applications. Be-
cause human communication is multimodal, multimodal communication is perceived 
as natural and intelligent. These properties are relevant to build easy and fun to use 
interfaces and applications. Presented in Fig. 2 are two pictures of the robot we used 
as the basis for our application.  
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Fig. 2. The multimodal robot. 

The robot was built using the Lego Mindstorms kit [15]. It can drive around and 
has a touch sensor and a simulated temperature and vision sensor. To enable commu-
nication between the Webserver and the robot we installed the Lejos Java Virtual 
Machine [13]. The behavior of the robot, including the navigation, was implemented 
according to the behavior control theory from Bagnall, [3]. We developed a web 
interface that a user can use to control the robot using a multimodal user interface. 
The interface shows a map of the rooms in the home and where the robot is located. It 
is possible to send the robot around the home (this can be done via a PC or a mobile 
device with internet access, which supports SALT) and let it fulfill different tasks e.g. 
measuring the temperature, checking if the windows are closed, or if the lights are on 
or off. Dewsbury [8] comments that these types of sensors would provide support to 
someone who needs a low level of care, and that someone with this level of needs 
probably does not need a full scale smart home technology.  

4.1   Multimodal Interaction 

The user can ask the robot, via the web interface, about its functionality or control the 
robot remotely. The robot “answers” questions posed by the user using the system 
Text To Speech (A Text to Speech system converts a given text to synthesized speech 
[22]). A user can verbally tell the robot to move to a point on the map e.g. a user can 
ask: “What’s the temperature in the living room?” The robot would then proceed to 
the living room, if it is not already there, and measure the temperature. While the 
recognition process is running the user can see a progress bar showing the voice en-
ergy on the screen. When the recognition ends with an error (which can mean silence, 
no recognition, or error) then the recognition starts again, otherwise, the page is sub-
mitted, calling a JSP (Java Server Page) which generates a new SALT page. The 
temperature of the room is then displayed on the web interface. 

5   Studies at FTW and Future Work 

We undertook a small study at the research center premises. The study investigated, 
in the first instance, whether or not the robot could in fact be manipulated using voice 
commands and if these voice commands were carried out effectively i.e. if the user 
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told the robot to ‘go forward’ did the robot indeed go forward as commanded. The 
second part of the study focused on the multimodal robots ability to negotiate around 
a mock-up of an apartment. The robot, at the moment, moves around a mock-up of 
one of the participants homes, therefore, it is not moving in a real environment e.g. 
the robot moves to a place we have called the living room. The robot was able to 
successfully negotiate around the mock-up of the apartment. We realized that this is 
not ideal as in a real home the robot would encounter obstacles in its path around the 
home, but it was an appropriate experiment to undertake at such an early stage of 
development.  

We have not as yet undertaken field studies, the reason for this is that in order to 
place the robot in people’s apartments it was necessary to add a sophisticated naviga-
tion module to the robot and replace the dummy sensors in our robot with real sen-
sors. Also we needed to develop a configuration interface for the robot. With this 
interface it is possible to name the robot and define custom speech commands, thus 
making it easier for us to place the robot in the more realistic environment of a par-
ticipant’s home. We have now completed these tasks and our next step is to recruit-
ment some households for the next stage of our study.  

6   Conclusion 

We were, of course, wary of whether or not the robot we were proposing would be 
adopted by users. Is adoption more unlikely with certain groups? The elderly have 
been found to adopt new innovations when the technology met their needs and the 
benefits to using it were effectively communicated [9]. Therefore, it could be con-
cluded that there is no reason to believe that a multimodal robot would be unaccept-
able to this user group. Further, our home studies demonstrated to us that the elderly 
were quite capable of coming up with new and interesting ways in which their homes 
could be monitored, without the need to install permanent cameras and sensors, 
which could be seen as obtrusive and not in harmony with the aesthetics of the home. 
Such utilitarian devices could in fact intrude in a negative way into the home space.  

We discussed in this paper the importance of privacy in the home and how this 
may affect, on the one hand, the user and, on the other, their use and interaction with 
an artifact. We also introduced the concept of ‘fun’ in this environment, in that we do 
not need to always design solutions which are work based or utilitarian, but can think 
of using devices which have been developed for fun and amusement and put them to 
a more utilitarian use. We also explained how we built a nontrivial multimodal inter-
face using standardized components. There are and will be many different types of 
mobile support devices, therefore, it is crucial that the community that these artifacts 
are built for should be designing and contributing to the discussion of what assitive 
technologies there should be in the home. Our study found that including ideas from 
participants in the design led to more fun and unusual suggestions being included in 
the discussion of how to support people in their homes. 

Acknowledgments. This paper is dedicated in loving memory of Janette M Archi-
bald one of the participants of the home studies. 
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Abstract. In this paper we report on ongoing experiments with an advanced 
multimodal system for applications in architectural design. The system supports 
uninformed users in entering the relevant data about a bathroom that must be re-
furnished, and is tested with 28 subjects. First, we describe the IST project 
COMIC, which is the context of the research. We explain how the work in 
COMIC goes beyond previous research in multimodal interaction for eWork 
and eCommerce applications that combine speech and pen input with speech 
and graphics output: in design applications one cannot assume that uninformed 
users know what they must do to satisfy the system’s expectations. Conse-
quently, substantial system guidance is necessary, which in its turn creates the 
need to design a system architecture and an interaction strategy that allow the 
system to control and guide the interaction. The results of the user tests show 
that the appreciation of the system is mainly determined by the accuracy of the 
pen and speech input recognisers. In addition, the turn taking protocol needs to 
be improved.  

1   Introduction 

Research in multimodal interaction tends to divide into two categories that have little 
in common. One field focuses on applications where users interact with some kind of 
map, or complete some kind of form using a combination of speech and pen for input. 
More often than not, the pen can only be used as a pointing device. For entering al-
phanumeric input with the pen, a soft keyboard must be used, or the user must write 
isolated characters in a dedicated field on the screen. Examples of projects in this 
category are SmartKom [1] and MUST [2]. The other category addresses virtual real-
ity applications, where the user can move around freely, while the system interprets 
all speech and gestures that are relevant for the completion of a specific task [3]. In 
the ongoing IST project COMIC1 [4] we intend to narrow the gap between the two 
categories, by extending the input and output capabilities of an application in the first 
category.  At the output side the COMIC system features a talking head, displaying 
naturalistic turn taking behaviour, expressed by means of speech prosody, eye contact 
and gaze. At the input side the COMIC system supports pen input processing, in addi-
tion to automatic speech recognition.  

Projects in multimodal interaction differ in yet another aspect. Many projects aim 
at a fundamental investigation of how several input and output modalities can be 
combined in human-system interaction. Here, the focus is on experiments with proce-

                                                           
1  http://www.hcrc.ed.ac.uk/comic/ 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the bathroom 
design application. The tablet is used 
for pen input to enter size and dimen-
sion of the bathroom. 

dures to interpret multimodal input, and methods for rendering information in parallel 
output channels. Another category of projects aims at developing operational multi-
modal services, often in digital telecommunication networks, but also desktop appli-
cations for non-expert users. Projects in this category focus – by necessity – on devel-
oping interfaces that can be implemented and maintained cost-effectively, yet are easy 
to use for a broad range of customers. It is well known that there is a large difference 
between customers who pay for using a service and subjects who are paid for partici-
pating in experiments. Perhaps it is less well appreciated that the difference between 
computer scientists who have developed their own multimodal interfaces and unin-
formed users (be they subjects or customers) is at least as large.  

In COMIC, we move one step beyond the conventional map and form filling appli-
cations, by addressing an architectural design task, instantiated in the form of bath-
room design. In this paper we first introduce the COMIC project in more detail. In 
section 3 we explain the fundamental problems that must be solved to enable natural 
human-system interaction in architectural design. Section 4 describes the system that 
we built for entering a blueprint of a bathroom, and section 5 reports on an experi-
ment in which uninformed subjects tried to use the system. Section 6 completes the 
paper with conclusions and recommendations.  

2   The COMIC Project 

COMIC [4] is an FP5 project in Key Action 2, in the area of Long Term, High Risk 
Research. COMIC combines software and system development with experiments in 
human-human and human-computer interaction in language-centric multimodal envi-
ronments. The experiments are based on a scenario that can be controlled experimen-
tally, but that at the same time is relevant for eCommerce and eWork applications.  
The bathroom design application has speech and pen input recognition at the input 
side (cf. Fig. 1). In addition, users can point at objects on the screen, such as bathtubs, 
basins, faucets, etc., and ask the system to shown alternative designs. The system can 
explain advantages and disadvantages of specific 
designs. In doing so, it takes into account a 
dynamically evolving model of the preferences, 
likes and dislikes of the user. In addition to the 
tablet screen, where designs and drawings can be 
shown, the system features a second screen that 
displays a highly realistic talking head. To en-
hance the naturalness of the interaction this 
‘avatar’ is able to express the moods and 
attitudes that a customer expects from an expert 
sales consultant (but the automatic system will 
always stay polite and will never show irri-
tation). A schematic image of the layout of the 
application during the phase when the shape and 
dimensions of the room is being entered is 
shown in Fig. 1. The avatar guides the user 
through the application by explaining what it is 
expecting and by asking questions if the input is 
ambiguous. The user can simultaneously draw or 
write and speak.  
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The interaction starts with the user entering the blue print of the room, including 
the position of the door(s) and windows, the opening direction of the door and the 
height and width of the windows, since these determine feasible layouts of sanitary 
ware and additional bathroom furniture. After the ground plan of the room is entered, 
it can be decorated with tiles and sanitary equipment. Subsequently, the user can 
move through a 3D image of the design, and discuss possible changes. However, the 
present paper only addresses the process of entering the shape and size of the room.  

3   Issues in Multimodal Interaction in Design Applications 

In order to get an impression of how naive subjects go about entering the shape and 
dimensions of a room into a computer system with human-like capabilities, we con-
ducted an experiment in which we asked several people to perform the task. They 
were told that they could draw, write and speak freely. The experimenter provided 
backchannel feedback to encourage the subjects to speak as if they were addressing a 
person, and asked clarification questions if he did not understand the information. In 
addition, the experimenter prompted the subjects to provide all the information that 
they were instructed to give. Figure 2 shows a representative example of the resulting 
pen input [see also 5]. The problems that the experimenter experienced in interpreting 
the sketches and the verbal explanations given by the subjects are very similar to the 
issues addressed in [11], where it is shown that there is no fixed and predictable rela-
tion between sketches and speech: in some cases verbal expressions can only be inter-
preted with the support of a sketch, while in other cases sketches can only be inter-
preted with the help of verbal explanations.  

From Fig. 2 it is clear that unconstrained pen and speech input pose recognition 
problems that are insurmountable with existing technology. In addition, it appeared 
that all subjects needed substantial guidance and help from the experimenter to com-
plete the task of specifying a complete bathroom. Virtually all subjects needed help in 
devising ways for expressing the opening direction of a door and the height of a win-
dow and a window sill. In Fig. 2 it can be seen that this subject tried to solve the latter 
problem by drawing a side view of the wall containing the windows. To avoid insur-
mountable problems for subjects trying to interact with an automatic system, we de-
cided to design a much more structured interaction strategy. To simplify the task for 
on-line pen and speech input recognition as much as possible, we opted for a system 
driven interaction style, in which the system prompts the user to enter individual in-
formation elements, such as the position and the length of the walls, the position and 
opening direction of the doors, and the position, height and widths of the windows. 

4   The COMIC System for Entering Blueprints 

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the system that we built for conducting a Human 
Factors experiment to investigate whether uninformed subjects are able to enter the 
blueprint of a bathroom using pen and speech as input channels. The system is built 
using the MultiPlatform environment for implementing multimodal applications that 
was developed in the Verbmobil and SmartKom projects [6] and that is now publicly 
available2. The present implementation of the system is a simplified version of the 

                                                           
2  http://sourceforge.net/projects/multiplatform/ 
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eventual COMIC system in that it does not yet include the Dialogue and Action Man-
agement (DAM), Fission and Output modules that are described in [4]. The task of 
the DAM is taken over by a Wizard, who essentially decides whether or not a user 
input can be interpreted, and triggers the appropriate system response. System outputs 
consist of spoken prompts requesting the user to enter an information element and 
feedback about the interpretation of the user input in the form of graphical output on 
the Wacom Cintiq LCD Tablet. The recognition of walls, doors and windows is ech-
oed by ‘beautifying’ the user’s pen input: it is overlaid by straight lines for the walls, 
and standardised graphics for doors and windows. Lengths and measures are echoed 
as printed characters on the tablet. Users can erase wrongly recognized input by 
means of spoken utterances (“No, I meant three meters and thirty centimetres”), or by 
erasing the system output with the upper end of the pen (that doubles as an eraser).  

 

 

Speech recognition is implemented with the HTK toolkit, adapted for interactive 
usage [7]. Context dependent phone models were trained using the German Speech-
Dat database [8]. The language model was inferred from recordings in pilot experi-
ments, and extended with the intuitions of the experimenters about plausible types of 
expressions. Pen input recognition is implemented with algorithms developed in the 

Fig. 2. Example of pen input of 
the blueprint of a bathroom. 

Fig. 3. Schematic 
representation of the 
system for entering 
ground floor plans. 
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NICI. Fusion is implemented on the basis of the procedures and software developed at 
DFKI in the framework of the SmartKom project. The Dialog Management protocol 
followed by the wizard is presently being automated, taking due account of the ex-
perience gained in the Human factors experiments reported in this paper. The data 
recorded in this experiment were processed using a tool developed in the NICI [9].  

The first fully operational version of the system depicted in Fig. 3 did not imple-
ment a strict definition of ‘turn’ and turn taking, allowing for fully asynchronous, full-
duplex interactions. This asynchrony caused severe misunderstandings between sub-
jects and wizard, and the lack of a mutually agreed communication protocol caused 
the partners to run out-of-sync. Therefore, we were obliged to define a strict turn 
taking protocol that boils down to half duplex communication in which speech and 
pen input were confined to a fixed time window following the end of a system 
prompt. The moment when the subject could start writing and speaking was indicated 
by a green square that appeared in the left upper corner of the tablet. At the end-of-
turn that square turned red, after which input would not be processed.  

5   Experiment and Results 

We have conducted a large scale experiment in which 28 subjects (8 male, 20 female) 
aged between 20 and 37 (median 23) have used the system to enter ground floor plans 
of three bathrooms. All subjects had a university level education, but no computer 
science background; more importantly, none of the subjects was familiar with the 
research project. However, most reported to have substantial computer experience, 
but very little experience using speech recognition systems and even less using pen 
tablets. At the start of the experiment subjects were given a short explanation of what 
was going to happen. Next, they were requested to specify three bathrooms, their 
own, that in their parents’ house, and a third one of their choice. During this phase 
they could freely speak and draw and become acquainted with writing on the tablet 
and using the head mounted microphone. The experimenter would ensure that all data 
were given (including doors and windows) and suggest ways for expressing specific 
information elements when needed. Hardcopies of the ground plans were then made 
and given to the subject to serve as a mnemonic during the next part, in which they 
had to copy the information into the ‘automatic’ system, one room at a time. Before 
starting with the first room subjects saw a short instruction video that explained how 
the system would show what it had recognised, and how they could correct recogni-
tion errors. After completing the third room subjects were asked to fill out a question-
naire comprising 26 Likert scales; a score of 1 corresponded with ‘I disagree com-
pletely’, whereas a score of 5 meant ‘I fully agree’. Below we present the results of 
the analysis of the objective interaction data that were logged during the experiments, 
the subjective scores on the Likert scales, and interesting correlations between the 
objective and subjective measures.  

From the scores on the Likert scales it appears that subjects had no difficulty un-
derstanding the task: mean score is 4.09.  It was less clear what to do while using the 
system (3.43), although the prompts were clear (4.36), and it was easy to understand 
the way in which the system showed its recognition result (4.14). In general, subjects 
knew what to do to correct recognition errors (3.59). Despite the fact that they did 
understand the task, subjects said that they found it rather difficult to use the system 
(2.68) and that it was not very efficient (2.59). As a consequence, they said that they 
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needed to concentrate hard (3.82), and that it took long to enter all information (3.91). 
Also, they did not find themselves in control (2.18), the system was not seen as very 
reliable (2.14), and it definitely needs improvement (4.18). Several subjects found it 
difficult to wait for the green square to appear on the tablet, and to react within the 
time window. Also, subjects did not always understand how they had to correct rec-
ognition errors in numbers and dimensions. If subjects said or wrote the equivalent of 
3.25 m, and the system recognised 2.25 m (i.e., substituting the ‘3’ in the number by a 
‘2’), they could only erase the complete string (both the number and the dimension) 
and they had to re-enter both. Quite a number of subjects wanted to erase or to re-
enter only the digit that was misrecognised. Although on average subjects disagreed 
with the statement that the system was too fast (mean score 2.64), we observed that a 
substantial proportion of the input utterances were truncated because they exceeded 
the maximum allotted time window. With respect to the input modalities subjects 
reported that they found the pen easy to use (3.55); the use of the eraser was even 
simpler (4.27). The combination of pen and speech was easy (3.5), the naturalness of 
the interaction was assessed as almost neutral (3.09). Only a small proportion of user 
utterances contained simultaneous and related pen and speech input. However, as is 
apparent from the Likert scales, subjects appreciated the possibility to choose between 
pen and speech (4.05).  

Although the performance of the pen recogniser was substantially higher than that 
of ASR, subjects tended to first try and speak the answer to prompts about sizes and 
dimensions. Only after repeated misrecognitions they switched to writing. However, 
subjects for whom ASR performed worst changed their behaviour during the course 
of the experiment: especially while entering the third room they tended to avoid 
speech and used the pen exclusively. Natural Language Processing and Fusion could 
do little to improve recognition accuracy, since subjects hardly ever combined pen 
and speech to enter size and dimension.  

While the major cause of the ASR errors is mostly related to robustness of ASR 
against out-of-grammar utterances, most of the errors in handwriting recognition can 
be traced back to the fact that many subjects used a comma as the ‘decimal point’, 
whereas the recogniser was trained with a bias towards the Anglo-Saxon use of the 
full stop for that purpose. The mediocre recognition performance is the major expla-
nation of the finding that the subjects were not very happy with the system. Objective 
data about recognition performance explain more than 50% of the variance in the 
(negative) scores on the Likert scales. However, several subjects said that the system 
would have been easy to use if the recognition performance had been better. 

6   Conclusions and Recommendations 

The positive scores on the Likert scales addressing the transparency of the task show 
that the overall design of our system is sound from a Human Factors point of view. 
However, it is also evident that substantial technical development and improvement is 
needed before uninformed subjects are able to use the system in an easy and transpar-
ent manner. Both input recognisers must be improved substantially, to enable them to 
handle the behavior of subjects who are task oriented, instead of focusing on human-
system interaction per se. In addition, we have found that – although the system 
driven interaction strategy did not frustrate our subjects – the turn taking protocol 
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needs to be improved. Subjects’ inputs should not be constrained to fixed duration 
time windows, the start of which is determined by the end of the system prompt.  

Our data confirm previous results that show that subjects tend to stick to a given 
input mode, despite the fact that this may not be the most effective one [10]. More-
over, our results suggest that the subjects’ preferred mode is heavily influenced by the 
mode used by the system to address its user: in our design all system prompts are 
spoken, eliciting spoken replies whenever that is feasible.  

Multimodal interaction combining pen and speech input in a system driven interac-
tion can support non-experts in performing a complex task that would be very diffi-
cult to perform without substantial guidance of the system. Yet, the turn taking para-
digm should be made more flexible than was the case in our system. Most import-
antly, the accuracy of the input recognisers needs to be improved. It is important to 
investigate methods for error correction that allow subjects to repair only those parts 
of a complex expression that were recognised incorrectly, without having to re-enter 
the parts that were correctly recognised in the first place.  
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Abstract. Technical, scientific or even simple documents presented online that 
involve mathematical expressions, issue a big problem with accessibility re-
garding visually impaired persons. One possible solution is to parse and inter-
pret the mathematical contents and convert them into an audio format. This is a 
complex and multidisciplinary problem, which AudioMath [1], a work in pro-
gress at LPF-ESI [2], studies and aims to contribute to solve. AudioMath pro-
vides conversions from mathematical expressions in W3C’s MathML [3][4] 
format into plain text, something that a capable text-to-speech (TTS) engine 
would “understand” and read-out. This paper reviews the state of the art in pub-
lishing mathematical documents in the Internet, and introduces the AudioMath 
prototype and its working mechanisms, as an accessibility tool for use together 
with a TTS engine or to use as a standalone application, with great advantages 
for visual impaired persons. The main scientific and technical challenges, spe-
cifically at the levels of interpretation of the content of the MathML coded ex-
pressions and conversion into spoken form, are considered and the current 
status of the work is described.  
 

Keywords: Accessibility, Audio Rendering of Mathematical Expressions, 
Text-to-Speech, MathML, Conversion of mathematical formulae into text. 

1   Publishing Scientific Documents with Mathematics  
in the Internet 

“How hard can it be to communicate about math on the Internet? The truth is, it’s a 
fairly difficult task. [5]”. The publication of scientific documents containing mathe-
matical formulae is extremely demanding. The appearance of the TeX [6] system 
developed by Donald Knuth solved the majority of problems with printed documents. 
Then WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editors, and subsequently mark-up 
languages, for Internet appeared, such as HTML (Hypertext Mark-up Language). 
However, HTML per se doesn’t allow the use of a mathematical description language 
directly into the document. So being, alternatives were developed, as described in the 
following. 

1.1   Images Containing Mathematical Contents 

This is the approach used by software like LaTeX2HTML [7] and TeX4ht [8]. The 
process consists in converting TeX or LaTeX documents to HTML, where the 
mathematical contents are converted into GIF objects. There are two main disadvan-
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tages in this process: the low resolution of images and the creation of an accessibility 
problem, once these images will have to contain a text description (ALT) [9] that 
allows the mathematical expression to be read-out, otherwise the only possibility is to 
interpret the image contents. The main advantage is that the user doesn’t need to in-
stall any special plug-in because the browser can present the information easily. 

1.2   Alternative Formats, Such as: PDF, TeX, Postscript, Word or RTF 

Most of the times, documents containing mathematical expressions are saved in for-
mats such as: PDF (Portable Document Format), TeX, Postscript, Microsoft Word or 
RTF (Rich Text Format), and placed as links in online documents. The visualization 
of those documents is only possible if the browser provides plug-ins for each type of 
format, or if the user edits the document after downloading it. There are two main 
disadvantages in the use of these alternative formats: the need to have a plug-in in-
stalled, and the lack of accessibility in reading those documents, once they open in-
side the browser. However some efforts have been made to provide more accessibility 
features; this is the case of Adobe PDF [10]. The main advantage of this approach 
resides in the fact that these formats are widely spread and most users or browsers 
support them for visual rendering. 

1.3   Applets to Create Graphical Representations of Mathematical Contents 

This approach is used by WebEQ [11], which consists in an applet server that receives 
a mark-up language defining a mathematical expression. Currently, WebEQ under-
stands WebTeX (mark-up language that can be included in a HTML document). This 
approach has the same disadvantages and advantages than the use of images to repre-
sent mathematical content. However, the applet download makes the rendering a little 
slower. 

1.4   Plug-Ins to Create Visual Rendering of Mathematical Contents 

The use of plug-ins is identical to the use of Java applets; however, using a plug-in 
requires that the user has already installed it in the browser, since the application runs 
at the client instead of at the server. TechExplorer [12] from IBM and MathPlayer 
[13] from Design Science are examples belonging to this approach. Both applications 
have some support to W3C’s MathML language. 

1.5   HTML and Symbol Fonts 

This approach supplies the simplest documents; however, it compromises the aes-
thetic form of the document. Translator TtH [14] (TeX to HTML) is an example. It 
uses special HTML supported fonts and symbols to represent mathematical glyphs, 
and HTML mark-up to structure the mathematical expression representation. The 
main advantages are simplicity and swiftness of download. The downsides are the 
accessibility limitations introduced, since the mathematical expression is geometri-
cally structured using tables [9]. 
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1.6   Use of XHTML and CSS 

This is a relatively recent approach to render mathematical expressions online. The 
main disadvantages are: the rather complex learning of the mark-up languages, and 
the fact that not all the browsers support XHTML [15] and CSS (Cascading Style 
Sheets) [16]. As a main disadvantage, the range of mathematical expressions capable 
to be expressed in XHTML and CSS is limited. The main advantages are: simplicity 
(once you know the mark-up), swiftness in rendering and the fact that the user doesn’t 
need any additional plug-in in the browser. 

1.7   Mark-Up Languages Such as: MINSE, MathML, SVG and Others 

Currently there are several mark-up languages that allow the publication of scientific 
documents in the internet; however the majority are still in a development phase. 
Some examples of mark-up languages that can be used to publish mathematical con-
tents in the Internet are: MINSE [17], MathML, SVG [18], WebTeX, TeX and Hy-
perLaTeX [19]. The future of the publication of scientific and technical documents 
resides in these mark-up languages, specially, in MathML. However there’s still a 
long way to go, once not all the browsers support them. 

1.8   Creating the Documents 

Several authoring software packages allow a relatively easy composition and edition 
of mathematical expressions for inclusion in web documents: 

• MathType, from DesignScience, an evolution of Microsoft Equation Editor, pro-
duces documents in HTML+GIF or HTML+MathML formats. The MathPlayer 
plug-in is required for visualization. The code produced is MathML Presentation 
Markup [4]. 

• WebEQ also from DesignScience is composed of two packages, WebEQ Editor 
and WebEQ Publisher. They produce documents in the formats HTML+GIF, 
HTML+Java Applet or HTML+MathML. This code is either MathML Presenta-
tion Markup or MathML Content Markup [4]. 

• Mathematica and Publicon, from Wolfram Research, produce documents in the 
formats XHTML+MathML, XML (NotebookML), XML (NotebookML+ 
MathML), TeX, HTML or TechExplorer. The resulting code is MathML Content 
Markup. 

• Scientific Word, from Mackichan Software, produces documents in the formats 
HTML+MathML and LaTeX. The output code is MathML Presentation Markup. 

• Amaya, from W3C is a free browser with built-in editor producing documents in 
the formats HTML, XHTML, XML, Text, MathML, CSS and SVG. The output 
code is MathML Presentation Markup. 

• EZMath from David Ragget, is a free mathematical expressions editor with a spe-
cial notation and browser plug-in. Output code blocks can be embedded in HTML 
and XHTML documents. The code is MathML Content Markup. 

• For TeX or LaTeX users there are tools like: 
− Itex2mml that converts ITeX coded formulas into XHTML+MathML and the 

output code is MathML Presentation Markup. 
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− TeX2MML, an online converter from LaTeX to MathML Presentation Markup. 
− TeX4ht that converts LaTeX and TeX into HTML. By default produces GIF 

images for formulas, but can also produce HTML+MathML in the MathML 
Presentation Markup. 

− TtM converts LaTeX or TeX documents in HTML+MathML and the code is 
MathML Presentation Markup. 

− LaTeX2HTML converts LaTeX into HTML. 

As can be seen the MathML Presentation Markup dominates relatively to the 
MathML Content Markup, amongst authoring software. 

2   The AudioMath Project 

2.1   Introduction 

The AudioMath Project is an initiative of the Laboratory of Speech Processing, Elec-
tro Acoustics, Signals and Instrumentation. The main aim of this project is to produce 
a tool, either standalone or for integration in a TSS engine, that does the parsing, 
interpretation and conversion into European Portuguese (EP) plaintext form, of text or 
mark-up elements (MathML) not directly “understandable” by a regular TTS engine. 
This tool, under development, is called AudioMath and is, as far as we know, the 
first published application in the world that speaks mathematical expressions in the 
MathML Presentation Mark-up format in European Portuguese. 

In its current form AudioMath is an ActiveX dynamic link library (DLL) that can 
be used by any program through internal calls. It has been developed in Perl and Mi-
crosoft Windows 9x/ME/2K/XP. The tests and refinement were made with help of a 
specifically developed console (see in figure 1 a screenshot of the program GUI). 
Text or text files can be retrieved or an Internet web page be opened for reading, and 
be subsequently processed, converted and read through the selected TTS engine. 

 

Fig. 1. Screen shot from AudioMath Test and Development Application. 
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AudioMath can be used mainly for: 

• Reading of technical and scientific documents online in an accessible way, with 
particular benefit for vision impaired persons. 

• Teaching or learning how to read mathematical formulae [20]. 
• Enhancing general accessibility to computer-based applications, when applied to a 

TTS engine. 

2.2   MathML – Mathematical Mark-Up Language 

MathML is an XML application for the publication of mathematical contents over the 
Internet. This mark-up language has a simple and concise syntax that codes either the 
notation (MathML Presentation Mark-up) or the meaning (MathML Content Mark-
up) of a mathematical expression. The AudioMath Project has chosen MathML for 
the following reasons: 

• The mark-up language was developed by W3C and will eventually become an ISO 
standard. 

• A rapidly growing use by several relevant organizations associated with the teach-
ing and learning of mathematical contents, such as the American Mathematical 
Society [21] and The OpenMath Group [22], as well as the involvement of soft-
ware houses like Design Science, HP, IBM, Microsoft and Wolfram Research. 

• Emergence of editors and applications that create and manipulate MathML docu-
ments. 

• Existence of conversion tools for the main publishing formats. 
• The fact that it is a mark-up language allows its parsing, interpretation and conver-

sion to other formats, and consequently a higher accessibility, portability and plat-
form independence.  

2.3   MathML Presentation Mark-Up vs. MathML Content Markup 

The representation of mathematical formulae and other mathematical contents is per-
ceived by two distinct aspects: the visual structure or notation of the mathematical 
expression, and the concept or meaning that it conveys [23]. For example: the same 

concept of “division of a by b” can have the different notations: ba / , a÷b, 
b
a

 or 

1−ab . The mapping from notation into concept can be ambiguous as well, for in-

stance, the notation 3
2A  can have the meanings: “square of A2” or “permutations of 3 

elements 2 at a time”.  
The two sets of MathML mark-up address separately both modalities:  

• MathML Presentation Mark-up: 
o Aimed to the visual presentation of a mathematical expression 
o Doesn’t differentiate the meaning of the mathematical expression 
o Not intended to (but possible) audio rendering of mathematics 
o The conversion of Presentation Mark-up into Content Mark-up is not advised.  
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• MathML Content Mark-up: 
o Aimed to represent the meaning of a mathematical expression 
o Used to transfer MathML between applications 
o Doesn’t differentiate the mathematical notation 
o Ideal for audio rendering of mathematical representations 
o Can be converted into Presentation Mark-up 
o Limited only by the mathematical operators and functions it supports. 

Although Content Mark-up is recommended to be used in audio rendering of 
mathematical expressions [24] (once it preserves the meaning of the formulae) it has 
some limitations concerning the list of mathematical operators and functions it sup-
ports presently. The OpenMath Group, for example, offers a lot bigger dictionary. 
Moreover, most current editors are WYSIWYG and code the mathematical contents 
into Presentation Mark-up instead of Content Mark-up. Therefore the online docu-
ments that contain MathML expressions are almost all coded in Presentation Mark-
up. For these reasons, AudioMath selected MathML Presentation Mark-up. However 
this introduces several difficulties to the interpretation of the formulae ambiguities. 
These difficulties can, in principle be overcome by contextual information or “intelli-
gence”. 

2.4   The AudioMath Process 

AudioMath was built in a modular, extensible and configurable architecture, in Perl. 
Therefore, the support for new target languages, the update of dictionaries and of 
algorithms can be done quite easily. Currently only the European Portuguese lan-
guage is supported. 

Text Analysis 
A technical document can contain several elements such as: acronyms, abbreviations, 
numbers and similar expressions and mathematical expressions. Also, it is probably to 
come with special Unicode characters and math glyphs. Therefore the first step is to 
clean up the text, converting Unicode to Latin1 (in this case to support European 
Portuguese characters). Next step is an auto-discovery process that recognizes types 
of elements and makes calls to the modules that convert the element into a full written 
form. For example: if “det.” is detected, it should be converted into “determinant 
(of)”. To speed up the process the document should be divided into blocks of text, 
splitting the MathML Mark-up from the rest of the text. 

Parsing and Interpreting MathML 
The MathML Markup is parsed using the Perl module: XML::Parser [25] which acts 
as a SAX parser type (event-based), supporting Encoding ISO-8859-1 and discarding 
XML Namespaces. 

Since AudioMath uses MathML Presentation Mark-up, a big effort and computa-
tion is needed on the interpretation of the mathematical expression. This is done using 
a process of raising flags each time a starting or ending tag is detected. By knowing 
the history of the mark-up the function or operation under parsing can be guessed and 
therefore information retrieved to understand the structure of the math expression and 
do its conversion. 
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Converting and Speaking Mathematical Contents 
“No standard protocol exists for articulating mathematical expressions as it does for 
articulating the words of an English sentence.” [26]. Except for a few significant 
works [27] [28], currently there is an almost complete lack of studies or research on 
how should a mathematical expression be read. The authors don’t know any work of 
the kind for Portuguese. 

The conversion of the MathML tree to text form is done according to a database of 
rules that was built based on a collection of materials written by experienced profes-
sors. 

Note that the bigger the expression the more complex the interpretation and con-
version process become. The same happens during audio output time. The listener 
will hardly handle a full complex formula. A solution would be to introduce naviga-
tional mechanisms to browse inside the expression. 

The objective of automatically speaking mathematical contents has to deal besides 
the non-trivial issues of text generation and phrasing, with the generation of the pros-
ody to impose over the synthetic speech. 

For example, consider the simple mathematical expression: 22 ba + . This could 
be rendered more or less ambiguously as: 

• Square root of a squared plus b squared, end of radicand. 
• Square root of a taken to power two, plus, b taken to power two, end of radicand. 
• Square root of power base a exponent two, end of power, plus power base b expo-

nent two, end of radicand.  

Which of these forms is more correct, not ambiguous and efficient? Now consider 

the following expressions: 
22 ba + , 22 )( ba + and 22 )( ba + . Taking in account 

the text forms presented before, how should we read these expressions?  
One could do the experience of speaking the texts monotonically to someone that 

is not looking to the expression and ask for a written version after the dictation. If one 
is not careful enough they’ll all sound much a like, and quite ambiguous, so identifi-
cation of the right formula them can easily become very difficult. 

The solution must pass by the adoption of formal ways of text generation that keep 
the right structure information of  the formula.  

How do things happen in speech communication then? Let’s go back to the first 
example of text rendering of the first expression and consider the sample spoken ver-
sion, whose waveform, f0 contour (intonation) and text labelling are depicted in fig-
ure 2, from top to bottom (the picture was obtained with the PRAAT [29] software). 

As can be seen in figure 2, there are two distinct large pauses and a smaller op-
tional pause between “á ao quadrado=a squared” and “mais bê ao quadrado=plus b 
squared”. 

Another immediately apparent aspect in the middle waveform is the existence of 
rising and falling movements of f0 in the speaker’s intonation intended to provide 
classification of the boundaries introduced by the pauses. A rising tone is used when a 
lower hierarchical level is starting (see at the end of  “quadrado de”) and a falling 
tone is used when this level is ended (see at the end of “bê ao quadrado”) while a 
rising tone associated to a down tone are used to classify the smaller separating pause 
between identical elements, so indicating a continuation. Finally the emphatic falling 
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f0 movement at “fim de radicando=end of radicand” signals the end of the expres-
sion. 

The rules already defined in the present development phase of the project are im-
plemented at conversion time by tagging the text with prosodic marks, to command 
the TTS device in order to produce the required pauses and f0 modulations. 

Although this research is being carried out for European Portuguese, the authors 
believe that it can be substantially extrapolated to many other languages. 

3   Conclusions and Trends of Future Work 

Providing mathematical contents on-line, that is, in digital format, allows a greater 
access to information than before. However, problems do exist in reading those con-
tents, in particular for blind persons that don’t have access to graphical representa-
tions. It is known that the difficulties for blind persons rise and accessibility dimin-
ishes with the increase of technical level in documents [30]. More efforts are therefore 
needed in order to provide more means to achieve the full accessibility of technical 
documents in the Internet. AudioMath is, without doubt for the authors, a valuable 
contribution to the increase of accessibility in reading on-line documents with 
mathematical contents. 

However it is a work in progress and plenty still needs to be done, such as:  – com-
plete the support to MathML Presentation Markup and add support to MathML Con-
tent Markup; – develop modules that support HTML, XHTML, XML [31] and SSML 
[32]; – add support for new languages; – continue to develop the study on the prosody 
of reading mathematical formulae; – provide mechanisms for navigating inside more 
complex mathematical formulae. 

 

Fig. 2. “Square root of a square plus b square, end of radicand” in European Portuguese. 
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Abstract. Prediction is one of the most extended techniques to enhance the rate 
of communication for people with motor and speech impairments who use 
Augmentative and Alternative Communication systems. There is an enormous 
diversity of prediction methods and techniques mentioned in the literature. 
Therefore, the designer finds tremendous difficulties in understanding and 
comparing them in order to decide the most convenient technique for a specific 
design. This paper presents a survey on prediction techniques applied to com-
municators with the intention of helping them to understand this field. Predic-
tion applications and related features, such as block size, dictionary structure, 
prediction method, interface, special features, measurement and results, are de-
tailed. Systems found in the literature are studied and described. Finally, a dis-
cussion is carried out on the possible comparison among the different methods. 

1   Introduction 

Over the last few years, several computerised systems have been designed to assist 
people with disabilities for personal communication purposes. Thanks to these sys-
tems, people who cannot speak, obtain alternative means of communication. This is 
the case of a large group of people with speech and motor disabilities provided with 
alternative input systems in order to overcome their limitations. For instance, the 
scanning of a set of options selected by using a single key is a very appropriate 
method for people with poor control of hand movement. For this input system, only a 
residual voluntary controlled movement is required in order to input each character. 
Nevertheless, scanning-based communication devices are extremely slow, and only 
few words per minute can be composed with their use. Several authors have estimated 
this speed up to 10 words per minute1 [4]). This leads to embarrassing situations 
where disabled people cannot participate in normal conversations, and, therefore, 
become socially excluded. 

1.1   Precedents of the Prediction 

Prior to the appearance of communicators, a number of people used to point to a 
board with a matrix of characters in order to communicate. The interlocutor would 

                                                           
1  In a normal conversation some 180-200 words/minute are said, whereas a disabled person 

using a scanning-based input device can only type around 2-10 words/minute. This differ-
ence may cause practical problems for maintaining a conversation and psychological effects 
on the users [2]. 
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look at the character pointed by the user and reconstruct the sentence. Observing this 
process, one can frequently detect, the user did not need to finish the word, as the 
interlocutor was able to predict the remaining letters. To do this, the interlocutor used 
their knowledge about the structure of the language (morphologic and syntactic lev-
els), and about the context of the conversation (semantic level). This prediction ability 
produced a considerable increase in the speed of communication, and a feeling of 
integration in both speakers. Therefore, the challenge for human interface designers is 
whether a computer is able to reproduce this behaviour, proposing sensible predic-
tions based on the available information about the language and context. 

1.2   Users of Prediction Methods 

As previously mentioned, predictors are included in communication aids and try to 
increase the user’s rate of communication. Therefore, these predictors benefit people 
with severe motor and oral disabilities such as cerebral palsy, hemiplexia, etc., under 
the condition they are able to use them. According to [43], users of prediction systems 
require a certain phonetic spelling ability. They also need to be able to distinguish 
words which look similar in prediction lists and they must also be able to flexibly 
shift their attention back and forth between the input device and the prediction lists. 
Even if prediction methods have been firstly studied to be applied in order to solve the 
needs of people with disabilities, anybody can benefit from prediction techniques if 
they are adequately integrated into the interface. See, for instance, the Reactive Key-
board [15, 28]. 

1.3   Diversity of Prediction Methods 

Several research teams have reported diverse works on prediction over the last few 
years. A number of systems developed are commercially available, whereas others 
have only reached the prototype phase. Different algorithms, dictionary organisations 
and interfaces have been designed. They are based on diverse features of language 
and the number of offered options; the selection method is also very varied. Their 
performance can hardly be compared as the measurements offered by authors are 
based on heterogeneous parameters, not always clearly described. Even if all these 
differences make the comparison difficult, we have found surveying known prediction 
methods useful to obtain an idea on the state of the art in this area. We are aware of 
the fact that some of the interesting systems commercially available are not included. 
Several authors, such as [27, 31], have compared commercial products. This survey is 
limited to those methods that have been sufficiently described in technical papers we 
have found. 

2   Analysis of Prediction Systems 

Focusing on the assistive communication field, a predictor is a system which tries to 
anticipate the next block of characters (letters, syllables, words, sentences, etc.) the 
user wants to express. In general, the prediction is based on the previously produced 
blocks. The main aims of a predictor are to reduce the effort and message-elaboration 
time. In order to reduce the effort, it tries to decrease the number of keystrokes needed 
to compose a message. To decrease the needed time, the predictor offers blocks with 
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more characters than the block the user can normally select from (the system predicts 
the user wants to say/write). 

There are two main concepts to bear in mind when analysing communication sys-
tems, articulacy and fluency [30]. Articulacy means there is always at least one option 
that can be selected among all the offered proposals. That is to say, the option the user 
wants to write is always among those offered by the system. The fluency, also called 
the communication rate, is the number of characters produced by a time unit. 

Articulacy and fluency are opposite concepts, as the increase of one usually causes 
a decrease in the other. A system that only offers the alphabet to the user is an exam-
ple of a very articulate but fluently poor system. When using this system, a choice can 
be always selected; however, the communication rate is slow. A very fluent but not 
very articulate system is the one that offers several common words or sentences. If 
one of the options is selected, the communication rate is greater than having to com-
pose words letter by letter. Nevertheless, it is also possible that the required option 
may not appear. 

The aim of a communication-aid device is to maximise and balance both articulacy 
and fluency. When trying to obtain a high level of articulacy, all the possible charac-
ters are offered. In the case of fluency, in addition to the alphabet characters, various 
options longer than one character should be proposed. If these options are frequently 
selected, the fluency increases while articulacy remains of a high standard as, at least, 
one of the shown options may be selected each time. 

Diverse criteria can be used to measure the quality of a predictor. A predictor can 
be considered adequate if it has a high hit ratio. In order to obtain a better hit ratio, 
designers can increase the number of options, consequently increasing the time re-
quired to select an option. This happens as the user is required to read all the options 
in order to decide if one is valid. A good design requires a balance between the hit 
ratio and the required selection time. 

In the next sections, a number of important factors related to prediction systems are 
described. These factors are: block size, dictionary structure, prediction method, in-
fluence of the interface, special features, prediction measurement and prediction re-
sults. 

2.1   Block Size 

The choice of the predictable blocks is a very important factor as the keystroke rate 
and time saving depends on the size of the anticipated block. Therefore, the possible 
savings are a function of the block size and the hit rate of the predictor [26]. In this 
paper we will only consider blocks composed of alphabetic characters (other symbols 
and pictograms are not taken into account).  

For pure texts, the minimum block size is a character. Each character has a differ-
ent frequency of appearance. A first prediction method may propose all the letters 
sorted by frequency, without taking the preceding composed text (that is, with zero 
memory) into account. In this way, the proposals are always the same, independent to 
the previous characters. It is evident this method does not produce any keystroke 
savings as it requires the same number of keystrokes to accept the proposals and to 
write these characters, in the case of success. Nevertheless, the information of the 
character frequencies is useful in the scan-based interfaces to minimise the average 
time access [40, 53]. Hence, the options are distributed depending on their frequencies 
for a speedier access to the most frequent ones. 
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Predicting just one character produces very poor results; therefore, higher blocks 
must be treated. To make the use of the statistic information possible, which can be 
given by knowing the precedent text, n-grams (that is, blocks of n characters) are 
used. If the frequencies of the n-grams are stored, depending on the (n-1) precedent 
characters, the following may then be tried to be guessed [15, 28, 40].  A number of 
strings can be predicted, taking less than the (n-1) precedent characters into account. 
Depending on the number n, both the hit rate and the keystroke savings may be very 
high. The information related to n-grams is used to display dynamic scanning ma-
trixes where, depending on the last selected characters, the most probable are placed 
near to the top-left place in the matrix. Lesher carried out a study related to this type 
of prediction and compared it with a word prediction method presented later in this 
paper [40]. 

Traditionally, the maximum length of the n-grams has been four (tetra-grams), 
mainly due to computational and storage limitations [40]. However, with reference to 
Shannon's studies, it has been estimated that adequate predictions only require the 
knowledge of few characters and there are no significant improvements in the 
achieved results when knowing more than eight previous characters [48]. 

A special case is k-grams, which are n-grams whose first character is the start of a 
word.  N-grams are independent to their position within a word whereas k-grams take 
advantage of the positioning [40]. 

Syllables and morphemes have interesting linguistic properties that are very pre-
dictable. However, they produce low keystrokes savings. In this line of approach, the 
word is considered as a very adequate block due to its linguistic properties and aver-
age length. The idea is to guess the word the user is trying to write by taking the first 
character(s), already written, into account in order to obtain optimum keystroke sav-
ings and hit rate. 

Another option is to try more than one word. Taking the last composed words(s) 
into account, the system then tries to anticipate the following words. In case of guess-
ing correctly, the keystroke and time savings would be very high; however, the hit 
rate for more than one word is very low as the frequencies of sets of words are not 
very relevant except in a few common sentences, as in filler remarks, greetings and 
farewells [4, 21]. 

Among all the possible blocks, the word usually selected is due to its optimum re-
lationship between the hit rate and the keystroke savings. Furthermore, the addition of 
morphologic, syntactic and/or semantic information may enhance the hit rate and the 
keystroke savings. Therefore, the word is the most used predictive block [10, 13, 17, 
22, 31, 32, 33, 36, 49, 51, 55]. Nevertheless, there are studies that work with n-grams 
[28, 40] and morphemes [7, 23, 35]. 

2.2   Dictionary Structure 

The character and n-grams predictors only need a table to store the blocks and their 
frequencies. Nevertheless, word prediction systems store the information they require 
in dictionaries or lexicons (that is, each word and all its related information) [24]. 
Predictors, which treat units longer than one word, have larger storage requirements. 
With each sentence, they may have to store information relative to the context, block 
type, frequency, type of conversation, etc. [4, 21]. 

To select the lexicon structure, the following factors must be taken into account 
[49]: Speed of operation (either access or modification), Facility of modification, 
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Price of storage, Storage simplicity and backup charge/discharge. The possibility of 
compressing files must also be taken into account. 
Adaptability of the dictionary. It is usual to consider that initially the lexicon is 
common to the entire user population (that is to say, the lexicon is general and imper-
sonal). This lexicon may be fixed or adaptable. In the last case, al least the original 
frequencies are being modified with the use of the system (the lexicon is personalised) 
[19, 33, 49]. The personalisation of the dictionaries creates a few problems related to 
their size and to management. A complete study related to this feature may be found 
in [24, 26]. 
Dictionary organisation. Another factor is the method by which the lexicon is organ-
ised [49]. This may be a linear list where items (that is, words and their related infor-
mation) are stored sequentially. The order where items are stored may be ascendant or 
descendant, alphabetically (taking the words into account) or by frequencies [24]. 
This organisation is very simple: it is easy to carry out searches and modifications. 
However, the main disadvantage is that it is very slow: the accesses are mainly se-
quential, therefore, in highly sized lexicons, obtaining access to the last items requires 
a long time.  

In contrast to the linear list organisation, a number of lexicons have a tree structure. 
In these dictionaries, the searches are faster; however, the structure and the manage-
ment of the lexicon are more complicated. Moreover, in cases where adding a new 
element may cause changes in the entire lexicon structure. 
Number of dictionaries. The number of dictionaries is another important factor. It is 
possible to have only one lexicon that stores all the items or to have diverse lexicons 
to distribute all the items. The first option may have a higher accessing time associ-
ated but a simpler management. The second option may have a faster access associ-
ated but complicating the management due to the number of dictionaries to be treated. 
In this way, the management of the small lexicons may be especially complex and the 
treatment of all the items may then become slower than in the case of having only one 
lexicon. 

2.3   Prediction Method 

Diverse strategies may be used to make predictions. This section focuses on word 
prediction methods. Nevertheless, these methods may also be applied, with subtle 
variations, to the case of the morphemes. 
Prediction using frequencies. The simplest predictors take the words and their fre-
quencies2 into account [19, 30, 33, 49, 52]. When the user has written the beginning 
of a word, the system offers the n most probable words beginning with the same char-
acter(s). The user may then accept one of the proposals or may continue writing the 
word (if the desired word is not among the options given by the system). The system 
may automatically adapt to the user lexicon by simply updating the frequencies of the 
used words. If a new word is added to the system, an initial frequency is assigned. 
                                                           
2  Standard frequencies from dictionaries are usually taken. If it is possible, it is much better to 

use the actual frequencies of the words used by each user. Additionally, there are studies re-
lated to the frequencies of the words for different populations: For instance, [8] gives a list of 
the most probable English words used by people with disabilities. 
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In order to enhance the results of this approach, it is possible to take the last time a 
word was used into account, that is, the recency of use. In this case, the system offers 
the words most recently used, selected among the most probable words that begin 
with the character(s) written by the user. A recency field is stored in the dictionary 
with each word along with its frequency. Although the results obtained with this 
method are better than the previous ones [49], they require more information and an 
increased computational complexity. 

Prediction using word probability tables. Another possibility is to consider the 
probability of each word to appear after the one previously composed. A two dimen-
sional table where the probability of the word Wj after the word Wi is built. If there-

fore, the system has N words, there are N2 entries in this table, most of them zero or 
nearly zero. By using this strategy, the system may offer predictions even before writ-
ing a character. These results may be enhanced if the recency is also taken into ac-
count. The main problem with this method is the difficulty of adaptation to the user's 
vocabulary when the dimensions of the table are fixed. Therefore, this approach is 
normally restricted. For example, several authors only use this approach with the most 
probable word-pairs [33].  

Syntactic prediction using probability tables. This approach takes the syntactic 
information inherent to natural languages into account. With this purpose, two statis-
tical data types are used, the probability of appearance of each word and the relative 
probability of every syntactic category to appear after each syntactic category. These 
systems offer the words with the most probable categories at this point of the sen-
tence. The results are usually better than the ones obtained with the previously shown 
strategies. 

A word in the dictionary is associated to its syntactic category and its frequency of 
appearance. For words with ambiguous categories, diverse strategies are discussed in 
Garay et al [22]. The most common are either to create a new category related to each 
possible ambiguity or to associate a list of categories to each word. 

A two-dimensional table stores the probabilities of the categories to appear after 
each category. Its dimensions are fixed before the predictive system is built. This 
table is much smaller than the one in the previously presented approach and the num-
ber of probabilities that are nearly zero is also lower. The adaptation of these systems 
is made by updating the probabilities of the table and the frequencies in the lexicon. If 
new words are added, they may be included in the dictionary with a provisional cate-
gory. There is then a need to manually give the correct definite category to the new 
words. It is possible to add morphological information in order to offer the words with 
the most appropriate morphological characteristics. This may cause an enhancement 
in the results achieved. Several systems in the references implement this strategy [19, 
50]. 

Syntactic prediction using grammars. Sentences are analysed using grammars and 
applying Natural Language Processing techniques that come from the Artificial Intel-
ligence area in order to obtain the categories that have the highest probability of ap-
pearance. Methods to analyse the sentences may be either top-down [51] or bottom-up 
[20, 22]. To do this, the set of syntactic rules of a given language is fundamental. 
These rules usually have the following structure: 

LEFT ! [RIGHT]+ . (1) 
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This means that the category on the left of the rule may be decomposed in the se-
quence of categories on the right of the rule in the same order as they appear. At least 
one category has to appear on the right and all the categories are defined in the sys-
tem. For example, if NP represents a Noun Phrase, PP a Prepositional Phrase, Noun a 
noun and Prep a preposition, the following rules: 

NP ! Noun PP . (2) 
PP ! Prep NP . (3) 

may be expanded to give following: 

NP ! Noun Prep NP . (4) 

Therefore, recursive application of the rules is possible. In addition, it is possible to 
define a number of grammatical agreements (such as the number) amongst the catego-
ries on the right of a rule. In this way, it is possible to offer a few proposals taking 
their most appropriate morphological characteristics into account. 

The used dictionary is very similar to the one in the previous approach, in addition 
to the required morphological information to make the grammatical agreements pos-
sible. These systems have a higher computational complexity than the previous, 
mainly due to the fact that they take the entire beginning of the sentence into account 
(while the previous systems take at the most, the last entirely composed word). These 
types of systems may be adapted by updating the word probabilities and weights of 
the syntactic rules. To add new words to the dictionary, the solutions that can be taken 
in the previous approach may also be used here [34, 55]. 

Semantic prediction. These methods are not commonly used as the results they 
achieve are very similar to syntactic approaches with much higher computational 
complexity. The easiest way to make this type of prediction is by semantically analys-
ing the sentences as they are being composed. In this way, each word has a semantic 
category (or a set of semantic categories) associated, similarly to the syntactic catego-
ries of previous approaches. The remaining characteristics (working method, com-
plexity, dictionary structure, adaptations, etc.) are very similar to the syntactic ap-
proach using grammars. However, the biggest difficulty is to a semantic category to 
each word. Several authors propose to carry out the categorisation "by hand" [34]. 
There are a number of automatic allocation methods which use semantic information 
[20, 33]; nevertheless, they are quite complex and it is difficult to implement them in 
a real-time system. The time they require to make predictions is the main reason why 
they are normally academic approaches (not implemented in the real world). 

2.4   The Influence of Language in Predictions 

Most of the references related to prediction, analyse non-inflected languages such as 
the English. In this paper, we will also consider inflected languages such as Basque, 
Finnish, German, Swedish, etc. A language is inflected (or better still, highly in-
flected) when it is possible to produce a large number of inflections starting from a 
root or lemma. In contrast, we consider a language as not being inflected (or better 
still, poorly inflected) when only a small number of inflections may be obtained by 
starting from a root (as in the cases of English, French or Spanish, for example) [24, 
25]. 

In non-inflected languages, inflections are mainly derived from the number (and, in 
some cases, the gender). The root is the part representing the main idea of the word 
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and remains unchanged in every word of the same semantic family. Inflections are 
added to obtain diverse meanings. For instance, the number may be singular or plural 
(house/houses, spy/spies, etc.). In some languages (French, Spanish, etc.), the gender 
may be masculine or feminine: voisin/voisine. 

When the variations of a word are only few, it is possible to store all in the used 
dictionary in order to make the predictions. However, inflected languages produce 
many inflections; therefore, it may be difficult to store all of them3. This is the main 
reason for the search of new prediction methods to be used in languages with a wide 
use of prefixes, infixes and suffixes. Work related to this field can be found in [7, 10, 
23, 24, 35]. 

Morpho-syntactic correctness. Another interesting feature of word prediction is the 
possibility of showing the proposals in the most adequate morpho-syntactic inflection. 
It is also possible to automatically correct the resulting text after accepting a proposal 
in order to obtain the most adequate form [58]. 

When the system does not have any type of correction, the user has to manually 
adapt the suffixes of the accepted proposal. For example, if the user wishes to write 
"houses" and the system only proposes "house" he or she must add an "s". This occurs 
as the context of the sentence is not taken into account, as in the case of prediction 
using frequencies (see section 2.3). For non-inflected languages, this may be a per-
fectly valid approach. However, in inflected languages, the number of possible suf-
fixes is very high and a great physical (and possibly cognitive) effort is needed to add 
the appropriate suffix to the base form. In order to solve this problem, several authors 
propose dividing the prediction of a word into root and suffix [7, 23]. In this way, the 
root is firstly composed and then a list of suffixes is proposed to create the adequate 
form. In general, a two-step process is needed to compose a word entirely (there may 
be a few exceptions) and a post-processing of the system may be necessary (for ex-
ample, to create the irregular cases starting from a root and a suffix). Therefore, there 
is a need to have at least two lexicons, each one related to each part of the word taken 
into account [25]. Nevertheless, there may be a number of cases where roots and suf-
fixes may be concatenated to provide entire words as proposals [24]. 

2.5   Influence of the Interface 

There is a large number of factors related to the interface that may have an influence 
on the results a predictive system may have. A number of them also affect the accep-
tation a system achieves in the user population. These factors are slightly shown in 
this section, as they are presented in greater detail in several references [24, 26]. 

Number of proposals. A large number of proposals produce better prediction results 
[11, 13, 19, 33, 37, 40, 49], measured as hit ratio and keystroke savings. However, the 
required time to read the proposals [37] and the difficulty in putting all of these pro-
                                                           
3  In the case of Basque language, starting from a given root, 62 basic inflections may be ob-

tained. Suffixes may be recursively concatenated (as it is an agglutinated language) increas-
ing the number of possible inflections. With a two-level recursion, it has been estimated that 
a noun may reach 458,683 variations [1]. While prefixes and infixes are possible in Basque, 
in our studies relative to the prediction, we have included them within the roots as their prob-
abilities are not very significant. 
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posals within an interface [24] causes the number to be normally restricted in real 
systems up to between five and seven [31, 49]. 
Layout of the proposals. Vertical lists of proposals are better appreciated than hori-
zontal lists as they require less effort to see and process [45, 49]. A number of authors 
suggest sorting the proposals alphabetically instead of probabilistically [37]. Others 
suggest allocating fixed places to the proposals in order to facilitate the memorising of 
the locations and automate their use [37, 40]. 
Acceptation or rejection protocol. A number of systems oblige the user to select one 
of the proposals or to explicitly reject them (if none are valid) in order to continue the 
input of text. An adequate strategy to enhance the message composition speed is to 
implicitly reject all the proposals by writing a new character of the word. 
Layout of the selection set. In scan-based interfaces, the layout of the proposals must 
be carefully analysed. Triangular matrixes (Figure 1) give the best average access 
time [5]; however, they are difficult to present on a screen. There is also the possibil-
ity of distributing the options between more than one matrix, as shown in Figure 2, 
known as grouped access [40]. In both Figures, “nth option” (or “nth op”) are propos-
als given by the predictor (usually ordered by probabilities), “blank” is the space 
character, and the remaining characters are letters and punctuation signs. For instance, 
in Figure 1, scanning may start highlighting rows top-down. When a row is selected, 
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its elements are scanned from left to right until one is selected. In Figure 2, the block 
is first selected (either the list of predictor proposals on the left or either a matrix with 
the characters on the right). If the left block is selected, the desired word is directly 
incorporated to the text. While if the right block is selected, two more keystrokes are 
needed (one for the row and another for the column) to choose the following character 
the user wishes to write. 

Required time for the prediction. Highly complex prediction algorithms may lead 
to inefficient systems. Large lexicons may also increase search time. There is a need 
to find a balance between algorithm complexity, dictionary size and response time. 
Minimum size of the options. With very small blocks, the achieved keystroke sav-
ings are not very significant in the case of hit. It is convenient to stop predictions if 
the number of saved keystrokes is not enough. 
Usability. There is a need to make a number of intelligent decisions in order to pro-
vide adequate dimension to anticipatory systems [45] and decrease the required cogni-
tive and physical effort needed by the users. User preferences must also be taken into 
account to enhance the efficiency and to decrease fatigue. For instance, the including 
of proposals and keyboard characters in a touch screen may decrease the physical 
effort needed to use a prediction system, as they are in the same visual plane [26]. In a 
similar way, [54] tests the functionality and usability of a word prediction prototype. 

Adaptation. Adaptable systems may enhance the achieved results if, for example, the 
words most used in the system are promoted in relation to words not used, even if the 
last initially have a higher frequency of appearance. Adaptation may be well appreci-
ated by users who see their vocabulary becoming more approximate to the system 
with use; however, other users may prefer the system not to be adapted in order to 
memorise the locations of the options. 

2.6   Special Features 

In the literature, there are prediction systems with particular features not present in 
other predictors. In this section, we review the most relevant features found. 

For example, the dictionary of the PAL (Predictive Adaptive Lexicon) system de-
veloped in the University of Dundee [49] has a tree structure. In this structure, each 
node can be the prefix of the words contained in its sub-tree. It is necessary to store 
two pointers with each node: one points to the sub-list based on the common prefix 
and the other points to a sub-list which takes the current node as its prefix. A flag is 
associated to each node in order to distinguish a node containing a word and another 
containing a prefix. This structure proves to be extremely useful to gain access to the 
lexicon; however, the storage size and the management of the dictionary increase. 
Another factor also studied by this research team is the possibility of making remote 
prediction by using the client-server model and showing the interface in the local 
machine [6]. The minimum bandwidth required for this objective is estimated 9,600 
bauds. With a lower bandwidth, the prediction list requires a long time to arrive and 
the user tend to ignore it. 

The script technique to make predictions is also studied [45]. These scripts capture 
the essence of stereotyped situations and allow taking constancy of what it is happen-
ing and predicting what is going to happen next. The Script Talker system uses a 
scene-based interface to guide users through common dialogues. 
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There is a remarkable effort devoted to product speech acts in a competent way, 
instead of enhancing the production of letters, words or specific sentences [2, 3, 4]. A 
speech act is a phrase or a sentence that has a particular purpose in dialogue. The 
CHAT (Conversation Helped by Automatic Talk) prototype is based on the patterns 
found in a non-restricted dialogue. The main purposes of this technique are to in-
crease the communication speed, to express the user's personality and form of com-
munication and to minimize silences. The best results of this system have been ob-
tained at the start and at the end of the conversation, as they are very regular. 
However, in the main discussion, and taking all the possible themes into account, the 
hit ratio decreases. 

The COHORT programme, described by [33], is especially designed for people 
with aphasia. This system tries to reconstruct the current word from phonemes, pho-
netic components or stressed syllables. The list of proposals includes the pronuncia-
tion elements that have been used in the same order they appear; however, they are 
not necessarily consecutive. The proposals may be presented on the computer screen 
or by means of synthesised voice. 

The PROFET system applied to Swedish, a highly inflected language, can make 
the prediction of a word in two steps: one for the word-root and the other for the suf-
fix [7]. PROFET II includes syntactic and semantic information and uses Markov 
models to consider the previous last two words and their frequencies [10, 11, 42]. 

There are several works focused on n-gram prediction. For example, the Reactive 
Keyboard system is devoted to predict text written in any natural language, program-
ming language, command interpreter, etc. [15, 28]. Predictions are generated from an 
adaptive model obtained from previously written text. It uses a "click and drag" inter-
face, which makes extensive use of the mouse. 

Lesher et al. study k-gram, n-gram and word prediction strategies in order to in-
clude them in scan-based interfaces [40]. Square matrixes are used to lay out the se-
lection set. The predictor's proposals are located in these matrixes. These authors also 
present quantified human word prediction in order to estimate the desirable perform-
ance [41]. 

Several systems make syntactic predictions using an X' grammar based probabilis-
tic ATN parser [51]. They analyse sentences top-down which are expanded by level 
instead of by depth. 

Claypool et al. [12] present a statistic predictor based on word tri-grams (series of 
three words) applied to Gaelic, within a project relative to various European lan-
guages such as English, French, German, Spanish, etc. This predictor is called Pre-
dictAbility and its results are evaluated by programmes and stored in files compatible 
with MATLAB. 

Wood et al. use a Grammar Description Language (GDL) to describe an aspect of 
English grammar and apply it to word prediction [55]. Based on this idea, they have 
also developed a prototype called WindMill [56]. 

The VITIPI (Versatile Interpretation of Text Input by Persons with Impairments) 
presented by Boissiere [9] is a word predictor that, when no proposal may be pre-
sented, tries to infer certain analogies or even alter strings in order to present one. 

Laine et al. distinguish between manual (written) and oral (by speech recognition) 
word prediction and study where to apply each one [38, 39]. 

In [47], artificial neural networks are used to make predictions for Spanish. They 
implement a network using 130 neurones (100 in the input layer, 10 in the hidden 
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layer and 20 in the output layer), which obtains the probabilities of the 20 categories 
of POS (Part Of Speech) categorisation. 

Even if most systems are designed for the Windows environment [29], there are 
several for other platforms. For instance, Gaiarin [18] present a method for Linux 
operating system and Worthylake [57] refers to a platform-independent system built 
in Java. 

Garay et al. [20] present a chart bottom-up parser, which may be used in syntactic 
word prediction for Spanish. The results obtained with this technique (comparing with 
the prediction using frequencies) suggested its application to a highly inflected lan-
guage, such as Basque [24], in a two-step process to complete the words. 

To conclude several prediction systems allow for abbreviation expansion, topic-
specific lists, word modifications and even speech features [43]. 

2.7   Measurement of the Prediction 

In general, it has been considered a predictor is adequate if its hit ratio is high as the 
required number of selections decreases (as seen in [13, 19, 33, 40, 49]). A high hit 
ratio may be achieved by giving the appropriate choosing criteria to the predictor. 

The hit ratio is the probability of guessing in prediction and it may be expressed as 
the quotient between the number of times the words are guessed and the number of 
written words (that is, it is the probability of guessing the word before completely 
writing it): 

hit ratio = no of times the word is guessed / no of written words .  (5) 

However, the hit ratio is not enough to evaluate the quality of a predictor, as it is 
possible for the valid guesses occur at the end of the word and then the keystroke 
savings are very low. This is the reason for including several parameters to measure 
this feature. Therefore, the keystroke savings are defined as: 

keystroke savings = 1 - no of written keystrokes / total no of keystrokes . (6) 

In direct selection, a keystroke gives a character as the result and this equation will 
easily be adapted to obtain the character savings. 

Time savings are also defined in a similar way: 

time savings = 1 – used time / necessary total time .  (7) 

This last measurement is more difficult to evaluate, as there are various factors that 
depend on the user's characteristics. For this reason, the time savings are usually esti-
mated as a factor proportional to the keystroke savings. 

All these measurements are taken with the supposition that only one proposal is of-
fered each time. It is evident the hit ratio is enhanced when presenting a number of 
options instead of only one. However, after a given number of options, the hit ratio 
grows very slowly (it presents an asymptote) [13, 24]. Moreover, by incrementing the 
number of options, the probability of guessing sooner grows. Nevertheless, the re-
quired time to select among them is also incremented. Therefore, it is not very useful 
to increase the number of options as the delay in selecting the adequate option com-
pensates the advantages of the prediction. 

There are other methods to evaluate the quality of the predictors. For instance, 
Greenberg et al. present the potential savings as the difference between the cost using 
predictions and the cost of entering standard events, as seen in Table 1 [28]. In both 
costs (using predictions and entering standard events), there is a time required to de-
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cide and further time required to execute its relative actions. Even Zohar et al. [17] 
use the Word Error Rate and the Errors in the Focus of Attention (that is, when the 
correct word and its category are not guessed) to measure the systems. 

Table 1. Potential savings using prediction. 

Savings = Cost of using predictions - Cost of entering standard events 

Cost of using predictions = Visual scan time to search predictions + Cognitive time to  
decide on prediction + Physical movement time to  
select prediction 

Cost of entering standard events = Cognitive time required to formulate next event +  
Physical movement required to enter next event 

Expressing the results. Generally, the anticipatory methods found in the literature 
express their results in terms of the savings they achieve. For example, most of the 
anticipators have been evaluated showing the keystroke savings they obtain [19, 20, 
33, 34, 49, 50]. There are others which show the message composition time saved, 
which is directly associated with the keystroke savings [13, 36]. The hit ratio may 
also be shown [24], as previously noted. 

A rigorous comparison among the different methods appearing in the literature 
would require a standard workbench to establish a corpus from where to obtain the 
dictionaries, the trial texts to write and the type of measurements to obtain [24]. As 
this workbench does currently not exist up, the results authors present are very het-
erogeneous and practically impossible to reproduce (as the description of the used 
algorithms is usually superficial). Therefore, the comparisons among them are purely 
estimative and do not have evidential value. 

Obtaining the results. In the literature related to prediction, there are two main meth-
ods to evaluate the presented systems. The first, automatic, uses a programme which 
tries to write several trial texts, emulating human behaviour. This system makes use 
of a communication programme that reproduces the predictor behaviour. The second 
method, manual, takes a set of real users who try to write given texts into account. 

By using simulations, the best results in terms of keystroke savings may be 
achieved. Furthermore, the best communication speed that can be achieved to a given 
text may be calculated. Nevertheless, this method of evaluating has the disadvantage 
that it does not take human features into account such as fatigue and the errors a real 
user may produce. Nevertheless, this method is relatively objective and it is useful to 
take a number of design decisions. Many authors show the results when using this 
evaluation method [11, 19, 32, 33, 49, 56]. 

On the other hand, the empirical evaluation with users allows for the obtaining of 
more reliable data with regard to the message composition speed as the test includes 
human factors such as error rate, fatigue, learning time, the likelihood of the system, 
etc. Moreover, it is possible to measure how the system is used (for example, if the 
user reads all the proposals the system gives before making a selection), whether the 
system and its interface copes with the user's objectives (that is, if it is easy to learn 
and use, if a faster message composition is achieved, if a better orthography is 
achieved, and so on). Data related to user's preferences may also be obtained. There-
fore, several authors prefer to perform tests with real users [11, 36, 44, 52]. 
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In our opinion, the second method is the best to obtain a validation of the design in 
real conditions; however, it presents the difficulty of finding a set of people who may 
represent the entire population of possible users of the system. Moreover, the confi-
dentiality of the results may also prove to be a problem [14] and there are authors who 
suggest this type of study may be very limited and confined to individual case studies 
[16]. This is the reason why in the design phase (testing and selecting the different 
characteristics of the system) predictors are frequently evaluated by simulations in 
order to compare their characteristics in an objective way. 

2.8   Prediction Results 

Not all the authors present the obtained results with the methods they use. In addition, 
as previously indicated, the lack of a standard workbench makes it impossible to 
compare each approach with the others. In this section we are going to present the 
most relevant results the developers show in the references we have found. 

Firstly, the results achieved with the PAL system and the SYNTAX PAL (as 
shown in [49, 50]) are presented. With an initially empty lexicon, the keystroke sav-
ings vary between 29% and 41% by only using statistical information. With pre-built 
lexicons, results may vary between 50% and 55%. Adding certain syntactical infor-
mation, the results are enhanced between 0.5% and 2.0% with regard to the purely 
statistical version. Taking only syntactical information into account (without statisti-
cal data), the authors note the results are enhanced between 4.3% and 6.4%. In all the 
studies, the number of proposed words is one, five or ten and that from five proposals 
onwards, there is no significant enhancement of the results. The authors also state 
they have obtained a 69.48% for keystroke savings, which is very near the theoretical 
maximum. 

With the CHAT system [2, 3, 4], the authors suggest the achieved communication 
speed is between 12 and 85 words/minute, still far from the 150-200 words/minute of 
natural oral conversations; however, better than the 2-10 words/minute achieved with 
the use of typical communication devices. 

In the studies related to the PROFET programme, they have studied a statistical 
approach in comparison to the addition of syntactic or semantic information [33, 34]. 
The authors have found the addition of syntactic information enhances between 2.6% 
and 5.1% the results of a purely statistic approach (taking from one to six proposals 
into account). Surprisingly, they have also found the addition of semantic information 
does not enhance these results. With relation to the studies devoted to PROFET II 
[11], the grammatical monograms enhance the results of the statistical approach by 
3.1%. The grammatical bi grams enhance by 7.4% the monogram approach and a tri-
grammatic approach enhances by 1% the bi-grammatic one. The new version 
achieves a 47% in keystroke savings in comparison with the 35% achieved by the 
older version; nevertheless, the keystroke saving are nearby 50% with a greater lexi-
con. 

A number of different predictive programmes are evaluated by using the same trial 
tests in [32]. These systems are EZ Keys, Predictive Linguistic Programme (PLP), 
Write 100, Words Strategy and Generic Encoding Technology (GET). Several tests 
with 20 texts of 500 word-length are composed by some scholars without disabilities. 
The keystroke savings vary between 31% (GET) and 45% (EZ Keys). The vocabulary 
covered by these methods is also mentioned and varies from the 45% in Write 100 to 
the 91% in EZ Keys. 
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The results of the Messenger programme presented by [52] with an initial lexicon 
having 903 words and showing up to 15 proposals for the user are: the keystroke 
savings are 49.1%, the 88% of the words are predicted and the time needed to com-
pose the messages is greater when using prediction than without (in a proportion of 
1.057 to 1.0). 

The studies carried out by Lesher et al. related to prediction applied to scanning-
based interfaces show that with n-grams and k-grams, the keystroke savings are up to 
40.5% while the word prediction achieves up to 38.8%, presenting seven proposals 
[40]. The authors conclude by saying it is easier to guess one out of 26 characters than 
one out of 50000 words. 

The WindMill system achieves up to 56.33% in keystroke savings taking both sta-
tistical and syntactic information into account [56] and nearly 100% in hit rate after 
entering the initial three letters of a word. 

In the VITIPI system presented by Boissiere [9], the keystroke savings the system 
achieves are up to 29.3% for French (with a 5930 word lexicon), up to 35.3% for 
English (with 2566 words in the lexicon) and up to 44.3% for German (with 5835 
words). They also claim the communication speed is incremented and the quality of 
the composed text is better than the HandiWord system, which is one of the systems 
compared to VITIPI. 

The Predice and PredictAbility systems are evaluated by using a number of multi-
lingual trial texts (in English, French, German, Italian and Spanish) published by the 
European Union [46]. With five proposals, the keystroke savings obtained by Pre-
dictAbility vary between 30% and 37%. They suggest if several of the particular 
characteristics of the languages are born in mind, these results may be enhanced (for 
example, up to 48.21% in the case of  Spanish). 

The systems designed and implemented in the Laboratory of Human-Computer In-
teraction for Special Needs are presented and evaluated in [24]. The results for the 
Spanish language are up to 52.22% in keystroke savings and 97.26% of the words 
may be predicted (with one, five and ten proposals). The results for the Basque lan-
guage (an inflected one) are, with maximum of ten proposals, up to 52. 52% in key-
stroke savings and 90.09% of the words may be predicted. The keystroke savings are 
similar to both languages with different hit ratios mainly due to the fact that the aver-
age length of the words in Basque is higher than in Spanish. 

3   Conclusions 

In this paper, a study on the prediction of alphanumeric blocks and their related fac-
tors has been presented. The factors analysed are block size, dictionary features, pre-
diction method, language, interface, adaptability, and other special features. 

The diverse prediction measurement and their results have been shown, both objec-
tively (using programmes emulating the user’s behaviour) and subjectively (by means 
of users tests). The results are expressed by the keystroke savings; however, other 
factors such as the hit ratio may be used. The most relevant results found in the litera-
ture have been compared. 

The need of a standard workbench has been expressed in order to compare the dif-
ferent techniques in an appropriate way. While this test is not set, the comparisons  
made are merely informative and not provable, and they cannot be used to express 
whether one approach is better than another. 
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Abstract. Recent trends in software development directed toward intelligence, 
distribution, and mobility need to be followed by an increased sophistication in 
user interface design. Employment of theoretically sound methods for manag-
ing and coordinating complex information, and supporting graceful switching 
between tasks is especially critical for information-intensive and safety-critical 
tasks. This paper presents a framework for computer-mediated coordination of 
human interruptions. As a basis for the framework a new Interruption Taxon-
omy is outlined to categorize a variety of traceable information needed to ex-
haustively describe the context space. An exploratory user study is underway to 
calibrate the kind of benefit gained with the formulated Interruption Model. The 
expressiveness of the proposed Interruption Model is demonstrated by concre-
tizing the general approach using the particularities of the selected problem 
domain. The initial results have shown that taxonomy-based coordination of in-
terruption resulted in statistically significant improvement of the primary task 
resumption time. 

1   Introduction 

Any information presented to a user while she is working on a task could be consid-
ered interruption of her current endeavor. Given the frequency of presenting informa-
tion in today’s computer systems and the relative scarcity of humans, it is not surpris-
ing that some of these interruptions will have disruptive consequences on the human 
activity being interrupted. Interruption of one task in order to carry out another task 
very often leads to an increased error rate, hesitation and delay in making decisions, 
and in general, people are less effective when exposed to interruptions [1], [2], [3], 
and [7]. When repeated and numerous interruptions arise, increased attentional de-
mand occurs because of the effort required to evaluate the significance of, and decide 
on appropriate responses to, multiple concurrent events [5]. Persistent and repeated 
interruptions may affect a person’s attitude toward the entire situation, very often 
leading to a non-optimal behavior.  

Computer outputs are very often generated in isolation from the context in which 
the interaction occurs. Presenting any kind of information to the user occurs for a 
reason, and that reason in relation to the current context in a broader sense of view, 
should ground the relevance and timing of the presentation. Employment of “intelli-
gent” software that knows more about individuals with whom it is interacting and the 
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context of the situation in which the interaction occurs, can help computer systems 
augment humans’ capabilities in the context of interruptions.  

The motivation behind this research is the belief that effective coordination of in-
terruption in human-computer interaction (HCI) cannot be accomplished without an 
appropriate interruption model. The proposed conceptual model is based on the new 
Interruption Taxonomy and uses Bayesian Belief Networks as a decision-support aid 
for mediating interruptions. Our first exploratory study is underway and the initial 
results confirm the hypothesized performance advantage of taxonomy-based coordi-
nation of interruption compared to the case with no coordination. 

2   Interruption Taxonomy 

It seems reasonable to establish a taxonomy of important characteristics relevant to 
the process of coordinating human interruption. The Interruption Taxonomy includes 
a set of abstractions that helps unify the issues previously considered by other re-
searchers in a variety of different disciplines, proposes new ones, and suggests ave-
nues for further exploration. The interruption-related information (i.e., categories) is 
categorized according to context: Task Context, User Context, and Environment 
Context. Each of the dimensions is consistent with a well-established tradition in 
HCI, which captures the three essential aspects of HCI. A graphical representation of 
the taxonomy three-dimensional interruption space is presented in Fig.1.  
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Fig. 1. Interruption Taxonomy. 
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Task-related context knowledge is crucial in disambiguating the meaning and the 
relevance of the interruption task in regard to the current user endeavor. Interruption 
requires a coordination of human behavior, and since coordination is “a process of 
managing dependencies among activities” [6], an important aspect of interruption 
coordination involves an identification of the relevant task interdependencies.  

The user-related categories of the taxonomy are included to support representation 
of and reasoning about a particular situation as the user views it. Finding solutions to 
the problems associated with interruptions that are effective with respect to some 
objective criteria (i.e., task characteristics) is necessary but not sufficient. Coordina-
tion solutions must also be acceptable to a user’s subjective criteria which may con-
strain the space of solutions and possible ways of handling interruption.  

The Environment Context dimension extends the system context knowledge with 
information that captures the physicality and the dynamics of the working space. The 
inclusion of the environment-related categories attributes substantially greater sensi-
tivity to the system, namely, the ability to adapt to a social setting, physical and or-
ganizational constraints, or the particularity of a given situation.  

There are two theoretical constructs in the Taxonomy, namely Task Difficulty and 
User Workload. This framework proposes mapping these categories to other context 
variables that belong to all three taxonomy dimensions, and include: (1) factors that 
are used to portray the “objective” difficulty/workload based on what is known about 
that task in general, (2) characteristics to account for the individual differences and 
user’s perspectives on how difficult/demanding a task is, and (3) environmental influ-
ences.  

It is our hope that by beginning with the identification and categorization of inter-
ruption-relevant context information, this research has in some small way explicated 
the complex and multidimensional aspects of human interruptions and has attempted 
to present a way to capture it. 

3   Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework for a computer-supported coordination of human interrup-
tions is based on the Interruption Taxonomy. This framework is not an attempt to 
build a deep psychological model of human behavior under interruptions, but rather 
an attempt to augment the machine’s “intelligence” with a variety of contextual in-
formation, and appropriate reasoning machinery that will help the system decide 
when and in what manner to interrupt users when presenting tasks, messages, alerts 
and other information.  This framework approaches the interruption problem by ana-
lyzing how people use the circumstances to evaluate the significance of an interrup-
tion and plan the most appropriate time to switch between tasks.  

Augmenting machine’s “intelligence” with a variety of contextual information, and 
appropriate reasoning machinery can help a system decide when and in what manner 
to interrupt users when presenting information. Inferential techniques must be applied 
to provide context-sensitive actions that are responsive to a particular state of interac-
tion. We have adopted an approach based on Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) to 
represent the causal relationship between different pieces of information and to inte-
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grate rules for how to use, maintain, and reason with interruption-related knowledge. 
BBNs have proved suitable for making predictions and decisions from incomplete 
and uncertain data [4]. For our first exploratory study, the constructed BBN shown in 
Fig. 2 was initialized and trained off-line. Its outcomes were used as a basis for im-
plementing the taxonomy-based mediated control of interruptions in our experimental 
environment. 

 

Fig. 2. High-level dependencies between factors for inferring the timing of interruption. 

4   Exploratory User Study 

Our major priority at the moment is to gather some evidence to evaluate the adequacy 
of the proposed approach and the utility of the taxonomy. To demonstrate the scope 
and the utility of the Interruption Taxonomy, an exploratory user study is underway. 
Our goal is to demonstrate the expressiveness of the Taxonomy by applying it in a 
particular interruption environment. In addition, we examined the effectiveness of 
taxonomy-based mediated control of interruptions compared to condition with no 
interruption control (i.e., interruptions were presented immediately at random-
generated points).  

As a test-bed application, we are using a two-task experimental system developed 
at the US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in Washington D.C that has already 
been used for interruption-related studies. The primary (interrupted) task is a re-
source-allocation task named Three-Strike (TS). The objective is to attack and de-
stroy three destinations utilizing available resources, ten heavy and ten light tanks and 
a certain amount of fuel and munitions. On their missions, users are encountering 
resistance from differing locales and different kinds of obstacles based on a stochastic 
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model of the TS task. User’s interactions are limited to mouse point-and-click events 
with several dialog-box style windows.  

The interrupting task is Tactical Assessment (TA) task presented to a user at ran-
dom points while she is performing the primary task. In this task, the user plays the 
role of a fighter aircraft pilot looking at a radar-screen-like display where three types 
of objects appear. The objective is to indicate whether the approaching object is hos-
tile or neutral. The decision of the “pilot” is assisted by an intelligent-automated 
component that colors the objects as red (hostile), blue (neutral) or yellow (when the 
assessment can not be made). The user is to confirm the red/blue indications or give 
the appropriate classification for the yellow objects based on a set of rules. User’s 
interactions consist of two keystrokes per object using the right-hand numeric key 
pad. The first keystroke is the object classification (5-neutral, 6-hostile) and the sec-
ond is the track number that appears next to each object. 

The complex structure of the primary (TS) task was divided into a set of subtasks 
with different sensitivity to interruption (e.g., outfitting tanks, allocating tanks to 
mission, planning a mission, carry out a mission and review the mission report). We 
have conducted a pilot study to help us identify the subtasks particularly sensitive to 
interruption and distinguish the interruption points that were denoted as obtrusive or 
during the pilot study and domain-specific knowledge were used as a basis for cou-
pling and chunking the TS task structure. The results had implications for selection of 
taxonomic factors relevant in our experimental environment and for initialization and 
off-line training of the constructed BBN. 

We would like to note that our exploratory study was also used as a first step in re-
fining the interruption model and putting the emphasis on the task-related taxonomy 
categories. For this particular experiment the timing of the interruption was mapped 
and coded to a certain interruption point within subtask (e.g., before or after a particu-
lar interaction event). The system keeps records of the times and contexts of all rele-
vant interaction events. Each time the specified situation arises (i.e., sequence of 
interaction events), the system infers the user’s goals based on the context of her 
interaction before and at the time of the interruption. The system adjusts in such a 
way that a user is not interrupted during interruption points sensitive to interruptions, 
deferring the interruption task for the next opportune moment. 

4.1   Pilot Study 

Fifteen volunteers participated in the pilot study using the same scenarios as experi-
mental trials. Primary task resumption time defined as time from completing the in-
terrupting task (restoring the TS window) to resuming the primary task was chosen as 
an appropriate measure in this study. Subjective preferences and perceptions were 
collected, but they were not considered as a factor in our implementation of the inter-
ruption coordination. Subjective preferences were generally inclined toward choosing 
the end of a subtask as the most opportune interruption point within each subtask. Not 
surprisingly, subjective preferences were not supported by actual objective measures. 
To the contrary, an interruption point placed at the end of a subtask led to longer 
resumption times partially because of the effort to decide on what to do next. Subjec-
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tive preferences should not be neglected when designing user interfaces that give 
equal priority to user’s satisfaction and comfort as to other performance measures. 

Pilot study users were asked to rate the relative difficulty level of each subtask. 
The cognitive complexity/demand scale ranged from 1 (neglective) to 5 (very high).  
“Planning a mission” was rated as the most complex 4.5, while “allocating a task to a 
mission” was rated as a subtask with almost neglective cognitive demand 1.3. Objec-
tive measures have confirmed that “planning a mission” subtask was most sensitive to 
interruptions. This subtask consists of three activities, reviewing the map, reviewing 
the destination status and selecting a destination. The results showed that interrupting 
a user during this subtask leads to prolonged resumption time, several times longer 
than the user’s average inter-click time. The severe degree of disruption during the 
“planning” block was expected because of its complexity and user’s cognitive load 
associated with it. What was perhaps more informative for our design was that inter-
ruptions at the beginning of subtasks subsequent to the “planning” block caused 
lengthy resumption times as well. The likeliest explanation could be that the user was 
still maintaining the “planning” goal state as a basis for subsequent actions (e.g., 
outfitting a tank depended on users’ strategy and plans established during the “plan-
ning” stage).  

This finding is in line with, but also somewhat contradictory to the results and 
suggestions presented in [1], [3] and [7]. Their results showed that interruption com-
ing at the beginning of a task is less disruptive than those presented at later points. 
The contradictory results may be due to differences in our experimental designs, 
especially the types of tasks that were used. Their suggestions that the most oppor-
tune moment for interruptions could be the moments associated with a start of a task 
could be generalized to tasks similar to their experimental tasks. In general, relatively 
simple tasks without any interleaving and inter-relationships were used, namely sim-
ple VCR programming tasks in [7], sequence of independent web-search tasks in [1], 
and [3]. Real-life task are not necessarily independent of each other and domain spe-
cific knowledge impacts interaction in profound way that have to be incorporated in 
the mechanisms for coordinating interruptions.  

4.2   Experiment in Progress 

A more formal experiment is currently underway. Twenty four participants were run 
through the experiment and the results presented in this section represent the initial 
data results. Each participant was instructed and trained on the primary and the inter-
ruption task, independently, followed by a 20 min. practice trial in the context of 
interruptions. The practice session lasted for approximately 1 hour including the time 
for completing the background questionnaire. After short break, the participants con-
cluded four 15-minute trials of the TS task interrupted by a number of times, either 8 
or 12, by the interruption task. The data were analyzed with a 2 (immediate and me-
diated interruption control) x 2 (8 and 12 number of interruptions during 15 min. 
session) within-subject Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). We analyzed the within-
subject difference in task performance between the condition with immediate and 
computer-mediated coordination of interruption. An effort was made to control the 
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number and the type of situations in which an interruption occurs keeping the fre-
quency of interruptions randomly distributed across condition. Dependent variables 
were primary task resumption time, and accuracy on the interrupting task (i.e., per-
centage of correct object classifications). 

Initial results have showed that resumption time for the interrupted task is sensitive 
to mediated coordination of interruption. Resumption times averaged at 5.5 sec for 
immediate condition to 4.7 sec for mediated coordination of interruptions. Fig. 3 
contains mean resumption times separated by condition.  
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Fig. 3. Means of resumption times separated by condition. 

Significant main effects were observed both for coordination method of interrup-
tion, F (1, 23) = 48.707, p < 0.00001, and frequency of interruptions F (1, 23) = 9.85, 
p = 0.0046. No reliable interaction between coordination method and frequency of 
interruption was found. The results confirm the hypothesized performance advantage 
of taxonomy-based mediation of interruption resulting in resumption times compared 
to condition with immediate coordination method. We found no significance effect of 
coordination method of interruption and the frequency of interruption on user’s accu-
racy when performing the interrupting task. 

Subjective exit questionnaires were distributed at the end of the experimental trials 
to measure the subjective level of stress and anxiety experienced by a user at specific 
interruption points. Subsequent analysis will assess the effects of individual differ-
ences and any potential correlation between subjective and objective measures.  

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we presented a taxonomy-based conceptual framework for a computer-
supported coordination of human interruptions in HCI. The outlined Interruption 
Taxonomy, which synthesizes various kinds of interruption-related context informa-
tion served as a basis for implementing graceful coordination of interruption. An 
exploratory user study is underway to show the expressiveness and the effectiveness 
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of the proposed framework. The initial results support the hypothesized performance 
advantage of taxonomy-based mediation of interruption to lessen the disruptive con-
sequences of interruptions reflected in shorter resumption times compared to condi-
tion with immediate coordination method.  
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Abstract. We describe a general method for extending any pointer input device 
with an arbitrary set of commands. The proposed interface can be trained by the 
user to recognize certain cursor movement patterns and interpret them as spe-
cial input events. Methods for extraction and recognition of such patterns are 
general enough to work with low-precision pointing devices, and they can be 
adjusted to provide computer access for people with disabilities. The core of the 
system is a trainable classifier, in the current implementation an artificial neural 
network. The architecture of the neural network automatically adjusts according 
to complexity of the classification task. The system demonstrated good accu-
racy and responsiveness during extensive experiments. Some tests included a 
severely motion-impaired individual. 

1   Introduction 

As miniature computers, such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), tablet and wear-
able computers gain popularity, more people face the problem of finding a mobile 
alternative for the traditional keyboard. While most portable devices offer a comfort-
able way to perform pointer input, their keyboard substitutes often have significant 
drawbacks. On-screen keyboard and graffiti symbol recognition software are among 
the most common keyboard alternatives for portable computers with pointer input. 
The disadvantage of on-screen keyboard is that it occupies valuable screen space. The 
graffiti symbol recognition method (sometimes it also employs a special area, but this 
can be avoided) is usually very inflexible: the user has to learn predefined symbols 
that might only slightly resemble real letters and digits. Accuracy of recognition and 
speed of input depends on the user’s experience with this symbol language, which 
will take time to learn. Furthermore, users of traditional desktop and notebook com-
puters, who employ wireless pointing input devices, such as camera-based [1], eye-
gaze [9] and gyroscopic mice, often find keyboards, even wireless keyboards, incon-
venient, for example, during a presentation. For many tasks, being able to access 
quickly and accurately even a small number of keys and key combinations could be 
very helpful. PDAs and advanced mice address this by having a few customizable 
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buttons. Similarly, a small number of commands can be recognized by camera-based 
interfaces, for example, using eye blinks or eyebrow raises [6].  

Some alternative pointer input techniques can be employed by people with dis-
abilities to communicate with the computer. Vision-based human-computer interfaces 
allow users with limited range of voluntary motions to control the cursor using head, 
eye, or tongue movements [1]. From a more general point of view, the problem of 
adding an accessible keyboard to the computer with pointer input is similar to the 
problem of developing a convenient keyboard under mobility constraints. 

To summarize all the above: several groups of people can benefit from an interface 
that allows to quickly access an arbitrary set of commands (keyboard keys and key 
combinations, internet browser commands, customizable “shortcut”-like functions, 
macros) on a computing device designed for pointer input. This interface should re-
quire minimum resources (no screen space, no additional hardware, small amount of 
processor time) and should not demand high precision of cursor control. Finally, 
rather than asking the user to memorize or practice predefined symbols, the interface 
should “learn” and adjust to “understand” the user’s own commands. This is particu-
larly important to people with severe motion impairments because with the proposed 
system they can design symbols according to their physical abilities.  

In this paper we describe a general mechanism that extends pointer input function-
ality with an arbitrary set of commands. The core of the system is a trainable classi-
fier, in the current implementation, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), that is used 
to recognize user-defined Spatio-Temporal Patterns (STPs) produced by the cursor. 
The classifier has an adaptive architecture that enables it to automatically and effi-
ciently adjust to accommodate the necessary number of classes. We attempted to 
make as few assumptions about potential STPs and user abilities and preferences as 
possible. As a result, the system can be used with different pointer input devices, and 
it can be modified to provide computer access for people with disabilities. 

2   System Overview 

The system consists of three major components: a preprocessor, a classifier, and an 
interpreter as shown in Figure 1. It takes an STP produced by the pointer input device 
and produces an operating system event.  

 

Fig. 1. General System Overview. 

In our approach, the collection of STPs used by the system, the alphabet, is com-
pletely determined by the user. As a result, the interface is general and can be conven-
iently used for many different tasks. However, the fact that no a priori information is 
available about the alphabet and its elements makes the classification problem diffi-
cult. In particular, the classifier has to be able to efficiently distinguish between an 
unknown number of classes of unknown appearance and structure. In addition, we 
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want to allow the user to change the alphabet, i.e. add and remove elements at any 
moment. Hence, the choice of classifier is limited to models that can dynamically 
adjust their architectures without loosing the data that was already computed. A static 
classifier is not an option for three reasons. First, its potential, the number of classes it 
can distinguish, has an upper bound that may limit the size of alphabet. Second, 
among classifiers with enough potential to distinguish between members of a user-
defined alphabet, we want to choose the smallest one for performance reasons. Third, 
the alphabet size may change during run time if the user decides to add or delete 
symbols. Instead of a static classifier, we use a dynamic one, namely, a neural net-
work with an adaptive architecture as described in Section 4.  

As mentioned above, we employ spatio-temporal patterns as alphabet elements. 
Simply speaking, an STP is a path produced by the cursor. The temporal component, 
mouse events interarrival times, plays secondary role in recognition and its analysis is 
described in the next section. The spatial component constituted by path points is 
what the classifier actually learns to recognize. In our system, we attempted to mini-
mize the restrictions on path configuration and to let the user decide which patterns 
are to be remembered and reproduced easily. However, it was necessary to limit the 
path complexity from both below and above.  The former was needed because primi-
tive patterns (lines, arcs etc) often emerge during cursor movements and would result 
in frequent false recognitions. The upper bound for the path complexity is set indi-
rectly by two parameters, input buffer length and maximum position age, which can 
be adjusted for optimal performance (as described in the next section). 

STPs undergo only minor preprocessing before being fed to the classifier. The sys-
tem does not employ any sophisticated feature extraction algorithms, for example, 
path direction is omitted. However, if poor input quality due to noise, low precision 
of pointing device and/or human factors is expected, it might be necessary to employ 
a more elaborate preprocessing scheme. In particular, we conducted a number of 
experiments to record and analyze input patterns produced by severely disabled peo-
ple using the Camera Mouse [1] as the pointer input device. To solve the problem of 
poor input quality, we attempted to extract regions to which the cursor seemed to 
converge. We will return to this issue in the discussion section. Let us now describe 
the primary components of the system: the high-level recognition procedure and the 
low-level classifier. 

3   Recognition System 

This section describes how input data is preprocessed before being supplied to the 
classifier and how the classifier’s output is analyzed and interpreted. These proce-
dures require both intensive processing and close interaction with the input hardware. 
A simple but effective scheme is employed to ensure efficient use of computational 
resources as well as responsiveness of the system. A recognition pipeline overview is 
given in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Recognition System: The input pattern, drawn from X to Y, is shown processed in seg-
ments (top row). Each segment includes the previous segment plus additional cursor positions 
on the input path. The bounding boxes of the segments are resized (bottom row, magnified for 
visualization purposes) to fit a fixed size rectangle. The pixels of this rectangle constitute the 
classifier input.  

3.1   Input Acquisition and Buffering 

The system employs two buffers. The main buffer stores the current input segment 
processed by the system. The preliminary buffer is necessary to store cursor positions 
that do not introduce significant changes to the pointer path in the main buffer. When 
the preliminary buffer accumulates enough data, its contents are appended to the main 
buffer and recognition is restarted. The purpose of having this temporary buffer is to 
prevent interruption of the recognition process due to minor (perhaps, involuntary) 
cursor motion. After the main buffer is updated with the new path segment, some of 
the old pointer positions are removed from it to ensure it does not exceed its length 
limit. Moreover, all positions whose age is older than a certain maximum (typically 1 
sec) are also removed. The main buffer length limit and maximum cursor position age 
are determined based on the trained STP’s complexity and cursor movement speed. 
Their main purpose is to aid the classifier’s operation under the real-time constraints. 

3.2   Cursor Path Segmentation and Processing 

Because recognition is done continuously and there are no special rules for entering 
STPs (unlike graffiti interfaces), the system expects that a pattern may start with any 
cursor position (stored in the buffer) and must end with the most recent position in 
the buffer. If exhaustive processing of the accumulated input were performed after 
each buffer update (which includes path segmentation, multiple scaling operations 
and multiple classifier evaluations), a heavy load of computational resources would 
result, which would be unacceptable for an interface. To reduce computation time, the 
recognition process is suspended until cursor motion reduces, which results in a 
smaller rate of buffer reads. Consequently, the time-consuming recognition process 
usually runs after all input, which may contain a valid STP, has been acquired, while 
the buffer is kept up to date at all times. Furthermore, this allows controlling an ac-
ceptable processor load by adjusting the preliminary buffer length and the main 
buffer update-rate threshold. 

When the system decides that the current buffer update rate gives it enough time to 
process the accumulated input, recognition is initiated. First, the system finds all 
cursor path segments that can potentially be recognized as valid STPs. Each segment 
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starts with the most recent position in the buffer. The bounding box of the minimal 
segment has to have an area that is at least as large as the classifier input size and it 
must be more complex than a line segment. Each following segment contains the 
previous one plus enough cursor positions to allow resizing of the bounding box (see 
Figure 2). Resizing is necessary to equate the area of the segment bounding box to the 
classifier’s input size. The fact that the original segments are usually much larger than 
their resized versions allows us to grow segments several pointer positions at a time. 

Each resized segment is evaluated by the classifier whose output is stored for 
analysis. This operation ends a single processing cycle (segment extraction, resizing, 
and evaluation). At this point, the recognition process might be forced to halt until the 
interpretation of a command is completed. In this case, the system either interprets 
information collected so far, or discards it. Otherwise, a new segment is extracted and 
processed. The next section describes how the processing results are analyzed and 
interpreted in each case.  

3.3   Classifier Output Analysis and Interpretation 

As described in the previous part, input path segments are extracted and processed in 
order of their length starting from the shortest. As a result, simple STPs, which can 
represent frequently used commands (mouse clicks, browse back/forward etc.) are 
recognized almost instantly. Very often, however, simple patterns emerge within 
more complex ones. A circle, for example, is a very convenient pattern to use, but it 
is a part of many digits and letters. For this reason, it is necessary to complete all 
processing cycles even if one of the first segments was positively recognized by the 
classifier.  

In case the system succeeds in recognizing one of the early segments, but then is 
interrupted, it has to quickly decide what to do with the recognized STP and start 
processing more up-to-date input. It turns out that the best way to make this decision 
depends on the user’s proficiency with the system and the currently performed task. 
Experienced users who trained the classifier to accurately recognize their input usu-
ally do not need feedback on one command before they can start entering the next 
one. During text processing, for example, one can enter letters with only small delays 
between each two. On the other hand, an inexperienced user makes more pronounced 
delays before starting an STP and after ending it. Moreover, certain tasks, like web 
browsing, usually require feedback on one action before the next one can be per-
formed. Hence, in all cases, the time stamps that are stored with all cursor positions 
provide the final piece of information necessary to positively identify STPs. If the 
endpoints of some input path segment correspond to peaks in the interarrival time of 
input events (see Figure 3, bottom), the system can be confident that it did, in fact, 
recognize a valid STP. This method significantly increases the system responsive-
ness. However, this method is inappropriate during early stages of training and in 
cases of bad control and/or poor precision of the input device. If no good segment 
candidate was found by the time recognition is interrupted, the collected data is dis-
carded. Otherwise, the best candidate has to be interpreted, as discussed in the last 
paragraph of this section. 
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Fig. 3. Using the rate of input events to choose an STP. Top: ANN output over a period of 100 
time units. Bottom: Interarrival time of input events over a period of 100 time units. At time 
t=12, a significant pause in cursor movement was registered, but no candidate STP was recog-
nized by the ANN at that time. At time t=60, the ANN recognized a candidate STP, but no 
cursor pause was registered. At time t=88, the ANN recognized a candidate STP and a cursor 
pause was registered. Only in the last case does the system output that this candidate STP is a 
valid STP. 

If two or more overlapping input path segments are recognized by the classifier 
(Figure 3, top), the one that correlates in time with the peak in input event interarrival 
time is the true STP. The reason why this works is that the speed of the cursor move-
ment is usually rather stable when a valid pattern is being drawn. Tests showed that 
this assertion is true in the great majority of cases. STP candidates are compared in 
this fashion after all segments have been processed. The best candidate (if there is 
one) is then interpreted as described in the next paragraph. 

The user can associate each STP with an input event. Any event that an operating 
system can process can be chosen, for example, keyboard keys, combination of keys 
pressed, mouse clicks, special buttons like back, forward, refresh etc. When the sys-
tem positively recognizes an STP, it generates the corresponding event. In case of 
mouse clicks, the exact position of each click event occurrence is determined using 
the position of a predefined “hot-spot” relative to the pattern’s bounding box. The 
default location of the hot-spot is the center of the bounding box, but any point within 
the box can be chosen. Note that it is possible to associate series of events or macros 
with STPs, which may be convenient in some applications. 
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4   Artificial Neural Network 

The current implementation of the system employs an ANN as an STP classifier. As 
described in the overview section, we had two primary requirements for the choice of 
the classifier: real-time performance and an adaptive architecture. Although training 
an ANN can take a significant amount of time, the evaluation complexity of even 
large networks is rather low. In fact, some real-time applications utilize ensembles of 
neural networks and still meet all the deadlines. On the other hand, fulfilling the re-
quirement of an adaptive architecture is somewhat problematic because most neural 
networks are used with static architectures. In this section we describe a simple neural 
network that dynamically changes its architecture to distinguish between an arbitrary 
number of classes efficiently. For this problem, we turn to supervised classification 
methods using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [4] as a base classifier. It is possible to 
use supervised classifiers because the alphabet is predefined by the user and consti-
tutes the set of training as well as teaching inputs. We now proceed to discuss the 
network architecture, training set acquisition and training methods that we used with 
the ANN. 

4.1   Adaptive Architecture 

The neural network receives the scaled pointer path image pixels as input. Thus, the 
size of the input layer equals the resolution of the scaled image, which is a parameter 
to the system (16x16 was chosen experimentally). Higher resolution can represent 
more complex patters, but takes longer to evaluate. The resolution should be chosen 
according to alphabet size and input device precision.  

The number of nodes in the output layer equals the number of classes defined by 
the user. It changes when the user adds or deletes commands to the alphabet. Note 
that adding or deleting a node does not result in the loss of data (e.g. weights) that 
was already computed for other nodes.  

The size of the hidden layer (only one layer is used), on the other hand, is a pa-
rameter that can be adjusted, and is critical for the network performance and poten-
tial. From the performance point of view, the number of hidden nodes has to be 
minimized. Unfortunately, there is no simple relation between the network potential 
and the number of nodes and/or weights. As a result, neural network parameters are 
usually selected through experimentation rather than computed from strict rules and 
formulas. To optimize the architecture and the training of our neural network, we 
employ a combination of a method to automatically choose the size of the hidden 
layer and a probabilistic technique to assess the likelihood of training convergence.  

Given the dimensionality of a classification task, one can estimate the sufficient 
number of hidden nodes in a two-layer (one hidden layer) fully connected feed-
forward neural network by bounding the number of weights Nw [7,11]: 
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where xN  denotes the number of input nodes, yN denotes the number of output 

nodes, and pN  denote the size of the training set. Number of hidden nodes zN  is 

then given by: 
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w
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=
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Figure 4 shows minimum, maximum and average zN  values as given in Eq. (2). 

The best and worst cases correspond to “easy” classification tasks (close to linear) 
and “hard” ones (highly non-linear) respectively. Because no a priori information is 
available about pattern configurations, it is reasonable to guess that the actual value 
lies somewhere in the middle. We initialized the number of hidden nodes to the aver-

age of maximum and minimum zN  values. 

 

Fig. 4. Minimum, maximum and average number of hidden nodes Nz for 1–20 classes Ny, 10 

examples per class and 256 input nodes Nx. 

Slightly overestimating the network potential proved to be not harmful, whereas a 
far more complex problem arises if the potential associated with the size of the hid-
den layer is not sufficient to accommodate all classes. This can happen if either the 
initial guess is too small or if the user adds more classes (commands) to the existing 
network. In such case, it will be impossible to train the network to produce the de-
sired classification. The main difficulty comes from the fact that one cannot tell what 
compromises the training procedure: it might just get stuck in a local minimum, or 
there might not be a suitable minimum at all. In the first case, training should just be 
restarted with random weights, while in the second case, the number of hidden nodes 
should be increased – otherwise training may not converge. Taking a probabilistic 
approach to this problem, one can estimate the number of training attempts that 
should be made before one establishes the inability of the training procedure to con-
verge for a given network state by computing [8]: 
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Here N is the number of training attempts taken before changing the architecture, X is 
the sum of squared errors on any individual attempt, W is the best (lowest) value for 

X, )(aFX  is the fraction of attempts which would result in a value of X less than or 

equal to a, a confidence threshold, and )(aFW  is the fraction of X values that result 

in a value of W less than or equal to a. Once N attempts to converge have been made, 
the number of hidden nodes should be increased.  

We must note the principal difference between our approach and the approach of a 
modified Cascade Correlation network (CasCor) [5,10]. Although a CasCor network 
implements a dynamical architecture by sequentially increasing (cascading) the num-
ber of hidden layers, it was shown that the potential of such network can be utilized 
only with a large (unfeasible in this case) number of training examples [10]. Expand-
ing on this idea, architecture with one hidden layer to which nodes are sequentially 
added was later introduced [10]. The resulting network performed at least as well as 
the original CasCor on a set of benchmark problems [12]. Although seemingly effi-
cient, the modified CasCor architecture does not take into account a priori informa-
tion about the problem at hand, for example, input dimensionality. In our approach, 
the size of the hidden layer is selected according to the complexity of the classifica-
tion task without resorting to traverse architectures which are unlikely to deliver the 
potential required for the given task. 

4.2   Training 

Neural network training proceeds in two stages (see Figure 5). During the first stage, 
which we call basic training, the network is presented with only few examples of each 
pattern (usually five). In rare cases, these examples are sufficient to train the network 
to stably recognize a pattern. However, most STPs require larger training sets to en-
sure correct classification. Basic training provides the network with a rough estimate 
of the classification task, so the error rate might be high due to partially learned deci-
sion boundaries of certain classes. In other words, the neural network was not pre-
sented with enough examples of one or more classes to be able to distinguish between 
all accurately. The system identifies problematic classes by assigning a confidence 
value to each member of the alphabet. Initially, all classes have the same value.  

 

Fig. 5. Training overview. 
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In the second stage, which we call extended training, the user can start experiment-
ing with the system. During this experimentation, the recognition error rate is usually 
still high. The user is asked to notify the system about its mistakes in order to update 
the confidence values of the alphabet elements to reflect their recognition error rates. 
The confidence values are increased for every correct classification and decreased for 
every incorrect one. To speed up the training, the user is asked to provide additional 
examples for alphabet elements. The chance of an element being selected is propor-
tional to its confidence value. As a result, STPs that were recognized poorly after 
basic training are emphasized during extended training. Each new sample STP is 
added to the training set if the current network does not recognize it correctly and is 
discarded otherwise. In addition, for each new sample STP, the system continues to 
adjust confidence values. The network is updated after each time an additional STP is 
entered by the user. This procedure, if continued long enough, typically results in a 
sufficient number of examples for each class. In practice, it takes about 5 minutes to 
decrease the classification error rate to a point where the system can be used reliably. 
The purpose of dividing training into two stages is to ensure that correct classification 
will be produced by the network trained on as few examples as possible, hence mini-
mizing training time. 

We employ a standard back-propagation training algorithm with gradient descent 
and conjugate gradient descent methods [3]. To increase the speed of training and 
reduce the likelihood of converging into local minima, we employed different train-
ing modes (stochastic, batch), a momentum term and a variable learning rate [3]. The 
first few examples of an alphabet member are trained sequentially in batch mode, 
which is quite robust for small training sets. Then training switches to a stochastic 
mode, which is more robust for large training sets. Such a combination of training 
modes and the techniques mentioned above resulted in rapid convergence. 

5   Testing 

In this section we describe the methodology and results of the quantitative experi-
ments. In the next section we describe our experiences working with a subject with 
severe disabilities and discuss possible extensions of our system.  

5.1   Participants 

Formal testing was conducted with participation of twenty subjects. The first ten 
subjects (Group A) were sophomore year college students with above average com-
puter literacy. The next ten subjects (Group B) were individuals with average com-
puter skills. None of the subjects was previously exposed to the system.  

5.2   Methods and Apparatus 

The testing procedure consisted of two tasks designed to test both the usability and 
the accuracy of the system. In the first task, which targeted primarily usability, sub-
jects were asked to use the system to create an alphabet of five commands by map-
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ping four arbitrary symbols to the following standard internet browser functions: 
“back”, “forward”, “stop”, and “favorites”, respectively. Subjects were asked to map 
the last symbol in the alphabet to the mouse single-click event. Upon completion of 
this configuration step, subjects were asked to perform basic training and proceed to 
interact with the system in its recognition mode to acquire alphabet rankings. After a 
period of interaction, subjects were asked to conduct an extended training step for 3 
minutes. In this step, the subjects were asked to open an internet browser and, using 
only the five newly created symbols, browse the internet in a natural way with the 
mouse as the input device.  

The second task required subjects to expand an existing alphabet to include ten 
symbols to be mapped to keyboard events that correspond to digits 0 through 9 and 
the last symbol to the mouse single-click event. The training procedure was the same 
as in the first task. Subjects were then asked to launch a word processor and produce 
all ten digits in a consecutive order using the mouse as a pointing device.  

Note that access to the keyboard and full mouse functionality was allowed only 
during the configuration and training stages in both tasks. Results reflecting accuracy 
of the system (Recognition Accuracy) were recorded during the actual recognition 
stage and consisted of percent of correctly performed actions out of all attempted. 
The numbers of attempts were 50 for Task 1 and 10 for Task 2. As a measure of us-
ability, the time it took each subject to configure the system (Average Adjustment 
Time) for each task was recorded. Another parameter that was recorded across all 
subjects was the average processing time of one symbol (Response Time) during the 
session.  

All tests were conducted on Pentium IV 1.4 GHz machines running the Windows 
XP operating system. 

Table 1. Average recognition accuracy of the system and the average adjustment time as meas-
ure of usability for two groups of 10 subjects each performing Task 1 50 times and Task 2 10 
times. 

Average Recognition  
Accuracy  

Average Adjustment  
Time  

Subject Groups 

Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2 
A (subjects with  
above average  
computer skills) 

95 % 87 % 3 min 12 min 

B (subjects with  
average com- 
puter skills) 

85 % 75 % 6 min 18 min 

5.3   Results 

The results indicate that both groups of users were able to successfully complete the 
tasks assigned during testing (see Table 1). Although it is evident that individuals 
with less computer experience (Group B) took longer to adjust to the interface, high 
average recognition accuracy was achieved for both groups. Recognition accuracy 
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depended directly on the duration of the extended training procedure, which was here 
limited to 3 minutes (importance of prolonged extended training is discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2). Samples of symbols created by users are shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

Results show that an average user as well as a more advanced user can configure 
this interface in a relatively short time (see Table 1). At the end of the second testing 
task, subjects were capable of using such tools as a calculator user interface without 
resorting to a keyboard and using a mouse merely as a pointer input device. The sys-
tem proved to be robust with the average response time under 600 milliseconds. 

 

Fig. 6. Instances of five symbols as produced by a user in Group B in Task 1. 

 

Fig. 7. Instances of five out of eleven symbols as produced by a user in Group B in Task 2. 
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6   Discussion 

The system described in this paper is a general interface for communication with the 
computer. Since it does not need information about the type of pointer device used to 
control the cursor, it provides a general extension to the device’s capabilities. The 
system was designed to be modular: each of the main components – input processor, 
classifier, and interpreter – can be changed or completely altered to fit particular tasks 
and input devices.  

The system is intended to replace the functionality of the mouse input device and 
some functionality of the keyboard input device. For this purpose, the number of 
commands (order of 10-20) and the number of instances of training patterns for each 
command (20-30) used in the testing phase were appropriate. The system can poten-
tially be expanded to handle a larger number of commands, for example, fully replac-
ing the functionality of the keyboard. Such expansion, however, will raise the compu-
tational demands of the system requiring a redesign of its major components.  

The two major approaches to improve input processing are feature extraction (re-
duces input dimensionality) and to use additional input characteristics (cursor move-
ment direction, speed etc). Feature extraction is beneficial if input characteristics that 
emphasize differences between classes can be identified and no significant computa-
tional costs are associated with their extraction. As for using additional input charac-
teristics, this can only be justified if the readily available spatio-temporal information 
is not a sufficient representation of the user’s input. We did not choose to extract 
additional information because the STPs used carried sufficient information for sym-
bol classification. 

The fact that the system performed well during testing, and that users quickly be-
came comfortable with it, encouraged us to tackle a more difficult problem. Taking 
into account the constraints placed on the input devices that can be used by disabled 
individuals we examined how to modify it to work with camera-based human-
computer interfaces (in particular, the Camera Mouse [1]) to provide an accessibility 
solution for these individuals. The major difficulty about recognizing input produced 
by motion-impaired users is that, in most cases, the cursor path is significantly dis-
torted by involuntary movements [2]. In other words, a subject can move the cursor 
sooner or later to a desired screen position, but the cursor’s trajectory on the way to 
the target point is difficult for the subject to reproduce. To address this problem we 
explored the idea to discretize the input signal further in order to extract “pivot 
points,” i.e., points or regions that the cursor’s path must travel through. The neural 
network would then be utilized to classify patterns constituted by pivot points. We 
conducted preliminary experiments with a motion-impaired user due to severe cere-
bral palsy, showing that pivot points can indeed be detected and analyzed for classifi-
cation. This approach is a subject of a future investigation.  
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Abstract. At present, various types of car navigation systems are progressively 
entering the market. Simultaneously, mobile outdoor navigation systems for pe-
destrians and electronic tourist guides are already available on handheld com-
puters. Although, the depiction of the geographical information on these appli-
ances has increasingly improved during the past years, users are still 
handicapped having to interpret an abstract metaphor on the navigation display 
and translate it to their real world. 
This paper introduces an innovative visual paradigm for (mobile) navigation 
systems, embodied within an application framework that contributes to the ease 
of perception of navigation information by its users through mixed reality. 

Introduction 

Modern navigation systems follow up different approaches of presenting geographical 
information to their users. Whereas the constitution of information may either be 
verbal or spatial, the presentation can be visual or auditory [6], [19] (see Fig. 1). 

 visual auditory 
verbal text message: "turn left" spoken message: "turn left" 
spatial ← tone to the left of the driver 

Fig. 1. How to present navigation information. 

The combination of those characteristics builds up the basis for the man-machine-
interface of current navigation systems: So called turn-by-turn systems display a sim-
ple, flat arrow indicating a turn or pointing to the desired direction (spatial, visual) 
together with a dynamically changing designation for the distance to the next maneu-
ver point (verbal, visual) (see upper part of Fig. 2). A built-in voice enhances this 
information by instructing the driver where to go next (verbal, auditory). A two-
dimensional bird's eye view showing a geographical map and the driver's current 
position and orientation on it is just another state of the art method for illustrating 
navigation data to the users (Fig. 2, lower part). 

However, all these attempts of an adequate visualization method face one common 
problem: There is an abstraction gap between the provided information and the map-
ping of these data to the real world. Even though a car navigation system displays an 
arrow to the left and a voice additionally directs the driver to turn left in 100 meters, 
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the driver still has to determine the distance of 100 meters. It is even harder for a two-
dimensional geographical map: The driver has to handle a vast quantity of data within 
just one glimpse to the navigation display while driving. In addition, he is not capable 
of recognizing possible hazards on the street during this time.  

 

Fig. 2. Current visualization techniques. 

Consequently, we cannot consider these types of visualization methods as adequate 
for safety reasons and urge for a secure navigation guide that defeats the problems 
concerning the man-machine-interface. 

A Novel Paradigm for Visualization 

The navigation information shall easily be accessible to the drivers in an intuitive and 
natural way, thus maximizing the degree of perception. To support the drivers in per-
ceiving navigation data, we propose a see-through-based theatre experience of visual 
perception, seamlessly merging the components of the real and the digital world. 
Every car's windshield can transact the allegory of the see-through-based theatre and 
be used to superimpose the navigation information in front of the real world outside 
the car. So, we extend the characteristics for the constitution of navigation informa-
tion by annotated reality and mark the route in a translucent color (see left part of Fig. 
3). 

The advantages should be obvious by viewing the picture: By virtually painting the 
road in a semi-transparent color the new paradigm eliminates ambiguity which may 
arise at conventional navigation systems when the driver is requested to turn left with 
two junctions back to back. This visualization concept even enables a driver to recog-
nize junctions, which are hidden to his eyes in the real world, because other vehicles 
or blind summits restrict the driver's view (right part of Fig. 3). 

No more counting of exit ways out of traffic circles is necessary in order to get off 
at the designated exit (Fig. 4, left). Furthermore, the driver always surveys the road 
ahead, because he is no longer handicapped by a constrained view of the current traf-
fic and driving situation (Fig. 4, right). 

As a consequence, we consider this paradigm to be a self-explanatory and easy to 
understand visualization method, which helps to avoid indistinctness concerning ma-
neuver instructions, and conspicuously increases safety aspects. In the course of a 
three years project, we (i.e. the University of Linz, Austria, Siemens Corporate Tech-
nology in Munich, Germany, and the Ars Electronica Futurelab in Linz, Austria) have 
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developed a software architecture that engages this new visualization concept. The 
main principles and the prototypical implementations of this idea are described in the 
following sections.  

  

Fig. 3. Translucent path for navigation. 

  

Fig. 4. Roundabout and Safety Aspects. 

Approach 

Present head-up displays [7] using the windshield are not yet maturely conceived to 
be used as a see-though window as originally intended. Instead, the annotation of the 
route is superimposed on a live-stream video showing the road ahead on the naviga-
tion display. Accordingly, augmented reality is our technical instrument for the reali-
zation of the new concept, which is also reflected in the name of our navigation sys-
tem: INSTAR – Information and Navigation System Through Augmented Reality. 

The first obvious approach for calculating the virtually colored route – the use of 
picture recognition algorithms [20], [27] – would be insufficient, as those algorithms 
are poorly conceived. They are too complex, too expensive and, by the way, could not 
cope with the entanglement of the streets in large cities. The INSTAR system follows 
a different strategy: It simply uses the data coming from a conventional navigation 
system (the current GPS position and orientation, the maps, the topography informa-
tion and the route) and calculates a three-dimensional depiction of the street as it may 
look from the driver's perspective (see Fig. 5). 

This technical approach is also advantageous in terms of daylight conditions, for, it 
only visualizes pure, measured data and does not utilize picture recognition algo-
rithms, which would be dependent on weather and lighting situations.  
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virtual 3D model

camera live stream augmented reality  viewtopography

position, orientation and route

 

Fig. 5. Thought model of AR view. 

System Architecture 

In order to receive the required data from the navigation system the INSTAR software 
has to provide a variety of input interfaces (see Fig. 6): Most car navigation systems 
are equipped with a GPS receiver and in some cases additionally keep track of the car 
using wheel sensors when GPS is not constantly available, e.g., within city areas. 
However, the system is also prepared for alternative tracking technologies, like indoor 
tracking systems (ITS) and other wireless positioning approaches. Usually, the orien-
tation of a car comes from the GPS signal, but the generic system architecture of the 
INSTAR kernel facilitates different orientation trackers (compasses, gyros, etc.) as 
input sensors, as well. Static model data (i.e., 2D and 3D maps typically stored on a 
compact disc), dynamic model data (i.e., ongoing road works and accidents) and the 
route planning algorithm finally enable the INSTAR kernel system to compute the 
virtual 3D road image. The video interface for transferring the live-stream from the 
camera completes this list of interface components.  

INSTAR
kernel system

dynamic
model data

video
input

tracking
data

orientation
data

video cameraGPS wheel sensorscompassgyro

static
model data

route
planning

augmented reality
video output

road works

maps

accidents ITS

 

Fig. 6. The system as a black box. 

Fig. 5 outlines the interaction of all input components in a simplified way. Natu-
rally, the algorithms behind this thought model must handle a challenging and com-
plex problem. Just to give an idea of what is meant by this assertion, consider the 
following scenario: Depending on the current position and pitch of a car and the to-
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pography of the street ahead, the augmentation to the next maneuver-point differs in 
its length even if the distance from the car to the maneuver-point is the same (com-
pare the two driving situations illustrated in Fig. 7). Actually, the virtual arrow may 
grow in its length even if the car is continuously approaching the maneuver-point. 

 

real maneuver point

maneuver point
in 2D map

maneuver point
in 2D map

real maneuver point  

Fig. 7. Characteristics of AR view. 

To go into detail, the route from the navigation component is provided through a 
dynamically changing sequence of geographical points in the three-dimensional space 
(see left part of Fig. 8). A distinction is drawn between shape points tagging the route 
in front of the car and maneuver points indicating upcoming navigation maneuvers. 

current position

current orientation

             

current position

current orientation

 

Fig. 8. 3D shape points tag the route. 

The catenation of those points (e.g., through a cubic spline or by nurbs [23]) results 
in the desired virtual path (see right part of Fig. 8). Accordingly, the static topography 
information (as denoted in Fig. 5) is not directly retrieved from the three-dimensional 
maps of the navigation computer but considered indirectly by the spline. 

So, the INSTAR system calculates a virtual three-dimensional model of the spline 
relative to a fictive origin within a virtual space. Corresponding matrix transforma-
tions rotate, shift, and zoom this model regarding the current position and orientation 
of the car (and also several other parameters like the current speed, wheel sensor data, 
etc.) so that the spline finally looks as if it was a colored part of the street viewed 
from the driver's perspective (see Fig. 9). 
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current orientation

 

Fig. 9. The route from the driver's perspective. 

The calculated 3D-path is stored in an appropriate data structure, a scenegraph, 
which is detached from any graphical library or operating system needed to illustrate 
the routing information. As the scenegraph approach for storing three-dimensional 
graphics is used by many popular 3D renderers [13], it has also been used within the 
software design of the INSTAR framework. A traversal of the graphical objects and 
transformation nodes stored in the scenegraph finally initiates the augmented reality-
drawing process, with several customer-dependent implementation variants for differ-
ent operating systems and graphic libraries already contained in the framework (ex-
pressed by the hashed square below the AR renderer in Fig. 10).  

INSTAR kernel system

dynamic
model data

video
input

tracking
data

orientation
data

video cameraGPS wheel sensorscompassgyro

static
model data

route
planning

augmented reality
video output

road works

maps

ITS

cubic
spline
calc.

scene
graph

AR
renderer

 

Fig. 10. Generic AR data calculation and storage. 

This architecture enables users to arbitrarily exchange navigation devices. The ge-
neric scenegraph data structure can be processed by several different graphic render-
ers, which allow the output to be displayed on notebooks, handheld computers, and, 
of course, on conventional navigation displays, as well. The INSTAR navigation 
system is beyond this capable of dealing with various tracking systems, which enables 
users to take the navigation system out of the car and use it as a mobile pedestrian 
navigator [22]. 

Results 

The INSTAR-framework has been developed by using a self-made simulation envi-
ronment. All the navigation data coming from a commercially available car naviga-
tion system were recorded synchronously together with a video stream from a digital 
camera mounted inside a test car. These data repetitively served as the simulation 
input for the initial INSTAR system running on a personal computer. The software 
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was written in C++ and developed for the operating systems Windows 2000/XP and 
Windows CE. At the back-end, OpenGL and PocketGL were used to combine the 
computed 3D route and the video stream to an augmented reality navigation view. 
Fig. 11 shows an OpenGL window in front of the simulation environment with a 
semitransparent yellow path guiding the way. The borders of the path are kept in 
diverse colors in order to denote different purposes: Red indicates a left turn and 
green indicates a right turn. You can also clearly recognize the shape points and the 
already covered distance in the backward simulation control window. 

 

Fig. 11. INSTAR simulation. 

When the implementations for the simulation environment had been finished, the 
INSTAR system started migrating into a test car. Initially, the system was still exe-
cuted on a laptop computer, but already connected to the built-in Siemens VDO navi-
gation system via a serial port. A digital firewire camera mounted behind the rear-
view mirror provided the live stream of the scene in front of the car. For the premier 
time, the new visualization concept could be experienced in a real testing environ-
ment. The left part of Fig. 12 shows a picture of our first real world experiment in 
March 2002. 

Due to the restriction that the INSTAR navigation system has been undisclosed un-
til now, and that it is only available in one test car, no empirical research has been 
done, so far, to formally evaluate the acceptance of the new human-machine interac-
tion method. However, the developer crew has acknowledged the intuitive way of 
perception of the navigation information in several test runs in the city of Munich. 

As the INSTAR system was running properly within the test car, the exchangeabil-
ity aspect of the navigation display could be validated. Therefore, the kernel of the 
framework moved onto a handheld using PocketGL as the graphic renderer. In the 
same way as in the laptop version, the handheld was directly connected to the car 
navigation computer (see right part of Fig. 12) and additionally plugged into a video 
jacket in order to receive the video signals from the camera. The successful port of the 
software to a handheld device can be considered as the first step towards facilitating 
the mobility aspect of navigation systems [22]. 
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Fig. 12. Augmented reality car navigation system. 

Future Work 

The prototypical implementations have demonstrated the applicability of the INSTAR 
framework for navigation systems since the beginning of 2002. They ubiquitously 
retrieve tracking and navigation data and display an intuitive, augmented reality view 
of the route on exchangeable devices.  

We believe the utility of our navigation system being even better exploited when it 
is presented in a more adequate manner than shown so far. So, we are also carrying 
out design studies on the augmentation of the digital information. One promising 
modification could arise when we ask the most natural question on the subject of 
navigation systems: What is the easiest way to find a desired destination? Answer: 
Follow somebody who knows the way. This idea leads to an alternative augmentation 
variant showing a virtual car in front of one’s own car, blinking, braking and acceler-
ating (see left part of Fig. 13), making the navigation aspect in cars natural as possi-
ble. 

  

Fig. 13. Alternative augmentation methods. 

A few manufacturers have recently started offering colored head-up displays [28] 
within their cars, using a small part of the wind shield to display important data, like 
the current speed, the fuel gage, but also conventional depictions of navigation infor-
mation. With this technology emerging, we could also (e.g., by a command from the 
steering wheel) display the augmentation of the route directly in the front shield. The 
driver will not have to avert his eyes from the street, anymore (Fig. 13, right). 

The INSTAR system may furthermore be extended by context-sensitive services: 
In coordination with external sensors or smart devices [4] it calls attention to points of 
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interest located along the route. The left picture in Fig. 14 explains this idea where the 
system e.g., considers the refuelling indicator of a car and (when crucial) displays the 
location of the nearest gas station along the route (and maybe further information, 
e.g., about the price, when available within a pervasive computing environment [10], 
[12]). 

 

  

Fig. 14. Additional location based AR information. 

Hooks for further location-based services in the framework architecture extend the 
area of applicability of the framework, which until now only considers navigation 
aspects. Persons, things and places [18], expressed by positions, names (IDs), profiles, 
etc, could also be processed and displayed in an augmented reality manner to the 
users. Tourist information could then be added in the same way as security aspects or 
adventure games for the fun generation. The right picture in Fig. 14 illustrates just one 
example of these ideas, where a digital post-it displayed on a PDA provides location-
bound information for private issues. 

Related Work 

The university of Nottingham focuses on human factors design issues in general, and 
also on human factors of in-car technology [8], [9]. The researchers present estab-
lished and funded work as well as innovative and creative design issues concerning 
the perception of navigation information. However, they do not consider augmented 
reality as an alternative visual offer of information. 

The research community for augmented reality proposes ideas for easily compre-
hensible, innovative augmented reality user interfaces for location-based services. As 
an example, the MARS project [14], [15], [16] (Mobile Augmented Reality System) 
presents an approach where augmented reality is used for path finding and orientation. 
Equipped with a huge backpack including a GPS receiver for position determination 
and a head mounted display, users are guided within a delimited area by textual loca-
tion-based denotations and a graphical route displayed as a pipe system. This system, 
though, narrows the user's freedom of movement significantly, and a head mounted 
display is also far from being considered a natural interaction instrument, thus letting 
our prototypical implementation appear to be fairly applicable. 

The university of Graz in Austria presents a hybrid positioning technique for an 
augmented reality outdoor tracking system using a wearable apparatus [24], [25]. 
However, the methods for locating and identifying points and objects in the real world 
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by coordinating dissimilar positioning techniques represents the main focus of their 
research area. The augmented reality view seems to be just a means to an end for 
illustrating the results of their calculations. 

Several other research projects in this area deal with  human interaction factors, 
augmented reality views and the growing range of divergent positioning techniques 
[1], [2], [3], [5], [11], [17], [21], [26], [29]. Nevertheless, none of the approaches 
developed so far enhances the navigation information by simply coloring the route to 
the destination and therefore decreases the level of abstraction at the user interface to 
a minimum, thus making navigation intuitive and natural. 

Conclusion 

We consider the novel concept for visualizing navigation information by means of 
augmented reality to be an advancement in the man-machine-interface of navigation 
systems and have therefore applied the ideas for patents. The new paradigm appears 
natural to its users and helps to enhance traffic safety, for, the driver perceives naviga-
tion information quickly and intuitively and is always aware of the current traffic 
situation ahead. Even while looking at the navigation display he is able to keep his 
attention to the street ahead and to other road users. 

The new navigation system also unifies diverse methods for acquiring tracking and 
orientation data, provides generic implementations for graphical output on different 
displays and different operating platforms, and consequently enables the users to 
arbitrarily exchange navigation systems, using an indoor navigation handheld as a car 
navigation system and vice versa. The applicability of the visualization concept has 
been demonstrated within this paper by presenting prototypical implementations.  

A prospect of our visions reveals of one single mobile device as the navigation sys-
tem, small enough to be easily kept in one’s pocket and used wherever it is needed. 
The INSTAR framework can be considered as a first step in this direction of future 
navigation systems. 
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Abstract. The use of haptic peripherals to mediate spatial information to visu-
ally impaired users is a problem which has recently been examined thoroughly, 
however the main issue of almost all current approaches is the use of custom 
made peripheral devices, the high cost of which renders their massive deploy-
ment infeasible. We have focused on using low-cost haptic devices to allow 
visually impaired users to navigate in and inspect a virtual environment. In this 
paper we describe our approach to navigation in virtual environments by using 
force feedback joystick and haptic mouse. We also employ the spatial sound to 
enhance the information perception. We discuss two different navigation modes 
of avatar in the virtual environment (joystick and mouse based) and several in-
formation mediation techniques. Numerous tests have also been performed. Re-
sults show that the efficiency and usability of our solution is comparable with 
tactile exploration of physical paper models of an environment. 

1   Introduction 

Personal computers (and mainly adoption of the Internet as a new information chan-
nel) have given the visually impaired people the possibility to reach the information 
which used to be almost inaccessible. Currently, most of the visually impaired com-
puter users use a screen reader combined with synthetic speech and/or a Braille dis-
play. This gives them access to text on the screen, but not to the graphics [1]. 

The use of the haptic peripherals to mediate the graphic information to the visually 
impaired users is rather obvious (and already well implemented) idea, but the actual 
deployment of this approach could not be done without the massive production of 
low-cost haptic devices. These devices exist, but are not originally intended to be used 
by the users with disabilities. Common low-cost haptic devices are focused on com-
puter games sector and used to increase the immersive factor of gaming experience – 
for example force feedback joysticks, steering wheels etc. 

Most of existing solutions focused on haptic (tactile) interfaces use special devices 
(such as PHANTOM [2]). There are many known, implemented, and published ap-
proaches how to use these as peripherals for the visually impaired – for example [3] 
or [4]. However – because of their price – these devices are not affordable to most of 
the end users and therefore their common use is not probable. 

There were only few attempts to employ low-cost force feedback devices – for ex-
ample Dillon et al. [5] describes system simulating surface of the fabric by using 
haptic mouse. He discusses several interesting issues that emerged during testing of 
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his system – we take into account his suggestions when designing our solution. 
Sjöström in [1] describes number of experiments held on Lund University that were 
examining various different approaches to haptic interfaces.  

Our research activities are focused on applications and systems allowing visually 
impaired users to explore virtual environments. We have started with the project ex-
amining the possibilities of the navigation and movement in 3D space without visual 
feedback (using text to speech system, TTS) [6] and then extended abilities of the 
system by adding spatial sound, simulated sound of cane tapping etc. [7]. 

Our current effort is to incorporate the haptic modality. We have focused on low-
cost haptic devices and their (currently underestimated) abilities to mediate various 
types of spatial information. We employ two modalities allowing accessing the scene 
– the tactile (haptic) modality (using force feedback and other haptic devices) and 
acoustic modality taking (the spatial sound and the TTS.) 

In this paper, we focus on our novel approach to the induction of a mental model of 
virtual environments by means of combination of spatial audio and low-cost haptic 
(kinesthetic) devices allowing its direct exploration. Currently, we limit our goal to 
the presentation of maps of flat (2D) environments only, such as the layout of an 
apartment or and office floor. 

2   The Background 

In this section we will briefly describe two technologies used as a basis of our solu-
tion – haptic devices and spatial sound. 

2.1   Haptic Devices 

Appelle [8] defines haptic sensing as “the use of motor behaviors in combination with 
touch to identify objects”. Most haptic devices provide force feedback to the actions 
performed by user – resulting effects influence user’s muscles and movement of 
user’s hands/arms/fingers rather than tactile receptors in skin (what the world haptic 
would imply – as it is derived from Greek  “haptesthai” meaning “to touch”). 

We are using two devices that together combine both ways of haptic information 
providing – force feedback joystick and haptic mouse. 

The force feedback joystick is a device allowing – aside from measurement of 
depression and twist of its stick – the users to feel force of magnitude and direction 
specified by the application employing it. In our experiments, we were making use of 
the Logitech Wingman StrikeForce 3D joystick. 

The haptic mouse (usable also as a common pointing device) contains small gen-
erators of vibrations that may be perceived by the user as he or she rests the hand on 
it. Although this mouse is optical one, the generators are able to evoke the feeling of 
moving the mouse over rough surface. We have used the Logitech iFeel mouse 
TouchSense API [9] for our experiments. 

2.2   Spatial Sound 

The spatial audio is based on simulation of sound distribution phenomena that affect 
the sound emitted from its source. As a result of interaction of the sound and the envi-
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ronment, the sound received by human auditory system contains spatial information 
on the position of the sound source and also the surrounding environment. 

From various auditory cues (IID, ITD, band attenuation [10]), the human auditory 
system is capable to extract the information on the direction of the sound received. 
The positional audio is a sound output in which these effects are synthesized. This 
way, the sound stimuli may be located “around” the user’s head. 

The length and timbre of the reverberation of a room gives user information on the 
approximate size and nature of the environment – as described in [10] or [11] and also 
serves as the memoria loci – personalized reminder of the place or event. 

3   Navigation in Environment 

In this section, we describe basic concepts of our navigation method. We consider the 
navigation of avatar (representation of user in virtual environment) consisting of two 
components: The control of the avatar’s motion in which the users drive their avatars 
around the scene, and the environment sensing through which the users may check 
their position in the scene and also to get acquainted with the scene.  

In the following two sections, we describe our approach to both mentioned compo-
nents of the navigation. 

3.1   Avatar Movement 

We have implemented two methods of the motion control: The mouse based and the 
joystick based. We assumed that the position of the avatar in the scene could be de-
scribed by its location and heading. 

In the mouse based motion control, the motion of avatar is tied to the motion of 
the mouse. Velocity of the mouse movement is interpreted as the velocity of the ava-
tar in the environment. The avatar’s heading is controlled by the mouse buttons as 
shown in Fig. 1 (left for left turn by 45 degrees, right for right turn), however the 
heading is usually fixed to the North. 

  

Fig. 1. Mouse-driven motion control. 

In the joystick based motion control, the avatar may move forward or backward 
(upon the appropriate depression of the stick). Its heading is controlled by the joystick 
handle twist (the Z-axis), as shown in Fig. 2. 

3.2   Environment Sensing 

The Table 1 summarizes the components of the environment description we made 
available to the user for simultaneous use, and also the peripheral devices (mediators) 
we used to implement them. 
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Fig. 2. Joystick-driven motion control. 

Table 1. Types of information mediated by different modules of the system (M = haptic mouse, 
J = force feedback joystick, S = sound output, *), **), ***)  – see section 5.3). 

Mediator Information  
Component 

Content of Information 
M J S 

Location description Name of the room or region � �  TTS *) 
Size of the room Approximate size of the  

surrounding environment 
� � Reverberation *) 

Floor material Characteristics of the surface,  
sound of the footsteps 

Haptic 
texture 

� Footsteps 

Avatar�s heading Direction to the North � � Positional audio 
Scene topology Location of the neighboring  

doors 
� � Positional audio 

(TTS) *) 
Collisions Direction of the motion that  

caused collision, textual  
description of the event 

Vibration 

*) 
Force  
pulse TTS *) 

Remote obstacles Positions of the obstacles in  
vicinity of the avatar 

� Haptar 

**) Sonar ***) 

Sonar. Using the spatial audio, the sonar allows the user to “hear” the surrounding 
obstacles. Every visible obstacle is represented by a virtual sound source that pro-
duces a short beep. Different stimuli are assigned to different types of obstacles in 
order to facilitate the user their recognition. When requested from the user, the virtual 
sound sources produce the beeps sequentially in counter-clockwise order as shows 
Fig. 3. The beep of a door is followed by the TTS that announces the name of the 
room on their other side.  

Haptar. The haptar allows the user to touch the surrounding environment using the 
force feedback joystick. The force that is transmitted to the stick is dependent on the 
distance to the closest obstacle in the direction in which the user depresses the stick 
(see Fig. 4). When fully depressed, the TTS describes the closest obstacle in that di-
rection. 

 

4   Testing 

We have performed several tests (using system prototype) that should evaluate usabil-
ity of individual navigation and information providing concepts. 

Fig. 3. Principle of sonar - the numbers denote the order in
which the virtual sources sound. 
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Fig. 4. Principle of haptar - an example
of layout of the obstacles and appropriate
diagram of forces cast upon the deflec-
tion of the stick in the device coordinate
system (x, y).  

4.1   Usability of Different Navigation Methods 

Four different users participated in this experiment. Its aim was to receive an initial 
feedback from the users concerning the usability of the two navigation modes. All 
users were asked to judge which navigation mode was more acceptable for them to 
browse through a simple scene (up to three different rooms). All of them responded 
that the joystick based navigation is very confusing as they lost their sense of position 
very quickly and even the supplementary sensing components (such as the environ-
ment description, or the avatar’s heading) did not supply enough information to regain 
it. However, they felt very comfortable with the mouse based navigation, therefore we 
concentrated on it in our subsequent tests. 

4.2   Haptar Evaluation 

The same group of users was asked to try to use the haptar sensing component to 
“touch around” a few simple scenes and then to draw the layout on a sheet of paper. 
The table 2 shows the results of this experiment. We may see that for the contiguous 

Table 2. The haptar evaluation experiment results. ! = correct identification. The incorrect 
answer is either shown in drawing or as a rephrased user’s comment. 

 

     
Scene layout 
and avatar�s 

position 
1 2 3 4 5 

Participant #1 !  ! ! ! �Unable to 
identify� 

Participant #2 ! ! �Same as 
layout 2� 

�I can�t step 
back� 

�Unable to 
identify� 

Participant #3 ! 
 

�Same as 
layout 2�   

Participant #4  !    
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wall layouts, the users were mostly capable to identify the correct topology of the 
scene. However, the shape identification often led to more or less serious misinterpre-
tations, especially in the scenes 3 and 4. In the scene 5, most users were not capable to 
identify the gap in the wall. Therefore, we have concluded that our haptar is usable 
only as a rough mediator of the scene topology. 

4.3   Evaluation of the Mouse Based Navigation 

In this experiment we have evaluated the usability of the mouse based navigation 
enhanced by the spatial audio. There were five participants of age from 25 to 45 and 
all of them were experienced computer users.  

For the purposes of this experiment, the participants were blindfolded at the begin-
ning of their sessions. Their task was to create a mental model of different flat layouts 
(4 rooms, and 3 or 4 doors in one scene) presented using the mouse based navigation 
(used standalone or enhanced by the sonar or haptar) and then to reproduce it by 
sketching a map. The following presentation methods were used: 

1. Direct tactile exploration, in which a paper model was presented to the partici-
pants to test their capabilities to memorize and reproduce a model of an environ-
ment. 

2. Mouse based navigation and spatial audio. We have used the combination of the 
sensing components and the mediators marked with *) in the Table 1. 

3. All the components from the previous point, enhanced with the sonar. The combi-
nation of items marked *) and **) in the Table 1 was used. 

4. All the components from point 3, enhanced with the haptar. The combination of 
items marked *) and ***) in the Table 1 was used. 

We evaluated the correctness of the participants’ responses from the following 
three points of view: the scene topology (the neighborhood and interconnectedness of 
rooms), the room names, and the room shapes. 

During the direct tactile exploration, the participants were able to quickly acquire 
mental models of the presented environments. The mean time was approximately 2 
minutes. 

Even though the number of participants is not enough to make a statistically valid 
conclusion, the results indicate that using the haptic mouse navigation together with 
the spatial audio enhancements the participants yielded the mental models of the 
equal precision as in the direct tactile exploration, and this process took approxi-
mately one minute longer. 

The sonar and haptar enhancement brought no improvement to the plain mouse 
based navigation. 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we have shown the problem of the presentation of the graphic informa-
tion to the visually impaired users and its possible resolution by means of combina-
tion of the audio and haptic peripheral devices. We have described our approach to 
this problem and an implementation of the pilot version of the browser of the maps of 
the flat indoor environments. 

Our experiments have shown high usability of our method of navigation by means 
of combination of the haptic mouse and the spatial audio. They have shown that the 
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users were capable to acquire the mental model of an environment with the same 
precision and in comparable time as with the tactile exploration of the physical mod-
els. 

The force feedback joystick did not prove efficient for these purposes – according 
to users’ comments it is very difficult to determine the centre of the stick movement 
because the force pulses are non-linear and “contain hysteresis”. Nevertheless we 
have found that it may be employed in the local haptic explorations of the scene. 

In our future work, we would like to extend our concept especially in the following 
ways: a) to implement the navigation in the full 3D environments and b) to modify the 
existing system to be able to mediate different types of structured information that 
may be visualized in 2D, such as the oriented graphs, or electric circuits. 
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Abstract. Desktop interaction solutions are often inappropriate for mobile de-
vices due to small screen size and portability needs. Speech recognition can im-
prove interactions by providing a relatively hands-free solution that can be used 
in various situations. While mobile systems are designed to be transportable, 
few have examined the effects of motion on mobile interactions. We investi-
gated the effect of motion on automatic speech recognition (ASR) input for 
mobile devices. We examined speech recognition error rates (RER) with sub-
jects walking or seated, while performing text input tasks and the effect of ASR 
enrollment conditions on RER. RER were significantly lower for seated condi-
tions. There was a significant interaction between enrollment and task condi-
tions. When users enrolled while seated, but completed walking tasks, RER in-
creased. In contrast, when users enrolled while walking, but completed seated 
tasks, RER decreased. These results suggest changes in user training of ASR 
systems for mobile and seated usage. 

1   Introduction 

The intent behind the development of mobile and hand-held devices is to produce 
portable electronic devices that can be used when away from traditional desktop com-
puting equipment. As described by Johnson [1], mobile devices have the potential to 
provide access to an abundance of computer resources in a variety of settings; but the 
capabilities will never be fully realized without effective interface design. In some 
instances, poor mobile device design may create safety issues such as concerns with 
mobile phone use while driving. In other situations, poor design may simply render a 
device difficult to use and therefore unpopular with consumers. In one recent study, 
researchers questioned health care workers about their use of personal digital assis-
tants (PDA). They found that users liked PDAs and utilized them in a number of daily 
functions, but also described several issues with their use including difficulty with 
currently available data entry techniques and complaints about small screen size  [2]. 

It may be possible to improve mobile device interfaces through the implementation 
of speech interaction. Speech input provides a relatively hands-free solution for data 
entry, as well as command-and-control tasks, which can render a mobile device more 
functional in a greater variety of situations. There are a number of factors to be con-
sidered during the development of speech interfaces for mobile devices and some 
have been addressed in previous research. Speech recognition is inherently computa-
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tionally intensive especially in large vocabulary applications [3]. This has important 
implications given the limited computational capabilities of many mobile devices. 
Further, accuracy and error correction techniques play a large role in speech recogni-
tion usability and acceptance [4, 5, 6, 7, & 8]. Given the limited computational re-
sources and inferior interaction solutions available with current mobile technologies, 
developing effective speech-based solutions may prove challenging. These issues are 
explored in more detail below. 

While mobile systems are designed to be mobile, few researchers have examined 
the effects of motion on interactions with mobile devices. The motivation for this 
study is to examine the effect of motion on the use of automatic speech recognition as 
an input technique for mobile devices. To date, such nomadic speech-based interac-
tions have received little to no attention in the literature. 

2   Background Literature 

An interest in the design of mobile devices has recently emerged with researchers 
examining the best techniques to design and develop mobile technology. Users desire 
access to necessary information regardless of their location, the environment, or the 
device they are using. Therefore, it is up to human-computer interaction experts to 
design interfaces that can support the desired activities [9]. Research has been under-
taken with user participation through envisioning and enacting real-life use scenarios 
to provide a better understanding of the challenges of mobile design [10]. Dahlbom 
and Ljungberg [11] suggest that mobile systems have unique qualities that cannot be 
addressed using traditional design techniques utilized for stationary desktop worksta-
tions. Mobile Informatics, the challenge of providing users with effective access to 
information under mobile conditions, must address issues such as what type of work 
occurs in a mobile context and what technologies will best support the identified mo-
bile work. 

Researchers have begun to examine the use of mobile devices in field studies to de-
termine issues such as device preference and how those devices are used [12]. Others 
are investigating characteristics of mobile work to determine important factors related 
to field work such as accessing remote information and colleagues [13]. Mobile de-
sign issues have been summed up in two statements: Mobile devices must tolerate a 
broad range of external conditions and technology must be adaptable to deal with 
changing external conditions [14]. Several studies have examined systems solutions 
for mobile users such as systems which can be used in an eyes-free manner, not using 
the standard GUI interface found on most desktop systems [15]; a minimal attention 
user interface which is specifically designed for field workers [16]; and speech and 
audio interaction with mobile devices [17].  

One unique feature of mobile devices that needs further research is the ability to 
use the device while the user is in motion. We call this context of use “nomadic us-
age”, as it requires the capability to enter data and retrieve information in a variety of 
situations such as in a moving vehicle or while walking. Current data entry techniques 
for mobile devices are not always conducive to use while in motion. Interfaces requir-
ing the use of a small keyboard, a stylus with character writing, or a stylus and soft 
keyboard are visually intensive and not easy to use while in motion. 

One potential solution for the challenges that come with mobile data entry could be 
data entry using ASR. Some researchers believe that user actions with ASR are inher-
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ently error prone [18]. While we acknowledge speech recognition errors as problem-
atic in speech interface design, we maintain that much can be done to decrease the 
number of recognition errors or increase the ease of error correction thus making 
speech interfaces more reliable and functional.  As the concept of speech data entry 
has become more realistic due to improvements in the underlying speech recognition 
algorithms and error correction mechanisms as well as increased computational capa-
bilities of both mobile and desktop systems, researchers have begun to examine the 
efficacy of speech data entry. Ward and Novick [19] describe speech as an attractive 
choice for data input into mobile devices as it enables users to move around their 
environment. Others have argued that spoken computer interactions can be useful 
when a user’s hands and eyes are busy, if a keyboard is not feasible or when screen 
size is limited or nonexistent [20 & 21]. Researchers are also investigating architec-
ture features for the use of small-vocabulary real-time speech recognition on handheld 
devices, describe speech input as a desirable approach used to overcome challenges 
such as difficulty typing on a small keyboard while in motion during travel [22]. 
However, they did not discuss the effect of motion on ASR. 

One study has examined the use of a portable medical documentation system utiliz-
ing a speaker-independent ASR system as the mode of data entry. The researcher 
evaluated the effects of noise, such as that produced by wind, but did not discuss the 
possible effects of motion on the system efficacy [23]. One group of researchers did 
examine the effect of physical exertion on ASR, finding that recognition accuracy 
decreased with increased exertion. The study required participants to read a newspa-
per article for the speech data entry task. However, the study was conducted after the 
participants stopped exercising; therefore researchers were able to assess the physio-
logical effects of exercise, but they were not able to assess ASR during actual motion 
and exertion [24]. Entwistle (p137) presented several research questions for future 
studies. Namely, “if a participant completes enrollment while lightly exerted, would 
accuracy rates improve for that participant when dictating under the conditions of 
light or hard exertion?” Enrollment refers to ASR system enrollment by having the 
user read predefined text aloud into the computer via a microphone. This allows the 
system to develop customized models of the individual user’s speech patterns thus 
improving speech recognition rates. Entwistle also asks, “does enrolling during exer-
tion negatively impact rested accuracy rates in the same way that enrolling while 
rested and reading during exertion negatively impacted accuracy?” The current study 
directly addresses both of the above questions. 

Further, our research extends the activities described above by studying the effects 
of walking motion on speech data entry by examining the efficacy of the speaker-
dependent ASR system while participants are actually walking. In addition, we use 
composition tasks as opposed to the previously used reading tasks to simulate activi-
ties that are closer to real-world usage. 

3   Research Objectives and Measures 

This study examines the effectiveness of speech text entry for data entry into a mobile 
device while walking. The research objectives are to analyze the effect of exer-
tion/motion and ASR enrollment condition (seated vs. walking) on speech recognition 
accuracy. The dependent variable for this study is the speech recognition error rate. 
Word recognition error rate, or as described by us RER, is a commonly used measure 
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of speech recognition accuracy. RER is defined as the number of recognition errors 
divided by the number of words spoken. Recognition errors include substitution, dele-
tion and insertion errors [25]. The independent variables are task condition (seated vs. 
walking) and enrollment condition (also seated vs. walking).  

Perceived workload was rated by users immediately after each task condition using 
the NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX) [26& 27]. This workload measurement 
tool has been commonly used by researchers to collect subjective assessment of user 
workload. The NASA-TLX is a multidimensional measurement tool for the subjective 
assessment of mental workload by human users/operators during task performance or 
use of a system. The most regularly cited version of the NASA-TLX entails the use of 
numerical scales and a weighting system based on six workload subscales (mental 
demands, physical demands, temporal demands, effort, frustration and performance) 
to collect information about user-perceived workload resulting from a particular task 
or set of conditions. This measurement tool provides subjective user ratings of the 
relative impact of each of these subscales on their task-induced workload, as well as a 
composite workload score [28].  The composite workload score is weighted based on 
each individual user’s determination of the relative importance of each subscale dur-
ing task performance. The weighting is achieved through user evaluation of a number 
of pairwise comparisons between the subscales. A demographic survey was also ad-
ministered to gather background information about the participants.  

The following research questions were examined: 

! Does exertion and motion (task condition) result in significantly degraded recogni-
tion accuracy? 

! Does enrollment condition result in a significant affect on recognition accuracy? 
! Does decreased task length result in significantly degraded recognition accuracy? 
! Is there a significant difference in the perceived workload of seated vs. walking 

study tasks? 

4   Methodology 

A within-subjects repeated measures design was used to examine the effect of motion 
on recognition error rates with all subjects completing tasks in both the seated and 
walking conditions. The effect of enrollment was observed using a between-subjects 
design with half of the participants completing enrollment while seated (without mo-
tion) while the other half enrolled in the ASR system while walking. As described in a 
previous section, enrollment involves reading predefined text. In this study, enroll-
ment involved reading 57 sentences and required approximately 10 to 15 minutes. 
Participants were randomly assigned to perform enrollment either while seated or 
walking. The possible effects of noise, introduced by the treadmill during walking 
conditions, was negated by introducing equivalent noise during seated tasks as dis-
cussed below. 

4.1   Participants 

Thirty-two participants were recruited via a student announcement listserv at UMBC 
including 18 females and 14 males with an average age of 21. Participants’ college 
majors or career fields varied across a wide range of subjects. All participants had 
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multiple years of computer experience and reported frequent e-mail use. Subjects 
were all native English speakers with no previous speech recognition experience. 

4.2   Equipment and Software 

The equipment used in the study is intended to simulate the use of ASR with a mobile 
device, such as a PDA, while walking. Speech input occurred via a headset with mi-
crophone attached to a laptop computer. Speech data was collected via TK Talk II 
v2.0, a software application developed in the Interactive Systems Research Center 
(ISRC) at UMBC for collection and correction of speech recognition data. Since the 
goal was to measure recognition error rates, we wanted a pure measure of recognition 
accuracy. Therefore, we did not want participants to change the way they were speak-
ing as a result of recognition errors. Thus, participants were not allowed to view the 
resulting speech output and were not asked to perform correction of recognition er-
rors. Since participants were not aware of the quality of the subsequent output, they 
were not asked to rate satisfaction with the performance of the system. The ASR en-
gine used for this study was IBM Via Voice Pro USB Edition, Release 10. Custom 
analysis software, LISDLogger, was used for coding and analysis of speech recogni-
tion data. 

Subjects used a treadmill when completing walking enrollment and tasks. During 
the completion of both the seated enrollment and tasks, prerecorded treadmill noise 
was introduced at the same level as it occurred during treadmill usage, via speakers to 
rule out noise as a confounding factor. Consequently, all recognition error rates result 
from conditions in the presence of background noise. Participants were instructed to 
choose a comfortable walking pace while reading a paragraph of text projected on a 
large screen. We found that pilot subjects often chose a speed that was not a comfort-
able walking pace, so for safety reasons we decreased the user-chosen treadmill speed 
by 20% during enrollment and study trials. 

Respiratory rates were obtained using a gas pressure sensor belt for the purpose of 
assessing when users returned to a resting state after each task. During walking tasks, 
participants were asked to hold a Palm Pilot PDA with an accelerometer attached for 
the purpose of documenting motion during the walking condition. The PDA with the 
accelerometer was not held by participants, but instead was set on a table during 
seated conditions. Both the accelerometer and gas pressure (respiration) sensor col-
lected data via a Vernier LabPro interface system that enabled the data to be trans-
ferred to a desktop computer. The data collection software used with the LabPro 
consisted of a real-time sensor display software developed in the ISRC. The acceler-
ometer and gas pressure output was monitored during the experiment, but more de-
tailed analysis was not relevant to the current discussion and is not reported below. 

4.3   Procedure 

Upon arrival, participants were screened for eligibility and signed the necessary con-
sent form. The gas pressure sensor belt was attached and a baseline respiratory rate 
was obtained. The original, resting respiration rate, prior to any exertion was used as a 
baseline. In pilot studies we compared our resting respiratory rates, based on meas-
urements from the gas pressure sensor belt, with health care standards and determined 
that our sensor-based rates were closely aligned with established health care standards 
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[29]. In previous research, respiratory rates have been demonstrated to decrease dur-
ing speech with exertion (walking). This occurs as a side effect of controlling air flow 
for speech production [30 & 31]. Therefore, we used our sensor display software to 
determine when participants had returned to their original resting respiratory rate 
between tasks. More specifically, our software displays a green light to indicate that 
the participant has been at their resting respiratory rate for one minute. On occasion 
the green indicator did not light due to extraneous motion affecting the respiratory 
count. In those instances a trained health care professional manually counted the res-
piratory rate. 

Subjects were oriented to the treadmill and they chose their treadmill speed. 
Treadmill speeds selected by participants (with the 20% decrease) ranged between 1 – 
1.9 miles per hour. Participants were randomly assigned to an enrollment condition 
(seated or walking) and enrollment in the ASR software was completed. Subjects 
were required to rest by sitting quietly between each activity to allow their respiratory 
rate to return to their baseline rate as monitored by the sensor display software. Par-
ticipants were then ready to complete study tasks. Condition (seated or walking) and 
Task length (short, medium, or long) were randomized for each participant. 

Study tasks were composition in nature, answers in response to questions projected 
on a large screen in front of the participant. Participants were given three practice 
tasks one of each task length, prior to completing each trial condition. Tasks for each 
condition included 25 short phrases of 2 – 3 words, 10 medium phrases of 1 sentence, 
and 5 long phrases of 3 – 5 sentences each. 

Sample Tasks: 

! Short Task: Dictate a task you need to accomplish this week in 2 to 3 words. 
! Medium Task: Describe your clothing in one sentence. 
! Long Task: Discuss what you like to do during leisure time in 3 to 5 sentences. 

Users were instructed to answer with a specific length response based on the given 
instructions for each task. Speech was digitally recorded to enable later analysis. Par-
ticipants completed the TLX workload survey after each task condition. At the com-
pletion of all study trials, participants answered demographic questions in order to 
gather background information on the study sample population. 

5   Results 

Means and standard deviations are reported for RER in Table 1. A two-way ANOVA 
with repeated measures for task completion condition and task length was used to 
assess the effect of enrollment condition on RER. As illustrated in Figure 1, the ex-
amination of the effect of task conditions yielded significant results (F(1,31) = 4.545, 
p<0.05). Recognition error rates were significantly lower for seated conditions. 

Table 1. Recognition Error Rates means and standard deviations. 

Recognition Error Rates 
Enrollment Condition Seated Task Walking Task 

 Mean SD Mean SD 
Seated Enrollment 0.38 0.17 0.44 0.20 

Walking Enrollment 0.33 0.12 0.40 0.15 
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Fig. 1. Recognition Error Rates by enrollment and task condition. 

Table 2 presents means and standard deviations for RER by task length and condi-
tion. Within both the seated and walking conditions, it is interesting to note that RERs 
decreased as task length increased. The seated long task condition had the lowest 
RER at 33%. 

Table 2. Recognition Error Rates by task length and condition. 

 Recognition Error Rates 
Task Condition Short Task Length Medium Task 

Length 
Long Task Length 

 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Seated 0.37 0.18 0.36 0.15 0.33 0.15 

Walking 0.48 0.25 0.39 0.20 0.38 0.18 

 
The repeated measures ANOVA also confirmed that task length had a significant 

effect on RER (F(1,31) = 4.912, p<0.05) (see Figure 2). However, the effect of en-
rollment was not statistically significant (F(1,31) = 0.735, n.s.). 

To address the question raised by Entwistle (2003), we also computed the differ-
ence in RER between task conditions as follows: RER∆ = RERDiff - RERMatch with 
RERDiff representing the mean RER when the task condition differs from enrollment 
and the RERMatch for the mean RER when task condition is the same as enrollment. 
An analysis of RER∆ then allows us to determine if similar task conditions result in 
improved recognition accuracy as opposed to differing task conditions. 

A t-test was used to compare RER∆ scores for the seated vs. walking enrollment 
conditions resulting in a statistically significant difference (t(30) = 2.132, p<0.05). 
When users enrolled while seated, but completed the tasks when walking, RER in-
creased by 6.0% as compared to the seated task condition. In contrast, when users 
enrolled while walking, but completed the tasks when seated, RER decreased by 6.4% 
when compared to the walking condition. 
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Fig. 2. Recognition Error Rates by task length and condition. 

 

Fig. 3. Percent change in Recognition Error Rates, by enrollment condition, when moving from 
a task condition that matches enrollment to a task condition that differs from the enrollment 
condition. 

5.1   Workload Index Results 

A log transformation was used to normalize the TLX workload data. All TLX sub-
scale scores as well as the overall weighted scores were examined. These data were 
then analyzed using paired t-tests. As illustrated in Table 3, each subscale as well as 
the overall weighted scores resulted in large standard deviations. As a result, the only 
significant finding was that physical demand was higher for the walking vs. seated 
conditions (t(30)= 8.368, p<0.001). 

6   Conclusions 

In this paper we discuss research on ASR and associated errors during nomadic condi-
tions using variable length text composition tasks. Since participants completed both 
stationary (seated) tasks as well as tasks while walking, this research provided the 
opportunity to examine the effects of motion on the reliability of ASR systems. In 
order to develop ASR systems which are more efficient, it is necessary to decrease the 
RER thereby improving usability and decreasing user frustration. Currently, mobile 
device designers are looking for ways to improve the usability and promote safe use 
of their products. An interface which demands less attention would assist users with 
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the integration of mobile devices into their everyday activities. This research was 
completed towards meeting the above noted goals of improving the use of ASR with 
nomadic systems. 

Table 3. Results from NASA TLX questionnaire by task condition. 

NASA TLX Workload Scores 
TLX Subscales Task Condition 

 Seated Walking 
 Mean SD Mean SD 

Mental  37.81 23.45 35.16 21.61 
Physical 8.44 7.23 27.10 20.03 

Temporal 35.94 21.76 39.06 22.01 
Effort 37.19 20.40 35.47 18.11 

Frustration 24.69 20.12 22.34 19.30 
Performance 31.72 21.24 34.06 21.27 

Overall 36.44 16.31 37.81 15.34 

 
Our earlier studies, using the same recognition engine with various tasks, resulted 

in RER ranging from 10 to 19% [e.g., 32, 33, & 3]. We suggest that the substantially 
higher RER observed in the current study (e.g., 33-44%) is due, at least in part, to the 
addition of background noise. Unlike our earlier studies which used transcription 
tasks [e.g., 3], our current results indicate that RER decreases as phrases get longer. 
This is likely due to the additional contextual information, provided by other words in 
the phrase, that is available to the speech engine. 

We also confirmed that walking does indeed have an effect on speech recognition 
error rates. Recognition errors increased when participants were walking, but the 
effect may be mitigated by changing the conditions under which the users complete 
the enrollment process. Interesting results were obtained when investigating the rela-
tionship between enrollment and task conditions. When users enrolled under less 
demanding conditions (i.e., seated) accuracy decreased when performing tasks under 
different, more demanding, conditions (i.e., walking). Interestingly, users enrolled 
under demanding conditions (i.e., walking) accuracy increased when they completed 
tasks under different, less demanding, conditions (i.e., seated). 

The most intriguing possibility presents itself when comparing overall recognition 
error rates for both enrollment and task conditions. In the current study, enrollment 
was a between-group variable making it more difficult to evaluate differences be-
tween conditions, especially when using a technology like speech recognition where 
large individual differences are common. However, it is interesting to observe that 
users who enrolled when walking experienced a 33% RER when completing tasks in 
the seated condition, but those users who enrolled when seated experienced a 38% 
RER when completing the tasks in the seated condition. This difference was not sta-
tistically significant in the current study, perhaps due to the large individual differ-
ences and the between-group treatment of enrollment condition, but it is interesting. If 
these differences are reliable, this would suggest that performance could be improved, 
even for less demanding conditions, by having users complete the enrollment process 
under more demanding conditions. 
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Our research results demonstrate intriguing outcomes that may lead to future 
changes in the design and use of ASR interfaces. Our results raise interesting ques-
tions regarding the most effective approaches for completing the standard enrollment 
process for ASR systems. More specifically, our data suggest that ASR output may be 
improved by having users complete the enrollment process under more stressful con-
ditions than will be experienced during actual usage. Further research is needed to 
build on the findings in this study. We are planning a follow-up study, treating en-
rollment condition as a within-subject factor to explore the issue of the interaction 
between enrollment and task condition in greater detail. If our initial results are sup-
ported by additional studies, one could confidently recommend that enrollment be 
completed under conditions which are more challenging for the recognition engine as 
this would result in improved recognition accuracy under both challenging, and less 
challenging, conditions. Whether this trend exists only when physical exertion is 
involved, or is also evident when noise is introduced, is an issue that needs to be in-
vestigated. Studies would also be necessary to determine how challenging the enroll-
ment conditions could be made without negating this potential benefit by developing 
user profiles that are no longer useful. When the optimal enrollment process is deter-
mined, it would be beneficial to test the findings on limited vocabulary systems in an 
attempt to improve their reliability as well. Previous research describes the effects of 
noise on ASR and the user’s manner of speaking, suggesting that users often change 
their manner of speaking in noisy situations which causes a degradation in RER [34]. 
For this reason, it would also be interesting to replicate the study in a manner which 
removes the added noise characteristic to determine if there is an improvement in 
RERs without this confounding factor. Finally, it may prove interesting to further 
evaluate the accuracy of ASR output, including the specific nature of the errors en-
countered, when enrollment is completed under varying conditions. For example, 
researchers have explored the impact of combining the output from multiple ASR 
engines to reduce RER. Similarly, it may prove interesting to explore the potential 
benefits of combining the output produced when using multiple enrollment profiles 
with a single ASR engine. Users of ASR systems will benefit greatly from the in-
creased system reliability gained from the results of the proposed research. In addi-
tion, users of mobile systems will also benefit from the enhanced system interaction 
made possible through the use of advanced ASR. 
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Abstract. The paper describes the design, implementation and user evaluation 
of a system that allows a user to control a mouse pointer through whistling or 
humming. The pointer can be controlled in two ways: orthogonally (the pointer 
can only move with variable speed either horizontally or vertically at a time) 
and melodically (the pointer can move with fixed speed in any direction). The 
user study indicates that the users thought the orthogonal control was easier to 
operate than the melodic control. The orthogonal control was considered useful 
for controlling mouse movement while the melodic control was more useful for 
entertainment purposes. Humming was considered less tiring than whistling. 
This study makes several contributions to the field. First, it is perhaps the first 
published study investigating the use of whistling to operate a mouse pointer. 
Second, the system can be used as a low-cost alternative pointing device for 
people with motor disabilities. 
 

Keywords: Pointing devices, motor disabilities, acoustic input, assistive tech-
nologies. 

1   Introduction 

Throughout recent years, much effort has been put to the development of alternative 
input user interfaces for computer users with motor disabilities. Some common ap-
proaches include the addition of speech recognition software or additional devices 
such as an eye-tracker or various breath controllers (such as the sip-and-puff control-
ler [4].) Speech recognition software had been reported to be particularly useful for 
entering text [1] while the additional devices are usually used as a pointing device (to 
control the mouse pointer) [2]. However, the availability of these devices and soft-
ware is very limited and they usually cost much more than a standard input device 
such as a mouse and a keyboard. 

This paper presents a novel approach of operating a pointing device without addi-
tional hardware or expensive software. The system allows the users to control on-
screen mouse pointer through whistling, humming or singing any sound of different 
pitches. Because whistling, humming and singing operate the system exactly the same 
way, throughout the paper only whistling as the input mechanism will be explained. 
The system can be implemented on a standard PC or a PDA device for mobile appli-
cations and does not require any hardware other than a microphone and a sound card 
capable to sample the input audio signal. 

The paper consists of two main topics: an overview of the method employed to im-
plement the system and the results of a small user study. 
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2   The Input Method 

The overview of the input method is shown in Figure 1. When a user whistles, the 
sound of whistling is received by the microphone and digitized by the sound card. The 
digitized sound is processed in frames 1024 samples long. 

 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system. 

Using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the melody of the whistling is tracked. In 
this method, the melody is defined as the development of the pitch of the tone of 
whistling over time. The frequency at which there is most energy transferred is con-
sidered the pitch of the tone. The volume level of a frame is determined as a simple 
sum of the absolute values of the samples of the frame. 

A sound is recognized as a tone if it exceeds user-defined threshold of the volume 
level. No other processing has been implemented at this point of study. For environ-
ments with the background noise of a constant volume level, the user study (which 
will be described in more detail later) showed that this method is sufficient. The de-
signed system interprets the melody in two different modes when controlling the 
mouse pointer: orthogonally and melodically. 

Orthogonal Control Mode 

In this mode, the mouse pointer is controlled either horizontally or vertically at a time. 
The direction of the pointer’s motion is determined by the pitch of the tone at its be-
ginning (the initial pitch). The velocity is controlled by changing the pitch of the tone. 
If the user starts a tone below a specified threshold ft, the mouse pointer will move 
only to the left and to the right. Similarly, if a tone is started above ft, the pointer will 
move only up or down. The actual direction and speed of motion at any given time is 
determined from the difference of the current and the initial pitch. The bigger than the 
initial the current pitch is, the faster the cursor moves up (or to the right), and the 
lower pitch, the faster cursor’s motion down (or to the left). The click of the left but-
ton is emulated when the user only makes a short tone. Some control tones are shown 
in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Examples of control tones. t – time, f – pitch, ft – threshold pitch; A – click, B – double 
click, C – no motion, D – motion to the right, E – fast motion to the right, F – motion to the left, 
G – motion up, H – motion down, I – fast motion down. 
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The state diagram of this control mode is shown in Figure 3a. As mentioned, the 
cursor can only be controlled by whistles which last more than a threshold length tt 
(typically 0.2 seconds). If the pitch fs of a tone at its start is greater than the threshold 
tf, the cursor would move vertically, otherwise it would move horizontally (transitions 
2-3 and 2-4 respectively). As the whistle changes its frequency fc, the cursor changes 
its velocity in appropriate direction. When the tone disappears, the system returns to 
the initial state and another mouse click may be emulated or another cursor motion 
may be started. An example of this control mode is shown in Figure 5a. 

 

Fig. 3. Functionality described by means of state diagrams. (a) Orthogonal (b) Melodic modes. 
Key to the legend in the box above: A – initial state, B – other state, C – transition when there 
is a sound on input, D – transition when no sound is being received, E – additional condition of 
a transition, F – action initiated upon a transition. 

Melodic Control Mode 

In this mode, the cursor can move in any direction with a constant speed. There are 
two input parameters to this mode: the speed of the cursor and the pitch of the base 
tone. The left mouse button click is emulated in the same way as in the orthogonal 
control. If a longer tone than the threshold tt is detected (Figure 3b, transition 2-3), the 
cursor pointer starts to move. The direction of motion varies with the pitch of the 
whistling tone. The pitch of the tone may be any from the control octave: <base tone, 
base tone + 12 semitones>.  

 

Fig. 4. The assignment of directions of cursor’s motion to different pitches within the control 
octave. 
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Fig. 5. The orthogonal and melodic modes in operation. Individual movements are indicated 
with letters and start with small squares. Mouse clicks are marked with circles. (a) The or-
thogonal mode, the trace of the mouse pointer is shown above, the melody of whistling is 
shown below; the dotted line represents the threshold pitch ft, (b) the similar pictures for the 
melodic mode; the pitches in control octave are localized between the dotted lines. 

However, the range of possible pitches is continuous – i.e. it is not limited only to 
the octave’s semitones. Figure 4 shows the assignment of directions when the C3 note 
(approx. 1050 Hz) is chosen for the base tone pitch. An example of this control mode 
is shown in Figure 5b. 

3   The Implementation 

The designed system runs as an independent application (EXE) and requires a Micro-
soft Windows 98 or newer operating system. The system was written in Microsoft 
Visual C++ (ver.6.0). The application is available for download from [3]. A snapshot 
of the application is provided in Figure 6. 

 
Fig. 6. A snapshot of U3I. 
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4   The User Study 

The designed system was tested in two separate sessions by four regular computer 
users (defined as people who use computers at least 5 hours a week) whose data are 
listed in Table 1. The participants were asked to control the mouse through whistling 
in the first session and through hissing/humming in the second session. All partici-
pants either had no visual impairment or wore corrective lenses at the time of the 
experiment. In both sessions, a Pentium-4 1.7 GHz PC running Windows XP with a 
17” monitor set at 1024 by 768 pixels resolution and a standard blank (blue) back-
ground was used. Each participant tested the system in a quiet room accompanied 
only by the experimenter. To minimize the noise interference from the surrounding 
environment, the participants wore headsets throughout the sessions. Participants’ 
mouse movements were recorded using Camtasia Studio 2 screen capture software. 

Table 1. Participants’ data. 

Subjects S1 S2 S3 S4 
Gender M M F F 
Motor disability Missing fingers 

(accident) 
None Arthritis (cannot move her 

finger joints well) 
None 

Age 40 23 67 19 
Average weekly 
computer use 

>20 hrs 10-20 
hrs 

5-10 hrs >20 
hrs 

The First Session 

At the beginning of this session the experimenter informed the participants that the 
purpose of the study was to investigate how easy it was for them to control the mouse 
pointer through whistling and not to measure their performance in using the system. 
The experimenter then introduced the participant to the two control modes. The par-
ticipants were then given 5 minutes to try the system out after being reminded that 
any noise they made might affect the mouse pointer movement.  

The participants were then given an instruction sheet to move the pointer to various 
objects on the screen and to click some icons (5 tasks per control mode). The partici-
pants were allowed to take breaks of any time length between tasks to prevent fatigue 
affecting their performance. The tasks varied in the directions and angles of pointer’s 
movement while the distances from the current pointer to the next target were kept 
fairly constant. The icons were standard Windows icons displaying folders numbered 
1-5 (the number allows the participants to see the sequence of targets to click).  

Two participants (S1 and S4) tested the orthogonal control first and the other two 
(S2 and S3) tested the melodic control. This experimental design was aimed at 
balancing the control mode, gender, age or disability. 

Even though there were only four participants (hence a statistical analysis could 
not be performed), the results indicate that in average the participants took twice as 
long to arrive to an icon and click it when using the melodic control (an average of 
2.6s, the standard deviation is not reported because there are only four participants) 
than when using the orthogonal control (1.4s). When the screen capture was analyzed, 
it showed that all participants overshot the target when using the melodic control. 

In the post-session interviews, the participants mentioned that they felt they could 
control the pointer much better using the orthogonal control than using the melodic 
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control, comments that were correlated with the objective performance results (i.e., 
the time taken to finish the tasks). When asked how they thought these control modes 
would be useful for them, all participants answered that the orthogonal mode would 
be useful as a way to control the mouse. Three answered that the melodic mode would 
be “a fun way to move the mouse on the screen” or “may be good for drawing”. One 
said that she could not think of how this mode would be useful for her. All said that 
they felt comfortable using the system even though this was the first time they were 
exposed to it and were certain that they would master both control modes if they were 
given enough exposure. 

The Second Session 

The same four people did the second session one month later. Testing the system with 
the same group of participants allows a comparison of the ease of whistling and of the 
other two types of input sound, i.e. hissing and humming. The same setup and equip-
ment was used. However, the stimuli (the locations of the icons) were changed to 
minimize the familiarity, although the one month gap between the first and second 
sessions might ameliorate the familiarity problem. In this session, S1 and S4 tested 
the melodic control first and S2 and S3 tested the orthogonal control first to balance 
the experimental design. 

There were some major problems with operating the system through hissing. Two 
participants were unable to hiss properly. The other two could finish the tasks in the 
orthogonal mode (albeit with a lot of difficulty) through hissing. However, these two 
participants were unable to even home in on the first target in the melodic mode.  

The participants were then instructed to redo the tasks through humming or singing 
the tones. All participants were successful in finishing the tasks in both modes. How-
ever, they took slightly longer compared to the times they took in the first session 
(1.8s for the orthogonal mode and 3s for the melodic mode). The analyzed screen 
capture indicated that all participants overshot the target when using the melodic con-
trol. Examining the u3i screen, it was apparent that humming and singing produced 
signals that were less pure than whistling. Therefore, the control was not as good as 
the one performed through whistling. The participants still thought that the orthogonal 
mode was easier to control and operate than the melodic mode. 

In the post-session interview, three participants indicated that they preferred to 
control the mouse through humming or singing rather than whistling. When asked 
why, they mentioned that whistling was more tiring. The last participant said that he 
preferred whistling because he felt that this way he could control the mouse better. 

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

The paper reports on the design and evaluation of a whistle-operated pointing device. 
The key benefits of this system include: low computation power needed (especially 
suitable for mobile devices), short learning curve (as indicated from the user study), 
easy installation, and no special device is required. 

The results of the user study indicated that the orthogonal control was easier to per-
form than the melodic control. However, in both control modes, the users were able to 
complete the tasks. The users reported that they felt comfortable to use our system. 
Most participants indicated that humming or singing was less tiring than whistling. 
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Currently, our system is a working prototype. However, since no noise detection 
and filtering routines were implemented, the system is very sensitive to acoustic inter-
ferences. In order to be able to use our system in everyday situations, the system must 
be built more robust. 

The user study only involved four participants. A study of a larger scale would al-
low statistical analysis of the results. 
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Abstract. We discuss in this paper the possible uses of force feedback pointing 
devices for a blind user. We use the Wingman Force Feedback Mouse® and the 
PHANTOM®, associated with a sound feedback. First, we set the definitions of 
the gesture interaction and we propose the interaction loop relative to these de-
vices. Related works enable us to raise the limit of their use and to specify an 
adapted framework : the relative localization. The applications that we are de-
veloping are based on this applicative context. We present our application of 
geography which shows the relative positions of the areas on a map. We finish 
with a presentation of our 3-dimensional application prototype, which shows 
the relative position of the human body elements. In order to automate the 
treatment as much as possible, we have based our applications on XML data 
files : the SVG for the geographical maps and the X3D will be retained for the 
format of the forms in 3D.  

1   Introduction 

In front of a computer, a blind user uses the keyboard to operate the machine which 
answers him by a voice synthesis and/or a braille display. The text processing is well 
adapted to these methods. However, a graphic document will be presented to him by 
long and tiresome descriptions. The force feedback devices are used within the 
framework of the accessibility for the blind users because they authorize a more di-
rect interaction based on sensory capacities.  

We will first set the main definitions of the gestural interaction and will locate the 
perceptual mechanisms needed in order to use these devices. Here, we concentrate 
more specifically on force feedback pointing devices like the mouse. While reviewing 
related works within the framework of the accessibility for the blind users, as well as 
the limits observed, we propose a specific context of use for these devices: relative 
localization. Then, we present two applications of the relative localization. In 2D, it is 
a program of reading of geographical maps which allows a better accessibility for the 
blind users; and in 3D, our prototype makes it possible to a blind user to deduce the 
position from a human body model displayed on the screen. Lastly, we will conclude 
by presenting the outlooks which we consider. 

2   Gestural Interaction 

We set the general standards which relate to the gestural interaction between the user 
and the machine. Then, an action-reaction loop (or interaction loop) could be defined 
in our applicative context. 
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2.1   Human Gesture 

The tactilo-kinesthetic or “haptic” [1] system is the synthesis of the movements of 
exploration of the motor system and of perceptions of the tactile system. The haptic 
sense is thus both effector and receptor. [2] classified these two aspects in the follow-
ing way: 
1. movements of exploration of the hand: 

(a) side friction (movement on both sides of the surface of an object) 
(b) envelopment 
(c) the static contact (positioning of the palm of the hand on the surface of an ob-

ject) 
(d) the following of contours 
(e) the pressure (regular force applied to a given place of the object) 
(f) the rising of an object  

2. sensory capacities related to the gestural modality:  
(a) the cutaneous sense: it is the touch sense. It allows to feel the temperature, the 

pressure or the pain, and is relayed by sensory receptors located under the skin. 
(b) the kinesthetic sense: it is the sense related on the position and the movements 

of the body. It enables us for example to know the weight of an object we’re 
handling and its position. It is relayed by receptors based in the muscles, the 
tendons and the articulations.  

All these human capacities must have their equivalent on the machine, in order to 
accomplish the interaction loop. We will see further which sensory and exploratory 
capacities are stimulated according to the devices that we use. 

2.2   Computer “Gesture” 

There are numerous force feedback and/or tactile devices. 
In our study, we focused more specifically on the force feedback pointing devices. 

These devices handle only one pointer in the virtual space of the machine: the posi-
tion of the device is translated into a couple of coordinates (X,y) in 2D or a triplet 
(X,y,Z) in 3D. 

The devices we use are the Wingman Force Feedback Mouse® for the 2D and the 
PHANToM® for the 3D. 

The Wingman Forces Feedback Mouse ® (figure 1), was created by Immersion 
Corporation and marketed by Logitech.The mouse is interdependent of its base. The 
effective surface of work is of 1.9 X 2.5 cm and the forces can reach 1N in peak. 
Formerly, the Wingman® was a game device, but its use was diverted toward re-
search on the accessibility. 

The PHANToM® device (figure 2) was created and is marketed by Sensable 
Technology. It is the most popular device in research on the haptic interaction. The 
volume of work is of 13 X 16 X 13cm and the force feedback can reach 8.5N. 

2.3   Interaction Loop for the Pointing 

The handling of these two pointing devices makes use of the movements of explora-
tion of the arm. Articulations of the shoulder, the elbow and the wrist, and their asso-
ciated muscles are stimulated. The feedback operates on the same parts of the body. 
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Thus, it is the kinesthetic perception related to the arm via the shoulder, the elbow 
and the wrist which is requested. 

  

Fig. 1. Wingman Force Feedback Mouse. Fig. 2. PHANToM. 

3   Force Feedback for Blind Users 

3.1   Related Works 

The use of the force feedback for blind users aims to make up, as much as reasonably 
possible, for the absence of the visual channel. Several approaches exist.  

1. Haptic feedback of a graphic interface. Thanks to force feedback mice, [3] and [4] 
transcribed the the graphic interactors of the interface in force feedback. 

2. Haptic feedback of the contents and the layout of a document. The translation of 
mathematical figures or tables was studied by [5]. Finally, [6] carried out a haptic 
system of visualization based on the PHANToM® for people with visual handi-
cap. [7] developed a programming library making it possible to identify the layout 
of a document and to guide the hand of the user on this document. 

3. Description of graphic documents. [8] studied the possibilities of a force feedback 
on VRML (Virtual Reality Markup Language), a 3D file format on the Web. [9] 
used the SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) to enable blind users to read geographi-
cal maps. 

4. Apprehension of shapes or textures. [5] worked on the synthesis of haptic tex-
tures. [10] used the Impulse Engine 3000 to study perception by the blind users of 
textures and virtual shapes. Finally [11] studied the perception of mathematical 
graphics by blind users using the PHANToM®.  

Moreover, [12] showed the interest of the audio-haptic bimodality for blind users. 
The table 1 indicates the percentage of good answers for three modal situations for 12 
sighted users and 12 blind users. 

Table 1. Scores in Different Modal Situations. 

 Blind Users: 12 Sighted Users: 12 Total:24
Audio 68 % 62 % 64 % 
Haptic 78 % 71 % 74 % 

Bimodal 83 % 78 % 80 % 
Total 76 % 70 % 73 % 
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3.2   Limits 

Limits were raised in the use of force feedback pointing devices for the blind users. 
As follows: 

1. the use of these devices for the perception of textures is inadequate, as pointed 
[11]. Indeed, the cutaneous receptors of the skin are not stimulated. 

2. [13] and [10] pointed that the single contact point of the PHANToM® does not 
allow the recognition of a three-dimensional complex shape. The gestures of en-
velopment of the hand would allow such a recognition, but that would need a de-
vice activating the kinesthetic feedback on the fingers. 

3.3   Relative Localization 

The use of force feedback pointing devices must be based on the properties of the 
kinesthetic interaction of the arm.  

Kinesthetic perception related to the arm enables us to visualize the position of the 
hand in space. Thus, if an haptic event, like a vibration or a shock, occurs during a 
move of the arm, we can mentally represent the position that the hand had when the 
event occurred. Associated with a voice synthesis, this approach will allow the re-
building of a mental image of an object from the relative positions of the elements of 
this object. 

The two applications which we will present use the force feedback in this context. 

4   Applications of the Relative Localization 

4.1   2D Application: Géogr’Haptic 

This application run in a Internet browser. We display a map indicating the American 
states. A blind user handle the Wingman Force Feedback Mouse® to explore the 
surface of the screen. When the pointer of the mouse passes on an area, it is “magnet-
ized” toward its center. A sound feedback gives the name of the state, via a screen 
reader and a voice synthesis. The figure 3 illustrates this operation. 

 

Fig. 3. 
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Then, it is necessary for the user to force his way out of the area, and either:  

1. to fall into a state bordering and to hear the name of this state(figure 4)  
2. to leave the map, and then to feel an effect of texture.  

 

Fig. 4. 

The format of the map is the SVG [14] which is the implementation in XML for 
the vectorial pictures. The interest to use this format is multiple:  

1. its contents can be indexed by the search engines on the Web. 
2. the SVG supports the DOM (Document Object Model) and is therefore entirely 

scriptable. Geogr’Haptic is coded in Javascript. 
3. graphics in SVG can react to the users events: OnMouseOver() when the mouse 

passes on an area. OnMouseClic() when the user clicks. 
4. the SVG can be displayed perfectly on all platforms, all output resolutions, with 

various bandwidths.  

The first tests which we carried out with blind users are encouraging: they are able 
to quote the frontier states of Canada. Moreover, they can know which states must be 
crossed to go from a point A to a point B, which would not be possible by using tradi-
tional pictures on the Web. 

4.2   3D Application 

This application uses the same principle as géogr’Haptic but in three dimensions 
thanks to the use of the PHANToM®. We plan to base the application on the 3D 
XML format: the X3D [15]. However, we currently use the POSER® file format[16] 
for the prototype. It contains some meta-data like the X3D. The figure 5 shows the 
prototype of the application after the loading of a model of a human skeleton. 

When we load the 3D model, the bounding boxes of each element are computed. A 
3D cursor moved by the PHANToM® allows to navigate into the 3D scene. A force 
feedback then attracts the pointer in the center of the nearest bounding box. Then, a 
voice synthesis reads the name of this element. 

Nowadays, our prototype allows to blind user to deduce the 3D model position. 
For instance, on the figure 5 the model is standing with the arms in cross. 
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Fig. 5. 

5   Outlooks 

We should soon propose a test protocol which aims to confront our prototypes with 
the existing tools of access to the graphic documents for blind people. 

The prototype of our 3D application is still in an early stage development. For 
complex 3D models, our application will have to filter informations to be handled by 
the force feedback in instance to produce a scene with a good haptic legibility. We’re 
going to use the XML 3D file format for the Web: the X3D [15]. Just like the SVG, 
the X3D is completely scriptable, and support the DOM, which ena bles us to con-
sider an exploitation in a Internet browser. Moreover its specifications include the 
management of the objects displayed by pointing devices. We must also study ad-
justments of the force feedback, which would be specific with the 3D model loaded: 
an effect could thus guide the user hand along the elements. The effects could be 
characteristic of the various parts of the body (the intensity of the effect would be 
different if we are in a bone or in an organ). 

This leads us to our last objective: we are about to build a 3D model of a human 
body including the organs. The haptic reading of such a model would be useful for 
blind and sighted users, in a pedagogical context. 
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